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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (BBA)

COURSE OVERVIEW

The importance of International Finance as a discipline has
evolved significantly in the last two decades due to deregulation
of financial markets and product and technological develop-
ments. The world has entered an era of unprecedented
internationalization and globalisation of  economic activity. Each
nation is economically related to the other nations of the world
through a complex network of international traditions and
financial relationships. In this context, International Finance has
also become increasingly important as it links world trade and
foreign investment

The primary objective of the book is to enable finance profes-
sionals to acquire a firm grip on the intellectual foundations of
global financial markets, instruments, and products, as also
their use in managing financial risks. The trend towards greater
liberalization of the economy and growing integration of
global financial markets is irreversible. The speed of innovation
is accelerating and the new technology demands almost instant
responses from participants. Finance professionals can ignore
developments in international finance only at the risk of rapid
obsolescence. This book is designed to help students under-
stand the concepts and acquire the requisite tools to keep abreast
with these rapid changes in their professional environment.

The focus is on understanding and applying the basic concepts.
Institutional, regulatory and procedural matters are extremely
important but difficult to address here as they require highly
specialized domain knowledge and undergo rapid changes. To
cite an instance, the book will address the problem of how to
evaluate different options for raising foreign currency financing;
however, given the regulatory framework not all of the available

options can be accessed by a particular firm. To know which
ones are accessible, other sources and possibly expert advice has
to be sought.

An understanding of International Financial Management is
crucial not only to large MNCs but also to the smaller compa-
nies who are now realizing the need to understand
International Finance since International Business is not
necessarily restricted to large corporations. International
Business is very relevant to even those companies that have no
intention of engaging in it since these companies must
recognize how their foreign counterparts will be affected by
economic conditions in foreign countries - specially the move-
ments of the exchange rates, foreign interest rates and inflation.
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UNIT I

CHAPTER 1
LESSON 1:

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE - AN

INTRODUCTION

Learning Objectives
This chapter sets the backdrop for exploring multinational
business finance. Its main purpose is to provide a perspective
on global financial markets and the international monetary
system, which is supposed to define and enforce the rules of
the game in the arena of international finance.

At the end of the Chapter, you will have Learned

• The distinguishing feature of international finance.
• The essential concepts of Balance of Payments and their

interpretation.

The Challenge of International Finance
The 1990s can be characterized as the “Globalization Decade”.
Around the world, barriers to international trade and capital
flows were being dismantled. The process had begun in the
early 1980s, accelerated in the 1990s and reached its culmination
during the closing years of  the last decade of  this century. Even
developing countries like India, which for a long time followed
an inward -looking development strategy, concentrating on
import substitution, have recognized the vital necessity of
participating vigorously in the international exchange of goods,
services arid capital. The 1980s witnessed a significant shift in
policy towards a more open economy, considerable liberaliza-
tion of imports and a concerted effort to boost exports.
Starting in 1991, the 1990s ushered in further policy initiatives
aimed at integrating the Indian economy with the international
economy. The policy stance in the new millennium also stresses
more openness and networking with the global economy.
Quantitative restrictions on imports are being phased out as
part of  World Trade. Organization (WTO) commitments, and
import duties are being lowered. Foreign direct and portfolio
investments are on the rise. A unified market-determined
exchange rate, rent account convertibility and a slow but definite
trend in the direction of liberalizing the capital account have
opened up the Indian economy to a great extent.
In keeping with the commitments made to the WTO, all
quantitative restrictions on ports were abolished at the end of
March 2001. Restrictions on accessing foreign capital markets
have been considerably liberalized. Further lowering of tariff
barriers, greater access to foreign capital, relaxation of rules
governing foreign portfolio and direct investment and finally,
capital account convertibility are certainly on the reform agenda
of the Indian government.
Freedom from controls has meant enormous widening of
opportunities. For the finance manager, it means a much wider
menu of funding options, investment vehicles, cost reduction
and return enhancement through innovative structured
financing and investment vehicles and many other exciting
prospects to exercise his or her ingenuity
However, freedom and maturity also imply loss of innocence
and simplicity. There is a time when most finance managers in

India did not have to worry about gyrations in exchange rates,
ups and down in interest rates, twists and shifts of the yield
curve, whether bulls or bears were on the rampage on Wall
Street, whether Russia was being buried under a mountain of
debt and what Standard  & Poor thought of the Indian
economy. Today, such complacency would be a sure recipe for
disaster.
As we will discover in the rest of the book, almost every firm
today is exposed to fluctuations in the financial markets not
only at home but also abroad. For some firms, exposure is
direct and obvious; for others it is indirect via effects on their
customers, suppliers and competitors. Integration of financial
markets and mind-boggling advances in communications and
information technology means that no economy is an island
unto itself. Economic events, government actions and investor
sentiments in any part of the world spread throughout the
global financial markets rapidly. The fallout of  Asian crisis and
the upheavals following the Russian collapse have brought
home this lesson. In fact, it has led many experts and
policymakers to question the desirability a lassez faire global
financial system. Thus, with increasing opportunities has come
a quantum leap in financial risks.

Finance Function in a Global Context
The finance function in a typical non-financial firm consists of
two main tasks, treasury on one hand and accounting and
control on the other; needless to say, the treasurer and the
controller do not function in watertight compartments. There is
a continuous exchange of information and mutual consulta-
tions. In many firms a single person without any formal
separation of two responsibilities may in fact, head both the
tasks.
In what way is the finance function different in a multinational
context? The basic task of both the treasurer and the controller
remain the same as in the case of a purely domestic firm, the
difference is in terms of available choices and the attendant
risks.
These are the key differences:
1. The firm must deal with multiple currencies. It must make

or receive payments for goods and services in currencies other
than its ‘home currency’, raise financing in foreign currencies,
carry financial assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies and so forth. Thus, it must acquire the expertise to
deal in the forex market and learn to manage the uncertainty
created by fluctuations in exchange rates.

2. A Treasurer looking for long- or short-term funding has a
much richer menu of options to choose from when he or
she is operating in a multinational context. -Different
markets, national or offshore, different instruments,
different currencies and a much wider base of investors to
tap. Thus, the funding decision -acquires additional
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dimensions, which market, which currency, which form of
funding, etc. that are absent when the orientation is purely
domestic.

3. Similarly, a treasurer looking for outlets to park surplus
funds has a wider menu- of options in terms of markets,
instruments and currencies.

4. Each cross-border funding and investment decision exposes
the firm to two new risks, viz. exchange rate risk and political
risk. The latter denotes the unforeseen impact on the firm,
of events such as changes in foreign tax laws, laws pertaining
to interest, dividend and other payments to non-residents,
risks of nationalization -and expropriation. These are over
and above all the other risks associated with -these decisions
like interest rate risks and credit risks.

5. Cross-border financing and investment also obliges a firm to
acquire relevant expertise pertaining to accounting practices,
standards and tax laws applicable in -foreign jurisdictions.

To summarize managing the finance function in a multinational
context involves wider, opportunities, more varied risks,
multiplicity of regulatory environments and, as a Consequence,
increased complexity in decision-making.

Global Financial Markets

Are Financial Markets Globally Integrated?

It is often said that starting around the mid 1980s, there began
a process of  integration of  world’s major financial markets, so
that by now there is a single, vast ‘global’ financial market. How
much of this is true and how much of it is journalistic hype?
The question of whether financial markets across the world are
integrated or segmented can be     looked at from at least three
different perspectives:
a. The presence of legal barriers which prevent borrowers in

one country from accessing markets in another and investors
in one country from acquiring foreign assets. Non-resident
entities may be totally denied access to a country’s financial
markets or may be permitted controlled access. Similarly, a
country may totally or partially prevent its residents from
borrowing in foreign markets and investing in foreign assets.
Also, there may be restrictions, which keep foreign banks and
financial institutions out of some or all segments of the
domestic financial markets. Lastly, local tax law may
discriminate between domestic and foreign investors, e.g. by
withholding taxes on interest paid to non-residents.

b. A second less obvious factor causing segmentation even in
the absence of any formal restrictions on cross-border capital
flows is differences in generally accepted accounting
principles, disclosure norms, regulatory structure, market
practices, etc. which create informational asymmetries
between resident and non-resident investors. Thus, non-
resident investors may find it difficult to acquire and interpret
information about potential issuers in a country even
though the local government places no restrictions on
foreign investors.

c. Finally, an even more subtle consideration involves the
exchange risk factor. As we will see in coming lesson,
exchange rate movements do not compensate for differences

in inflation rates across countries. In a globally integrated
market, all investors who have identical expectations should
put an identical value on a given asset, e.g. the stock of
General Motors. However, in the presence of real exchange
rate risk, this will not hold. Consider the following
hypothetical case:

Three investors, an American, a German and a Britisher are
valuing the stock of ABC Inc, an American firm currently priced
at say USD 100. All the three agree that in US dollar terms, the
stock will fetch a return of  10% p.a. (ignoring dividends). The
expected inflation rates are 5%, 3% and 7% p.a. in the US,
Germany and UK respectively. The exchange rates are EUR
1.0850/USD and USD 1.5000/GBP at the start of the year. The
German investor expects the exchange rate to be EUR 1.0500/
USD and the British investor expects the rate to go to USD
1.40/GBP by the year-end.
What are their expected real, i.e. inflation-adjusted returns
measured in their respective home currencies?
You can easily work out that these would be 4.76%, 3.35% and
10.14% respectively for the American, the German and the
British investor.
Let us look at one sample calculation. To acquire the US asset
priced at USD 100 the German investor must spend 108.50
euros today; at the end of the year, the asset is expected to be
worth USD 110, with the exchange rate expected to be 1.05
euros per dollar, resulting in year-end value of 115.50 euros.
This implies a return of:

(115.5/108.5) - 1 = 0.0645 or 6.45%
But note that this is nominal return i.e. it has not been corrected
for inflation. When you account for 3% inflation in Germany
the real or inflation-adjusted return is:

[(115.5/108.5)/1.03] -1 = 0.0335 or 3.35%
You can also convince yourself  that the expected returns would
have been identical if expected movements in exchange rates
had exactly compensated for the differences in expected inflation
rates i.e. if the EUR was expected to appreciate to:
EUR [1.0850(1.03/1.05)] = EUR 1.0643 per USD and the GBP
to depreciate to USD [1.50(1.05/1.07)] = USD 1.4720 per GBP.
We will discuss the concept of  real exchange rate, in detail in
next chapter For now, it is sufficient to know that real exchange
rate changes consist of changes in exchange rates corrected for
inflation differences. When exchange rate changes do not reflect
inflation differences, real exchange rates vary over time. Thus,
there is ample empirical evidence to assert that except over very
long horizons, exchange rate movements do not reflect changes
in purchasing powers of various currencies. Hence, different
investors would value a given asset differently depending upon
their currency habitat. This makes for the third factor, which
prevents complete integration of national financial markets.
Looked at from these three angles, one can say that restrictions
on cross-border capital flows are being progressively removed in
most major financial market. Similarly, there is a significant in
increase in the presence of non-resident financial institutions in
the markets of OECD countries and, to some extent even in
developing countries. Informational disadvantages faced by
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non-resident investors are easily overcome with time. However,
there still remain significant differences across countries in
accounting and reporting practices as well as regulatory policies.
Finally, valuation. Divergences caused by real exchange rate
uncertainties will probably continue to segment the world’s
financial markets, for a long time to come.

Taxonomy of Financial Markets

Financial markets can be classified in various ways. The main
division we will follow here is that between domestic or on
shore markets on the one hand and off shore markets on the
other. Domestic markets are the traditional national markets
subject to regulatory jurisdiction of  the country’s monetary and
securities markets authorities trading assets denominated in the
country’s currency. Thus, the market for government and
corporate debt, bank loans, the stock market etc. in India is the
Indian domestic market. Similar markets exist in most countries
though many of them in developing and emerging market
economies are quite underdeveloped. In many countries, non-
resident entities are allowed to raise funds in the country’s
domestic market which gives the market an ‘international’
character. Thus, an Indian company (e.g. Reliance Industries) can
issue bonds in the US bond market and a Japanese company
can list itself on the London stock exchange.
The main feature of these markets is that they are generally very
closely monitored and regulated by the country’s central bank,
finance ministry and securities authority like the Securities
Exchange Commission in the US. Offshore or external markets
are in which assets denominated in a particular currency are
traded, but markets are located outside the geographical
boundaries of  the country of  that currency. Thus, a bank
located in London or Paris can accept a time deposit denomi-
nated in US dollars from another bank or corporation-an
‘offshore’ dollar deposit. A bank located in Paris might extend a
loan denominated in British pound sterling to an Australian
firm-an ‘offshore’ sterling loan. An Indian company might in
London, bonds denominated in US dollars-an’ offshore’ US
dollar
The main characteristic of these offshore markets is that they are
not subject to many of the monitoring and regulatory provi-
sions of the authorities of their country neither of residence
nor of the country of the currency in which the asset is denomi-
nated. For instance, a bank in the US accepting a deposit would
have to meet the reserve requirements laid down by the Federal
Reserve and also meet the cost of  deposit insurance. However,
the London branch of the same bank accepting a dollar deposit
is not subject to these requirements. An Indian company
making a US dollar bond issue in the US would be subject to a
number of disclosure, registration and other regulations laid
down by the SEC; dollar bonds issued in London face no such
restrictions and the firm may find this market more accessible.
Since both investors and issuers are generally free to access both
the domestic and offshore markets in a currency, it is to be
expected that the two segments must be closely -tied together.
In particular, interest rates in the two segments cannot differ
significantly. There will be some differences due to the fact that
one segment is more rigorously regulated (as also protected
against systemic disasters), but unless the authorities impose

restrictions on funds flow across the two segments, the
differences will be very small.
The euro currency market or simply the euro market was the
first truly offshore market to emerge during the early post-war
years. It blossomed into a global financial marketplace by the
end of the 1980s. A brief look at its evolution and structure
will enable us to understand how offshore markets function.
With the spread of such markets to locations outside Europe,
and the arrival of the pan-European currency named ‘euro’, the
designation ‘eurocurrency markets’ became inappropriate and
inconvenient. A US dollar deposit with a bank in London used
to be called a ‘eurodollar’ deposit. What do you call a deposit
denominated in euro with a bank in Singapore? The designa-
tion ‘euroEuro’ deposit would be rather cumbersome. A more
appropriate and comprehensive designation is ‘offshore’
markets. ‘
Some offshore banking markets are located in the so-called tax
havens such as Bahamas, Cayman Islands and so forth, which
provide a stable political environment, excellent communica-
tions infrastructure, minimal regulation and above all low taxes.
As a response to the competitive threat posed by eurobanks,
the US government permitted US banks to create International
Banking Facilities, which are a kind of ‘onshore--off-shore’
market. They are subsidiaries of US banks, located within the
but doing business exclusively with non-resident entities and
not subject to domestic regulations. Thus, they are also a part
of the offshore US dollar market. Such ‘onshore-offshore’
banking markets also exist in other countries e.g. Japan.

The Growing Importance of International Finance

While we shall emphasize the managerial issues of international
finance in this book, it is important to reemphasize that the
international flows of goods and capi-tal that are behind the
subject of international finance are fundamental to our well-
being. Let us therefore pause to consider the evidence of  the
growth of the interna-tional movement of goods and capital.
We shall also take a look at the sources of  gains from the flows
of  goods and capital. We shall see that international finance is a
subject of immense and growing importance.

Growth of International Trade versus Domestic Trade

International trade has a pervasive importance for our standard
of living and our daily lives. In the department store we find
cameras and electrical equipment from Japan and clothing from
China and Hong Kong. On the street we find automobile from
Germany, Japan, Britain, Sweden, and France using gasoline
from Nigeria Saudi Arabia, Great Britain, Mexico, and Kuwait.
At home we drink tea from India coffee from Brazil, whiskey
from Scotland, beer from Germany, and wine from France. We
have become so used to enjoying these products from distant
lands that it is easy to forget they are the result of the complex
international trading and financial linkages
Peoples and nations have been trading from time immemorial.
During the period since records have been kept the amount of
this trade between nations has typically grown at a faster rate
than has domestic commerce. For example, sine 1950, world
trade has grown by about 6 percent per annum, roughly twice
the rate of growth of world output over the same period.
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During the last century, international trade grew at an even more
astounding rate, increasing by a factor of 25 times in, the
century leading up to World War I. Even in the period since
1970, a mere moment in the long history of international trade,
the proportion of trade occurring between nations relative to
total trade has almost doubled. This is seen in below Table,
which shows that global exports have risen from 9.9 percent of
the global gross domestic product in 1970 to 15.8 percent by
1992. Indeed, if anything, the export figures and hence the
percentages shown in Table are understated. This
suggested by the fact that when the world’s combined reported
exports are compared to imports, global imports exceed
exports. In the absence of  extraterrestrial trade, this suggests
reporting errors: properly calculated, global imports must equal
glob exports. The mechanisms for reporting imports are
generally better than those fl reporting exports-tax authorities
keep track of imports for collection of duties--and therefore it is
likely that exports are being understated rather than imports
being overstated. Clearly, more and more economic activity is
trade-related.
The growing importance of international trade is reflected in the
trade statistics
TABLE. Aggregate International Trade versus GDP

World Exports, Exports/GDP,
Year Billion U.S.$ %
1992 3632.3 15.8
1990 3416.6 15.1
1985 1935.6 15.4
1980 1998.6 17.2
1975 875.5 14.1
1970 315.1 9.9

Of most industrialized nations. For example, Figure A shows
that in the United States, the proportion of consumption
consisting of  imported goods and services has increased by
almost 250 percent since 1962; it has increased from only 6.8
per-cent in 1962 to 16.28 percent in 1992. Figure A, which
shows the fraction of con-sumption consisting of imports,
and Figure B, which shows the fraction of  gross domestic
product (GDP) that is exported, reveal clearly that international
trade is a matter of growing importance in the United States,
Britain, Canada, Germany, France, and just about every leading
country, whether we measure trade by imports or exports. It is
worth pausing to consider why international trade and the
interna-tional financial activity associated with that trade have
grown relatively rapidly in recent decades.

Reasons for the Growing Importance of International Trade

There are two principal reasons why international trade has
grown rapidly vis-a-vis overall economic activity:
1. A liberalization of trade and investment has occurred via

reductions in tariffs,quotas, currency   controls, and other
impediments to the international flow of goods and capital.

2. An unprecedented shrinkage of “economic space” has
occurred via rapid improvements in communication and
transportation technologies and conse-quent reductions in
costs.

Figure A Percentage of Consumption Consisting of Imports

In almost every country there has been a substantial increase in
the dependence on imports, with a number of countries today
importing more than half of what people consume. In the case
of Japan, imports have declined, but this is because of a decline
in prices of imported commodities, not a reduction in quanti-
ties of imports.

Percentage of GDP Arising from Exports

Much of the trade liberalization has come from the develop-
ment of free-trade areas, such as that containing the European
Union (EU), formally called the European Economic Commu-
nity (EEC), consisting of 17 countries from Iceland to Greece,
and that of  the United States, Canada, and Mexico, which
signed the North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in
1993. Similarly, rapid growth of  trade has occurred among the
members of the Association of South East Asian nations
(ASEAN). Indeed, more and more of international trade is
occurring within regions. For example, Table B shows between
1982 and 1992 the proportion of  U.S. trade with countries in
North, Central, and South America increased from 29.3 percent
to 37.1 percent, while Japan’s trade with other Asian nations
increased from 19.7 percent to 34.6 percent. This trend toward
regionalization of trade has
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Source: International Financial Statistics, International Monetary
Fund, Washington, D.C., 1993.
important currency implications, making it of paramount
importance to international finance. The Japanese yen is likely to
become more dominant as the settlement cur-rency in Asia,
with the same being true for the Deutschemark in Europe. The
role of  the U.S. dollar, which has been the dominant global
currency for price quotation and settlement of payments, may in
the future be diminished outside the Americas.
The second factor contributing to growing trade, namely, the
shrinkage of “eco-nomic space”, caused by a lower cost of
communication and transportation, has had a profound effect.
For example, in real terms, long-distance telephone costs have
been reduced by more than 80 percent since the 1920s. Connec-
tion times have been reduced even more dramatically. The cost
of international business travel by air has dropped so substan-
tially that it can cost little more for a U.S. executive to meet with
a European client than to meet with another U.S. executive at
the other side of  the country. Air freight and ocean tanker costs
for transporting goods have also fallen rapidly. This has resulted
in a globalization of markets and consequent rapid growth in
international financial activity.
Given the growing importance of international trade, it is
worth briefly consid-ering the rewards and risks that accompany
it.

Questions and Problems
Quest 1. What are the factors obstructing complete integration
of global financial market?
Quest 2. What is meant by shrinkage of “economic space”?
Quest 3. What are the possible implications of the increasing
regionalisation of  international  Trade?

Notes -
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LESSON 2:

TUTORIAL

In this class we will take some illustrations of the astounding
growth in international capital flows.

Getting a Grip on Globalization
After asking the question “What does ‘globalization’ mean?”
The Economist, in its 1992 survey of  the world economy,
provides an answer which motivates a substantial part of the
topic selection for this book: “The term can happily accommo-
date all manner of things: expanding international trade, the
growth of multinational business, the rise in international joint
ventures and increasing interdependence through cap-ital flows-
to name but a few.”
When focusing on the last of these, increasing capital flows,
The Economist provides a variety of measures of the dramatic
rate at which globalization has occurred. Consider the following,
including the caveat at the outset, taken directly from the survey
in The Economist.
All the estimates that follow must be treated with caution. But
even allowing for that, the story they tell is startling.
• In 1980 the stock of “international” bank lending (i.e., cross-

border lending plus domestic lending denominated in
foreign currency) was $324 billion. By 1991 it had risen to
$7.5 trillion. To put these figures in perspective, the
combined GDP of the 24 OECD [Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development] industrial
countries in 1980 was $7.6 trillion; in 1991 it was $17.1
trillion. So during the past decade the stock of interna-tional
bank lending has risen from 4% of  the OECD’s GDP to
44%. (See Figure)

• In 1982 the total of international bonds outstanding was
$259 billion; by 1991 it was $1.65 trillion. (See Figure )

• Domestic bond markets have also been invaded by for-
eigners. Between 1970 and 1988 the proportion of American
government bonds owned by foreigners went up from 7%
to 17%-a growing share of a massively ris-ing total. Between
1974 and 1988 the proportion of  West Germany’s official
debt held by foreigners went up from 5% to 34%.

• As recently as 1986 the global stock of the principal
derivatives (i.e., options, futures and swaps involving
interest rates and/or currencies) was $1.1 trillion. In 1991 it
was $6.9 trillion.

• Turnover in foreign exchange, including derivatives, is now
put at roughly $900 billion each day. Yes, each day. Currency
trading has grown by more than a third since April 1989,
when a central-bank survey estimated net daily turnover at
$650 billion-and that was double the previous survey’s
estimate for 1986.

• In 1970 America’s securities transactions with foreign-ers (i.e.,
gross sales and purchases of bonds and equities involving
resident and a nonresident) amounted to the equivalent of

3% of  the country’s GDP; in 1980 the fig-ure was 9%; in
1990 it was 93%. The corresponding fig-ures for West
Germany are 3%, 8% and 58%; and for Japan, 2% (in 1975),
7% and 119%. (See Figure E1.2.) Thanks to the City of
London, Britain’s cross-border securities transactions were
equivalent to no less than 368% of GDP even in 1985. Five
years later the figure had nearly doubled, to 690%.

Figure Getting a Grip on Globalization

• Between 1980 and 1990 the volume of worldwide cross-
border transactions in equities alone grew at a compound
rate of28% a year, from $120 billion to $1.4 trillion a year. .
Between 1986 and 1990 outflows of foreign direct
investment (FDI) from America, Japan, West Germany,
France and Britain increased from $61 billion a year to $156
billion, an annual growth rate of 27%. The global stock of
FDI is now estimated to be $1.7 trillion. At the last count,
for 1990, there were roughly 35,000 “transna-tional
corporations,” with 147,000 foreign affiliates.

In short, during the 1980s finance really did go global. How
does this new world economy work? Will the integration of
capital markets affect interest rates, government budgets and
other aspects of economic policy? Might the power of global
finance destabilise national economies? Financial regulators
found their job enough of  a struggle even in sim-pler times:
can they ever cope with the new regime? If not, should the clock
be turned back-supposing it can be?
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LESSON 3:

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE - PART II

Objectives:  At the end you will have learned:
• What are ‘Euro’ or ‘offshore’ markets?
• Interest rates in the Global money markets

Euro or Offshore Markets: What Are
They?
Prior to 1980 the eurocurrency market was the only truly
international financial market of any significance. It is mainly an
interbank market trading in time deposits and various debt
instruments. A ‘Eurocurrency Deposit’ is a deposit in the
relevant currency with a bank outside the home country of that
currency. Thus, a US dollar deposit with a bank in London is a
eurodollar deposit; a deutschemark deposit with a bank in
Luxembourg is a euro mark deposit. Note that what matters is
the location of the bank nor the ownership of the bank nor the
ownership of the deposit. Thus, a dollar deposit belonging to
an American company held with the Paris branch of an
American bank is still a eurodollar deposit. Similarly, a Eurodol-
lar Loan is a dollar loan made by a bank outside the US to a
customer or another bank.
The prefix ‘Euro’ is now outdated since such deposits and
loans are regularly traded outside Europe e.g. in Singapore and
Hong Kong (These are sometimes called Asian markets). That
is the reason we have used the more inclusive designation
‘offshore markets’. While London continues to be the main
offshore center, loans negotiated in London are often booked
in tax-haven centers such as Grand Cayman and Nassau for tax
reasons - It must be clearly understood that every offshore
deposit has its counterpart in the home country of the relevant
currency. This can be understood by examining a typical
sequence of transactions, which leads to the creation of
offshore deposits.
Suppose Microsoft wishes to place USD 25 million in a 91-day
deposit. It obtains rate quotations from various banks in the
US and in London. It finds the rate offered by Barclays Bank in
London, 8% p.a., most attractive. It instructs CITI bank, New
York, to transfer USD 25 million to Barclays. CITI informs
Barclays London and asks where the funds should be credited.
Barclays London maintains an account with Chase New York.
CITI debits Microsoft’s account and credits Barclays account
with Chase. This transfer would take place via an interbank
clearing system such as CHIPS in the US. Barclay creates a
deposit account in the name of Microsoft in London and
credits it with USD 25 million. A Eurodollar or offshore dollar
deposit has been created but ‘physically’, the dollars have not
left the US. At maturity 91 days later, Barclays will calculate
interest payable as:
25000000 x 0.08 x (91/360) = $505555.56 and credit it to
Microsoft’s deposit account.
In these offshore markets, the day count convention for interest
calculations isactual/360i.e.fraction of year is calculated by taking

the actual number of days in the deposit or loan and assuming
that year has 360 days.
Suppose Microsoft wishes to invest the money for a further
period of 91 days. This time, it finds that Commerzbank
Frankfurt is offering the best rate. It instructs Barclays London
to transfer the money to Commerzbank. Commerzbank
maintains an account with Bank of  America, New York.
Barclays instructs Chase to debit its account and transfer the
funds to the account of Commerzbank with BankAm. So the
process goes on.
Of course, Barclays is not going to let the funds lie idle in its
Chase account for 91 days. It might keep some level of  reserves
and try and find an eligible borrower. Suppose on the same day
that Microsoft makes its initial deposit, a French firm wishes to
obtain a 90-day loan of USD 20 million and finds that Barclays
rate is the cheapest. It draws the loan and instructs Barclays to
transfer the funds to its bank, BNP, Paris. BNP has an account
with Bank of America in Los Angeles. Barclays instructs Chase
to transfer the funds to BNP’s account with Bank of  America.
BNP creates a offshore or eurodollar deposit in the name of the
French firm. Another euro deposit has been created.
You can then see that BNP can and probably would repeat the
process, which will lead to creation of further Eurodollar
deposits. Just as in the case of  a fractional reserve domestic
banking system, eurobanks can create multiple deposits based
on an initial injection of funds into the system. But the funds
never leave the home country of the currency in question.
Over the years, these markets have evolved a variety of instru-
ments other than time deposits and short-term loans e.g.
Certificates of Deposit (CDs), Euro Commercial Paper (ECP),
medium-to long-term floating rate loans, Eurobonds6,
Floating Rate Notes (FRNs) and Euro Medium Term Notes
(EMTNs).
As mentioned above, the key difference between offshore
markets and their domestic counterparts is one of regulation.
For instance, eurobanks are free from regulatory provisions such
as cash reserve ratio, deposit insurance etc. which effectively
reduces their cost of funds. Eurobonds are free from ratings
and disclosure requirements applicable to many domestic issues
as well as registration with securities exchange authorities. This
feature makes it an attractive source of funding for many
borrowers and a preferred investment vehicle for some inves-
tors compared to a bond issue in the respective domestic
market.

Evolution of Offshore Markets
Eurocurrency markets, specifically the eurodollar market, is said
to have originated with the Russian authorities wishing to have
dollar-denominated deposits outside the jurisdiction of the US
government. Banks in Britain and France obliged and the
eurodollar market was born. .
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The subsequent enormous growth of the Eurodollar market
can be attributed to the following factors:
1. Throughout the 1960s and 70s, American banks and other

depository institutions had to observe ceilings on the rate of
interest they could pay on deposits. These restrictions did
not apply to banks outside the US, and a number of
American banks began accepting dollar deposits in their
foreign branches. The dollars so obtained were often
reinvested in the US. Most of these restrictions were lifted by
the mid’70s.

2. As mentioned above, reserve requirements and deposit
insurance implied effective cost of funds for US domestic
deposits. Since branches of banks outside the US did not
have to observe these restrictions, they could offer slightly
higher rates to depositors and slightly lower rates to
borrowers. Hence attractive to accept dollar deposits in
foreign branches rather than at home.

3. Due to the importance of the dollar as a vehicle currency in
international and finance, many European corporations have
cash flows in dollars and temporary dollar surpluses and the
need to make payments in dollar they wished to have
deposits denominated in dollars. Convenience of time zone
as well as their greater familiarity with European banks,
inclined companies to prefer European banks, a choice made
more attractive by t rates offered by eurobanks.

4. These factors were reinforced by the demand for Eurodollar
loans by non- US entities and by US multinationals to
finance their foreign operations. During the ’60s, as the US
balance of payments deteriorated, the government imposed
a series of restrictions, which made it difficult and/or more
expensive for foreign entities to borrow in the US. The
voluntary foreign credit restraints followed by mandatory
controls on foreign lending and the interest equalization  tax
(a tax on interest earned by US residents from foreigners)
induced channeling of funds through the eurodollar markets
where these regulations did not apply.

The reasons behind the emergence and strong growth of the
eurodollar markets can be summarized in one word regulations.
For both borrowers and lenders, various restrictions imposed
by the US government induced them to evolve eurodollar
deposits. and loans. Added to this are the considerations
mentioned above viz. the ability of eurobanks to offer better
rates both to depositors and borrowers (which again can be
attributed to the existence of regulations) and the convenience
of dealing with a bank closer home which is familiar with the
business culture and practices in Europe.
Another contributing factor was the restrictions imposed by
UK authorities sometime in the ’50s which prevented UK
banks from providing trade finance in sterling.
The emergence of offshore markets in currencies other than the
dollar can also be attributed to similar considerations though
better rates and familiarity perhaps played a more important role
in these cases. As exchange controls were eased and offshore
banking was encouraged by authorities, offshore markets
developed in many other centers, including the Far East.

It is difficult to obtain precise estimates of the size of the
offshore market, particularly net figures i.e. excluding interbank
placement of  funds. Table below provides some recent data on
the outstanding volume of external loans and deposits of
reporting banks taken from BIS. These data include loans made
to and deposits taken from all non-residents by banks in BIS
reporting countries and thus include the so-called euro loans
and deposits.

External Loans and Deposits of Reporting Banks (Billions

of us Dollars)

Loans Deposits
1999 December 7887.7 8844.1
2000 December 8317.7 9457.4
2001 December 8584.7 9833.0

Source: Quarterly Review: International Banking and Financial
Market Developments Bank for International Settlements
March 2002.

Interest Rates in the Global Money Markets
The purpose of this section is to examine the link between
interest rates in the domestic and offshore markets on the one
hand and between interest rates for different currencies in the
offshore market on the other.
The spectrum of interest rates existing in an economy at any
point of time is the result of the complex interaction between
several forces. Table below provides a schematic picture of
interest rate determination.
As seen in the figure, short-term money market rates in a
domestic money market are linked to the so-called risk-free
nominal interest rate, usually the yield offered by short- term
government securities like treasury bills. In the eurocurrency
market, which is primarily an interbank deposit market, the
benchmark is provided by the interbank borrowing and lending
rates. The most widely known benchmark is the London Inter-
Bank offer Rate abbreviated LIBOR. This is an index of the
rate, which a “first class” bank in London will charge another
first class bank for a short-term loan.
Note that LIBOR is not necessarily the rate charged by any
particular bank. It is only an indicator of demand-supply
conditions in the interbank deposit market in London
Another rate often referred to is the LIBID-London Inter-Bank
Bid Rate, the rate which a bank is willing to pay for deposits
accepted from another bank.
Obviously, LIBOR would vary according to the term of  the
underlying deposit. Thus, the financial press normally provides
quotations for three and six month LIBORS. In the market,
deposits range in maturity from overnight upto one year.
LIBOR also varies according to the currency in which the loan or
deposit is denominated. We will discuss below the link between
LIBORS for different currencies.
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Determinants of Interest Rates

TABLE gives three and six month LIBORs for various
currencies.
3-Month and 6-Month LIBORs (March 20, 2002 in % per
annum)

Short-term Rates-UK (% per annum)

Short-term Rates- US February 2002 Average (% per annum

Source: For US rates, Resources for Economists; for UK rates,
Bank of England

Above two tables present selected short-term interest rates for
the UK and the US money markets respectively.
Let us now discuss the relationship between interest rates in the
domestic and euro segments of  the money market. Table below
provides some data on US dollar three- month commercial
paper and certificates of deposit interest rates in the domestic
market and the three month LIBOR in the offshore segment.
While not strictly comparable, they serve to bring out the close
connection between the two markets. As can be seen, the rates
are very close and generally move together. This is not surpris-
ing since, as said above, arbitrage by borrowers and investors
with access to both the markets should serve to keep the rates
close together. Consider this example:
In the US domestic markets, 90-day CD (Certificates of
Deposit) rates are ruling at 9.5%. There is a reserve requirement
of 6% against funds raised with CDs and a deposit insurance
premium of 0.04%. This means that a US bank can raise funds
in the US domestic market at an effective cost of :

[(9.50 + 0.04)/(1- 0.06)] % = 10.15%
Suppose the bid rate for 90-day US dollar deposits in London is
11.5%. Banks with access to the US domestic money market can
raise funds there and place them in London for an arbitrage
profit of  1.35%. In doing so, they would bid up the CD rates
in the US domestic market and put downward pressure on 90-
day US dollar LIBID, bringing the two rates close together so
that the arbitrage opportunity disappears.
Why are the rates not identical? Two explanations are offered.
The first emphasizes the demand side viz. differences in
investors (depositors’) perception of risks associated with
different banks. If  eurobanks are perceived to be more risky,
(who will bail them out if they get into trouble?) depositors
would demand a risk premium which would force euro banks
to pay somewhat higher deposit rates.
On the other hand, if depositors who are not residents of US
might perceive a degree-however small-of political risk in
placing their funds in US (e.g. the Soviets in the ’50s and the oil-
exporting Arab countries in the ’70s), euro banks can attract
deposits even if they pay a somewhat lower rate of interest.
The second explanation emphasizes the supply side viz. impact
of regulation on banks cost of funds. Banks in the US are
subject to reserve requirements as well as insurance premia for
Federal Deposit Insurance. This would mean a higher cost of
funds for a given rate paid on deposits. Euro banks are exempt
from both these restrictions and can therefore afford to pay
somewhat higher rates. Thus, suppose both pay interest at 10%
per annum. Assume that reserve requirements in the US are 5%
and deposit insurance costs 0.1% per annum. Then, the
effective cost of funds for the US bank would be:

(10 + 0.1)/(1- 0.05) = 10.63%
While for the euro bank it is 10%. The US bank can pay interest
only at the rate of 9.4% to achieve a cost of funds equal to
10%14. Table Below shows that the eurodollar rates are
somewhat higher than their domestic counterparts.
There may also be a third factor at work though its influence is
likely to be small. Depositors outside the US may prefer
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offshore banks on account of the convenience of time zone
and greater familiarity with banking practices.
The cost-of-funds argument would also imply that euro banks
would charge slightly lower rates on loans than their domestic
counterparts since their cost of fund is somewhat lower.
In practice, neither argument-risk premium nor cost of funds-
by itself is adequate to explain the interest differentials at all
times. Both have to be invoked depending upon specific market
conditions.
From time to time, for balance of payment reasons or to
prevent speculation against their currency, national authorities
may impose temporary controls on cross-border

US Dollar 3 Month Domestic and Offshore Interest Rates (%)

CP CD Euro$
Jan-99 4.77 4.89 4.88
Feb-99 4.79 4.90 4.86
Mar-99 4.81 4.91 4.88
Apr-99 4.79 4.88 4.87
May-99 4.81 4.92 4.90
Jun-99 4.98 5.13 5.09
Jul-99 5.11 5.24 5.21
Aug-99 5.25 5.41 5.36
Sep-99 5.32 5.50 5.48
Aug-99 5.25 5.41 5.36
Sep-99 5.32 5.50 5.48
Oct-99 5.88 6.13 6.09
Nov-99 5.81 6.00 5.97

fund flows which result in divided capital markets as arbitrage
transactions are not permitted. Under these circumstances, the
close link between domestic and offshore rates is snapped.
The most dramatic instance of such segmented credit markets is
what happened to the Euro French Franc market in the early
’80s when, to prevent speculation against the French franc, the
authorities imposed various controls on resident and non-
resident borrowers and investors and banks. This led to the
Euro French franc deposit rates being much higher than
corresponding domestic deposit rates.
Next, let us examine the links between interest rates for
different currencies in the euro market. As seen in First Table, at
any point in time, LIBORS for different currencies differ
substantially. Consider a borrower who wished to borrow
funds in the euro market for six months. Why would such a
borrower take a loan in pound sterling paying 4.31% and not in
Japanese yen paying 0.104%? Obviously, this must have
something to do with the expected behavior of exchange rates.
For a more concrete example, assume that the depositor’s
functional currency is Indian rupees. After taking a loan in a
foreign currency, he converts it into rupees and uses the funds.
To repay the loan with interest, he will need the foreign currency
six months later. To eliminate the uncertainty about the rate at
which he will be able to buy the currency at that time, he enters
into a contract with his bank in which the bank agrees to sell

him the foreign currency at a rate specified now. This is the
Forward Exchange Rate.
In choosing between a pound sterling and a Yen loan, the
depositor will compare the end-of-period rupee cash outflows
from both for a given rupee inflow today. This comparison
involves two factors viz. the interest rates to be paid and the
forward exchange rate at which the currency of loan can be
bought against rupees when the loan has to be repaid. Suppose
on 20 March 2002, the following rates were available:
Pound sterling 6-month LIBOR: 4.31 % p.a.
Japanese yen 6-month LIBOR: 0.104% p.a.
Spot Exchange Rate Rupees vs. Pound: Rs. 68.00 per pound 6-
month Forward Exchange Rate Rupees vs. Pound: 69.35 Spot
Exchange Rate Rupees vs. Yen: 0.3665 6-month Forward
Exchange Rupees vs. Yen: 0.3940 suppose the fund require-
ment is Rs. 25 crore.
a. A loan in pounds would require a principal amount of

(250000000/68) or 3676470.59 pounds. The repayment
obligation six months later would be:
3676470.59[1+ (0.0431/2)] = 3755698.53 pounds

To buy this at the forward rate of  Rs.69.35 per pound would
require an outlay of Rs. 260457693.10 six months later.
b. The principal amount of the yen loan would be (250000000/

0.3665) or 682128240.10 yen. The repayment would be:
682128240.10 [1+ (0.00104/2)] = 682482946.80 yen

To buy this forward would require an outlay of:
Rs. (682482946.80 x 0.3940) = Rs. 268898201

Six months later, this is about Rs. 8 million more than the
outlay required with a pound loan. Thus, even with an appar-
ently much more attractive interest rate, the yen loan turns out
to be a more expensive proposition than the pound sterling
loan.
The key lies in the fact that the effective cost of the loan consists
of two components viz. the interest rate and the loss or gain on
currency conversion, which in turn depends upon the exchange
rate at the start and the rate at which conversion is done at the
time of loan repayment. In the example, at loan maturity the
borrower had to buy the foreign currencies at a rate higher than
the rate at the start-both yen and pound were at a ‘forward
premium’. The difference in the spot rate and the forward rate
more than wiped out the benefit of lower interest rate for the
yen loan.
Of course, the borrower need not have entered into a forward
contract. He could have bought the necessary foreign exchange
in the spot market at the time of  loan maturity. It is then
possible that the yen loan might have turned out to be cheaper
but it could go the other way too. The borrower would have
been exposed to currency risk
What does this imply for the market rates? Obviously, all
borrowers from India choosing between pound and yen loan
and not wishing to take exchange rate risk, would opt for the
pound loan. Not only that. The exchange rates of yen and
pound against the rupee given above imply the following rates
between yen and pound:
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Yen per pound spot: (68.00/0/3665) = 185.54
Yen per pound 6 months forward: (69.35/0.3940) = 176.02.
As an exercise work out the following:
A British company needs a six-month 5 million sterling loan
and does not I wish to take on currency risk. Should it take a
sterling loan or a yen loan? A Japanese firm needs a six-month
500 million yen loan without currency exposure. In which
currency should it borrow? You will find that in both the cases
the answer is they should go in for a pound loan.
These would move spot and forward exchange rates and
interest rates in such a way that interest rate differential between
two currencies would equal the percentage spot-forward
exchange rate margin so that if a borrower does not wish to
incur currency risk he would be indifferent to the currency of the
loan. The effective cost of funds would be same in all currencies
if you do not wish to take currency risk.
Now, consider a similar situation from another angle. This
time, an investor in Singapore is examining bank deposits in
various currencies as a short-term investment. He observes the
following rates:
Euro£ 6-month LIBOR: 6.64% p.a.
EuroCHF 6-month LIBOR: 2.06% p.a.
Spot Exchange Rate Singapore dollar (SGD) per Swiss franc
(CHF): 1.1000 6-month forward exchange rate SGD vs.: 1.1107
Spot Exchange Rate SGD vs. Pound: 2.8000 6-month forward
exchange rate SGD vs. Pound: 2.7475
a. 100 SGD put ill a cm deposit, maturity value of deposit sold

forward. At the end of six months, the depositor would
have:
SGD [(100/1.1)(1.0103)(1.1107)] = SGD(102.0128)15

b. 100 SGD put in a pound sterling deposit, maturity value
deposit sold forward. At the end of six months, the
depositor would have:
SGD [(100/2.80)(1.0332)(2.7475)] = SGD (101.3827)

Thus, despite the higher interest rate on sterling deposits, the
depositor would have been better off putting money in a Swiss
franc deposit. Why was this so? The key again lies in the loss or
gain made when converting the deposit proceeds forward back
into the depositor’s home currency. With a Swiss franc deposit,
the depositor gains. The percentage gain is:

[(1.1107 -1.1000)/1.1000] x 100 = 0.9727 for six months.
On an annualized basis, this gain is 1.9455%. Thus the
Effective Return is 4.0055% per annum or 2.0028% for six
months.With a sterling deposit, the depositor loses; the
percentage loss is:

[(2.7475 - 2.8000)/2.8000] x 100 = -1.875%
for six months or -3.75% per annum. With annual interest at
6.64%, the effective return is 2.89% per annum. Note also that
this return is less than the return offered by SGD deposits.
Obviously, if  all depositors including those in the UK are free
to place their funds in any currency, such a situation cannot last.
In the present case, depositors who hold sterling deposits
would liquidate them, buy SGD or CHF in the spot market,

put these on deposit and simultaneously enter into forward
contracts to convert the deposit proceeds back into sterling. This
activity is known as Covered Interest Arbitrage.
When all or even a large number of investors attempt to put
through such transactions, the market rates will change. For
instance, deposit rates on sterling will rise, those on SGD and
CHF would fall, spot price of sterling would fall and the
forward price would rise. In equilibrium, the effective returns on
all currencies-i.e. interest plus any exchange gain or loss-would
be equalized. You can convince yourself  that the fact that we
have assumed the functional currency of the depositor to be
SGD is of no consequence. Thus the differences in interest rates
between different currencies in the euro market reflect the
market’s expectations regarding exchange rate movements as
captured in the spot rate-forward rate differentials. On a covered
basis-i.e. protected against currency risk-all currencies should
yield equal returns or equal funding costs.
To summarize, the relationship between the domestic and
offshore market interest rates for a currency are governed by risk
premia, reserve requirements and other regulations that apply to
domestic deposits and the presence of capital controls. The
differences in interest rates between currencies in the euro
market are explained by the differences in the spot-forward
margins via the covered interest parity mechanism. In equilib-
rium, covered-i.e. hedged for exchange risk-returns on all
currencies would be equal.

Questions and Problems
Quest 1. What is the linkage between national financial markets
and the Euro markets? How do they influence each other?

Quest.2. Explain clearly the concept of Eurocurrencies. A dollar
deposit, belonging to a French firm, held with the New York
branch of a Banque Nationale de Paris (a French Bank) is not a
Eurodollar deposit. True or False?
Quest.3. Other things being equal, what effect do you expect
each of the following will have on the size of the Eurodollar
market.
a. The US Federal Reserve reduces the US monetary base by an

open market operation.
b. The public demand for currencies decreases.
c. Central banks decide to impose ceilings on interest paid on

euro deposits.
d. The Fed increases the reserve requirements on demand

liabilities of US banks.
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LESSON 4:

TUTORIAL

In this class we will discuss some of the problem to have more
clarity on interest rates in global money markets.
Problem 1 A bank in the US can attract three-month deposits
by paying interest at 6% p.a. It has to pay deposit insurance
premium of  0.05% and the reserve requirement against the
deposit would be 5%. What is its effective cost of funds?
Solution For each USD 100 of deposit, the bank must pay
USD 6 in interest and USD 0.05 in deposit insurance. It can
lend out only USD 95 since USD 5 must be kept in reserve
earning at no interest. Thus effectively, it is paying USD 6.05 for
the use of USD 95. The effective cost of funds is (6.05/0.95)%
or about 6.37%.
Problem 2 A US bank faces the following market conditions:
Three-month CD rate is 9.0%, three-month eurodollar bid rate
is 11.0%, the FDIC insurance premium is 0.037%, CD reserve
requirements are 6%.
a. Determine whether an outward or inward arbitrage incentive

exists.
b. How much profit can the bank make from arbitrage?

(Outward arbitrage is to borrow funds at home and invest
abroad; inward arbitrage is the reverse).

Solution   (1) The US bank’s funding cost via a domestic CD is:
[(9 + 0.037)/0.94]% = 9.6138%

It can raise funds at home by issuing CDs and lend in the euro
$ market at 11 % for a net gain of about 1.39%
Problem 3 Covered Interest Arbitrage
Suppose the spot rate between euro and USD is 0.8700 USD
per euro. This is denoted as EUR/USD. Further, 90-day
forward is 0.8500. Dollars can be lent or borrowed at a rate of
5% p.a. while the rate for euro deposits or loans is 8% p.a. Is
there an opportunity to make a riskless profit?
Solution: Suppose we borrow 100 euros at 8% p.a. We can
convert this in the spot market to (100 , 0.8700) = USD 87.
This can be deposited for 90 days at 5% p.a. At the same time,
we enter into a forward contract to sell dollars 90 days from
today at a price of  USD 0.85 per euro. The maturity value of  the
deposit will be USD 87[1+0.05(90/360)] = USD 88.0875. This
will give us (88.0875/0.85) euros or 103.63 euros 90 days from
now. We will have to repay the euro loan with interest. The
repayment will be 102 euros. Thus, there is a riskless net profit
of 1.63 euros.
Problem 4   Covered Interest Arbitrage with Bid-Offer Spreads
in Forex and Money Markets.
The following rates are observed in the forex and eurodeposit
markets:
(CHF denotes Swiss franc and USD is US dollar. The rate given
as CHF/USD is to be interpreted as amount of dollar per Swiss
franc)

CHF/USD Spot: 0.4428/0.4438
(This means the bank will give USD 0.4428 when it buys a
CHF; it will charge USD 0.4438 when it sells a CHF) CHF/USD
30 days Forward: 0.4450/0.4460 (Same interpretation as in the
spot rate quotation.) 30-day euroCHF deposits: 5.875-6.000 %
30-day euro$deposits: 10.6875-10.8125 %

In the deposit market, the lower interest rate refers to the rate a
bank will pay on a one-month deposit while the higher rate is
the rate it will charge on a one-month loan (to another bank. All
interest rates are annualized with 360 days in a year.
Is there a possibility for making arbitrage profit?
Solution (a) Borrow USD 1 for 30 days; repayment would be
1[1+ (0.108125)/12] = USD 1.0090.
Investment in CHF with forward cover would give:
(1/0.4438)[1 + (0.05875/12)](0.4450) = USD 1.0076.
The calculation is as follows:
(1/0.4438): Amount of CHF obtained by conversion of USD 1
into CHF in the spot market.
(1/0.4438)[1+(0.05875/12)]: CHF amount in the deposit at
maturity.
(1/0.4438)[1+(0.05875/12)](0.4450): Dollar amount obtained
by selling the maturing CHF deposit at the forward rate of
USD 0.4450 per CHF
Thus, there is no profit.
Borrow 1 CHF. Repayment would be [1+(0.06/12)] = 1.005.
Investment in USD deposit with forward cover will give
0.4428[1+(0.106875/12)]/0.4460 = CHF 1.0016. The calcula-
tion is similar to the one above. Again, there is no profit. There
is no arbitrage opportunity.
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LESSON 5:

THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM INTRODUCTION

Learning Objective:

• Objective of International Monetary Fund
• Sources of fund
• International Monetary reforms and International liquidity
• Special Drawing rights (SDR)

Introduction
The International Monetary System is the short-term wing of
the international financial system. It encompasses all relations as
between the national market sys-tems. I.M.F is the Apex body
for this system and acts as a central bank of central banks of the
nations.
The establishment of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
in 1945 was a landmark in the international monetary field.
Before 1945 there was international monetary disorder,
exchange restrictions and a host of other undesirable trade and
exchange practices. The need for international monetary co-
operation and under-standing was felt soon after the war, and
the Bretton Woods Conference resulted in the establishment of
IMF and the World Bank. Originally 44 member countries met
at the Conference and the IMF was set up as per the agreement
reached among them in December 1945. It had an original
membership of 29 countries and by end of 2002 rose to cover
almost all the, countries, (182) barring a few smaller countries.
The IMF is governed by a policy-making body, viz. the Board
of Governors but the day-to-day affairs are looked into by the
Board of Executive Directors consisting of the representatives
of 16 elected countries and 6 nominated countries. . The Board
of Executives Directors meets as often as is necessary to decide
on all matters pertaining to the role of the Fund. The Managing
Director is the chief executive of the Fund and is appointed by
the Board of  Executive Directors. It has a secretariat in Wash-
ington.

Objectives of IMF
The IMF is primarily a short-term financial institution a lender
and a borrower - and a central bank of central banks and
secondarily, aims at promoting a code of  conduct among
members for orderly exchange arrangements and international
monetary management. The objectives of the Fund as laid
down in its Articles may be briefly set out as follows:
1. To promote international monetary co-operation through

consultation and mutual collaboration.
2. To promote exchange stability and maintain orderly exchange

arrange-ments and avoid competitive exchange depreciation.
3. To help members with temporary balance of  payments

difficulties to tide over them without resort to exchange
restrictions.

4. To promote growth of  multilateralism in trade and
payments and thus expand world trade and    aid.

5. To help achieve the balance of  payments equilibrium shorten
the duration of disequilibrium and promote orderly
international relations.

The main object of the Fund is to promote exchange stability
and encourage multilateral trade and payments. It is also a
financing institution and has schemes for provision of short-
term finance for meeting the balance of payments purposes. It
provides international liquidity in tune with the requirements
of world trade and fosters the growth of world trade and freer
system of payments. Gold was originally the unit of account in
which the various currencies were denominated. This was
subsequently, replaced by Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) which
is a standard unit of account whose value is fixed in terms of a
basket of currencies. These functions of the Fund are reviewed
briefly.

Fund’s Role of Consultation

In all matters of exchange rate changes, imposition of restric-
tions on current account, use of discriminatory practices,
members are obliged to consult the Fund. Failing this, the
members could be ineligible to have recourse to financial
resources of the Fund. Such consultations may take the form
of supply of economic and financial data to the Fund by the
member country. Secondly, the staff  of  the Fund can call for
various types of data from a member country as and when they
require on an ad hoc basis. Thirdly, the staff  teams visit
member countries at least once a year for a first-hand study of
economic and financial conditions in the member country. At
the time of annual general meeting or at the time of negotiat-
ing a credit arrangement, representatives of member countries
hold consultations and discus-sions with the Board of
Executive Directors. Many times informal consultations also
take place between the member’s Governor or Executive
Director with the IMF staff, particularly at a time when the
member country approaches the Fund for a standby arrange-
ment or a credit drawal.

Sources of Funds - Quotas

Every member country is given a quota in the Funds. These
quotas were fixed originally on a formula: (a) 2 per cent of the
national income; (b) 5 per cent of gold and dollar balances; (c)
10 per cent of average annual imports; (d) 10 per cent of
maximum variation in annual exports. The sum of the above,
increased by the percentage ratios of average annual exports to
national income of a member, is used as the basis for fixing the
quotas.
Each member’s quota was thus fixed as his or her initial
contribution to the Fund. A member had to contribute its
quota to the Fund in the form of gold upto 25 per cent of its
quota or 10 per cent of  its net gold holdings or U.S. dollars on
September 12, 1946, whichever was less and the rest of the
quota was payable in member currency. Since 1980, the clause of
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25 per cent of the quota in gold or US dollar was replaced by
contribution of SDR and convertible currencies. At the time,
gold was valued at $ 35 per fine ounce and India paid $ 27,5
million in gold for a quota of $ 400 million. The quota of
India stood at 3056 million SDRs after the 10th General Quota
increase in 1995. IMF holds substantial gold reserves, which
were received as part of members’ contribution towards their
quotas, and liquid reserves in the form of  convertible currencies
of member countries.
The total of quotas of 44 nations which gathered at Bretton
Woods in 1944 was fixed at $ 8800 million, By end December
1994, the membership rose to 178 with a total of quotas at
SDRs 144,620 million after the 9th General Review of quotas
made in 1990. The work of  Tenth general Review of  Quotas
was undertaken in 1994-95, and Eleventh quota review was
completed in 1998 and the quota increase of 45% was effected
in 1999.

Share Capital of IMF

In January 1999, the increase of share capital or total quota of
IMF from SDR 145.6 billion (US $ 204; billion) to SDR 212
billion (US $ 297 billion) took effect, with the consent given by
the requisite 85% of  the memberships. The fund’s usable
resources raised by SDR 45 billion or US. $ 63 billion. India’s
current quota is SDR 3055.5 million, which comes to about
2.098 per cent of the total IMF quota. This quota is now
increased to SDR 4158.2 million, which comes to about 1.961
per cent. Thus, in relative terms, the position of India came
down considerably in the Fund.
When it was set up, India was among the top five quota
holders. Now she has been pushed down to 13th position in
the list. The current top countries are U.S.A. Japan, Germany,
Prance, U.K, Italy, Saudi Arabia, Canada, Russia, Netherlands,
China Belgium and India.
The increase of IMP quotas has been effected by conventional
calculations for determining the quotas of countries, referred to
earlier. But, if economic strength of a country is determined by
relative purchasing power parity, it is understood that China
would be number two or three and India number five or six.

Other Sources of Funds

The IMF has, in addition to member’s quotas, other sources of
funds. In 1962 IMF concluded a General Agreement to borrow
(GAB) under which IMF could borrow from the participating
members (Group of  Ten Developed Countries) specified
amounts of  their currencies. The amounts which the Ten
Countries (Belgium, Canada, France, West Germany, Italy,
Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, U.K. and USA) undertook to
provide was set in the agreement. Interest and service charges
were payable on such loans in agreed terms (upto 5 years) in
gold, later replaced by SDR. The IMF borrowed not only from
above countries but also from others such as Saudi Arabia on
similar terms. The IMF can also acquire any member’s currency,
as desired, in exchange for the gold, which it holds.
Since August 1975, as agreed by the members in the Interim
Committee to reduce the role of gold, about one-sixth of its
gold holdings was sold in auctions and in non-competitive bids
and the proceeds realized amounted to US $ 5.7 billion of

which $ 1.1 billion representing the capital value of the original
gold was added to Trust Fund. About one-sixth of  the gold
out of the Fund holdings has been distributed to members so
far. The Fund has still two-third of the original quantity of
gold with it.

Fund’s Lending Operations

As a financial institution, the Fund provides temporary financial
assistance for balance of payments purposes in the form of sale
of currencies. When a member borrows from the Fund it
purchases foreign currencies against its own currency. When it
repays loans, it is repurchasing its own currency against foreign
currency.
The Fund’s exchange operations are classified into four
categories as follows:
1. Gold Tranche is upto the amount of  gold paid by the

member towards its quota plus its credit position with the
Fund (which is the same thing as other countries borrowings
of its currency). If a country has 25 per cent of its quota in
gold, then upto this limit this member can draw upon the
Fund automatically. If  that country has also a credit position
of l0 percent of its quota as borrowings by other countries,
then that country can borrow automatically upto 35 per cent
of its quota (gold tranche .of 25 percent plus super gold
tranche of 10 per cent).

2. Four Credit Tranches: There are four credit tranches, each
equivalent to 25 per cent of its quota. If gold payment is 25
per cent of the quota and the rest of the 75 per cent is paid
in own currency, the Fund can hold upto 200 per cent of  a
member’s quota in its currency and credit tranches would
aggregate to 100 per cent of  quota.

3. Compensatory financing facility was started in February 1963
to provide credit in connection with any shortfalls in export
proceeds below some average annual figure. The member
was permitted credit upto 50 per cent of  the member’s quota
which was raised in stages to 100 per cent of the quota in
1980.

4. The international buffer stock financing facility was
established in June1969 in respect of any primary
commodity that the member country produces. The credit is
upto a limit of 50 per cent of its quota for special stocks of
sugar, tin, cocoa, etc, under various international commodity
agreements.

The above facilities, except in the case of gold tanche which is
automatic, are subject to the following conditions:
1. No member should draw in any 12-month period more

than 25 percent of its quota. .
2. No member should draw in total beyond a point where the

Fund’s holdings of  the member’s currency reaches 200 per
cent of its quota which it will have if it has borrowed upto
125 per cent of its quota with a gold subscription of 25 per
cent and its own currency upto 75 per cent.

3. The combined drawal under compensatory financing and
buffer stock financing should not exceed 75 per cent of the
member’s quota.
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4. Total holding of  IMF of  any member’s currency under all
the above facilities should not exceed 275 percent of the
quota of that member, and this condition was waived many
times.

The conditionality of drawings under various credit tranches
and other finan-cial facilities will vary according to the state of
the country and the economic and financial policies pursued.
Requests for drawings beyond the first credit tranche require
substantial justification and the conditions laid down would be
more rigorous in terms of policies to be pursued by the
member, country in fiscal, monetary any foreign exchange fields
so as to provide quick corrective programme of action for
remedying the balance of payments disequilibrium. These
conditions are imposed with a fair degree of  flexibility.

Standby Arrangements

When a member feels that the need for credit might arise during
any year, it may enter into standby arrangements with the Fund.
This will give an assurance of financial support from the Fund
in time of need. This facility was introduce 1952 to meet a felt
need for it although there was no specific provision for it in the
Fund’s Articles of  Agreement. Since then such facility was
frequently used by the members and both the Fund and the
members are happy for such prior arrangement in the nature of
an overdraft limit. The standby facility is repayable generally in
three years, while other types of borrowings are repayable in 3
to 5 years. A member’s obligation to repurchase also arises if  its
exchange reserves rise beyond a limit. The repurchase is made in
terms of the currency borrowed or in any convertible currency or
a currency, which is in demand, and the Fund’s holdings of  it
are less than 75 per cent of  that country’s quota. A member’s
indebtedness to the IMF can be repaid in three ways:
1. Repurchase with gold and convertible currencies;
2. The drawings of its currency by other countries; and
3. The offset of an earlier creditor position.

IMF Charges

The schedule of  IMF charges on the member’s drawings is such
that the rate varied with the period for which it is outstanding
and the tranche position of  the country. For a long time the
maximum rate of interest was 5 per cent and now it varied
from time to time. The rates for supplementary financing facility
were higher at 10-11.5 per cent or even more, as these rates
depended on the rates at which the Fund borrowed from the
lender countries and on the money market conditions of the
major creditor countries. The margin kept by the IMF is about
0.2 to 0.325 per cent. Since May 1, 1981, IMF had adopted a
uniform charge of 7.0 per cent per annum on outstanding
borrowings of  members from the Fund’s own resources and a
higher rate for those resources borrowed from outside. The
Fund makes a service charge of  0.5 per cent on all purchases
other than those in reserve tranche and 0.25 per cent on all
standby and extended Fund facilities.
These charges are payable normally in gold or US dollars or
SDRs but as in the case of other provisions of the Fund which
are operated with flexibility, this may be waived if  the nation’s
external reserves are below half  of  its quota. Thus, Fund’s
charges were paid by India in rupees only. These charges are very

nominal in view of the fact that Fund does not pay any interest
on currencies held by it. Since 1969, IMF was paying about 11/2
per cent per annum to a creditor position of a member that is,
when its currency held by the Fund fell below 75 per cent of its
quota.

Other Facilities

The oil facility was originally designed in 1974.These funds were
lent to countries in balance of payments difficulties due to oil
price escalation during 1970-73 . Arrangements to borrow SDR
6.9 billion for this Fund from 17 member countries with a
strong external payments position were made in 1974. This
facility was extended from year to year and by 1982 borrowing
members have repaid most of the outstanding debt.
In 1974, the Fund also established an Extended Fund facility to
provide special medium-term loans to meet the balance of
payments deficits over a longer period and to help correct the
structural imbalances in the economy of  a member country.
This assistance is up to three years and in amounts larger than
that permitted by the member’s quota. .
In August 1975, a Subsidy Account was set up with contribu-
tions from 24 members for an amount of SDR 160 million to
assist the member countries in balance of payments difficulties
due to a rise in oil prices and to provide subsidy to interest
payments on the use of resources made available to them
through the oil facility. The effective interest rate to borrowing
members, which include India, is 2.7 per cent as against the
original rate of 7.7 per cent. The final payment under this
Account was completed in August 1983.
In May 1976, a Trust fund was started for providing special
balance of payments assistance to developing countries at highly
concessional rates. The sources of  funds for this Trust are the
realizations from the sale proceeds of one-sixth of IMF gold
holdii1g, income from investment and loans and proceeds of
repayment and donations. Only about 60 member countries
(including India) which are developing were eligible for this
assistance. The first auction sale of gold by the Fund took place
in June 1976.
A Supplementary Financing Facility was established in August
1977 (Wittaveen Facility) with the objective of extending
financial assistance to members with large payments difficulties,
which are larger in relation to their incomes, and quotas with the
Fund. This is usable by members under a standby or under an
extended arrangement for a period of 1 to 3 years. Some 14-
member countries agreed to provide SDR 7.8 billion for this
facility. The borrowings on this Fund by members were started
in May 1979 and IMF has in turn borrowed from the lending
members at a rate calculated for each of the six months on the
basis of  yield on US Government securities of  5-year maturity.
A subsidy account was also started in December 1980 for
subsidizing the interest rate on the borrowings of the low-
income developing members under this Wittaveen facility. This
facility could not be extended beyond 1982 due to further non-
committal of funds by lender-members. .
A new Structural Adjustment Facility (SAP) was established in
October 1985 and became operative in March 1986 financed’ out
of SDR 2.7 billion that are available during 1985-91 from
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repayment of  Trust Fund loans and interest dues. This facility is
confined to the lowest income countries with protracted balance
of payments problems needing a structural adjustment
programme. This loan carries a rate of 1/2% of 1 per cent with
a grace period of 5 years and subsequent semi-annual repay-
ments extending over five years. The programme of
adjustment is expected to be of about three years during which
the country’s balance of  payments position would be strength-
ened and its debt repayment capacity revived.
Enhanced structural adjustment facility was continued upto
1993 for helping the low-income countries, in strengthening
their payments position. Many additional Facilities were created
from time to time to suit to the changing conditions. Thus, in
April 1993, the Fund created a new temporary facility called
systemic transformation assistance to members with, systemic
disruption of economies moving from planned economies to
private market-oriented economies. In December 1997 the
fund, had set up the supplementary Reserve Facility to provide
additional finance to members facing exceptional balance of
payments problems due to loss of funds following the loss of
market confidence.

Exchange Rates and Par Values

An important aspect of IMF activities is to maintain orderly
exchange arrange-ments. The exchange rate system set up by the
Articles of Agreement was called par value system. Each
member is required to express the par value of its currency in
terms of gold as a common denominator or US dollar at a
value of $ 35 per fine ounce of gold. Thus, gold was the basis
of valuation and exchange rate fluctuations were to be kept
within a narrow margin of 1 per cent on either side. While the
USA performed this by buying and selling gold for US dollar,
other countries did it through an intervention currency, such as
US dollar of  UK sterling.
The par value can be changed at the initiative of the country but
with the concurrence of  the IMF. For any change up to 10 per
cent in the par value, to make adjustments in the balance of
payments, the Fund would not raise any objection. For any
change beyond 10 per cent, the country has to justify to the
Fund that it would be needed to correct a “fundamental
disequilibrium” - a concept that has not been defined by the
Fund but relates to a structural change in the economies and in
cost price parities.
Besides, members are obligated to avoid control on current
account except under Article XIV which permits member
countries to have such restrictions on a temporary basis. Some
members who opted for this clause continue to have these
restrictions in some form or the other. Article VIII enjoins on
the members to free current transactions from all restrictions,
which was adopted by the major developed countries in the
sixties. About 60 members have accepted Article VIII of the
Fund so far and India is one of them since 1994. But a majority
of members are still following Article XIV provisions, under
which some forms of control on Current Account transactions
were permitted.
The stable par value system has broadly served the purpose of
larger trade and greater international co-operation. This system
continued to prevail up to August 1971 during which time

there was international monetary stability and orderly growth in
world trade.
So long as the dollar convertibility into gold was maintained,
IMF served the purpose and dollar and gold shared the honour
of  serving as an international medium of  exchange. While the
surplus countries have not been adjusting their economies, the
burden of adjustment fell on the deficit countries. When the
US was one of such deficit countries and found it difficult to
adjust the domestic economies to the requirements of the IMF
system and its role as an international banker, the fixed parity
system lost its credibility.
The Bretton Woods system in respect of  exchange rates was
formally aban-doned in August 1971 when convertibility of the
US dollar into gold was with- drawn. The continued inflation at
home, deficits in balance of payments and persistent pressure
on the US dollar by its creditor countries along with speculative
attacks on the dollar particularly in Euro-currency market, led to
the suspension of  its convertibility. The US abandoned its
obligation to buy and sell gold in interna-tional settlements
since August 1971. This was followed by a system of floating
rates and a temporary regime of central rates and wider margins
since December 1971.
The Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971 put back the
broken pieces of the system together into a new shape, based
on (I) A realignment of currency value against the dollar with a
small devaluation of $ (revaluation of gold $ 38 = 1 fine ounce)
and (ii) A return to fixed parity system by December 1971. But
this system was short-lived and UK sterling was the first to
abandon the fixed parity system in June 1972, followed by
others in favour of a floating system of exchange -rates. In
February 1973, there was a further devaluation of  dollar by 10
per cent in terms of gold in the midst of rampant speculation
in dollar. A Committee of  Twenty and subsequently the
Interim Committee took up to formulate in 1972 a package of
reforms in the international monetary system concerning
exchange rates, role of goid, SDRs etc. After years of delibera-
tion, they agreed on the following measures, in 1978.

International Monetary Reforms

In respect of exchange rates it was agreed that the floating
exchange system which was a fait accompli should be legalised.
But members are still under an obligation to collaborate with
the Fund to ensure orderly exchange arrangements and
promote a system of stable exchange rates. It was also provided
that countries may return to a stable but adjustable par value
system at a future date. Meanwhile, floating rates with a wider
band of fluctuations of 2.25 per cent on either side, which was
prevailing since the Smithsonian Agreement would continue.
A new concept of  “international surveillance of  the exchange
rate systems” was developed arid accepted as a new approach to
the exchange rate systems. Of the 149 members in the Fund, as
at end December 1986, there were about 14 countries indepen-
dently floating 8 countries in a joint float and 32 countries
linked to the US dollar, 14 to the French Franc, 12 to SDR, 31 to
a currency basket and the rest, linked to other currencies. The
fixed parity system had disappeared completely.
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As regards gold, it would no longer function as an international
unit of value or medium of exchange for the purpose of the
Fund. The official price for gold is abolished and obligatory
payments and receipts in gold between the Fund and members
were withdrawn. Members are free, however, to deal in gold
among themselves, SDR will be the unit and medium of
exchange in future. The existing gold stocks of the fund are to
be disposed of by returning to members half of their original
contributions and by selling the other half in the market
through auctions and to use the proceeds for the Trust Fund.
Provisions are made for greater use and resort to SDRs, referred
to later.
Two amendments were made to the Articles of  Agreement, in
connection with the reforms. Firstly, in 1969 an amendment
was made to create a system of SDRs, which will be referred to
later. Secondly, Articles were amended in 1978 to introduce
reforms in the international monetary system referred to earlier.
The principle of  surveillance of  the Fund over the members’
exchange rate systems was embodied in the Second Amend-
ment. So also was the abandonment of gold as an international
unit of account or a medium of exchange for which SDR .is
redesigned.
Surveillance involves the following principles.
1. A member shall avoid manipulating exchange rates to its

advantage or prevent effective balance of payments
adjustment.

2. A member shall intervene in the exchange market if
necessary to” counter disorderly conditions.

3. Members should take into account the interests of other
members of  the Fund in their intervention policy.

Members are free to choose their exchange rate arrangements
except to main-tain values in terms of SDR and co-operate with
the Fund in the orderly exchange arrangements.

International Liquidity

International liquidity is defined to include all the assets gold
and currencies that are freely and unconditionally usable in
meeting the balance of payments deficits and other interna-
tional obligations of  countries. Gold has for long served as a
unit of account, measure of value and medium of exchange. In
the narrow official sense, the liquid assets used to meet balance
of payments deficit by governments or monetary authorities
include gold, convertible foreign exchange assets and reserve
position with the IMF. In a sense, all owned and potential
borrowings should be included as liquidity. These potential
borrowings are vast and the scope for them is expanding with
the passage of time. Besides, in a wider sense, all currencies and
currency deposits and credits, actual and potential are part of the
liquidity whether available to the governments and monetary
authority or private parties. But since reserves held by private
parties are not available monetary authorities for meeting
balance of  payments requirements, only gold, official reserves,
gold tranche and super-gold tranche (creditor position) with the
IMF are considered as freely usable liquid assets by the authori-
ties. Gold and super-gold tranche positions are drawable
without conditions like the current account position with
banks. SDRs, which have been created by the IMF since 1969,

are also included as liquid assets. In a narrow sense, thus, the
official foreign exchange assets include gold, foreign currency
deposits and investments in currencies which are freely convert-
ible if that country has accepted Article VIII of the IMF Articles
of Agreement, whereby no current account restrictions are used.
India has accepted this position in March 1994.

Need for Reserves

With the growth of world trade and payments, the need for
reserves increases to meet the payments and deficit require-
ments. Just as in the case of domestic cash requirements for
transactions, precautionary and speculative motives, and
international reserves also serve these three motives. Under a
system of fixed par values adopted by the IMF and operative
upto 1971, intervention in the markets to maintain the
exchange rates stable used to require a large volume of liquid
assets by the authori-ties. However, under the system of
floating rates with a wider band of fluctuations, a larger need
for reserves exists for various reasons. Firstly, the larger the
balance of  payments deficits, the larger is the need for reserves,
and these deficits are growing. Secondly, then existing exchange
rate system called “managed float” requires a larger official
intervention which depends on the official holding of  reserves.
Thirdly, the IMF has put an obligation on members to return
to the fixed par value system as and when conditions permit,
for which a comfortable stock of  reserves is necessary. Fourthly,
increasing deficits in balance of payments of non-oil producing
countries in more recent years require to be financed by reserves.
Fifthly, a large number of  poor countries have their exchange
rates pegged to a currency or basket or currencies for which
central bank’s intervention in the market is necessary, particularly
when their deficits are growing. The demand for reserves for
precautionary motives emerges out of the need for contingen-
cies and to maintain their credit standing. The speculative
demand for reserves may not be felt in a country where all
exchange dealings are strictly controlled and supervised by the
authorities.

Composition and Level

The official reserve composition of  India in 1971 and the latest
position are presented below:

Historically, the role of  gold was taken by the US dollar and UK
Sterling in interwar and post-war periods and was replaced by
SDR in the seventies. Gold is now completely replaced by SDR
in the international monetary system.

Adequacy of Reserves

The currency composition of foreign exchange has also
undergone substantial changes since 1975. The role of the US

 
End March End March Jan. Dec. (Rs. crore;) 

June  
 1971 1981 1994 1999 2002 0 
Gold * 182 226 12,665 12,790 16,272  
Foreign Exchange 

.       

Assets 438 4,822 61,440 1,39,134 2,67,333  
SDR Units 112 497 233 18 47  

Total 732 5,545 74,338 1,51,942 2,83,652  
  
 
Valued at London market price. 

 

Source: RBI Bulletins.      
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dollar was replaced partly by other currencies such as DM, Swiss
franc and Japanese yen and partly by SDR,
If  reserves are important, the adequacy of  reserves of  interna-
tional liquidity is equally important. Firstly, adequacy of  reserves
may be judged by the relationship of  reserves to imports,
secondly, by the rate of  growth of  world trade as compare<d to
the rate of  growth of  reserves and thirdly, by ‘the magnitude of
balance of payments deficit today as against a base year.
Reserves as percentage of  imports for all countries stood at 85
per cent in 1950 but declined to 38 per cent by 1966. By 1970
when SDR allocation started the inadequacy of  reserves in
relation to imports was glaring.
The adequacy of  reserves is also assessed sometimes with
reference to the degree of fluctuations in exports earnings. The
symptoms of inadequacy include increased restrictions on
current account transacti0l1s such as imports, efforts to curtail
foreign aid, depreciation of currency and greater reliance on trade
credits etc. With increased access to international capital markets,
more recently by creditwor-thy countries like India, the question
of  adequacy of  reserves became less important to them.
At end September 2003 total reserves of  India totalled about
$88 billion which covers all import bill for about 11 months.

Problems of Liquidity

The basic problems of international liquidity are as follows:
1. Inadequacy of Growth: Compared to the growth of world

trade and increased deficits in balance of payments or judged
by any other criteria, the inadequacy of  reserves was felt more
in the sixties and seventies than before. This was the justifi-
cation for the creation of  SDRs by the IMF.

2. Unsatisfactory Distribution of  Reserves.’ The bulk of  the
reserves, namely, around 60 percent, was held by the
developed world and more recently by the combined groups
of developed countries oil-producing developing countries.
The poor developing countries and non-oil producing
countries are left with inadequate reserves.

3. Unsatisfactory Composition of  Reserves: The proportion of
gold to total re-serves in 1952 was 68 per cent which fell to
53 per cent in 1968 and furt\1er to 23 per cent in 1973. Since
then gold was completely replaced in official transactions by
the SDRs. Gold, however, continued to play an important
role with some countries because of its intrinsic worth,
despite its demonetisation by IMF in 1973. Gold was
revalued in terms of the US dollar from $ 35 to $ 38 per fince
ounce in 1971 and again to $ 42.2 per fine ounce in Febl11ary
1973.

In December 1997, the fund establisheq the supplementary
Reserve Facility to provide additional financial assistance to
countries in financial crisis due to balance of payments difficul-
ties and loss of market confidence. From time to time many
facilities were added while some have lapsed.

Augmentation of Liquidity

The methods of augmenting the liquidity adopted by the Fund
are the quota increase, borrowing from members under GAB
and creation of SDRs. Increase, in quotas of all members with
the IMF would improve global liquidity as their borrowing

operations could simultaneously increase. Normally, quota
reviews are held at intervals of  not more than 5 years. Then the
Fund would consider the growth of world economies, growth
of international transactions and world trade and judge the
adequacy of  existing international liquidity. The quotas of
members would determine their existing subscriptions to the
Fund, their drawing rights on the Fund under both regular and
special facilities and their share of allocation of SDRs and their
voting power in the Fund.
So far eleven quota increases took place in the past. The eighth
General Review of quotas made in 1984 raised the total quotas
with the Fund by 47.5 per cent to 90 billion. Under the ninth
quota increase, in 1990, total quotas increased further by 51.7%
to SDR 136.7 billion. Even so, the ratio of  Fund quotas to
world imports is still lower at 4 per cent at present as compared
to 9 per cent in 1970 and 12 percent in 1965. Such general
increases in quotas had taken place earlier in addition to some
special increases of quotas of a few members whose currencies
were supposed to be lower than the general requirements.

Special Drawing Rights (SDR)

The Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) are another source of
augmenting inter-national liquidity. This is an asset specially
intended to take the place of gold and as such called paper gold,
Each SDR is equal to O.88671 gms of  fine gold, equivalent to
one US dollar prior to devaluation in 1971. The value of SDR
was changed with the devaluation of dollar in 1971 and 1973.
During 1974 to 1980 the value of SDR was fixed on a daily
basis as a weighed average value of a basket of 16 currencies of
countries with more than 1 per cent of world trade. In 1981
these 16 were replaced by 5 major currencies, namely US $ DM,
UK £ French Franc and Yen.
These reserve assets have been created by the Fund since 1969 as
and when required as part of the long-term strategy of
augmenting world liquidity to keep pace with the requirements
of a growing world economy and world trade. The actual
allocation of SDRs to members would depend on the then
quotas with the Fund. The acceptability of the SDR as an
international liquid asset would depend upon the uncondi-
tional acceptance of this asset by the members of the Fund.
The Fund members have been given the option to join the
SDR scheme and those who have joined are bound to abide by
the rules of unconditional acceptance for international pay-
ments, conversion into reserve currencies, payment and receipt
of interest etc. About US members had joined it originally in
1970 but now all its members have accepted and are allotted the
SDRs.
SDR accounts are kept separate from the General Account of
the Fund. The SDR is like a coupon or a credit facility, which can
be exchanged for reserve currency as, needed by the user and
approved by the Fund. The governments of the countries are
holders of the SDR and their accounts in SDRs are maintained
by the Fund through book-entries. If a member wants to use
the SDR, it requests the Fund to designate another member to
accept them in exchange for a reserve currency to use interna-
tional payments and the latter member is obliged to accept as
designated by the Fund. This would then tantamount to a
credit granted by the latter member to the former for which an
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interest rate of 11/2 per cent is paid to the creditor by the
debtor through the Fund. In this sense, SDRs are better than
gold as no interest was received on gold. In order to encourage
acceptability of these SDRs, a member country may be required
to hold in all 300 percent of the cumulative allocations 100 per
cent representing the original allocation and 200 percent
representing the part received from others as designated by the
Fund. These SDRs are the liability of the member borrowing
currencies in exchange for SDRs and not of the Fund, which
keeps only the accounts with surveillance over the operations.
The members are not expected to transfer SDRs for changing
the composition of  its international reserves. The Fund may
also acquire SDRs in the process of its operations on General
Account as the members may repurchase in SDRs or pay
interest or service charges in SDRs. Further with a view to put
limit on the use of this facility by deficit countries, the principle
of  “reconstitution” is laid down under which a member’s net
use of SDRs must be such that the average of its daily holdings
over a five year period should be not less than 30 per cent
(reduced to 15 per cent and later removed altogether) implying
thereby that it could use only 70 per cent of the allocation on
average. This puts an obligation on the members using SDRs
to repurchase them also.

SDR Allocation

Starting with January 1970, SDRs were allotted to all member
countries of the IMF who accepted the SDR scheme. The first
SDR allocations were made during each of the years 1970-72
totaling SDR 9.3 billion. Further allocations were made for each
of the years during 1979-81, totalling SDR 12 billion. The
cumulative allocations since the beginning of the scheme were
SDR 21,433 million. Such cumulative allocations amounted to
only 5-7 per cent of  the total world reserves other than gold. In
timing of the allocations, the Fund kept in view the global need
to supplement the existing reserve assets. Since then, in
September 1997, a special one time allocation of SDR 21.4
billioI? was made which raised all participants’ cumuktive
allocations toa common bench mark ratio of29.3157 88813
percent()f  the quotas based on the Ninth General Review. ..

Limitations

The SD Rs cannot be used directly as reserves as they haye to be
converted irttO’ reserves of  one or other currency before use for
payments. They can be used by official ::!.gencies and for
designated purposes only. These are not money as such but are
comparable to near money_or’ credit instruments. The fact that
interest is payable on SDRs used by the debtors to the creditors
would indicate that the SDRs are credit facilities.

Uses

Countries have made considerable use of these facilities since
their first alloca-tion in 1970. These transfers were partly
designations by the IMF or by voluntary agreements among the
members or in transactions with the Fund by members and
partly in transactions by other international bodies who are
holders of SDRs. Since then gold hasobeen replaced by SDR in
the Fund’s transactions as weHas in the international transac-
tions of members. The SDRs cannot, however, be exchanged
for gold or for changing the compositio_ of  reserves of  a
country. . ,

There are charges payable for use of SDRs. The charge for a
creditor position in SDRs with the Fund is paid to the member
holding excess SDRs than allocated. This charge of 11/2 per
cent was raised to 5 per cent in June 1974. Sllbsequently, the
interest rate on borrowings in SD Rs is determined quarterly by
reference to a combined market interest’ which is weighted
average rate on specified short-term instruments in the money
markets of the same five countries in whose currencies the SDR
value is determined, namely, the USA, West Germany, UK,
J1rance and Japan. The interest rates in the money markets of
these five countries are weighted according to the Same weights
as used forSDR valuation. The IMF rate of remu-neration to
creditor countries was fixed in terms of SDR interest rate.
SDRs can also be used in swap arrangements and in forward
operations, as a unit of account or measure of value or a means
of payment. The SD R is used as a currency peg by some
countries and as security or pledge. The Asian Currency Union
and a number of international and inter-regional bodies are
using SD Rs in the above applications.

SDRs in India

India was allocated SDRs in the name of the Government of
India since January 1970. These SDRs do not enter into the
accounts of the RBI. During 1979-81, India was given further
allocations on the basis of its quota with the Fund beginning
with January 1979. India h<1,d a total allocation of about SD R
681 million during 1970-81.
India has used the SDRs in a very active manner since their
inception and as at end July 2003, SDRs stood at Rs. 36 crores.
SDR was used by India for payment of interest and repurchases
from the Fund. India has also accepted them under the
“Designation” Plans of the Fund. India has very comfortable
exchange reserve position due to economic reforms effected
since July 1991.

India’s IMF Net Position

India actively participated in IMF operations since 1947 when
they were started. India has drawn IMF credits under most of
its schemes. Any country can count as its reserves its IMF
position in gold and s:Iper-gold tranches. Similarly, its repur-
chase obligations with the IMF are to be deducted from its
official gross reserves. It is in this context that India’s IMF
position becomes relevant. India’s repurchase obligations were
nil in 1970-71, when it had repaid Rs. 154 crores due to IMF.
But India had a major drawal of about Rs. 815 crores in August
1980 under two credits, namely, Rs. 540 crores from the Special
Trust Fund and Rs. 275 crores from the compensatory financing
facility. Our gold tanche position was about 25 per cent of  the
quota which stood at 2207 million SDRs taking into account the
8th General Quota increase granted in January 1984. India has
drawn into its credit tranches and stand by credit arrangement,
Extended Fund Facility also the compen-satory and contingency
financing facility, oil facility and special Trust Fund facility. In
June 2002, we have a reserve position ih the IMF at $ 651
million and outstanding use ofIMF credit (net) stood at nil
SDR our net debt position to IMF is zero as at end June 2003.
Our foreign exchange reserves stood at US. $ 66.9 billion at end
Nov. 2002 which were roughly equal to 11 months of  imports.
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Additional SDRs

SDRs allocation to Indi_ was increased in 1997 by an additional
240 million SDRs due to special. One time SDR allocation
amounting to 21.4 billion. The principle of equitable share of
cumulativeSDR allocation to member countries as agai.1st the
earlier principle of allocation asa ratio of quotas benefited India.
As against the earlier share of 22%, it has now got 29%, which
secured for India an additional 240 million SDR in 1997.
Besides in the 11th general quota review, the present quota
funds would be increased by 45%, in which India will also
benefit. The total ofIMF quotas will be increased and 75% of
the overall increase will be distributed in proportion to the
present quotas of member countries, as against the earlier
proportion of  60%. India will stand to gain in this respect also.

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• To describes how equilibrium in foreign exchange market
under gold standard system.

• To understand mechanics of  Bretton woods and dollar
standards

• To understand price adjustment under the Gold exchange
and Dollar Standards.

When exchange rates are flexible, they are determined by the
forces of private supply and demand. When exchange rates are
fixed, they are determined by governments or government-
controlled authorities such as central banks. During the last
century, several methods have been employed for fixing
exchange rates. All these systems of fixed exchange rates involve
mechanisms which automatically help correct deficits and
surpluses in the balance of payments, a function performed by
exchange rates themselves when they are flexible. One mecha-
nism which has received particularly close attention is that
involving prices. We shall explain the so-called automatic price-
adjustment mechanism as we explain the different systems of
fixed exchange rates. This is done because the differences in
price-adjustment mechanisms help highlight the differences in
alternative exchange-rate systems.

The Classical Gold-standard System

The Gold Standard and Arbitrage
The essential feature of a gold standard is that each country
stands ready to convert its paper money, or fiat money, into
gold at a fixed price. This fixing of the price of gold fixes
exchange rates between paper monies. For example, if  the U.S.
Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) agrees to buy and sell gold at $400
per ounce and the Bank of, England agrees to buy and sell gold
at £250 per ounce, the exchange rate between the pound and
dollar in the form of paper currency or bank deposits will be
$1.6/£ ($400 + £250). If the exchange rate is not $1.6/£, the
foreign exchange market will not balance because it will be used
for converting one currency into the other, but not vice versa.
For example, if the exchange rate in the foreign exchange market
is $1.50/£, the market will be used for converting dollars into
pounds but not for con-verting pounds into dollars. This is
because it is cheaper for people converting pounds into dollars
to buy gold from the Bank of England (one pound buys  1/
250 oz. of gold), ship the gold to the United States, and sell it
to the Federal Reserve for dollars; for 1/250 oz. the Fed pays
$1.60 ($400/oz. x 1/250 oz.). This roundabout method gives
more dollars per pound to those converting pounds into
dollars than does the foreign exchange market, which gives only
$1.50/£. On the other hand, if people converting dollars into
pounds face an exchange rate of $1.50/£ on the for-eign
exchange market versus the $1.60/£ they would pay if they
chose to buy, ship, and sell gold, they will convert dollars into
pounds on the foreign exchange mar-ket: pounds are cheaper

LESSON 6:
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this way than via buying and selling gold.4 Since people are
converting dollars into pounds but not pounds into dollars at
an exchange rate of $1.50/£, there is a demand for pounds on
the foreign exchange market but no supply of pounds. This
excess demand for pounds will increase the price of the pound
on the foreign exchange market to $1.60/£. Similarly, if  we
begin with an exchange rate of $1.70/£, the foreign exchange
market will be used by people converting pounds into dollars,
but not by people converting dollars into pounds; the latter
group will instead buy gold with dollars, ship the gold to
Britain, and sell the gold for pounds. With people selling
pounds and not buying pounds, the dollar value of the pound
will fall until it reaches $1.60/£. Thus, if the price of gold is
$400/oz. in the U.S. and £250/oz. in Britain, the equilibrium
exchange rate on the foreign exchange market is $1.60/£.
We have based our argument on one-way arbitrage, that is, we
have considered people who plan to exchange currencies and are
looking for the cheaper of two methods: exchange via the
foreign exchange market or exchange via buying, ship-ping, and
selling gold. An alternative way of reaching the same conclusion
is with round-trip arbitrage, which involves showing that if the
exchange rate in our exam-ple is not $1.60/£, people can profit
by buying gold, shipping the gold to the other country, selling
the gold for the foreign currency, and then selling the foreign
cur-rency for domestic money. When there are no transaction
costs, one-way arbitrage and round-trip arbitrage produce the
same result. However, when it is costly to exchange currencies as
well as to ship, buy, and sell gold, round-trip arbitrage implies
too large a possible range in the exchange rate. The end points
of the possible range are call gold points.

Price Adjustment under the Gold Standard
As we have mentioned, different exchange-rate systems involve
different mecha-nism for adjusting to imbalances in interna-
tional payments and receipts, and one of the most discussed
mechanisms involves the price level. The price-level adjustment
mechanism under the gold standard is known as the price-
specie automatic adjust-ment mechanism, where “specie” is
just another word for precious metal. This mechanism was
explained as early as 1752. In order to explain the mechanism,
let us continue to assume that gold is $400/oz. in the U.S. and
£250/oz. in Britain and that the resulting exchange rate is
$1.60/£. Let us also assume that Britain buys more good and
services from the United States than the United States buys
from Britain, that is, Britain has a trade deficit with the United
States. The price-specie adjustment mechanism explains how
the British deficit and the U.S. surplus are corrected in the
following manner.
With Britain buying more goods and services from the United
States than the United States is buying from Britain, there is an
excess supply of pounds; more pounds are supplied by
residents of Britain than are demanded by residents of the
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United States. With flexible exchange rates this situation would
reduce the value of the pound below $1.60/£, but with a gold
standard in place such a reduction will not happen because
nobody will sell pounds in the foreign exchange market for less
than $1.60. Rather, as soon as the pound dips even slightly
below $1.60, people will sell pounds to the Bank of England in
return for gold, ship the gold to the United States, and sell the
gold to the Federal Reserve for dollars. This gives people $1.60
for each pound. Therefore, the result of the British balance-of-
payments deficit is the movement of gold from the Bank of
England to the Federal Reserve.
An alternative way of reaching this conclusion is to assume that
all international transactions are settled in gold, so that if Britain
buys more goods and services from the United States than the
United States buys from Britain, more gold leaves Britain than
arrives in Britain, with the reverse being the case for the United
States. What- ever way we view it, we have gold leaving the
deficit country, Britain, and arriving in the surplus country, the
United States.
The movement of  gold from the deficit country, Britain, to the
surplus country, the United States, has effects on both coun-
tries’ money supplies. In standing ready to exchange gold for
paper money at a fixed price, central banks have to make sure
they have sufficient gold on hand for those occasions when
many people wish to return paper money for gold. Prudent
banking requires that a minimum ratio of  gold reserves to
paper money be held, and indeed, this used to be mandated in
many countries, including the United States, where a gold
reserve equal to 25 percent of  circulating currency was required.
The maintenance of  a minimum reserve ratio means that as the
Bank of England loses gold it is forced to reduce the amount
of its paper money in circulation. At the same time, the increase
in the Federal Reserve’s gold reserves allows the Federal Reserve
to put more paper money into circulation.
In the minds of the eighteenth-century classical economists
who described the working of the gold standard, the fall in the
money supply in the deficit country would cause a general fall in
prices. At the same time, the increase in the money supply in the
surplus country (in the simplified world we are describing, one
coun-try’s deficit is the other country’s surplus) would cause a
general increase in prices. The link between the money supply
and prices that the classical economists had in mind was the
quantity theory of  money. This theory predicts that prices
change in proportion to changes in the money supply. With
prices falling in the deficit coun-try, Britain, and increasing in the
surplus country, the United States, there is a decline in British
prices versus U.S. prices. This makes British exports more com-
petitive in the United States, helping them increase. At the same
time, U.S. goods in Britain become less competitive than
Britain’s own import substitutes, so that British imports
decline. With British exports increasing and imports decreasing,
Britain’s deficit declines. Indeed, until the deficit has been
completely eliminated there will be an excess supply of pounds,
the sale of pounds to the Bank of England, the shipment of
gold to the United States, a decrease in the British money
supply, an increase in the U.S. money supply, increasing

competitiveness of British products at home and abroad, and a
continued reduction in the British deficit.
The price-specie adjustment mechanism works not only via
changes in rela-tive prices between countries but also via changes
in relative prices within each country. In the deficit country, for
example, the prices of no traded goods will decline, but the
prices of goods which enter international trade will remain
unchanged. This is because prices of traded goods are deter-
mined by world supply and demand, not by the local money
supply. The fall in the relative prices of  no traded goods in the
deficit country will encourage local consumers to switch from
traded goods to no traded goods. At the same time, local
producers will find it rel-atively more profitable to produce
traded goods. The switch in consumer spend-ing will free more
exports, and the producers will produce more export items.
These effects will be reinforced by developments in the surplus
countries. The prices of nontraded goods there will rise in
relation to the prices of traded goods, switching consumers
toward traded goods and producers away from them. Alto-
gether, we shall find more exports from deficit countries, fewer
imports, and an improved balance of payments.
Unfortunately for the effectiveness of the price-specie automatic
adjustment mechanism of the gold standard, governments
were often tempted to abandon the required reserve ratio
between gold and paper money when the maintenance of that
ratio ran counter to other objectives. If a deficit is not allowed
to reduce the money supply because, for example, the govern-
ment thinks the reduction will raise interest rates or
unemployment to intolerable levels, the adjustment mechanism
is lost. If, at the same time, the surplus countries with rising
gold reserves do not allow their money supplies to grow from
surpluses because of, for example, a fear of inflation, then both
causes of a relative price-level adjustment are lost: we lose the
lower prices in the deficit country and the higher prices else-
where. The policy of  not allowing a change in reserves to change
the supply of money is known as steriliza-tion, or neutraliza-
tion policy. As goals of  full employment became common in
the twentieth century, many countries abandoned their efforts
to maintain the required reserve ratio and focused on their local
economic ills.
As a result of sterilization, the gold standard was not allowed
to work. This is the most common criticism of the system. Not
allowing the system to work does not mean that it could not
have worked. However, some economists, most notably Robert
Triffin, have said that it could not works Central to this view is
the notion that prices are rigid downward (a feature of
Keynesian economics) and that therefore deficits from gold
outflows cannot be self-correcting via the automatic price-
adjustment mechanism. Critics of the gold standard support
this view with evidence on the parallel movement of prices in
surplus and deficit countries, rather than the reverse movement
implied by the gold standard.
It is true that without a decline in absolute prices, improving
the balance of trade of deficit countries is more difficult.
However, it is relative prices which are relevant (including those
of nontraded versus traded goods within the country), and
these prices could decline if surplus countries’ prices rose to a
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greater extent than those of deficit countries. If, therefore, prices
are flexible upward and surplus countries’ prices rise faster than
those of deficit countries, we still have an automatic price-
adjustment mechanism, although it is weaker than the
mechanism that might have existed if absolute prices could fall.
The other common criticism of the gold standard––that gold
flows were frequently sterilized––is a valid criticism, but it is as
much a criticism of governments––for not allowing the gold
standard to operate––as it is of the gold standard itself.
A number of twentieth-century economists and politicians have
favored a return to the gold standard. What appeals to the
proponents of this system is the discipline that the gold
standard placed on the expansion of the money supply and the
check that this therefore placed on the creeping evil of inflation.
The economists who prefer a return to the gold standard
include Jacques Rueff and Michael Heilperin. Politicians who
have endorsed such a move include the late French president
Charles de Gaulle and New York congressman Jack Kemp. A
return to the gold standard, or some standard based on gold,
would make exchange-rate forecasting a relatively straightfor-
ward task. The exchange rate in normal times would vary within
the gold points, which are set by the buying or selling prices of
gold at the central banks and by the cost of shipping gold from
country to country. Larger changes in exchange rates would occur
when countries changed the prices of their currencies in term of
gold, and this would be a reasonably predictable event. Coun-
tries that were running out of  reserves would raise the price of
gold, while countries that were gaining reserves might lower it.

The Bretton Woods and Dollar Standards

The Mechanics of the Bretton Woods System
With a gold standard, exchange rates, or at least their ranges of
potential variation, are determined indirectly via the conversion
price of each currency vis-a-vis gold. When the gold standard
came to an end with the depression of 1929-1933-after
temporary abandonment in 1914––the exchange-rate system
which eventually replaced it in 1944 offered an alternative
method of determination of exchange rates. The system
adopted in 1944 is called the gold-exchange standard. It is also
called the Bretton Woods system after the town in New
Hampshire at which its outlines were worked out. This
alternative method of determining exchange rates allowed
movement in exchange rates between Support points. Support
points were the exchange rates at which foreign central banks
purchased or sold their currency for U.S dollars to ensure that
the exchange rate did not move beyond these points. In return
for foreign central banks’ fixing, or pegging, their currencies to
the U.S. dollar, the United States fixed the price of  the U.S.
dollar to gold. Therefore, the gold- exchange standard involved:
1. An offer by the United States to exchange U.S. dollars for

gold at an official price
2. Offers by other countries to exchange their currencies for

dollars around an offi-cial, or parity, exchange rate
We shall deal with the history of  the international financial
system in the next chapter, but we can note that the ability to
convert foreign privately held gold to dollars by the United
States lasted until 1968, and the ability to convert foreign

officially held gold lasted until 1971. With only the second part
of the gold-exchange standard remaining in effect––that part
involving the exchange of foreign curren-cies for dollars––the
fixed exchange system from 1968 until the end of the Bretton
Woods system in 1973 is best described as a dollar standard.
Under the gold-exchange standard and the dollar standard,
countries which pegged their exchange rates to the U.S. dollar
were required to keep the actual rate within 1 percent of the
selected parity value. In order to ensure that the exchange rate
vis-a-vis the dollar remained within the required 1 percent of
official parity, it was necessary for central banks to intervene
whenever free-market forces would have created an exchange rate
that was outside the range. This intervention took the form of
buying and selling the local currency for U.S. dollars at the upper
and lower support points around official parity. The support
points meant adding to or reducing central-bank official reserves
whenever the uncontrolled exchange rate would have moved
beyond the official limits. We can illustrate the way these fixed
exchange standards operated by using a diagram.
Suppose that the Bank of England has decided, as it did from
1949 to 1967, to peg the value of the pound within 1 percent
of a parity value of $2.80. The upper and lower support points
that the bank must maintain are $2.8280/£ and $2.7720/£.
These are shown on the vertical axis of Figure 8.1, which gives
the spot price of pounds in terms of dollars. The horizontal
axis gives the quantity of pounds, and so the diagram has the
price and quantity axes familiar from the theory of supply and
demand. We have added to the diagram conventionally sloping
supply and demand curves for pounds drawn against the price
of  pounds (measured in dollars). We have drawn the initial
private demand curve for pounds, D1(£), intersecting the private
supply curve of  pounds, S(£), within the 1 percent range
allowed under the gold--exchange and dollar standards.
Suppose that for some exogenous reason there is an increase in
demand for British exports. This might, for example, be
because of a general economic expan-sion outside of Britain, a
change in taste toward British goods, or the discovery of oil in
the North Sea. This will shift the private demand curve for
pounds to the right, from D1(£) to D2(£), and the private
demand for pounds will then intersect the pri-vate supply curve
at an exchange rate above the allowed ceiling. In order to prevent

The Workings of  the Gold-Exchange and Dollar Standards:

the Bank of England stood ready to buy pounds at the lower support point
and sell pounds at the upper support point. This made the demand curve
for pounds perfectly elastic at the lower support point and the supply curve
of pounds perfectly elastic at the upper support point, ensuring that the
exchange rate fell in the allowable range.
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this, the Bank of England must, according to the gold-
exchange and dollar stan-dards, intervene at the upper support
point of  $2.8280/£ and supply, in exchange for dollars, the
pounds necessary to keep the rate from moving above this level.
In terms of above figure, the Bank of England will supply
Q1Q2 pounds for dollars. This, with the private supply of OQ1
pounds and the demand curve of  D2(£), would leave the
exchange rate at $2.8280/£. Because the Bank of England will
supply whatever number of pounds is required at the upper
support point, the total supply curve of  pounds becomes flat
at this point, like the solidly drawn line in above figure This is a
feature of the gold-exchange and dollar standards; the total
supply curve of  the local currency––consisting of  private and
official supply––becomes perfectly elastic at the upper support
point.
While the Bank of England supplies Q1Q2 pounds in above
Figure it will be buy-ing Q1Q2 times 2.8280 of  U.S. dollars,
which is the shaded area above Q1Q2. The amount Q1Q2 is the
gain in the Bank of  England’s foreign exchange reserves (its
balance-of-payments surplus) valued in terms of pounds, and
the shaded area above Q1Q2 is the gain in foreign exchange
reserves, valued in terms of  dollars.
Suppose that instead of rising to D2(£), the demand for
pounds falls to D2(£) as a result of, perhaps, a general slow-
down in economic activity outside of Britain or a decline in oil
prices: Britain is an oil-exporting nation. According to private
supply and demand, the price of the pound will fall below the
lower support point, and to prevent this from happening, the
Bank of England has to enter the market and pur-chase
pounds. It will purchase Q3Q4 pounds with 2.7720 x Q3Q4 U.S.
dollars. The
dollar amount is given by the shaded area above Q3Q4; it
represents the decline in dollar reserves of  the Bank of  En-
gland. It is hence the deficit in the balance of pay-ments,
measured in U.S. dollars. Because the Bank of  England must
demand what--ever number of pounds is not wanted by
private buyers, the total demand for pounds that includes both
private and official demand is horizontal at the lower support
point, $2.7720/£. This is another feature of the gold-exchange
and dollar standards: the total demand curve for local currencies
becomes perfectly elastic at the lower support point.

Price Adjustment under the Gold-Exchange and
Dollar Standards
To explain the price-level adjustment mechanism of  the gold-
exchange and dollar standards, we refer to the situation in
below Figure. Suppose that after starting with S1(£) and D1(£)
and a privately determined exchange rate within the allowed
range, mere is an increase in private demand for pounds to
D2(£).

Figure. The Price-Level Adjustment Mechanism of the Gold--

Exchange and Dollar Standards

If the demand for pounds moves to D2(£) and the quantity of pounds
demanded exceeds the quantity supplied at the upper support point, the
Bank of England must sell pounds in exchange for dollars. Ceteris
paribus, this increases the British money supply and prices. Higher prices
make British exports decline, shifting the demand curve for pounds back
toward D2(£). Higher prices also increase imports into Britain, and the
currency supply curve shifts from S1(£) toward S2(£). Shifts in currency
demand and supply curves move equilibrium exchange rates toward their
allowable limits.

As before, the Bank of England will be required to supply Q1Q2
pounds. These pounds will increase the money supply in
Britain; this occurs as the Bank of England sells pounds for
dollars. If we again assume that prices vary with the money
supply, the increase in the num-ber of  pounds in circulation will
raise British prices. At each exchange rate on our vertical axis,
this will lower the competitiveness of British goods. Exports
will fall, assuming the demand for exports is elastic so that
quantity declines more than export prices increase, and imports
will increase. The decline in British exports will mean a ‘lower
demand for pounds. Therefore, the demand curve for pounds
will move to the left. We assume that it moves to D2(£). The
increase in British imports will mean a larger supply of pounds
to the foreign exchange market, and so the pri-vate supply curve
moves to the right. We move it to S2(£). With the demand and
supply curves at D2(£) and S2(£), the privately determined
exchange rate will return to the allowed range.
We find that intervention by a central bank affects the supply of
money, local prices, and exports and imports and thus restores
equilibrium between private supply and demand. Of course, if
there is sterilization of the balance-of-payments surplus or
deficit and the money supply is not allowed to change, the price-
level adjustment mechanism will not work. Sterilization will
result in a continued change in foreign exchange reserves and a
need to eventually revise the parity exchange rate. This makes
exchange-rate forecasting a potentially highly rewarding activity
since the need to change the parity value becomes clearly
apparent in foreign exchange reserve statistics. It is worthwhile
to consider how exchange-rate forecasting can be done.
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We have already noted that when exchange rates are determined
on a gold stan-dard, changes in exchange rates are likely to
follow large changes in gold reserves. For example, a country
that is losing reserves will eventually be forced to raise the price
of  gold in terms of  its own currency. This means a fall in the
foreign exchange value of  the currency. To take an example, if
Britain were losing gold and raised its gold price from £250 per
ounce to £300 per ounce while the U.S. price remained fixed at
$400 per ounce, the exchange rate would change from

S($/£) = $400/ounce  = $1.60/£ 
        £250/ounce  

S($/£) = $400/ounce  = $1.33/£ 
        £300/ounce  
 
devaluation of the pound. 

This is a devaluation of the pound.
By keeping track of  gold reserves, a speculator could see when a
central bank was under pressure to raise the price of gold, that
is, to devalue. The exact date would be difficult to predict, but
actions based on such an assumption would be unlikely to
result in losses. A country that is losing reserves might manage
not to devalue, but it certainly would not revalue, that is, raise
the value of its currency by reducing the official price of gold.
This means that a speculator would discover either that he or
she was correct and a devaluation did occur or that the exchange
rate remained as before. Thus there is an opportunity for a one-
way bet, and the worst that is likely to happen is that no
speculative gain will be made. Indeed, wide-spread speculation
that a devaluation will occur is likely to make it occur. Specula-
tion against a currency causes the central bank to buy its own
currency, reducing foreign exchange reserves, thereby making
devaluation appear even more likely. :.or example, prior to the
devaluations of the Mexican peso in 1980 and 1994––1995,
speculators had decided that a peso devaluation was imminent.
They therefore sold pesos, and the Mexican authorities were
required to purchase them at the lower support point. The
pesos were purchased with U.S. dollars, and hence the Mexican
reserves were lowered. Eventually, reserves were so much
reduced that the Mexican government was forced to devalue.
The speculators’ beliefs were vindicated. In a sense, their
expectations were self-fulfilling.
The need to reduce the value of a currency in a country experi-
encing deficits and declining reserves depends on the ability of
the central bank to borrow additional reserves. There are
arrangements between central banks for exchanging cur-rency
reserves, and procedures for borrowing from international
institutions such as International Monetary Fund (which is
discussed in the next chapter). The borrowing arrangements
include central-bank swaps; for example, the U.S. government
might make U.S. dollars available to the Bank of  Canada when
Canadian foreign exchange reserves are low. The Bank of
Canada temporarily swaps these U. S. dollars for Canadian
dollars. The swap is reversed later, according to the orig-inal
agreement. Often the swap is reversed only after a number of
years to allow the borrowing country to correct its balance of
payments. Central banks also frequently borrow from private

banks. The Bank of Canada, for example, borrowed heavily
from both Canadian and U.S. commercial banks during early
1995 despite the fact that the exchange rate was supposed to be
flexible. The ability of central banks to borrow from other
central banks, from private banks, and from international
institution makes the forecasting of exchange rates more
difficult; revisions of par values can be delayed many years.
Another factor adding to the difficulty of forecasting changes in
“fixed” rates is the difference in the need to react to surpluses
and deficits. Countries that are facing a deficit and losing
reserves will eventually be forced into a devaluation because
their reserves and ability to borrow will eventually be gone. On
the other hand, the countries enjoying surpluses will be under
no pressure to revalue their currencies and may instead allow
reserves to keep growing. This represents one of  the major
problems with the gold-exchange and dollar standards, namely,
that the responsibility for adjustment, whether this be via a
change in the exchange rate or via an automatic change in money
supplies and prices, falls on deficit countries more heavily than
on surplus countries. This problem of asymmetric need for
adjustment between deficit and surplus countries under the
gold-exchange and dollar standards is one of the major
differences between these fixed-exchange-rate systems and the
European Monetary System.

Review Questions

1. What is the essential feature of the gold standard concerning
the exchange of paper money into gold?

2. What are gold points?
3. What is meant by the “support points” in the Bretton

Woods system?
4. What is the difference between the dollar standard and the

Bretton Woods system?
5. If a country increases its official price of gold, does that

constitute a devaluation or a revaluation of its currency?
6. Why might speculation be profitable in a gold-standard

system?
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The European Monetary System (Ems)

The Structure of the EMS
At virtually the same time as the dollar standard collapsed, a
new fixed-exchange--rate system emerged among the European
Union (EU) countries. This new system began in 1972 as the
snake, which was designed to keep the ED countries’ exchange
rates within a narrower band than had been adopted as part of
a last-minute attempt to salvage the dollar standard. The snake
involved maintaining exchange rates within 1[! percent of either
side of selected par values, compared to the 2¼ percent
deviations allowed as part of a revision to the dollar standard
in 1971. The snake got its name from the shape of the time
path of  EU exchange rates “wiggling” within the wider band
allowed for other exchange rates. The snake, with some
refinements including a widening of the band to 2¼ percent
deviations, became the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) of
the European Monetary System (EMS) in 1979.
A central feature of the ERM was a grid that placed an upper
and lower limit on the possible exchange rates between each
pair of member currencies. The grid took the form of a matrix
showing for each pair of currencies the par value as well as the
highest and lowest permitted exchange rates, these being 2¼
percent above and below the par rates. That is, the matrix,
which listed the currencies across the columns and down the
rows, had three exchange rates in each element: the par value, an
upper limit, and a lower limit. If an exchange rate was at either
limit, both countries were supposed to intervene. For example,
if the Belgian franc was at its lower support point vis-a.-vis the
German mark, the Belgian authorities were required to buy
Belgian francs and the German authorities were also supposed
to sell marks. The fact that the Germans were also supposed to
sell marks made the ERM fundamentally different from the
gold-exchange and dollar standards. As we have seen, under the
gold-exchange and dollar standards, if, for example, the pound
was at its lower support point, Britain was required to buy
pounds with dollars, but the U.S. was not required to cooperate
by selling dollars for pounds. Under the ERM, Germany was
supposed to sell Deutschemarks if the Deutschemark was at its
upper limit against the Belgian franc, whether or not Germany
liked the implica-tions of having the increasing money supply’
the sale of Deutschemarks brought about.
Partly because of the no-fault nature of the ERM, a divergence
indicator was designed to identify if, for example, the Belgian
franc was at its lower support point vis-a.-vis the Deutschemark
because of overly expansive Belgian monetary policy or overly
restrictive Germany monetary policy. The divergence indicator
was based on the value of the European Currency Unit (ECU).
The ECU was an artificial unit defined as a weighted average of
each of the EMS currencies. Each EMS country was required to
maintain its exchange rate within a specified range of  the ECU,

as well as within a specific range vis-a.-vis the other individual
EMS currencies. This served to indicate which country was at
fault when a currency approached a limit vis-a.-vis another
currency, because the country at fault would also be close to its
limit vis-a.-vis the ECU. For example, if  it was inflationary
Belgian policy that forced the Belgian franc down vis-a.-vis the
Ger-man mark, the Belgian franc was also likely to be low
against other currencies, and hence against the ECU. The
country that was at fault was required to take corrective action or
explain to other EMS members why it should not. Only as a
last resort were par values realigned, although this happened on
several occasions.
The ECU served an additional role in denominating loans
among the EMS countries. For example, if Belgium borrowed
from Holland to defend its exchange rate vis-a-vis the Dutch
guilder or against the ECU, the loan could be denominated in
ECUs. Private loans could also be denominated in ECUs. This
reduced foreign _change risk to the borrower and lender because
the value of the ECU was likely to be more stable than the
value of individual currencies; the ECU was like a portfolio of
currencies, and as such offered some diversification benefits.
The ECU was also used to denominate loans made by the
European Monetary Co-operation Fund, or EMCF. The EMCF
made short-term and medium-term readjustment loans to
EMS members out of a pool of funds at the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS) located in Basle, Switzerland.
These lending arrangements as well as other detailed aspects of
the EMS are dealt with in Exhibit 8.2.
The EMS ran into trouble during 1992. Britain was in severe
recession with unemployment rates higher than at any other
time since the Great Depression of 1929-1933. Despite the
recession, inflation had been relatively high, certainly vis-a--vis
inflation in Germany during the several years prior to 1992. Italy
was also expe-riencing recession and high inflation. These
conditions in Britain and Italy occurred while Germany was
experiencing its costly reunification. This required unprec-
edented offshore borrowing, and this in turn put German
interest rates up; the need to attract capital meant German rates
were above those in, for example, the United States, a stark
reversal of traditional interest rate differentials. The high
German interest rates put upward pressure on the Deutsche-
mark, forcing Britain and Italy to raise interest rates if they were
to keep their exchange rates within the EMS lim-its. Doubting
Britain and Italy would do this, speculators sold British pounds
and Italian lire hoping to gain from eventual devaluation.
Germany refused to make any major concession by lowering
interest rates, eventually forcing Britain and Italy to withdraw
from the EMS in September 1992.
The European currency crisis of 1992 was matched in the
following summer by a run on the French franc that eventually
brought about a collapse of the EMS in August 1993. Only

LESSON 7:

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS OF EXCHANGE RATES-II
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Germany and Holland decided to keep their currencies closely
linked. The others agreed to a 15 percent deviation on either
side of EMS-agreed par values. With a 30 percent range of
variation, in effect the EMS fixed-rate era was over. Neverthe-
less, the European Union ministers have continued to cling to
the Maastricht Agree-ment, which commits the Union members
to work to establish a common currency. A common currency
would mean truly fixed rates, because with all European
member countries using the same currency, exchange rates could
never change.

Price Adjustment under the EMS
Our explanation of the price-level adjustment mechanism of
the gold-exchange and dollar standards applies also to the EMS,
with the one major difference that with the EMS, both
countries’ money supplies were influenced by official interven-
tion. For example, if the Belgian franc was at its lower support
point versus the Deutschemark, the Belgian money supply
declined and the German money supply increased. Ceteris
paribus, this reduced the Belgian price level and increased the
German price level. This improved Belgium’s trade in compari-
son with Germany’s because of  the lowering of  Belgian prices
versus German prices. Because prices in both countries contrib-
uted to the automatic adjustment-rather than just one
coun-try’s prices contributing, as with the gold-exchange and
dollar standards––the EMS price-adjustment mechanism was
in principle relatively more effective. Further-more, the require-
ment that both countries intervene helped overcome the
problem of asymmetric needs for adjustment, a problem that
detrimentally affected the func-tioning of the gold-exchange
and dollar standards.
The EMS did allow for realignment of central values of the
parity grid, and indeed there were several realignments. Forecast-
ing when realignment would occur was made difficult by the
cooperation built into the EMS in terms of joint foreign
exchange market intervention, intercountry short-term lending,
and loans from the EMCF. Nevertheless, as with the gold-
exchange and dollar standards, it became evident to speculators
when a currency needed to be realigned, not least because of the
currency’s value vis-a-vis the ECU. This meant that speculators
could guess which way the realignment would go. Indeed, as we
have explained, pressure from speculators eventually helped
bring about the collapse of the EMS.

Hybrid Systems of Exchange Rates
Fixed and flexible exchange rates are only two alternatives
defining the extremes of exchange-rate systems. In between
these extremes are a number of other systems which have been
practiced at various times.

Dirty Float
Central banks sometimes intervene in the foreign exchange
markets even when they have declared that exchange rates are
flexible. For example, Canada, which prac-ticed floating
exchange rates throughout the 1950s and has floated its currency
since 1970, frequently intervenes (via the Bank of  Canada) to
“maintain order” in the foreign exchange markets. The Cana-
dian central bank’s policy is to try to prevent sharp changes in its
exchange rate but to allow market forces to operate over the
long run. The purpose of this policy is to reduce short-run

exchange-rate uncertainty but to allow the exchange rate to
reflect differential rates of inflation and other fundamen-tal
forces over the long run. The Bank of Canada combines foreign
exchange market intervention with interest-rate policy to
stabilize Canada’s exchange rate. This model of  a so-called dirty
float is a compromise between fixed and flexible exchange rates,
and it has been adopted by several other countries.

Wider Band
Another compromise between fixed and flexible exchange rates
was tried for a very short while after December 1971, when the
International Monetary Fund members decided at a meeting at
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., to allow the
range of fluctuation of exchange rates to be 2¼ percent on
either side of the official value. This gave a 4½ percent total
range of  variation before the central _ would intervene,
compared with the 2 percent range that existed from 1944 to
1971. The intention was to reduce the uncertainty about future
exchange rates and at the same time allow more adjustment.
The wider the band, the closer the system came to being a
flexible-rate system.
The wider band was not tried by many of the major countries.
Canada had opted for a floating rate before the Smithsonian
meeting, and Britain and the other major European countries
floated their currencies (some of which remained fixed to each
other) shortly afterward.

Crawling Peg
The crawling peg is an automatic system for revising the par, or
central, value––the value around which the rate can fluctuate.
This system can be combined with a wider band. The crawling
peg requires the central bank to intervene whenever the
exchange rate approaches a support point. However, the central
value, around which the support points are set, is revised
according to the average exchange rate over the previous weeks
or months. If the rate tends to remain at or near, for example,
the lower support point, the new central value will be revised
downward. In this way the rate can drift up or down gradually,
giving some degree of certainty without com-pletely frustrating
long-term fundamental trends.
Figure given below illustrates a crawling peg. Starting at time to
intervention points are defined which are above and below a
middle or par exchange rate. The intervention points are shown
by parallel lines. If the actual exchange rate hovers at the lower
end of its allowed range, then at the next setting of the
intervention points the middle
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Crawling Peg

Under a crawling-peg system, the support points are periodically revised
according to a formula typically based on economic fundamentals such as
inflation differentials, or according to past behavior of the exchange rate
within its permissible band.

value is set at the average actual value during the previous
period. If the actual exchange rate moves to the lower end of
the new allowable trading range, the inter-vention points are
again lowered at the next setting of these points. In this way
the exchange rate can drift according to fundamental forces such
as inflation rates, but importers and exporters can be reasonably
sure about exchange rates applying to short-term foreign-
currency receivables and payables.
An alternative way of readjusting the band within which a
currency can trade is according to recent rates of inflation. For
example, the central value of  the band vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar
could be changed by the country’s inflation rate minus the U.S.
inflation rate. This keeps exchange rates moving directly
according to economic fundamentals over long periods of time,
but keeps them predictable in the short term. A crawling peg
can also be based on balance-of-trade statistics or changes in
external debt. Most examples of crawling pegs have involved
countries experiencing very rapid inflation. Several South
American countries have at some time tried a crawling peg.

Mixed Fixed and Flexible Rates
Another compromise between fixed and flexible exchange rates
that has been tried is to have fixed exchange rates for some
transactions, such as those on the current account of the balance
of payments, but to have flexible rates for other transactions,
such as those on the capital account. This division of systems
would be motivated by a desire not to exert influence over
international trade but to maintain control over capital flows.
Such a dual exchange-rate system was practiced by Belgium,
which had a commercial exchange rate for imports and exports
of  goods and services and a financial exchange rate for trading
in financial assets. The commercial exchange rate was fixed, and
the financial exchange rate was flexible. Only authorized banks
were permitted to trade in the commercial market, while the
financial market was open to all participants. The two tiers of
the foreign exchange market were sepa-rated by a prohibition on
buying foreign exchange in one market and selling it in the
other.
Britain operated with two exchange rates for more than a
quarter century while functioning under the Exchange Control
Act of 1947. This act was designed to restrict capital outflows
and required those making foreign investments to buy for-eign
currency from a currency pool. Funds in the pool came only
from sales of securities trading in a currency or from occasional
authorized additions. As a result the size of the pool of each
currency was determined by the value of investments when the
pool was established, subsequent realized gains on the value of
investments, and special authorized additions. Exchange rates
for investment funds from the pool were flexible and usually
traded at a premium over exchange rates for non--investment
transactions. The exchange rates for other transactions were

fixed over most of the years the currency-pool system was in
effect.

Cooperative Intervention in Disorderly Markets
After a period of considerable volatility in exchange rates,
involving a substantial appreciation of  the U.S. dollar from its
1980 level and an equally sharp fall after 1985, a new compro-
mise exchange-rate system was agreed to at an economic
summit held in Paris at the Louvre Museum in 1987. This
agreement, which became known as the Louvre Accord,
represented a shift from a completely flexible exchange-rate
system to a dirty float in which the leading industrial powers
would cooperate.
The Louvre Accord followed the Plaza Agreement of 1985––
named after the Plaza Hotel in New York where it was worked
out-in which the United States accepted the need to intervene in
the foreign exchange markets during unstable times. The other
leading industrial powers had recognized this need somewhat
ear-lier but knew that intervention would not work without
close cooperation, given the very large size of private speculative
capital flows. The Plaza Agreement was later confirmed at the
1986 Tokyo economic summit and reconfirmed at other
economic summits, most notably the 1987 meeting in Paris
that resulted in the Louvre Accord. These meetings took place
against a background of immense exchange-rate instability and
resulted in a new compromise between completely flexible and
com-pletely fixed exchange rates. The meetings up to and
including the 1986 Tokyo sum-mit involved the United States,
Japan, United Kingdom, West Germany, and France-the so-
called Group of Five, or G-5. Subsequent meetings were
expanded to include Canada-the U.S.’s largest trading partner-
and Italy and thus became known as the G-7 summits. The
system that emerged is not unlike Canada’s approach of
flexibility with intervention to achieve orderly markets, but
because it involves cooperation, it is a little different from the
Canadian dirty float.
The international financial system that emerged from the
Louvre Accord can be characterized as a floating-exchange-rate
system within target zones that are periodically revised but for
which the intervention levels are not precisely speci-fied. The
acceptable ranges of fluctuation have to be deduced from official
commu-niques released after summit meetings, or from
statements by senior officials of the nations involved. For
example, it might be stated after a G-7 meeting that the lead-ers
are satisfied with exchange rates in their recent trading range.
Alternatively, after a substantial movement of  exchange rates,
the governor of a central bank or a trea-sury official might say he
or she believes that the dollar is too low or too high and that if
the markets do not adjust there could be intervention. Market
participants react to these statements according to how credible
they believe them to be and may, for example, buy currencies the
authorities say are too cheap. This process of  state-ments and
market reaction can help reduce the need for intervention and
has been described as “talking” exchange rates in the officially
desired direction.

Target Zones
The fixed-exchange-rate and compromise systems that have
been described in this chapter can be characterized as involving,
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at least in part, a target zone for the exchange rate. For example,
the zone in the gold-exchange standard was a 2 per-cent band
around parity, in the EMS it was a 4½ percent band, and so on.
Having a credible target zone, which is one that private foreign-
exchange-market participants believe is a government
commitment, can help keep exchange rates within the declared
zone––not at the outer limits––even if governments never
actually inter-vene in the markets. Indeed, even if there is a less-
than-total commitment to a declared target zone, the presence
of  the zone can be self-realizing. These conclu-sions have been
reached in research by Paul Krugman.
The stabilizing role of target zones can be described with the
help of Figure 8.4. The actual exchange rate, taken as S($/£), is
shown on the vertical axis, while eco-nomic fundamentals
affecting exchange rates are shown on the horizontal axis.
Krugman assumed the fundamentals to consist of factors
outside the control of  gov-ernment which evolve randomly,
plus a factor––Krugman uses the money supply––-that is
under government control. Indeed, Krugman assumed that by
appropriate adjustments of the money supply the government
could counter any realization of the random factors, keeping the
combined effects of the fundamentals-random fac-tors plus
money supply-such that the exchange rate would remain within
the target zone. Krugman further assumed that the money
supply is changed only at the ceiling or floor of the target zone,
and not in between. That is, exchange-rate intervention occurs
only at the margins, with the money supply increasing at the
ceiling, declin-ing  at the floor, and otherwise being constant.
(An increase in money supply would cause inflation or lower
interest rates pushing the currency down, while a decrease would
achieve the reverse).

Fundamentals

Target Zones for Exchange Rates

The horizontal axis measures fundamentals, which consist of
random uncontrolled factors, and the money supply, which is
changed only at the target-zone edges to keep exchange rates
within the zone. Exchange rates depend on fundamentals plus
expectations about the future exchange rate. To the right of  the
midpoint along the horizontal axis there is expected deprecia-
tion––the :probability of S($/£) being pushed down is higher
than the probability of S($/£) increasing––and to the left of
the midpoint there is expected appreciation. The combined
effect of  fundamentals and expectations is curve TT. This is

tangent to the lines at the zone edges, implying no effect of
fundamentals on exchange rates at the edges of zones.
The line showing the combined effect of the fundamentals on
S($/£) is the straight upward-sloping dashed line in above
Figure. This means that by adjusting the money supply as
necessary at the margins-the target-zone ceiling and floor––so
that the combined fundamentals are within the necessary limits,
the exchange rate would remain within the target zone SL to SU.
Krugman realized that in addition to fundamentals, another
factor affecting cur-rent exchange rates is expectations about
changes in exchange rates in the future. That is, actual current
exchange rates depend on current fundamentals plus exchange-r
are expectations. Expectations of changes in the future exchange
rate depend on how dose the current exchange rate is to the
intervention levels. Specifically, the closer the exchange rate is to
the upper level, SU, the more likely is intervention, in this case
consisting of  the Bank of  England’s increasing the money
supply to keep the pound from exceeding SU. Similarly, the
closer is S($/£) to SL, the more likely is a reduction in the British
money supply to keep S($/£) from moving below SL. This
means that as me exchange rate approaches SU, the probability
of action to depreciate the pound makes the probability of
depreciation exceed that of further appreciation. Therefore, there
is an expected depreciation, where we use the term “expected” in
the statistical sense: the probability-weighted outcomes that
constitute the expected change in exchange rate are tilted toward
a depreciation. As the exchange rate moves closer to SL the
reverse occurs, with the probability of official action to cause
appreciation of the pound being relatively high. That is, to the
right of the midpoint on the horizon-tal axis of above Figure
there is expected depreciation of the pound in the statistical
sense, and along the left there is expected appreciation. In
addition, the further a point is to the right or left, the greater is
the expected depreciation or appreciation.
We recall that the actual exchange rate is the result of  fundamen-
tals plus exchange-rate expectations. While within the target
zone the fundamentals follow random patterns––intervention
via money supply occurs only at the intervention points-the
other component of exchange-rate determination, the expecta-
tion of change in the future exchange rate, pushes the rate to
within the target zone. In terms of above Figure, the effect of
the nonrandom fundamentals on their own is for the exchange
rate to follow the upward-sloping dashed line until the ceiling
or floor is reached, and then to follow the horizontal lines at the
ceiling or floor as the official intervention occurs. However, the
other element of  exchange-rate determination, namely, expecta-
tions about the future, works toward lowering current exchange
rates to the right of the vertical axis in Figure shown above and
toward raising exchange rates to the left of the vertical axis. The
aggregate effect of  the two forces is the elon-gated curve, TT.
This curve, which is always flatter than the dashed line, makes it
clear that via the prospect of  intervention, the exchange rate
follows a path within the target zone, even if the possible
intervention does not occur. In some sense, sta-bility is
achieved, possibly without the government’s doing anything
other than promising to intervene if  necessary.
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There is a further conclusion derived from Krugman’s model in
addition to the “free stabilizing” conclusion we have just
reached. The second conclusion is that at the edges of the target
zone the exchange rate is insensitive to the fundamentals. This
con-clusion follows by first noting that at the target -zone edges
the expected values of the total fundamentals are not continu-
ous and random, as are the values of noncontrolled
fundamentals, but rather the total fundamentals take “jumps.”
Specifically, at the moment the upper-edge SU is reached there is
an upward jump in money, causing an expected negative change
in the fundamental. Similarly, the very moment SL is reached
there is a downward jump in the money supply, causing an
expected positive change in the fundamental. (The
noncontrolled fundamentals themselves are random.) While
expected fundamentals themselves jump at the edges of the
zone, the expected exchange rate cannot have jumps or there
would be profit opportunities; jumps would allow one-way
exchange-rate bets. It follows that if expectations of fundamen-
tals jump at the target -zone edges but there is no
corresponding jump in exchange rates at the target-zone edges,
then at the edges the fundamentals cannot be affecting exchange
rates. This means that TT is horizontal and tangent to the
target-zone edges SL and SU; with TT horizontal, changes in the
fundamentals have no effect on S($/£).
The preceding discussion assumes that intervention always
occurs at the target--zone edges. While relaxation of the
assumption that intervention always occurs does affect the
preceding conclusions, there is still some stabilizing of exchange
rates, even if  intervention occurs only sometimes.
In this account of the many possible compromises between
truly fixed and truly flexible exchange rates and the way they
work, we have given a rather patchy his-tory of international
finance. In order to provide a more systematic overview, in the
next chapter we present a chronology of international financial
developments during the twentieth century. This chronology
has been deferred so that we would be equipped with an
understanding of the systems and events we describe. Our
chronol-ogy should serve to give a historical perspective on the
international financial sys-tem and to demonstrate that the
international financial system is not static but is something that
continues to evolve.

Review Questions

1. What exchange-rate system evolved from “the snake”?
2. What is the-European Currency Unit?
3. To what type of  exchange-rate system does the Maastricht

Agreement commit partici-pating European Union member
countries?

4. What is a dirty float?
5. What is a crawling peg?
6. What was the Louvre Accord?
7. According to target-zone research, does the establishment of

a target zone for exchange rates increase or decrease the range
within which exchange rates typically fluctuate?

Notes -
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Let us discuss one case to be more clear

Recent events, including the Asia crisis, have brought into
greater focus, governance and management issues in the IMF.
Question have been raised regarding the extent of non-
economic consideration, accountability and transparency in the
decision making process of  the IMF. There have been criticisms
that some national governments, especially, the largest share-
holder, the USA, exercise disproportionate influence over Fund
decisions. The US currently accounts for over 17 per cent of the
votes on the IMF Board, and is  in a position to block, if it so
desires, decisions requiring 85 per cent majority. The persistent
refusal to increase SDRs is one reflection o the lopsided
management structure. There have been legitimate demand to
change the structure of the Fund Board to give greater represen-
tation to developing countries. Improvements in the process of
decision making in the IMF would require fundamental changes
in the pattern of shareholding voting rights.
A number of criticisms have been made of the IMF
programmes and the policy conditionality they impose on the
countries financed. A common criticism against the Fund has
been that imposes uniform policies irrespective of the nature of
the crises. In the recent episode of the Asian crisis, the Fund
faced flak for raising interest rates, suggesting fiscal retrench-
ment when the fiscal position in the  countries was either in
balance or in surplus, and restructuring an closing of banks
which according to some critics led to a virtual collapse of the
financial and corporate sector in the crisis countries. Given the
fact that currency stability was important, it was not unreason-
able to ask for an increase in interest rates. Restoring the
credibility of investors in the currency was important to stem
the outflow during a crisis. Of course, the question is how long
should the interest rates be kept high. It is also argued that had
the Asian countries increased the interest rate earlier, the extent
of increase later could have been smaller.
The Asian crisis also showed that it was possible to bring down
the interest rate substantially once there was some respite in the
fall in the exchange rate.

Questions

1. Discuss the role played by IMF in crisis management and
crisis prevention since its inception.

2. What recommendations can you make regarding a change in
the approach and policies of IMF in the context of the recent
Asian crisis. (Hint: Decision making process in IMF needs
improvement to enhance its professionalism and autonomy,
coupled with demonstrable accountability).

3. The Asian crisis showed that a currency crisis could affect
interest rates. Why did the Asian crisis place upward pressure
on Asian interest rates in Asian countries? Why did it place
downward pressure on US interest rates?

4. What do you think should be the nature of stabilisation and
structural reform measures that should be adopted by
countries to come out of a crisis? Answer this in the context
of the recent Asian crisis.

LESSON 8:

TUTORIAL

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• Balance of Payments Accounting
• Debits and Credits
• Balance of Payments Statement
• Debit and Credit Entries
In the realm of international finance, one of the most heavily
used data sources is an accounting statement known as the
balance of payment, which records the economic transactions
between the residents and government of a particular country
and the residents and the governments of the rest of the world
during a given period of time, usually a year. For governments,
the BOP provides valuable information for the conduct of
economic and fiscal policy. For firms and individual, it provides
dues about expectations for such matters as the volume of
trade and capital flows, the movement of exchange rate and the
profitable course of  economic policy. The present chapter gives
much emphasis to explaining and interpreting the BOP.

Introduction
A country’s balance of  payments affects the value of  its currency,
its ability to obtain currencies of other countries and its policy
towards foreign investment. The present chapter first gives an
overview of  the BOP and then goes on to discuss the various
accounting rules regarding the recording of all types of interna-
tional transactions that a country consummates over a certain
period of time. The chapter then discusses the three sections in
which the BOP statement can be divided - the current account,
the capital account and the official reserve account. The discus-
sion here is useful for an MNC since the MNC can be affected
by changes in a country’s current account and capital account
positions over a period of  time. Various solved problems are
discussed which help the students to dearly understand the
technique of recording the transactions in a BOP statement and
also help them to prepare a BOP statement. An appendix to
this chapter gives the BOP position of India in the 1990s.
The Balance of Payments (BOP) is an accounting system that
records the economic transactions between the residents and
government of a particular country and the residents and
governments of the rest of the world during a certain period of
time, usually a year. Economic transactions include exports and
imports of  goods and services, capital inflows and outflows,
gifts and other transfer payments and changes in a country’s
international reserves. For the governments, the BOP provides
valuable information for the conduct of  economic policy. For
firms and individuals,
it provides clues about expectations relating to such matters as
the volume of different types of trade and capital flows, the
movement of exchange rates and the probable course of
economic policy.
In particular, a country’s own balance of  payments is important
to investors, multinational companies, business managers,

LESSON 9:

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

consumers and government officials because it affects the value
of  its currency, its policy towards foreign investments and also
influences important macroeconomic variables like gross
national product, interest rates, price levels, employment
scenario and exchange rate. The monetary and fiscal policy of a
country also takes into account the BOP position of  a country.
International managers may be interested in a foreign country’s
balance of  payments for predicting the country’s overall ability
regarding exports, imports, the payment of foreign debts and
dividend remittances. A country experiencing a severe balance of
payments deficit is not likely to import as much as it would in a
surplus position. Persistent and continuing deficits in a
country’s BOP may signal future problems over payments of
dividends and interest fees or other cash disbursements to
foreign firms or investors. Also, the balance of  payments is an
important indicator of  the likely pressure on a country’s foreign
exchange rate and the resultant foreign exchange gains or losses
which firms trading with that country are likely to face.
The balance of payments of a country summarises all the
transactions that have taken place between its residents and
foreigners in a given period, usually a year. The word transac-
tions refers to exports and imports of  goods and services;
lending and borrowing of funds; remittances; and government
aid and military expenditures. The term residents includes all
individuals and business enterprises, including financial
institutions, that are permanently residing within a country’s
borders, as well as government agencies at all levels. In other
words, the balance of payments reflects the totality of a
country’s economic relations with the rest of  the world: its trade
in goods, its exchange of  services, its purchase and sale of
financial assets; and such important governmental transactions
as foreign aid, military expenditures abroad and the payment of
reparation. Certain forces determine the volume of these
transactions, how they are brought into balance, what problems
arise when they fail to balance and what policies are available to
deal with those problems.

Balance of Payments Accounting
Like other accounting statements, the BOP conforms to the
principle of  double entry bookkeeping. This means that every
international transaction should produce debit and credit entries
of equal magnitude. It is important to mention here that BOP
is neither an income statement nor a balance sheet. It is a
sources and uses of funds statement that reflects changes in
assets, liabilities and net worth during a specified period of
time. Decreases in assets and increases in liabilities or net worth
represent credits or sources of funds. Increases in assets and
decreases in liabilities or net worth represent debits or uses of
funds. In the context of international transactions, sources of
funds include exports of  goods and services, investment and
interest earnings, unilateral transfers received from abroad and
loans from foreigners. Uses of funds include imports of goods
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and services, dividends paid to foreign investors, transfer
payments abroad, loans to foreigners and increase in reserve
assets. In accordance with the principle of double entry
bookkeeping, sources and uses should always match.
However, if expenditure abroad by residents of one nation
exceeds what the residents of that nation can earn or otherwise
receive from abroad, that nation is supposed to have a “deficit”
in its balance of payments. If a nation receives from abroad
more than it spends, then the nation incurs a “surplus”. BOP
accounts show the size of any surplus or deficit which a nation
can have and also indicate the manner in which a deficit was
financed or the proceeds of a surplus invested.

Debits and Credits
Since the balance of payments statement is based on the
principle of double entry bookkeeping, every credit in the
account is balanced by a matching debit and vice versa. The
following section now explains, with examples, the BOP
accounting principles regarding debits and credits. These
principles are logically consistent, though they may be a little
confusing sometimes.
A country earns foreign exchange on some transactions and
expends foreign exchange on others when it deals with the rest
of the world. Credit transactions are those that earn foreign
exchange and are recorded in the balance of payments with a
plus (+) sign. Selling either real or financial assets or services to
nonresidents is a credit transaction. For example, the export of
Indian made goods earns foreign exchange for us and is, hence,
a credit transaction. Borrowing  abroad also brings in foreign
exchange and is recorded as a credit. An increase in accounts
payment due to foreigners by Indian residents has the same
BOP effect as more formal borrowing in the world’s capital
market. The sale to a foreign resident of  a service, such as an
airline trip on Air India or ‘hotel booking’ in an Indian hotel,
also earns foreign exchange and is a credit transaction.
Transactions that expend or use up foreign exchange are
recorded as debits and are entered with a minus (-) sign. The
best example here is of  import of  goods and services from
foreign countries. When Indian residents buy machinery from
US or perfumes from France, foreign exchange is spent and the
import is recorded as a debit. Similarly, when Indian residents
purchase foreign services, foreign exchange is used and the entry
is recorded as a debit.
The BOP’s accounting principles regarding debits and credits can
be summarised as follows.
1.   Credit Transactions (+) are those that involve the receipt

of payment from foreigners. The following are some of the
important credit transactions
a. Exports of  goods or services
b. Unilateral transfers (gifts) received from foreigners
c. Capital inflows

2.   Debit Transactions (-) are those that involve the payment
of foreign exchange i.e., transactions that expend foreign
exchange. The following are some of the important debit
transactions
a. Import of  goods and services

b. Unilateral transfers (or gifts) made to foreigners
c. Capital outflows

Let us now analyse the two terms –– capital inflows and capital
outflows ––  in a little more detail. Capital Inflows can take
either_ of the two forms

a. An increase in foreign assets of the nation
b. A reduction in the nation’s assets abroad

For Example,

• A US resident purchases an Indian stock. When a US
resident acquires a stock in an Indian company, foreign assets
in India go up. This is a capital inflow to India because it
involves the receipt of a payment from a foreigner.

• When an Indian resident sells a foreign stock, Indian assets
abroad decrease. This transaction is a capital inflow to India
because it involves receipt of a payment from a foreigner.

Capital Outflows can also take any of  the following forms
a.  An increase in the nation’s assets abroad
b. A reduction in the foreign assets of  the nation

Both the above transactions involve a payment to foreigners
and are capital outflows. For Example,
• Purchase of a UK treasury bill by an Indian resident. The

transaction results in an increase in the Indian assets abroad
and is a debit transaction since it involves a payment to
foreigners.

• Sale by a US firm of  an Indian subsidiary. The transaction
reduces foreign assets in India and is entered as a debit
transaction.

Balance of Payments Statement
The balance of payment statement records all types of interna-
tional transactions that a country consummates over a certain
period of time.
It is divided into three sections:
• The Current Account
• The Capital Account
• The Official Reserve Account.

The Current Account
The current account is typically divided into three sub-categories;
the merchandise trade balance, the services balance and the
balance on unilateral transfers. Entries in this account are
“current” in value as they do not give rise to future claims. A
surplus in the current account represent a inflow of funds while
a deficit represents an outflow of funds.
a. The balance of merchandise trade refers to the balance

between exports and imports of tangible goods such as
automobiles, computers, machinery and so on. A favourable
balance of merchandise trade (surplus) occurs when exports
are greater in value than imports. An unfavourable balance
of merchandise trade (deficit) occurs when imports exceed
exports. Merchandise exports, and imports are the largest
single component of total international payment for most
countries.

b. Services represent the second category of  the current account.
Services include interest payments, shipping and insurance
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fees, tourism, dividends and military expenditures. These
trades in services are sometimes called invisible trade.

c. Unilateral transfers are gifts and grants by both private parties
and governments. Private gifts and grants include personal
gifts of all kinds and also relief organisation shipments. For
example, money sent by immigration workers to their
families In their native country represents private transfer.
Government transfers include money, goods and services
sent as aid to other countries. For example, if the United
States government provides relief to a developing country as
part of its drought-relief programme, this would represent a
unilateral government transfer.

Unlike other accounts in the BOP, unilateral transfers have only
one-directional flow without offsetting flows. For double entry
bookkeeping, unilateral transfers are regarded as an act of
buying goodwill from the recipient.

The Capital Account
The capital account is an accounting measure of the total
domestic currency value of financial transactions between
domestic residents and the rest of the world over a period of
time. This account consists of loans, investments, other
transfers of financial assets and the creation of liabilities. It
includes, financial transactions associated with international
trade as well as flows associated with portfolio shifts involving
the purchase of foreign stocks, bonds and bank deposits.
A country’s current account deficit must be paid for either by
borrowing from foreigners or by selling off past foreign
investment. In the absence, of  the government reserve
transaction, a current account surplus equals a capital account
deficit and a current account deficit equals a capital account
surplus. That is, the current account balance must be equal to
the capital account balance but with the opposite sign.
The capital account car. be divided into three categories: direct
investment, portfolio investment and other capital flows.
a. Direct investment occurs when the investor acquires equity

such as purchases of stocks, the acquisition of entire firms,
or the establishment of new subsidiaries.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) generally takes place when
firms tend to take advantage of various market
imperfections. Firms also undertake foreign direct
investments when The expected returns from foreign
investment exceed the cost of capital, allowing for foreign
exchange and political risks. The expected returns from
foreign profits can be higher than those from domestic
projects due to lower material and labour costs, subsidised
financing, investment tax allowances, exclusive access to local
markets, etc. For example, many US firms are engaged in
direct investment in foreign countries. Coca-Cola has built
bottling facilities all over the world.

b. Portfolio investments represent sales and purchases of
foreign financial assets such as stocks and bonds that do not
involve a transfer of management control. A desire for
return, safety and liquidity in investments is the same for
international and domestic portfolio investors. International
portfolio investments have specifically boomed in recent
years due to investors desire to diversify risk globally.

Investors generally feel that they can reduce risk more
effectively if they diversify their portfolio holdings
internationally rather than purely domestically. In addition,
investors may also benefit from higher expected returns
from some foreign markets.

c. Capital flows represent the third category of capital account
and represent claims with a maturity of less than one year.
Such claims include bank deposits, short-term loans, short-
term securities, money market investments and so forth.
These investments are quite sensitive to both changes in
relative interest rates between countries and the anticipated
change in the exchange rate. For example, if the interest rates
rise in India, with other variables remaining constant, India
will experience capital inflows as investors would like to
deposit or invest in India to take advantage of the higher
interest rate. But if the higher interest rate is accompanied by
an expected depreciation of the Indian rupee, capital inflows
to India may not materialise.

Short-term capital flows are of two types: non liquid short-term
capital and liquid short--term capital. Non-liquid short-term
capital flows include bank loans and other short-term funds
that are very difficult to liquidate quickly without loss. Liquid
short-term capital flows represent claims such as demand
deposits and short-term securities that are easy to liquidate with
minimum or no loss.
Short-term capital accounts change for two specific reasons:
compensating adjustments and autonomous adjustments.
Compensating adjustments or accommodating adjustments are
short-term capital movements induced by changes due to
merchandise trade, services, unilateral transfers and investments.
These compensating accounts change so as to finance other
items in the balance of payments. Autonomous adjustments
are short-term capital movements due to differences in interest
rates and also expected changes in foreign exchange rate among
nations. Autonomous changes take place for purely economic
reasons.

The Official Reserve Account
Official reserves are government owned assets. The official
reserve account represents only purchases and sales by the
central bank of  the country (e.g., the Reserve Bank of  India).
The changes in official reserves are necessary to account for the
deficit or surplus in the balance of payments. For example, if a
country has a BOP deficit, the central bank will have to either
run down its official reserve assets such as gold, foreign
exchange and SDRs or borrow fresh from foreign central banks.
However, if a country has a BOP surplus, its central bank will
either acquire additional reserve assets from foreigners or retire
some of its foreign debts.
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Here presents a summary of the US balance of payments (in $
billion).

 Credit Debit 

Current Account 
1 Exports  832.86  

 1.1 Merchandise 502.73  
 1.2 Services 172.29  
 1.3 Factor income 157.84  
2 Imports   -954.42 
 2.1 Merchandise  -669.09 
 2.2 Services  -128.01 
 2.3 Factor income  -157.32 
3 Net unilateral transfer  -34.12 
 3.1 Private transfer  -18.42 
 3.2 Official transfer -15.70 
 Balance on current account 

[1+2+3] 
 -155.68 

Capital Account 
4. Direct investment  1.64  
5. Portfolio investment  33.43  
6. Other capital  112.12  
 Balance on capital account 

[4+5+6] 
 147.19  

7 Statistical discrepancy   -33.25 
 Overall balance   -41.74 
Official Reserve Account 

8. US official reserve assets  5.34  
9. Foreign official reserve assets  36.40  
 Balance of reserve transactions  41.74  
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1995. 

Debit and Credit Entries
The Balance of Payment of a country is classified into three
well-defined categories  –– the Current Account, the Capital
Account and the Official Reserves Account.
The Current account measures the net balance resulting from
merchandise trade, service trade, investment income and
unilateral transfers and reflects the country’s current competitive-
ness in international markets. The rules for recording a
transaction as debit and credit in the current account are:

 Debit (Outflow) Credit (Inflow) 
Goods Buy Sell 
Services Buy Sell 
Investment Income Pay Receive 
Unilateral transfers Give Receive 

The Capital account in the BOP records the capital transactions
–– purchases and sales of assets between residents of one
country and those of other countries. Capital_ account transac-
tions can be divided into two categories. Foreign direct
investment and portfolio investment Portfolio investments are
of two types –– short-term and long-term.
Short-term portfolio investments are financial instruments with
maturities of  one year or less e.g., time deposits, certificate of
deposit held by residents of a country in foreign banks or by
foreigners in domestic banks, commercial paper etc.
Long-term portfolio investments are stocks, bonds and other
financial instruments issued by private and public organisations
that have maturities greater than one year and are held for
purposes other than control. The rules for doubly entry
recording here are as follow:

 Debit (outflow) Credit (inflow) 
Portfolio  
(short-term) 

Receiving a payment 
from a foreigner 
Buying a short-term asset 

Making a payment to a 
foreigner 
Selling a domestic 
short-term asset to a 
foreigner 

 Buying back a short-term 
domestic asset from its 
foreign owner. 

Selling a short-term 
foreign asset acquired 
previously 

Portfolio 
 (long-term) 

Buying a long-term 
foreign asset (not for 
purpose of control) 

Selling a domestic 
long-term asset to a 
foreigner (not for 
purpose of control) 

 Buying back a long-term 
domestic asset from its 
foreign owner (not for 
purpose of control) 

Selling a long-term 
foreign asset acquired 
previously (not for 
purposes of control) 

Foreign direct 
investment 

Buying a foreign asset for 
purpose of control 

Selling a long-term 
foreign asset acquired 
previously (not for 
purpose of control) 

 Buying back from its 
foreign owner a domestic 
asset previously acquired 
for purpose of control 

Selling a foreign asset 
previously acquired for 
purpose of control. 

Illustration   1

The following transactions can help us to understand the effect
that they pave on the balance of payments.
i. Merchandise Trade: An Indian company sells Rs 4,00,000

worth of  machinery to a US company. The US Company
pays for the machinery in 30 days. In this transaction,
merchandise exports are credited because they provide India
with an increase in its claims on foreigners. At the same time,
the Indian exporter should increase its short-term
investment abroad, i.e., an increase in its account receivable.
This short-term investment represents a use of funds or a
debit entry.
Liquid short-term capital (debit) Rs 4,00,000
Exports (credit) Rs 4,00,000

ii. Service: Services represent non-merchandise transactions
such as tourist expenditures Consider an Indian woman
who visits her husband in UK. She cashes Rs 3,00,000 worth
of  her Indian traveller’s cheques at a UK hotel. Before she
returns to India, she spends & 3,00,000 in UK. In this case,
India received travel services from UK in the amount of  Rs
3,00,000. In return for these tourist services, UK banks now
have Rs 3,00,000 worth of  rupees. The services provided by
UK are clearly a use of funds. The resulting increases in
deposits of UK banks in Indian banks represent a source of
funds. This transaction will appear in the Indian balance of
payments as follows
Tourist expenditure Rs 3,00,000 (debit)
Liquid short-term capital Rs 3,00,000 (credit)

iii. Unilateral Transfer: This account covers gifts by domestic
residents to foreign residents or gifts by the domestic
government to foreign governments. Assume that the US
Red Cross send $ 10,000 worth of flood relief goods to
India. The term “transfer” reflects the nature of the
transaction: the United States receives nothing in return.
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Because the US sends its good to India, this transaction
reduces the real assets of the United States. Thus, these
transfer should be debited. The sale or unilateral transfer of
products by the United States  represents exports and these
exports are credited. The flood relief shipments appear in the
US balance of payments as follows
Transfer payments $10,000 (debit)
Exports $10,000 (credit)

iv. Long-term Capital: This account shows inflow and
outflow of capital commitments whose maturity is longer
than one year. It covers investments in financial assets
without significant control of the real assets. The account
also covers investments in real assets or financial asset with
significant control of real assets. Assume that Japanese
purchases yen 60,000 worth of UK bonds and pays for it
with a cheque drawn on an account. The Japanese now own a
UK bond, while UK owns Japanese yen deposits. Since the
acquisition of  the UK bond increases Japan’s portfolio of
bank investments in foreign countries, the portfolio
investments must be debited. At the same time, the yen
balance owned by UK, represents an increase in Japanese
liabilities to foreigners. Hence, Japan’s short-term capital
should be credited. This transaction will appear in Japan’s
balance of payments as follows
Portfolio investments yen 60,000 (debit)
Liquid short-term capital yen 60,000 (credit)

v. Non-liquid Short-term Capital: Non-liquid short-term
liabilities are flows of funds that are not normally resold.
Bank loans represent non-liquid short-term liabilities.
Suppose that a US bank lends $30,000 to a Canadian firm.
Since this loan reduces US purchasing power, the US non-
liquid short-term liabilities must be debited. At, the same
time, the bank creates or increases a deposit balance for the
foreign firm through its loan. Because this loan increases US
short-term liabilities to foreigners, the liquid short-term
liabilities should be credited. In the US balance of payments,
this transaction will appear as follows
Non-liquid short-term capital $30,000 (debit)
Liquid short-term capital $30,000 (credit)

Illustration  2

i. An Indian firm exports Rs 80,000 worth of goods to be
paid in three months.

Debit Credit
Short-term capital outflow Rs 80,000
Merchandise exports Rs 80,000
Short-term capital outflow is debited because it represents an
increase in Indian ass abroad while merchandise export is
credited since this will lead to a receipt of payment from
foreigners.

ii. An Indian resident visits UK and spends Rs 1,00,000 on
hotel and meals and so on.

Debit Credit
Travel services Rs 1,00,000
Short-term capital inflow Rs 1,00,000

Travel services are debited for Rs 1,00,000 because the transac-
tion here is similar to an Indian import. The payment itself is
then entered as a short-term credit because it represents an
increase in foreign assets in India.
iii. An Indian resident purchases foreign stock for Rs 50,000 and

pays for it by increasing the foreign bank balances in India
Debit Credit

Long-term capital outflow Rs 50,000
Short-term capital inflow Rs 50,000
Purchase of foreign stock increases Indian assets abroad and
thus long-term capital outflow is debited. Short-term capital
inflow is credited because the increase In foreign ban balance
in India represents an increase in foreign assets in India.

iv. A foreign investor purchases Rs 70,000 worth of Indian
treasury bills and pays by drawing down his bank balance in
India by an equal amount.

Debit Credit
Short-term capital outflowRs 70,000
Short-term capital inflow Rs 70,000
Short-term capital outflow is debited because it represents a
reduction in foreign bank balances in India while short-term
capital inflow is credited since it represents a purchase of
Indian treasury bills by a foreigner.

v. US government gives a US bank balance of $10,000 to the
government of a develop in, nation as part of the US aid
programme.

Debit Credit
Unilateral transfers $10,000
Short-term capital inflow $10,000
Unilateral transfers are debited since extending aid involves a
US payment to foreigners.
Short-term capital inflow is credited because it represents an
increase in foreign claims of foreign assets in the US.

Illustration  3

Record the following transactions and prepare the balance of
payments statement.
a.   A US firm exports $1,000 worth of goods to be paid in six

months.
b.  A US resident visits London and spends $400 on hotel,

meals and so on.
c.  US government gives a US bank balance of $200 to the

government of a developing, nation as part of the US aid
programme.

d. A US resident purchases foreign stock for $800 and pays for
it by increasing the foreign bank balances in the US.

e. A foreign investor purchases $600 of United States treasury
bills and pays by drawing down his bank balances in the
United States by an equal amount.
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Solution

 Debit (-)  
(in $) 

Credit (+)  
(in $) 

a. Short-term capital outflow  1,000  
 Merchandise Exports  1,000 
b. Travel services purchased from foreigners  400  
 Short-terms capital inflow  400 
c. Unilateral transfer made 200  
 Short-term capital inflow  200 
d. Long-term capital outflow 800  
 Short-term capital inflow  800 
e. Short-term capital outflow (The reduction 

in foreign bank balances in the US – short-
term capital inflow) 

600  

 Short-term capital inflow (The purchase of 
US treasury bills by a foreigners)  600 

If we assume that these five transactions are all the international
transactions of United States during the year, the US balance of
payments is as follows

 Debit (-) 
(in $) 

Credit (+) 
(in $) 

Merchandise  1,000 
Services 400  
Unilateral transfers 200  
Long-term capital 800  
Short-term capital, Net  400 
 1400 1400 

The net short-term capital credit balance of $400 is obtained by
adding together the five short-term capital entries (-$1,000,
$400, $200, $800, $600, -$600) examined separately. Total debits
equal total credits because of  double entry bookkeeping.
Illustration  4

Comprehensive Exercises on Balance of Payments
Accounting
Given below is a series of transactions between country A and
country B (the rest of the world).
Assume the point of  view of  country A and that A’s currency is
dollars ($). Do the following
1. Indicate the  accounts to be debited and credited In each

transaction.
2. Enter these transactions in the appropriate “T accounts”.
3. Prepare the balance of payments for country A. Assume that

all the short-term capital movements are of a compensating
nature.

Transactions

1. a. A exports goods to B for $1,000. B’s importers sign a bill
of exchange for the goods  they imported from A.

b. A’s exporters discount the bill of  exchange with their
bank which, in turn, keeps the bill until maturity
(Assume 10% discount).

 c. Oil the bill’s maturity, A’s bank receives payment for the
bill in B’s currency (as it

was originally drawn). A’s bank deposits B’s currency in B’s
bank. The interest accrued
on the bill is $50.

2. A imports goods from B for $800 and A’s importers pay B’s
exporters for the $800 with a loan in B’s currency which they
get from A’s bank.

3. A resident of country A, Mr X goes on vacation to country
B. He spends all the money he had with him, $5,000, for
services received while on his vacation in country B.

4. Mr X is lucky, however, because on the last day of  his
vacation he finds in the street a purse with $100 in B’s
currency. He brings the money home and declares his
finding to custom authorities.

5. Another resident of A who has migrated from B to A few
years ago decides to send $100 to his family. His father uses
this money to buy a bond from another citizen of A.

6. A businessman of A, Mr Y decides to build a subsidiary
plant in B. Therefore, he ships to B all necessary materials
for this purpose,  which cost $50,000.

7. Mr Y very soon finds out that he needs another $20,000 for
the completion of the plant. Thus, he issues bonds on the
parent company for this amount and sells them to the
citizens of  B.

8. Mr Y makes $10,000 profit during the first year of
operation which Mr Y uses to enlarge his business in B. A’s
citizens are very impressed by the successful operation of
Mr Y’s plant in B. Therefore, A’s citizens buy from B’s
citizens half  of  the bonds issued by Mr Y.

9. A resident of  B, Mr Z, migrates to A. His only property is
$1,000 in B’s currency, which he carries with him to A and
his house in B which he rents to a friend for $100 a month.
The house is worth $8,000. No rent payment, however, has
been received.

10. Mr Z decides to sell his house to his friend for $8,000. The
payment is arranged as follows: $4,000 in cash and $4,000 in
five years. Mr Z deposits this money with his old bank in B.
(Everything here is in terms of  B’s currency).

11. Mr Z, however, thinks he should give back to the church of
his village $1,000. Therefore, $1,000 is transferred from Mr
Z’s account in B’s bank to the account of  the church.

12. B is a producer of gold. During the period of time for
which the balance of payments is completed, B produces $1
million worth of gold. Half of this is consumed at home.
However, 20% is sold to A’s central bank and 10% is
exported to A for industrial use. For the amount of gold
exported to A, B accepts a deposit with the central bank of
country A.

13. A citizen of A, Mr M, who migrated there from B a long
time ago, finds out that he has inherited the property of  his
uncle. The property consists of a farm worth $2,000 and a
deposit of  $1,000 in B’s bank.

14. Mr M keeps the money with B’s bank but buys a designers
dress of $200 which he sends to his sister in B as a gift. The
dress is purchased in A with A’s currency.
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15. Finally, Mr M sells the farm for $2,000. He uses the proceeds
and his deposit in B’s bank to buy bonds issued by B’s
government.

16. Mr M makes a gift to his brother in B. This gift consists 6f  a
watch which costs $500 and a cheque for $100. The watch is
purchased in country A with A’s currency.

Solution

1.  a. As country A has exported goods worth $1000, we have
to credit exports by $1000. Short-term claims on
foreigners is debited by $1000 simultaneously. The entries
are

Debit Credit
Short-term claim on foreigners  $1,000
Exports $1,000

b. As this is an agreement between the exporter and his
own local bank, there is no effect on the balance of
payments.

c. This transaction represents the substitution of one
short-term claim (Bill of Exchange) by another (an
account in B’s bank). Therefore, both the debit and the
credit entry are on the same account. Also, the amount of
interest accrued is credited to the interest account. The
entries are

Debit Credit
Short-term claims on foreigners $1,000
(Bill of Exchange)
Short-term claim on foreigners $1000
(Account in B’s bank)
Interest (on Bill of Exchange) $ 50
Short-term claim on foreigners $ 50
(interest)

2. Now country A has imported goods worth $800. This is
paid with a loan in B’s currency. Thus, accounting entry will
be debit of imports account and crediting short-term claims.

Debit Credit
Short-term claims on foreigner’s $800
(B’s) currency
Imports $800

3. A’s currency is a liability for A. Thus, when a resident X
spends this currency in B, there is an increase in liabilities
(short-term). This is in exchange for services received from
foreigners. Thus the entries are:

Debit Credit
Short-term liabilities (A’s currency) $5000
Services received from foreigners $5000

4. Mr X finds a purse with $100 in B’s currency. Thus, this
represents an increase in short--term claims on foreigners and
can be treated as a gift from foreigners. The entries therefore,
are

Debit Credit
Short-term claims on foreigners $100
(B’s currency)
Gift from foreigners $100

5.  The $100 represents a gift to foreigners. This money is used
to buy a bond from a citizen of A. The entries are

Debit Credit
Gift to foreigners $100
Long-term liabilities to foreigners x $100
(bill or bond)

6. Mr Y of country A is making a subsidiary plant in country B
with an investment of $50,000 worth of goods which he
ships to B. This is equivalent to an export of  goods worth
US $50,000 and the balancing entry is an increase in long-
term claims. The entries therefore, are

Debit Credit
Long-term claims on foreigners $50,000
Exports $50,000

7. Another $20,000 is needed for completion of the plant.
Bonds on the parent company are issued on company B’s
citizens. This represents an increase of long-term liabilities
of country A balanced by an increase in short-term claims
(due to citizens of B buying the bonds). As this amount
raised is invested in the plant in country B, this represents an
increase in direct investment in foreign countries balanced by
a decrease in short-term claims. The entries are

Debit Credit
Long-term liabilities to foreigners $20,000
(bonds issued)
Short-term claims from foreigners $20,000
(B’s currency for bonds)
Direct investment in foreign $20,000
Short-term claims on foreigners $20,000
(B’s currency)

8.   Mr Y makes a profit of $1 0,000 which he uses to enlarge
his business in B. This represent direct investment in country
B. The balancing entry will be profits for foreigners.

      As citizens of  A buy $10,000 worth of  bonds from B’s
citizens, this represents decrease  long-term liabilities (bonds)
countered by increase in short-term liabilities (assuming
currency is used). The entries are

Debit Credit
Direct investment in foreign $10,000
countries
Profits $10,000
Long-term liabilities (bonds) $10,000
Short-term liabilities (A’s currency) $10,000

9. When Mr Z migrates from B to A, the currency that he brings
($100) becomes a short--term claim on foreigners. This is
balanced by an equivalent credit entry on gifts from
foreigners.
Also, the house represents a long-term claim on foreigners.
This is also balanced by a credit entry on gifts from
foreigners. The entries are.
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Debit Credit
Short-term claim on foreigners $1000
(B’s currency)
Long-term claim on foreigners $8000
(fixed asset)
Gift from foreigners $9000
(fixed asset)

10. On selling the house, there is a sale of fixed assets, i.e., a
long-term claim (fixed asset) has been converted to a short-
term claim (B’s account) and a long-term claim (promise).
The entries are.

Debit Credit
Long-term claim on foreigners $8000
(fixed asset)
Short-term claim on foreigners $4000
(account in B’s bank)
Long-term claim on foreigners $4000
(promise)

11. This represents a gift to foreigners. The entries are
Debit Credit

Gift to foreigners $1000
Short-term claim on foreigners $1000
(account in B)

12. B produces gold worth $1 million. Out of this, country A
asks for $300,000 worth of  gold ($200,000 to A’s central bank
and $100,000 for industrial use). This represents an increase
in official gold reserves of  A (a debit entry) balanced by
short-term liability increase. The entries are

Debit Credit
Official gold reserves $200,000
Imports (gold) $200,000
short-term liabilities to foreigners $300,000

13. This gain represents gift from foreigners. The entries are
Debit Credit

Gift  from foreigners $3000
Short-term claim on foreigners $1000
(money in B’s bank)
Long-term claim on foreigners $2000
(fixed assets)

14. As there is no record of this gift to his sister, this will not be
recorded in the BOP statement.

15. This represents the conversion of one long-term claim into
another. The entries are

Debit Credit
Long-term claim on foreigners $2000
(fixed asset)
Long-term claim on foreigners $2000
(bond)

16. Again the gift of the watch goes unrecorded. However, the
gift by cheque figures in the BOP statement. The entries are

Debit Credit
Gift to foreigners $100
Short-term liabilities to foreigners $100

The T accounts for the above transactions are as shown below:

   Exports   

  Debit  Credit  

    Exports $1000 
    Plant $50000 
      
 Balance c/d $51,000    
    - 
  $51,000   $51,000 
      

II   Imports   

  Debit  Credit  
      
 Import $800    

 Import (gold)  $100,000    
      
   Balance c/d $ 100,800 

  $100,800  $100,800 
   

 
  

III  Short-term Claims on Foreigners  

Debit Credit 

Exports $1000 Setting of Bill of Exchange $1000 

Account in B's bank $1000  

Interest $50  

Gift $100 Imports $800 

Bonds $20,009 Bonds$20,000 

Gift $1000  

Sale of Fixed Asset $4000  

Gift $1000 Gift to foreigners$1000 

 Balance c/ d  $5350 

$28,150 $28,15.0

IV  Short-term Liabilities 

Debit Credit 

 

 
Expenditure in foreign 
Country    $5000 

 Purchase of bonds  $10,000 

 Deposit in exchange of gold  $300,000 

Balance c/d $315,100 Gift to foreigners   $1000 

$315,100     $315,100 

Balance of Payments Statement

Current Account

Merchandise account

Exports $51,000
Imports -$100,800
Balance $ -49,800
Service account

Receipts $10,050
Payments -$5,000
Balance $5,050
Balance on goods and services $44,750
Unilateral Transfers
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Gifts received $12,100
Gifts to foreigners $1,200
Balance $10,900 $10,900
Current account balance -$33,850

Capital Account

Long-term capital flows
Direct investments abroad $30,000
Long-term claims -$56,000
Long-term liabilities -$10,100
Balance on long-term capital $75,900
Short-term capital flows

Short-term claims -$5350
Short-term liabilities 315,100
Balance on short-term capital $309,750

Capital account balance $233,850
Overall balance $200,000
Official Reserves account
Gold imports. -$200,000
Balance on official reserves -$200,000

Review Questions:

1. What are the implications and uses of the balance of
payment statement?

2. What is meant by the balance of payments? In what way is
the balance of payments a summary statement? In what way
is the time element involved measuring a nation’s balance of
payment?

3. What is credit transaction and debit transaction? Which are
the broad categories of international transactions classified as
credit and as debit?

4. Why it’s useful to examine a country’s balance of  payment
data? How does it differ from balance of trade

Notes -
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Balance of Payments in the 1990s
The 1990s witnessed some major changes in India’s balance of
payments front. The decade began with a crisis that led to an
IMF sponsored bai1 out. The response to the crisis also
spurred a series of reforms, which had a significant bearing on
the balance of payments front. The rupee was decontrolled
substantially, foreign portfolio investments were welcomed as
never before and Indian companies were allowed to raise capital
from the international capital markets. Quite independently,
India’s foreign trade expanded as tariff  and non-tariff  barriers
to trade dropped.

Crisis of the Early 19905
As of  the end of  the 1990s, India’s balance of  payments was
vulnerable to external shocks as the reserves had declined from a
peak of $5.97 billion in 1985-86 to $4.23 billion in 1988-89 and
further to $3.37 billion in 1989-90. The current account deficit
which was traditionally less than two per cent of GDP had
climbed to more than two per cent of GDP during the second
half  of  the 1980s. In 1988-89, it reached 263 per cent of  GDP.

  For the better part of the 1980s the rising trade deficit was
offset by a rising surplus on the invisible front Remittances
from Indians abroad and earnings through tourism were the
major sources of invisible income. However, at the end of the
1980s, income from tourism had stagnated and those from
remittances had declined sharply. Simultaneously, as short-term
borrowings had increased in the preceding years, the interest
burden increased quite significantly. These nearly doubled from
$2,128 million in 1988-89 to $4,120 million in 1990-91.
In 1989-90, reserves accounted for 1.6 months of  imports. The
Gulf war of August 1990 and the subsequent rise in crude oil
prices rudely exposed the inadequacy of  reserves. Crude oil and
petroleum product accounted for more than one-sixth of
India’s total import bill. And crude prices more than doubled
after Iraq attacked Kuwait in mid-1990.

LESSON 10:

TUTORIAL

The consequent rise in India’s import bill further depleted
reserves and as of  the end of  1990-91, at $2.24 billion, the
reserves covered less than a month’s imports.
International rating agencies downgraded Indian paper money
between August and October 1990. This fuelled the crisis
further as commercial borrowings dried up soon thereafter. A
balance of payments crisis soon turned into a crisis of confi-
dence as the United Front government fell within a year of its
formation.
A substantial outflow of deposits held by non-resident Indians
during 1990-91 added its contribution to the crisis. These
outflows accelerated from $59 million a month during October-
December 1990 to $76 million a month during January-March
1991 and then to $310 million per month during April-June
1991. Reserves declined further to a low of  $0.9 billion on 16
January 1991. The current account deficit as per cent of GDP
shot up to 3.24.

w

The government, initially, responded with some savage cuts on
imports and controls on consumption of petroleum products.
Fifty per cent cash margins were imposed on imports other
than capital goods imports in October 1990. In March 1991,
cash margins were raised to 133 per cent and in April 1991 they
were raised further to 200 per cent. Further, in May 1991, RBI
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imposed 25 per cent surcharge on interest on bank advances for
imports.
Imports dropped from $27,915 million in 1990-91 to $21,064
million in 1991-92 and the trade deficit did decline from $9,434
million to $2,798 million in 1991-92. But yet, the measures were
far from sufficient to stem the crisis. India had to pledge two
tonnes of gold in May 1991 and a further 47 tonnes in July
1991 to bring in $600 million to avoid a default on its obliga-
tions. Further, in October 1991 India raised $1.625 million
through India Development Bonds and another $785 million
through the Foreign Exchange Immunity Scheme.

Confidence building measures were taken up after a new
government was installed in June 1991. The rupee was devalued
in two steps on July 1 and 3.The Cash Compensatory Support
Scheme was abolished and a new instrument called Eximscrip
was introduced. This provided import entitlements against
export earnings. The rupee was partially free in February 1992,
wherein 40 per cent of the foreign exchange earnings were to be
surrendered at the official exchange rate and the remaining 60
per cent could be converted at market determined exchange rate.
Import restrictions on capital goods, raw materials and
components were virtually eliminated. Cash margins and
interest surcharge on import credit was abolished.
The partial freedom gained by the rupee in February 1992
progressed further into an effective current account convertibility
in February 1993. In August 1994, India assumed obligations
under Article VIII of the International Monetary Fund, as a
result of which, India is committed to forsake the use of
exchange restrictions on current international, transactions as an
instrument in managing the balance of payments.
The measures helped in that international investors reposed
faith in India once again but not before the IMF and the World
Bank agreed to provide funds to India. The IMF provided
$5,676 million between 1990 and 1992 and the World Bank
provided a structural adjustment loan of $500 million.

Surge in Capital Flows
India’s response to the crisis was essentially tailored to build
confidence of the international investing community in India.
This is seen interestingly in the statistics for earnings through
tourism. After three years of stagnation, earnings through
tourism increased by 36 per cent in 1991-92; India was a new
destination of the international tourists. Earnings through this

source, however, came to a rude and abrupt halt after the
demolition of the Babri Masjid by rogues in December 1992.
The policy framework for the inflow of capital was liberalised in
pieces through the 1990s. Foreign institutional investments
into portfolios were permitted and Indian companies were
permitted to raise resources through the international capital
markets in the form of GDRs. Foreign direct investments were
liberalised and multinational companies were wooed by state
governments to invest into infrastructure and other projects.
Foreign investments into India shot up dramatically from $113
million in 1990-91 to $589 million in 1992-93, $5,763 million in
1994-95 and then to $8,906 million in 1997-98. The increase
came essentially from portfolio investments. These were
negligible at the start of the 1990s. In 1993-94, they were more
than six times the size of direct foreign investments. Between
1993-94 and 1997-98, while portfolio investments increased by
40 per cent, direct investments increased fivefold. This reflects
the low base of the direct investments in 1993-94. It also
reflects the plateauing of the inflows on account of portfolio
investments after an initial spurt in the early 1990s.
In 1997-98, portfolio investments accounted for more than 60
per cent of the total foreign investments in India. They also
accounted for about 13.5 per cent of the total (gross) foreign
capital flows into the country.
Unlike direct investments, foreign portfolio investments are
vulnerable to substantial outflows. Much of the crisis in the
emerging markets in the 1990s is associated with the volatility
of capital –– mostly portfolio investments –– in and out of
such economies. In India, such volatility has been contained.
Portfolio investment related outflows were $311 million in
1993-94. These grew to $3,745 million by 1997-98.
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Net foreign investments in 1997-98 were of the order of five
billion dollars. Of this, only two billion dollars came from net
portfolio investments. Net portfolio investments accounted for
40 per cent of total net capital inflows in 1993-94. Their
importance in the overall flow of capital into the country
increased dramatically in the following years. In 1994-95, their
share increased to 48.6 per cent and in 1995-96, the
Net flow of portfolio investments was 113 per cent of the net
capital flows. In recent years, the share has come down to 30 per
cent in 1996-97 and then to 16 per cent in 1997-98.
While the share of foreign investments in total capital inflows
increased quite dramatically during the 1990s, capital inflows
through loans also increased at a healthy pace. Their share
increased from 8 per cent in 1990-91 to 42 percent in 1997-98.
The external assistance declined from $3,397 million in 1990-91
to $2,877 million in 1997-98. These were largely tied to aid
donor agencies /countries. As the inflow of external assistance
declined and repayments of earlier loans continued, the net
inflows on account of external assistance declined from $2,204
million to $877 million.

Correspondingly, commercial borrowings and short-term loans
have been on the rise. Commercial borrowing have increased
from $4,282 million in 1990-91 to $7,382 million by 1997-98.
The rise in short-term loans has been even more dramatic ––
from $1,752 million to $7,034 million –– although on a net
basis, short-term loans do not contribute much to the capital
flows.

Net inflows on account of NRI deposits have also been quite
volatile –– oscillating from a few hundred million dollars in
1991-92 and 1994-95 to well over three billion dollars in 1996-
97.
Thus, barring the steady growth in foreign investments, most
sources of capital receipts have been volatile on a net basis.
Thus, total capital inflows on a net basis have been correspond-
ingly volatile. These have moved from only about two billion
dollars to more than 11 billion dollars in a year.

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• Meaning of foreign exchange market
• Components
• Exchange rate mechanism
• Overview of  Indian foreign exchange market
• Exchange rate system in India
• Forex management

Definition
Foreign Exchange as a subject deals with the means and
method by which rights to income and wealth in one country’s
currency are converted into similar rights in terms of another
country’s currency. It involves the investigation of  the methods
by which the currency of one country is exchanged for that of
another, the causes which render such exchange necessary, the
forms in which exchange may take place and the ratios or
equivalent values at which such exchanges are effected.
Such exchanges may be id the form of one currency to another
or of conversion of credit instruments denominated in
different currencies such as cheques, draft, airmail transfers, fax
and, telegraphic transfers, cable transfers, bills of exchange, trade
bills, banker’s bill or any promissory notes. It is through these
instruments a foreign currency accounts of banks that the banks
are able to effect such exchange currencies or claims to currencies.
Every exchange of  goods and services is having a corresponding
exchange of remittances involving two currencies, as depicted in
Chart below.

Seller 
Exporter 

Goods and Services Buyer 
Importer 

Banks Bank Remittances 
Payments Etc. 

Seller 
Exporter 

Goods and Services Buyer 
Importer 

India U.S.A 

No currency will be physically exchanged as it is not legal tender
in any country other than in the issuing country. So exchanges
take place through book entries and/or through credit instru-
ments through which exchange  of currencies take place are Cash
in physical form Telegraphic Transfers (TTs), Mail Transfers
(MT), Demand Drafts (DDs), cheques, Bills of Exchange, etc.
In the absence of banks the buyer-importer who has to pay in
dollars has to hunt for an exporter-seller who received an
equivalent amount of dollars from the foreign importer. Bank

facilitates, such transactions by acting intermediaries between
buyers and sellers or importers and exporters.

International Financial System and Foreign
Exchange Market
One of the important components of the international
financial system is the foreign exchange market. The various
commercial and financial transactions as between countries
result in receipts and payments as between them. The items of
balance of payments leading to receipts and payments have
been referred to in an earlier chapter, namely, trade, travel,
transportation, royalties, fees, investment income, unilateral
transfers, short-term and long-term capital receipts and
payments etc. Such receipts and payments involve exchange of
one currency for another. Thus, rupee is a legal tender in India,
but an exporter in UK will have no use for these rupees. He,
therefore, wishes to receive from the importer in India only in
pound sterling. Then the importer will have to convert such
rupees into pounds in that transaction. The foreign exchange
market provides facilities for such operations. The demand for
goods and services from one country to another is the basis for
demand for currencies in the exchange market. Such merchan-
dise and invisible trade items constitute nearly 70-80 per cent of
the total transactions in the market with the public. Conversion
of currencies is also necessary for short-term capital flows or
long-term investment in financial or physical assets of another
country. It will thus be seen that the exchange markets are
necessary not only for trade transactions but for any financial
receipts or payments as between countries. Any receipt and pay-
ment of foreign cash, coins, claims in currencies or credit
instruments involve a foreign exchange transaction.

Foreign Sector and Foreign Exchange Market
Each economy has a foreign sector representing that economy’s
external transactions. All such external transactions are either
economic and commercial or financial transactions. These result
in receipts into and payments out of  the domestic economy.
Such receipts and payments involve exchange of domestic
currency as against all foreign currencies of countries with which
economy has dealings. Such exchange transactions are put
through in the exchange market for that currency. For each
nation, therefore, there is an exchange market for that country’s
currency vis--a-vis other currencies. These national foreign
exchange markets are components of the international financial
system.
There is thus, as for any other currency, a market for the rupee.
If an Indian bank buys dollars, it will pay rupees for dollars and
if it sells dollars, it will receive rupees for dollars. The origin of
these transactions in an export or an import, inward or outward
remittances or any similar transactions between Indian residents
and foreign residents. An exporter in India receives dollars from
say, USA and he surrenders the bill of  exchange along with

LESSON 11:

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
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other documents to his bank. The bank would have bought
that currency from the exporter. The Bank has since been on the
lookout for selling those dollars in the foreign exchange market
for those in need of dollars. Let us say an importer in India
importing from the USA is in need of dollars to pay to the
exporter. Another bank is approached by the importer with a
demand for dollars and the former must have sold dollars to
the importer. Having sold dollars that bank would then buy the
dollars to cover up their position from the former bank.
Thus, basically demand for and supply of foreign currencies
arises from exporters or importers or the public having some
receipts from or payments to foreign countries. These receipts
or payments may give rise to foreign credit instruments, which
the banks buy or sell at specified rates. There are different rates
for buying and selling in which an interest element is included
and quoted by the banks if the bill or promissory  more
or any instrument of exchange is not a demand or sight bill but
a usance note involving some period to rim to maturity for
payment. Even in the case of sight bills, some grace period of 2
days and transit period of 10 to 20 days are allowed as fixed by
the Foreign Exchange Dealers Association, depending upon the
place on which it is drawn and interest element for these periods
is also included in the rate quoted by banks.
Banks generally cover up these positions in currencies by
corresponding purchases or sales from other banks. Such a
market as between banks is called inter--bank market. There are
reputed brokers who act as intermediaries for banks in these
transactions. They give bid and offer rates for purchase and sale
of currencies and the margin between bid and offer rates is the
profit for the bank or the intermediary wholesaler. In the retail
market banks deal with their clients or customers. On an average
daily turnover in the inter bank market is nearly four times that
in the retail trade or merchant trade with the public in the Forex
Market in India (as per data published by the RBI).

Banks Purchase and Sale
Every foreign exchange transactions involves a two-way
conversion –– a purchase and a sale. Conversion of rupees into
dollars involves purchase of dollars and sale of rupees or vice
versa depending upon the angle from which we are looking. If
it is looked at from the country having rupees (India), then the
transaction looks as follows:
a. Sale of rupees for dollars (importer) –– conversion of home

currency into foreign currency.
b. Purchase of rupees for dollars (exporter) –– conversion of

foreign currency into home currency (see the chart below)
As an Indian banker has to keep his accounts in rupees, he buys
and sell foreign currencies like any commodity for money
(Indian rupee).

$   Sale       Rs 
 
      

  
$   Purchase     Rs 

Instruments of Credit Traded
In addition to conversion of foreign currency notes and cash for
domestic currency notes/coin, a number of instruments of
credit are used for effecting conversion of one currency into
another. These instruments are discussed below.
1. Telegraphic Transfers (TT): A TT is a transfer of  money by

telegram or cable or telex or fax from one centre to another in
a foreign country. It is a method used by banks with their
own codes and correspondent relations with banks abroad
for transmission of funds. As it involves the payment of
funds on the same day, iris the quickest means of
transmission of funds. As there is no loss of interest or
capital risk in this mode, it enjoys the best rate for the value
of receipts.

2. Mail Transfers (MT): It is an order to pay cash to a third party
sent by mail by a bank to its correspondent or branch
abroad. It is issued in duplicate –– one to the party buying it
and the banker –– correspondent or agent abroad. The
amount is paid by the agent bank to the third party
mentioned therein in the transferee country by its own
cheque or by creating the party’s account. As the payment is
made after the mail advice is received at the other end, which
will take a few days, the rate charged to the purchaser is
cheaper to the extent of the interest gain to the seller--bank.
MT rates are cheaper than TT rates.

3. Drafts and Cheques: Draft is a pay order issued by a bank on
its own branch or correspondent bank abroad. It is payable
on sight but there is always a time lapse in the transit or in
post between the payment by the purchaser of the draft to
his bank and the receipt of the money by the seller in the
foreign centre. As in the case of  MT, there is risk of  loss of
the draft in transit, delay in effecting payment to the
beneficiary and loss of  interest during the intervening
period. The rate charged by the bank for this is less
advantageous to the buyer of the draft than in other modes.

4. Bills of Exchange: It is an unconditional order in writing
addressed by one person to another, requiring the person to
whom it is addressed to pay a certain sum on demand or
within a specified date. If it is payable on demand, it is a
sight bill and if it is payable after a period, it is a long bill or a
usance bill. Such bill can be banker’s bills or trade bills. Bank
bills are drawn on a bank abroad. While the bank bills carry
better rates due to their greater security, the trade bills drawn
on private parties my not fetch good rates. Sight bills are paid
on sight but allow a transit period of 10 to 20 days for which
interest is lost. In the case of usance bills, the purchase price
is adjusted on the basis of maturity date of the bill for the
interest lost, adjusted in the rate quoted for such a bill.

Foreign Exchange Market Components

There are three major components of this market, depending
upon the level at which transactions are put through:
1. Firstly, transaction between the public and the banks at the

base level involve receipts from and payments to the public
or purchases from and sales to public.

2. Secondly; transactions as between the banks dealing in
foreign exchange involving conversion of currencies taking
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place in the same centre or as between centres in the same
country (inter-bank market) or as between countries
involving the correspondent or agent banks abroad or
branches of the domestic banks abroad.

3. Thirdly, transactions between banks and central bank
involving purchase and ,sale of foreign currencies for cover or
final disposal of excess foreign balances. The central banks
may in turn deal with the foreign central banks or foreign
governments.

Basically, the above exchanges involve no physical exchange of
currencies except in small denominations when travellers and
tourists carry them across national borders, but through
exchange of credit instruments or book entries in the books of
banks in various centres. The banks are linked together by
phone, cable, telex, post or other means of communication.
The transactions are put through directly by the banks or
through the brokers located at various centres where these
transactions are concentrated like “Bombay, Calcutta, Madras,
etc. All the dealer banks in foreign exchange in India have an
Association called Foreign Exchange Dealers’ Association.

Exchange Rate Mechanism
As in the case of  any commodity, there is a price for any
purchase or sale of  a currency. Such a price in the exchange
market is called the exchange rate. This is defined as the number
of units of one currency that will be exchanged for a unit of
another currency. The exchange rate of  any currency can be
expressed in two ways one in terms of the number of foreign
currency units against a given unit of domestic currency (Thus,
Rs. 100 = £ 1.4734 as Indirect method) and the other in terms
of the number of domestic currency units against a given unit
of foreign currency (Thus, £ 1 = Rs. 75.60 as direct method as
at end June 2003.
It is pertinent to ask what factors normally determine the
exchange rate in the market. Prima facie, if the market is free and
rates are allowed to fluctuate, the exchange rate would depend
on the supply of  and demand for a currency. Thus, taking
dollars vis-à-vis rupees, the rate is determined by the demand
for dollars and supply of dollars in relation to the rupee. Those
who demand dollars are primarily. Importers from the USA to
India who have to pay the US exporters in dollars. Similarly,
those who supply dollars are primarily the exporters to USA
who are paid in dollars by importers in USA.
The rate of exchange is determined at any moment by the forces
of demand for and supply of a currency which in’ turn depends
on the demand for and supply of  commodities and services as
between India and the USA. They also depend on arbitrage and
interest rate speculation, currency speculation and short-term
capital flows if these are permitted. This can be represented
diagrammatically as follows:
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Given the supply (SS), if the demand increases from DD to
D1D1 the rate will rise from r1 to r2 and vice versa. A rise in the
rate for rupee means more foreign currency units are given for a
given units of  domestic currency.

Gustav’s Theory
The basic factors, which determine the exchange rates, are the
intrinsic purchas-ing power of the currencies in their own
domestic economies. In the era of paper currencies, which are
not backed by gold or gold exchange standard, currencies of
different countries are not based on their intrinsic worth in
terms of gold, but in terms of what Prof. Gustav Cassel, the
renowned classical economist, called the Purchasing Power Parity
Theory. According to this theory, exchange rates are determined
by what each unit of a currency can buy in terms of real goods
and services in its own country. The rate of  exchange is the
amount of  currency, which would buy the equivalent basket of
goods and services in both the countries. Such an exercise in real
world is based on comparison at two periods of time, with one
year as the basis of comparison, but no absolute comparison as
between two currencies is possible as the pattern of goods and
services produced varies from country to country. It is assumed
that the base year prices in both the countries are at equilibrium
and the exchange ratio at that time represents the ratio of their
purchasing powers. Thus, if the base period exchange rate is 1:1
a doubling of  prices in the domestic economy of  B with A’s
price remaining constant, would lead to a new exchange rate of
1:2. This ratio would set the bounds or limit to day-to-day
fluctuations in the exchange rates based on the supply or
demand forces for each currency.

Limitations
This theory of Gustav is criticized on the ground that the
quality of  goods and services in both the countries is not the
same and that a comparison of d1em is nor realistic. The
markets are not free due to trade and payments restrictions such
as tariffs, quotas etc. Besides the base period exchange rate may
not be the equilibrium rare which distorts the comparison of
their purchasing power parities at the current period. The index
number technique used for such comparison is also criticized as
defective due to changes in the composition of goods, their
qualities over period of time, etc.
Under the exchange rate system prevailing in the world, before
1971, under the aegis of  the IMF, exchange rates were fixed in
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terms of gold or US dollar and a fluctuation on either side by 1
per cent was permitted. Any changes in exchange rate parity, as
fixed with the Fund, could be changed up to 10 per cent by -
consultation with the Fund. Any change beyond 10 per cent is
to be justified on grounds of fundamental disequilibrium in
the parities. The system prevailing after the breakdown of the
Bretton Woods system in August 1971 is one of  a wider band
of margins and floating currencies with varying degrees of
controls. Such floating system is one of a wider band of
margins and floating currencies with varying degrees of
controls. Such floating system favoured stable but adjustable
par values and fixation of par values of currencies in terms of
SDR which is represented by a basket of currencies and
intervention in the exchange markets in terms of  a multi-
currency approach.

Spot and Forward Rates
If an importer is paying on receipt of documents, then he can
buy dollars spot and the bank sells him spot dollars. But if the
importer agrees to pay three or six months hence, his demand
for dollars might arise only after three or six months hence.
These dollars are called forward dollars and the market is the
forward market. The existence of a forward market provides
cover or hedge against fluctuations in the spot exchange rates.
This exchange risk falls on the banks who are buying or selling
dollars forward. The banks in turn can pass on the risk to the
central bank of the country or to a foreign bank at another
centre.
Just as banks are buying and selling spot, they also do business
in forward currencies. Corresponding to the spot rate of
exchange, there is a forward rate for various periods. If any bank
succeeds in matching forward purchases with forward sales of
the same currency, it avoids “taking a position” and assumes no
risk. If they do not match, the bank may have an uncovered
position, which it may cover with another bank, which has a
contrary position. If it fails to cover with a bank, it may still do
so with the central bank of the country or with a correspondent
bank abroad. If a bank takes a position uncovered, it may take a
calculated risk in the hope that the rate may move in his favour
or he has failed to secure a proper cover in which case he would
adjust uncovered position against a spot deal or against a future
sale or purchase.
Currencies purchased or sold in forward would be subject to the
influences of interest rates at home and abroad. A forward
currency will be at premium (higher than the spot expressed in
foreign currency per domestic unit quoted as Rs. 100 = $
4.7555), as at end June 1991. Later rates were quoted as $ 1 =
Rs. 31.3283 in June 1993, and $ 1 = Rs. 6.58 at end June 2003,
if interest rates abroad are higher than at home. The premium
or discount will depend on interest rates and expecta-tions of
interest rates and exchange rates. Forward premia for U.S. dollar
is around 3 to 4% per cent per annum at end June 2003,
depending upon the tune periods involved.

Speculation
Speculation and hedging operations are taking place in free
markets to take advantage of interest rate and exchange rate
differentials. In the case of India, such hedging and speculation
are not possible, as banks are not allowed to take position in

any currency beyond the minimum working balances to be kept
in various centers. In a free foreign exchange market, short-term
capital flows take place to take advantage of interest rate
differentials and will be quickly reversed, leading to instability in
the exchange rates. One-sided speculation is also very destabiliz-
ing which generally the central bank of a country would not
allow unchecked. Controls on capital account, particularly to
counter such destabilizing short-term flows, are in tune with
the spirit of The International Monetary Fund. Speculation on
a limited scale and if it is on both sides of purchase and sale is
healthy and welcome to keep the balance in the market and
absorb the excesses of demand/supply of currencies in the
foreign exchange market.

Arbitrage
When foreign exchange markets are free to fluctuate, the
exchange rate of a currency should be the same in almost all the
centers. Thus if the dollar rate per sterling is different in New
York and Frankfurt, then funds would flow in either direction
to take advantage .of the rate differential. It is, however,
possible that slight differentials might be still there due to
carrying costs of moving funds from one place to another. Such
operations in terms of movements of funds from one centre
to another are called arbitrage operations.
Such operations can take place only if there are no exchange
controls in both the countries and if funds are free to move.
Thus, if  either New York or Frankfurt is subject to exchange
restrictions involving central bank supervision of  funds inflow
and outflow and ban on free movements, arbitrage cannot take
place and differentials in rates between two countries might
exist.
Arbitrage is not limited to two centres or two currencies along.
Three-point and multi-point arbitrage can also take place if the
respective currencies are free. Thus, in a three-point arbitrage, the
dollar-sterling rate and the dollar-franc rate are considered and
the cross rate between sterling and franc should be in confor-
mity with the above two rates. Otherwise, three-point arbitrage
can take place by moving funds from dollar to franc and franc to
sterling and back to dollar from sterling. Suppose the dollar-
sterling rate is £ 1 = $ 2.80 and franc 350 = $ 1 and £ = 1020
francs. Starting with $ 100, one can buy up pounds, move from
pounds to francs and thence to dollars back; making a gain of
about $ 5 per $ 100, in the above example. Thus, arbitrage can
take place as between centres or currencies at mare than two
centres and currencies at a time. Such arbitrage operations may
be far gain in exchange rate differential or in interest rate
differential as between centres. The former are called currency
arbitrage and the latter interest arbitrage. An operation of
simultaneous purchase and sale in each of the two markets to
take advantage .of interest differential is called interest arbitrage.
Such deals are put through by swaps or forward deals.
 The operations in the foreign exchange market are exposed to a
number of risks, which are difficult to foresee and forecast.
These risks may be credit risks arising au; .of lending to a
foreign barrower whose credit rating is not known far certainty.
Secondly, there may be currency risks of  trading in a currency
whose stability and strength is known to fluctuate. Thirdly,
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there are country risks involved in lending to a country whose
political and economic strength is weak and is uncertain.
Fourthly, there are risks .of  fluctuating interest rates in various
currencies in the inter--bank market and anticipations may
sometimes go wrong. Fifthly, there are risks of  liquidity due to
mismatch between current assets and current liabilities with the
result there may be sudden need far borrowing and difficulties
may arise in securing funds at shaft notice. Lastly, the dealers
sometimes take risks by exceeding the limit of prudent trading
in a currency with the result that they may find it difficult to
cover the transactions and incur losses in such a position. Such
risks are more marked in international lending and barrowing
and in foreign exchange and currency markets Further details of
risk are discussed in a separate chapter.
For a country like India, with a wide network of controls,
arbitrage operation are not possible. Indian rupee was insulated
from world free currency markets as the banks’ operations in
India were strictly controlled and monitored by the Reserve
Bank of India, until 1992, when the trend to freely convertible
rupees was started. As capital account controls are still prevail-
ing, most hot money flows are controlled. But arbitrage and
Exchange risk caver are possible for current transfers.

Indian Foreign Exchange Market
In India there are many commercial and co-operative banks who
are authorised to deal in foreign exchange called Authorised
Dealers and are eligible to operate in the foreign exchange
market. However, not all co-operative banks are authorised to
deal in foreign exchange. These banks cover their open posi-
tions in currencies in London through their correspondents or
branches abroad or in India in the inter--bank market. However,
banks finance thousands of crores of foreign trade, and put
through crores of foreign remittances and a host of other
purchases and sales. In the process of such purchases and sales
directly with the public, the authorised dealers would have
various currencies which they try to dispose of by matching
demand with supply in the inter-bank market. It is only the
unmatched net requirements that are purchased from the RBI,
or excesses sold to the RBI.

Exchange  Dealers
The foreign department of every bank draws up a position
sheet for each currency daily in which purchases and sales of the
currency are recorded. As the banks generally avoid taking any
exchange risk by keeping uncovered balance and are not
permitted to do so under the previous regulations, they try to
cover their position by the end of  the day. When the purchases
exceed sales, the credit balance is plus (or long) and overbought.
This is to be covered by equal sales of  that currency. When the
sales exceed purchases, the debit balance is minus, short or
oversold position and is to be covered by equivalent purchases.
These sales and purchases would include both spot and
forward, import bills or export bills negoti-ated or purchased,
clean sales or purchases (other than through bills, namely, by
TT, MT, cheques, drafts) BC sales, etc.
Before entering into the inter-bank market, the banker decides
how much to cover and what is the outstanding balance
position in his books. Banks operate in the inter-bank market

through the foreign exchange brokers. In every important
market centre, some brokers operate in these dealings. The
banker keeps some minimum balances in his Nostro account to
meet the customer needs as they accrue. The more exactly he
synchronizes the delivery dates of his purchases and sales) the
greater is his profit. The finer the rates he quotes) the better in
his position. The better he foresees the trends in exchange rates
and interest rates in various centres) the more efficient he is and
the better is his profitability.
In the inter-bank market, banks put through the dealings of
purchase and sale of currency through authorized brokers.
Brokers in each centre are in contact with other centres in India
and in foreign countries for effecting matching transactions in
various currencies. In all centres, export bills, import bills and
various remittances are daily purchased and sold by banks.
Imports give rise to payments abroad and purchase of foreign
currencies. As the bulk of the imports in India is on govern-
ment account and the SBI keeps the account of the public sector
undertakings and of the government, the SBI enters the foreign
exchange market mostly as a buyer of foreign currencies.
Exports are more concentrated in the private sector, in which all
banks are involved in varying degrees. Hence, sales of foreign
currencies in the exchange market care more evenly spread
among the banks in India. Many times, brokers cannot match
in the local centres for odd currencies like Austrian Shilling or
Nigerian naira or Libyan dinar, which are to be put through in a
more sophisticated market like London or Singapore.
In India, some financial centres are more developed than others
in the foreign exchange market. Thus, Bombay, Calcutta and
Chennai are more development than others. Some of the
foreign exchange transactions being seasonal, the markets are
also seasonal.

RBI and Exchange Market
The RBI operates in the market as the last recourse agency. The
RBI purchases and sells sterling spot and buys and sells forward
sterling up to six months but since June 1966, forward sales
have been stopped. Since the abandonment of convertibil-ity
of the US dollars in 1971, the forward cover for a longer period
was felt necessary due to greater exchange risks and it was
provided by the RBI up to 9 months at a rate of £0.005 per
month fixed extendable up to one year in total, at a nominal
charge of £ 0.0075 per month for the extended period.
The other currencies in which the RBI started operations during
the seventies were dollars, D.M. and Yen. The RBI started
purchases spot and forward dollars from July and August 1966
respectively and with brief interruptions from August 1971 to
October 1972 and February 1973 to September 1973, the RBI
continued to purchase spot and forward dollars. Similar
purchases of  DM and of  Yen were started from March and May
1974 respectively. The period of  forward cover was up to three
months initially but was extended up to six months from
September 1975. Thus, the RBI provided cover for 4 currencies,
which are our major trading partners, namely, sterling, dollar,
DM and Yen. The Bank purchased and sold spot £ buys
forward Sterling and bought dollar, DM and Yen both spot
and forward.
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Thus, the RBI was operating in four major currencies, namely,
UK US $ Japanese Yen and DM. Early in 1987, the RBI has
started selling spot US Dollars with the result that it used to
buying and selling two currencies, UK £ and US $ (now only in
US $), in addition to its purchases of  DM and Japanese Yen. It
has also adopted recently the practice of changing the rates
quoted by it in the course of the day if the conditions in that
market warranted it. The RBI used to quote both the spot and
forward rates in the currencies it transacts with the banks and in
ACU* on a daily basis.
The RBI was providing cover for a fairly long period of up to
10 years in respect of long-term contracts for engineering
exports and construction projects. Since November 1975, the
RBI has also offered the cover to ADs against exchange rate
fluctuation in respect of deposits receive in foreign currency
from non-residents. Most of the facilities, which the RBI offers,
are intended for exporters in terms of cover or purchase and
sale. This is justified in view of the national importance
attached to exports. Bur they have not offered similar facilities
for importers for two reasons. Firstly, the bulk of  the imports
into India is by the government or public sector agencies who
do not need such facilities. Secondly, the inter-bank market is
designed to develop to provide cover as and when needed by
the importers in this regard. The RBI is maintaining itself as a
last resort institution of foreign exchange as in domestic
finance. The policy of RBI in this regard is very flexible and
designed to promote self-reliance by banks and greater resort to
the inter-bank market. The RBI has, however, responded to
emerging situation in the foreign exchange marker quickly and
promptly. Since rupee convertibility was launched in March
1992, RBI is publishing a reference rate around which it operates
in the market to stabilize the rate of exchange of rupee in terms
of US dollar. RBI operates in the Forex Market both directly
and indirectly and tries to stabilize and influence the market.

Exchange Rate System in India
India was formal member of the sterling area from September
1939 to June 1972, during which period the external value of
the rupee (exchange rate) was kept stable in terms of  sterling.
Since the establishment of  IMF, of  which India was a founder
member, the external value of the rupee was declared in terms
of gold and US dollar (Rs, 1 = 0.268601 grams of fine gold or
Rs. 1 = US $ 0.3022) and its value was maintained stable in
terms of £ by purchases and sales of sterling by the RBI (the
sterling rupee rate was Re. 1 = 1 S, 6d), Rupee was devalued
twice, namely, in September 1949 by 30.5 per cent and in June
1966 by 36.5 per cent to maintain parity with £ Since June 1966,
the new rate has been Re. 1 = 13.3 US cents. This link with
sterling which was maintained by keeping the rupee stable in
terms of  sterling and using the sterling an intervention currency
was justified on the ground that the bulk of  India’s trade was
either with the sterling area or was denominated in sterling and
that India’s foreign interests lie with sterling which was
considered at that time a stable and strong reserve currency.
With the breakdown of  the Bretton Woods system in August
1971, and the flotation’s of  various major currencies, the Indian
rupee was temporarily kept pegged to the US dollar at Rs. 7.5
per US $ 1, and this rate was kept stable by intervention in the

market by purchases and sales of  sterling. Rupee-dollar peg was
used to determine the rupee-sterling rate. This position
continued up to December 1971, when under the Smithsonian
agreement, the exchange rate of sterling was fixed in terms of
US dollar and the rupee was again linked to sterling thereafter.
This sterling link proved short-lived up to June 1972 when
sterling and other major currencies started floating. Between
June 1972 and September 1975, rupee was kept stable in terms
of sterling but was allowed to fluctuate against all other
currencies. During this period, rupee was effectively devalued
against all major currencies other than £ by as much as 18-20 per
cent. Since the effect of such depreciation was not favorable to
India with her inelastic supplies of export goods and growing
debt burden, along with the rising import bill, India decided to
delink itself with £ completely in September 1975. Since then,
the external value of rupee was determined by the market value,
as quoted in London, of a basket of currencies. The currencies
included in the basket and the relative currency weights as well as
the method of compilation of the exchange rate were kept
confidential. Since then the rupee valuation has been based on a
mix of international currencies with which India has trade
relations and this has resulted in changes in its value very
frequently and a net depreciation in terms of  sterling. Since
September 1975, the value of rupee has been maintained stable
within a wider margin of 2.25 per cent on either side up to 30th
January 1970 and 5 per cent thereafter. A middle rate, as
between selling and buying rates is fixed in terms of sterling,
which continued to be an intervention currency. The cross rates
for the rupee against other currencies are calculated and fixed by
banks in terms of the cross quotations in London. Whenever
there is a change in the market value of the rates of the
currencies in the basket by more then 2¼ percent against the
standard unit of  account, namely, SDR, the rupee-sterling rates
is altered suitably. The external value of  rupee was kept relatively
stable within the permitted band of 5 per cent on either side of
the middle rate. Minor fluctuations on either side evidence the
fact that India does not need the support of  any currency,
namely, sterling or dollar. But there was, however, a net
depreciation in terms of  sterling. The wisdom of  using tile
sterling as an intervention currency was doubted and advocates
were not wanting in demanding the use of dollar fore the
purpose, at that time.

Floating Vs. Fixed Exchange Rates
In the post-Smithsonian era, the currencies have been on
various types of floating systems due to the abandonment of
the convertibility of US dollar. Single float joint float, managed
float etc., are examples of such floats. The system of fixed
exchange parities (par values) was given decent burial following
the breakdown of  the Bretton Woods system In August 1971.
Floating rate is a rate, which is allowed to fluctuate freely
according to supply and demand forces. Such float is a free float
if  no intervention takes place by the central bank of  the country.
In the real world, some degree of  intervention exists which
leads to a managed float. Such managed floats are either single
or joint. Dollar, sterling and Yen were floating with varying
degrees of  intervention within a band of  2.25 per cent on either
side and they are single floats. The European Common Market
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countries (West Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands,
Luxem-burg and Ireland, Denmark and Sweden) are under a
joint float within a narrow bank called “Snake in the Tunnel”.
The new IMF policy is to keep relatively stable exchange rates
within a wider band of fluctuations. Indian rupee is kept
relatively stable with the help of a basket of currencies, up to
July 1991, when the rupee was devalued and LERMS’ was
adopted later. (Limited Exchange rate Management System).

Advantage of Basket Currencies
With the existing system of exchange controls in India, a free-
floating rupee was out of question in the eighties. The rupee is
not strong enough to withstand the speculative onslaughts.
Our trade would have suffered. Alternatives left to the mon-
etary authorities in India were, therefore, to link it with $ or £ or
a combination of some major currencies like the SDR. Since
both $ and £ were having their own problems, the choice has
fallen on a basket of currencies but unlike the 16 major
currencies in the case of the SDR, at that time only 5 major
currencies having good trade connections with India in 1975
were chosen in its basket. The SDR valuation would have been
unrealistic for India, as some of the currencies represented in
SDR have no relations with India’s trade. The basis of  SDR
valuation was itself changed to a bag of five currencies in 1981.
It was felt that it would be advantageous for India to link the
rupee to a mix of currencies properly weighted, as this would
give greater stability and more certainty so that India’s trade and
investment abroad would not suffer. The import bill and debt-
servicing burden are heavy for India and it would be necessary
to have relative stability, in the exchange rate. The fact that
moderate depreciation took place in effect as against $ DM etc.,
would have probably helped our export trader in particular.

Present Exchange Rate System
With the initiation of economic and financial reforms, in July
1991, far-reaching changes were introduced in the foreign
exchange policy and exchange rate management. FERA was
diluted and banks have been allowed greater freedom of
lending and their deposit and lending rates have also been freed
to a large extent. Foreign exchange release is mostly left to the
banks, for many purposes, subject to an upper limit for each
purpose. Rupee was made partially convertible first in 1992
followed by full convertibility on trade account in 1993 and
thereafter full convert-ibility on current account, inclusive of
invisible account in 1994. The era of decontrol on foreign
exchange has started with these reforms. We have now a System
of Exchange rate management adopted by the RBI since 1994,
and the FERA was replaced by FEMA in the year 2000.

RBI Policy Applied to Banks
RBI continued to delegate more powers to ADs in dealing in
the forex market and in effecting receipts and payments
RBI has been publishing the Reference Rate of rupee against
dollar on a daily basis. The RBI is dealing in buying and selling
of Rupee for the dollar only both spot and forward. On the
basis of the RBIs Refinance rate, Foreign Exchange Dealers
Association (FEDAI) is giving the rates for banks, but banks
are free to adjust their rates depending upon their currency
positions.

In the forward exchange market, RBI allowed free functioning
following the current account convertibility of the rupee since
March 1994, particularly after deregulation of lending rates in
October 1994. The swap premia seemed to adjust to real
interest rates i.e., interest rates adjusted for inflation rates.
Another factor affecting the swap premia is the call money rates
in the respective countries.
RBI has been persuading banks to develop forward market in
India by dealings with inter-bank and in foreign market. There
is however need to develop foreign exchange derivatives for
providing hedge through forward contracts, swaps and cross
currency options. It is possible to develop Rupee based
options, if international quotes for I1.!pee are available which is
not the case at present.

Currency Deals
Right now, the quotations are called direct quotes. The principle
the banker follows is to give two-way quotes –– based on “give
less and take more”. The spread between the buying and selling
rates is the banks’ profit. The interest component for any period
is shown separately from the currency position. The spread
depends on the cable cost, brokerage cost and administrative
cost leaving only a small margin of profit to the banker.
If the quotation is $1 = Rs. 35.750 - 35.780, then the banker is
prepared to buy dollars at Rs. 35.750 and sell dollars at Rs.
35.780. Here the principle is buy low and sell high. Let us take a
quote of $ to pounds say pound £ = $ 1.5200 - 10, the quoting
bank wants to sell sterling at $ 1.5210 and buy at $ 1.5200. The
price of  dollar to D.M. at $ 1.5810/20 means that for every
dollar, the quoting bank will pay 1.5810 DM and would receive
1.5820 DM for dollar. In the quotation, the bank always wants
to gain.

Trading by Banks
In some banks, the dealing rooms are located also in Chennai
and Ban galore. In fact foreign banks concentrate their deals
mostly in Mumbai, while SBI has its Central Dealing room at
Calcutta. The largest component of inter bank market opera-
tions is concentrated in Mumbai.

Spot Trading Operations
This bank has classified the trading operations as shown below:
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Outright 

          Trading operation 

Swaps 

Cash Tom spot-forward 

Short swap 
(cash/spot) 

Long swap 

Cash/spot based 
Forward to forward 

Tom means To-morrow here. Spot is settled on the same day
(cash), value tomorrow (tom) and forward (beyond spot date);
spot deals are less risky while forwards are more risky. The
forwards may be for a few months, say 1 to 6 months.
Spot trading has two types of deals:
1. In and Out Trading: The number of  deals are many but the

profit/loss in each is minimal. Minimal exposure and
minimum risk is involved in this.

2. Position Trading: There will be fewer deals with large
exposure being held for some time for profit to be booked.
The portfolio dealer in foreign currency has to go in for a
judicious mix of these two strategies. Examples of these
two strategies of  the Trader in Mumbai is given below. For
in and out trading the exposure, pound 1 million.
1 million pounds bought @ 1.5270, sold 1.5272 profit: 2 pips

1 million pound bought @ 1.5274, sold 1,5277, profit: 3 pips

and so on; he made 10 deals, ‘each with a profit of 1 to 3 pips.
For 10 transactions of million 1 pound, he has made a profit
of say 20 pips, exposure is only pound 1 million total.
In position trading, the trader takes a big exposure say of $ 5
million hoping DM will improve against dollar. He sells $ 3
million first at DM 1.5840 and if the trend assumed is correct,
he sells another $ 2 million at DM 1.5780. When the DM rose
1.5700, he sells all the DM for dollars back to make profit on his
total position. Say the average sale price of dollars is 1.5780 and
now purchase price is 1.5700. He made a profit of8g points for
dollar, which is a large amount, for deals involving, millions of
dollars.

Exchange Rates in India
The Table below gives TT rates of  various currencies in terms
of  Rs TT means Telegraphic transfers, which is next best means
and quickest method of transferring funds from one currency
to another currency. It is next to physical delivery of  currency on
Spot. The rates for TT buying and selling for major currencies in
the world are given in terms of rupees for each of the foreign
currency units. The margin between buying and selling rate is
the profit to the wholesaler.

     Exchange Rates     

Currency OD Buy T. T.Buy T. 
T.SLG IMP Bills 1 Month 3 Months 6  Months USD  1 

= 
Pound Sterling 76.42 76.47 77.99 78.15 3.67 3.65 3.59 0.6043 
U.S.Dollar 46.22 46.25 46.71 46.80 1.12 1.11 1.12 1.0000 
Canadian 
Dollar 33.80 33.82 34.83 34.90 3.28 3.23 3.15 1.3548 

Euro 52.66 52.70 53.75 53.86 2.16 2.14 2.10 0.8756 
Swiss Franc 34;13 34.15 34.83 34.90 0.26 0.29 0.33 1.3544 
Swedish 
Kroner 5.71 5.71 5.88 5.89 3.06 2.91 2.80 8.0395 

Japanese Yen 0.3852. 0.3855 0.3932 0.3940 0.05 0.06 0.07 119.76 
Australian 
Dollar 30.67 30.69 31.30 31.36 4.62 4.58 4.53 1.5017 

Hongkong 
Dollar 5.93 5.93 5.98 5.99 1.15 1.20 1.22 7.7983 

Singapore 
Dollar 26.23 26.25 26.77 26.82 0.44 0.63 0.75 1.7552 

Danish 
Kroner 7.06 7.06 7.27 7.28 2.15 2.15' 2.15 6.5038 

Norwegian 
Kroner 6.33 6.33 6.51 6.52 4.17 3.76 3.42 7.2625 

UAE Dhiram  12.46 12.47 12.84 i2.87 1.07 1.20 1.17 3.6733 
New Zealand 
Dollar  26.44 26.46 27.51 27.57 5.28 5.17 5.09 1. 7206 

S African 
Rand 5.99 5.99 6.22 6.23 13.56  12.87 11.68 7.5400 

Gulf-Rates (Indicative) 
 Buying   Selling   Buying  Selling 
Saudi R iyal 12.37   12.38 Q tr R iyal 12.75  12.76 
Bah Dinar 123.05   123.11 UAE Dirham  12.63  12.64 
Kuw Dinar 154.49   154.66 Omn Riyal 120.49  120.56 

Forward Prem ia (Indication Only) (Paise Per USD ) 

  July Aug Sep Oct Nav Dec 
Exporters   13  25 38  l 55 64 
Im porters   14  27 40  49 57 66 
Annualised%  3.67  3.60 3.50 3.13 2.99 2.84 

Traveller's Cheques Currecny Note 

 Traveller's Cheques   Currency Notes 
 Buying Selling   Buying Selling 
U.S. Dollars 45.80 46.95 U.S. Dollars  45.55 47.20 
Pound Sterling 
 75.30 78 .40 Pound Sterling 75.30 78.80 

Source: HSBC Markets India Treasury 
As at end June 2003. 

London Inter bank offer rate (LIBOR) for one month, 3
months and 6 months for various currencies are also given.
These are the interest rates for deposits kept in those currencies
in the Euro-Currency market, for the respective maturities. The
last column gives the values of  each currency in terms of  U.S
dollar, which will be useful to calculate the cross-currency rates
for the Rupee at we know the rupee rate in terms of dollar and
dollar rates in terms of each of the other currencies, we can
work out by crossing, the rupee values of the other currencies in
the above Table.

Cross Currency Deals
Dealings in Forex market depend on the availability of rupee
funds as also the foreign funds. Therefore, the surplus funds or
floating funds of the banks are used for the dealing vis-a-vis the
foreign currencies.
In India, premium or discount depends on the demand and
supply position and not much on the, interest rates. Move-
ments in the spot currency rates als6 influence the forward
premium or discount. Suppose, a large import payment in
dollars is due 3 months hence, the premium for 3 months is
higher than 6 months premium because of demand and supply
factors, although in terms of interest rate gain, 6 months
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premium should be higher than 3 months premium as per
normal interest rate structure.
Let us take a simple crude example
Suppose the pound Rs. rates are as follows:

 $ - Rs 
Rs. - pound pound - $ 

Spot 31.25-28 
47.50-53 1.5260-70 

1 months 15-20 points, 
13-16 
points 

36-3_ points 

Suppose you have a deficit in pound, what is the best way to
cover it? Rupee is at discount over pound. If we buy pound or
sell pound, we receive less (13 paise). Instead of going directly
to sterling, if we go through $ - rupee route and $ to pound;
on one $, we gain 15 paise by this method. We bought spot $ at
31.28 and sold one month forward at 31.43 (discount added
32.28 + 15). Then take the pound - $ forwards 36-32 pound is
at a discount and dollar at premium. Here we sell spot dollar at
1.5270 and bought one month forward dollar at 1.5234 (36
points deducted from spot rate 1.5270 - 36).
Combining the above two deals we bought $ at 31.28 and sold
at $ 1.5270 to acquire pound. The Spot £ is at Rs. 47.7645  =
(31.28 X 1.5270). We sold forward $ at 31.43 and bought
forward $ at 1.5234 for one pound. We sold one month
forward pound at 47.8804 Rs. = (31.43 x 1.5234). Thus, we
bought spot pound for Rs. 47.7645. We sold one month
forward pound at Rs. 47.8804. We gained 12 paise in this swap
deal. Where as we would have lost in direct deal as the rupee
was at a discount on pound.

Mismatch - Need for Matching
In export and import deals and other purchase and sale deals,
the dealer gets short dollar purchase, 1,000 million –– not
convered. Forward dollar sold 2,000 million –– not matched. If
the purchases and sales of the same currency and the same
maturity are done on the same day, they are said to be matched.
Otherwise matching is to be done through inter bank deals or
with foreign branches and foreign correspondents abroad, so
that open position is minimal. The uncovered open position in
any currency overnight should not exceed a limit as set by banks’
own guidelines. The cover can be through swap - Spot to
forward or forward to forward. However, risk matching or risk
reduction has to be adopted by the dealers through any-
derivative products.
When you expect premium to go up or swap differentials to
rise, pay now and receive later ––sell now and buy later. When
you expect premium to come down in any currency, buy now
and sell later.

Forex Management
If we have extra Nostro funds keep them in call market, in that
currency and earn some interest abroad. If German interest rate
(6%) is higher than in US rate of 4%, buy DM spot and keep in
the call market at the higher rate of 6%, in Frankfurt and covert
back to dollar by selling forward DM one month to three
months hence. Here the currency rate expectations playa major
role. If the DM is becoming dearer and its interest rate (6%),

higher than in New York (4%) then the above operation in
funds management will earn profit. Such operations should
maximize profits with minimum risk.
Similarly, payments are due to come to India in $ three months
hence from US. Three months dollars will be in demand. So
buy spot dollar and keep earning interest in Europe at 6% more
than in US and sell them to those needing dollars three months
hence.
There are a host of other methods of gaining in Forex market
due to interest rate differentials and expectations regarding them
and exchange rate changes and their expectations or cross rate
differentials in exchange rates. The illustration of cross rates is
provided below. These are regularly quoted and published.

Explanation of Cross Rates
Cross rates are rates quoted through a third currency. Thus
Indian rupee can be quoted through dollars at U.S. $ 1 = Rs.
43.07, but U.S. $1 = D.M. 1.8334. The rupee D.M rate can be
quoted on the basis of the above two rates, calculated as
follows:

Rs. 43.07 = 1.8334  
Rs. 100 = 1.8334 x 100  = 4.2568 
                     43.07 
or one DM = 43.07 = Rs. 23.49 
                     1.8344    

Each foreign Currency, say U.S. $ or British pound is quoted
against each of the other currencies in the form of a matrix.
These other currencies are the major trading partners of India,
such as U.S. $, AU.$, CA $, GBP(£), FR F (franc) and so on. The
bank can calculate the cross rates against say Singapore dollar or
Swiss franc or Italian lira from the quotation of Rs versus dollar
and dollar versus any other currency, which is required to be
quoted.
These cross rates are published in the financial press, on a daily
basis, by the Foreign Exchange Dealers Association at one time.
But now the cross rates are got from London Quotations and
are given by any of the foreign banks in India like standard
chartered or American Express. They are published as a matrix
in the press. (shown in the chart).

Derivative Products
One of  the methods of  risk coverage by the Treasury Manager
is the use of derivatives, either in the Bond market or in the
Forex market. The risk in the cash market can be hedged in the
derivative market. An example of such deals in the Forex
Market is the forward contract to cover the risk of currency
fluctuation in the spot contract. Swaps and options are other
examples of risk covering instruments.

Forward Contracts
It is a contract for delivery of foreign currency at a specified
future date at a fixed exchange rate. Only genuine trade and
invisible transactions can be covered in India as per: the RBI
guidelines. These forward contracts for foreign currency can be
delivered at a fixed date or within a specified range of dates and
penalty provisions may be laid down for breach of contract by
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either party. These depend on the terms of  the approved
contracts, usage and practice. The data on forward and swap
contracts as also the Inter bank turnover, forward premia, RBI
deals etc are published by thee RBI in their Reports and their
monthly, Bulletins.

Swaps
A swap is a deal in which a bank a specified foreign currency and
sells the same at different maturity dates, like simultaneous
purchase of dollars on spot and sales of forward dollars for the
same amount. Here the risk is possible adverse movement in
exchange rate which is covered by prior fixing of the rates.
Forward to forward deal is the purchase of two months dollars,
followed by a sale of three months dollars. Swap deals are used
as a tools to cover arbitrage operations namely buy in Frankfurt
and sell in London of the same currency (dollars), Swaps are
also required to cover a mismatch in forex deliveries to the
genuine clients of the bank. Use of swaps or even Repos for
speculative purposes are not permitted by the RBI. Arbitrage of
risk cover or genuine marching of demand with supply are
permitted by RBI. Repos are repurchase agreements, covering a
currency gilted security or Bond etc.

Options
Currency options are contracts with a right to buy or sell a stated
currency without any obligation, at a fixed rate on a future date.
If the future rate moves against expected line, the holder of the
option can exercise the right to buy or sell.

Futures and the Options
While forward contracts can be entered into by any parties
outside the stock exchange or in any organized system, the
futures contracts are regulated by a proper authority with fixed
terms, involving an obligation to buy and sell or give and take
delivery. Delivery is compulsory in futures. A currency future
contract is an agreement to buy or sell a foreign currency at a
fixed amount at a stated price or rate at a specified future time.
The obligations rest on both the parties and their deals are
regulated and supervised by a properly constituted authority.
The holder of the option can exercise the right to buy or sell.
For this right to cover the risk, the party has to pay a price called
premium. Under the American options, the customer can
exercise the option at any time during the currency of the
contract but under the European contract, the option has to be
exercised only at a specified date mentioned. As it is only a right,
but no obligation it need not be genuine transactions and no
delivery may be there and may lead to speculation.

Forward Rate Agreements (FRA)
Major foreign banks are offering FRAs to depositors and
borrowers. Here the bank guarantees the depositors or bor-
rower the difference between the agreed rate and the LIBOR. If
the six month LIBOR under the FRA is say 9% but the actual
rate happens to be 10%; the difference will be reimbursed by the
bank to the customer for a premium or price. If the actual rare
of LIBOR is 8%, the Customer will have to pay 1% to the
Bank. Under the agreement this is a type of hedge measure
provided by the bank.

Forward and Future Contracts
The difference between forward contracts and future contracts is
as follows: In forward contracts the delivery is compulsory but
not in futures.
In forward contracts the amount and maturity period are
flexible but in futures it is organised trading in the Exchange
with standard contracts, standard maturity dates and contracts
trading is regulated by the authorities through down payment
margins and other margins which are marked to market.
Forward contracts are traded over the counter, telex, telegram
etc. These can be contracts for various amounts and periods of
maturity, say, 1 month to 12 months.

Currency and Interest Rate Swaps
Swap is simultaneous sale and purchase of identified amounts
of one currency against another for different maturities, for
different interest rates (from fixed rate to LIBOR and vice-
versa). Iris a finance transactions in which two parties agree to
exchange streams of payments or cash flows over time. There
are three main types of swaps: (1) Coupon Swaps fixed or
floating rates. (2) Basis swaps exchange of one bench mark for
another –– say from LIBOR to Treasury Bill rate. (3) Cross
Currency Swaps –– flows from one currency to another.

Sodhani Committee Report (1995)
This Committee has come out with two reports one on the
details on various schemes and incentives available to NRIs and
the other for development of active exchange market system.
The major recommendation are set out below.
NRI investments are not freely flowing in due to the following
constraints, which have to be removed; namely administrative
red tape, tax hurdles, government interference, rampart
corruption, Infrastructure and inadequate access to bank credit
by NRIs. The time taken for allotment of new issues to NRIs
is very long; despatch of certificates or statements should be,
faster and there should be quick transfer of shares from one to
other and for payment of dividends etc. The issue of shares to
NRIs by Company is to be left free without prior permission
of RBI but the companies have to report the holdings of NRIs
and the details of  these holdings as per the committee’s
recommendations.
NRIs should be free to buy not only in new issues but from
existing shares from Indians directly. Only the ADs should have
the powers to scrutinise and effect the payments. There should
be no lock in period for shares, in sick units acquired by NRIs,
OCBs and they should be brought in on par with all FFIs.
Most of these recommendations are implemented in stages
since October 1996.
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As regards the measures for the development of Forex Market,
the following are given as a few examples:
1. To increase the number of  participants by inclusion of

companies, and  merchant exporters.
2. To allow the ADs to lend and invest or borrow abroad and

to allow them to keep cross currency positions abroad.
3. To allow development of  modern products and derivatives

such as futures, options etc.
4. To develop proper accounting practices and disclosure

standard for such operations, as per international standards.
5. Companies and exporters can keep funds abroad and take

positions.
6. The RBI and tax authorities should clearly bring down their

restrictions and relax these controls and formalities regarding
the abolition of with- holding tax and derivative
transactions.

7. Legal and regulatory framework should be simplified and
even reduced.

8. Risk management techniques should be expanded and
developed through  the introduction of futures and other
derivative products.

9. RBI’s attitude should change from regulatory angle to
developmental angel.

Although the wording of  the Sodhani’s report is different from
the words used above, the substance of  the Report’s recom-
mendations is set out here. The most important pre-requisite
for developments of the Forex Market in India is the reduction
of controls and restrictions, delegation of more powers to ADs
and expertise in RBI and banks to be improved and banks to
be empowered to deal with risk management techniques and
for development of derivative markets. The gov-ernment and
tax authorities should be either liberal or free such foreign
transactions with a low withholding tax of not more than 10%
as applicable of FFIs in some respects at present. The treatment
given to NRIs by banks has to be improved and OCBs and
NRIs should be treated on par which is now implemented. The
role of the treasury Manager in banks and Companies, therefore
becomes critical, needing a multi disciplinary expertise, in the
forex market, as it is more volatile and compli-cated by national
and international factors.

Capital Account Convertibility Measures
Recent Capital Account Liberalisation measures were already
referred. Banks have been authorised to deal in foreign exchange
markets abroad –– say borrow and invest abroad upto 15% of
their unimpaired Tier I capital. ADs were delegated powers to
release foreign exchange for opening offers aboard. Loans for
periods beyond 10 years were kept outside the ECB ceilings.
The exporters were entitled to use abroad upto 50% of their
EEFC accounts, subject to some condi-tions. ADs are permit-
ted to deal in forward markets and provide cover to holder of
FNCR\NRE accounts and to FIIs. They can trade in foreign
currency in some cases without prior approval of RBI. They are
allowed to provide credit and non-credit facilities to Indian
Government/WOS abroad. They are allowed to import gold
and deal in gold, if they satisfy certain conditions.

Banks dealing in foreign exchange have been given freedom in
some operations or capital account. Prior authorisation of RBI
is dispensed with in some case. They can provide buyers credit
and acceptance finance facilities to exporters. The SEBI regis-
tered Indian Fund Managers and Mutual Funds are permitted
to invest in overseas markets in accordance with SEBI guide-
lines without RBI permission.

Notes -
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Learning objectives

• Meaning of Euro currency market ,its origin
• Euro –bond market its features
• Asian Currency market
• Its impact on Exchange Market, segment of the market, Size

and growth, Techniques of  operation
Euro-dollar or Euro-currency markets are the international
currency markets where currencies are borrowed and lent. Each
currency has a demand and a supply in these markets. Thus,
dollar deposits outside USA or sterling deposits outside UK are
called offshore funds and have a marker, so long as they are
convertible and readily usable in international transactions.
Convertible currency is defined as one, which is widely, accepted
international payments and whose country does not have
Current account controls under Article VIII of  the I.M.F.
Agreements. Thus Euro-currency market is a market principally
located in Europe for lending and borrowing the Worlds most
important convertible currencies, namely dollar, sterling, DM,
French franc, yen, etc. On the same basic, the Asian currency
market or the African currency market can also be defined.

International Money and Capital Markets
In general, international money and capital markets are for
lending and borrowing moneys or claims to moneys or claims
to money in various currencies in demand outside the country
of origin. By far the  most important of such money markets
are located in Europe called the Euro-currency markets. Next in
importance comes the Asian currency market located in the East.
Although US dollars are most frequently traded in these
markets, any international convertible currency, which has a
demand and supply, can also be traded.
As in the case of international money markets represented by
Euro-currency markets or Asian currency markets, there are
international capitals markets as well, represented by Euro-
bond, or Asian-bond markets; which reflect the lending’s or
borrowings at the long-end of the liquidity spectrum of five
years and above. While such international money, markets have
developed in the fifties, the corresponding capital markets have
grown in the sixties.
Both the money and capital markets of this type for off-shore
funds were of recent vintage when the old sources of funds
under the pre-war system of borrowing from the domestic
money and capital markets of  New York and London etc., had
dried up. Domestic money markets in the post-war world were
greatly insulated from foreign money markets in most cases due
to the prevailing exchange controls in the interest of pursuit of
independent domestic monetary policy, but the interac-tions
and effects of one on the other could not be completely ruled
out. Trading in these currencies is both for short-term and long-
term and in any of the currencies which are convertible. The

bonds or certificates can be denominated in any convert-ible
currency in which the borrower and the lender have confidence
in terms of  the stability of  the currency, its future value and
intrinsic strength of  the economy.

Exchange Markets vs. Currency Markets
The international currency markets are an adjunct of the foreign
exchange markets. While in the latter, currencies are exchanged,
one for the other, in the former, the currencies are borrowed
and lent for varying maturities. In the foreign exchange market,
one currency is exchanged for another currency at a rate of
exchange which is the price in terms of the number of units of
one currency is exchanged for one unit of the latter. On the
other hand, the price paid for borrowing or lending a currency in
the international currency market is the rate of interest. The
purpose for which currencies are exchanged in the foreign
exchange market or borrowed in the international currency
market may be the same, namely, for meeting trade and
payment requirements, or for short-term or long-term invest-
ment in working capital or fixed capital or for meeting debt or
other obligations.
These two markets are inter-related in the sense that operations
in the one impinge on the operations in the other and that
arbitrage and speculation take place in both and that exchanges
of currencies in the exchange market are involved in most or all
operations in the international currency markets. When a
currency is bor-rowed, it is possible that this currency is
exchanged for another before it is used for payments or a loan
may be granted with a multi-currency clause with the result that
a number of currencies are borrowed in the same transaction
and one is exchanged for the other.

Origins of the Euro-Currency Markets
After the Second World War, a number of  European and US
banks used-to take deposits out of USA to place them in free
centres in Europe like London, Zurich, Frankfurt etc. These US
dollar deposits with the outside banks were used for short-term
lending to the countries in need of dollars for balance of
payments purposes or for investment. Such activity in dollar
deposits gathered momentum with the sterling crisis in 1957,
which encouraged European and British banks to depend more
upon dollars. More particularly, the introduction of  non-
resident convertibility throughout Western Europe in the early
sixties gave a fillip to the use of dollars in the financing of
world trade.  The imposition of controls in the domestic
economies on interest rates on time deposits (Regulation ‘Q’ in
USA) and on free flow of funds across national boundaries and
on US banks lending abroad had added stimulus to the Euro-
dollar market. But more importantly, lack of  any controls on
banks operating in these markets for offshore funds as those
imposed on the domestic money markets and absence of any
reserve requirements for these international deposits and

LESSON 12:
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lendings of the type of domestic deposits enabled these Euro-
banks to operate at least cost and at lowest margins. These
factors led to highly competitive rates being offered by Euro-
banks compared to national banks. Thus, Euro-banks are more
competitive and their rates for deposits and lendings are
relatively finer as compared to domestic money rates, as the
former work on lower margins. Finally, the surplus dollars
flowing through persistent deficits in balance of payments of
the USA gave life-blood to this market. The foreign owners of
these dollars got a good investment outlet in these markets.
The domestic monetary and foreign exchange controls in some
countries aided the development of the market for off-shore
funds.

Dealers in the Market
International banks or multi-national banks and foreign
branches of domestic banks, private banks, merchant banks and
other banks are the main dealers in this market. In fact, most of
the US banks deal in this market. The market is of a wholesale
nature, highly flexible and competitive and well-connected in the
world over by a wide network of brokers and dealers. London
is the focal centre for the Euro-dollars as Singapore is the focal
centre for Asian-dollars. There are a number of centres in both
West and East, namely, Zurich, Luxembourg, Paris, Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Manila, etc. London has grown in importance
because of its historical connections with international banks,
its link between European and American interests, its expertise
in banking field and freedom from controls in their dealings.
On a similar basis, Singapore has developed as a centre in the
East due to its geographical strategic position in between the
London market and Tokyo market. When London is still
working, Singapore opens and as such this market provides a
link to their dealings, particularly in the inter-bank dealings.
Besides, Singapore has other advantages like an excellent
telecommunication system, a tradition for free banking,
representation for all nationalities, expertise in banking services
and positive incentives from the government for its growth in
the sixties and seventies.

Euro-bond Markets
This is an international market for borrowing capital by any
country’s govern-ments, corporates and institutions. The centre
of activity of borrowing and lending is London and Europe.
But borrowers and lenders come from all over the world.
A bond market is a long-term funds market. Banks of multina-
tional character called international banks or investment banks
organise those transactions. The supply of deposits in dollar or
other convertible currencies come from the exporters with
foreign currencies, mostly in dollars and countries with balance
of payment surplus with the USA. Although called Euro-
dollar, it can be Asian market (Asian dollars) Gulf-market
(petro-dollars), etc.
Developed since 1960s, following the huge surpluses of  U.S.
dollars to coun-tries other than U.S., the reasons for the
offshoot of such dollars outside USA, are of the following:
1. Continued deficits in trade payments of USA.
2. Use of such surpluses by the owners to lend outside in

London and Europe.

3. Lack of  funds in the capital markets of  New York and
London for the traditional type of borrowing from national
capital markets.

4. Regulation ‘Q’ in U.S. which controls the interest rates in U.S.
Time deposits.

It is a telephone and telex market and called the OTC market
and thus depends upon the infrastructure for financial services
like telecommunications, telex, phones etc.
While bonds refer to long and medium dated securities and
debt the Euro--currency notes refer to short dated debt of a few
month to one year.

Magnitude of Trade
The magnitude of trade in this market runs into trillions of
dollars, particularly in the inter bank deal. In 1987 the amount
of Euro-bonds were 150 billion dollars, while the same in 1964
was 500 million dollars. This amount now runs into billions of
dollars. These are mostly fixed rate issues, (60%) warrants,
convertibles and floating rate notes or bonds, etc. The borrow-
ers and the issuers of Euro-bond loans are Banks and other
financial institutions, corporations, governments and some
government bodies and supernational organisations. The
investors in the bond market are central and commercial banks,
government agencies, international finan-cial organisations like
ADB, IFC etc. Investment and Pension Funds, Insurance
Companies and Corporations.

Market Features

1. Both investors and borrowers are well known names in the
international markets. Banks and top level corporates and
governments can borrow.

2. These loans are unsecured and no government guarantee
either. Only creditworthy borrowers are generally approaching
this market.

3. Country’s credit rating and borrowing party’s credit rating rate
being looked into; rating by Standard and Poor or Moody’s
are popular for assessing the creditworthiness of borrower.

Regulations
The market is functioning outside the countries and is offshore
in nature. No regulation of any national and international
nature exists. SROs regulate the invest-ment industry. Thus, the
market practices in the secondary market trading are based on
the rules laid down by Association of International Bond
dealers. The issues are mostly for medium term for 5 to 10 year.
Some parent companies and some foreign governments do
guarantee the interest and payment of principal. The interest
payment is provided in the agreement itself and stricter controls
are exercised in the collection of interest, although these rates are
lower than those on national bonds of  any country. Many
countries notably U.S. and Germany removed the withholding
tax to attract bond market to the national level. But Euro-bond
market has been kept out of the jurisdiction of any nation.

Bearer Status
These bonds are negotiable and transferable as they have the
bearer states. There are no restrictions on transfers, and the right
to receive interest and payment of principal is for the bearer of
the bond. The bonds are printed on special security printing
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paper and terms and conditions are printed on the back of the
paper. There is also authentification of the individual bonds by
the staff of Lead Manager. The Security and safe custody of the
bond and avoidance of fake certificates are all the responsibilities
of Managers to the issue and banks dealing in this market.

Instruments Issued and Traded

1. Fixed Rate Bonds: Here the Company gets a fixed rate of say
10% coupon bond for a maturity of 5 years and above.

2. Convertibles: Issuers of bonds are eligible for conversion
into shares of the company after a date, at a fixed conversion
price.

3. Floating Rate Notes: This coupon is changed every 3/6
months depending on the LIBOR or any other standard
rate, as laid down in the agreement;

4. Swaps: Interest rate swaps –– borrowing at a fixed rate but
swapping it for floating rate or vice-yersa.

Currency swaps can be depicted as shifting of one bond of
dollars into some other currency either at fixed rate or at a
floating rate.

Mechanics of ssue 

Issuers 
Loan syndication 

Lead Manager 
1

Co-manager 
1

Lead Manager etc 
2. 

Co-manager 
2

Underwriters 
[B.O.D.] 

Brought out deals occur when the lead manager offers to launch
fl1e issue at a specified price. There will be trustees and paying
agents in different countries and agents are appointed in various
commercial centres in different countries.

Lawyers and Auditors.
They are needed for proper documentation of offer circulars
and prospectus and preparation of the agreement and signing
of the same before the money is released to the borrower ––
Issue of  Tombstone in the press at the end of  the issue. The
fees are payable to all these parties lead manager, co-manager,
underwriter, solicitors, lawyers, auditors etc.

Euro Bond Clearing and Settlement  System
Buyer and seller exchange the notes of what they owe to each
other, the buyer the number of securities and the seller the
money he is due. All the trades are automated and transactions
in primary and secondary markets are kept in the form of book
keeping entries in the books of traders –– Before automation,
contract notes were issued to the parties to the trade. They are
checked manually and transferred to computer system for
matching and confirmations.
ACE System
ACE  =    Automated Confirmation Entry

Confirmed Confirmed 

Trade details 

ACE 

Bank (A) Bank (B) 

Rules of AIBD or Association of International Bond Dealers
and their code of conduct will apply to these entries.

Asian Currency Market
Just as Euro-dollars have been popular in the currency markets
in the sixties, Asian dollars have come into prominence in the
seventies. Asian dollars are the same current account surpluses
in dollars used in the Asian continent. Singapore has developed
as the centre for this market, particularly after 1968.
This market facilitates the use of dollar balances in the Asian
continent for balance of payments purposes as well as for
investment in development projects. It has imparted greater
liquidity to the Asian economies whereby larger trade and larger
investment became possible in this region. There was also
greater co-opera-tion in economic and financial matters as a
result of the Asian dollar market in many centres in the region
such as Hong Kong, Sydney and Manila.
Singapore acts as a bridge between the Asian market in Tokyo
and Hong Kong and the western market in London, Paris and
Frankfurt. Singapore has both time and location advantages in
keeping contact with the western and eastern markets. Besides
its strategic geographical location, Singapore has the necessary
financial infrastructure, expertise and other facilities for develop-
ing into an international currency market.
The scheme of market operations and the techniques used by
the agents and operators as well as banks in the market are the
same either in the Euro-market or the Asian-market. The rates
of interest on various maturities, the pattern of financ-ing etc.,
may vary. The demand and supply forces operated in the Asian
zone are different from those in the European zone. The socio-
economic factors and the political forces are also different in Asia
and the resulting market forces and the operations are, there-
fore, different. Although the markets are all inter-linked, the
Asian dollars are thus distinguished as a separate entity.
The growth of off-shore syndication, off-shore funds manage-
ment and the financial futures are the main developments in the
Singapore Asian Dollar market more recently.
The financial futures market has resulted in the establishment in
1984 of the Singapore International Monetary Exchange
(SIMEX). It started with four con-tracts traded on SIMEX,
namely:
1. The gold contracts;
2. The Euro-dollar time deposits;
3. The interests rate contracts; and
4. The multi-currency contracts involving U.S. Dollars, Yen,

DM, etc.

Petro-Dollar Market
One of the important developments in the international
currency markets in the last two decades has been the hike in the
oil prices in 1973 which led to a larger flow of funds into these
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markets. Many petroleum-producing countries have since
started accumulating foreign funds due to current account
surpluses in their balance of payments. The second price hike in
1979 had also considerably augmented the current account
surpluses leading to a larger increase in their foreign assets.
These off-shore funds of the oil-producing countries have been
designated as petroleum dollars and the market in such
currencies as a petro-dollar market.
In more recent years, the deregulation of domestic banking and
removal of restrictions on the capital accounts of many
countries like Switzerland, France and Japan and the repeal of
the withholding tax on interest income of non-residents in the
USA, Germany and France in 1984 have given a further fillip to
the international currency markets and attracted petro-dollars
into these markets. There has been an increase in the number of
financial instruments, and the methods of floating the
instruments have also been diversified. These developments
have increased the competitiveness in the international currency
markets.
Petro-dollar flowed first into the traditional financial centres as
off-shore funds such as the USA, West Germany, UK, Japan,
and France. In more recent years, Switzerland, Beirut, Singapore
and Hong Kong have also attracted these funds in an active
manner. The recent removal of restrictions on the capital
account in Switzer-land and the existence of banks secrecy and
political neutrality aided the develop-ment of the international
financial centre in Switzerland in the early eighties. The geo-
graphical position of this country in the middle of Europe and
the well developed banking system in the country have also
added attractiveness to this financial centre.
The initial hike in oil prices has resulted in a large inflow of
funds into the industrialised countries for investment. Some of
the surpluses have been used by the Arab countries to purchase
luxury consumer goods and essentials from the interna-tional
markets. Subsequent flows began to move into the physical
assets, dams, railways etc., inside the country and real estate
inside and outside these countries, Later, there was investment
in short-term or long-term assets of a financial nature. The rest
of the current account surpluses has found a place in the
international financial centres. These funds were kept with
foreign banks or national banks as off-shore funds, and have
given rise to petro-dollars which are recycled for purposes of
relending, investment and use in various developed and
developing countries of the world for growth.
The oil-producing countries referred to as “OPEC countries” in
the BIS data, include Iraq, Iran, Nigeria, Qatar, UAE, Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Oman, Libya, Kuwait, Algeria, Ecuador,
Gabon, Indonesia, and Venezuela. The liabilities to oil--
producing countries (OPEC) reported by banks to the BIS have
increased from 44 billion US dollars in 1974 to 160 billion
dollars in a decade. Of this, the share of Swiss Banks has been
about 14 per cent.
The petro-dollar market has started developing since 1974. In
addition to the use of the current account surpluses for current
consumption and imports, assets have been built abroad by
these countries. The use of currencies of these petroleum-
producing countries has also been increasing since then. Thus,

since 1978, there has been an increase in the share of their
currencies in the total identified financial holdings of foreign
exchange of the countries from a mere 4.3 per cent in 1978 to 11
per cent at the end of 1984. The second oil price hike in 1979
has given a further boost to the use of their currencies in
international financial markets and the increase in their assets
abroad. Thus, net assets of the oil-exporting countries rose
from US dollars 257 billion at the end of 1979 to US dollars
380 billion at the end of 1983 according to the Bank of
England estimates. Of the assets held in industrialised
countries, about 60 per cent of the oil-producing countries’
assets are held in the UK, USA and Germany and the rest are
distributed among the other industrialised countries. These
were initially concentrated in liquid assets such as bank deposits
and short-term money market instruments and later diversified
into long-term invest-ments such as bonds, equities and loans.
European centres like London, Paris, Frankfurt, and Beirut in
addition to New York have been the main centres attracting
petro-dollars since 1974. Subsequent to the second hike on oil
prices in 1979, there has been an increase in financial flows to
Asian centres like Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo. However,
after 1984, the current account surpluses of these oil-producing
countries have dwindled due to the consistent fall in oil prices
and this resulted in deficits or reduced surpluses of these
countries in foreign accounts. The major industrialised countries
continue to be the main suppliers of savings to the financial
centres.
The petro-dollars like other Euro-currencies affect the volume
and geographi-cal pattern of capital flows among countries.
These in turn influence the interest rates in the markets and
exchange rates as between the currencies. A larger flow of short-
-term capital across borders could be destabilising sometimes.
On the other hand, a higher degree of capital mobility might
have facilitated the functioning of the floating rate system.
These funds have also eased the balance of payments pressures
of deficit countries like the oil-importing countries. The long-
term capital flows on account of Euro-currencies have helped
the LDCs in view of the recycling of the petro-dollars for
investment and for correcting the balance of payments disequi-
libria. During the latter half of seventies when petro-dollars
flooded the markets, a larger volume of development finance
had flowed to the developing countries. A part of these oil
surpluses has been multilateralised through regional and
international institutions for assistance to the LDCs. IMF oil
facility is an example of how petroleum-producing countries
aided the oil-importing countries to correct their balance of
payments imbalances. Such larger flows of funds for invest-
ment in the seventies have in fact given rise to debt repayment
problems in respect of LDCs.
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Learning objectives

• The World Bank
• A Global cooperatives
• Economic Reform Programmes
• International Monetary fund
• Asian development bank

Introduction
At the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944 it was decided to
establish a new monetary order that would expand international
trade, promote international capital flows and contribute to
monetary stability. The IMF and World bank were born out of
this Conference at the end of  World War II .The World Bank
was established to help the restoration of economies disrupted
by War by facilitating the investment of  capital for productive
purposes and to promote the long-range balanced growth of
International trade. On the other hand, the IMF is primarily a
supervisory institution for coordinating the efforts of  member
countries to achieve greater cooperation in the formulation of
economic policies. It helps to promote exchange stability and
orderly exchange relations among its member countries. It is in
this context that the present lesson reviews the purpose and
working of some of the international financial institutions and
the contributions made by them in promoting economic and
social progress in developing countries by helping raise stan-
dards of living and productitivity to the point at which
development becomes self-sustaining.
In this lesson, we will review the working and objectives of
some of the important international financial institutions. The
lesson begins with a comparison of  the World Bank and its
affiliates. The lesson then gives a brief review of the five
international financial institutions - World Bank, IBRD, IDA,
IFC and MIGA. The next section discusses the various
dimensions of  the World Bank in detail.. A comparison of  the
IMF and World Bank is also discussed. The lesson finally
concludes with a discussion of the Asian Development Bank
tracing its strategic objectives, operating objectives and financial
management.
One major source of financing is international nonprofit
agencies. There are several regional development banks such as
the Asian Development Bank, the African Development Bank
and Fund and the Caribbean Development Bank. The primary
purpose of these agencies is to finance productive development
projects or to promote economic development in a particular
region. The Inter-American Development Bank, for example,
has the principal purpose of accelerating the economic develop-
ment of its Latin American member countries. In general, both
public and private entities are eligible to borrow money from
such agencies as long as private funds are not available at
reasonable rates and terms. Although the interest rate can vary

from agency to agency, these loan rates are very attractive and
very much in demand.
Of all the international financial organizations, the most
familiar is the World Bank, formally known as the International
Bank for Reconstruction and development (IBRD). The World
Bank has two affiliates that are legally and financially distinct
entities, the International Development Association (IDA) and
the International Finance Corporation (IFC). Exhibit 1
provides a comparison among IBRD, IDA and IFC in terms of
their objectives, member countries, lending terms, lending
qualifications as well as other details. All three organizations
have the same central goals: to promote economic and social
progress in poor or developing countries by helping raise
standards of living and productivity to the point at which
development becomes self-sustaining.
Toward this common objective, the World Bank, IDA and IFC
have three interrelated functions and these are to end funds, to
provide advice and to serve as a catalyst in order to stimulate
investments by others. In the process, financial resources are
channelled from developed countries to the developing world
with the hope that developing countries, through this assis-
tance, will progress to a level that will permit them, in turn, to
contribute to the development process of other less fortunate
countries. Japan is a prime example of a country that has come
full circle. From being a borrower, Japan is now a major lender
to these three organisations. South Korea is moving in a
direction similar to that of Japan nearly a quarter of a century
ago.
Table:

The World Bank and its Affiliates

T f i i d D l i i h h

LESSON 13:

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

 The World Bank 
 International Bank for 

Reconstruction and 
Development  (IBRD) 

International 
Development 
Association 

International Finance       
        Corporation  
            (IFC) 

Objectives of the 
institutions 

To promote economic progress in 
developing countries by providing financial 
and technical assistance, mostly for specific 
projects in both public and private sectors. 

To promote economic 
progress in developing 
countries by helping to 
mobilise domestic and 
foreign capital to 
stimulate the growth of 
the private sector. 

Year established 1945 1960 1956 
Number of member 
countries 
(April 1983) 

144 131 124 

Types of countries 
assisted 

Developing 
countries other than 
the very poorest. 
Some countries 
borrow a “blend” of 
IBRD loans and 
IDA credits. 

The poorest: 80% of 
IDA credits go to 
countries with 
annual per capita 
Incomes below $480. 
many of these 
countries are too 
poor to be able to 
borrow part or any of 
their requirements on 
IBRD terms 

All developing 
countries, from the 
poorest to the more 
advanced. 

Types of activities 
assisted 

Agriculture and rural development, energy, 
education, transportation, 
telecommunications, industry, mining, 
development finance companies, urban 
development, water supply, sewerage, 
population, health and nutrition. Some non-
project lending, including structural 
adjustment. 

Agribusiness, 
development finance 
companies, energy, 
fertilizer, 
manufacturing, mining, 
money  and capital 
market institutions, 
tourism and services, 
utilities. 

Lending commitments 
(fiscal 1982) 

$10,330 million $2,686 million $580 million 

Equity investments 
(fiscal 1982) 

IBRD and IDA do not make equity 
investments. 

$32 million 

Number of operations 
(fiscal 1982) 

150 97 65 

Terms of lending: 
Average maturity 

period 

Generally 15 to 20 
years 

50 years 7 to 12 year 

Grace period Generally 3 to 5 
years 

10 years An average of 3 years. 
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The World Bank
The World Bank group is a multinational financial institution
established at the end of  World War II (I944) to help provide
long-term capital for the reconstruction and development of
number countries. The group is important to multinational
corporations because It provides much of the planning and
financing for economic development projects involving billions
dollars for which private businesses can act as contractors and
suppliers of  goods and engine related services.
 The purposes for the setting up of the Bank are
• To assist in the reconstruction and development of

territories of members by facilitating the investment of
capital for productive purposes, including the restoration of
economies destroyed or disrupted by war, the reconversion
of productive facilities to peacetime needs and
encouragement of the development of productive facilities
and resources in less developed countries.

• To promote private foreign investment by means of
guarantees or participation in loans and other investments
made by private investors; and when private capital is not
available on reasonable terms, to supplement private
investment by providing, on suitable conditions, finance for
productive purposes out of its own capital, funds raised by
it and its other resources.

• To promote the long-range balanced growth of  international
trade and the maintenance of equilibrium in balance of
payments by encouraging international investment for the
development of the productive resources of members,
thereby assisting in raising productivity, the standard of
living and condition of labour in their territories.

• To arrange- the loans made or guaranteed by it in relation to
international loans through other channels so that the more
useful and urgent projects, large and small alike, can be dealt
with first. -

• To conduct its operations with due regard to the effect of
international investment on business conditions in the
territories of members and, in the immediate post-war years,
to assist in bringing about a smooth transition from a
wartime to a peacetime economy.

The World Bank is the International Bank for reconstruction
and development (IBRD)and the international Development
association (IDA). The IBRD has two affiliates, the Interna-
tional Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). The Bank, the IFC and
the MIGA are sometimes referred to as the “World Bank
Group”.

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
The IBRD was set up in 1945 along with the IMF to aid in
rebuilding the world economy. It was owned by the govern-
ments of 151 countries and its capital is subscribed by those
governments; it provides funds to borrowers by borrowing
funds in the world capital markets, from the proceeds of loan
repayments as well as retained earnings. At its funding, the
bank’s major objective was to serve as an international financing
facility to function in reconstruction and development. With
Marshall Plan providing the impetus for European reconstruc-
tion, the Bank was able to turn its efforts towards the
developing countries.
Generally, the IBRD lends money to a government for the
purpose of  developing that country’s economic infrastructure
such as roads and power generating facilities. Funds are directed
towards developing countries at more advanced stages of
economic and social growth. Also, funds are lent only to
members of  the IMF, usually when private capital is unavailable
at reasonable terms. Loans generally have a grace period of five
years and are repayable over a period of fifteen or fewer years.
The projects receiving IBRD assistance usually require importing
heavy industrial equipment and this provides an export market
for many US goods. Generally, bank loans are made to cover
only import needs in foreign convertible currencies and must be
repaid in those currencies at long-term rates.
The government assisted in formulating and implementing an
effective and comprehensive strategy for the development of
new industrial free zones and the expansion of existing ones;
reducing unemployment, increasing foreign-exchange earnings
and strengthening backward linkages with the domestic
economy; alleviating scarcity in term financing; and improving
the capacity of institutions involved in financing, regulating and
promoting free zones.
The World Bank lays special operational emphasis on environ-
mental and women’s issues. Given that the Bank’s primary
mission is to support the quality of life of people in develop-
ing member countries, it is easy to see why environmental and
women’s issues are receiving increasing attention. On the
environmental side, it is the Bank’s concern that its develop-
ment funds are used by the recipient countries in an
environmentally responsible way. Internal concerns, as well as
pressure by external groups, are responsible for significant
research and projects relating to the environment.
The women’s issues category, specifically known as Women In
Development (WID), is part of a larger emphasis on human
resources. The importance of improving human capital and
improving the welfare of families is perceived as a key aspect of
development. The WID initiative was established in 1988 and it

Terms of lending: 
Average maturity 

period 

Generally 15 to 20 
years 

50 years 7 to 12 year 

Grace period Generally 3 to 5 
years 

10 years An average of 3 years

Interest rate (as of 
April 1, 1983) 

10.97% 0.0% In line with market 
rates. 

Other charges Front-end fee of 
0.25% on loan. 
Commitment charge 
of 0.75% on 
undisbursed amount 
of loan. 

Annual commitment 
charge of 0.5% on 
undisbursed and 
service charge of 
0.75% on disbursed 
amounts of the 
credit. 

Commitment fee of 1
% per year on 
undisbursed amount o
loan. 

Recipients of 
financing 

Governments, 
government agencies 
and private enterprises, 
which can get a 
government, guarantee 
for the IBRD loan. 

Government. But 
they may re-lend 
funds to state or 
private 
organisations. 

Private enterprises; 
government 
organisations that ass
the private sector. 

Government guarantee Essential Essential Neither sought n
accepted 

Main method of 
raising funds 

Borrowings capital 
markets. 

Grants from in 
world's 
governments. 

Borrowings and IFC
capital, subscribed 
m governments. 

Main sources of funds Financial markets in 
US, Germany, Japan 
and Switzerland. 

Governments of 
US, Japan, 
Germany, France, 
other OECD 
countries and 
certain. OPEC 
countries. 

Borrowings from 
IBRD. 
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is oriented to increasing women’s productivity and income.
Bank lending for women’s issues is most pronounced in
education, population, health and nutrition and agriculture.

International Development Association
The IDA was formed in 1960 as a part of  the World Bank
Group to provide financial support to LDCs on a more liberal
basis than could be offered by the IBRD. The IDA has 137
member countries, although all members of the IBRD are free
to join the IDA. IDA’s funds come from subscriptions from its
developed members and from the earnings of  the IBRD. Credit
terms usually are extended to 40 to 50 years with no interest.
Repayment begins after a ten-year grace period and can be paid
in the local currency, as long as - it is convertible. Loans are made
only to the poorest countries in the world, those with an annual
per capita gross national product of $480 or less. More than 40
countries are eligible for IDA financing.
An example of  an IDA project is a $8.3 million loan to
Tanzania approved in 1989 to implement the first stage in the
longer-term process of  rehabilitating the country’s agricultural
research system. Cofinancing is expected from several countries
as well as other multilateral lending institutions.
Although the IDA’s resources are separate from the IBRD, it has
no separate staff. Loans are made for similar projects as those
carried out by IBRD, but at easier and more favourable credit
terms.
As mentioned earlier, World Bank/IDA assistance, historically,
has been for developing infrastructure. The present emphasis
seems to be on helping the masses of poor people in the
developing countries become more productive and take an
active part in the development process. Greater emphasis is
being placed on improving urban living conditions and
increasing productivity of small industries.

International Finance Corporation
The IFC was established in 1956. There are 133 countries that
are members of the IFC and it is legally and financially separate
from the IBRD, although IBRD provides some administrative
and other services to the IFC. The IFC’s main responsibilities
are (i) To provide risk capital in the form of  equity and long-
term loans for productive private enterprises in association with
private investors and management (ii) To encourage the
development of local capital markets by carrying out standby
and underwriting arrangements and (iii) To stimulate the
international flow of capital by providing financial and technical
assistance to privately controlled finance companies. Loans are
made to private firms in the developing member countries and
are usually for a period of seven to twelve years.
The key feature of the IFC is that its loans are all made to
private enterprises and its investments are made in conjunction
with private business. In addition to funds contributed by IFC,
funds are also contributed to the same projects by local and
foreign investors.
IFC investments are for the establishment of new enterprises as
well as for the expansion and modernisation of existing ones.
They cover a wide range of projects such as steel, textile
production, mining, manufacturing, machinery production,
food processing, tourism and local development finance

companies. Some projects are locally owned, whereas others are
joint ventures between investors in developing and developed
countries. In a few cases, joint ventures are formed between
investors of two or more developing countries. The IFC has
also been instrumental in helping to develop emerging capital
markets.

The Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (Miga)
The MIGA was established in 1988 to encourage equity
investment and other direct investment flows to developing
countries by offering investors a variety of  different services. It
offers guarantees against noncommercial risks; advises. develop-
ing member governments on the design and implementation
of policies, programmes and procedures related to foreign
investments; and sponsors a dialogue between the international
business community and host governments on investment
issues.

A Global Cooperative
The World Bank is comparable to a global cooperative which is
owned by member countries. The size of  a country’s
shareholding is determined by the size of  the country’s
economy relative to the world economy. Together, the largest
industrial countries (the Group of seven or G-7) have about 45
per cent of  the shares in the World Bank and they cary great
weight in international economic affairs, generally. So it is true
that the rich countries have a good deal of influence over the
Bank’s policies and practices. The United States has the largest
shareholding - about 17 per cent - which gives it the power to
veto any changes in the Bank’s capital base and Articles of
Agreement (85 per cent of the shares are needed to effect such
changes). However, virtually all other matters, including the
approval of loans, are decided by a majority of the votes cast by
all members of the Bank.
The Bank’s board of  executive directors, which is resident at the
Bank’s headquarters in Washington DC, represents all the
members. Policies and practices are regularly and frequently
debated and decided upon by the board, so every members’
voice is heard. In fact, developing countries, together, have
about half  the votes in the Bank. And the Bank’s cooperative
spirit is reflected in the fact that voting is rare because consensus
is the preferred way of making decisions.
Only developing countries can borrow from the Bank. But all
members, including the richer nations, gain from economic
growth in developing countries. A world increasingly divided
between rich and poor is in no one’s interest. Everybody
benefits from increased trade and investment, higher incomes,
fewer social tensions, better health and education and environ-
mental protection. The Bank’s member countries -particularly
the industrial countries - also benefit from procurement
opportunities derived from World Bank financed projects.

What Does the World Bank Do?
The World Bank is the world’s largest source of  development
assistance, providing nearly $30 billion in loans, annually, to its
client countries. The Bank uses its financial resources, its highly
trained staff and its extensive knowledge base to individually
help each, developing country’ onto a path of stable, sustain-
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able and equitable growth. The main focus is on helping the
poorest people and the poorest countries but for all its clients,
the Bank emphasises the need for investing in people, particu-
larly through basic health and education; protecting the
environment; supporting and encouraging private business
development; strengthening the ability of the governments to
deliver quality services efficiently and transparently; promoting
reforms to create a stable macroeconomic environment condu-
cive to investment and long-term planning; focusing on social
development, inclusion, governance and institution building as
key elements of poverty reduction. The Bank is also helping
countries to strengthen and sustain the fundamental conditions
that help to attract and retain private investment. With Bank
support - both lending and advice - governments are reforming
their overall economies and strengthening banking systems.
They are investing in human resources, infrastructure and
environmental protection which enhance the attractiveness and
productivity of  private investment. Through World Bank
guarantees, MIGA’s political risk insurance and in partnership
with IFC’s equity investments, investors are minimising their
risks and finding the comfort to invest in developing countries
and countries undergoing transition to market-based econo-
mies.

Where Does the World Bank Get It$ Money?
The World Bank raises money for its development programmes
by tapping the world’s capital markets and in the case of  the
IDA, through contributions from wealthier member govern-
ments. IBRD, which accounts for about three-fourths of  the
Bank’s, annual lending, raises almost all its money in financial
markets. One of  the world’s most prudent and conservatively
managed financial institutions, the IBRD sells AM-rated bonds
and other debt securities to pension funds, insurance compa-
nies, corporations, other banks and individuals around the
globe. IBRD charges interest from its borrowers at rates which
reflect its cost of  borrowing. Loans must be repaid in 15 to 20
years; there is a three to five year grace period before repayment
of  principal begins. IDA helps to promote growth and reduce
poverty in the same ways as does the IBRD but using interest
free loans (which are known as IDA “credits”), technical
assistance and policy advice. IDA credits account for about one-
fourth of all Bank lendings. Borrowers pay a fee of less than 1
per cent of the loan to cover administrative costs. Repayment is
required in 35 to 40 years with a 10 years grace period. Nearly 40
countries contribute to IDA’s funding, which is replenished
every three years. IDA’s funding is managed in the same
prudent, conservative and cautious way as is the IBRD’s. Like
the IBRD, there has never been default op. an IDA credit.

Who Runs the World Bank?
The World Bank is owned by more than 180 member countries
whose views and interests are represented by a board of
governors and a Washington based board of  directors. Member
countries are shareholders who carry ultimate decision making
power in the World Bank. Each member nation appoints a
governor and an alternate governor to carry out these responsi-
bilities. The governors, who are usually officials such as
ministers of  finance or planning, meet at the Bank’s annual
meetings each fall. They decide on key Bank policy issues, admit

or suspend country members, decide on changes in the
authorised capital stock, determine the distribution of the
IBRD’s net income and endorse financial statements and
budgets.

Economic Reform Programmes
World Bank programmes are designed to help the poor and the
record is good. The Bank has lent almost $400 billion since it
started more than 50 years ago. During this time, developing
countries, with the help of  the international community,
including the Bank, have doubled their incomes, halved infant
mortality rates and increased life expectancy. The absolute
number of poor people is still rising; largely because of rapid
population growth. But as a percentage of  the world’s popula-
tion, the number of  poor is falling. Economic progress has
been faster than during any similar period in history.
Economic reform programmes are part of that progress. The
economic shocks of the 1970s . and early 1980s - high interest
rates, low commodity prices and sluggish growth in the world
economy - hit many developing countries hard. Countries
needed to make reforms in the way they ran their economies to
encourage long-term and sustainable development: not
spending more than a country can afford; ensuring the policy
that benefits, the whole country rather than only the elite;
investing where scarce resources have impact - for example, in
basic education, and health instead of excessive military
spending; and in encouraging a productive private sector.
Far from being the victims of reforms, the poor suffer most
when countries don’t reform. What benefits the poor the most
is rapid and broad based growth. This comes from having
sound, macroeconomic policies and a strategy that favours
investment in basic humans capital - primary health care and
universal primary education.
Reform ‘is not” unique to developing countries. The long
struggle to reduce the United States’ budget deficit, a struggle
mirrored in many other industrial countries, is also a form of
economic reform or structural adjustment. Such changes can be
painful. In the short-term unemployment may rise. Workers in
loss making state enterprises may lose their jobs. Civil servants
may be made redundant as a consequence of cuts in govern-
ment spending. Groups of  poor people, are also particularly
vulnerable, for instance, poor pregnant women and nursing
mothers, young children and poor elderly people.
So, not surprisingly, Bank support for these developing
countries carrying out structural reforms generally includes
social; safety nets and other measures to ease the problems that
poor people may experience. The Bank helps governments in
financing unemployment compensation, job creation schemes
and retraining programmes. In addition it helps governments
target health and nutrition spending on the most needy people
and also finances investments that are specifically designed to
attack deep-seated poverty.
But poor people can also benefit quickly from adjustments:
farmers get higher prices for their crops and currency devaluation
helps, workers in export industries: And in the long run, these
adjustments lead to higher incomes, strengthen civil institu-
tions, and create a climate more favourable to private enterprise -
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all of which benefit the poor. For example, in the past few
decades, East Asia has achieved some of the most remarkable
poverty  declines in history -27% per cent from 1975-85 2 and
35per cent from 1985-95 - alongwith substantial improvements
in the education and health of the poor.

International Monetary Fund
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) came into official
existence on December 27, 1945, when 29 countries signed its
Articles of Agreement (its Charter) agreed at a conference held in
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, USA, from July 1-22, 1944.
The IMF commenced financial operations on March 1, 1947. Its
current membership is 182 countries: Its tota,1 quotes are SDR
212 billion (almost US$300 billion), following a 45 per/cent
quota increase effective from January 22, 1999.
Staff: approximately 2,700 from 110 countries.
Accounting Unit: Special Drawing Right (SDR). As of August
23, 1999, SDR I equaled US $1.370280.
IMF is a cooperative institution that 182 countries have
voluntarily joined because they see the advantage of consulting
with one another on this forum to maintain a stable system of
buying and selling their currencies so, that payments in, foreign
currency can take place between countries smoothly and without
delay. Its policies and activities are guided by its charter known
as the Articles of Agreement.
IMF lends money to members having trouble meeting financial
obligations to other members, but only on the condition that
they undertake economic reforms to eliminate these difficulties
for their own good and that of  the entire membership.
Contrary to widespread perception, the IMF has no effective
authority over the domestic economic policies of its members.
What authority the IMF does possess is confined to requiring
the member to disclose, information on its monetary and fiscal
policies and to avoid, as far as possible, putting restrictions on
exchange of domestic for foreign currency and on making
payments to other members.
There are several major accomplishments to the credit of die
International Monetary System. For example, it sustained a
rapidly increasing- volume of trade and investment; displayed
flexibility in adapting to changes in international commerce;
proved to be efficient (even when there were decreasing
percentages of  reserves to trade); proved to be hardy (it
survived a number of  pre-1971 crises, speculative and other-
wise, and the down-and-up swings of several business cycles);
allowed for a growing degree of international cooperation;
established a capacity to accommodate reforms and improve-
ments.
To an extent, the fund served as an international central bank to
help countries during periods of temporary balance of pay-
ments difficulties by protecting their rates, of exchange. Because:
of that, countries did not need to resort to exchange controls
and other barriers to restrict world trade.

Origins
The need for an organisation like the IMF; became evident
during the great depression that ravaged the world economy in
the 1930s. A widespread lack of confidence in paper money led
to a spurt in the demand for gold and severe devaluation in the

national currencies. The relation between money and the value
of goods became confused as did the relation between the value
of one national currency and, another.
In the 1940s, Harry Dexter (US) and John Maynard Keynes
(UK) put forward proposals for a system that would encourage
the unrestricted conversion of one currency into another,
establish a clear and unequivocal value for each currency and
eliminate restrictions and practices such as competitive devalua-
tions. The system required cooperation on a previously
unattempted scale by all nations in establishing an innovative
monetary system and an international institution to monitor it.
After much negotiations in the difficult wartime conditions, the
international community accepted the system and an
organisation was formed to supervise it.
The IMF began operations in Washington DC in May 1946. It
then had 39 members. The IMF’s membership now is 182.

Members and Administration
On joining the IMF, each member country contributes a certain
sum of money called a ‘quota subscription’, as a sort of credit
union deposit. Quotas serve various purposes.
They form a pool of money that the IMF can draw from to
lend to members in times of  financial difficulty.
They form the basis of determining the Special Drawing Rights
(SDR).
They determine the voting power of the member.

Statutory Purposes

The purposes of the International Monetary Fund are:
• To promote international monetary cooperation through a

permanent institution which provides the machinery for
consultation and collaboration on international monetary
problems.

• To facilitate the expansion and balanced growth of
international trade and to contribute, thereby, to the
promotion and maintenance of high levels of employment
and real income and to the development of the productive
resources of all members, as primary objectives of economic
policy.

• To promote exchange stability, to maintain orderly exchange
arrangements among members and to avoid competitive
exchange depreciation.

• To assist in the establishment of  a multilateral system of
payments in respect of current transactions between
members and in the elimination of foreign exchange
restrictions which hamper the growth of world trade.

• To give confidence to members by making the general
resources of the Fund temporarily available to them under
adequate safeguards, thus providing them with opportunity
to correct maladjustment in their balance of payments
without resorting to measures destructive to national or
international prosperity.

• In accordance with the above, to shorten the duration and
lessen the degree of disequilibrium in the international
balances of payments of members.
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Areas Of Activity

• Surveillance is the process by which the IMF appraises its
members’ exchange rate policies within the framework of a
comprehensive analysis of the general economic situation
and the policy strategy of each member. The IMF fulfils its
surveillance responsibilities through annual bilateral Article
N consultations with individual countries; multilateral
surveillance twice a year in the context of  its World
Economic Outlook (WEO) exercise; and precautionary
arrangements, enhanced surveillance and programme
monitoring which provide a member with close monitoring
from the IMF in the absence of the use of IMF resources.
(Precautionary arrangements serve to boost international
confidence in a member’s policies. Programme monitoring
may include the setting of benchmarks under a shadow
programme but does not constitute a formal IMF
endorsement.)

• Financial assistance includes credits and loans extended by
the IMF to member countries with balance of payments
problems to support policies of adjustment and reform. As
of July 31, 1999 the IMF had credit and loans outstanding
to 94 countries for an approved amount of SDR 63.6 billion
(about $87 billion).

• Technical assistance consists of  expertise and support
provided by the IMF to its members in several broad areas:
the design and implementation of fiscal and monetary
policy; institution building (such as the development of
central banks or treasuries); the handling and accounting of
transactions with the IMF; the collection and refinement of
statistical data; training officials at the IMF Institute together
withother international financial organisations, through the
Joint Vienna Institute, the Singapore Regional Training
Institute, the Middle East Regional Training Programme and
the Joint Africa Institute.

The IMF and the World Bank - How Do
They Differ?

International Monetary Fund World Bank 

• Oversees the International 
Monetary System 

• Seeks to promote the 
economic development of 
the world's poorer 
countries. 

• Promotes exchange stability 
and orderly exchange relations 
among its member countries 

• Assists developing countries 
through long-term financing 
of development projects 
and programmes. 

• Assists all members - both 
industrial and developing 
countries - that find themselves 
in temporary balance of 
payments difficulties by 
providing short to medium -
term credits. 

• Provides to the poorest 
developing countries whose 
per capita GNP is less than 
$865 a year special financial 
assistance through the 
International Development 
Association (IDA). 

• Supplements the currency 
reserves of its members 
through the allocation of SDRs 
(special drawing rights); to date 
SDR 21.4 billion has been 
issued to member countries in 
proportion to their quotas. 

• Encourages private 
enterprises in developing 
countries through its 
affiliate, the International 
Finance Corporation (IFC). 

The IMF’s Financial Policies and Operations
Though the IMF remains, primarily, a supervisory institution
for coordinating efforts to achieve greater cooperation in the
formulation of economic policies, nevertheless, its financial
function is a significant activity as is evident from the role it
played in the Mexican financial meltdown and the Asian
financial crises.
The IMF makes its financial resources available to member
countries through a variety of financial facilities.
The main source of finance remains the pool of funds from
the quota subscriptions. Besides this, IMF has had, since 1962,
a line of credit, now worth $24 billion, with a number of
governments and banks throughout the world- also known as
the General Arrangements to Borrow.

Financial Assistance
The IMF lends money only to member countries with balance
of payments problems. A member country with a payments
problem can immediately withdraw from the IME the 25 per
cent of its quota. A member in greater difficulty may request for
more money from the IMF and can borrow up to three times
its quota provided the member country undertakes to initiate a
series of  reforms and uses the borrowed money effectively. The
frequently used mechanisms by the IMF to lend money are
1. Standby Arrangements
2. Extended Arrangements
3. Structural Adjustment Mechanism (with low interest rates)

Regular IMF Facilities
Standby Arrangements (SBA) are designed to provide short-
term, balance of payments , assistance for deficits of a
temporary or cyclical nature; such arrangements,-are typically for
12 to 18 months. Drawings are phased on a quarterly basis,
with their release made conditional on meeting Performance
criteria and the completion of periodic programme reviews.
Repurchases are made 3¼ to 5 years after each purchase.
Extended, Fund Facility (EFF) is designed to support medium-
term programmes that generally run for three years. The EEF
aims at overcoming balance of payments difficulties stemming
from macroeconomic and structural problem. Performance
criteria are applied, similar to those in standby arrangements and
repurchases are made in 4½ to 10 years.

Concessional Imf Facility
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) was estab-
lished in 1987 and enlarged and extended in 1994. Designed for
low-income member countries with protracted balance of
payments problems, ESAF drawings are loans and not
purchases of other members’ currencies. They are made in
support of three year programmes and carry an annual interest

• Draws its financial resources 
principally from the quota 
subscriptions of its member 
countries. 

• Acquires most of its 
financial resources by 
borrowing on the 
international bond market. 

• Has 'at its disposal' fully paid-in 
quotas now totalling SDR 212 
billion (about $300 billion). 

• Has an authorised capital of 
$184 billion, of which 
members pay in about 10 
per cent. 

• Has a staff of 2,300 drawn 
from 182 member countries. 

• Has a staff of 7,000 drawn 
from 180 member countries. 
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rate of 0.5 per cent, with a 5½ year grace period and a 10 year
maturity. Quarterly benchmarks and semi-annual performance
criteria apply; 80 low income countries are currently eligible to
use the ESAF.

Other Facilities

• Systemic Transformation, Facility,(STF) was in effect from
April 1993 to April, 1995.  The STF was designed to extends
financial assistance to transition, economies experiencing
severe disruption in their trade and payments arrangements.
Repurchases are made over 4½ to 10 years.

• Compensatory and Contingency Financing Facility (CCFF)
provides compensatory financing for members experiencing
temporary export shortfalls or excesses in cereal. Import cost,
as well as financial assistance for external contingencies in
Fund arrangement Repurchases are made over 3¼ to 5 years.

• Supplemental Reserve Facility (SRF) provides financial
assistance for exceptional balance of payments difficulties
due to a large short-term financing need resulting from a
sudden and disruptive loss of market confidence.
Repurchases are expected to be made within 1 to 1½ years,
but can be extended, with IMF Board approval, to 2 to 2½
years.

• Contingent Credit Lines (CCL) is aimed at preventing the
spread of a crisis. Whereas the SRF is for use by members
already in the throes of a crisis, the CCL is intended solely for
members that are concerned with potential vulnerability. This
facility will enable countries that are basically sound and well
managed to put in place precautionary financing should a
crisis occur. Short-term financing - if the need arises - will be
provided under the CCL to help members overcome the
exceptional balance of payments financing needs that can
arise from a sudden and disruptive loss of market
confidence, largely generated by circumstances beyond the
members’ control. Repurchase terms are the same as under
the SRF.

Charges
If  a member borrows money from the IMF, it pays various
charges to cover-the IMF’s operational expenses and to
recompensate the member whose currency it is borrowing.
Service charges and commitment fees ¼ of  1 per cent of  the
amount borrowed.
Interest charges of 4½ per cent (except for Structural Adjust-
ment Mechanism).
Earning on quota by the member: 4 per cent.

Sdrs
As time passed, it became evident that the Fund’s resources for
providing short-term accommodation to countries in monetary
difficulties were not sufficient. To resolve the situation, the
Fund, after much debate and long 4eliberations, created new
drawing rights in 1969. Special Drawing Rights (SDRs),
sometimes called paper gold, are special account entries on the
IMF books designed to provide additional liquidity, to support
growing world” commerce. Although SDRs are a form of
money not convertible to gold, their gold value is guaranteed,

which helps to ensure their acceptability. Initially, SDRs worth
$9.5 billion were created.
Participant nations may use SDRs as a source of currency in a
spot transaction, as a loan for clearing a financial obligation, as a
security for ‘a loan, as a swap against currency, or in a forward
exchange operation. A nation with a balance of payments need
may use its SDRs to obtain usable currency from another
natio1t designated by the fund, A participant also may use
SDRs to make payments to the Fund, such as repurchases. The
Fund itself may transfer SDRs to a participant for various
purposes including the transfer of SDRs instead of currency to
a member using the Fund’s resources.
By providing a mechanism for international monetary coopera-
tion, working towards reducing restrictions to trade and capital
flows and helping members with their short-term balance of
payments difficulties, the IMF makes a significant and unique
contribution to human welfare and improved living standards
throughout the world.

Services
Besides supervising the International Monetary System and
providing financial support to member countries, the IMF
assists its members by:
• Providing technical’ assistance in certain areas of its

competence.
• Running an educational institute in Washington and offering

training courses abroad.
• Issuing wide variety of publications containing valuable

information and statistics that are useful not only to the
member countries but also to banks, research institutes,
university and the media.

IMF Supported Programmes and the Poor (Low Income

Countries)

In 1987, the IMF established the Enhanced Structural Adjust-
ment Facility (ESAF) to provide resources to low income
countries for longer periods on concessional terms. Like its
predecessor, the Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF), the ESAF
was created in response to a need to better address the macro-
economic and structural problems of low income countries.

SAF/ESAF: A Concessional Facility to
Assist Poorer Countries
The IMF’s executive board established the Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility (ESAF) in 1987 to better address the
macroeconomic and structural problems faced by low income
countries. It offers loans with lower interest rates and for longer
terms than the typical IMF market-related arrangements. The
principal objectives are
• To promote balance of  payments viability; and
• Foster sustainable long-term growth.
Although the objectives and features of the ESAF are similar to
those of its predecessor, the Structural Adjustment Facility
(SAF) set up in. 1986, the ESAF was expected to be more
ambitious with regard to macroeconomic policy and structural
reform measures. The IMF no longer makes disbursements
under the SAP.
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ESAF loans are disbursed semi-annually (as against quarterly for
regular IMF standby arrangements) initially upon approval of
an annual arrangement and subseq6ently on the observance of
performance criteria and after completion of  a mid-term review.
ESAF loans are repaid in 10 equal semi-annual installments
beginning 5½ years and ending 10 years after the date of each
disbursement, The interest on ESAF loans is 0.5 per cent a year.
By contrast, charges for standby arrangements are linked to the
IMF’s SDR market determined interest rate and repayments are
made within 3¼ to 5 years of  each drawing. A three-year access
under the ESAF is up to 190 per cent of  member’s quota. The
access limits of standby arrangements are 100 per cent of quota
annually and 300 per cent cumulatively.
An eligible member seeking to use ESAF resources develops,
with the assistance of  the IMF and the World Bank, a policy
framework paper (PEP) for a three-year adjustment
programme. The PEP, updated annually, sets out the authori-
ties’ macroeconomic and structural policy objectives and the
measures that they intend to adopt during the three years. The
PEP also lays out the associated external financing needs of the
programme, a process that is meant to catalyse and help
coordinate financial and technical assistance from donors in
support of the adjustment programme.

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

Introduction
The Asian Development Bank is a multilateral developmental
finance institution founded in 1966 by 31 member govern-
ments to promote social and economic progress of Asian and
the Pacific region. The Bank gives special attention to the needs
of smaller or less developed countries and gives priority to
regional/non-regional national programmes.

History
In early 1960, the United National Economic Commission for
Asia and Far East (UNECAFE) estimated that Asia and the
Pacific region had an annual deficit of US $ one billion. The
ADB was formed to fill this gap. The inaugural meeting was
held in Tokyo and the newly named bank was installed in
Manila (Philippines). The first President was Mr Wanatanade
and during his initial years the bank conducted regional surveys
to develop a fuller understanding of the social and economic
conditions of the Developing Member Countries (DMC).
In 1974, the Asian Development Fund was established to
streamline the bank’s means of  financing. During 1972-76, the
Banks’ commitment to the DMCs increased from $316 million
to $776 million. In the late 70s, the bank recognised the need to
develop additional strategy to reduce poverty in the region, so
they evolved the concept of multi-project loans which was a
cost-effective means for funding projects too small for the
Bank’s involvement.
In 1978, the Asian Development Fund was increased to 2.15
billion. 1986 was a significant year for the Bank because the
Peoples Republic of China joined the Bank and India received
her first loan of $100 million to the ICICI (Investment Credit
and Investment Corporation of India) for one lending to
private sector enterprises. In 1993, annual lending commit-

ments rose to $5 billion and the cumulative total by 1991 was
$37.6 billion for 1039 projects.
On the borrowing front, in 1991, the Bank offered Dragon
Bonds, which was a US $ 300
million offering in the capital markets of Hong Kong,
Singapore and Taipei.
The present President is Mr Tadao Chino, who was Japan’s
former Vice Minister of Finance for International Affairs, before
he rook over in January 1999.

Bank Profile
Over the past 31 years, the bank’s membership has grown from
31 to 57, of which 41 are from within the region and 16 from
outside the region.
The Bank gives special attention to the needs of the smaller or
less developed countries and priority to regional, sub-regional
and national projects and programmes.
The Bank’s principal functions are
i. To extend loans and equity investments for the economic

and social development of its Developing Member
Countries (DMCS);

ii. To provide technical assistance for the preparation and
execution of development projects and programmes and for
advisory services;

iii. To promote and facilitate investment of  public and private
capital for development purposes; and

iv. To respond to requests for assistance in coordinating
development policies and plans of its DMCs.

Shareholders
The two largest shareholders of the Bank, as of 31 December
1997, were Japan and the United States, each accounting for 16
per cent of the total subscribed capital. Forty one regional
members accounted for 63 per cent of total shareholding while
16 non-regional members contributed 37 per cent, of the total.

Location
The Bank’s head quarters are in Manila, Philippines. It has
resident missions in Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Indonesia,
Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Vietnam and has opened
resident missions in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. These
resident missions improve the Bank’s coordination with we
governments and donor agencies; assist with activities related to
country programming and processing of new loans and
technical assistance projects; and help ensure project quality.

Strategic Objectives

The Bank’s strategic development object1ves, as defined in the
Bank’s medium-term strategic framework (1995-1998) are

Economic Growth
In 1997, the Bank lent $6.4 billion for 28 traditional, growth
projects. The unusually large volume of lending for economic
growth, projects was because of the programme loan to the
Republic of Korea. Excluding the financial sector programme
for the Republic of Korea, the total lending for growth projects
was $2.4 billion. These projects covered most of  the Bank’s
DMCs and were widely spread across sectors including agricul-
ture, energy, industry finance, transport and communication.
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• Agriculture: In the agriculture sector, the projects with a
growth focus had diversified emphasis from building
irrigation systems in Indonesia to developing rural financial
institutions in the Kyrgyz Republic.

• Energy: Energy projects financed power transmission in
People’s Republic of  China (PRC), Lao People’s Democratic
Republic (Lao PDR), Maldives, Philippines and Vietnam and
LPG transmission in India. The broad focus for the energy
sector was restructuring of the power sector; expansion of
power supply and enhancement of power operational
efficiency.

• Transport  and communications: The largest number of
growth projects were in the transport and communications
sector (ten projects) including three airport projects
(Indonesia, Nepal and Philippines), two port projects
(Indonesia and the PRC), two ,railway projects (Bangladesh
and the PRG) and three road projects (Fiji, Lao PDR and Sri
Lanka). Significant emphasis was placed on promoting
sector and institutional reforms to enhance the
commercialisation of the private sector -participation in, the
provision and operation of transport and communications
infrastructure. The Bank also assisted in the improvement of
ports and air transport network in Indonesia to support
growth initiatives in the East Asian region.

• Capital and financial markets: The numerous projects in
the capital and financial markets sector reflected the key role
that these sectors play in the development process and the
Bank’s emphasis on being a catalyst of  financial resources
rather than simply a provider of financial assistance. The role
of the Bank in promoting reforms in the capital and financial
markets became particularly critical in the wake of the
financial crisis shaking East Asian markets. The five financial
sector loans included, among others, a $4 billion financial
sector programme for the Republic of Korea as part of a
total assistance package amounting to more than $57 billion
to be contributed by the ADB, IMF, World Bank and
bilateral sources. In addition, the Bank provided $300 billion
for the financial market reform programme in Thailand
which is part of  the Bank’s pledge of  $1.2 billion in the
context of the assistance package to be provided also by the
ADB, IMF, World Bank and several bilateral donors.

• Technical assistance: The Bank’s technical assistance
programme was an integral component of efforts to
promote economic growth. Technical assistance operations
continued to support the preparation of numerous projects
promoting economic growth and to assist in policy reforms,
institution building and the creation of an enabling
environment for private sector development.

Poverty Reduction
Poverty reduction is a strategic objective of the Bank. Poverty
remains a trap for more than 950 million people in, the Asian
and Pacific region, with a large part, of this total facing absolute
poverty. The total number of  poor in the region represents
nearly three-quarters of  all the world’s poor. While the absolute
number of poor persons in the region is expected to decrease,
gradually, by the year 2000, the region will still have more than
half  of  the world’s poor. The roots of  poverty lie in a complex

fabric of social and economic factors, making poverty reduction
one of the most persistent development challenges the Bank
addresses. Further exacerbating the challenge of poverty is the
fact that with its complexity and multifaceted nature, there is
difficulty in defining and measuring the many aspects of
poverty.
Poverty reduction has been an implicit element of all operations
since the Bank was established. The Bank pays close attention to
poverty reduction issues in the formulation and implementa-
tion of its project and technical assistance activities.
One approach in the Bank’s poverty reduction efforts is the
promotion of broad-based economic growth and support for
targeted interventions. This approach is based on the experience
of  countries that have been most successful in reducing poverty.
Sustained rates of economic growth, in turn, provide opportu-
nities for the poor to participate in and benefit from this
growth. Support for basic social services, particularly education
and health services, helps the poor participate more effectively.
At the same time, the Bank pursues poverty reduction through
initiatives that are oriented toward the needs of specific
countries. These initiatives are based on particular country-level
conditions and concerns and have a specific country-based focus.
Poverty reduction efforts increasingly are becoming an element
of country strategy studies and country programming pro-
cesses.

Supporting Human Development
The Bank has continued to emphasise its strategic objective of
promoting human development by expanding investments in
the critical sectors of education, health and nutrition, water
supply and sanitation and urban development. Human
development is an expanding area of activity for the Bank. Of a
total of 72 projects approved during 1997, excluding private
sector and engineering technical assistance loans, 27 projects had
human development as either their primary (22) or secondary
(5) objective.
Supporting human development is not only a means to
achieving sustainable and 1ong-term development but is also
an end in itself. Sustained economic growth requires educated,
skilled and healthy people. At the same time, the objectives of
reducing poverty, meeting basic needs and providing access to a
better quality of life now and for future generations cannot be
achieved without investing in human development.
Education: The Bank aims to support the education sector in
its DMCs by investing in basic education, improving the quality
of education and making education in general –– and skills
training in particular - more relevant to market needs.
Health and nutrition: The Bank’s main strategies for support-
ing the health improvement efforts of its DMCs are to focus
on primary health care services, the control of  communicable
diseases and capacity building.
Water supply and sanitation: The Bank’s main objective for
the water supply and sanitation sub-sector is to increase the
availability of safe drinking water and adequate sanitation
facilities. Appropriate water and sanitation services are essential
for the health and well--being of the population and the
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provision of  such services should be cost-effective, sustainable
and affordable.
Urban development: Addressing the rapid pace of
urbanisation throughout Asia is a formidable challenge facing
the majority of  the Bank’s DMCs. The Bank encourages an
integrated approach to urban development by supporting
investments for a balanced range of  infrastructure and services,
targeted at meeting the basic needs and improving the
living conditions of the urban poor.

Gender Development
Improving the status of women is one of the strategic
objectives of the Bank. Gender development is no longer seen
as merely an issue of human rights or social justice; investment
in women now is widely recognised as crucial to achieving
sustainable development.
Economic analysis recognises that low levels of education and
training, poor health and nutritional status and limited access to
resources not only depress the quality of life for women but
also limit their productivity and subsequently, contribution to
economic efficiency, economic growth and development..
Public policies and investments that raise the status of women
have specific benefits such as improved public health, lower
infant and maternal mortality, lower fertility rates, increased life
expectancy and reduced welfare costs. .
Development programmes -that include measures to expand
economic opportunities for women and increase their incomes,
combined with efforts to improve women’s health and
education, result in greater economic efficiency and decreased
levels of  poverty.

Environmental Protection
Commitment to the principles of sustainable development and
environment protection is one of the primary strategic objec-
tives of the Bank.
The Banks major environmental activities include
Providing financial and technical assistance to facilitate institu-
tional and policy reforms and build staff capacity in
environmental agencies, enabling them to effectively carry out
their mandate for environmental protection and management;
Promoting cooperation among countries in the region or
subregion to address transboundary environmental concerns
and to enhance possible environmental benefits occurring from
sub regional cooperation; Ensuring, through the use of
environmental assessment and review procedures, that Bank--
funded projects are environmentally sustainable; Financing
projects that promote the sound management of natural
resources and rehabilitate and protect .the environment;
Undertaking resource centred activities to enhance Bank and
DMC staff awareness on current and emerging environmental
issues; and Ensuring inter-agency collaboration to avoid costly
duplication of efforts and to enable the Bank to focus its
assistance in critical areas.

Operating Objectives

Operating objectives in each DMC fall within four areas
1. Policy support;
2. Capacity building of development management;

3. Creating/Strengthening productive capacity, infrastructure
and services;

4. Regional cooperation.

Sector Coverage
The Bank’s operations cover a wide spectrum of  activities that
have been classified according to the following sectors
1. Agriculture and natural resources
2. Energy
3. Industry and non-fuel minerals
4. Finance
5. Transport and communications
6. Social infrastructure
7. Combinations of some of the sectors (1) to (6)

Project Process
Before any project is identified for Bank financing, Bank staff
review the country’s economy, particularly its national and
sectorial development programmes and determines the
prospects for its success. Country programming missions visit
DMCs regularly to discuss topics of mutual interest with
government officials and to select suitable projects for Bank
assistance. Since the levels of economic growth, as well as the
priorities for development, vary from one DMC to another, the
Bank tries to select those projects that will contribute most
effectively to the economic and social development of the
country concerned, in conformity with the country and,
Bankwide strategies. Once it is confirmed that investment in the
project is justified, the Bank evaluates the project.
In responding to requests from member governments for
loans, the Bank assesses the technical arid economic viability,
social impact and financial soundness of projects and the way in
which the projects fir into the economic framework and
development priorities of the borrowing countries. Standards
of accounting and project implementation are maintained.
Most contracts are awarded on the’ basis of international
competitive bidding, local competitive bidding or international
shopping, as appropriate. Projects are analysed and executed
and, where appropriate, external consultants are hired to ensure
that high standards of performance are achieved throughout
the life of the project.

Project Quality
The Bank aims to achieve better, project quality and develop-
ment impact. An important ingredient of project quality is
effective implementation. While implementation, of projects is
mainly the responsibility of its DMCs, the Bank emphasises
project administration and portfolio review to enhance project
effectiveness and efficiency. The four attributes of  project quality
are
1. Economic and financial viability
2. Social impact
3. Implementability
4. Sustainability
Emphasis is placed on tile, broader objectives of capacity
building, beneficiary participation, and project performance,
rather than simply on the physical completion of projects.
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Operation Evaluation
The Bank evaluates projects and programmes final1ced by it to
obtain a systematic and comprehensive assessment of the
extent to which the project or programme objectives have been,
or are likely to be, achieved. Feedback from this activity is used
to improve the Bank’s policies and procedures and quality of
the design and execution of its lending to DMCs. Evaluation
activities include
1. Project completion reporting and independent performance

evaluation of a project or programme, including evaluation
of the efficiency of its implementation after the project or
programme is completed; and

2. Intensive analysis of both ongoing and completed projects
concerning certain specific issues or subjects of  broader
significance to the Bank’s strategic objectives and policies.

Private Sector Development
The Bank helps selected private enterprise to undertake
financially viable projects that have significant economic merit
and for which normal sources of commercial finance are not
available. Bank support is provided directly to private enter-
prises and financial institutions through loans, underwriting,
investment in equity securities, cofinancing, investment advisory
services and guarantees. The Bank’s private sector operations
focus primarily on assistance to
1. Financial intermediaries involved in leasing, venture capital

financing, merchant banking, mutual funds, insurance,
securitisation, credit enhancement and credit rating;

2. Infrastructure projects such as in the power, water supply,
transport and telecommunications sectors, including build-
own-operate/build-operate-transfer projects;

3. In limited cases, industrial, agribusiness and other projects
with significant economic merit.

Cofinancing
The Bank’s cofinancing and guarantee policy supports the
Bank’s emphasis on resource mobilisation and catalytic invest-
ment strategy. The basic objective of  confinancing operations is
to help leverage the Bank’s resources and expand the bank’s
catalytic role in directing official and private financial flows to its
DMCs. The bank derives its confinancing funds from
1. Official aid agencies
2. Export credit agencies and
3. Market institutions.
For every dollar lent by the Bank, an additional 49 cents have
been mobilised by way of  cofinancing. The Bank’s cofinancing
operations include increasing emphasis on commercial
confinancing and the use of credit enhancements such as the
Bank’s complementary cofinancing scheme, guarantees and
related services.

Financial Management

Lending Policies
The Bank is authorised to make, participate in, or guarantee
loans to its DMCs or their governments or any of their
agencies, public or private enterprises operating within such
countries, as well as to international or regional entitles

concerned with economic development in the region. Loans are
approved by the Bank only for projects or programmes of high
development priority. The Bank provides financing to its
borrowers to cover foreign exchange expenditures and also
finances local currency expenditures in certain cases.

Financial Resources
The financial resources of-the Bank consist of Ordinary Capital
Resources (OCR) comprising subscribed capital, reserves and
funds raised through borrowings; and special funds, compris-
ing contributions made by member governments, repayments
from past loans and amounts previously set aside from paid-in
capital. Loans from OCR lending operations are generally made
to member governments which have attained a somewhat
higher level of economic development. Loans from the Asian
Development Fund (ADF) are made on highly concessional
terms and almost exclusively to DMCs with a low per capita
gross national product and limited debt-repayment capacity.

Lending Windows
The Bank has three lending windows for OCR loans. These are
1. The pool based multicurrency loan window where loan

disbursements are made in a variety of currencies of the
Bank’s choice;

2. The pool based single currency loan window in US dollars;
and

3. The Market Based Loan (MBL) window which provides
single currency loans to private sector borrowers and to
financial intermediaries in the public sector.

The MBL window provides single currency loans in US, dollars,
Japanese yen, or Swiss francs to private sector borrowers and
government guaranteed financial intermediaries at current terms
prevailing in international financial markets. MBL borrowers
have the option of having the interest rates of their loans in
either fixed or floating rate terms. MBL lending to government
guaranteed financial intermediaries is limited to US $1 billion in
loan commitments.

Technical Assistance
The basic objective of the Bank is to maximise development
impact not only in terms of lending volume but also through
technical assistance that is not directly related to lending. The
emphasis is on support for various DMC programmes in terms
of policy reforms, fiscal strengthening, support for good
governance, capacity building, promotion of financial and
capital markets, subregional economic cooperation, environ-
mental protection and natural resource management. Technical
assistance activities are funded by the Bank through grants,
loans, or a combination of both.

Financial Policy
The Bank was established primarily to perform the financial
intermediation role of transferring resources from global
markets to developing countries to promote socio-economic
development. The ultimate goal of the financial policy of the
Bank is to achieve effective financial intermediation. Its major
elements include net income and reserves policy, liquidity policy,
loan product and credit risk policy, borrowing policy and capital
management policy.
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Borrowings
The Bank has been an active borrower in world capital markets
since 1969. Its borrowing programme is broadly determined by
a number of  factors, including the Bank’s lending operations,
cash flow requirements, its liquidity policy and its perception of
current and future market conditions. In the initial years of
operations, the Bank’s capital was the major source of  funds for
ordinary lending but since the early 1980s, Bank borrowings
have accounted for a greater share than capital and reserves.

Liquidity Management
It is the policy of the Bank to maintain liquid assets amounting
to at least 40 per cent of the total of undisbursed balances of
pool based loans at the end of the year. The main purpose of
the liquidity policy is to ensure the uninterrupted availability of
funds to meet loan disbursements, debt servicing and other
expenditures. Investment of liquid assets is governed by the
Investment Authority approved by the board of directors.

Review Questions

1. What are the goals and function of  World  Bank, the IDA
and the IFC?

2. How did Bretton woods agreement provide a stable
monetary environment?

3. What does World Bank Do? What are its purposes?
4. What are the objectives of Asian Development Bank ?
5. How do  inflation and interest rate determine the value of

currency?

Notes -
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Case Study
The crisis that started in Thailand in the summer of 1997 an
spread to Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and South Korea
sparked a massive outflow of capital from Asia, resulting in
economic, financial an often social crises in many parts of in the
region. The plunge of these Asian currencies is still inhibiting
normal investment and trade activity in the region. What was
one thought to be a regional crisis reached global proportions
with the panic in Russia and Brazil, while even hedge funds,
banks an other global money manager– who were sometimes
blamed for the crisis in the first place – suffered great losses or
even collapsed. These events are an ominous forewarning of
the world economy of the future. This instability in global
markets has led some to question the benefits of globalism,
liberalization and free market principles that were propounded
in many circles as the pillars of the post-cold war world.
Discussions and proposals are being voiced from all over the
world for reforms of  the IMF, the BIS and other institutions.

Questions

1 How can you build the necessary framework to prevent the
Asian crisis from recurring?

2. What should be the role of  IMF and World Bank in this
regard?

LESSON 14:

TUTORIAL
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UNIT II

LESSON 15:

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET-An Introduction

Learning Objectives

• To describe the organization of  the foreign exchange market
and distinguish spot and forward markets

• To distinguish between different methods of  foreign
exchange quotation and one method of quotation to
another

• To read and explain foreign currency quotations as they
appear in the Wall Street Journal

• To identify profitable currency arbitrage opportunities and
calculate the profits with these arbitrage opportunities

• To describe the mechanics of  spot currency transactions
• To explain how forward contracts can be used to reduce

currency risk
• To list the major users of  forward contracts and describe

their motives
• To calculate forward premiums and discounts
The volume of international transactions has grown enormous
over the past 50 years. Exports of  goods and services by the
United States now total more than 10% of gross domestic
product. For both Canada and Great Britain, this figure exceeds
25%. Imports are about the same size. Similarly, annual capital
flows involving hundreds of billions of dollars occur between
the United State and the nations. International trade and
investment of this magnitude would not be possible without
the ability to buy and sell foreign currencies. Currencies must
bought and sold because the U.S. dollar is not the acceptable
means of payment in most other countries. Investors, tourists,
exporters, and importers must exchange dollar for foreign
currencies, and vice versa.
The trading of currencies takes place in foreign exchange
markets whose primary function is to facilitate international
trade and investment. Knowledge of the operation and
mechanics of these markets, therefore, is important for any fun-
damental understanding of international financial management.
This chapter pro-vides this information. It discusses the
organization of the most important foreign exchange Market –
– the inter-bank market –– including the spot market, the
market in which currencies are traded for immediate delivery,
and the forward market, in which currencies are traded for future
delivery.

Organization of the Foreign Exchange
Market
If  there were a single international currency, there would be no
need for a foreign exchange market. As it is, in any international
transaction, at least one party is dealing in a foreign currency. The
purpose of the foreign exchange market is to permit transfers
of purchasing power denominated in one currency to another-
–– that is, trade one currency for another currency. For example,
a Japanese

Exporter sells automobiles to a U.S. dealer for dollars, and a
U.S. manufacturer sells machine tool to a Japanese company for
yen. Ultimately, however, the U.S. Company will likely be
interested in receiving dollars, whereas the Japanese exporter will
want yen. Similarly, an American investor in Swiss-franc-
denominated bonds must convert dollars into francs, and Swiss
purchasers of  U.S. Treasury bills require dollars to complete
these transactions. It would be inconvenient, to say the least, for
individual buyer and sellers of foreign exchange to seek out one
another, so a foreign exchange market has developed to act as an
intermediary
Most currency transactions are channeled through the world-
wide interbank market, the wholesale market in which major
banks trade with one another. This market, which account for
about 95% of foreign exchange transactions, is normal-ly
referred to as the foreign exchange market. It is dominated by
about 20 major banks. In the spot market, currencies are traded
for immediate delivery, which is actually with two business days
after the transaction has been concluded. In the forward market,
contracts are made to buy or sell currencies for future delivery.
Spot transaction account for about 40% of the market, with
forward transactions accounting for another 9%. The remaining
51% of the market consists of swap transactions, which involve
a package of a spot and a forward contract.
The foreign exchange market is not a physical place; rather, it is
an electronically linked network of banks, foreign exchange
brokers, and dealers whose function is to bring together buyers
and sellers of foreign exchange. The foreign exchange market is
not confined to anyone country but is dispersed throughout
the leading financial centers of  the world: London, New York,
Paris, Zurich, Amsterdam, Tokyo, -Hong Kong, Toronto,
Frankfurt, Milan, and other cities.
Trading has historically been done by telephone, telex, or the
SWIFT system. SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication), an international bank-communi-
cations network, electronically links all brokers and traders.
Foreign exchange traders in each bank usually operate out of a
separate foreign exchange trading room. Each trader has several
telephones and is surrounded by terminals displaying up-to-
the-minute information. It is a hectic existence, and many
traders bum out by age 35. Most transactions are based on
verbal communications; written confirmation occurs later.
Hence, an informal code of moral conduct has evolved over
time in which the foreign exchange dealers’ word is their bond.
Today, however, much of  the telephone-based trading has been
replaced by electronic brokering.
Although one might think that most foreign exchange trading
is derived from export and import activities, this turns out not
to be the case. In fact, trade in goods and services accounts for
less than 5% of foreign exchange trading, More than 95% of
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foreign exchange trading relates to cross-border purchases and
sales of assets, that is, to international capital flows.
Currency trading takes place 24 hours a day, but the volume
varies depending on the number of potential counterparties
available.
Below Table show how participation  levels in the global foreign
exchange market very by tracking electronic conversation per
hour.

The Participants
The major participants in the foreign exchange market are the
large commercial banks foreign exchange brokers in the
interbank market; commercial customers, primarily multina-
tional corporations; and central banks, which intervene in the
market from time to time to smooth exchange rate fluctuations
or to maintain target exchanges. Central bank intervention
involving buying or selling in the market is often indistinguish-
able from the foreign exchange dealings of commercial
Banks or of private participants.
Only the head offices or regional offices of the major commer-
cial banks are actually makers makets –– that is, they actively deal
in foreign exchange for their own account. These banks stand
ready to buy or sell any of the major currencies on a more or
less continuous basis. A large fraction of the interbank transac-
tions in the United States is conducted through foreign
exchange brokers, specialists in match-ing net supplier and
demander banks. These brokers receive a small commission on
all trades (traditionally, 1/32 of  1% in the U.S. market, which
translates into $312.50 on a $1 million trade). Some brokers
tend to specialize in certain currencies, but they all handle major
currencies such as the pound sterling, Canadian dollar, Deutsche
mark, and Swiss franc. Brokers supply information (at which
rates various bank will buy or sell a currency); they provide
anonymity to the participants until a rate is agreed to (because
knowing the identity of the other party may give dealers an
insight into whether that party needs or has a surplus of a
particular currency); and they help banks minimize their contacts
with other traders (one call to a broker may substitute for half a
dozen calls to traders at other banks). As in the stock market,
the role of human brokers has declined as electronic brokers
have significantly increased their share of the foreign exchange
business.
Commercial and central bank customers buy and sell foreign
exchange through their banks. However, most small banks and
local offices of major banks do not deal directly in the interbank
market. Rather, they typically will have a credit line with a large
bank or with their home office. Thus, transactions with local

banks will involve an extra step. The customer deals with a local
bank that in turn deals with its head office or a major bank. The
various linkages between banks and their customers are depicted
in below table. Note that the diagram includes linkages with
currency futures and options markets, which we will take in the
next lesson.
The major participants in the forward market can be categorized
as arbitrageurs, traders, hedgers, and speculators. Arbitrageurs
seek to earn risk-free profits by taking advantage of differences
in interest rates among countries. They use forward contracts to
eliminate the exchange risk involved in transferring their funds
from one to another.
Traders use forward contracts to eliminate or cover the risk of
loss on export or import orders that are denominated in
foreign currencies. More generally, a forward-covering transaction
is related to a specific payment or receipt expected at a specified
point in time.

Exhibit: Structure Of Foreign Exchange
Markets

Hedgers, mostly multinational firms, engage in forward contract
to the home currency value of various foreign currency-
denominated assets and liabilities on their balance sheets that
are not to be realized over the life of the contracts.
Arbitrageurs, traders, and hedgers seek to reduce (or eliminate,
if possible) their exchange risks by “locking in” the exchange
rate on future trade or financial operations.
In contrast to these three types of forward market participants,
speculators actively expose themselves to currency risk by buying
or selling currencies forward in order to profit from exchange
rate fluctuations. Their degree of participation does not depend
on their business transactions in other currencies; instead, it is
based on prevailing forward rates and their expectations for
spot exchange rates in the future.
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The Clearing System. Technology has standardized and sped up
the international transfers of funds, which is at the heart of
clearing, or settling, foreign exchange transactions. In the United
States, where all foreign exchange transactions involving dollars
are cleared, electronic funds transfers take place through the
Clearing House Interbank Payments System, or CHIPS. CHIPS
is a computer-ized network developed by the New York
Clearing House Association for transfer of international dollar
payments, linking about 150 depository institutions that have
offices or affiliates in New York City Currently, CHIPS handles
about 105,000 interbank transfers daily valued at $350 billion.
The transfers represent about 90% of all interbank transfers
relating to international dollar payments.
The New York Fed has established a settlement account for
member banks into which debit settlement payments are sent
and from which credit settlement payment are disbursed.
Transfers between member banks are netted out and set-tled at
the close of  each business day by sending or receiving FedWire
transfers of  fed funds though the settlement account. Fed
funds are deposits held by member banks at Federal Reserve
branches.
The FedWire system is operated by the Federal Reserve and is
used for domestic money transfers. FedWire allows almost
instant movement of balances between institutions that have
accounts at the Federal Reserve Banks. A transfer take place
when an order to pay is transmitted from an originating office
to a Federal  Reserve Bank. The account of  the paying bank is
charged, and the receiving bank’s account is credited with fed
funds.
To illustrate the workings of  CHIPS, suppose Fuji Bank has
sold U.S.$15 mil-lion to Citibank in return for ¥1.5 billion to
be paid in Tokyo. In order for Fuji Bank to complete its end of
the transaction, it must transfer $15 million to Citibank. To do
this, Fuji Bank enters the transaction into its CHIPS terminal,
providing the identifying codes for the sending and receiving
banks. The mes-sage –– the equivalent of an electronic check ––
is then stored in the CHIPS central computer.
As soon as Fuji Bank approves and releases the “stored”
transaction, the message is transmitted from the CHIPS
computer to Citibank. The CHIPS computer also makes a
permanent record of the transaction and makes appropriate
debits and credits in the CHIPS accounts of Fuji Bank and
Citibank, as both banks are mem-bers of chips. Immediately
after the closing of  the CHIPS network at 4:30 P.M. (Eastern
Standard Time), the CHIPS computer produces a settlement
report showing the net debit or credit position of each member
bank.
Member banks with debit positions have until 5:45 P.M.
(Eastern Standard Time) to transfer their debit amounts
through FedWire to the CHIPS settlement account on the
books of  the New York Fed. The Clearing House then transfers
those fed funds via FedWire out of  the settlement account to
those member banks with net creditor positions. The process
usually is completed by 6:00 P.M. (Eastern Standard Time).
Electronic Trading. A major structural change in the foreign
exchange market occurred in April 1992 when Reuters, the news
company that supplies the foreign exchange market with the

screen quotations used in telephone trading introduced a new
service that added automatic execution to the process, thereby
creating a genuine screen-based market. Other quote vendors,
such as EBS, Tolerate, and Quotron, introduced their own
automatic systems. These electronic trading systems offer
automated matching. Traders enter buy and sell orders directly
into their terminals on an anonymous basis, and these prices are
visible to all market participants. Another trader, anywhere in
the world, can execute a trade by simply hitting two buttons.
The introduction of automated trading has reduced the cost of
trading, partly by eliminating foreign exchange brokers and
partly by reducing by reducing the number of transactions
traders had to engage in to obtain information on market
prices. The -new systems replicate the order matching and the
anonymity that brokers offer, and they do it more cheaply For
example, small banks can now deal directly with each other
instead of having to channel trades through larger ones. At the
same time, automated systems threaten the oligopoly of
information that has under- pinned the profits of those who
now do most foreign exchange business. These new systems
gather and publish information on the prices and quantities as
they are actually traded, thereby revealing details of currency
trades that until now the traders have profitably kept to
themselves. Such comparisons are facilitated by new Internet-
based foreign exchange systems designed to help users reduce
costs by allowing them to compare rates offered by a range of
bank. One such system, tentatively titled Atriax, was announced
in August 2000. It teams the three biggest participants in the
foreign exchange market –– Deutsche Bank, J.P Morgan Chase,
and Citigroup––with Reuters to offer a range of foreign
exchange services over the Internet.
The key to the widespread use of computerized foreign-
currency trading systems is liquidity, as measured by the
difference between the rates at which dealers can buy and sell
currencies. Liquidity, in turn, requires reaching a critical mass of  -
users. If enough dealers are putting their prices into the system,
than users have -greater assurance that the system will provide
them with the best prices available. That critical mass has been
achieved. According to the Bank for -Settlements, in 2000, 85 to
95% of interbank trading in the major currencies was -con-
ducted using electronic brokers.

Size
The foreign exchange market is by far the largest financial marker
in the world. A -1999 survey of  the worlds central banks by the
Bank for International Settlements -placed the average foreign
exchange trading volume in 1998 at $1.5 trillion daily, or $375
trillion a year. This figure compares with an average daily trading
volume of  about $7 billion on the New York Stock Exchange.
Indeed, the New York Stock Exchanges biggest day, Black
Monday (October 19,1987), was only $21 billion, or 1.4% of
the daily foreign exchange volume. As another benchmark, the
U.S. gross domestic product was approximately $9.1 trillion in
1999. However, after peaking in 1998. Foreign currency trading
volumes fell, largely because the replacement of 12 European
currencies with the euro, combined with the rise of  electronic
trading, greatly reduced the number of currency transactions. By
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2000, the daily foreign exchange volume had fallen to $1.1
trillion.
According to data from the survey by the Bank fro International
Settlements mentioned earlier, London is increasing its lead as
the worlds largest current trading market, with daily turnover in
1998 estimated at $637 billion, more than that of the next two
markets–– New York,  at $351 billion, and Tokyo, at $149
billion –– combined.  Table A shows that eight biggest financial
centers have seen trading volume grow by an average of 25%
since the last survey was conducted –– slower than the 47%
increase between 1992 and 1995 –– but far outpacing the
growth of international trade and the worlds output of goods
and services. This explosive growth in currency trading –– daily
volume was estimated at $10 billion in 1973( shown in  Table
B) –– has been attributed to the growing integration of the
world’s economies and financial markets, as well as a growing
desire among companies and financial institutions to manage,
their currency risk exposure more actively. Dollar-sterling trades
used to be the most common, but with the replacement of the
DM and 11 other currencies with the euro, euro-dollar trades
have the biggest market share.

Daily Foreign Exchange Trading Volume
By Financial Center (A)

Table B: Shows Daily Global Foreign Exchange
Trading Volume

The Spot Market
This section examines the spot market in foreign exchange. It
covers spot quotation, transaction costs, and the mechanics of
spot transactions.

Spot Quotations
Almost all major newspapers print a daily list of exchange rates.
For major currencies, up to four different foreign exchange
quotes (prices) are displayed. One is -the spot price. The others
might include the 30-day, 90-day, and 180-day forward prices.
These quotes are for trades among dealers in the interbank
market. When interbank trades involve dollars (about 60% of
such trades do), these rates will be expressed in either American
terms (numbers of  U.S. dollars per unit of  foreign currency) or
European terms (number of  foreign currency units per U.S.
dollar). In the Wall Street Journal, quotes in American and
European terms are listed side by side. For example, on
December 3, 2001, the American quote for the Swiss franc was
SFr 1 = $0.6044 (also expressed as $0.6044/SFr), and the
European quote was $1 = SFr 1.65455 (or SFr 1.6545/$).
Nowadays, in trades involving dollars, all except U.K. and Irish
exchange rates are expressed in European terms.

Exhibit  Foreign Exchange Rate
Quotations

In their dealings  with nonblank customers , banks in most
countries use a system of direct quotation. A direct exchange
rate quote gives the home currency price of a certain quantity of
the foreign currency quoted (usually 100 units, but only one
unit in the case of  the U.S. dollar or the pound sterling). For
example, the price of foreign currency is expressed in Swiss
francs (SFr) in Switzerland and in euros in Germany. Thus, in
Switzerland the euro might be quoted at SFr 1.5, whereas in
Germany the franc would be quoted at €o.67.
There are exceptions to this rule, though. Banks in Great Britain
quote the value of the pound sterling (£) in terms of the
foreign currency –– for example, £1 = $1.4420. This method of
indirect quotation is also used in the United States for domestic
purposes and for the Canadian dollar. In their foreign exchange
activities abroad, however, U.S banks adhere to the European
method of direct quotation.
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American and European terms and direct and indirect quotes
are related as follows:

Banks do not normally charge a commission on their currency
transactions, but they profit from the spread between the
buying and selling rates or on both- spot and forward transac-
tions. Quotes are always given in pairs because a dealer usually
does not know whether a prospective customer is in the market
to buy or to sell a foreign currency. The first rate is the buy, or
bid, price; the second is the sell, or ask, or offer, rate. Suppose
the pound sterling is quoted at $1.4419-28. This quote means
that banks are willing to buy pounds at $1.4419 and sell them at
$1.4428. If you are a customer of the bank, you can expect to
sell pound to the bank at the bid rate of $1.4419 and buy
pounds from the bank at the ask rate of $1.4428. The dealer
will profit from the spread of $0.0009 ($1.4428 - $1.4419) -
between the bid and ask rates.
In practice, because time is money, dealers do not quote the full
rate to each other; instead, they quote only the last two digits of
the decimal. Thus sterling would be quoted at 19 - 28 in the
above example. Any dealer who is not sufficiently up-to-date to
know the preceding numbers will not remain in business for
long.
Note that when American terms are converted to European
terms or direct -quotations are converted to indirect quotations,
bid and ask quotes are reversed, -that is, the reciprocal of the
American (direct) bid becomes the European (indirect) ask, and
the reciprocal of the American (direct) ask becomes the Euro-
pean (indirect) bid. So, in the previous example, the reciprocal
of the American bid of  $1.4419/£ becomes the European ask
of £0.6935/$, and the reciprocal of the American ask of
$1.4428/£ equals the European bid of £0.6931/$, resulting in a
direct quote for the dollar in London of  £0.6931-35. Note, too,
that the banks will always buy low and sell high.

Transaction Costs.
The bid-ask spread––that is, the spread between and ask rates
for a currency –– is based on the breadth and depth of the
market for that currency as well as on the currency’s volatility The
spread repays traders for the cost they incur in currency dealing-
including earning a profit on the capital tied up in their business
and compensates them for the risks they bear. It is usually
started as a percent cost of transacting in the foreign exchange
market, which is computed as follows:
Percent spread = Ask price – Bid price   × 100

  Ask price
For example, with pound sterling quoted at $1. 4419 - 28, the
percentage spread equal 0.062%
Percent spread  =       1.4428 - 1.4419    × 100   =  0.062%

1.4428

For widely traded currencies, such as the pound, euro, Swiss
franc, and yen, the spread is on the order of 0.05%-0. 08%.6
Less heavily traded currencies, and currencies having greater
volatility, have higher spreads. In response to their higher
spreads and volatility (which increases the opportunity for profit
when trading for bank own account), the large banks have
expanded their trading in emerging market currencies, such as
the Czech koruna, Russian ruble, Turkish lira, and
Zambian kwacha. Although these currencies currently account
for less than 5% of the global foreign exchange market, the
forecast is for rapid growth, in line with growing investment in
emerging markets.
Mean forward currency bid-ask spreads are larger than spot
spreads, but they are still small in absolute terms, ranging from
0.09% to 0.15% for actively traded currencies. There is a growing
forward market for emerging currencies, but because of the
thinness of  this market and its lack of  liquidity, the bid-ask
spreads are much higher.
The quotes found in the financial press are not those that
individuals or firms would get at a local bank. Unless otherwise
specified, these quotes are for transactions in the interbank
market exceeding $1 million. (The standard transac-tion
amount in the interbank market is now about $10 million.) But
competition ensures that individual customers receive rates that
reflect, even if they do not necessarily interbank quotations. For
example, a trader may believe that he or she can trade a little
more favorably than the market rates indicate –– that is, buy
from a customer at a slightly lower rate or sell at a somewhat
higher rate than the market rate. Thus, if the current spot rate
for the Swiss franc is $0.6967 - 72, the bank may quote a
customer a rate of $0.6964_75. On the other hand, a bank that
is temporarily short in a currency may be willing to pay a slightly
more favorable rate; or if the bank has overbought a currency; it
may be willing to sell that cur-rency at a somewhat lower rate.
For these reasons, many corporations will shop around at
several banks for quotes before committing themselves to a
transaction. On large transactions, customers also may get a rate
break inasmuch as it ordinarily does not take much more effort
to process a large order than a small order.
The market for traveler’s checks and smaller currency exchange,
such as might be made by a traveler going abroad, is quite
separate from the interbank market. The spread on these
smaller exchanges is much wider than that in the interbank
market, reflecting the higher average costs banks incur on such
transactions. As a result, individuals and firms involved in
smaller retail transactions generally pay a higher price when
buying, and they receive a lower price when selling foreign
exchange than those quoted in newspapers.
Cross Rates. Because most currencies are quoted against the
dollar, it may be necessary to work out the cross rates for
currencies other than the dollar. For example, if the euro is
selling for $0.90 and the buying rate for the Swiss franc is $0.60,
then the € /SFr, cross rate is € 1 = SFr, 1.5. A somewhat more
complicated cross-rate calculation would be the following.
Suppose that the European quote for the Japanese yen and the
South Korean won are as follows:
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Japanese yen: ¥135.62/U.S.$
South Korean won: .89/U.S.$

In this case, the cross rate of yen per won can be calculated by
dividing the rate for the yen by the rate for the won, as follows:
Japanese yen/US. dollar   = ¥135.62/US.$ =   ¥0.17754r-
Korean won/US. dollar W763.89/US.$

Exhibit  :  Key Currency Cross Rates

Problem 1
Calculating the Direct Quote for the British Pound in Zurich
Suppose sterling is quoted at $1.4419-36, and the Swiss franc is
quoted at $0.6250-67. What is the direct quote for the pound in
Zurich?
Solution. bid rate for the pound in Zurich can be found by
realizing that selling pounds for SFr is equivalent to combining
two transactions: (1) selling pounds for dollars at the bid rate
of $1.4419 and (2) converting those dollars into SFr 1.4419/
0.6267 = SFr 2.3008 per pound at the ask rate of $0.6267.
Similarly, the franc cost of  buying one pound (the ask rate) can
be found by first buying $1.4436 (the ask rate for £1) with SFr
and then using those dollars to buy one pound. Because buying
dollars for francs is equivalent to selling francs for dollars (at the
bid rate of $0.6250), it will take SFr 1.4436/0.6250 = SFr 2.3098
to acquire the $1.4436 needed to buy one pound. Thus, the
direct quotes for the pound in Zurich are SFr 2.3008-98.
Note that in calculating the cross rates you should always
assume that you have to sell a currency at the lower (or bid) rate
and buy it at the higher (or ask) rate, giving you the worst
possible rate. This method of quotation is how banks make
money in foreign exchange.

Problem 2
Calculating the Direct Quote for the Brazilian Real in Bangkok
Suppose that the Brazilian real is quoted at R 0.9955-1.0076/
U.S.$ and the That baht is quoted at B 25.2513-3986. What is
the direct quote for the real in Bangkok?
Solution. Analogous to the prior example, the direct bid rate for
the real in Bangkok can be found by recognizing that selling
reais (plural of real) in exchange for baht is equivalent to
combining two transactions: (1) selling the real for dollars
(which is the same as buying dollars with reais) at the ask rate of
R 1.0076/U.S.$ and (2) selling those dollars for bath at the bid
rate of  B 25.2513/U.S.$. These transactions result in the bid
cross rate for the real being the bid rate for the baht divided by
the ask rate for the real:

Bid Cross = Bid rate for Thai bhat/U.S.$ = 
25.2513 = B 25.0608/R

for the real Ask rate for Brazilian real/US.$     1.0076

Similarly, the bath cost of  buying the real (the ask cross rate) can
be found by first buying dollars for Thai bath at the ask rate of
B 25.3986/U.S.$ and then selling those dollars to buy Brazilian
reais  at the bid rate of  R 0.9955/U.S.$. Combining these
transactions yields the ask cross rate from the real being the ask
for the bath divided by the bid rate for the real.

 = B 25.513/R 
for the real  Bid rate for Brazilian real US.$ 0.9955 

Thus, the direct quotes for the real in Bangkok are B 25.0608-
5134.
Currency Arbitrage. Until recently, the pervasive practice
among bank dealers was to quote all currencies against the U.S.
dollar when trading among themselves. Now, however, a
growing percentage of currency trades does not involves the
dollar. -For example, Swiss banks may quote the euro against
the Swiss franc, and German banks may quote pounds sterling
in terms of euros. Exchange traders are continually alert to the
possibility of taking advantage, through currency arbitrage
transactions, of exchange rate inconsistencies in different money
centers. These transactions involve buying a currency in one
market and selling it in another. Such activities tend to keep
exchange rates uniform in the various markets.
Currency arbitrage transactions also explain why such profitable
opportunities are fleeting. In the process of  taking advantage of
an arbitrage opportunity, the -buying and selling of  currencies
tends to move rates in a manner that eliminates the profit
opportunity in the future. When profitable arbitrage opportu-
nity disappear, we say that the no-arbitrage condition holds. If
this condition is violated -on an ongoing basis, we would wind
up with a money machine.
Suppose the pound sterling is bid at $1.5422 in New York and
the euro is offered at $0.9251 in Frankfurt. At the same time,
London banks are offering pounds sterling at € 1.6650. An
astute trader would sell dollars for euro in Frankfurt, use the
euros to acquire pounds sterling in London, and sell the
pounds in New York.
Specifically, if  the trader begins in New York with $1 million, he
could acquire € 1,080,964.22 for $1,000,000 in Frankfurt, sell
these euros for £649,227.76 in -London, and resell the pounds
in New York for $1,001,239.05. Thus, a few min-utes’ work
would ‘yield a profit of $1,239.05. In effect, by arbitraging
through the euro, the trader would be able to acquire sterling at
$1.5403 in London -($0.9251 X 1.6650) and sell it at $1.5422 in
New York. This sequence of  transactions, known as triangular
currency arbitrage, is shown in Table below.
In the preceding example, the arbitrage transactions would tend
to cause the -euro to appreciate vis-à-vis the dollar in Frankfurt
and to depreciate against the -pound sterling in London; at the
same time, sterling would tend to fall in New York against the
dollar. Acting simultaneously, these currency changes will quickly
eliminate profits from this set of transactions, thereby enforcing
the no-arbitrage condition. Otherwise, a money machine would
exist, opening up the prospect of unlimited risk-free profits.
Such profits would quickly attract other trade, whose combined
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buying and selling activities would bring exchange rates back
into equilibrium almost instantaneously.
Opportunities for profitable currency arbitrage have been greatly
reduced in recent years, given the extensive network of people –
– aided by high-speed, computerized information systems
––who are continually collecting, comparing, and acting on
currency quotes in all financial markets. The practice of quoting
rates against the dollar makes currency arbitrage even simpler.
The result of this activity is that rates for a specific currency tend
to be the same everywhere, with only minimal l deviations due
to transaction costs.

Exhibit:  Triangular Currency Arbitrage

Problem:

Calculate the Direct Quote for the Euro in New York

If the direct quote for the dollar is € 1.25 in Frankfurt, and
transaction costs are 0.4%,
What are the minimum and maximum possible direct quotes
for the euro in New York?

Solution

The object here is to find the no-arbitrage range of euro quotes
–– that is, the widest bid-ask spread read within which any
potential arbitrage profits are eaten up by transac-tion cost. It
can be found as follows. Begin with an arbitrageur who
converts $1 into euros in Frankfurt. The arbitrageur would
receive € 1.25 X 0.996, after paying transaction costs of 0.4%.
Converting these euros into dollars in New York at a direct
quote of e, the arbitrageur would keep 1.25 X 0.996 X e X
0.996. The no-arbitrage condition requires that this quanti-ty
must be less than or equal to $1 (otherwise there would be a
money machine), or e d” 1/ [1.25(0.996)2 ] = $0.8064. Alterna-
tively, an arbitrageur who converted $1 into euros in New York
at a rate of e, took those euros to Frankfurt and exchanged
them for dollars, would wind up –– after paying transaction
costs in both New York and Frankfurt –– with (1/e) X 0.996 X
1/.25 X 0.996. Because the no-arbitrage condition requires that

this quantity must $1, (0. 996)2 X (1/1.25e) d” 1, or e 2=
$0.7936. Combining these two inequalities yields $0.7936 d” e
d” $0.8064.
Settlement Date. The value date for spot transactions, the date
on which the monies must be paid to the parties involved, is
set as the second working day after the date on which the
transaction is concluded. Thus, a spot deal entered into on
Thursday in Paris will not be settled until the following
Monday (French banks are closed on Saturdays and Sundays). It
is possible, although unusual; to get one-day or even same-day
value, but the rates will be adjusted to reflect interest differen-
tials on the currencies involved.
Exchange Risk. Bankers also act as market makers, as well as
agents, by taking positions in foreign currencies, thereby
exposing themselves to exchange risk. The immediate adjust-
ment of quotes as traders receive and interpret new political and
economic information is the source of both exchange losses
and gains by bank active in the foreign exchange market. For
instance, suppose a trader quotes a rate of £1:$1.3012 for
£500,000, and it is accepted. The bank will receive $650,600 in
return for the £500,000. If the bank does not have an offsetting
transaction, it may decide within a few minutes to cover its
exposed position in the interbank market. If during this brief
delay, news of  a lower-than-expected British trade deficit reaches
the market, the trader may be unable to purchase pounds at a
rate lower than $1.3101. Because the bank would have to pay
$655,050 to acquire £500,000 at this new rate, the result is a
$4,450 ($655,050 - $650,600) exchange loss on a relatively small
transaction within just a few minutes. Equally possible, of
course, is a gain if the dollar strengthens against the pound.
Clearly, as a trader becomes more and more uncertain about the
rate at which she can offset a given currency contract with other
dealers or customers, she will demand a greater profit to bear
this added risk. This expectation translates into a wider bid-ask
spread. For example, during a period of volatility in the
exchange rate between the Swiss franc and U.S. dollar, a trader
will probably quote a customer a bid for francs that is distinctly
lower than the last observed bid in the interbank market; the
trader will attempt to reduce the risk of buying francs at a price
higher than that at which she can eventually resell them.
Similarly, the trader may quote a price for the sale of  francs that
is above the current asking price.

The Mechanics of Spot Transactions
The simplest way to explain the process of actually settling
transactions in the spot market is to work through an example.
Suppose a U.S. importer requires HK$1 million to pay his
Hong Kong supplier. After receiving and accepting a verbal
quote from the trader of  a U.S. bank, the importer will be asked
to specify two accounts (1) the account in a US bank that he
wants debited for the equivalent dollar amount at the agreed
exchange rate––say, U.S.$0.1293 per Hong Kong dollar, and (2)
the Hong Kong suppliers account that is to be credited by
HK$l million.
On completion of the verbal agreement, the trader will forward
to the settlement section of her bank a dealing slip containing
the relevant information. That same day, a contract note-which
includes the amount of the foreign currency (HK$l million), the
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dollar equivalent at the agreed rate ($129,300 = 0.1293 X
1,000,000), and confirmation of the payment instructions––will
be sent to the importer. The settlement section will then cable
the bank’s correspondent (or branch) in Hong Kong, requesting
transfer of HK$l million from its nostro account –– working
balances maintained with the correspondent to facilitate delivery
and receipt of currencies-to the account specified by the
importer. On the value date, the value date, U.S. bank will debit
the importer’s account, and the exporter will have his account
credited by the Hong Kong correspondent.
At the time of the initial agreement, the trader provides a clerk
with the pertinent detail of  the transaction. The clerk, in turn,
constantly updates a position sheet that shows the banks
position by currency, as well as by maturities of  forward
contracts. A number of the major international banks have fully
computerized this process to ensure accurate and instantaneous
information on individual transactions and on the bank’s
cumulative currency exposure at any time. The head trader will
monitor this information for evidence of possible fraud or
excessive exposure in a given currency.
Spot transaction are normally settled two working days later, so
a bank is never certain until one or two days after the deal is
concluded whether the payment due the bank has actually been
made. To keep this credit risk in bounds, most banks will
transact large amounts only with prime names (other banks or
corporate customers).
A different type of credit risk is settlement risk, also known as
Herstatt risk. Herstatt risk, named after a German bank that
went bankrupt after losing a fortune speculating on foreign
currencies, is the risk that a bank will deliver cur-rency on one
side of a foreign exchange deal only to find that its counterparty
has not sent any money in return. This risk arises because of the
way foreign currency transactions are settled. Settlement requires
a cash transfer from one banks account to another at the central
banks of the currencies involved. However, because those banks
may be in different time zones, there may be a delay. In the case
of Herstatt, German regulators closed the bank after it had
received Deutsche marks in Frankfurt but before it had delivered
dollars to its counterparty banks (because the New York market
had not yet opened).
Because central banks have been slow to deal with this problem,
some banks have begun to pool their trades in a particular
currency, canceling out offsetting ones and settling the balance at
the end of  the day. In early 1996, 17 of  the worlds biggest
banks went further and announced plans for a global clearing
bank that would operate 24 hours a day. If  and when this
proposal is implemented, banks would trade through the
clearing bank, which would settle both sides of foreign
exchange trades simultaneously, as long as the banks’ accounts
had sufficient funds.

The Forward Market
Forward exchange operations carry the same credit risk as spot
transactions but for longer periods of time; however, there are
significant exchange risks involved.
A forward contract between a bank and a customer (which could
be another bank) calls for delivery, at a fixed future date, of  a

specified amount of one currency against dollar payment; the
exchange rate is fixed at the time the contract is entered into.
Although the euro is the most widely traded currency present,
active forward markets exist for the pound sterling, the
Canadian dollar, -the Japanese yen, and the Swiss franc. In
general, forward markets for the currencies of less-developed
countries (LDCs) are either limited or nonexistent.
In a typical forward transaction, for example, a US company
buys textiles from England with payment of £1 million due in
90 days. Thus, the importer is short pounds –– that is, it owes
pounds for future delivery. Suppose the spot price of  the
pound is $1.71. During the next 90 days, however, the pound
might rise against the dollar, raising the dollar cost of the
textiles. The importer can guar, against this exchange risk by
immediately negotiating a 90-day forward contact with a bank at
a price of, say, £1 = $1.72. According to the forward contract, in-
90 days the bank will give the importer £1 million (which it will
use to pay for its textile order), and the importer will give the
bank $1.72 million, which is the -dollar equivalent of £1 million
at the forward rate of $1.72.
In technical terms, the importer is offsetting a short position in
pounds by going long in the forward market-that is, by buying
pounds for future delivery. In effect, use of  the forward contract
enables the importer to convert a short underling position in
pounds to a zero net exposed position, with the forward
contract receipt of £1,000,000 canceling out the account payable
of £1,000,000 and leaving the importer with a net liability of
$1,720,000:

 
According to this T-account, the forward contract allows the
importer to convert an unknown dollar cost (1,000,000 X e
where e1 is the unknown spot -exchange rate––$/£––in 90
days) into a known dollar cost ($1,720,000), thereby eliminating
all exchange risk on this transaction.
Table below Plots the importer’s dollar cost of  the textile
shipment with and without the use of a forward contract. It
also shows the gain or loss on the forward contract as a
function of the contracted forward price and the spot price of
the pound when the contract matures.
The gains and losses from long and short forward positions are
related to the difference between the contracted forward price
and the spot price of the underlying currency at the time the
contract matures. In the case of the textile order, the importer is
committed to buy pounds at $1.72 apiece. If the spot rate in 90
days is less than $1. 72, the importer will suffer an implicit loss
on the forward contract because it is buying pounds for more
than the prevailing value. However, if the spot rate in 90 days
exceeds $1.72, the importer will enjoy an implicit profit because
the contract obliges the bank to sell the pounds at a price less
than current value.
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Hedging A Future Payment With A
Forward Contract

Three points are worth noting. First, the gain or loss on the,
forward contract is unrelated to the current spot rate of $1. 71.
Second, the forward contract gain or loss exactly offsets the
change in the dollar cost of the textile order that is associated
with movements in the pound’s value. For example, if  the spot
price of  the pound in 90 days is $1.75, the importer’s cost of
delivery is $1.75 million. However, the forward contract has a
gain of $30,000, or 1,000,000 X 0.75 - 1.72). The net cost of the
textile order when covered with a forward contract is $1. 72
million, no matter what happens to the spot exchange rate in 90
days. (Chapter 10 elaborates on the use of forward contracts to
manage exchange risk.) Third, the forward contract is not an
option contract. Both parties must perform the agreed-on
behavior, unlike the situation with an option in which the buyer
can choose whether to exercise the contract or allow it to expire.
The bank must deliver the pounds, and the important must
buy them at the prearranged price.

Forward Quotations
Forward rates can be expressed in two ways. Commercial
customers are usually quot-ed the actual price, otherwise known
as the outright rate. In the interbank market, however, dealers
quote the forward rate only as a discount from, or a premium
on, the spot rate. This forward differential is known as the swap
rate. A foreign currency is at a forward discount if the forward
rate expressed in dollars is below the spot rate, whereas a
forward premium exists if the forward rate is above the spot
rate. As we see in the next section, the forward premium or
discount is closely related to the difference in interest rates on
the two currencies.
According to spot Japanese yen on December 3, 2001, sold at
$0.008058, whereas 180-day forward yen were priced at
$0.008135. Based on these rates, the swap rate for the 180-day
forward yen was quoted as a 77-point premium (0.008135 -
0.008058), where a point, or “pip,” refers to the last digit
quoted. Similarly, because the 90-day British pound was quoted
at $1.4179 while the spot pound was $1.4248, the 90-day
forward British pound sold at a 69-point discount.

Which is repeated here as Equation -the forward premium or
discount on a foreign currency may also be expressed as an
annualized percentage deviation from the spot rate using the
following formula:

 Forward premium  Forward rate – Spot rate       360        
 or discount on  =  Spot rate  X     Forward contract 
  
 foreign currency              number of days 

where the exchange rate is stated in domestic currency units per
unit of  foreign currency.
Thus, on December 12, 2000, the 180-day forward Japanese yen
was selling at a 1.91 % annualized premium:

Forward premium  0.008135 - 0.008058    360 
Annualized  =        0.008976  X   180 =   0.0191

The 90-day British pound was selling at a 1.94% annualized
discount:

Forward discount = 1.4179 – 1.4248  X 360 = 0.109 
 annualized         1.4248   90 

A swap rate can be converted into an outright rate by adding the
premium (in points) to, or subtracting the discount (in points)
from, the spot rate. Although the -swap rates do not carry plus
or minus signs, you can determine whether the forward rate is
at a discount or a premium using the following rule: When the
forward bid in points is smaller than the ask rate in points, the
forward rate is at a premium and the -points should be added
to the spot price to compute the outright quote. Conversely, if  -
the bid in points exceeds the ask in points, the forward rate is at
a discount and the points must be subtracted from the spot
price to get the outright quotes.
Suppose the following quotes are received for spot, 30-day, 90-
day, and 180--day Swiss franc (SFr) and pounds sterling:

Spot 30-day 90-day 180 day 
    £:$2.0015-30 19-17 26-22 42-35 
SFr:$0.6963-68 4-6  9-14 25-38 

Bearing in mind the practice of quoting only the last two digits,
a dealer would quote sterling at 15-30, 19-17, 26-22, 42-35 and
Swiss francs at 63-68, 4-6, 9-14, 25-38.
The outright rates are shown in the following chart.

 £ SFr 
Maturity Bid Ask Spread (%)    Bid Ask Spread (%) 
Spot $2.0015 $2.0030 0.075  $0.6963 $0.6968 0.072 
30-day 1.9996 2.0013 0.085  0.6967 0.6974 0.100 
90-day 1.9989 2.0008 0.095  0.6972 0.6982 0.143 
180-day 1.9973 1.9995 0.110  0.6988 0.7006 0.257 

Thus, the Swiss franc is selling at a premium against the dollar,
and the pound is selling at a discount. Note the slightly wider
percentage spread between outright bid and ask on the Swiss
franc compared with the spread on the pound. This difference is
due to the broader market in pounds. Note too the widening
of spreads by maturity for both currencies. This widening is
caused by the greater uncertainty surrounding future exchange
rates.
Exchange Risk. Spreads in the forward market are a function
of both the breadth of the market (volume of transactions) in
a given currency and the risks associated with forward contracts.
The risks, in turn, are based on the variability of future spot
rates. Even if the spot market is stable, there is no guarantee
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that future rates will remain invariant. This uncertainty will be
reflected in the forward market. Furthermore, because beliefs
about distant exchange rates are typically less secure than those
about nearer-term rates, uncertainty will increase with lengthen-
ing mat-urities of forward contracts. Dealers will quote wider
spreads on longer-term for-ward contracts to compensate
themselves for the risk of being unable to reverse their posi-
tions profitably. Moreover, the greater unpredictability of  future
spot rates may reduce the number of market participants. This
increased thinness will further widen the bid-ask spread because
it magnifies the dealers risk in taking even a temporary position
in the forward market.
Cross Rates. Forward cross rates are figured in much the same
way as spot cross rate. For instance, suppose a customer wants
to. sell 30-day forward Italian lire (Lit) against Dutch guilder
(Dfl) delivery. The market rates (expressed in European terms
of foreign currency units per dollar) are as follows:

Lit:$ spot 1,890.00-1,892.00
30-day forward 1,894.25-1,897.50
Dfl:$ spot 3.4582-3.4600
30-day forward 3.4530-3.4553

Based on these rates, the forward cross rate for selling lire
against (to buy) guilders is found as follows: Forward lire are
sold for dollars––that is dollar are bought at the lira forward
selling price of Lit 1,897.50 = $l––and -the dollars to be
received are simultaneously sold for 30-day forward guilders at a
rate of -Dfl 3.4530. Thus, Lit 1,897.50 = Dfl 3.4530, or the
forward selling price for lire against guilders is Lit 1,897.50/
3.4530 = Lit 549.52. Similarly, the forward buying -rate for lire
against guilders is Lit 1,894.25/3.4553 = Lit 548.22. The spot
selling rate is Lit 1,892.0/3.4582 = Lit 547.11. Hence, based on
its ask price, the guilder is trading at an annualized 5.29%
premium against the lire in the 30-day forward market:

Forward premium 549.52 - 547.11 X 360 
annualized      = 547.11    30  =   5.29%

Forward Contract Maturities
Forward contracts are normally available for 30-day, 60-day, 90-
day, 180-day, or 360-day delivery. Banks will also tailor forward
contracts for odd maturities (e.g., 77 days) to meet their
customers needs. Longer-term forward contracts can usually be
arranged for widely traded currencies, such as the pound
sterling, euro, or Japanese yen; however, the bid-ask spread
tends to widen for longer maturities. As with spot rates, these
spreads have widened for almost all currencies Since the early
1970s, probably because of the greater turbulence in foreign
exchange markets. For widely traded currencies, the 90-day bid-
ask spread can vary from 0.1% to 1%.

Review Questions

1. What risks confront dealers in the foreign exchange market?
How can they cope with those risks?

2. Suppose a currency increases in volatility. What is likely to
happen to its bid-ask spread? Why?

3. Who are the principal users of the forward market? What are
their motives?

4. How does a company pay for the foreign exchange services
of a commercial bank?
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Problems

Some of the problems discussed to make you affluent to the
topic:
1. The $/€ exchange rate is € 1 = $0.95, and the € /SFr exchange

rate is SFr 1 = € 0.71. What is the SFr/$ exchange rate?
2. Suppose the direct quote for sterling in New York is 1.1110-5.

a. How much would £500,000 cost in New York?
b. What is the direct quote for dollars in London?

3. An investor wishes to buy euros spot (at $0.9080) and sell
euros forward for 180 days (at 0.9146).
a. What is the swap rate on euros?
b. What is the forward premium or discount on 180-day

euros?
4. Suppose Credit Suisse quotes spot and90-day forward rates

on the Swiss franc of $0.7957 -60, 8-13.
a. What are the outright 90-day forward rates that Credit

Suisse is quoting?
b. What is the forward discount or premium associated

with buying 90-day Swiss francs?
c. Compute the percentage bid-ask spreads on spot and

forward Swiss francs.
5. Suppose Dow Chemical receives quotes of $0.009369- 71 for

the yen and $0.03675-6 for the Taiwan dollar (NT$).
a. How many U.s. dollars will Dow Chemical receive from

the sale of ¥50 million?
b. What is the u.s. dollar cost to Dow Chemical of
buying ¥1 billion?
c. How many NT$ will Dow Chemical receive for

U.S.$500,000?
d. How many yen will Dow Chemical receive for NT$200

million?
e. What is the yen cost to Dow Chemical of buying
NT$80 million?

6. Suppose the euro is quoted at 0.60064-80 . London and the
pound sterling is quoted at -1.6244-59 in Frankfurt.
a. Is there a profitable arbitrage situation? Describe it.
b. Compute the percentage bid-ask spreads on the pound

and euro.
7. As a foreign exchange trader at Sumitomo -one of your

customers would like sport and -30-day forward yen quotes
on Australian -Current market rates are

Spot 30-day
¥101.37 -85/U.S.$1 15-13
A$1.2924-44/U.S.$1 20-26

LESSON 16:

TUTORIAL

a. What bid and ask yen cross rates would you quote on
spot Australian dollars?

b. What outright yen cross rates would you quote on 30-
day forward Australian dollars?

c. What is the forward premium or discount on buying
30-day Australian dollars against delivery?

8. Suppose Air France receives the following indirect quotes in
New York: € 0.92-3 and £0.63-4 Given these quotes, what
range of £/€ bid and ask quotes in Paris will permit
arbitrage?

9. On checking the Telerate screen, you see the following
exchange rate and interest rate quote:

Currency 

90-Day Interest 
Rates 

(annualized) Spot Rates 

90-Day 
Forwar
d Rates 

Dollar 4.99%-5.03%   
Swiss Franc 3.14%-3.19% $0.711-22 $0.726-32 

a. Can you find an arbitrage opportunity?
b. What steps must you take to capitalize on it?
c. What is the profit per $1,000,000 arbitraged?

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• To explain what currency futures and options contracts are
and to describe the organization of the markets in which
these contracts are traded

• To distinguish between currency forward and futures
contracts

• To distinguish between currency futures and options
contracts

• To describe the advantages and disadvantages of  futures
contracts relative to forward contract

• To explain how currency futures and options contracts can be
used to manage currency risk and to speculate on future
currency movements

• To identify the basic factors that determine the value of  a
currency option

Foreign currency futures and options contracts are examples of
the new breed of financial instrument known as derivatives.
Financial derivatives are contracts that derive their value from
some underlying asset (such as a stock bond, or currency),
reference rate (such as a 90-day Treasury bill rate), or index (such
as the S&P 500 stock index). Popular derivatives include swaps,
forwards, futures, and options. This chapter describes the
nature and valuation of currency -and options contracts and
shows how they can be used to manage foreign exchange risk or
take speculative positions on currency movements. It also how
to read the prices of these contracts as they appear in the
financial press.

Futures Contracts
In 1972, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) opened its
International Monetary Market (IMM) division. The IMM
provides an outlet for currency speculations and for those
looking to reduce their currency risks. Trade takes place in
currency futures, which are contracts for specific quantities of
given currencies; the exchange rate is fixed at the time the
contract is entered into, and the delivery date is set by the board
of directors of the IMM. These contracts are patterned after
those for grain and commodity futures contracts, which have
been traded on Chicago’s exchanges for over 100 years.
Currency futures contracts are currently available for the Austra-
lian dollar, Brazilian real, British pound, Canadian dollar, euro,
Japanese yen, Mexican peso, New Zealand dollar, Russian ruble,
South African and, and Swiss franc. The IMM is continually
experimenting with new contracts. Those that meet the
minimum volume requirements are added, and those that do
not are dropped. For example, the IMM recently added a
number of cross-rate contracts, such as EC/JY and AD/SF
cross-rate contracts, while dropping contracts in the Dutch
guilder. By tak-ing the U.S. dol1ar out of  the equation, cross-
rate futures allow one to hedge directly the currency risk that

arises in dealing with non-dollar currencies. The number of
contracts outstanding at anyone time is called the open interest.
Private individuals are encouraged, rather than discouraged, to
participate in the market. Contract sizes are standardized, by
amount of foreign currency –– for example, £62,500, C$l00,000
and SFr 125,000. Contract speci-fications for some of the
currencies traded. Leverage is high; margin requirements
averages less than 2 % of the value of the futures contract. The
leverage assures that Investors’ fortunes will be decided by tiny
swings in exchange rates.
The contracts have minimum price moves, which generally
translate into about  $10-$12 per contract. At the same time,
most exchanges set daily price limits on their contracts that

CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS FOR' FOREIGN CURRENCY FUTURES* 
        
 Australian British Canadian Euro Japanese Mexican Swiss 
 Dollar Pound Dollar FX Yen Peso Franc 
Contract size A$100,000 £62,500 G$100,000 €125,000 ¥12,500,000 P500, 000 SFr 

125,000 
Symbol AD BP CD EC JY MP SF 
Performance 
bond    
   requirements   
   Initial  $1,485 $1,350 $608 $2,025 $2,025 $3,125 $1,452 
 Maintenance $1,100 $1,000 $450 $1,500 $1,500 $2,500 $1,075 

Minimum price $0.0001 $0.0002 $0.0001 $0.0001 $0.000001 $0.000025 $0.0001 
 change (l pt.) (2 pts.) (l pt.) (l pt.) (l pt.)  (l pt.) 

Value of 1 point $10.00 $6.25 $10.00 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 $12.50 
  Months traded  March, June, September, December  
  Trading hours  7:20 A.M.-2:00 P.M. (Central Time)  

Last day of 
trading  The second business day immediately preceding the third 

Wednesday of the delivery month 

restrict the maximum daily price move. When these limits are
reached, additional margin requirements are imposed and
trading may be -halted for a short time.
Instead of using the bid-ask spreads found in the interbank
market traders charge commissions. Though commissions will
vary, a round trip––that is one buy and one sell-costs as little as
$15. This cost works out to less than 0/02% of the value of a
sterling contract. The low cost, along with the high degree of
leverage, has provided a major inducement for speculators to
participate in the market, Other market participants include
importers and exporters, companies with foreign currency assets
and liabilities, and bankers.
Although volume in the futures market is still small compared
with that in the forward market, it can be viewed as an expand-
ing part of a growing foreign exchange market. As we will see
shortly, the different segments of  this market are linked by
arbitrage.
The IMM is still the dominant trader, but other exchanges also
trade futures contracts. The most important of these competi-

LESSON 17:

CURRENCY FUTURES AND OPTIONS MARKETS-I
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tors include the London International Financial Futures
Exchange LIFFE), the Chicago Board of  Trade (CBOT), the
New York Mercantile Exchange, the Singapore International
Monetary Exchange -(SIMEX), Deutsche Termin Borse (DTB)
in Frankfurt, the Hong Kong futures Exchange (HKFE), the
Marche a Termes des Instruments Financiers (MARIF) in, Paris,
and the Tokyo International Financial Futures Exchange
(TIFFE).
A notable feature of the IMM and other futures markets is that
deals are struck by brokers face to face on a trading floor rather
than over the telephone.There are other, more important
distinctions between the futures and forward markets.

Forward Contract Versus Futures Contract
One way to understand futures contracts is to compare them
with forward contracts. Futures contracts are standardized
contracts that trade on organized futures markets for specific
delivery dates only In the case of the IMM, the most actively
traded currency futures contracts are for March, June, September,
and December delivery Contracts expire two business days
before the third Wednesday of  the delivery month. Contract
sizes and maturities are standardized, so all participants  in the
market are familiar with the types of contracts available, a
situation that facilitates trading. Forward contracts, on the other
hand, are private deals between two individuals who can sign
any type of contract they agree on. For example, two individuals
may sign a forward contract for € 70,000 in 20 months to be
paid in Swiss francs. However, IMM contracts trade only in
round lots of  €125,000 priced in U.S. dollars and with a limited
range of maturities available. With only a few standardized
contracts traded, the trading volume in available contracts is
higher, leading to superior liquidity, smaller price fluctuations,
and lower transaction costs.
Once a trade is confirmed, the exchange’s clearing house––
backed by its members’ capital ––becomes the legal counterparty
to both the buyer and seller of the futures contract. The
exchange members, in effect, guarantee both sides of a contract,
largely eliminating the default risks of  trading. Members of  the
futures exchange support their guarantee through margin
requirements, marking contracts to market daily (explained
later), and maintaining a guarantee fund in the event a member
defaults. In contrast, a forward contract is a private deal between
two par-ties and is subject to the risk that either side may
default on the terms of the agreement.
The performance bond (formerly referred to as the initial
margin) shows how much money must be in the account
balance when the contract is entered into. This amount is $1,350
in the case of the pound. A performance bond call (previously
referred to as a margin call) is issued if –– because of losses on
the futures contract-the balance in the account fall below the
maintenance performance bond (formerly referred to as the
main-tenance margin), which is $1,000 for the pound. At that
time, enough new money must be added to the account balance
to bring it up to the performance) bond. For example, suppose
you start with an initial balance of $1,500 ($150 in excess of the
performance bond of $1,350) in your account on a pound
futures contract and your contract loses, say, $600 in value. It is
now $900, which is $100 below the maintenance performance

bond of $1,000. Hence, you must add $450 to your account to
meet the performance bond requirement ($1,500 - $600 + $450
= $1,350).
The IMM periodically revises its performance bond require-
ments in line with changing currency volatilities using a
computerized risk management program call SPAN, which
stands for Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk. Note also that
the performance bond requirements set by the IMM are
minimums; brokers often require higher performance bonds on
more volatile currency contracts.
Profits and losses of futures contracts are paid over every day at
the end of trading, a practice called marking to market. This
daily-settlement feature can best be illustrated with an example.
On Tuesday morning, an investor takes a long position in a
Swiss franc futures contract that matures on Thursday after-
noon. The agreed-on price is $0.75 for SFr 125,000. To begin,
the investor must deposit into his account a performance bond
of  $1,485. At the close of  trading on Tuesday, the futures price
has risen to $0.755. Because of daily settlement, three things
occur. First, the investor receives his cash profit of $625
(125,000 X 0.005). Second, the existing futures contract with a
price of $0. 75 is canceled. Third, the investor receives a new
futures contract with the prevailing price of $0.755. Thus, the
value of the futures contracts is set to zero at the end of each
trading day.
At Wednesday close, the price has declined to $0.743. The
investor must pay the $1,500 loss (125,000 X 0.012) to the
other side of the contract and trade in the old contract for a new
one with a price of $0.743. At Thursday close, the price drops to
$0.74, and the contract matures. The investor pays his $375 loss
to the other side and takes delivery of the Swiss francs, paying
the prevailing price of $0.74. The investor has had a net loss on
An Example of Daily Settlement with A Futures Contract

Time Action Cash Flow 
Tuesday 
morning 

Investor buys SFr 
futures contract that 
matures in two days. 
Price is $0.75. 

None 

Tuesday 
close 

Futures price rises to 
$0.755. Position is 
marked to market 

Investor receives 
 125,000 X (0.755 - 
0.75) = $625 

Wednesday 
close 

Futures price drops to 
$0.743. Position is 
marked to market. 

Investor pays 
125,000 X (0.755 -
0.743) = $625 

Thursday 
close 

Futures price drops to 
$0.74. (1) Contract is 
marked to market. 
 (2) Investor takes 
delivery of SFr 125,000. 

(1) Investor pays 
125,000 X (0.743 - 
0.74) = $375 
(2) Investor pay 
125,000 X 0.74 = 
$92,500 
Net loss on the futures 
contract = $1,250 

the contract of $1,250 ($1,500 - $375) before paying his
commission.
Daily settlement reduces the default risk of futures contracts
relative to forward contracts. Every day, futures investors must
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pay over any losses or receive any gains from the day’s price
movements. These gains or losses are generally added to or
subtracted from the investors account. An insolvent investor
with an unprofitable position would be forced into default after
only one day’s trading rather than being allowed to build up
huge losses that lead to one large default at the time the contract
matures (as could occur with a forward contract). For example -
by deciding to keep his contract in force, rather, than dosing it
out on Wednesday, the investor would have had a performance
bond call because his account would have fallen below the
maintenance, performance bond of $1,100. His performance
bond call would be for $875 ($1,485 + $625 - $1,500 + $875 =
$1,485) -at the dose of  Wednesday trading in order to meet his
$1,485 performance bond; that is, the investor would have had
to add $875 to his account to maintain his futures contract.
Futures, contracts can also be dosed out with an offsetting
trade. For example, if  a company’s long position in euro futures
has proved to be profitable, it need not literally take delivery of
the euros when the contract matures. Rather, the company can
sell futures contracts on a like amount of euros just -prior to
the maturity of the long positions. The two positions cancel on
the books of the futures exchange, and the company receives its
profit in dollars. Summarizes these and other differences,
between forward and futures contracts.

Basic Differences Contracts Futures
Between Forward and

1 Trading:Forward contracts are traded by telephone or
telex.Futures contracts are traded in a competitive arena.

2 Regulation:The forward market is self-regulating.The IMM
is regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission.

3 Frequency of  Delivery:More than 90% of  all forward
contracts are settled by actual delivery.By contrast, less than
1% of  the IMM futures contracts are settled by delivery.

4 Size of Contract:Forward contracts are individually tailored
and tend to be much larger than the standardized contracts
on the futures market.Futures contracts are standardized in
terms of currency amount.

5 Delivery Date:Banks offer forward contracts for delivery on
any date.IMM futures contracts are available for delivery on
only a few specified dates a year.

6 Settlement:Forward contract settlement occurs on the date
agreed on between the bank and the customer. Futures
contract settlements are made daily via the Exchange’s
Clearing House; gains on posi-tion values may be withdrawn
and losses are collected daily. This practice is known as
marking to market.

7 Quotes:Forward prices generally are quoted in European
terms (units of local currency per US dollar). Futures
contracts are quoted in American terms (dollars per one
foreign currency unit).

8 Transaction Costs:Costs of  forward contracts are based on
bid-ask spread.Futures contracts entail brokerage fees for buy
and sell orders

9 Margins:Margins are not required in the forward
market.Margins are required of all participants in the futures
market.

10. Credit Risk:The credit risk is borne by each party to a
forward contract. Credit limits must therefore be set for each
customer.The Exchange’s Clearing House becomes the
opposite side to each futures contract, thereby reducing credit
risk substantially.

Let Us Discuss One Illustration Of Computing Gains, Losses,
and Performance Bond Calls on a Futures Contract
On Monday morning, you short one IMM yen futures contract
containing ¥12,500,000 at a price of $0.009433. Suppose the
broker requires a performance bond of $4,590 and a mainte-
nance performance bond of $3,400. The settlement prices for
Monday through Thursday are $0.009542, $0.009581,
$0.009375, and $0.009369, respectively.
On Friday, you close out the contract at a price of  $0.009394.
Calculate the daily cash flows on your account. Describe any
performance bond calls on your -account. What is your cash
balance with your broker as of the close of business on Friday?
-Assume that you begin with an initial balance of $4,590 and
that your round-trip commission was $27.

Solution

Time Action Cash Flow on Contract 
Monday 
morning 

Sell one IMM yen futures 
contract. Price is $0.009433. 

None  

Monday 
close 

Futures price rises to $0.009542. 
Contract is marked-to-market. 

You payout 
12,500,000 X (0.009433 - 0.009542) = 

-$1,362.50 

Tuesday 
close 

Futures price rises to $0.00958l. 
Contract is marked-to-market. 

You payout an additional 
12,500,000 X (0.009542- 0.009581) = 

- $487.50 

Wednesda
y close 

Futures price falls to $0.009375. 
Contract is marked-to-market. 

You receive 
12,500,000 X (0.009581 - 0.009375) = 

+$2,575.0
0 

Thursday 
close 

Futures price falls to $0.009369. 
Contract is marked-to-market. 

You receive an additional 
12,500,000 X (0.009375 - 0.009369) = 

+$75.00 

Friday You close out your contract at a 
futures price of $0.009394. 

You payout 
12,500,000 X (0.009369 - 0.009394) = 

-$312.50 

  You payout a round-trip commission -$27.00 

  Net gain on the futures contract -$460.50 

Your performance bond calls and cash balances as of the close of each day were as follows: 
Monday With a loss of $1,362.50, your account balance falls to $3,227.50 ($4,590 - $1,3625. 

You must add $1,362.50 ($4,590 - $3,227.50) to your account to meet the perform of 
$4,590. 

Tuesday With an additional loss of $487.50, your balance falls to $4,102.50 ($4,590 - $487.50). 
You must add $487.50 to your account to meet the performance bond of $4,590. 

Wednesda
y 

With a gain of $2,575, your balance rises to $7,165. 

Thursday With a gain of $75, your account balance rises further to $7,240. 

Friday With a loss of $312.50, your account balance falls to $6,927.50. After subtracting the round-
trip commission of $27, your account balance ends at $6,900.50. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Futures Contracts.
The smaller size of a futures contract and the freedom to
liquidate the contract at any time before its maturity in a well-
organized futures market differentiate the futures contract from
the forward contract. These features of the futures contract
attract many users. On the other hand, the limited number of
currencies traded, the limited delivery dates, -and the rigid
contractual amounts of currencies to be delivered are disadvan-
tages of the futures  contract to many commercial users. Only
by chance will contracts conform exactly to corporate require-
ments. The contracts are of value mainly to those commercial
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customers who have a fairly stable and continuous stream of
payments or receipts in the traded foreign currencies.

Illustration 2:Forward-Futures Arbitrage
Suppose the interbank forward bid for June 18 on pounds
sterling is $1.2927 at the same time that the price of IMM
sterling futures for delivery on June 18 is $1.2915. How could
the dealer use arbitrage to profit from this situation?
Solution. The dealer would simultaneously buy the June
sterling futures contract for $80.718.75 (62,500 X $1.2915) and
sell an equivalent amount of sterling forward, worth $80,793.75
(62,500 X $1.2927), for June delivery Upon settlement, the
dealer would earn a profit of  $75. Alternatively, if  the markets
come back together before June 18, the dealer can unwind his
position (by simultaneously buying £62,500 forward and selling
a futures contract, both for delivery on June 18) and earn the
same $75 profit. Although the amount of profit on this
transaction is tiny, it becomes $7,500 if  100 futures contracts are
traded.

Arbitrage between the Futures and Forward
Markets
Arbitrageurs play an important role on the IMM. They translate
IMM futures rates into interbank forward rates and, by realizing
profit opportunities, keep IMM futures rates in line with bank
forward rates.
Such arbitrage transactions as described in the preceding
illustration will bid up the futures price and bid down the
forward price until approximate equality is restored. The word
approximate is used because there is a difference between the
two contracts. Unlike the forward contract, where gains or losses
are not realized until maturity, marking to market means that
day-to-day futures contract gains (or losses) will have to be
invested (or borrowed) at uncertain future interest rates.
However, a study of actual rates for the British pound,
Canadian dollar, Deutsche mark, Swiss franc, and Japanese yen
found that forward and futures prices do not differ significantly.

Currency Options
Whatever advantages the forward or the futures contract might
hold for its purchaser, the two contracts have a common
disadvantage: Although they protect the holder against the risk
of adverse movements in exchange rates, they also eliminate the
possibility of gaining a windfall profit from favorable move-
ments. -This disadvantage was apparently one of the
considerations that led some commercial banks to offer currency
options to their customers. Exchange-traded currency options
were first offered in 1983 by the Philadelphia Stock Exchange
(PHLX), where they are now traded on the United Currency
Options Market (UCOM). Currency options are one of the,
fastest growing segments of the global all foreign exchange
market, currently accounting for as much as 7% of daily trading
volume.
In principle, an option is a financial instrument that gives the
holder the right-but not the obligation-to sell (put) or buy (call)
another financial instrument at a set price and expiration date.
The seller of the put option or call option must fulfill the
contract if the buyer so desires it. Because the option not to buy
or sell has value, the buyer must pay the seller of the option

some premium for this privilege. As applied to foreign
currencies, call option the customer the right to purchase –– and
put options give the right to sell–– the contracted currencies at
the expiration date. Note that because a foreign exchange
transaction has two side, a call (put) option on a foreign
currency can be considered a foreign currency put (call) option on
the domestic currency. For example the, right to buy DM against
dollar payment is equivalent right to sell dollars for DM
payment. An American option can be exercised at any time up
to the expiration date; a European option can be exercised only
at maturity.
An, option that would be profitable to exercise at the current
exchange rate is said to be in-the-money.  Conversely, an out-of-
the-money option is one that would not be profitable to
exercise at the current exchange rate. The price which the option
is exercised is called the exercise price, or strike price. An option
whose exercise price is the same as the spot exchange rate is
termed at the money. That is,

Using Currency Options
To see how currency options might be used, consider a U.S.
importer with a €62,500 payment to make to a German
exporter in GO days. The importer could purchase a European
call option to have the euros delivered to him at a specified
exchange rate (the strike price) on the due date. Suppose the
option premium is $0.02 per euro and the exercise price is $0.94.
The importer has paid $1,250 for a  €94 call option, which gives
him, the right to buy €62,500 at a price of $0.94 per euro at the
end of 60 days, If at the time the importers payment fall due,
the value of  the euro has risen to, say, $1.00, the, option would
be in-the-money. In this case, the importer exercises his call
option and purchases euros for $0.94

Profit from Buying A Call Option for
Various Spot Price at Expiration

The Importer would earn a profit of $3,750 (62,500 X 0.06),
which would more than cover the $1,250 cost of the option. If
the rate has declined below the contracted rate to say, $0.90, the
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€94 option would be out-of-the-money Consequently, the
importer would let the option expire and purchase the euros in
the spot market. Despite losing the $1,250 option premium,
the importer would still be $1,250 bet-ter off than if he had
locked in a rate of $0.94 with a forward or futures contract.
Illustrates the importers gains or losses on the call option. At a
spot rate on expiration of $0.94 or lower, the option will not be
exercised, result-ing in a loss of the $1,250 option premium.
Between $0.94 and $0.96, the option will be exercised, but the
gain is insufficient to cover the premium. The break-even-price
–– at which the gain on the option just equals the option
premium––is $0.96. Above $0.96 per euro, the option is
sufficiently deep in-the-money to cover the option premium
and yield a –– potentially unlimited –– net profit.
Because this is a zero-sum game, the profit from selling a call, is
the mirror image of the profit from buying the call. For
example, if the spot rate at expiration is above $0.96/€, the call
option writer is exposed to potentially unlimited losses. Why
would an option writer accept such risks? For

Profit from Selling A Call Option for
Various Spot Prices At Expiration

one thing, the option writer may already be long euros,
effectively hedging much of  the risk. Alternatively, the writer
might be willing to take a risk in the hope of profiting from the
option premium because of a belief that the euro will depreci-
ate over the life of the contract. If the spot rate at expiration is
$0.94 or less, the option ends out-of-the-money and the call
option writer gets to keep the full $1,250 premium. For spot
rates between $0.94 and $0.96, the option writer still earn a
profit, albeit a diminishing one.
In contrast to the call option, a put option at the same terms
(exercise price of- $0.94 and put premium of $0.02 per euro)
would be in-the-money at a spot price of  $0.90 and out-of-the-
money at $0.70. illustrates the profit available on this euro put
option. If  the spot price falls to, say, $0.88, the
holder of a put option will deliver €62,500 worth $55,000 (0.88
X 62,500) and receive $58,750 (0.94 X 62;500). The option
holder’s profit, net of  the $1,250 option premium, is $2,500.
As the spot price falls further, the value of the put option rises.
At the extreme, if  the spot rate falls to zero, the buyer’s profit

on the contract will reach $57,500 (0.94 X 62,500 - 1,250). Below
a spot rate of $0.92,

the gain on ;the put option will, more than cover the $1,250
option premium. Between $0.92 –– the breakeven price for the
put option –– and $0.94, the holder would exercise the option,
but the gain would be less than the option premium. At spot
prices above $0.94, the holder would not exercise the option
and so would lose the $1,250 premium. Both the put and the
call options will be at the- money if the spot rate in 60 days is
$0.94, and the call or put option buyer will lose the $1,250
option premium.
As in the case of the call option, the writer of the put option
will have a pay- off profile that is the mirror image of that for
the buyer. If the spot rate at expiration is $0.94 or higher, the
option writer gets to keep the full $1,250 premium. As the spot
rate falls below $0.94, the option writer earns a decreasing profit
down to $0.92. For spot rates below $0.92/€, the option writer
is exposed to increasing losses, up to a maximum potential loss
of $57,500. The writer of the put option will accept these risks
in the hope of profiting from the premium. These risks may be
minimal if  the put option writer is already short euro.

Profit from Selling A Put Option for
Various Spot Prices At Expiration
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Illustration

Speculating with a Japanese Yen Call Option

In March, a speculator who is gambling that the yen will
appreciate against the dollar pay -$680 to buy a yen June 81 call
option. This option gives the speculator the right to buy
¥6,250,000 in June at an exchange rate of ¥1 = $0.0081 (the 81
in the contract description is expressed in hundredths of a cent).
By the expiration date in June, the yen spot risen has to
$0.0083. What is the investor’s net return on the contract?
Solution. Because the call option is in-the-money by 0.02 cents,
the investor will realize a gain of $1,250 ($0.0002 X 6,250,000)
on the option contract. This amount less the -$680 paid for the
option produces a gain on the contract of $570.
Typical users of  currency options might be financial firms
holding large investments overseas where sizable unrealized
gains had occurred because of exchange rate changes and where
these gains were thought likely to be -fully reversed. Limited use
of currency options has also been made by firms that
have a foreign currency inflow or outflow that is possibly
forthcoming but not def-initely In such cases, where future
foreign currency cash flows are contingent on an event such as
acceptance of a bid, long call or put positions can be safer
hedges than either futures or forwards.
For example, assume that a U.S. investor makes a firm bid in
pounds ster-ling to buy a piece of real estate in London. If the
firm wishes to hedge the dollar cost of the bid, it can buy
pounds forward so that if the pound sterling appreci-ates, the
gain on the forward contract will offset the increased dollar cost
of the prospective investment. But if the bid is eventually
rejected, and if the pound has fallen in the interim, losses from
the forward position will have no offset. If no forward cover is
taken and the pound appreciates, the real estate will cost more
than expected.
Currency call options can provide a better hedge in such a case.
Purchased pound call options would provide protection against
a rising pound; and yet, if the bid were rejected and the pound
hid fallen, the uncovered hedge loss would be limited to the
premium paid for the calls. Note that a U.S. company in the
opposite position, such as one bidding to supply goods or
services priced in pounds to a British project, whose receipt of
future pound cash inflows is contingent on acceptance of its
bid, would use a long pound put position to provide the safest
hedge.
Currency options also can be used by pure speculators, those
without an underlying foreign currency transaction to protect
against. The presence of specula-tors in the options markets
adds to the breadth and depth of these markets, there-by
making them more liquid and lowering transactions costs and
risk.
Currency  Spread. A currency spread allows speculators to-bet
on the direction of a currency but at a lower cost than buying a
put or a call option alone. It involves buying an option at one
strike price and selling a similar option at a different it strike
price. The currency spread limits the holder’s downside risk on
the currency bet but at the cost of  limiting the position’s upside
potential as shown in Fig below, a spread designed to bet on a

currency’s appreciation-also called a bull spread –– would
involve buying a call at one strike price and selling another call at
a higher strike price. The net premium paid for this position is
positive because the former call will be higher priced than the
latter (with a lower strike, the option is less out-of-the-money)
but it will be less than the cost of buying the former option
alone. At the same time, the upside is limited by the strike price
of the latter option. The payoff profile of a currency spread
designed to bet on a currency’s decline. This spread-also called a
bear spread-–– involves buying a put at one strike price and
selling another put at a lower strike price.
Knockout Options. Another way to bet, on currency move-
ments at a lower cost than buying a call or a put alone is to use
knockout options. A knockout option is similar to a standard
option except that it is canceled-that is, knocked out––if the
exchange rate crosses, even briefly, a predefined level
called the outstrike. If the exchange rate breaches this barrier,
the holder can not exercise this option, even if it ends up in-
the-money. Knockout options known as barrier options are less
expensive than standard currency options precisely because of
this risk of early cancellation.
There are different types of knockout options. For example, a
down-and-out call -will have a positive payoff to the option
holder if the underlying currency strength but is canceled if it
weakens sufficiently to hit the outstrike. Conversely, a down-
and-out put has a positive payoff if the currency weakens but
will be canceled if it weakens beyond. the outstrike. In addition
to lowering cost (albeit at the expense of less protection),
down-and-out options are useful when a company believes that
if the foreign currency declines below a certain level, it is unlikely
to rebound to the point that it will cause the company losses.
Up-and-out options are canceled if the underlying currency
strengthens beyond the outstrike. In contrast to the previous
knockout option,  down-and-in and up-and-in options come
into existence if and only if the currency crosses a preset barrier.
The pricing of these options is extremely complex.
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In this Lesson we will be discussing further about options
pricing its valuation, arbitrage, market structure and future
options.

Option Pricing and Valuation
From a theoretical standpoint, the value of an option com-
prises two components: intrinsic value and time value. The
intrinsic value of the option is the amount by which the option
is in-the-money, or S - X, where S is the current spot price and ,
X exercise price. In other words, the intrinsic value equals the
immediate exercise value of the option. Thus, the further into
the money an option is, the more valuable it is. An out-of-the-
money option has no intrinsic value. For example, the intrinsic
value of a call option on Swiss francs with an exercise price of
$0.74 and a spot rate of $0.77 would be $0.03 per franc. The
intrinsic value of the option for spot rates that are less than the
exercise price is zero. Any excess of  the option value over its
intrinsic value is called the time value of the contract. An option
will generally sell for at least its intrinsic value. The more out-of-
the-money an option is, the lower the option price this Figure
below.
During the time remaining before an option expires, the
exchange rate can move so as to make exercising the option
profitable or more profitable. That is, an out-of-the-money
option can move into the money, or one already in-the-money

The Value of  A Call Option Before Maturity

can become more so. The chance that an option will become
profitable or more -profitable is always greater than zero.
Consequently, the time value of  an option is always positive for
an out-of-the-money option and is usually positive for an in-
the-money option. Moreover, the more time that remains until
an option expires the higher the time value tends to be. For
example, an option with six months remaining until expiration
will tend to have a higher price than an option with the same
strike price but with only three months until expiration. As the
option approaches its maturity, the time value declines to zero.
The value of an American option always exceeds its intrinsic
value because the time value is always positive up to the

expiration date. For example, if S > X then C(X) >S - X, where
C(X) is the dollar price of an American car option on one unit
of foreign currency However, the case is more ambiguous for a
European option because increasing the time to maturity may
not increase its value, given that it can be exercised only on the
maturity date. That is, a European currency option may be in-
the-money before expiration, yet it may be out-of-the-money by
the maturity date.
Before expiration, an out-of-the-money option has only time
value, but an in-the-money option has both time value and
intrinsic value. At expiration, an option -can have only intrinsic
value. The time value of a currency option reflects the probabil-
ity that its intrinsic value will increase before expiration; this
probability depends, among other things, on the volatility of
the exchange rate. An increase in currency volatility increases the
chance of an extremely high or low exchange rate at the time the
option expires. The chance of a very high exchange rate benefits
the call owner. The chance of a very low exchange rate, however,
is irrelevant; the option will be worthless for any exchange rate
less than the striking price, whether the exchange rate is “low”
or “very low.” Inasmuch as the effect of  increase volatility is
beneficial, the value of the call option is higher. Put options
similarly benefit -from increased volatility in the exchange rate.
Another aspect of time value involves interest rates. In general,
option have a present intrinsic value, determined by the exercise
price and price of the under lying asset. Because the option is a
claim on a specified amount of an asset over a period of time
into the future, that claim must have a return in line with
market interest rates on comparable instruments. Therefore, a
rise in the interest rate will cause call values to rise and put values
to fall.
Pricing foreign currency options is more complex because it
requires consideration of both domestic and foreign interest
rates. A foreign currency is -normally at a forward premium or
discount vis-a.-vis the domestic currency this forward premium
or discount is determined by relative interest rates. Conse-
quently, for foreign currency options, call values rise and put
value fall when the domestic interest rate increases or the foreign
interest rate decreases.
The flip side of a more valuable put or call option is a higher
option premi-um. Hence, options  become more expensive
when exchange rate volatility rises. Similarly, when the domestic-
foreign interest differential increases, call options become more
expensive and put options less expensive. These elements of
option valuation summarized in Table below.
Option Pricing and Arbitrage. Option pricing stems from
application of the most productive idea in all of finance-
arbitrage. The idea underlying arbitrage pricing of a new asset is
simple: Create a portfolio of assets with known market price
that exactly duplicates the distribution of payoffs of the new

LESSON 18:

CURRENCY FUTURES AND OPTIONS MARKETS -II
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asset. The price of the new asset must equal the cost of
purchasing the mimicking portfolio.
Otherwise, arbitrageurs would earn riskless profits. This is the
technique used by Fisher Black and Myron Scholes in develop-
ing the Black-Scholes option pric-ing model.
In order to develop a closed-form solution for the pricing of a
currency option, we must make some assumptions about the
statistical properties of the spot and forward exchange rates.
Assuming that both these exchange rates are log--normally
distributed (i.e., that their natural logarithm follows a

C(t) = aS(t)B*(t, T) + bB(t, T) (1.1)
where
C(t) = call option premium at time t for an option that expires

at t +T -
T  = time to expiration of the option, expressed in fractions of

a year
S(t) = spot value of the foreign currency at time t
B*(t, T) = price of a pure discount foreign bond that pays one

unit of  the foreign currency at t + T, or B*(t, T) = 1/
(1 + r*T)4

B(t, T)  = price of a pure discount domestic bond that pays one
unit of  the domestic currency at t + T, or B(t, T) =
1/(1 + rT)

r* = the annualized interest rate on a pure discount foreign
bond

r = the annualized interest rate on a pure discount domestic
bond

a = amount of the foreign currency bond in the mimicking
portfolio

b= amount of the domestic currency bond in the mimicking
portfolio

Mark Garman and Stephen Kohlhagen have shown that, give
the previously mentioned lognormal distribution assumptions,
equation (1.1) can be expressed as:
C(t) = N(d1) ×S(t) × B*(t, T) - N(d2) × X  × B(t, T) (1.2)

where
N(d) = the cumulative normal distribution function

σ = the expected standard deviation of the spot rate, annualized

X = the exercise price on the call option
Equation 1.2  is just the Black-Scholes option pricing formula
applied to foreign currency options.
Lets do here one more Illustration related to Pricing a Six-
Month Swiss Franc European Call Option
Illustration
What is the price of a six-month Swiss franc European call
option having the following characteristics?

S(t) X R r* σ 
($/SFr) ($/SFr) (6-month) (6-month) (annualized) 
0.68 0.70 5.8% 6.5% 0.2873 

Solution. In order to apply Equation 1.2, we need to estimate
B(t,0.5) and B’(t,0.5) since T = 0.5 (6 months equal 0.5 years).
Given the annualized interest rates on six-month bonds of
58% and 6.5%, the six-month U.S. and Swiss interest rates are
2.9% (5.8/2) and 3.25% (6.5/2), respectively. The associated
bond prices are

        1
B(t,05)  = ––––––   = 0.9718

     1.029

                       1
B*(t, 0.5) = ––––––  = 0.9685

   1.0325
Substitution the values for Band B*  along with those for S
(0.68), X (0.70), and ó (0.2873) in Equation 1.2 we can calculate

The easiest way to compute the values of N( - 0.05786) and N(
- 0.26101) is to use a spread--sheet function such as
NORMDIST in Excel. This Excel function yields computed
values of  N(-0.05786) = 0.47693 and N(- 0.26101) = 0.39704.
Using Equation 1.2 , we can now cal-culate of the six-month
Swiss franc call option:
C(t) = N(d1) ´ S(t) ´ B*(t,T) - N(d2) ´ X  ´ B(t,T)
       = 0.47693  ´ 0.68  ´ 0.9685 - 0.39704  ´ 0.70 X 0.
       = $0.04400 SFr
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In other words, the value of the six-month option to acquire
Swiss francs at an exercise price of $0.70 when the spot rate is
$0.68 is 4.4004¢/SFr. The relatively high volatility -the spot franc
has contributed to the significant value of this out-of-the-
money call option.
Implied Volatilities. Black-Scholes option prices depend
critically on the estimate of volatility (ó) being used. In fact,
traders typically use the implied volatility –– the volatility that,
when substituted in Equation 1.2, yields the market price of the
-option––as an indication of the markets opinion of future
exchange rate volatility. Implied volatilities function for options
in the same way as yields to maturity do for bonds. They
succinctly summarize a great deal of economically relevant
information about the price of the asset, and they can be used
to compare assets with different contractual terms without
having to provide a great deal of detail about the asset.
Indeed, option prices are increasingly being quoted as implied
volatilities, which traders by agreement substitute into the
Garman-Kohlhagen model (Equation 1.2) to determine the
option premium. This is not to say that traders believe that
Equation 1.2 and its underlying assumptions are correct.
Indeed, they quote different implied volatilities for different
strike prices at the same maturity. However, Equation 1.2 by
convention is used to map implied volatility quotes to option
price.
Shortcomings of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model.
The Black-Scholes model assumes continuous portfolio
rebalancing, no transaction costs, stable interest rates, and
lognormally distributed and continuously changing exchange
rates. Each of these assumptions is violated in periods of
currency turnmoil, -occurred during the breakup of the
exchange-rate mechanism. With foreign exchange markets
shifting dramatically from one moment to the next continuous
portfolio rebalancing turned out to be impossible. And with
interest rates being so volatile (for example, overnight interest
rates on the Swedish krona jumped from 24% to 500%), the
assumption of interest rate stability was violated as well.
Moreover, devaluations and revaluations can cause abrupt-
shifts in exchange rates, contrary to the premise of continuous
movements.
A related point is that empirical evidence indicates that there are
extreme exchange rate observations than a lognormal distribu-
tion would predict. That is, the distribution of exchange rates is
leptokurtic, or fat-tailed. Leptokurtosis explain why the typical
pattern of implied volatilities is U-shaped (the so-called
volatility smile). Finally, although prices depend critically on the
estimate of volatility used, such estimates may be unreliable.
Users can, of course, estimate exchange rate volatility from-

Declining Exchange Rate Scenario

 July 1 September 1 
Spot $0.9922 $0.9542 
September futures 0.9956 0.9558 
September 68 put 0.0059 0.0261 
September 70 put 0.0144 0.0460 

historical data, but what matters for option pricing is future
volatility and this is often difficult to predict because volatility
can shift.

Using Forward or Futures Contracts Versus Options
Contracts
Suppose that on July 1, an American company makes a sale for
which it will receive €125.000 on September 1. The firm will
want to convert those euros into dollars, so it is exposed to the
risk that the euro will fall below its current spot rate of $0.9922
in the meantime. The firm can protect itself against a declining
euro by selling its expected euro receipts forward (using a
futures contract at a futures rate of $0.9956) or by buying a euro
put option.
Table above  shows possible results for each choice, using
options with strike prices just above and just below the spot
exchange of July 1 ($0.98 and $1.00).The example assumes a
euro decline to $0.9542 and the consequent price adjust-ments
of associated futures and options contracts. The put quotes are
the option premiums per euro. Thus, the dollar premium
associated with a particular quote equal the quote multiplied by
the number of euros covered by the put options. For example,
the quote of $0.0059 for a September put option with a strike
price of 98 (in cents) represents a premium for covering the
exporter’s €125,000 trans-action equal to $0.0059 X 125,000 =
$737.50.
In the example just described, a decision to remain unhedged
would yield a loss of 125,000 ´ (0.9922 - 0.9542), or $4,750. The
outcomes of the various hedge possibilities are shown below
with some example which demonstrates the following differ-
ences between the futures and options hedging stategies:
1. The futures hedge offers the closest offset to the loss due to

the decline of the euro
Table:

Hedging Alternatives: Offsetting A $4,750 Loss Due To A
Declining Euro

Result of Selling Futures 
(0.9558) X 125,000 = $4,975 profit  
Results as of Buying Put Options  
98 put: (0.0261 - 0.0059) X 125,000 = $2,525 profit 
100 put: (0.0460 - 0.0144) X 125,000 = $3,950 profit 

Rising Exchange Rate Scenario

 July 1 September 1 
Spot $0.9922 $1.0338 
September futures 0.9956 1.0374 
September 68 put 0.0059 0.0001 
September 70 put 0.0144 0.0001 

2. The purchase of the in-the-money put option (the 100 strike
price) offers greater protection (but at a higher premium)
than the out-of-the-money put (the 98 strike price).

Note that the September futures price is unequal to the spot
rate on September 1 because settlement is not until later in the
month. As the euro declines in value, the company will suffer a
larger loss on its euro receivables to be offset by, a further
increase in the value of the put and futures contracts.
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Although the company wants to protect against the possibility
of a euro depreciation, what would happen if the euro
appreciated? To answer this question––so as to assess fully the
options and futures hedge strategies-assume the hypothetical
conditions in as shown in Table above.
In this scenario, the rise in the euro would increase the value of
the unhedged position by 125,000 X (1.0338 - 0.9922), or
$5,200. This gain would be offset by losses on the futures or
options contracts, as shown below.
We can see that the futures hedge again provides the closest
offset. Because these hedges generate losses, however, the
company would be better served under this scenario by the
smallest offset. With rapidly rising exchange rates, the company
would benefit most from hedging with a long put position as
opposed to a futures contract; conversely, with rapidly falling
exchange rates, the company would benefit most from hedging
with a futures contract.

Market Structure
Options are purchased and traded either on an organized
exchange (such as the United Currency Options Market of the
PHLX) or in the over-the -counter

Example  :

Hedging Alternatives: Offsetting A $5,200 Gain Due To A
Rising Euro

Result of Selling Futures 
(1.0374 - 0.9956) X 125,000= $5,225 loss 
Results of Buying Put Options 
98 put: (0.0059 - 0.0001) X 125,000 = $725 loss 
100 put: (0:0144 - 0.0001) X 125,000 = $1,787.50 profit 

(OTC) market. Exchange-traded options or listed options are
standardized contracts with predetermined exercise prices, and
standard expiration months (March, June, September, and
December plus two near-term months). United Currency
Options Market (UCOM) options are available in six currencies-
the Australian dollar, British pound, Canadian dollar, euro,
Japanese yen, and Swiss franc-and are traded in standard
contracts half the size of the IMM futures contracts. The euro
contracts have replaced contracts in the Deutsche mark and
French franc. Cross-rate options are also available for the €/¥
and £/€. The cross-rate options serve the same hedging
function as cross-rate futures. Contract specifications are shown
in next Table . The PHLX trades both American-style and
European-style currency options. It also trades month-end
options (listed as EOM, or end of  month),  which ensure the
availability of a short-term (at most, a two- or some time three-
week) currency option at all times, and long-term options,
which extend the available expiration months on PHLX dollar-
based and cross-rate contracts––providing for 18- and
24-month European-style options.
In 1994, the PHLX introduced a new option contract, called the
Virtual currency Option, which is settled in U.S. dollars rather
than in the underlying currency. Virtual Currency Options, also
called 3-Ds (dollar-denominated delivery), just formalize the
reality that practically no exchange-traded options involve the
payment or delivery of  the underlying currency. Currently, 3-D

options on all six traded currencies are available. They are
European-style options that have maturi-ties ranging from one
week to nine months, and they settle weekly (meaning that each
week a new contract is listed). They expire on Monday morn-
ings, so hedging currency risk over a weekend is easy.
The PHLX also offers customized currency options, which
allow users to customize various aspects of a currency option,
including choice of exercise price, expiration date (up to two
years out), and premium quotation as either units of currency
or percent of underlying value. Customized currency options
can be traded on any combination of the six currencies for
which standardized options are available, along with the
Mexican peso and the U.S. dollar. The contract size is the same
as that for standardized contracts in the underlying currency.
Other organized option exchanges are located in Amsterdam
(European Options Exchange), Chicago (Chicago Mercantile
Exchange), and Montreal (Montreal Stock Exchange).
Over-the-counter (OTC) options are contracts whose specifica-
tions are generally negotiated as to the amount, exercise price
and rights, underlying instrument, and expiration. OTC
currency options are traded by commercial and investment
banks in virtually all financial centers. OTC activity is concen-
trated in London and New York, and it centers on the major
currencies, most often involving U.S. dollars against pounds
sterling, euros, Swiss francs, Japanese yen, and Canadian dollars.
Branches of foreign banks in the major financial centers are
generally willing to write options against the currency of their
home country. For example, Australian banks in London write
options on the Australian dollar. Generally, OTC options are
traded in round lots, commonly $5-$10 million in New York
and $2-$3 million in London. The average maturity of OTC
options ranges from two to six months, and very few options
are written for more than one year. American options are most
common, but European options are popular in Switzerland
and Germany because of  familiarity.
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Table  Showing:
Philadelphia Stock Exchange Currency Options Specifications

and forward exchange. Banks use the wholesale market to
hedge, of “reinsure” the risks undertaken in trading with
customers and to take specula-tive positions in options.
Most retail customers for OTC options are either corporations
active in inter-national trade or financial institutions with
multicurrency asset portfolios. These customers could purchase
foreign exchange puts or calls on organized exchanges, but they
generally turn to the banks for options in order to find precisely

 Australian 
Dollar 

British 
Pound 

Canadian 
Dollar Euro 

Swiss 
Franc 

Japanese Yen 

System 
    American  
      style 

XAD XBP XCD XEU XSF XJY 

    European 
      style 

CAD CBP CCD  ECU CSF CJF 

Contract 
     Size 

A$50,000 £31,250 C$50,000 €62,500 SFr62,500 ¥6,250,000 

Exercise 
    Price 
    Intervals 

1¢ 2¢ 0.5¢ 1¢ 1¢ 0.01¢ 

Premium Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents Hundredths 
  Quotations per unit per unit per unit per unit per unit of a cent per 

unit 
Minimum 
   Price 
   Change 

$0.(00)01 $0.(00)01 $0.(00)01 $0.(00)01 $0.(00)01 $0.(0000)01 

Minimum 
   Contract 
   Price 
   Change 

$5.00 $3.125 $5.00 $6.25 $6.25 $6.25 

  Expiration Months  March, June, September, and December + two near-term months  
  Exercise Notice  No automatic exercise of in-the-money options  
  

Expiration Date  
Friday before third Wednesday of the expiring month (Friday is also 
the last trading day)  

  Expiration Settlement Date  Third Wednesday of month  
  Daily Price Limits  None  

  Issuer &. Guarantor  Options Clearing Corporation (OCC)  
 Margin for Uncovered Writer 
 

Option premium plus 4% of the underlying contract 
value less out-of-the-money amount, if any, to a 
minimum of the option premium plus 3/4% of the 
underlying contract value. 
Contract value equal spot price times unit of currency 
per contract. 

  Position & Exercise Limits  100,000 contracts  
  Trading Hours  2:30 A.M.-2:30 P.M. Philadelphia time, Monday through Friday  

The OTC options market consists of two sectors: (1) a retail
market com-posed of nonbank customers who purchase from
banks what amounts to cus-tomized insurance against adverse
exchange rate movements and (2) a wholesale market among
commercial banks, investment banks, and specialized trading
firms; this market may include interbank OTC trading or
trading on the organized exchanges. The interbank market in
currency options is analogous to the interbank market in spot
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the term that match their needs. Contracts are generally tailored
with regard to amount, strike price, price, expiration date, and
currency.
The existence of OTC currency options predates exchange-
traded options by many years, but trading in OTC options grew
rapidly at the same time that PHLX trading began. The
acceleration in the growth of options trading in both markets
appears to spring from the desire by companies to manage
foreign currency risks more effectively and, in particular, from an
increased willingness to pay a fee to transfer such risks to
another party. Most commentators suggest that corporate
demand has increased because the greater volatility of exchange
rates has increas-ingly exposed firms to risks from develop-
ments that are difficult to predict and beyond their control.
The growth of listed options, especially for “wholesale”
purposes, apparently is putting pressure on the OTC markets
for greater standardization in interbank trading. In some
instances, OTC foreign currency options are traded for expira-
tion on the third Wednesday of  March, June, September, and
December, to coincide with expiration dates on the U.S.
exchanges.
Although the buyer of an option can lose only the premium
paid for the option, the seller’s risk of  loss is potentially
unlimited. Because of  this asymmetry, between income and
risk, few retail customers are willing to write options. For this
reason, the market structure is distinctly asymmetrical when
compared with the reason, market for spot and forward foreign
exchange, where there is a balance between customers who are
purchasing or selling currency and where the inter-bank market
likewise has a reasonable balance.

Futures Options
In January 1984, the IMM introduced a market in options on
DM futures (now replaced by euro) contracts. Since then, the
futures option market has grown to include options on futures
in British pounds, Japanese yen, Swiss francs, and Canadian
dollars as well. Trading involves purchases and sales of  puts
and calls on a contract calling for delivery of a standard IMM
futures contract in the currency rather than the currency itself.
When such a contract is exercised, the holder receives a short or
long position in the underlying currency futures contract that is
marked-to-market, providing the holder with a cash gain. (If
there were a loss on the futures contract, the option, which
would not be exercised.) Specifically,
1. If a call futures option contract is exercised, the holder

receives a long position in the underlying futures contract
plus an amount of cash equal to the current futures price
minus the strike price.

2. If a put futures option is exercised, the holder receives a short
position in the futures contract plus an amount of cash
equal to the strike price minus the current futures price.

The seller of these options has the opposite position to the
holder after exercise cash outflow plus a short futures position
on a call and a long futures position on a put option. A futures
option contract has this advantage over a futures contract: With
futures contract, the holder must deliver one currency against
the other or reverse the contract, regardless of whether this

move is profitable. In contrast, with the futures option contract,
the holder is protected against an adverse move in the exchange
rate but may allow the option to expire unexercised if using the
spot market would be more profitable.

ILLUSTRATION  Exercising a Pound Call Futures Option

Contract

An investor is holding a pound call futures option contract for
June delivery (representing £62,500) at a strike price of $1.5050.
The current price of a pound futures contract due in -June is
$1.5148. What will the investor receive if she exercises her
futures option?
Solution. The investor will receive a long position in the June
futures contract established at a price of $1.5050 and the option
writer has a short position in the same futures -contract. These
positions are immediately marked to market, triggering a cash
payments to the investor from the option writer of
62,500($1.5148 - $1.5050) = $612.50. If the investor desires, she
can immediately close out her long futures position at .no cost,
leaving her with the $612.50 payoff.

ILLUSTRATION  Exercising a Swiss Franc Put Futures

Option Contract

An investor is holding one Swiss franc March put futures
option contract (representing SFr 125,000) at a strike price of
$0.8132. The current price of a Swiss franc futures contract for
March delivery is $0.7950. What will the investor receive if she
exercises her futures option?
Solution. The investor will receive a short position in the March
futures contract established at a price of $0.8132, and the option
writer has a long position in the same futures contract. These
positions are immediately marked to market and the investor
will receive a cash payment from the option writer of
125,000($0.8132 - 0.7950) = $2,275. If the investor desires, she
can immediately close out her short futures position at no cost,
leaving her with the $2,275 payoff.

Reading Currency Futures and Options
Prices
Future and exchange-listed options prices appear daily in the
financial press. Exhibit shows prices for December 3, 2001, as
displayed in the Wall Street Journal an the following day
Futures prices on the IMM are listed for eight curren-cies with
one to five contracts quoted for each currency: December 2001
and March 2002 for all currencies (except the DM, which has
only one contract that expires in December along with the DM),
and June, September, and December 2002 for some currencies.
Included are the opening and last settlement (settle) price the
change from the previous trading day, the range for the day, and
the number of contracts outstanding (open interest). For
example, the March euro futures contract opened at $0.8900 per
euro and closed at $0.8884, down $0.0040 per euro relative to its
previous closing price of $0.8924. Futures prices are shown in
Table.
Table shows the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (IMM) options
on these futures contracts. To interpret the numbers in this
column, consider the January call options. These are rights to
buy the January euro futures contract at specified prices-the
strike prices. For example, the call option with a strike price of
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8800 means that you can purchase an option to buy a January
euro futures con-tract up to the January settlement date, for
$0.8800 per euro. This option will cost $0.0154 per euro, or
$1,925, plus brokerage commission, for a €125,000 contract.
The price is high because the option is in-the-money In
contrast, the January futures option with a strike price of 9050,
which is out-of-the-money, cost only $0.0046 per euro, or $575
for one contract. These option prices indicate that the market
expects the dollar price of the euro to exceed $0.8800 but not to
rise much above $0.9050 by January.
As we have just seen, a futures call option allows you to buy the
relevant futures contract, which is settled at maturity On the
other hand, the Philadelphia call options contract is an option
to buy foreign exchange spot, which is settled when the call
option is exercised; the buyer receives foreign currency immedi-
ately.
Price quotes usually reflect this difference. For example, PHLX
call options for the December euro (shown in Exhibit), with a
strike price of $0.9000, are $0.0042 per euro (versus $0.0014 for
the December futures call option), or $262.50, plus brokerage
fees for one contract of  €62,SOO. Brokerage fees here would be
about the same as on the IMM: about $16 per transaction
round nip per contract. Exhibit summarizes how to read price
quotations for futures and options on futures using a euro
illustration.

Exhibit: Foreign Currency Futures and
Options Contracts

Exhibit: How to Read Futures Quotations

Review Questions

1. On April I, the spot price of the British pound was $1.86
and the price of the June futures contract was $1.85. During
April the pound appreciated, so that by May I it was selling
for $1.91. What do you think happened to the price of the
June pound futures contract during April? Explain.

2. What are the basic differences between forward and futures
contracts? Between futures and options contracts?

3. A forward market already existed, so why was it necessary to
establish currency futures and currency options contracts?

4. Suppose that Texas Instruments (TI) must pay a French
supplier 10 million in 90 days.
a. Explain how TI can use currency futures to hedge its

exchange risk. How many futures contracts will TI need to
fully protect itself ?

b. Explain how TI can use currency options hedge its
exchange risk. How many options  contracts will TI need
to fully protect itself

c. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages using currency
futures versus currency options -to hedge TI’s exchange
risk.
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Problems

1. On Monday morning, an investor takes a long position in a
pound futures contract that matures on Wednesday
afternoon. The agreed-upon price is $1.78 for £62,500. At
the close of  trading on Monday, the futures price has risen to
$1.79. At Tuesday close, the price rises further to $1.80
Wednesday close, the price falls to $1.785 the contract
matures. The investor takes delivery of the pounds at the
prevailing price of $1.785. Detail the daily settlement process.
What will be the investor’s profits (loss)?

2. Suppose that the forward ask price for March 20 on euros is
$0.9127 at the same time that the price of IMM euro futures
for delivery on March 20 is $0.9145. How could an
arbitrageur profit from this situation? What will be the
arbitrageur’s profit per futures contract (contract size is DM
125,000)?

3. Suppose that DEC buys a Swiss franc futures con-tract
(contract size is SFr 125,000) at a price of $0.83. If the spot
rate for the Swiss franc at the date of settlement is SFr 1 =
$0.8250, what is DECs gain or loss on this contract?

4. On January 10, Volkswagen agrees to import auto parts
worth $7 million from the United States. The parts will be
delivered on March 4 and are payable immediately in dollars.
VW decides to hedge its dollar position by entering into
IMM futures contracts. The spot rate is $0.8947/€, and the
March futures price is $0.9002/€.

a. Calculate the number of futures contracts that VW must buy
to offset its dollar exchange risk on the parts contract.

b. On March 4, the spot rate turns out to be $08968/€, while
the March futures price is $0.8968/€. Calculate VW’s net euro
gain or loss on its futures position. Compare this figure with
VW’s gain or loss on its unhedged position.

5. Citigroup sells a call option on euros (contract size is €
500,000) at a premium of  $0.04 per euro. If  the exercise price
is $0.71 and the spot price of the mark at date of expiration
is $0.73, what is Citigroup’s profit (loss) on the call option?

6. Suppose you buy three June PHLX euro call options with a
90 strike price at a price of 2.3 (¢/€).

a. What would be your total dollar cost for these calls, ignoring
broker fees?

b. What is the most that you would have paid for the € 187,500
covered by these calls?

c. After holding these calls for 60 days, you sell them for 3.8 (¢/
€). What is your net profit on the contracts, assuming that
brokerage fees on both entry and exit were $5 per contract
and that your opportunity cost was 8% per annum on the
money tied up in the premium?

7. A trader executes a “bear spread” on the Japanese yen
consisting of a long PHLX 103 March put and a short PHLX
101 March put.

a. If the price of the 103 put is 2.81 (l00ths of (¢/¥), while the
price of the 101 put is 1.6 (l00ths of ¢/¥), what is the net
cost of the bear spread?

b. What is the maximum amount the trader can make on the
bear spread in the event the yen depreciates against the
dollar?

c. Redo your answers to Parts a and b, assuming the trader
executes a “bull spread” consisting of a long PHLX 10 1
March call priced at 1. 96 (100ths of ¢/¥) and a short PHLX
99 March call priced at 3.91 (1O0ths of ¢/¥). What is the
trader’s maximum profit? Maximum loss?

8. Apex Corporation must pay its Japanese supplier ¥125
million in three months. It is thinking of buying 20 yen call
options (contract size is ¥6.25 million) at a strike price of
$0.00800 in order to protect against the risk of a rising yen.
The premi-um is 0.015 cents per yen. Alternatively, Apex
could buy 10 three-month yen futures contracts (contract size
is ¥12.5 million) at a price of $0.0079401¥. The current spot
rate is ¥1 = $0.007823. Apex’s treasurer believes that the
most likely value for the yen in 90 days is $0.007900, but the
yen could go as high as $0.008400 or as low as $0.007500.

a. Diagram Apex’s gains and losses on the call option position
and the futures position within its range of expected prices
(see Exhibit 8.4). Ignore transaction costs and margins.

b. Calculate what Apex would gain or lose on the option and
futures positions if the yen settled at its most likely value.

c. What is Apex’s break-even future spot price on the option
contract? on the futures contract?

d. Calculate and diagram the corresponding profit and loss and
break-even positions on the futures and options contracts
for the sellers of these contracts.

9. Assume that the spot price of the British pound is $1.55,
the 30-day annualized sterling interest rate is 10%, the 30-day
annualized U.S. interest rate is 8.5%, and the annualized
standard deviation of the dollar: pound exchange rate is
17%. Calculate the value of a 30-day PHLX call option on
the pound at a strike price of $1.57.

10. Suppose the spot price of the yen is $0.0109, the three-
month annualized yen interest rate is 3%, the three-month
annualized dollar rate is 6%, and the annualized standard
deviation of the dollar: yen exchange rate is 13.5%. What is
the value of a three-month PHLX call option on the
Japanese yen at a strike price of $0.00991¥?

LESSON 19:

TUTORIAL
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Learning Objectives

• To describe interest rate and currency swaps and explain how
they can be used financing costs and risk

• To calculate the appropriate payments and receipts associated
with a given interest currency swap

• To identify the factors that underlie the economic benefits of
swaps

• To describe the use of  forward forwards, forward rate
agreements, arid Eurodollar futures to lock in interest rates
on future loans and deposits and hedge interest rate risk

• To explain the nature and pricing of  structured notes
This chapter examines several currency and interest rate deriva-
tives that multinational corporations can use to fund their
foreign investments and manage their interest rate risk. These
derivatives include interest rate and currency swaps, interest rate
forward and futures contracts, and structured notes. Each of
them presents opportunities to the multinational firm to
reduce financing costs and/or risk.

Interest Rate and Currency Swaps
Corporate financial managers can use swaps to arrange complex,
innovative financings that reduce borrowing costs and increase
control over interest rate risk and foreign currency exposure. For
example, General Electric points out in its 1999 Annual Report
that it and its subsidiary General Electric Capital Services
(GECS) use swaps both to reduce funding costs and to hedge
risk:
Swaps of interest rates and currencies are used by GE and
GECS to optimize funding costs for a particular funding
strategy. A cancelable interest swap was used by GE to hedge an
investment position. Interest rate and currency swaps, along
with purchased options and futures, are used by GECS to
estab-lish specific hedges of mortgage-related assets and to
manage net investment exposures.
As a result of the deregulation and integration of national
capital markets and extreme interest rate and currency volatility,
the relatively new swaps market and experienced explosive
growth, with the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
estimating outstanding interest rate and currency swaps at year
end 2000 of  $52.0 trillion. Few Eurobonds are issued without
at least one swap behind them the borrower cheaper or in some
way more desirable funds.
This section discusses the structure and mechanics of the two
basic types of swaps––interest rate swaps and currency swaps-
and shows how swaps can be used to achieve diverse goals.
Swaps have had a major impact on the treasury function,
permitting firms to tap new capital markets and to take further
advantage of innovative products without an increase in risk.
Through the swap, they can trade a perceived risk in one market
or currency for a liability in another. The swap has led to a

LESSON 20:

SWAPS AND INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES

refinement of risk management techniques, which in turn has
facilitated corporate involvement in international capital
markets.

Interest Rate Swaps
An interest rate swap is an agreement between two parties to
exchange U.S. dollar interest payments for a specific maturity on
an agreed upon notional amount. The term notional refers to
the theoretical principal underlying the swap. Thus, the no-
tional principal is simply a reference amount against which the
interest is calculated. No principal ever changes hands. Maturities
range from less than a year to more than 15 years; however,
most transactions fall within a two-year to 10-year period. The
two main types are coupon swaps and basis swaps. In a
coupon swap, one party pays a fixed rate calculated at the time
of  trade as a spread to a particular Treasury bond, and the other
side pays a floating rate that resets periodically throughout the
life of  the deal against a designated index. In a basis swap, two
parties exchange floating interest payments based on different
reference rates. Using this relatively straightforward mechanism,
interest rate swaps transform debt issues, assets, liabilities, or
any cash flow from type to type and –– with some variation in
the transaction structure –– from currency to currency.
The most important reference rate in swap and other financial
transactions is the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR).
LIBOR is the average interest rate offered by a specific group of
multinational banks in London (selected by the British Bankers
Association for their degree of expertise and scale of activities)
for U.S dollar deposits of  a stated maturity and is used as a base
index for setting rates of many floating rate financial instru-
ments, especially in the Eurocurrency and  Eurobond markets.
A Eurocurrency is a dollar or other freely convertible currency
deposited in a bank outside its country of origin. For example,
a dollar on deposit in London is a Eurodollar. A Eurobond is
a bond sold outside the country in whose currency it is denomi-
nated. So, for example, a dollar bond sold in Paris by IBM
would be a Eurobond. Eurobonds can carry either fixed rate or
floating rates. Fixed-rate bonds have a fixed coupon, whereas
floating-rate issues have variable coupons that are reset at fixed
intervals, usually every three to six months. The new coupon is
set at a fixed margin above a mutually agree-upon reference rate
such as LIBOR.
The Classic Swap Transaction.  Counterparties A and B both
require $100 million for a five-year period. To reduce their
financing risks, counterparty A would like to borrow at a fixed
rate, whereas counterparty B would prefer to borrow at a
floating rate. Suppose that A is a company with a BBB rating
and B is a AAA-rated bank. Although A has good access to
banks or other sources of floating-rate funds for its operations,
it has difficulty raising fixed-rate fund from bond issues in the
capital markets at a price it finds attractive. By contrast borrow at
the finest rates in either market. The cost to each party of
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accessing either the fixed-rate or the floating-rate market for a
new five-year debt issue as follows:

It is obvious that there is an anomaly between the two markets:
One judges that the difference in credit quality between a AAA-
rated firm and a BBB-rated firm is worth ISO basis points; the
other determines that this difference is worth only 50 basis
points (a basis point equals 0.01 %). Through an interest rate
swap, both parties can take advantage of  the 100 basis-point
spread differential.
To begin, A will take out a $100 million, five-year floating-rate
Euodollar loan from a syndicate of banks at an interest rate of
LIBOR plus 50 basis points. At the same time, B will issue a
$100 million, five-year Eurobond carrying a fixed rate of 7%. A
and B then will enter into the following interest rate swaps with
BigBank. Counterparty A agrees that it will pay BigBank 7.35%
for five years, with payments calculated by multiplying that rate
by the $100 million notional principal amount. In return for
this payment, BigBank agrees to pay A six-month LIBOR over
five years, with reset dates matching the reset dates on its
floating-rate loan. Through the swap, A has managed to turn a
floating-rate loan into a fixed loan costing 7.85%.
In a similar fashion, B enters into a swap with BigBank whereby
it agrees to pay six-month LIBOR to BigBank on a notional
principal amount of $l00 million for five years in exchange for
receiving payments of 7.25%. Thus, B has swapped a fixed-rate
loan for a floating-rate loan carrying an effective cost of LIBOR
minus 25 basis points.
Why would BigBank or any financial intermediary enter into
such transaction? The reason BigBank is willing to enter into
such contracts is more evident when looking at the transaction
in its entirety. This classic swap structure is shown in below.
As a financial intermediary, BigBank puts together both
transactions. The risk net out, and BigBank is left with a spread
of 10 basis points:

Receive (from A) 7.35% 
Pay (to B) (7.25%) 
Receive (from B)  LIBOR 
Pay(to A)  (LIBOR) 
Net 10 basis points 

BigBank thus receives compensation equal to $100,000 annually
for the next five year on the $100 million swap transaction.
Cost Savings Associated with Swaps. The example just
discussed shows the risk-reducing potential of interest rate
swaps. Swaps also may be used to reduce costs. Their ability to
do so depends on a difference in perceived credit quality across
financial markets. In essence, interest rate swaps exploit the
comparative advantages––if they exist-enjoyed by different
borrowers in different markets, thereby increasing the options
available to both borrower and investor.

Exhibit: Classic Swap Structure
Returning to the previous example, we can see that there is a
spread differential of 100 basis points between the cost of
fixed- and floating-rate borrowing for A and B which the
interest rate swap has permitted the parties to share among
themselves as follows:

Let take here one illustration related to Payments on a
Two-Year Fixed-far-Floating Interest Rate Swap

Suppose that IBM issues a two-year, floating-rate bond in the
amount of $100 million on which it pays LIBOR6 - 0.5%
semiannually, where LIBOR6 refers to six-month LIBOR, with
the first payment due on at the end of December 2001. Because
IBM would prefer fixed-rate payments, it enters into a swap
with Citibank as the intermediary on December 31, 2001. Under
the swap contract, IBM agrees to pay Citibank an annual rate of
8% and will receive LIBOR6. All payments are made on a
semiannual basis. In effect, IBM has used a swap to convert its
floating-rate debt into a fixed-rate bond yielding 7.5%.
To see how the payments on the swap are computed, suppose
that LIBOR6 on December 31 is 7%. On June 30, 2002, IBM
will owe Citibank $4 million (0.5 x 0.08 x $100 million) and will
receive in return $3.5 million (0.5 x 0.07 x $100). Net, IBM will
pay Citibank $0.5 million. IBM will also pay its bondholders
$3.25 million (0.5 x (0.07- 0.005) X $100 million). Combining
the swap and the bond payments, IBM will pay out $3.75
million, which converts into a coupon rate of 7.5% paid
semiannually. On subsequent reset periods, payments will vary
with LIBOR6 (Ref: below Table)

TABLE SWAP PAYMENTS OVER THE TWO-YEAR LIFE OF IBM's SWAP 
  Fixed-Rate Floating-Rate Net  Net 
  Payment Payment Payment  Payment 
  to from to Payment to By 

Period Ending LIBOR6 Citibank Citibank Citibank Bondholders IBM 
December 2001 7% $4,000,000 $3,500,000 $500,000 $3,250,000 $3,750,000 
June 2002 6% $4,000,000 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $2,750,000 $3,750,000 
December 2002 8% $4,000,000 $4,000,000  $0 $3,750,000 $3,750,000 
June 2003 9% $4,000,000 $4,500,000 -$500,000 $4,250,000 $3,750,000 
December 2003 5% $4,000,000 $2,500,000 $1,500,000 $2,250,000 $3,750,000 
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In this example, A lowers its fixed-rate costs by 65 basis points,
B lowers its floating ring-rate costs by 25 basis points, and
BigBank receives 10 basis points for arranging the transaction
and bearing the credit risk of the counterparties.
You might expect that the process of  financial arbitrage would
soon eliminate any such cost savings opportunities associated
with a mispricing of  credit quality. Despite this efficient markets
view, many players in the swaps market believe that such
anomalies in perceived credit risk continue to exist. The
explosive growth in the swaps market supports this belief. It
may also indicate the presence of other factors, such as differ-
ences in information and risk aversion of lenders across markets
that are more likely to persist.

Currency Swaps
Swap contracts also can be arranged across currencies. Such
contracts are known as currency swaps and can help manage
both interest rate and exchange rate risk. Many financial
institutions count the arranging of swaps, both domestic and
foreign currency, as an important line of  business.
Technically, a currency swap is an exchange of  debt-service
obligations denominated in one currency for the service on an
agreed upon principal .amount of debt denominated in
another currency. By swapping their future cash flow obliga-
tions, the counterparties are able to replace cash flows
denominated in one currency with cash flows in a more desired
currency. In this way, company A, which has borrowed, say,
Japanese yen at a fixed interest rate, can transform its yen debt
into a fully hedged dollar liability by exchanging cash flows with
counterparty B. As illustrated in Table, the two loans that
comprise the currency swap have parallel interest and principal
repayment schedules. At each payment date, company A will pay
a fixed interest rate in dollars and receive a fixed rate in yen. The
counterparties also exchange principal amounts at the start and
the end of the swap arrangement (denoted as time T in the
diagram).
In effect, a U.S. firm engaged in a currency swap has borrowed
foreign currency and converted its proceeds into dollars, while
simultaneously arranging for a counterparty to make the
requisite foreign currency payment in each period return for this
foreign currency payment, the firm pays an agreed-upon
amount of  dollars to the counterparty. Given the fixed nature
of the periodic exchanges of currencies, the currency swap is
equivalent to a package of forward contracts. For example, in
the dollar yen swap just discussed, firm A has contracted to sell
fixed amounts of dollars forward for fixed amounts of yen on
a series of future dates.
The counterparties to a currency swap will be concerned about
their all-in cost––that is, the effective interest rate on the
money they have raised. This interest rate is calculated as the
discount rate that equates the present value of the future
interest and principal payments to the net proceeds received by
the issuer.

Exhibit: Diagram of A Fixed-for-fixed
Currency Swap

Currency swaps contain the right of offset, which gives each
party the right to offset any nonpayment of principal or interest
with a comparable non-payment. Absent a right of offset,
default by one party would not release the other from making
its contractually obligated payments. Moreover, because a
currency swap is not a loan, it does not appear as a liability on
the parties balance sheets.
Although the structure of currency swaps differs from interest
rate swaps in a variety of ways, the major difference is that with
a currency swap, there is always an exchange of  principal
amounts at maturity at a predetermined exchange rate. Thus,
the swap contract behaves like a long-dated forward foreign
exchange contract, where the forward rate is the current spot
rate.
That there is always an exchange of principal amounts at
maturity be explained as follows. Assume that the prevailing
coupon rate is 8% in one currency and 5% in the other currency
What would convince an investor to pay 8% and receive 300
basis points less? The answer lies in the spot and long-term
forward exchange rates and how currency swaps adjust to
compensate for the differentials. According to interest rate parity
theory, forward rates a direct function of  the interest rate
differential for the two currencies involved. As a result, a
currency with a lower interest rate has a correspondingly high
forward exchange value. It follows that future exchange of
currencies at the present spot exchange rate would offset the
current difference in interest rates. This exchange of principals
is what occurs in every currency swap at maturity based on the
original amounts of each currency and, by implication, done at
the original spot exchange rate.
In the classic currency swap, the counterparties exchange fixed-
rate payment one currency for fixed-rate payments in another
currency. The following hypothetical example illustrates the
structure of  a fixed-far-fixed currency swap.

ILLUSTRATION  Dow Chemical Swaps Fixed-for-Fixed
with Michelin
Suppose that Dow Chemical is looking to hedge some of its
euro exposure by borrowing in euros. At the same time, French
tire manufacturer Michelin is seeking dollars to finance addi-
tional investment in the U.S. market. Both want the equivalent
of $200 million in fixed-rate financing for 10 years. Dow can
issue dollar-denominated debt at a coupon rate of 7.5% or
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euro-denominated debt at a coupon rate of 8.25%. Equivalent
rates for Michelin are 7.7% in dollars and 8.1 % in euros. Given
that both companies have similar credit ratings, it is clear that
the best way for them to borrow in the other’s currency is to
issue debt in their own currencies and then swap the proceeds
and future debt-service payments.
Assuming a current spot rate of €1.1/$, Michelin would issue
€220 million in 8.1% debt and Dow Chemical would float a
bond issue of $200 million at 7.5%. The coupon payments an
these band issues are €17,820,000 (0081 ´ €220,000,000) and
$15,000,000 (0.075 ´ $200,000,000), respectively, giving rise to.
the following debt-service payments:

After swapping the proceeds at time 0 (now), Dow Chemical
winds up with €220 million in euro debt and Michelin has $200
million in debt to service. In subsequent years, they would
exchange coupon payments and the principal amounts at
repayment. The cash inflows and outflows for both parties are
summarized in Exhibit. The net result is that the swap enables
Dow to. borrow fixed-rate euros indirectly at 8.1 %, saving 15
basis points relative to its 8.25% cost of borrowing euros
directly, and Michelin can borrow dollars at 7.5%, saving 20
basis points relative to its direct cost of 7.7%.
Interest Rate/Currency Swaps. Although the currency swap
market began with fixed-for-fixed swaps, most such swaps
today are interest rate/currency swaps. As its name implies, an
interest rate/currency swap combines the features of both a
currency swap and an interest rate swap. This swap is designed
to convert a liability in one currency with a stipulated type of
interest payment. denominated in another currency with a
different type of interest payment into one most common
form of interest rate/currency swap converts a fixed-rate liability
in one currency into a floating-rate liability in a second currency.

We can use the previous example of  Dow Chemical and
Michelin to. illustrate the mechanics of  a fixed-for-floating
currency swap.

ILLUSTRATION Dow Chemical Swaps Fixed-for-
Floating with Michelin
Suppose that Dow Chemical decides it prefers to borrow
floating-rate euros instead of fixed-rate euros, whereas Michelin
maintains its preference for fixed-rate dollars. Assume that Dow
Chemical can borrow floating-rate euros directly at LIBOR +
O.35% versus a cost to. Michelin of  borrowing floating-rate
euros of  LIBOR + 0.125%. As before Dow’s cost of  borrow-
ing dollars of  7.5%, versus Michelin’s cost of  7.7%, the best
way for them to achieve their currency and interest rate objectives
is to issue debt in their own currencies and then swap the
proceeds and future debt-service payments.
Table below summarizes the cash inflows and outflows for
both parties. The net result of the swap is that Dow Chemical
can borrow euros indirectly at a floating rate of LIBOR +
0.125%, saving 22.5 basis point relative to its cost of borrowing
floating rate euros directly. Michelin’s cost of  borrowing fixed
dollars remains at d7.5%, a savings of 20 basis points.

The two examples of Dow Chemical and Michelin have them
dealing directly with one another. In practice, they would use a
financial intermediary such as a commercial bank or an invest-
ment bank, as either a broker or a dealer to arrange the swap. As
a broker, the intermediary simply brings the counterparties
together for a fee. In contrast, if the intermediary acts as a dealer,
it not only arranges the swap, but it also guarantees the swap
payments that each party is supposed to receive. Because the
dealer guarantees the parties to the swap arrangement against
default risk, both parties will be concerned with the dealer’s
credit rating. Financial intermediaries in the swap market must
have high credit ratings because most intermediaries these days
act as dealers.
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Actual interest rate/currency swaps tend to be more complicated
than the plain-vanilla Dow Chemical/Michelin swap. The
following example shows how intricate these swaps can be.

Exhibit : Kodak’s A$200 Million Zero-
Coupon Eurobond and Currency Swap

Table Showing Mlcs Cash Flows––Eastman Kodak
Transaction

    Australian Bank B 

 Cash-Flow Kodak Currency Swap  Currency Swap 

Date Type  A$ U.S.$ A$ U.S.$ 

12 May 87 Initial  

  Exchange 106,000,000 (75,000,000
) 

(68,000,000
) 48,000,000 

12 Nov 87 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 88 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 Nov 88 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 89 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 Nov 89 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 90 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 Nov 90 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 91 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 Nov 91 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 92 Interest - 2,756,250 - (LIBOR - 40BPS) 
12 May 92 Final     
 exchange (200,000,000) 75,000,000 130,000,000 (48,000,000) 

Illustration: Kodak’s Zero-coupon
Australian Dollar Interest Rate/Currency
Swap
 In late march 1987, Eastman Kodak Company, a AAA-rated
firm, indicated to Merrill Lynch that it needed to raise US$400
million. Kodak’s preference was to fund through nontraditional
structures, obtaining  US$200 million for both five and 10 years.
Kodak stated that it would spend up to two weeks evaluating
nondollar financing opportunities for the five--year tranche,
targeting a minimum size of US$75 million and an all-in cost
of  U.S. Treasurys plus 35 basis points. In contrast, a domestic
bond issue by Kodak would have to be priced to yield an all-in
cost equal to about 50 basis points above the rate on U.S.
Treasurys. At the end of  the two-week period, the remaining
balance was to be funded with a competitive bid.
After reviewing a number of potential transactions, the Capital
Markets group at Merrill Lynch decided that investor interest in
nondollar issues was much stronger in Europe than in the
United States and that Merrill Lynch should focus on a nondol-
lar Euroissue for Kodak. The London Syndicate Desk informed
the Capital Markets Desk that it was a co-lead manager of an
aggressively priced five-year, Australian dollar (A$) zero--

coupon issue that was selling very well in Europe. The London
Syndicate believed it could successfully underwrite a similar five-
year A$ zero-coupon issue for Kodak. It was deter-mined
that Merrill Lynch could meet Kodak’s funding target if  an
attractively priced A$ zero-coupon swap could be found.
Meeting Kodak’s minimum issue size of  US$75 million would
necessitate an A$200 million zero-coupon issue, the largest A$
zero-coupon issue ever underwritten. Merrill Lynch then
received a firm mandate on a five-year A$130 million zero-
coupon swap with Australian Bank B at a semiannual interest
rate of 13.39%. The remaining A$70 million was arranged
through a long-dated forward foreign exchange contract with
Australian Bank A at a forward rate of  A$1 = US$O.5286.
With the currency swap mandate and the long-dated forward
contract, Merrill Lynch received final approval by Kodak for the
transaction, and the five-year A$200 million zero-coupon issue
was launched in Europe at a net price of 54_%, with a gross

 
 
Table 

(CONTINUED) 

Foreign Exchange Fixed/Floating  

Market  U.S.$ Swap  

A$ U.S.$ Fixed Floating Net U.S.$ 
Flows 

     

38,000,000 27,000,000 - - - 

- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 
- - (1,884,000) LIBOR 968,250 

-     

70,000,000 (37,000,000)   (10,000,000) 

spread of 1[!%, Net proceeds to Kodak were 53% of A$200
million, or A$106 million Kodak converted this principal into
US$75 million at the spot rate of  US$0,7059, Simultaneously,
Merrill Lynch entered into a currency swap with Kodak to
convert the Australian dollar cash flows into US dollar cash
flows at 7.35% paid semiannually, or U.S. Treasurys plus 35
basis points (because five-year Treasury bonds were then
yielding approximately 7%). That is, Kodak’s all-in cost was
7.35%. As part of  this swap, Merrill Lynch agreed to make
semiannual interest payments of LIBOR less 40 basis point to
Australian Bank B. Merrill Lynch then arranged an interest rate
swap to convert a portion of the fixed-rate payments from
Kodak into floating-rate payments to Bank B. Exhibit contains
an annotated schematic diagram, based on a Merrill Lynch ad,
of the currency and interest rate swaps and the long-dated
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foreign exchange purchase. Table summarizes the period-by-
period cash flows associated with the transactions.
The final column of  Table presents the net cash flows to Merrill
Lynch from these transactions. The net present value (NPV) of
these flows discounted at r% compound semiannually is
               10         $968,250             $10,000,000
NPV  =  Σ     –––––––––––   ––   –––––––––––
              t=1       (1+r/2)t                  (1+r/2)10

Discounted at the then risk-free, five-year Treasury bond rate of
7% compounded semiannually, the NPV of  these flows is
$963,365. Using a higher discount rate, say 7.5%, to reflect the
various risks associated with these transactions results in a net
present value to Merrill Lynch of $1,031,826. The actual NPV
of these cash flows falls somewhere between these two
extremes.
By combining a nondollar issue with a currency swap and
interest rate swap, Merrill Lynch was able to construct an
innovative, lower-cost source of funds for Kodak. The entire
package involved close teamwork and a complex set of transac-
tions on three continents. In turn, through its willingness to
consider nontraditional financing methods, Kodak was able to
lower its cost of funds by about 15 basis points, yielding an
annual savings of approxi-mately $1l2,500 (0.0015 ´
$75,000,000). The present value of this savings discounted at
7.5% compounded semiannually (or 3.75% every six months)
is

10      $56,250
Σ  ––––––––––     =     $461,969
t=1    (1.375)t

Dual Currency Bond Swaps. Another variant on the currency
swap theme is a currency swap involving a dual currency bond-
one that has the issue’s proceeds and interest payments stated in
foreign currency and the principal repayment - stated. in dollars.
An example of a dual currency bond swap is the one involving
– the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA, or Fannie
Mae). On October 1, 1985, FNMA agreed to issue 10-year, 8%
coupon debentures in the amount of ¥50 million (with net
proceeds of ¥49,687,500,000) and to swap these yen for just
over $209 million (an implied swap rate of ¥237.5479/$1). In
return, Fannie Mae agreed to pay interest averaging about $21
million annually and to redeem these bond at the end of 10
years at a cost of  $240,400,000.Table shows the detailed yen and
dollar cash flows associated with this currency swap. The net
effect of this swap was to give Fannie Mae an all-in dollar cost
of 10.67% annually
In other words, regardless of what happened to the yen:dollar
exchange rate in the future Fannie Mae$ dollar cost on its yen
bond issue would remain at 10.67%.

Table: Cash Flows Associated With Yen Debenture
Currency Swap

 Payment on Dual Dollar Payment Yen:Dollar 
Payment Date Currency Debenture Under Swap Exchange Rate 

October 1, 1985 -¥49,687,500,000* -$209,168,297** ¥237.3777/$1 
October 1, 1986 ¥4,000,000,000 $18,811,795 ¥212.6325/$1 
October 1, 1987 ¥4,000,000,000 $19,124,383 ¥209.1571/$1 
October 1, 1988 ¥4,000,000,000 $19,464,369 ¥205.5037/$1 
October 1, 1989 ¥4,000,000,000 $19,854,510 ¥20 14656/$1 
October 1, 1990 ¥4,000,000,000 $20,304,260 ¥197.0030/$1 
October 1, 1991 ¥4,000,000,000 $20,942,380 ¥191.0003/$1 
October 1, 1992 ¥4,000,000,000 $21,499,717 ¥186.0490/$1 
October 1, 1993 ¥4,000,000,000 $22,116,875 ¥180.8574/$1 
October 1, 1994 ¥4,000,000,000 $22,723,857 ¥176.0265/$1 
October 1, 1995 ¥4,000,000,000 $23,665,098 ¥169.0253/$1 
October 1, 1995 $240,400,000 $240,400,000 ¥207.9867/$1 

*This figure is the ¥50 billion face amount net of issue expenses. 
**Net proceeds received after reimbursing underwriters for expenses of 
$150,000 

The 10.67% figure is the interest rate that just equates the dollar
figures in column 2 to zero.
Let us illustrate the mechanics of  this swap. Note that at the
end of the first year, FNMA is obligated to pay its bondholders
¥4 billion in interest (an 8% coupon payment on a ¥50 billion
face value debenture). To satisfy this obligation, FNMA pays
$18,811,795 to Nomura, which in turn makes the ¥4 billion
interest payment. As column 3 of Exhibit 9.8 shows, FNMA
has effectively contracted with Nomura to buy ¥4 billion
forward for delivery in one year at a forward rate of ¥212.6325.
Similarly, FNMA satisfies its remaining yen obligations (shown
in column 1) by paying a series of dollar amounts (shown in
column 2) to Nomura, which in turn makes the required yen
payments. The exchange of fixed dollar payments in the future
for fixed yen payments in the future is equivalent to a sequence
of forward contracts entered into at the forward exchange rates
shown in column 3. Since the actual spot rate at the time the
swap was entered into (August 29, 1985) was about ¥240/$1,
the implicit forward rates on these forward contracts reveal that
the yen was selling at a forward premium relative to the dollar;
that is, it cost fewer yen to buy a dollar in the forward market
than in the spot market. The reason the yen was selling at a
forward premium was the same reason that Fannie Mae was
borrowing yen: At this time, the interest rate on yen was below
the interest rate on dollars.
Since this particular issue was a dual currency bond, with the
issue’s proceeds and interest payments stated in yen and the
principal repayment stated in dollars, the final payment is stated
in dollars only However, it should be note that by agreeing to a
principal repayment of $240,400,000, instead of ¥50 billion,
Fannie Mae actually was entering into the equivalent of a long-
dated forward contract at an implicit forward rate of
¥207.9867/$1 (¥50,000,000,000/$240,400,000).
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Economic Advantages of Swaps
Swaps provide a real economic benefit to both parties only if a
barrier exists to prevent arbitrage from functioning fully. Such
impediments may include legal restrictions on spot and forward
foreign exchange transactions, different perceptions by investors
of risk and creditworthiness of the two parties, appeal or
acceptability of one borrower to a certain class of investor, tax
differentials, and so forth.
Swaps also allow firms who are parties to the contracts to lower
their cost of foreign exchange risk management by arbitraging
their relative access to different currency markets. A borrower
whose paper is much in demand in one currency can obtain a
cost saving in another currency sector by raising money in the
former and swapping the funds into the latter currency A U.S.
corporation, for example may want to secure fixed-rate funds in
euros in order to reduce its euro exposure but it may be
hampered in doing so because it is a relatively unknown credit
in the German financial market. In contrast, a German company
that is well established in its own country may desire floating-
rate dollar financing but is relatively unknown in the U.S.
financial market.
In such a case, a bank intermediary familiar with the funding
needs and comparative advantages” in borrowing of both
parties may arrange a currency swap. The U.S. company borrows
floating-rate dollars, and the German company borrow fixed-
rate euros. The two companies then swap both principal and
interest payments. When the term of  the swap matures, say, in
five years, the principal amount revert to the original holder.
Both parties receive a cost savings because they initially borrow
in the market where they have a comparative advantage and then
swap for their preferred liability In general currency, swaps allow
the parties to the  contract to arbitrage their relative access to
different currency markets. A borrower whose paper is much in
demand in one currency can obtain a cost saving in another
currency sector by raising money in the former and swapping
the funds into the latter currency
Currency swaps are, therefore, often used to provide long-term
financing in foreign currencies. This function is important
because in many foreign countries long term capital and forward
foreign exchange markets are notably absent or not well
developed. Swaps are one vehicle that provides liquidity to these
markets.
In effect, swaps allow the transacting parties to engage in some
form of tax, regulatory-system, or financial-market arbitrage. If
the world capital market were fully integrated, the incentive to
swap would be reduced because fewer arbitrage opportunities
would exist. However, even in the United States, where financial
markets function freely, interest rate swaps are very popular and
are credited with cost savings.

Interest Rate Forwards and Futures
In addition to swaps, companies can use a variety of forward
and futures contracts to manage their interest rate expense and
risk. These contracts include forward forwards, forward rate
agreements, and Eurodollar futures. All of them allow
companies lock in interest rates on future loans and deposits.

Forward Forwards
A forward forward is a contract that fixes an interest rate today
on a future loan or deposit. The contract specifies the interest
rate, the principal amount of the future deposit or loan, and the
start and ending dates of the future interest rate period.
The forward forward rate on a loan can be found through
arbitrage. For example, suppose that a company wishes to lock
in a six-month rate on a $1 million Eurodollar deposit to be
placed in three months. It can buy a forward forward or it can
create its own. To illustrate this process, suppose that the
company can borrow or lend at LIBOR. Then the company can
derive a three-month forward rate on LIBOR6 by simulta-
neously borrowing the present value of $1 million for three
months and lending that same amount of money for nine
months.If three month LIBOR (LIBOR3) is 6.7%, the
company will borrow $1,000,000/(1+0.067/4) = $983,526
today and lend that same amount for nine months. If LIBOR9
is 6.95%, at the end of nine months the company will receive
$983,526 ´ (l + 0.0695 ´ 3/4) = $1,034,792. The cash flows on
these transactions are

+$983,526 

-$983,526 3 months  
-$1,000,000 

+$1,034,792 

9 months 

Notice that the borrowing and lending transactions are struc-
tured so that the only net cash flows are the cash outlay of
$1,000,000 in three months and the receipt of $1,034,792 in
nine months. These transactions are equivalent to investing
$1,000,000 in three months and receiving back $1,034,792 in
nine months. The interest receipt of $34,792, or 3.479% for six
months, is equivalent to a rate of 6.958% per annum.
The process of arbitrage will ensure that the actual forward rate
for LIBOR6 in three months will almost exactly equal the
“homemade” forward forward rate.

Illustration Telecom Argentina Fixes A Future Loan
Rate
Suppose that Telecom Argentina needs to borrow $10 million
in six months for a three month period. It could wait six
months and borrow the money at the then current interest rate.
Rather than risk a significant rise in interest rates over the next
six month however, Telecom Argentina decides to enter into a
forward forward with Daiwa Bank that fixes this rate at 8.4%
per annum. This contract guarantees that six month period
today, Daiwa Bank will lend Telecom Argentina $10 million for
a three-months period at a rate of 2.1 % (8.4%/4). In return,
nine months from today, Telecom Argentina will repay Daiwa
the principal plus interest on the loan, or $10,210,000
($10,000,000 ´ 1.0021).

Forward Rate Agreement
In recent years, forward forwards have been largely displaced by
the forward rate agreement. A forward rate agreement (FRA)
is a cash-settled, over-the-counter forward contract that allows a
company to fix an interest rate to be applied to a specified future
interest period on a notional principal amount. It is analogous
to a forward foreign currency contract but instead of exchanging
currencies, the parties to an FRA agree to exchange interest
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payments. As of year end 2000, the estimated notional amount
of FRAs outstanding was $6.4 trillion.
The formula used to calculate the interest payment on a
LIBOR-based FRA is

 

 
 
 

where days refers to the number of days in the future interest
period. The discount reflects the fact that the FRA payment
occurs at the start of the loan period, whereas the interest
expense on a loan is not paid until the loans maturity. To equate
the two, the differential interest expense must be discounted
back to its present value using the actual interest rate. The
following example of Unilever shows how a borrower can use
an FRA to lock in the interest rate applicable for a future loan.
In addition to fixing future borrowing rates, FRAs can also be
used to fix future deposit rates. Specifically, by selling an FRA, a
company can lock in the interest rate applicable for a future
deposit.

Illustration Unilever Uses An Fra to Fix the Interest
Rate on A Future Loan
Suppose that Unilever needs to borrow $50 million in two
months for a six-month period. To lock in the rate on this loan,
Unilever buys a “2 ´ 6” FRA on LIBOR at 6.5% from Bankers
Trust for a notional principal of  $50 million. This means that
Bankers Trust has entered into a two-month forward contract
on six-month LIBOR Two months from now, if  LIBOR6
exceeds 6.5%, Bankers Trust will pay Unilever the difference in
interest expense. If LIBOR6 is less than 6.5%, Unilever will pay
Bankers Trust the difference.
Assume that in two months LIBOR6 is 7.2%. Because this rate
exceeds 6.5%, Unilever will receive from Bankers Trust a
payment determined by Equation
         182 
      (0.072  -  0.065) ( 360 ) 
Interest payment  =  $50,000,000   ×   –––––––––––––––––––––––  =  $170,730 
         1 + 0.072 ×  ( 182 ) 

360

Eurodollar Futures

A Eurodollar future is a cash-settled futures contract on a
three-J1lonth, $1,000,000 Eurodollar deposit that pays LIBOR.
These contracts are traded on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME), the London International Financial Futures Exchange
(LIFFE),and the Singapore International Monetary Exchange
(SIMEX). Eurodollar futures contracts are traded for March,
June, September, and December delivery Contracts are traded
out to three years, with a high degree of liquidity out to two
years.
Eurodollar futures act like FRAs in that they help lock in a
future interest rate and are settled in cash. However, unlike
FRAs, they are marked to market daily (As in currency futures,
this means that gains and losses are settled in cash each day).
The price of a Eurodollar futures contract is quoted as an index
number equal to 100 minus the annualized forward interest

rate. For example suppose the current futures price is 91.68.
This price implies that the contracted for LIBOR3 rate is 8.32%,
that is, 100 minus 91.68. The value of this contract at inception
found by use of the following formula:
Initial value of Eurodollar

= $1,000,000 [ 1- 0.0832 ( 90 /360)] = $979,200
The interest rate is divided by four to convert it into a quarterly
rate. At the cash settlement price is determined by subtracting
LIBOR3 on that date from 100. Whether the contract gained or
lost money depends on whether cash LIBOR3 at settlement is
greater or less than 8.32%. If LIBOR3 at settlement is 7.54%,
the Eurodollar future on that date is valued at $981,150:
Settlement value of Eurodollar

= $1,000,000[ 1- 0.0754 (90/360)} = $981,150

At this price, the buyer has earned $1,950 ($981,150 - $979,200)
on the contract. As can be seen from the formula for valuing the
futures contract, each basis point change in the forward rate
translates into $25 for each contract ($1,000,000 × 0.0001/4),
with increases in the forward rate reducing the contracts value
and decreases raising its value. For example, if the forward rate
rose three basis points, a long position in the contract would
lose $75. This arithmetic suggests that borrowers looking to
lock in a future cost of funds would sell contracts because
increases in future interest rates would be offset by gains on the
short position in the futures contracts. Conversely, investors
seeking to lock in a forward interest rate would buy futures
contracts because declines in future rates would be offset by
gains on the long position in the futures contracts.
Before the settlement date, the forward interest rate embedded
in the futures contract is unlikely to equal the prevailing
LIBOR3. For example, on January 6 1995, the June 1995
Eurodollar futures contract closed at an index price implying a
forward rate of 7.78% (100 - 92.22). Actual LH30R3 on January
6 was 6.4375%. The discrepancy between the two rates reflects
the fact that the 7.78% rate represented a three-month implied
forward rate as of June 19, 1995 which was 164 days in the
future. The forward rate is based on the difference between 164-
day LIBOR and LIBOR on a 254-day deposit (which matures
on September 17, 1995, 90 days after the 164-day deposit).
The actual LlBOR3 used is determined by the respective
exchanges. Both the CME and LIFFE conduct a survey of
banks to establish the closing value for LIBOR3. Accordingly,
contracts traded on the two exchanges can settle at slightly
different values. SIMEX uses the CME’s settlement price for its
contracts.
Contracts traded on the CME and SIMEX have identical
contractual provisions. Those two exchanges have an offset
arrangement whereby contracts traded on one exchange can be
converted into equivalent contracts on the other exchange.
Accordingly, the two contracts are completely fungible. LIFFE
does not participate in this arrangement.
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Illustration

Using a Futures Contract to Hedge a Forward
Borrowing Rate
In late June a corporate treasurer projects that a shortfall in cash
flow will require a $10 million bank loan on September 16. The
contractual loan rate will be LIBOR3 + 1 %. LIBOR3 is
currently at 5.63%. The treasurer can use the September
Eurodollar futures, which are currently trading at 94.18, to lock
in the forward borrowing rate. This price implies a forward
Eurodollar rate of 5.82% (100 - 94.18). By selling 10 September
Eurodollar futures contract, the corporate treasurer ensures a
borrowing rate of 6.82% for the three-month period beginning
September 16. This rate reflects the banks 1 % spread above the
rate locked in through the futures contract.

Structured Notes
In recent years, a new breed of financial instrument-the
structured note-has  become increasingly popular. Structured
notes are interest-bearing securities whose interest payments are
determined by reference to a formula set in advance and
adjusted on specified reset dates. The formula can be tied to a
variety of different factors, such as LIBOR, exchange rates, or
commodity prices. Sometimes the formula includes multiple
factors, such as the difference between three-month dollar
LIBOR and three-month Swiss franc LIBOR. The common
characteristic is one or more embedded derivative elements, such
as swaps, forwards, or option. The purpose of this section is
not to describe every type of structured note available because
there are literally hundreds, with the design of new ones limited
only by the creativity and imagination of the parties involved.
Rather, it is to describe the general characteristics of these debt
instruments and their uses.
We have already seen one of  the earliest types of  structured
notes––a floating-rate note (FRN) whose interest payment is
tied to LIBOR (the equivalent of swapping a fixed-rate for a
floating-rate coupon). Although the FRN formula is quit
simple, the formulas on subsequent structured notes have
become more complex meet the needs of users who want to
take more specific positions against interest rates or other prices.
Structured notes allow companies and investors to speculate on
the direction, range, and volatility of interest rates; the shape of
the yield curve, which relates the yield to maturity on bonds to
their time to maturity and is typically upward sloping; and the
direction of  equity currency, and commodity prices. For
example, a borrower who felt that the yield curve would flatten
(meaning that the gap between short-term and long-term rates
would narrow) might issue a note that pays an interest rate
equal to 2% plus three times the difference between the six-
month and 20-year interest rates.
Structured notes can also be used for hedging purposes.
Consider, for example, a gold mine operator who would like to
borrow money but whose cash flow is too volatile (because of
fluctuations in the price of  gold) to be able to service ordinary
fixed-rate debt. One solution for the operator is to issue a
structured note whose interest payments are tied to the price of
gold. If the price of gold rises, the operators cash flows increase
and the operator finds it easier to make the interest payments.
When gold prices go down, the interest burden is lower. Not

only does the note hedge the operators gold-price risk, but the
greater ease of  servicing this note lowers the operator’s risk of
default and hence the risk premium it must pay.

Inverse Floaters
One structured note that has received negative publicity in the
past is the inverse floater. For example, the large quantity of
inverse floaters held by Orange Country in its investment
portfolio exacerbated the damage that it incurred when interest
rates rose in 1994. An inverse floater is a floating-rate instru-
ment whose rate moves inversely with market interest rates. In a
typical case, the rate paid on the note is set by doubling the fixed
rate in effect at the time the contract signed, and subtracting the
floating reference index rate for each payment period. Suppose
the coupon on a five-year, fixed-rate note is 6.5%. An inverse
floater might have a coupon of 13% - LIBOR6, with the rate
reset every six months In general, an inverse floater is con-
structed by setting the payment equal to nr –(n-1) LIBOR,
where r is the market rate on a fixed-rate bond and n is the
multiple applied to the fixed rate. If interest rates fall, this
formula win yield a higher return on the inverse floater. If rates
rise, the payment on the inverse floater will decline. In both
cases, the larger n is, the greater the impact of a given interest
rate change on the inverse floaters interest payment.
Issuers, such as banks, can use inverse floaters to hedge the risk
of  fixed-rate assets, such as a mortgage portfolio. If  interest
rates rise, the value of banks mortgage portfolio will fall, but
this loss will be offset by a simultaneous decline in the cost of
servicing the inverse floaters used to finance the portfolio.
The value of an inverse floater (for example, 13% - LIBOR6) is
a calculated by deducting the value of a floating-rate bond (for
example, one priced at LIBOR6) from the value of two fixed-
rate bonds, each with half of the fixed-coupon rate of the
inverse floater (for example, two 6.5% fixed-rate bonds).
Mathematically, this valuation formula is represented as:
B(13% - LIBOR6) = 2 × B(6.5%) - B(LlBOR6)
where B(x) represents the value-of a bond paying a rate of x.
That is, the value of the inverse floater is equal to the sum of
two fixed-rate bonds paying a 6.5% coupon minus the value of
a floating-rate bond paying LIBOR6.
At the issue date, assuming that 6.5% is the issuer’s market rate
on a fixed. rate bond and LIBOR6 is the appropriate floating
rate for the borrower’s creditworthiness, the market value of
each $100 par value inverse floater is $100 (2 X $100 – 5100-
$100). because the fixed-rate and floating-rate bonds are worth
$100 apiece.
To take another, somewhat more complicated example:
B(l9.5% - 2 × LIBOR6) = 3 × B(6.5%) - 2 × B(LIBOR6)
In effect, an inverse floater is equivalent to buying fixed-rate
bonds partially financed by borrowing at LIBOR. For example,
the cash flows on a $100 million r-inverse floater that pays 13%
- LlBOR6 is equivalent to buying $200 million of fixed-rate
notes bearing a coupon of 6.5% financed with $100 million of
money borrowed at LlBOR6.
The effect of an inverse-floater structure is to magnify the
bond’s interest rate volatility. Specifically, the volatility of  an
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inverse floater with a payment structure equal to nr - (n -
l)LIBOR is equal to n times the volatility of a straight fixed-rate
bond. The reason is that the floating-rate portion of the inverse
floater trades at or close to par while the fixed-rate portion-given
its structure-changes in value with interest rate fluctuations at a
rate that is n times the rate at which a single fixed rate bond
changes in value.
Callable Step-Up Note Step-ups are callable debt issues that
feature one or more  increases in a fixed rate or a step-up in a
spread over LIBOR during the life of the note. Most issuers of
these notes have low credit ratings. Consequently, the purpose
of the step-up is usually to encourage the issuer to refinance. If
the issuer does not refinance, the higher rate is designed to be
compensation for the investor’s acceptance of  credit risk. -
Highly rated issuers sometimes issue step-up bonds if they
believe that interest rates will decline and they can issue a
replacement bond at a lower rate.
Step-Down Coupon Note Step-downs are debt instruments
with a high coupon in earlier payment periods and a lower
coupon in later payment periods. This structure is usually:
motivated by a low short-term rate environment and regulatory
of tax considerations. Investors seeking to front-load their
interest income would be interested in such notes.

Review Questions

1. What is an interest rate swap? What is the difference between
a basis swap and a coupon swap?

2. What is a currency swap?
3. Comment on the following statement. “In order for one

party to a swap to benefit, the other party must lose.”
4. The Swiss Central Bank bans the use of Swiss francs for

Eurobond issues. Explain how currency swaps can be used
to enable foreign borrowers who want to raise Swiss francs
through a bond issue outside of Switzerland to get around
this ban.

5. Explain how IBM can use a forward rate agreement to lock
in the cost of a one-year $25 million loan to be taken out in
six months. Alternatively, explain how IBM can lock in the
interest rate on this loan by using Eurodollar futures
contracts. What is the major difference between using the
FRA and the futures contract to hedge IBM’s interest rate
risk?

Notes -
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Problems

Let try some problems to understand the topics.
1 In May 1988, Walt Disney Productions sold to Japanese

investors a 20-year stream of projected yen royalties from
Tokyo Disneyland. The present value of  that stream of
royalties, discounted at 6% (the return required by the
Japanese investors), was ¥93 billion. Disney took the yen
proceeds from the sale, converted them to dollars, and
invested the dollars in bonds yielding 10%. According to
Disney’s chief  financial officer, Gary Wilson, “in effect, we
got money at a 6% discount rate, “reinvested it at 10%, and
hedged our royalty stream against yen fluctuations-all in one
transaction.”

a. At the time of the sale, the exchange rate was ¥124 = $1.
What dollar amount did Disney realize from the sale of its
yen proceeds?

b. Demonstrate the equivalence between Walt Disney’s
transaction and a currency swap. (Hint: A diagram would
help.)

c. Comment on Gary Wilson’s statement. Did Disney achieve
the equivalent of a free lunch through its transaction?

2. Suppose that IBM would like to borrow fixed-rate yen,
whereas Korea Development Bank (KDB) would like to
borrow floating-rate dollars. IBM can borrow :fixed-rate yen
at 4.5% or floating-rate dollars at LIBOR + 0.25%. KDB can
borrow fixed-rate yen at 4.9% or floating-rate dollars at
LIBOR + 0.8%.

a. What is the range of possible cost savings that IBM can
realize through an interest rate currency swap with KDB?

b. Assuming a notional principal equivalent to $5125 million
and a current exchange rate of ¥105/$, what do these
possible cost savings translate into in yen terms?

c. Redo Parts a and b assuming that the parties use Bank of
America, which charges a fee of 8 basis points to arrange the
swap.

3. At time t, 3M borrows ¥12.8 billion at an interest rate of
1.2%, paid semiannually, for a period of  two years. It then
enters into a two-year yen/dollar swap with Bankers Trust
(BT) on a notional principal amount of $100 million (¥12.8
billion at the current spot rate). Every six months, 3M pays
BT U.S. dollar LIBOR6, while BT makes payments to 3M of
1.3% annually in yen. At maturity, BT and 3M reverse the
notional principals. Assume that LIBOR6 (annualized) and
the ¥/$ exchange rate evolve as follows.

LESSON - 21:

TUTORIAL

Net $
receipt ( + )/ payment ( - )
Time
(months) LIBOR6 . ¥/$ (spot)
t 5.7% 128
t + 6 5.4% 132
t + 12 5.3% 137
t + 18 5.9% 131
t + 24 5.8% 123

a. Calculate the net dollar amount that 3M pays to BT (“-”) or
receives from BT (“+”) in each six month period.

b. What is the all-in dollar cost of  3M’s loan?
c. Suppose 3M decides at t + 18 to use a six month forward

contract to hedge the t + 24 receipt of  yen from BT. Six-
month interest rates 0' (annualized) at t + 18 are 5.9% in
dollar, and 2.1 % in yen. With this hedge in place, what fixed
dollar amount would 3M have paid (received) at time t + 24?
How does this amount compare to the t + 24 net payment
computed in Part a?

d. Does it make sense for 3M to hedge its receipt of yen from
BT? Explain.

4. At present, LIBOR3 is 7.93% and LIBOR6 is 8.11 %. What
is the forward forward rate for a LIBOR3 deposit to be
placed in three months?

5. Suppose that Skandinaviska Ensilden Banken (SEB), the
Swedish bank, funds itself with three-month Eurodollar
time deposits at LIBOR. Assume that Alfa Laval comes to
SEB seeking a one-year, fixed-rate loan of $10 million, with
interest to be paid quarterly. At the time of  the loan
disbursement, SEB raises three-month funds at 5.75 % but
has to roll over this funding in three successive quarters. If it
does not lock in a funding rate and interest rates rise loan
could prove to be unprofitable. The three quarterly re-
funding dates fall shortly before the next three Eurodollar
futures-contract expiration in March, June, and September.

a. At the time the loan is made, the price each contract is 94.12,
93.95, and 93.80, Show how SEB can use Eurodollar future
contracts to lock in its cost of funds for the yeat. What is
SEB’s hedged cost of  funds for the year?

b. Suppose that the settlement prices of the March,June, and
September contracts are, respectectively 92.98, 92.80, and
92.66. What would have been SEB’s unhedged cost of
funding the loan to Alfa Laval?
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Learning objectives

• The Management of Foreign
• Exchange Risk
• What is Exchange Risk?
• Types of  Exposure
• Tools and Techniques of  Foreign Exchange Risk

Management

Introduction
Foreign exchange risk is linked to unexpected fluctuations in the
value of  currencies. A strong currency can very well be risky,
while a weak currency may not be risky. The risk level depends
on whether the fluctuations can be predicted. Short and long-
term fluctuations have a direct impact on the profitability and
competitiveness of business.
The present chapter provides an overview of  the foreign
exchange risks faced by MNCs. A very important dimension of
international finance is exposure management and their has
been an increased interest by MNCs in recent times in develop-
ing techniques and strategies for foreign exchange exposure
management. MNCs face three kinds of  risk - Translation,
Transaction and Economic exposure. The chapter first discusses
the above-mentioned three kinds of exposure and then goes
on to discuss the tools and techniques of exposure manage-
ment.

The Management of Foreign Exchange Risk
The foreign exchange market consists of the spot market and
the forward or futures market. The spot market deals with
foreign exchange delivered within 2 business days or less.
Transactions in the spot market quote rates of  exchange
prevalent at the time the transactional took place. Typically, a
bank will quote a rate at which it is willing to buy the currency
(bid rate) and a rate at which it will sell a currency (offer rate) for
delivery of  the particular currency. The forward market is for
foreign exchange to be delivered in 3 days or more. In quoting
the forward rate of -currency; a bank will quote a bid and offer
rate for delivery typically one, two, three or six months after the
transaction date.
Exchange rates are considered by MNCs as a crucially important
factor affecting their profitability. This is because exchange rate
fluctuations directly impact the sales revenue of firms exporting
goods and services. Future payments in a foreign currency carry
the risk that the foreign currency will depreciate in value before
the foreign currency payment is received and is exchanged into
Indian rupees.
Thus, exchange risk is the effect that unexpected exchange rate
changes have on the value of the firm. Foreign exchange risks
therefore pose one of the greatest challenge to MNCs. The
present chapter deals with the management of foreign exchange
risk and based on the nature of  the exposure and the firm’s

LESSON 22:

MANAGEMENT OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

ability to forecast currencies, what hedging or exchange risk
management strategy should the firm employ.

What is Exchange Risk?

Foreign exchange risk is the possibility of a gain or loss to a
firm that occurs due to unanticipated changes in exchange rate.
For example, if an Indian firm imports goods and pays in
foreign currency (say dollars), its outflow is in dollars, thus it is
exposed to foreign exchange risk. If the value of the foreign
currency rises (i.e., the dollar appreciates), the Indian firm has to
pay more domestic currency to get the required amount of
foreign currency.
The advent of the floating exchange rate regime, since the early
1970s, has heightened the interest of MNCs in developing
techniques and strategies for foreign exchange exposure
management. The primary goal is to protect corporate profits
from the negative impact of exchange rate fluctuations.
However, the goals and techniques of management vary
depending on whether the focus is on accounting exposure or
economic exposure.
Foreign exchange risks, therefore, pose one of the greatest
challenges to a multinational company. These risks arise because
multinational corporations operate in multiple currencies.
Infact, many times firms who have a diversified portfolio find
that the negative effect of exchange rate changes on one currency
are offset by gains in others i.e. - exchange risk is diversifiable.

Types of Exposure

There are mainly three types of foreign exchange exposures:
1. Translation exposure
2. Transaction exposure
3. Economic Exposure

Translation Exposure
It is the degree to which a firm’s foreign currency denominated
financial statements are affected by exchange rate changes. All
financial statements of a foreign subsidiary have to be translated
into the home currency for the purpose of finalizing the
accounts for any given period.
If a firm has subsidiaries in many countries, the fluctuations in
exchange rate will make the assets valuation different in different
periods. The changes in asset valuation due to fluctuations in
exchange rate will affect the group’s asset, capital structure ratios,
profitability ratios, solvency rations, etc.-
FASB 52 specifies that US firms with foreign operations should
provide information disclosing effects of foreign exchange rate
changes on the enterprise consolidated financial statements and
equity. The following procedure has been followed:
• Assets and liabilities are to be translated at the current rate

that is the rate prevailing at the time of preparation of
consolidated statements.
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• All revenues and expenses are to be translated at the actual
exchange rates prevailing on the date of transactions. For
items occurring numerous times weighted averages for
exchange rates can be used.

• Translation adjustments (gains or losses) are not to be
charged to the net income of  the reporting company. Instead
these adjustments are accumulated and reported in a separate
account shown in the shareholders equity section of the
balance sheet, where they remain until the equity is disposed
off.
Measurement of  Translation exposure
Translation exposure = (Exposed assets - Exposed
liabilities) (change in the exchange rate)

Example

Current exchange rate $1 = Rs 47.10
Assets Liabilities
Rs. 15,300,000 Rs. 15,300,000
$ 3,24,841 $ 3,24,841

In the next period, the exchange rate fluctuate§ to $1 = Rs 47.50
. Assets Liabilities

Assets Liabilities
Rs. 15,300,000 Rs. 15,300,000
$ 3,22,105 $ 3,22,105

Decrease in Book Value of  the assets is $ 2736
The various steps involved in measuring translation exposure
are:
First, Determine functional currency. -
Second, Translate using temporal method recording gains/
losses in the income statement as realized.
Third, Translate using current method recording’ gains/losses
in the balance sheet and as realized.
Finally, consolidate into parent company financial statements.

Transaction Exposure
This exposure refers to the extent to which the future value of
firm’s domestic cash flow is affected by exchange rate fluctua-
tions. It arises from the possibility of incurring foreign
exchange gains or losses on transaction already entered into and
denominated in a foreign currency.
The degree of transaction exposure depends on the extent to
which a firm’s transactions are in foreign currency: For example,
the transaction in exposure will be more if the firm has more
transactions in foreign currency.
According to FASB 52 all transaction gains and losses should be
accounted for and included in the equity’s net income for the
reporting period. Unlike translation gains and loses which
require only a bookkeeping adjustment, transaction gains and
losses are realized as soon as exchange rate changes.
The exposure could be interpreted either from the standpoint
of  the affiliate or the parent company. An entity cannot have an
exposure in the currency in which its transactions are measured.

Case Study on Transaction Exposure-NHS Computers

The Exposure Problem
An Indian company, NHS Computers is involved in manufac-
turing of computer machines and spare parts. It imports raw
materials from USA and exports the machinery to USA and
receives the income in dollars. Machinery has to be imported on
regular basis. As per the definition of exposure, NHS Comput-
ers is exposed to currency risk. In this case, the company is
importing raw materials for which it is paying the money in
dollars and while exporting it is receiving the money in dollars.
It is exposed to currency risk in the form of transaction
exposure, i.e. Dollar/Rupee exchange rate risk is prevalent only
between the period when it needs to pay for its imports and
when it realizes the dollars for its exports and the difference
between the two amounts.
Thus, a company is exposed to currency risk when exchange rate
movements directly affect its cash flows. It is equally important
for the company to know the types of risk it is exposed to and
the origins of risk.

The Environment
In the Indian context, let us assume that all the restrictions
related to imports and exports have been removed by the
Government of India. Suppose a company is involved in the
manufacturing of electronic goods with indigenous technology
and is selling the products in India. It has no dealing whatso-
ever with any other countries. It is getting threatened by an
American firm, which is selling the same goods with a lesser
price and superior technological features. The company in this
case is again exposed to the Dollar. Rupee exchange rate in spite
of not having any exposure whatsoever in foreign currencies.

The Solution
In the above example, if it were a British firm, the extent of
Indian firms exposure is dependent on Dollar/Pound exchange
rate and Dollar/Rupee exchange rate. The company should first
establish direct linkages between direct movements and cash
flow destabilization before it attempts to control currency risks.
In this case, the Indian firm has exposure because of its
structural nature. It will be exposed to this risk as long as it is in
the manufacturing of the products, which it is presently
involved in. If it changes the existing product mix it can
eliminate the risk arising out of the Dollar/Rupee and Dollar/
Pound exchange rates on its casa flows. Structural risk is a
recurring one and is long term in nature. A long-term risk can
be broken into slices and can be controlled temporarily but it
will not give a permanent solution.

Economic Exposure
Economic exposure refers to the degree to which a firm’s
present value of future cash flows can be influenced by exchange
rate fluctuations. Economic exposure is a more managerial
concept than an accounting concept. A company can have an
economic exposure to say Pound/Rupee rates even if it does
not have any transaction or translation exposure in the British
currency. This situation would arise when the company’s
competitors are using British imports. If the Pound weakens,
the company loses its competitiveness (or vice versa if the
Pound becomes strong).
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Thus, economic exposure to an exchange rate is the risk that a
variation in the rate will affect the company’s competitive
position in the market and hence its profits. Further, economic
exposure affects the profitability of the company over a longer
time span than transaction or translation exposure. Under the
Indian exchange control, economic exposure cannot be hedged
while both transaction and translation exposure can be hedged.

Tools and Techniques of Foreign Exchange Risk
Management
The most frequently used financial instruments by companies
in India and abroad for hedging the exchange risk are discussed
below. These instruments are available at varying costs to the
company. Two criterions have been used to contrast the
different tools. First, there are different tools that serve
practically the same purpose differing only in details like default
risk or transaction cost or some fundamental market imperfec-
tion. Second, different tools hedge different kinds of risk.
1. Forward Contracts: A forward contract is one where a

counterparty agrees to exchange a specified currency at an
agreed price for delivery on a fixed maturity date. Forward
contracts are one of the most common means of hedging
transactions in foreign currencies.
In a forward contract, while the amount of the transaction,
the value data, the payments procedure and the exchange rate
are all determined in advance, no exchange of money takes
place until the actual settlement date. For example, an Indian
company having a liability in US dollars due in December
end may buy US dollars today for the maturity date
(December end). By doing so, the company has effectively
locked itself into a rate. A forward contract for a customer
involves a spot and a swap transaction, as the customer
cannot cover the transaction outright for the forward data.
This is because the market quotes only spot transactions on
an outright basis: In the example given above, the customer,
or the company) will have to first buy US dollars in the spot
market and then enter into a swap where he sells spot and
buys forward (December end).
The problem with forward contracts however, is that since
they require future performance, sometimes one party may
be unable to perform the contract. Also, many times forward
rate contracts are inaccessible for many small businesses.
Banks often tend to quote unfavorable rates for smaller
business because the bank bears the risk of the company -
defaulting in the payments. In such situations, futures may
be more suitable.

2. Futures contracts: Futures is the same as a forward contract
except that it is standardized in terms of contract size is
traded on future exchanges and is settled daily. In practice,
futures differ from forwards in 3 important ways.
First, forwards could be for any amount while futures are for
standard amount with each contract being much smaller than
the average forward transaction. Also, futures are also
standardized in terms of delivery dates while forwards are
agreements that can specify any delivery date that the parties
choose. Second, forwards are traded by phone and letters -
while futures are traded in organized exchanges, such as

SIMEX in Singapore, IMM in Chicago. Third, in a forward
contract, transfer of funds takes place only once - i.e. at
maturity while in a futures contract, cash transactions take
place practically every day -during the life or the contract.
Thus, the default risk is largely avoided in a futures contract.
Despite the above mentioned advantages, futures contract
also entails some limitations since the futures trade only in
standardized amounts, flexibility is missing and thus the
hedges are not always perfect. Also, many big companies
tend to prefer futures because of  their adaptability.

3. Option Contract: An option contract is one where the
customer has the right but not the obligation to contract on
maturity date. Options have an advantage as compared to
forward contracts as the customer has no obligation to
exercise the option in case it is not in his favour.
An option can be a call or a put option. A call option is the
right to buy the underlying asset whereas a put is the right to
sell the underlying asset at the agreed strike price. For the
purchase of an option, a customer will have to pay a
premium. Likewise, the seller of the option receives
premium. The option premium depends on the strike price,
the maturity date, current spot rate and the volatility.
For example, a customer having a liability in Euro with a vie-
n that the Euro/USD rate will be higher on maturity date
will buy an Euro call. On the maturity date, he has the
option to buy the Euro at the strike price or buy it from the
market in case it is cheaper.
If the customer buys a Call Option with a strike price at
0.9000 and on maturity date, the rate is 0.8700, the customer
has the right to exercise the option. Since in the example
cited, it would be cheaper for the customer to by the Euro
from the market, the customer -will not exercise the option.
There are various structures available in the option market
and the more frequently used ones are the Vanilla. Options-
structures with Knock In arid Knock Out structures,
Forward Extras, Range Forwards.

4. Currency Swap: A currency swap is defined as an agreement
where two parties exchange a series of cashflows in one
currency for a series of  cashflows in another currency, at
agreed intervals over an agreed period. Typically, a corporate
would want to do such a swap if it wants to convert its
liabilities in a particular currency to that of  another currency.
For example, U.S. corporate needs German Marks to fund a
construction project in Germany. The company chooses to
issue a fixed rate bond in dollars and convert them to
German Marks. The company takes the dollars received from
the issue of the dollar denominated bond and pays them up
front to a swap dealer who pays a certain amount of Marks
to the firm. Interest payments on the dollar denominated
bond are paid in dollars. At the same time, the firm pays an
agreed-upon amount of German Marks to the swap dealer
and receives dollars in exchange. The dollars received from
the swap dealer offset the payment of the dollar coupon
interest. Upon maturity, the firm pays its bondholders in
dollars and receives an equivalent amount of dollars from
the swap dealer to which it paid an agreed-upon amount of
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Marks. In effect, the company has converted its Dollar
denominated loan into a Mark denominated loan.

The most popular instrument used to hedge are forward
exchange contracts in India. Although in the more developed
markets, options and derivatives are used to a larger extent.
Forward contracts are more popular for the following reasons:
1. Forward exchange markets arc well established and

transparent.
2. Forward contracts are accessible even by the smaller

corporates. There are few corporates in the country who have
volumes, which are tradeable in the option and derivative
markets.

3. Many corporate policies do not allow them to trade in
options and derivatives. This is because these instruments
are perceived to be risky and expensive. Options are relatively
new to the Indian market. There is also a lack of product
knowledge. Hence, many corporates are not too comfortable
while dealing with options.

Market imperfections/inefficiencies that characterize the Indian
markets for these instrurnents.
Inefficiencies in the Indian market for foreign exchange, option
and derivatives can be enumerated as follows:
1. The Indian foreign exchange market is monitored and

regulated by the Reserve Bank of  India. In most developed
financial markets, the intervention by means regulation in
the financial markets is extremely low. At times of  this
prevents the markets from adjusting itself to reflect the true
demand/supply mismatch and also leads to a lot of
uncertainty amongst the market participants.

2. On a daily basis, there are huge volumes settled between two
counterparties. In the developed markets, this settlement is
done on a net basis unlike India. This firstly leads to
additional counterparty limits for the banks and also leads to
problems in settlement.

Also, there are a number of  regulations, which act as, impedi-
ments to the growth of options and derivatives: USD/INR
options are prohibited in India as per RBI Regulations. The
market in India does not allow a customer to be a net receiver
of premium on options. Thus a customer cannot write an
option in isolation or do any option structure where he is a net
receiver of premium. No swap structure involving upfront
payment of rupees in any form, which is tantamount to
prepayment of external commercial borrowings, can be
undertaken. Derivative transactions, which involve swap
transactions, can be undertaken by banks purely as intermediar-
ies by fully matching the requirements of corporate
counterparties. Finding fully matched corporate is not always
possible and this has acted as a hindrance to the growth of the
derivatives market. In case the foreign exchange market has to
be accessed to cover currency risk, the access is restricted to
amount specified by the Reserve Bank. Any further access can be
made to the extent swaps undertaken by accessing the market
are matched by opposite corporate interest.

Review Questions

1. What is exchange risk? How can it be managed?
2. Briefly discuss the three kinds of Exposures. Give examples

to illustrate each.
3. Distinguish between a forward and a futures contract. Which

of the two is more popular? Why?
4. Discuss the frequently used financial instruments by

companies in India and abroad for hedging  exchange risk
5. What do you understand by ‘Currency Correlation’ and

‘Currency Volatility’? Give examples to illustrate your answer.
6. Why are forward contracts popular?
7. Distinguish between transaction and economic Exposure.

Give examples to elucidate your answer.

Project Work
Conduct a survey of  CEOs of  MNCs based in India to assess
if they have an understanding of the difference between
transaction, translation and economic exposure. The question-
naire should be framed to assess the following:
1. What is their perception of the kinds of exposure?
2. Extent to which firms covered themselves against the three

kinds of exposures.
3. Do they give the same importance to the three kinds of

exposure?
4. Do firms have clearly outlined guidelines on exposure

management?
5. Methods employed to hedge against translation, transaction

and economic exposure.
6. Definition of the three kinds of exposure.
7. If there is a contradiction/conflict between, say translation

and economic exposure. Which one would the firm choose
to hedge?
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Let us discuss case study to have a practical knowledge of
subject

Case Study I

Global Publishing Company (Forecasting Exchange
Rates)
Global Publishing Company text is into the production and
marketing of textbooks, both in India and abroad. Its sales are
invoiced in the currency of the country where the textbooks are
sold. The company markets these bocks in foreign universities
where English language is used and is happy with the revenues
in foreign currency, which it is earning in each country. Table 1
Gives the company’s expected revenues from textbooks sold in
different countries.

University Book 
Store In Local Currency 

Today's Spot 
Exchange 

Rate 

Expected Revenues 
from 

Book States this Year 

U.S.A US Dollar 47.26 Dollar 5,00,000 
UK UK pound 68.48 Pound 4,00,000 
Germany Deutche Mark 22.13 DM 2,50,000 
Japan Yen 0.3954 Yen 1,50,000 

The company is using today’s spot rate (which is the beginning
of financial year) to arrive at the revenues, which it will earn,
from each country. Since it is using the spot rates at the begin-
ning of the year to calculate its revenues throughout the year,
thereby implicitly assuming that the rates will not change
throughout the year.
Thus the company is uncertain about its actual Rupee earnings,
which it will receive from each country at the end of the financial
year.
Also, the company is aware of  the potential error associated
with this type of forecast. Therefore, it wants to calculate the
annual percentage change in the exchange rate over the last three
years for each currency, to derive a standard deviation in the
percentage change of  each foreign currency.
Assuming that the percentage changes in exchange raw are
normally distributed, the company proposes to develop
forecasts (at some pre-determined confidence intervals) for the
monthly percentage change in each currency. The above exercise
can then be used to accurately predict the future spot rate one
year from today. This can significantly help the company to
calculate its Rupee earnings associated with each country.

Table 2 gives the monthly exchange rates for each of  the four
currencies (w.r.t the Rupee) for the last three years.
the last three years.

   Spot    1 Month Forward  
Month USD EuroUKP DM JPY* USD Euro UKP DM JPY* 
May-98 40.4 7  66.19 22.81 29.96 40.70  66.47 22.9 30.18 
June-98 42.24  69.67 23.58 30.11 42.61  70.19 23.80 30.43 
Jul-98 42.52  69.88 23.66 30.23 42.75  70.20 23.81 30.44 

Aug-98 42.77  69.82 23.93 29.55 43.13  70.30 24.14 29.86 
Sep-98 42.53  71.41 24.96 31.60 42.81  71.79 25.13 31.87 
Oct-98 42.32  71.66 25.84 35.41 42.54  71.92 25.98 35.67 
Nov-98 42.39  70.44 25.22 35.23 42.56  70.64 25.33 35.44 
Dec-98 42.56  71.10 25.51 36.34 42.74  71.35 25.63 36.57 

1. Calculate the degree of volatility associated with each currency
and also rank the currencies with respect to their volatility.

2. Show how the estimated revenues will be subject to a high
degree of uncertainty due to uncertain exchange rates.

3. Can you identify currencies whose values are most likely to be
stable or highly variable in the future? What lesson can a
MNC learn from this?

4.Calculate the correlation among currency movements by
calculating their correlation coefficients. Can the MNC use this
information to assess its transaction exposure? Why or why
not?

LESSON 23:
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Jan-99 42.56 49.40 70.16 25.27 37.62 42.7 6 49.72 70.55 25.43 37.88 
Feb-99 42.48 47.71 69.27 24.37 3648 42.80 48.08 69.76 24.56 36.82 
Mar-99 42.45 46.23 68.75 23.64 35.68 42.71 46.51 69.11 23.78 35.75 
Apr-99 42.73 45.77 68.78 23.39 35.71 42.93 45.99 69.05 23.51 35.94 
May-99 42.79 45.51 68.08 23.27 35.12 42.94 45.69 69.31 23.36 35.32 
June-99 43.16 44.80 68.88 22.91 35.72 43.33 45.04 69.13 23.03 35.93 
Jul-99 43.29 44.82 68.17 22.92 36.21 43.36 45.02 67.72 23.02 36.42 
Aug-99 43.46 46.11 69.80 23c57 38.39 43.65 46.38 70.08 23.70 38.62 
Sep-99 43.55 45.70 70.66 23.37 40.68 43.66 45.85 70.83 23.4 4 40.89 
Od-99 43.45 46.53 72.01 23.79 40.93 43.66 46.76 72.32 23.91 41.25 
Nov-99 43.41 44.92 70.45 22.97 41.35 43.r.9 45.02 70.58 23.02 41.62 
Dee-99  43.49. 44.03 70.18 22.51 42.41 43.55 44.12 70.27 22.56. 42.55 
Jan-00 43.56 44.24 71.43 22.62 41.63 43.63 44.30 71.53 22.65 41.76 
Feb-00 43.62 42.99 69.87 21.98 39.93 43.79 43.09 69.97 22.03 40.08 
Mar-00 43.64 42.12 68.92 21.52 41.00 43.78 42.22 69.02 21.57 41.17 
Apr-00 43.67 41.59 69.19 21.27 41.61 43.71 41.64 69.22 21.29 41.30 
May-00 44.01 39.93 66.31 20.42 40.68 44.07 39.9\Y 66.37 21.45 40.83 
June-00 44.69 42.46 67.43 22.26 42.15 44.78 42.55 67.54 22.30 42.33 
Jul-00 44.79 42.11 67.57 21.53 41.52 44.87 42.20 67.68 2J .58 41.70 
Aug-00 45.67 41.35 68.07 21.14 42.27 45.80 41.48 68.25 2 .21 42.49 
Sep-00 45.91 39.96 65.80 20.43 43.00 46.01 39.97 65.15 20.47 43.19 
Oct-00 46.37 39.65 67.3.4 20.27 42.77 46.46 39.71 67.46 20.34 42.98 
Nov-00 46.83 40.14 66.81 20.52 43.00 46.95 40.29 67.03 20.60 43.44 
Dec-00 46.76 41.90 68.30 21.42 41.74 46.84 41.91 68.39 21.43 41.89 
Jon-01 46.54 43.71 68.89 22.35 39.92 46.92 43.79 69.00 22.39 40.07 
Feb-01 46.54 42.93 67.72 21.95 40.03 46.62 42.91 67.79 21.94 40.21 
Mar-0l 46.63 42.46 6740 21.71 38.64 46.71 42.50 67.47 21.73 38.72 
Apr-0l 46.78 41.75 62.17 '21.35 37.79 46.88 41.80 67.25 21.37 38.01 
May-01 46.93 41.01 66.90 20.97 38.55 47.03 41.05 66.97 20.99 38.69 
June-01 47.02 40.04 65.54 20.47 38.91 47.13 40.10 65.64 20.52 39.05 
Jul-0l 47.15 40.57 66.65 20.74 37.85 47.24 40.60 66.73 20.76 37.98 
Aug-0l 47.13 42.38 67.74 21.67 38.78 47.23 42.41 67.80 21.69 38.90 
Sep-0l 47.67 43.49 69.73 22.23 40.17 47.77 43.53 69.80 22.26 40.30 
Oct-0l 48.04 43.92 7031 22.46 39.84 48.21 440.2 70.47 22.51 40.02 
Nov-0l 48.00 42.68 68.98 21.82 39.18 48.12 42.72 69.04 21.84 39.33 
Dec-0l 47.91 42.74 68.95 21.85 37.62 48.05 42.80 69.06 21.88 37.74 
Jan-02 48.32 .42.7 4 69.23  36.46 48.44 42.79  69.32  36.56 
Feb-02 48.69 42.36 69.26  36.45 48.80 42.41 69.34  36.55 
Mar-02 4875 42.65 69.32  37.09 48.88 .42.71 69.42  17.22 
Apr-02 48.91 4.32 70.56  17.39 49.05 43.38 70.66  47.51 

May-02 49.01 44.90 71.52  18.72 4912 44.98 71.60  18.81 
June-02 48.96 46.79 72.62  19.70 49.07 46.82 72.68  19.80 
Jul-02 48.74 48.38 75.70  41.30 48.87 48.42 75.79  41.42 

Aug-02 48.60 47.29 74.64  40.77 48.68 37.51 74.68  40.87 
Sep-02 48.45 47.43 75.27  39.95 48.53 47.44 75.30  40.03 
Oct-02 48.37 47.45 75.29  39.05 48.46 47.47 75.33  19.17 
Nov-02 48.26 48.45 75.92  1972 48.36 48.18 75.92  19.69 
Dee-02 48.12 49.13 76.41  39.54 48.21 49.12 76.41  19.62 
Jan-03 47.97 50.25 46.99  40.01 48.09 50.30 27.08  40.28 
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Case  Study 2

Impact of Currency Volatility
Correlations shown by the top nine currencies in the world
against each other:

 CAD DEM FRF JPY GBP SHF AVD HKD NZD 
CAD 1.000 -0.463 0.531 -0.765 0.733 -0.657 0.720 0.313 0.406 
OEM -0.463 1.000 0.278 0.846 -0.210 0.930 0.847 -0.271 0.830 
FRF 0.531 0.278 1.000 -0.146 0.782 -0.040 0.850 0.115 0.832 
JPY -0.765 0.846 -0.146 1.000 -0.524 0.880 0.057 -0.532 0.216 

GBP 0.733 -0.210 0.782 -0.524 1.000 -0.479 0.520 0.444 0.362 
SHF -0.657 0.930 '0.040 0.880 -0.479 1.000 0.746 -0.316 0.832 
AVO 0.720 0.847 0.850 0.057 0.520 0.745 1.000 0.665 0.898 
HKD 0.313 -0.271 0.115 -0.532 0.444 0.316 0.665 1.000 0.722 
NZO 0.406 0.830 0.832 0.216 0.362 0.832 0.898 0.722 1. 000 

1 Name two currencies, which show positive correlation, and
two currencies, which show negative co-relation for the time
period analyzed in the study. Elucidate your findings.

2. The Canadian dollar shows an overall low correlation with
most other currencies and moves independently.
Surprisingly, it shows a somewhat strong negative correlative
with the Japanese yen. Comment in the light of the fact that
the movements of the Canadian dollar have been extremely
stable in the last 30 years.

3. The Australian and New Zealand dollars show a strong
positive correlation to each other. Why?

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• Translation Methods
• Functional Versus Reporting Currency
• Comparison of  Four Translation Methods
• Illustrations
Foreign exchange exposure is a measure of sensitivity of a
firm’s cash Rows, market value and profitability to change as a
result of changes in exchange rates. As organisations are
becoming increasingly more globalised, firms are finding it
necessary to pay special attention to foreign exchange exposure
and accordingly, design and implement suitable hedging
strategies. Today, multinational Firms are trying to develop
techniques and strategies for effective foreign exchange exposure
management. In general, MNCs strive to generate a high level
of earnings while maintaining their risk at a tolerable level. The
primary goal of all MNCs is to protect the corporate cash flows
from c negative impact of exchange rate fluctuations. However,
the techniques or the strategies adopted by multinationals to
cover the exposure may differ depending on whether the focus
is on accounting or economic exposure.
It should be emphasized that firms sometimes also benefit as a
result of  exposure. Yet, it would prefer to be aware of  the risks
and therefore, be insulated from exposure. Each firm differs in
degree of exposure. A firm should be able to measure its degree
a each type of exposure as discussed in this section. The firm
can then decide how to cover that exposure using the methods
describe in coming chapter.
Translation exposure, sometimes also called accounting
exposure, refers to gains or losses caused by the translation of
foreign currency assets and liabilities into the currency of the
parent company for accounting purposes. Which refers to the
effect that an unanticipated change in exchange rate will have on
the consolidated financial report of a MNC.
This chapter presents the four methods of translation expo-
sure, current rate method, the monetary/non-monetary
method, temporal method and the current non-current
method. Next, the differences between functional and reporting
currency are discussed. Finally, the chapter presents a comparison
of the four translation methods with the help of an example.
A number of solved problems on the four methods of
translation, exposure are- also provided at the end of the
chapter.
Accounting exposure, also known as translation exposure,
arises because MNCs may wish to translate financial statements
of foreign affiliates into their home currency in order to prepare
consolidated financial statements or to compare financial results.
As investors allover the world are interested in home currency
values, the foreign currency balance sheet and income statement
are restated in the parent country’s reporting currency. For

example, foreign affiliates of US companies must restate the
franc, sterling or mark statements into US dollars so that the
foreign values can be added to the parent US dollar denomi-
nated balance sheet and income statement. This accounting
process is called ‘translation.’
Translation exposure (also known as accounting exposure)
measures the effect of an exchange rate change on published
financial statements of a firm. Assets and liabilities that are
translated at the current exchange rate are considered to be
exposed as the balance sheet will be affected by fluctuations in
currency values over time; those translated at a historical
exchange rate will be regarded as not exposed as they will not be
affected by exchange rate fluctuations. So, the difference between
exposed assets and exposed liabilities is called translation
exposure.
Translation Exposure = Exposed assets - Exposed liabilities
Under the generally accepted US accounting principles, the net
monetary asset position of a subsidiary is used to measure its
parent’s foreign exchange exposure: The net monetary asset
position is monetary assets such as cash and accounts receivable
minus monetary liabilities such as accounts payable and long-
term debt. Let us understand this with the help of the
following example.
A US parent company has a single wholly-owned subsidiary in
France. This subsidiary has monetary assets of 200 million
francs and monetary liabilities of 100 million francs. The
exchange rate declines from FFr 4 per dollar to FFr 5 per dollar.
The potential foreign exchange loss on the company’s exposed
net monetary assets of IV’

Monetary assets FFr 200 million
Monetary liabilities FFr 100 million
Net exposure FFr 100 million
Pre-devaluation rate (FFr 4=$1) FFr 100 million = $25.0 million
Post-devaluation rate (FFr 5 -$1) FFI00 million  =  $20.0 million

Potential exchange loss $.5.0 million

The translation of gains and losses does not involve actual cash
flows - these gains or losses are purely on paper, i.e., they are of
an accounting nature.

Translation Methods

Four methods of foreign currency translation have been
developed in various countries.
1 . The current rate method
2. The monetary/non-monetary method
3. The temporal method
4. The current/non-current method

LESSON  24:

MANAGEMENT OF TRANSLATION EXPOSURE-I
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Current Rate Method
The current rate method is the simplest and the most popular
method allover the world. Under this method, all balance sheet
and income items are translated at the current rate of exchange,
except for stockholders’ equity. Income statement items,
including depreciation and cost of goods sold, are translated at
either the actual exchange rate on the dates the various revenues
and expenses were incurred or at the weighted average exchange
rate for the period. Dividends paid are translated at the exchange
rate prevailing on the date the payment was made. The com-
mon stock account and paid-in-capital accounts are translated at
historical rates. Further, gains or losses caused by translation
adjustment are not included in the net income but are reported
separately and accumulated in a separate equity account known
as Cumulative Translation Adjustment (CTA). Thus CTA
account helps in balancing the balance sheet balance, since
translation gains or loses are not adjusted through the income
statement.
The two main advantages of the current rate method are, first,
the relative proportions of the individual balance sheet accounts
remain the same and hence do not distort the various balance
sheet ratios like the debt-equity ratio, current ratio, etc. Second,
the variability in reported earnings due to foreign exchange gains
or losses is eliminated as the translation gain/ loss is shown in
a separate account - the CTA account. The main drawback of
the current rate method is that various items in the balance
sheet which are recorded at historical costs are translated back
into dollars at a different rate.

The Monetary/Non-monetary Method
The monetary/non-monetary method differentiates between
monetary and non- monetary items. Monetary items are those
that represent a claim to receive or an obligation to pay a fixed
amount of  foreign currency unit, e.g., cash, accounts receivable,
current liabilities, accounts payable and long-term debt.
Non-monetary items are those items that do not represent a
claim to receive or an obligation to pay a fixed amount of
foreign currency items, e.g., inventory, fixed assets, long-term
investments. According to this method, all monetary items are
translated at the current rate while non-monetary items are
translated at historical rates.
Income statement items are translated at the average exchange
rate for the period, except for items such as depreciation and
cost of goods sold that are directly associated with non--
monetary assets or liabilities. These accounts are translated at
their historical rates.

Temporal Method
This method is a modified version of the monetary/non-
monetary method. The only difference is that under the
temporal method inventory is usually translated at the historical
rate but it can be translated at the current rate if the inventory is
shown in the balance sheet at market values. In the monetary/
non-monetary method inventory is always translated at the
historical rate. Under the temporal method, income statement
items are normally translated at an average exchange rate for the
period. However, cost of goods sold and depreciation are
translated at historical rates.

The Current/Non-current Method
The current/non-current method is perhaps the oldest
approach. No longer allowable under generally accepted
accounting practices in the United States, it was nevertheless
widely used prior to the adoption of  FAS #8 in 1975. Its
popularity gradually waned as other methods were found to
give more meaningful results. Under the current/non-current
method, all current assets and current liabilities of foreign
affiliates are translated into the home currency at the current
exchange rate while non-current assets and non-current liabilities
are translated at historical rates.
In the balance sheet, exposure to gains or losses from fluctuat-
ing currency values is determined by the net of current assets
less current liabilities. Gains or losses on long-term assets and
liabilities are not shown currently. Items in the income state-
ment are generally translated at the average exchange rate for the
period covered. However, those items that relate to revenue or
expense items associated with non-current assets (such as
depreciation changes) or long-term liabilities (amortisation of
debt discount) are translated at the same rate as the correspond-
ing balance sheet items.

Functional Versus Reporting Currency
Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement 52 (FASB 52)
was issued in December 1981, and all US MNCs were required
to adopt the statement for fiscal years beginning on or after
December 15, 1982. According to FASB 52, firms must use the
current rate method to translate foreign currency denominated
assets and liabilities into dollars. All foreign currency revenue
and expense items on the income statement must be translated
at either the exchange rate in effect on the date these items were
recognised or at an appropriate weighted average exchange rate
for the period. The other important part about FASB 52 is that
requires translation gains and losses to be accumulated and
shown in a separate equity account on the parent’s balance sheet.
This account is known as the ‘cumulative translation adjust-
ment’ account.
FASB 52 differentiates between a foreign affiliate’s “functional”
and “reporting” currency.
Functional currency is defined as the currency of the primary
economic environment which the affiliate operates and in which
it generates cash flows. Generally, this is the local currency of  the
country in which the entity conducts most of its business.
Under certain circumstances the functional currency may be the
parent firm’s home country currency or some third country
currency. Appendix I summarises the method for determining
the functional currency.
The reporting currency is the currency in which the parent firm
prepares its own financial statements. This currency is normally
the home country currency, i.e., the currency of  the country in
which the parent is located and conducts, most of its business.
The nature and purpose of its foreign operations must be
determined, by the management to decide on the appropriate
functional currency. Some of  the economic factors that help in
selecting the appropriate functional currency are listed in Table 1.
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table
 Factors Indicating the Appropriate Functional Currency

Foreign Unit's Local Currency Indicators Dollar Indicators 

Cash Flows 

Primarily in the local 
currency; do not directly 
affect parent company 
cash flows 

Direct impact on parent 
company; cash flow 
available for remittance 

Sales Prices 

Not responsive to 
exchange rate changes in 
the short run; 
determined more by 
local conditions 

Determined more by 
world-wide 
competition; affected in 
the short run by 
exchange rate changes 

Sales Market Active local market for 
entity's products 

Products sold primarily 
in the United States; 
sales contracts 
denominated in dollars 

Expenses 

Labour, materials, and 
other costs denominated 
primarily in local 
currency 

Inputs primarily from 
sources in the United 
States or other-wise 
denominated in dollars 

Financing 

Primarily in local 
currency; 
operations generate 
sufficient 
funds to service these 
debts 

Primarily from-the 
parent company or 
otherwise denominated 
in dollars; operations 
don't generate sufficient 
dollars to service its 
dollar debts 

Intercompany 
Transactions 

Few intracorporate 
transactions; little 
connection between local 
and parent operations 

High volume of 
intracorporate 
transactions; extensive 
inter-relationship 
between local and 
parent operations 

In general, if  the foreign affiliate’s operations are relatively self-
contained and integrated with a particular country, its functional
currency will be the local currency of  that country. Thus, for
example, the German affiliates of Ford and General Motors,
which do most of their manufacturing in Germany and sell
most of their output for Deutschmarks, use the Deutschmark
as their functional currency. If  the foreign affiliate’s operations
were an extension of  the US patent’s operations, the functional
currency could be the US dollar.
If  the foreign affiliate’s functional currency is deemed to be the
parent’s currency, translation of  the affiliate’s statements
employs .the temporal method of  FAS # 8. Thus, many US
multinationals continue to use the temporal method for those
foreign affiliates that use the dollar as their functional currency,
while using the current rate method for their other affiliates.
Under FAS # 52, if  the temporal method is used, translation

gains or losses flow through the income statement as they did
under FAS # 8; they are not charged to the CTA account.
In summary, accounting exposure is the potential for transla-
tion losses or gains. Translation is the measurement, in a
reporting currency, of  assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses
of a foreign operation where the foreign accounts are originally
denominated and/or measured in a functional currency that is
also a foreign currency. Accounting exposure is, thus, the
possibility that a change in exchange rates will cause a translation
loss or gain when the foreign financial statements are restated in
the parent’s own reporting currency.

Comparison of Four Translation Methods
All financial statement items restated in terms of the parent
currency are the functional currency amount multiplied by the
appropriate exchange rate. Table 2 compares the four translation
methods in terms of the exchange rate for each balance sheet
item: current/non-current, monetary/non-monetary, temporal
and current rate.

Balance Sheet Current  Monetary/ Temporal Current 

 
Non-

current Non-monetary  Rate 

Cash C C C C 

Receivables C C C C 

Payables C C C C 

Inventory C C C or H C 

Fixed 
Assets H H H C 

Long-term 
Debt H C C C 

Net Worth H H H H 

Example

Assume that a foreign subsidiary of a US multinational
company has the following: (i) Cash = FC100 (ii) Account
receivable = FC150 (iii) Inventory = FC200 (iv) Fixed assets =
FC250 (v) Current liabilities = FC100 (vi) Long-term debt =
FC300 and (vii) Net worth = FC300. Let us further assume that
the historical exchange rate is $2 = FC1, the current exchange
rate is $1 = FC1 and inventory is carried at market prices.
Table 3 illustrates the effect of  each translation method on the
balance sheet. Exchange gains or losses are shown here as a
separate balancing account to show how they would be derived:
However, in actual practice, sometimes-net worth is used as a
balancing figure.
Under the current/non-current method, an exchange loss of
$350 is recorded because current assets are greater than current
liabilities. On the other hand, under the monetary/non--
monetary method, an exchange gain of $150 is recorded because
monetary liabilities exceed monetary assets.
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Table 3 

  Comparison of Four Translation Methods 

   Accounts Functional Current Monetary/ Temporal Current 

      Currency Non-current Non-monetary   Rate 

   Cash   FC 100 $100 (1)  $100 (1) $100 (1) $100 (1) 

   Accounts Receivable 150 150 (1)  150 (1) 150 (1) 150 (1) 

   Inventory  200 200 (1)  400 (2) 200 (1) 200 (1) 

   Fixed Assets 250 500 (2)  500 (2) 500 (2) 250 (1) 
               
   Total   FC700 $950  $1150  $950  $700 

   Current Liabilities FC100 $100 (1)  $100 (1) $100 (1) $100 (1) 

   Long-term Debt 300 600 (2)  300 (1) 300 (1) 300 (1) 

   Net Worth  300 600 (2)  600 (2) 600 (2) 600 (2) 

   Gains (Losses) - (350) 150  (50) (300)    
              - 
   Total   FC 700 $950  $1150  $950  $700 
 

The figures in brackets show the exchange rate used to translate
the respective items in the balance sheet.
Under the current rate method, the exchange loss is $300
because all accounts except net worth are translated at the current
exchange rate.

Illustrations

1. Farm Products is the Canadian affiliate of a US
manufacturing company. Its balance sheet, in thousands of
Canadian dollars, for January 1, 19x1 is shown below. The
January 1, 19x1, exchange rate was C$1.6/$.
Farm Products Balance Sheet (Thousands of C$)

Assets  Liabilities and 
Net Worth 

 

Cash C$1,00,000 Current 
Liabilities 

C$ 60,000 

Accounts 
receivable 

2,20,000 Long-term debt 1,60,000 

Inventory 3,20,000 Capital Stock 6,20,000 
Net plant and 
equipment 

2,00,000   

Total C$8,40,000  C$8,40,000 

a. Determine Farm Products accounting exposure on January 1,
19x2, using the current rate method/monetary/non-
monetary method.

b. Calculate Farm Products contribution to its parent’s
accounting loss if the exchange rate on December 31, 19x1
was C$ 1.8 per $. Assume all accounts remain as they were at
the beginning of the year.

As per current rate method
a. A/c exposure on Jan 1, 19x2 is as follows

Exposed Assets = US $ 4,66,666.66
Exposed Liabilities = US $ 1,22,222.21
Accounting Exposure = 344444.45
Accounting Loss as shown in CTA account is US $ 43,055.55

b. If we use the monetary/non-monetary method

 C$ Exchange Conversion to. US $ 

  Rate on Jan 1, 19x2 

Cash 1,00,000 1.8 55,555.55 

Accounts Receivable 2,20,000 1.8 1,22,222.22 

Inventory 3,20,000 1.6 2,00,000.00 

P&E 2,00,000 1.6 1,25,000.00 
 8,40,00b  5,02,777.77 

Current Liabilities 60,000 1.8 33,333.33 
Long-term debt 1,60,000 1.8 88,888.88 

Capital Stock 6,20,000 1.6 38,7500.00 
CTA   ( 6,944.44) 

 8,40,000  5,02,777.77 

As per monetary non-monetary method
A/c exposure on Jan 1, 19x2 is as follows
Exposed Assets = US $ 1,77,777.77
Exposed Liabilities = US $ 1,22,222.21
Accounting Exposure = 55555.57
Accounting Loss as shown in CTA account is US $ 6,941.44

2. AV Ltd, is the Indian affiliate of  a US sports manufacturer.
AV Ltd manufactures items which are sold primarily in the
United States and Europe. AV’s balance sheet in thousands
of rupees as of March 31st is as follows:

Assets  Liabilities and Net Worth 
Cash Rs 6,000 Accounts payable Rs.3, 500 
Accounts 
receivable 

4,500 Short-term bank loan 1,500 

Inventory 4,500 Long-term loan 4,000 
Net plant and 
equipment 

10,000 Capital stock 10,000 

  Retained earnings 6,000 
Total Rs 25,000  Rs 25,000 

Exchange rates for, translating the balance sheet into US
dollars are
Rs 35/$: Historic exchange rate, at which plant and
equipment, long-term loan and comma; stock were acquired
or issued.
Rs 401$: March 31st exchange rate. This was also the rate at
which inventory was acquired. Rs 421$: April 1st exchange
rate, after devaluation of 20%.
Assuming no change in balance sheet accounts between
March 31st and April 1st, calculate accounting gain or loss by
the current rate method and by monetary/ non-monetary
method. Explain accounting loss in terms of changes in the
value of exposed accounts.

C$ Exchange 
Rate 

Conversion to U.S $ On 
Jan. 1, 19x2 

Cash 1,00,000 1.8 55,555.55 
Accounts Receivable 2,20,000 1.8 1,22,222.22 

Inventory 3,20,000 1.8 1,77,777.77 
P&E 2,00,000 1.8 1,11,111.111 

   4,66,666.66 
Liabilities    

Current Liabilities 60,000 1.8 33,333.33 
Long-term debt 1,60,000 1.8 88,888.88 

Capital Stock 6,20,000 1.6 3,87,500.00 
CTA   (43,0555.55) 

 -   
 8,40,000  4,66,666.66 
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Solution

Exchange Rates
Rs 35/$ for P&E; long-term loan, comma; stock
 Rs 40/$ for inventory March 31st

Rs 42/$ for April 1st

On using the current rate method

  
  
  

Rs 
Exchange 
rate 

Conversion to 
S $ on Nov 31st 

Exchange 
rate 

Conversion to US $ 
on April 1st 

Cash  6000 40 $150 42 $142.86 

Accounts 4500 40 112.50 42 107.14 

receivable      

Inventory 4500 40 112.50 42 107.14 

P&E  10000 40 $250.00 42 238.10 

Total  25,000  625.00  $595.24 

Accounts 3500 40 $87.50 42 $83.33 

payable       

Short-term 1500 40 37.50 42 35.71 

Loan       

Long-term 4000 40 100.00 42 95.24 

Loan       

Capital Stock 10,000 35 285.71 42 285.71 

Retained 6,000 35 171.43 35 171.043 

earnings      

CTA  -  57.14)  (76.19) 

Total  25,000  $625.00  $595.24 

A/c loss by current rare method is * $ 57.14 on March 31st

*$ 76.19 on April 1st

 March 31st April 1st 

Exposed assets $ 625.00 $595.24 

Exposed liabilities $ 225.00 $499.99 

Net exposed $400.00 $95.25 

3. ABC House Ltd manufactures orange marmalade in
England. It is the wholly owned subsidiary of XYZ Inc. of
USA. The functional currency for ABC is the pound sterling
which currently sells at $1.5000/£. The reporting currency for
XYZ is the U S dollar. Non-consolidated financial
statements for both ABC and XYZ are as follows (in
thousands):

Assets XYZ Inc. ABC Ltd 
Cash $8,000 £ 2,000 
Accounts receivable 10,000 4,000 
Inventory 8,000 2,000 
Net plant and 
equipment 

10,000 6,000 

Investment 4,500  
Total $40,500 £ 

14,000 

Liabilities and Net Worth

Current liabilities $ 22,000 £ 4,000 
5-year term loan  4,000 
Capital stock 9,000 2,000 
Retained earnings 9,500 4,000 

Total $ 40,500 £ 14,000 

a. Prepare a consolidated balance sheet for XYZ Ltd.
b. What is ABC Ltd’s accounting exposure in dollars? Use the

current rate method of calculation.
c. Before any business activities take place, the pound sterling

depreciates 9% in value relative to the dollar. What is the new
spot rate?

d. What is XYZ accounting loss or gain, if  any, by the current
rate method/monetary/non-monetary method?

Solution
Balance sheet for ABC Ltd in dollars:

Assets  Rate $ Liabilities  Rate $ 

Cash £2,000 1.50 3,000 Current liabilities £4,000 1.5 6,000 

Accounts 4,000 1.50. 6,000 5-year term loan 4,000 1.5 6,000 

receivable        
        
Inventory 2,000 1.50 3,000 Capital Stock. 2,000 1.5 3,000 

Plant & 6,000 1.50 9,000 Retained earnings 4,000 1.5 6,000 

       
equipment 

       

 14,000  $21,000  £14,000  $21,000 

a. Consolidated balance sheet for XYZ & its subsidiary ABC
Ltd.

Assets Amount 

Cash $11,000 

Accounts receivable $16,000 

Inventory $11,000 

Net plant & equipment $19,000 

Investment $4,500 

Total $61,500 

Liabilities & Net Worth 

Current liabilities $28,000 
Five-year term loan $ 6,000 
Capital stock $12,000 

Retained earnings $15,500 

Total $61,500 
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b. Using the current rate method

Assets Amount  
Cash $ 3,000  
Accounts receivable $ 6,000  
Inventory $ 3,000  
Net plant & equipment $ 9,000  
Total $ 21,000  

Liabilities & Net Worth  
Current liabilities 6,000 
Five-rear term loan $ 6,000 
Total $ l2,000 

Accounting Exposure $ 9,000
c. If currency depreciates by 9%, the current spot rate is $1.365/£.
d. New position of the firm after depreciation

Assets Current Rate 
Method M/NM. Amount 

Cash $ 2,730 $ 2,730 
Accounts receivable $ 5,460 $ 5,460 
Inventory $ 2,730 $ 3,000 
Net plant & 
equipment $ 8,190 $ 9,000 

Total $19,110 $20,190 

Liabilities & Net Worth   
Current liabilities $ 5,460 $ 5,460 
Five-year term loan $ 5,460 $ 5,460 
Capital stock $ 3,000 $ 3,000 
Retained earnings $ 6,000 $ 6,000 
CFA (810) 270 
Total $ 19,110 $ 20,190 

Therefore, loss, by current method = $810.0
And gain, by monetary/No M. method = $270.0

4. The Northwood Company of Seattle has a subsidiary in
Indonesia where the currency is the rupiah (Rp). The current
balance sheet of  the Indonesian subsidiary, in thousands of
rupiahs, is

Assets  Liabilities and Net Worth 

Cash Rp 4,000 Accrued wages Rp 4,800 

Cash (in $) 3,200 Bank note payable 12,800 

Accounts receivable 8,000    

Accounts receivable (in $) 8,800 Long-term debt (in $) 12,000 

Inventory 9,600    

20,000 Net plant and equipment 16,000 Shareholders' equity 
  

Total Rp 49,600 Rp 49,600 

Current exchange rates are
Spot rate Rp 2,500/$
One-year forward rate Rp 2,800/$
Northwood’s forecast of  the spot rate one year hence Rp
3,400/$

a. What percentage amount of devaluation of the rupiah does
Northwood forecast?

b. What is the accounting exposure of  Northwood’s subsidiary,
using the methods of  FAS#52? ‘

c. If Northwood decides to hedge its accounting exposure in
the forward exchange market and if  Northwood’s corporate
tax rate is 40% what should Northwood do?
Spot rate Rp 2500/$1
Forward rate Rp 2800/$1
Forecasted Rp 3400/$1

a. The percentage forecasted devaluation of the rupiah is
Forecasted –Spot   ×  l00

Spot
= (3400 - 2500)/2500 x 100 = 36%

    'OOORp '000$  
 Assets     

 Cash  4000 1.6  

 Cash (in $)  3200 1.52  
  ' 
 Accounts receivable  8000 3.2  
 Accounts receivable (in $)  8800 3.52  

 Inventory   9000 3.6  

 Net plant &, equipment  16000 6.4  

     19.84  
 Liabilities      

 Accrued wages  4800 1.92  

 Bank note payable  12800 5.12  
  Long-term debt (in $)  12000 4.8 
 

     11.84  

Accounting exposure is $ 8,000. The functional currency is
taken as the Dollar.
The accounting exposure for the given SR, FR and the
forecasted forward rate are as shown below

Assets 2500 2800 3400 

Cash 4,000 1.6 1.43 1.18 

Cash (in $) 3,800 1.52 1.52 1.52 

Accounts receivable 8,000 3.2 2.86 2.35 

Accounts receivable (in $), 8,800 3.52 3.52 3.52 

Inventory -9,000 3.6 3.21 2.65 

Net plant & equipment 16,000 6.4 5.71 4.71 

 19.84 18.25 15.92 

Liabilities  

Accrued wages 4800 1.92 1.71 1.41 
12800 - 5.12 4.57 3.76 Bank note payable 

 
Long-term debt (in $) 12000 4.8 4.80 4.80 

Shareholders' equity 20000 8 8.00 8.00 

19.84 19.09 17.98 
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Since the exposure is $8000 in FASB#52 method, the
strategy is to buy dollars forward to cover the depreciation in
the rupiah. Hence, the cash and account receivables
component should be convened to their dollar equivalent by
buying at forward rates of 2800/$1.

Assets   
Cash 4000 1.43 
Cash (in $) 3800 1.52 
Accounts receivable 8000 2.86 
Accounts receivable (in $) 8800 3.52 
Inventory 9000 3.6 
Net plant & equipment 16000 6.4 
  19.33 
Liabilities   
Accrued wages 4800 1.92 
Bank note payable 12800 5.12 
Long-term debt (in $) 12000 4.80 
Shareholders' equity 20000 8.00 

  19.84 

Accounting exposure by going forward is 19.33 - 11.84 =
7.49 or $7490 (the shareholders equity has been deducted to
calculate accounting exposure using, FASB#52).

5. Translate the following balance sheets of  the two
subsidiaries of ABC, Inc (a US MNC) into US dollars
using:(a) monetary/non-monetary method, and (b) the
current method of translation.

 UK Subsidiary French Subsidiary 
(Millions of pounds sterling) (Millions of French franc) 

 12/31/98 12/31/99 12/31/98 12/31/99 
Cash & marketable 
securities 120 143 2,143 1,915 

Accounts receivable 315 407 4,020 3,775 

Inventories 612 750 3,950 3,850 

Fixed assets (net) 1,350 1,300 7,010 6,850 

Total assets 2,397 2,600 17,123 16,390 

Bank loans 500 450 3,000 2,800 

Accounts payable 490 553 4,873 4,658 
Long-term debt 650 700 4,250 - 4;000 

Net worth 757 897 5,000 4,932 

Total liabilities and net 
worth  2,397 2,600 17,123 16,390 

Assume the following exchange rates
12/31/98 £1.00 = US $1.40, US $1.00 = FFr 7.25
12/31/99 £1.00 = US $1.05, US $1.)) = FFr 9.00
Show also how the parent company will reflect the exchange
gains (losses) in its consolidated statements using the
monetary/ non-monetary method (FASB).

Solution

Current Method of  Translation

  UK Subsidiary  French Subsidiary 
  (Millions of pounds)  (Millions of FF) 
 Exch. 12/31/98 Exch. 12/31/99 Exch. 12/3119 Exch. 12/31199 

Cash and 
marketable 
securities 

1.05 126 1.4 200.02 1/9 238.11 1/7.25 264.1 

Accounts 
receivable 1.05, 330.75 1.4 -569.8 1/9 446.67 1/7.25 520.68 

Inventories 1.05 642.6 1.4 1050 1/9 438.88 1/7.25 531.03 

Fixed assets 
(net) 1.05 1417.5 1.4 1820 1/9 778.88 1/7.25 944.82 

Total Assets  2516.85  3640  1902.54  2260.67 
Bank loans 1.05 525 1.4 630 1/9 333.33 1/7.25 386.2 
Accounts 
payable 1.05 514.5 1.4 774.2 1/9 541.44 1/7.25 642.48 

Long-term debt 1.05 682.5 1.4 980 1/9 - 472.22 1/7.25 551.72 
Net-worth 1.00 757 1.05 941.85 1110 500.00 1/9 548.00 
Adjustment to 
worth equity  37.85  313.95  55.55  132.27 

          
Total liabilities 
& net worth  2516.85  3640  1902.54  2260.67 

         , 
Translation 
gain (loss)  37.85  313.95  55.55  132.27 

          

Assuming historical rate for the balance sheet
12/31/98 to be 1 £ = 1$
1 £= FF 10.00
Monetary Non-Monetary Method

  UK   French   

 ER 12/31/98 ER 12/31/99 ER 12/31/98 ER 12/31/99 

Cash & market- 1.05 126 1.40 200.0 1/9 238.11 1/7.25 264.13

able securities 
Accounts 1.05 33.075 1.40 56.98 1/9 446,67 1/7.25 520.69

receivable 

Inventories 1.00 1350 1.05 787.5 1/10 395 119 427.77

Fixed assets 1.00 1350 1.05 1417.5 1/10 701 119 761.11

Total assets 2418.75 2975 1780.78 1973.70

Bank loans 1.05 525 1.40 630 1/9 333.33 117.25 386.20

A/c payable 1.05 574.50 1.40 774.2 1/9 541.44 117.25 642.48-

Long-term debt 1.05 682.50 1040 980 1/9 472.22 117.25 551.72
Net worth 1.00 757 1.05 794.85 1/10 500 1/9.0 548
 
Adjustment to (60.3) (204.05) (66.22) (154.7)
owners equity 
Total liabilities  
& net worth 

2418.7 2975 11780.78 1973.70

Review Questions

1. Briefly explain the four methods of translation exposure.
2. Explain the difference in the translation process between the

monetary/non-monetary method and the current method.
3. Briefly explain the difference between functional currency and

reporting currency. Identify the factors that help in selecting
an appropriate functional currency that can be used by an
organisation.
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4. What are the foreign currency translation methods used in
other major developed countries? Give three examples to
illustrate your answer.

5. How are assets and liabilities translated under the current rate
method?

6. Yankee Corporation processes and packages goods for
export. Yankee is the wholly owned subsidiary (100%) of
ABC Inc. of  Los Angeles. It’s functional currency is the rupee
which currently sells at Rs 43.20 per US dollar. Yankee’s
reporting currency is the US dollar. Non-consolidated
financial statements for Yankee and ABC are as follows

 ABC Yankee 
Cash $ 90,000 Rs 20,00,000 
Acts receivable 110,000 35,00,000 
Inventory 80,000 20,00,000 
Net plant 150,000 25,20,000 
Investment in Yankee 120.000  
Total $ 550,000 Rs 100,20,000 
Current liabilities 80,000 Rs 10,20,000 
L. T loan 1,20,000  
Common stock 1,50,000 60,00,000 
Retained earnings 2,00,000 30,00,000 

Total  550,000 Rs 100,20,000 

a. Prepare a consolidated balance sheet for ABC and its Yankee
subsidiary.

b. What is ABCs’ translation exposure in its Indian rupee
subsidiary? Use the current rate method of calculation.

c. Before any business activities take place, the Indian rupee
depreciates 10% in value relative to the dollar. What is the
new spot rate?

d. What is ABC’s translation loss or gain, if  any, after the
devaluation? Yankee uses the current rate method. Also
calculate the translation loss/gain if it uses the monetary-
non-monetary method.

7. Translate the following balance sheets of  the two
subsidiaries of XYZ Inc. (a. US MNC) into US dollars,
using: (a) monetary-non-monetary method, and (b) the
current/non current method of translation.

UK Subsidiary 
French Subsidiary 
(Millions of 
Pounds Sterling) 

(Millions of 
French Francs) 

 31/3/01 31/3/02 31/3/01 31/3/02 
Cash & marketable securities  120  140 2,200  2000 
Accounts receivable  350 400 4,000  3,500 
Inventories  610  750 3,950  4,000 
Fixed assets (net)  1,450 1,400 7,100  7,450 

Total assets  2,530 2,690 17,250  16,950 
Bank loans  600  450 3,200  3,800 
Accounts payable  490  550 4,800  4,250 
Long-term debt  640  700 4,250  4,000 
       
Net worth  800  990 5,000  4,900 

Total liabilities & net worth  2530  2690 17,250  16,950 

Assume the following exchange rates        
£1.00= U S $1.80   US $1.00 = FFr 825  

£1.00 = US $1.90   US $1.00 = FFr 9.50 
.  

Show also how the parent company will reflect the exchange
gains (losses) in its consolidated statements using the
monetary/non-monetary method (FASB 52).

8. Translation Exposure
Following is the balance sheet of a subsidiary of a US firm
operating in an inflationary country. An year ago the ER of
the host country’s currency was LC per $ 1.Jt is now LC 6 per
$ 1. Assume that the firm uses an average rate of LC 5.5 per
$ 1 for profit and loss statement purposes. Translate (1) the
balance. sheet using both the current -non-current and the
monetary -non-monetary approach (2) The P & L Statement.
Balance Sheet

Equity Share Capital  LC 5000 Cash LC 500 
Debt 2400 Accounts Receivable 700 
Retained Earnings 3300 Inventory  2500 

2500 Investments (non 1000 Accounts Payable  monetary)   
Plant and Equipment 
15,000 

Notes Payable 1500 

Less: Accumulated Dep. 
5,000 

10,000 

Total Liabilities LC 14700 Total Assets 14700 
    LC  

Profit & Loss Account  LC 8000 
Sales .  
Less: Cost of sales    
Inventory 600   
Depreciation 1,000   
Other costs 900   
   2,500 
  LC 5,500 

Less: Selling &   
Administrative   
Expenses  900 
 LC 4,600 
Less: Interest   
expenses  600 
 EBT LC 4,000 
 IncomeTaxes (40%)  1,600 
 EAT LC 2,400 

(Assume that the historical rate for inventory was LC 4.5 and
for depreciation was LC4.0)

9. Given below is a balance sheet of an MNC. Show how the
balance sheet will be affected by both a 25% revaluation and
a50% devaluation under all the four translation methods.
Comment on your result in detail by giving a relative
assessment of each of the methods by showing clearly the
Translation loss/gain.
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Balance Sheet (in thousands of US $)

Assets Local Currency US dollars 
  Put to ER change (LC 
  6.4 = $1) 
Cash 1,600,000 2,50,000 
Marketable Securities 3,200,000 5,00,000 
Inventory 2,400,000 3,75,000 
Plant & Equipment 4,800,000 7,50,000 
Goodwill 2,000,000 3,12,500 
Total Assets LC 14,000,000 $21,87,500 

Liabilities Local Currency US Dollars 

Current liabilities 800,000 1,25,000 
L-T loan 1,600,000 2.50,000 
L - T debt 2,000,000 3,12,500 
Capital Stock 8,000,000 12,50,000 
Retained earning 1,600,000 2,50,000 
Total liabilities LC 14,000,000  
Plus equity  $ 21,87,500 

Profit and Loss Account

Sales LC 8000 
Less: Cost of sales   
Inventory 600  
Depreciation  1,006  
Other costs 900 2,500 
 LC 5,500 
Less: Selling & administrative 
expenses  900 

 LC 4,600 
Less: Interest expenses  600 
EBT LC 4,000 
Income taxes (40%) LC 1,6,00 
EAT LC 2,400 

(Assume that the historical rate for inventory was L.C 4.5
and for depreciation was L.C. 4.0).

Appendix - 1

Salient Economic Factors For Determining The
Functional Currency

Cash Flow Indicators
Foreign Currency: Foreign entity’s cash flows are primarily in
foreign currency and they do not directly affect the parent firm’s
cash flows.
Parent’s Currency: Foreign entity’s cash flows directly affect the
parent’s cash flows and are readily available for remittance to the
parent firm.

Sales Price Indicators
Foreign Currency: Financing of the foreign entity is primarily
denominated in the foreign currency and the debt service
obligations are normally handled by the foreign entity.
Parent’s Currency: Financing of  the foreign entity is primarily
from the parent, with debt service obligations met by the
parent, or the debt service obligations incurred by the foreign
entity are primarily made by the parent.

Intercompany Transactions and
Arrangements Indicators
Foreign Currency: There is a low volume of Intercompany
transactions and a minor interrelationship of operations
between the foreign entity and the parent. However, the foreign
entity may benefit from competitive advantages of the patent;
such as patents or trademarks.
Parent’s Currency: There is a large volume of  Intercompany
transactions and an extensive interrelationship of operations
between the foreign entity and the parent. Moreover, if the
foreign entity is only a shell company for carrying accounts that
could be carried on the parent’s books, the function currency
would generally be the parent’s currency.

Appendix - 2

Foreign-currency Translation Methods Used in Other
Major Developed Countries

Japan
Receivables and payables in foreign currencies must be translated
into yen at the end of the accounting period. Both translation
gains or losses and realized foreign exchange gains or losses are
treated as taxable income or loss and flow through earnings.
Historical exchange rates that existed at the transaction date are
generally used to record revenue, costs and expenses resulting
from foreign currency transactions.
Short-term foreign currency receivables and payables arc
translated at the prevailing year-end rate. Long-term foreign
currency receivables and payables are translated at the historical
rate, except in unusual circumstances. Securities, inventories and
fixed assets arc translated at the rate in effect when they were
acquired (historical rate).
Any change in the method of translating foreign currencies
requires prior approval by tax regulators.

Germany
As of year-end 1992, a. common treatment of foreign currency
translation pad not been implemented. All translation methods
are, in principle, acceptable.
A broad variety of practices arc followed, including the (1)
current/non current, (2) monetary/non-monetary (3) temporal
(4) closing and (5) current rate methods. Some companies flow
translation gains or losses through stockholders’ equity while
others flow the impact of foreign currency translation through
the profit and loss account.

France
Many different methods of foreign-currency translation are
followed.
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Group Accounts

Most companies appear to use the closing exchange rate for
balance sheet translations (translation gains and losses impact
shareholders’ equity) and the average exchange rate for the
income statement.
Differences between income statement and balance sheet
translation gains and losses (if different exchange rates are used)
would flow through shareholders’ equity.

Individual Accounts

Detailed rules govern foreign-currency translation in individual
company accounts. These give rise to long-term deferred charges
and credits.
Unsettled monetary assets and liabilities denominated in a
foreign currency must be restated to their closing value at the
balance sheet date. Foreign exchange gains are recorded as long-
term deferred credits and released when the account is settled.
Foreign exchange losses result in the following entities (1) The
original account is adjusted and a deferred charge appears on the
balance sheet (2) a balance sheet provision is set up, and the
income statement is debited.
Foreign currency translation policies may differ. Some firms only
provide against unrealized foreign exchange losses if they exceed
unrealized foreign exchange gains. These deferred exchange
gains and losses could be offset against each other with the
difference applied to the risk provision.

Canada
Foreign exchange gains and losses may be treated differently for
book and tax purposes.

Realised Gains and Losses
The excess of realized foreign exchange gains of a capital nature
over realized losses is treated as a capital gain; three-quarters of
this capital gain is included in taxable income.
In cases where foreign exchange losses exceed gains, three-
quarters of the loss is deductible from other taxable gains.
Foreign exchange gains and losses arising from current business
transactions of a taxpayer are fully included in income or fully
deductible on an accrual basis.

Unrealised Gains and Losses
Unrealised gains and losses resulting from foreign currency
translation are ignored for tax purposes.
However, for accounting purposes (1) unrealized gains or losses
related to short-term assets or liabilities are recognised in the
current period, and (2) unrealised gains or losses related to long-
term assets or liabilities are deferred and amortized over the
remaining life of  the assets or liability.

Italy

Realised Gains and Losses
Income, receipts and expenditures in foreign currency are
translated at the exchange rates that existed on the transaction
date. These realised gains and losses flow through the income
statement.

Unrealised Gains and Losses
The average exchange rate of the last month of the accounting
period is used for foreign-currency translation. Items denomi-

nated in foreign currency are originally recorded at the exchange
rate that existed on the transaction date.
Unrealised foreign currency translation gains and losses flow
though a special provision, impacting shareholders’ equity.

United Kingdom
Foreign-currency translation adjustments are disclosed for both
individual and group (consolidated) accounts. In cases of
consolidation, companies prepare a set of translation accounts
for (1) the individual firms within the group and (2) the group
as a whole.

Individual Company
Foreign currency transactions are generally translated into the
home currency of each company using the average rate method.
Non-monetary assets are not restated.
Currency differences flow through the profit and loss account
(separately from ongoing businesses) and are shown as
discontinued operations. Exchange rate gains and losses related
to foreign currency hedging pass through reserves.

Group Accounts

The average rate/net investment method is commonly used,
although the temporal method is also acceptable. Consolidated
accounts are prepared in the currency in which the parent
company is based.
Investments in the foreign enterprises are represented by the net
worth held by the parent. Exchange rate gains or losses that
impact the group accounts pass through reserves with no impact
on the group profit and loss account.

Notes -
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Let us discuss some problems and one case study.

Solved Problems

1. How are assets and liabilities translated under the current rate
method? Also, give the advantages and disadvantages of  this
method.

Ans. Under the current rate method, all assets- and liabilities are
translated at the current rate of exchange; that is, at the rate
of exchange in effect on the balance sheet date. Income
statement items, including depreciation and cost of goods
sold, are translated at either the actual exchange rate on the
dates the various revenues, expenses, gains, and losses were
incurred or at an appropriately weighted average exchange rate
for the period. Dividends paid are translated at the exchange
rate in effect on the date of payment.
Existing equity accounts, such as common stock and paid-in-
capital, are translated at historical rates. Gains or losses caused
by translation adjustments are not included in the calculation
of net income and thus the change in retained earnings does
not reflect translation gains or losses.
In fact, translation gains or losses are reported separately and
accumulated in a separate equity account known. as
“cumulative translation adjustment” (CFA).
The current rate method ,became official U.S practice with the
December, 1981, issuance of Statement of Financial
Accounting Standard Number 52 (FAS # 52, also referred to
as SFAS# 52 and FASB # 52) by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board, the authority the United States that
determines account policy for US firms and certified public
accountants.
The basic advantage of the current rate method is that the
relative proportions of individual  balance sheet accounts
remain the same. The translation process does not distort
such balance sheet ratios as the current ratio or the debt/
equity ratio. The main disadvantage of  the current method is
that it violates the accounting principle of carrying balance
sheet accounts at historical cost. For example, foreign assets
purchased with dollars and then recorded on an affiliate’s
statement at their foreign currency historical cost are
translated back into dollars at a different rate. Thus they are
reported in the consolidated Statement in dollars at
something other than their historical dollar cost.

2. Distinguish between functional and reporting currency.
Ans. Functional currency is defined as the currency of the

primary economic environment in which the affiliate operates
and in which it generates cash flows. The reporting currency
is the currency in which the parent firm prepares its own
financial statement, usually the home country currency.
Management must evaluate the nature and purpose of its
foreign operations to decide on the appropriate functional

currency. Some of  the economic factors that are taken into
account while distinguishing the two are as follows:

  Functional Currency Indicators 

Foreign entity's  Foreign currency  Parent currency 

Cash flows  Primarily in the foreign  Direct impact on parent 
  currency; no direct  cash flow; readily availa- 
  impact on parent cash  ble for remittance to 
  Flow  Parent 
Sales price  Determined by local  Determined by world- 
  competition; not responsive  wide competition or 
  in short run to exchange rate  prices; responsive In 
  Changes  short run to exchange 
Rate changes     
Sales markets  Active local markets for  Sales markets mostly in parent's 
  affiliate's products  country or denominated in 
    parent's currency 
Expenses  Primarily incurred in  Primarily for components 
  local currency  obtained from parent's country 
Financing  Primarily in foreign .  Primarily from parent or 
  currency, with debt  in parent's currency, with 
  service generated by  parent funds needed for 
  foreign operations  debt service 
Intercompany  Few intercomp'l..'1Y  Many intercompany 
transactions  transactions, with  Transactions with 
  foreign entity quite  extensive interrelationship 
  Independent  with parent's operations 

3. What is accounting exposure?
Ans. Accounting exposure is the potential for translation losses

or gains. It is the possibility that a change in exchange rates
will cause a translation loss or gain when the foreign financial
statements are restated in the parent’s own reporting
currency.

4. Indus Ltd is the wholly owned Indian subsidiary of US
based company, Gofts Ltd. Non-consolidated balance sheets
of both Gofts Ltd and Indus ltd, (only foreign operations),
in thousands, are as follows:

Assets Gofts ltd Indus Lts (affiliate) 
Cash $2,200 Rs 8,000 
Account receivable 2,400 4,600 
Inventory 2,400 7,000 
Net plant and equipment 4,600 9,000 
Investment 2,000  
Total $13,600 Rs28,600 

**Plant & equipment and common stock were acquired when 
exchange rate was Rs38.20/$ 
Liabilities and Net 
Worth 

Gofts Ltd 
(parent) 

Indus Ltd(affiliate) 

Accounts payable $1,000 Rs 12,000 
Common stock 4,000 6,000 
Retained earnings 8,600 10,600 
Total $13,600 Rs28,600 

The current exchange rate is Rs 43.20/$. Gofts Ltd translates
by current rate method.

a. Calculate the accounting exposure for Gofts Ltd, by the
current rate method and monetary/non- monetary method.

LESSON 25:

TUTORIAL
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b. Prepare a consolidated balance sheet for Gofts Ltd. and
Indus Ltd.

Ans. a. Current Rate

Cash 8000/43.2 185.18 A/C payable 12000/43.2 277.77 
A/C receivable 4600/43.2 106.48 Capital Stock 6000/38.2 157.07 

Inventory 7000/43.2 162.03 Retained Earnings 10600/38.2 277.48 

Plant &. Equipment 9000/43.2 209.2 CTA  (49.3) 

Total  662.89 Total  662.89 

Accounting Exposure =662.89 - 277.77=385.12
Monetary - Non-monetary

Cash 8000/43.2 185.18 A/C payable 12000/43.2 277.77 

A/C receivable 4600/43.2 106.48 Capital Stock 6000/38.2 157.07 

Inventory 7000/38.2 183.25 Retained Earnings 10600/38.2 277.48 
Plant &. 
Equipment 9000/43.2 235.6 CTA  (49.3) 

Total  662.89 Total  662.89 

Accounting Exposure = 291.66-277.77=13.89
b. Consolidated Balance Sheet for Crofts Ltd and Indus ltd

Cash 2385.18 A/C payable 1277.77 
A/C 
receivable 2506.48 Capital Stock 4157.07 

Inventory 2562.03 Retained Earnings 8877.48 
Plant & 
Equipment 4809.2 CFA (49.43) 

Investment 2000   
Total 14262.89 Total 1462.89 

5. Compaque Industries is the French manufacturing subsidiary
of  a US corporation. Compaque’s balance sheet, in
thousands of French franes, is as follows:

Cash FFr 114,400 Accounts payable FFr 10,000 
A/R 10,600 Notes payable 10,000 
Inventory 12,000 Long-term debt (in FFr) 12,800 

Net plant and 
equipment 

16,000 Shareholder's equity 20,200 

Total FFr 52,000 FFr 53,000  

Current spot exchange rate: FFr 6.00/$
Six-month forward exhange-rate FFr 6.60/$
Management’s forecast of  spot rate in six months FFr 6.90 $

a. What is Compaque’s translation exposure by the current rate
method and monetary/non-monetary method.

b. If the frac depreciates as expected by the management, what
will Compaque contribute to its parent$ translation loss or
gain?

Ans.

If Franc Depreciates as Expected to 6.9/$

 Current  Monetary- 
Non-monetary 

 Current Monetary- 
Non-Monetary 

Cash 208 .95 208 .95 A/C Payable 1449.27 1449.27 
A/C receivable 1536.23 1536.23 Notes payable 1449.27 1449.27 
Inventory 1739.13 2000 Long-term debt 2133.33 1855.07 
Plant & Equppment 2318.8 2666.66 Shareholders 3366.66 3366.66 
   equity     
Translation Loss 717.42 I  - Translation gain - 169.57 

Total 8398.53 8289.84  Total  8398.53 8454.53 

Case study 1

HLL Ltd. Translation Exposure
Hindustan Level Ltd has foreign subsidiaries that facilitate its
international business. Its consolidated earnings are partially
attributed to the earnings generated by its foreign subsidiaries.
The consolidated statements HLL Ltd are subject to translation
exposure, as all foreign earnings (in different currencies) are
translated into US dollar earnings. Hence the consolidated
earnings of the company are affected by the exchange rates
prevailing when the conversion takes place. In the second and
third quarter of 1988, translated earnings of countries, such as
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia were reduced substantially,
simply because of the depreciation of Asian currencies against
the dollar.
a. Did this reduction in earnings cause a significant impact on

the stock price of HLL Ltd?
b. Should HLL Ltd be concerned about its translation

exposure? How will the exposure affect its stock price?

 Current Monetary- 
Non-Monetary  Current 

Monetary- 
Non-
Monetary 

Cash 21,81.81  2181.81 A/C Payable 1515.15 1515.15 

A/C receivable  1606.06 1515.15 
 

1606.06 
  

Notes payable. 
 

1515.15 

Inventory 1818.18  2000 Long-term debt 2133.33 1939.39 

Plant & 
Equppment 2424.24  2666.66 Share holder 3366.66 3366.66 

      
    

Equity 
  

Translation Loss 499.84  - Translation gain - 118.18 

Total 8030.29  8454.53 Total 8530.29  8454.53 

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• Measurement of  Transaction Exposure
• Transaction Exposure Based on Currency Variability
• Managing Transaction Exposure
• Is Hedging Necessary for the Firm?
• What Risk, Management Products do Firms Use?
• Currency Correlation & Variability as Hedging Tools
• Measurement of  Currency Variability
• Currency Volatility Overtime
Transaction exposure measures the effect of  an exchange rate
change on outstanding obligations, which existed before
exchange rates changed but were settled after the exchange rate
changes. Transaction exposure thus deals with changes in cash
flows that result from existing contractual obligations. This
chapter analyses how transaction exposure is measured and
managed. To consider an example of  transaction exposure
consider a Swiss firm entering into a loan contract with a UK
bank that calls for the payment of £ 50 million for principal and
interest in 6 months. To the extent that the Swiss franc pound
exchange rate is uncertain the Swiss firm does not know how
much franc it will take to buy £ 50 million spot in six months
time. If the franc appreciates (or depreciates) against the pound
a smaller (larger) franc amount will be needed to payoff the
pound denominated loan.
The above example illustrates that whenever a firm has foreign
currency denominated receivables or payables it is subject to
transaction exposure and their settlements will generally affect
the firm’s cash flow position. Thus efficient management of
transaction exposure has become an important function in
international finance in view of the fact that more and more
firms are now entering into commercial and financial contracts
denominated in foreign currencies.
A primary objective of  the chapter is to provide an overview of
hedging techniques. Yet transaction exposure cannot always be
hedged in all cases. Even when it can be hedged, the firm must
decide whether a hedge is feasible or not generally firm comes to
know whether hedging is worthwhile or not after a certain
period of time.
Nevertheless, it can incorporate its expectations about future
exchange rates, future inflows and outflows, as well as its degree
of risk aversion to make hedging decision. This chapter, thus,
focuses on the measurement and management of foreign
exchange exposure. The alternative way of hedging transaction
exposure discussed in this chapter include forward market
hedge, money market hedge, options market hedge and
exposure netting. The chapter then explains whether hedging is
necessary for the firm or not. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of  a case study - Teamwork Plays Prime Part.

LESSON 26:

MANAGEMENT OF TRANSACTION EXPOSURE-II

A transaction exposure arises, whenever a company is commit-
ted to a foreign currency denominated transaction entered into
before the change in exchange rate, Transaction exposure
measures, and the effect of an exchange rate change on out-
standing obligations, which existed before the change, but were
settled after the exchange rate change. Transaction exposure,
thus, deals with changes in cash flows that result from existing
contractual obligation due to exchange rate changes.
Transaction risk is critical to an MNC due to the high variability
in exchange rates. Further, in view of the fact that firms are now
more frequently entering into financial and commercial contracts
denominated in foreign currencies, judicious measurement and
management of transaction exposure has become an important
function of international financial management.

Measurement of Transaction Exposure
Transaction exposure measures gains or losses that arise from
the settlement of existing financial obligation whose term are
stated in a foreign currency. Two steps are involved in measuring
transactions exposure.
1. Determine the projected net amount of currency inflows or

outflows in each foreign currency; and
2. Determine the overall exposure, to those currencies.
The first step in transaction exposure is the projection of the
consolidated net amount of currency inflows or outflows for all
subsidiaries, classified by currency subsidiary. Subsidiary A may
have net inflows of $6,00,000 while subsidiary B may have net
outflows of $7,00,000. The consolidated net inflows here
would be - $1,00,000. If the other currency depreciates, subsid-
iary A will be adversely affected while subsidiary B will be
favorably affected. The net effect of the dollars depreciation on
the MNC is minor since an offsetting effect takes place. It could
have been substantial if most subsidiaries of the MNC had
future inflows of US dollars. Thus, while assessing the MNCs
exposure, it is advisable, as a first step, to determine the MNCs
overall position in each currency.
However, in case of a non-centralised approach each subsidiary
acts independently and assesses and manages its individual
exposure to exchange rate risk. Such an approach gives impor-
tant responsibilities to each subsidiary to plan out its future
strategy in accordance with currency movements.
For example, consider an MNC that has two subsidiaries in
France. One subsidiary receives million British pounds each
month as a result of exports sent to UK The other subsidiary
pay 10 millions pounds per month to purchase supplies from a
UK firm. Let us also assume that the subsidiaries act indepen-
dently to hedge their exposure and the local bank that helps
both subsidiaries has a bid-ask spread of approximately 1 per
cent on its forward rates. Thus, it provides French francs in
exchange for pounds to one subsidiary and sells these pounds
to the other subsidiary in exchange for French francs for 1
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percent more. The spread on 10 million pounds represents
1,00,000 pounds per month or 1.2 million pounds per year.
However, if MNC were to centralise its exposure management,
hedging would not be necessary, as the exposures of  the
individual subsidiary would offset each other. The transaction
fee paid to the bank could also be avoided.

Example
Consider a US based MNC. All inflows and outflows for each
currency are combined to determine the “net” position in that
currency. The MNC then uses the range of  possible exchange
rates to the number of units of each currency to determine a
possible range of its local currency inflow or outflows related to
each foreign currency.
Table 1.

Currency Net Inflow or 
outflow 

Range of 
expected 
exchange rates 

Range of possible net Inflow 
or outflow In US dollars 
(based on range of possible 
exchange rates) 

French francs  FFr 20,000,000 
(inflow) $.12to$.14 $ 2,400,000 to $ 2,800,000 

(inflow) 

Swiss francs  SFr 10,000,000 
(outflow) $ .60 to $.64 $ 6,000,000 to $ 6,400,000 

(outflow) 

German francs 
CDM  5,000,000 (outflow) $ .50 to $.53 $ 2,500,000 to $ 2,650,000 

(outflow) 

Canadian 
Dollars 

C$ 8,000,000 
(inflow) $ .85 to $ .88 $6,800,000 to $ 7,040,000 

(inflow) 

The first row shows that the MNC has a net inflow of FFr
20,000,000. Based on an expected exchange rate ranging from
$.12 to $.14, the range of possible net inflows are $2,400,000 to
$2,800,000 (20,000,000 x .12 = $2,400,000 and 20,000,000 x .14
= $2,800,000). Similarly, the range of  possible net inflow/
outflow for each currency in US dollars can be calculated. The
respective calculations are shown in the last, column. The’
important point in Table 1 is that a firm’s transaction exposure
in any foreign currency is not only based on the size of its open
position but also on the range of possible exchange rates that
are expected in each currency.
In the above illustration, the net inflows and outflows in each
currency were certain whereas the exchange rates at the end of
the period were assumed to be uncertain. In reality, both the net
inflow/outflow as well as the exchange rates could be uncertain.
If this is so the measurement of exposure in each currency
would be more complex as now even the second column in
Table 1 would be a range. Techniques like sensitivity analysis or
simulation could be used to generate a set of possible estimates
for exposures in each currency.

Transaction Exposure Based on Currency
Variability
The expected ranges of possible exchange rates for each currency
were assumed to be given in the earlier example. In actual
practice, MNCs have their own method for developing exchange
rate projections. Various methods can be used by MNCs to
predict future currency values.
For example, MNC’s can use the historical data for the past few
years to assess the expected movement for each currency. The
standard deviation method is also used very frequently to
measure the degree of  movement for each, particular currency.

The idea here is to assess and broadly identify some currencies,
which fluctuate more widely than others. For example, during
the period 1974-1989, it was found that the German mark had a
standard deviation of about 6 per cent, Canadian dollar of
approximately 2 per cent, British pound and French franc of
approximately 5 per cent. Based on the above information, a US
based MNC may feel that an, open asset or liability position in
Canadian dollars is not as problematic as an open position in
other currencies.
The other aspect which needs to be examined here is that the
variability of a currency may not necessary remain constant from
one period to another. The standard deviation of a currency
may change over, time. Thus, a MNC may not be able to predict
the future variability of  a currency with perfect accuracy. It can
only identify currencies whose values are most likely to be stable
or highly variable in the future. Thus, assessing the currency
variability over time help an MNC to measure its transaction
exposure.

Managing Transaction Exposure

The various methods available to a firm to hedge its transaction
exposure are discussed below.

Forward Market Hedge
In a Forward Market Hedge, a company that is long in a foreign
currency will sell the foreign currency forward, whereas a
company that is short in a foreign currency will buy the currency
forward. In this way, the company can fix the dollar value of
future foreign currency cash flow.
If funds to fulfill the forward contract are available on hand or
are due to be received by
the business, the hedge is considered “covered,” “perfect or
“square” because no residual foreign
exchange risk exists. Funds on hand or to be received are
matched by funds to be paid.
In situations where funds to fulfils the contract are not available
but have to be purchased in the spot market at some future
date, such a hedge is considered to be “open” or “uncovered”.
It involves considerable risk as the hedger purchases foreign
exchange at an uncertain future spot rate in order to fulfil the
forward contract.

Market Hedge
A Market Hedge involves simultaneous borrowing and lending
activities in two different currencies to lock in the home currency
value of  a future foreign currency cash flow. The simultaneous
borrowing and lending activities enable a company to create a
home-made forward contract.
The firm seeking the money market hedge borrows in one
currency and exchanges the proceeds for another currency. If  the
funds to repay the loan are generated from business  operation
then the money market hedge is covered. Otherwise, if the
funds to repay the loan are purchased in the foreign exchange
spot market then the money market hedge is uncovered   or
open.
Suppose that on January 1, GE is awarded a contract to supply
turbine blades to Lufthansa, the German airline. On December
31, GE will receive payment of DM 25 million for this contract.
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Further, suppose that DM and US $ interest rates are 15% and
10% respectively. Using a money market hedge, GE will borrow
DM 25/1.15 million = DM 21.74 million for one year, convert
it into $8.7 million in the spot market (spot exchange rate is
DM 1 =$0.4C and invest them for one year. On, December 31,
GE will receive 1.10 x $8.7 million = $9.57 million from its
dollar investment. GE will use these dollars to pay back the 1.15
x DM 21.7 million = DM 25 million it owes in interest and
principal.

Options Market Hedge
In many circumstances, the firm is uncertain whether the
hedged foreign currency cash inflow” or outflow will materialise.
Currency options obviate this problem.
There are two kinds of options.
A put option gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation,
to sell a specified number of foreign currency units to the
option seller at a fixed price up to the option’s expiration date.
Alternatively, a call option is the right, but not the obligation, to
buy a foreign currency at a specified price, upto the expiration
date.
A call option is valuable, for example, when a firm has offered
to buy a foreign asset, such as another firm, at a fixed foreign
currency price but is uncertain whether its bid will be accepted.
The general rules to follow when choosing between currency
options and forward contracts for hedging purposes are
summarised as follows:
 i. When the quantity of a foreign currency cash outflow is

known, buy the currency forward when the quantity is
unknown; buy a call option on the currency.

ii. When the quantity of a foreign currency cash inflow is
known, sell the currency forward, when the quantity is
unknown, buy a put option on the currency.

iii. When the quantity of foreign currency cash flow is partially
known and partially uncertain, use a forward contract to
hedge the known portion and an option to hedge the
maximum value of the uncertain remainder.

Exposure Netting
Exposure netting involves offsetting exposures in one currency
with exposures in the same or another currency, where exchange
rates are expected to move in such a way that losses (gain) on
the first exposed position should be offset by gains (losses) on
the second currency exposure.
The assumption underlying exposure netting is that the net
gain or loss on the entire exposure portfolio is what matters,
rather than the gain or loss on any individual monetary unit.

Is Hedging Necessary for the Firm?
The above mentioned methods show how a firm can hedge
exchange exposures if it wishes. The next question therefore is -
should a firm try to hedge to start with? Based on literature
survey there is no consensus on whether the a should hedge or
not. Some writers argue that transaction exposure management
at the organizational level is not required and that shareholders
can manage the exposure themselves. The various reasons in
favour of exposure management at the corporate level are

i. Information asymmetry: Management is aware about the
firm’s exposure position much better than shareholders.
Thus, management of the firm should manage exchange
exposure.

ii. Transaction costs: The firm is in a better position to acquire
low cost hedges and hence, transaction costs can be
significantly reduced. For individual shareholders, the
transactions costs can be substantial.

iii. Default cost: In a corporate hedging, probability of default is
significantly lower. This, in turn, can lead to a better credit
rating and lower financing costs.

What Risk Management Products do Firms Use?
In a recent survey, Jesswein, Kwok and Folks (1995) docu-
mented the extent of knowledge and use of foreign exchange
risk management products by US corporations. Based on a
survey of  fortune 500 firms, they found that the traditional
forward contract is the most popular product .As Exhibit 2
shows, about 93 per cent of  respondents of  the survey used
forward contracts. This old,  traditional instrument has not
been supplemented by recent ‘fancy’ innovations. The next
commonly used instruments were foreign currency swaps (52.6
per cent) and over- the- currency options (48.8 per cent). Such
recent innovations as compound options (3.8 per cent) and
look back options (5.1 per cent) were among the least exten-
sively used instruments. These findings seem to indicate that
most US firms meet their exchange risk management needs
with forward, swap and options contracts.
Table 2

Type of Product 
Heard of 

(Awareness) 
Used 

(Adoption) 

Forward contracts 100% 93.1% 

Foreign currency swaps 98.8 52.6 
Foreign currency futures 98.8 20.1 
Exchange traded currency 
options 96.4 17.3 

Exchange traded futures 
options 95.8 8.9 

Over-the-counter currency 
options 93.5 48.8 

Cylinder options 91.2 28.7 
Synthetic forwards 88.0 22.0 
Synthetic options 88.0 18.6 
Participating forwards, etc. 83.6 15.8 
Forward exchange agreements, 
etc. 81.7 14.8 

Foreign currency warrants 77.7 4.2 
Break forwards, etc. 65.3 4.9 
Compound options 55.8 3.8 
Look back options, etc. 52.1 5.1 
Average across products 84.4% 23.9% 

Source: Kurt Jesswein, Chuck Kwok, and William Folks, Jr, “Corporate
Use of  Innovative Foreign Exchange Risk Management Products;
Columbia Journal of  World Business (Fall 1995).
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The Jesswein, Kwok, and Folks survey also shows that, among
the various industries the finance/insurance/real estate industry
stands out as the most frequent user of exchange risk manage-
ment products. This finding is not surprising. This industry has
more finance experts who are skillful at using derivative
securities. In addition, this industry handles mainly financial
assets which tend to be exposed to exchange risk. The survey
further shows that the corporate use of foreign exchange risk
management products is positively related to the firm’s degree
of international involvement. This finding is not surprising
either. As the firm becomes more internationalised through
cross-border trade and investments, it is likely to handle an
increasing amount of foreign currencies, giving rise to a greater
demand for exchange risk hedging.

Currency Correlation and Variability as Hedging
Tools
The degrees of simultaneous movements of two or more
currencies with respect to some base currency are explained by
currency correlations. The correlations among currency move-
ment can be measured by their correlation coefficient, which
indicate the degree to which two currencies move in relation to
each other. This information can be used by MNCs not only
when deciding on their degree of transaction exposure but also
in the determination of movement of exchange rate of foreign
currencies. In analysing the concept of currency’ correlation,
MNC’s keep in mind that currency correlation are not constant
over time and that they cannot use previous correlation to
predict future correlation with perfect accuracy. While temporary
shocks/ disturbances in an economy may cause an appreciation
or depreciation of a specific currency without there being a
corresponding and simultaneous effect on other currencies, it is
assumed that in the long run the factors will remain more or
less stable. Thus, correlation among currencies can be expected
to be a good indicator of movement or exchange rates in
respect of other foreign currencies.
The concept of currency correlation can also be used to hedge
transaction exposure in some cases. For example, if a MNC has
cash inflows in one currency (say Deutschemark) and cash
outflows in a closely correlated currency like Swiss franc, the
loss/gain on cash outflow due to an appreciation/depreciation
of  the Swiss franc vis-a.-vis the MNC’s home currency will be
offset to a certain extent by the gain/loss on the cash inflow due
to the appreciation/depredation of the Deutschemark. Thus, if
the MNCs expect that these two currencies will move in the
same direction, and by nearly the same degree in the next
period, the exposures to these two currencies are partially offset.

Such offset of one exposure against another in a closely related
currency provides a natural hedge.
Table

Overall Correlation fo 1973-2001

 RS/UK Pound RS/Yen RS/DEM RS/CAD RS/AUD 
Corr 70-01 0.43 -0.79 -0.65 0.57 0.80 

5 year correlation 
 RS/UK Pound RS/Yen RS/DEM RS/CAD RS/AUD 
Corr for 73-77 0.87 0.34 -0.21 -0.40  0.73 
Corr for 78-82 0.87 0.62 -0.89 0.83 0.76 
Corr for 83-87 0.07 -0.62 -0.36 0.75 0.84 
Corr for 93-97 -0.57 0.55 0.17 0.85 -0.45 
Corr for 98-01 0.88 -0.37 -0.57 0.75 0.84 
  10 year correlation   
 RS/UK Pound RS/YEN RS/DEM RS/CAD RS/AUD 
Corr for 73-81 0.83 0.26 0.20 0.60 0.40 
Corr for 82-91 -0.35 -0.68 -0.63 -0.57 0.27 
Corr for 92-01 0.30 0.20 0.44 0.89 0.79 

Table 1 gives the long-term correlation of  the rupee with respect
to five important currencies for the period 1973-01. In addition,
five-year corre1ation and 10-year correlation for this period have
also been calculated.
The results of the overall correlation show that the Indian
rupee is positively correlated to all currencies except the Japanese
yen and the German mark. The Austrain dollar, UK pound and
Deutsche mark show positive correlation with respect to the
Indian rupee; this implies that these currencies tend to move in
the same direction against the Indian rupee (though by different
degree).
Table 2

Overall Appreciation/Depreciation in Various Currencies with
Respect to the US Dollar (1973-2001)

Currency (with respect to US 
dollar) 

Movement in the period 
(1973 to 2001) 

Indian Rupee Depreciation of 488.15% 

UK Pound Depreciation of 62.27% 

Japanese Yen Appreciation of 150.42% 
Deutsche Mark Appreciation of 48.75% 
Canadian Dollar Depreciation of 54.83% 
Australian Dollar Depreciation of 137.81% 

As can be observed from table 2, the results found by the
correlation are also seconded by   the overall appreciation or
depreciation in the various currencies with respect to the US
dollar. As against this the Japanese yen and Deutsche mark
show negative correlation with respect to the Indian rupee for
the same period reflecting an inverse relation between these two
currencies and the Indian rupee. Table II shows that the
Japanese yen has appreciated by 150.42% while the Deutsche
mark has appreciated by 48.75%. thus currencies which have
depreciated in this period show positive correlation with the
Indian rupee, while the currencies which have witnessed
strengthening vis-a.-vis US dollar show negative correlation
with the Indian rupee.
In the long run, the Australian dollar is the only currency which
consistently corresponds with the movement of the Indian
rupee through all the decades with varying degree of correlation.
The correlation observed between the Australian dollar and the
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Indian rupee is also strong (0.80). Both the currencies have
depreciated during the period though by different degree. The
only exception here is the period 1993-1997 (correlation -0.45)
when the Australian dollar remained more or less stable while
the Indian rupee continued its downward slide.
The correlation between the Canadian dollar and the Indian
rupee is mostly positive but does tend to show negative trends
during some periods. The negative correlation between the
Indian rupee and the Canadian dollar witnessed during the 80’s
was due to an appreciation of the Canadian dollar by 4.25%
while the Indian rupee weakened by 134.04%. However the
Canadian dollar has been an extremely stable currency compared
to most other currencies with a standard deviation of just 0.16
for the past 30 years. Though depreciating against the US dollar,
its rate of  depreciation had been consistently low.
The long-term correlation (1973-200) for rupee and the pound
is weak but positive at 0.43. Negative correlation during some
time periods can be partially attributed to the various distur-
bances in the political and economic sphere during the Margaret
Thatcher regime when the UK pound touched an all time low
on 26 February 1985. Apart from this, the pound has been the
most stable currency in Europe with a standard deviation of
just .10 over the last thirty years.
The long-term correlation between the Indian rupee and the
Japanese yen pontrays a negative correlation (-0.79) and the two
currencies have taken a different path. The 5 year and 10 year
correlation during this time period has shown mixed trends.
The correlation between the two currencies during the period
1992-2001 was weak with a correlation value of 0.20. The
Indian rupee depreciated by 83.11 % while the Japanese yen
remained more or less stable in this period. Also the yen has
steadily appreciated in the post South East Asian crisis. Strict
central bank regulations in the ensuing period have also helped
to control the fall in the yen. The period 1993-1997 witnessed a
good positive correlation while in the period 1998-2001, the
correlation was negative due to the continuous decline of the
rupee (the rupee depreciated by around 24% in the 3 year period
of 1998-2001) as against a steady appreciation in the value of
the yen.
It is felt that a further appreciation of the yen would render
exports uncompetitive and encourage imports. Further, the
Japanese yen is primarily a national currency and does not have a
significant bearing on the values of the other currencies. The fact
that the Japanese yen is not widely used in international trade is
a major factor responsible for the low correlation coefficient that
exists between it and the other currencies.
Finally the overall correlation between the Indian rupee and the
Deutsche mark is negative (-0.65) reflecting an inverse relation-
ship between the two currencies. As mentioned earlier, during
this period (1973-2001) the Deutsche mark appreciated by
48.75% while the Indian rupee deprecated by 488.15%. This is
because of the strong and growing German economy through-
out the period of  study. In all of  the five-year periods except on
(1993-1997) the Indian rupee and the Deutsche mark show
negative correlation. This is primarily “because the Deutsche
mark remained stable with slight fluctuations while the rupee
was very volatile and weakened during this period.

Correlation between Asian Currencies
The correlation coefficients based on monthly data, for currency
pairs for the period 1933-2000, are illustrated in table 3. When
analysing the correlation coefficient, it is important to remember
that most of the Asian currencies were managed ones till the
early 1990’s when a wave of  free economic reforms swept Asia
and currencies were finally pegged to the market.
 Table 3
Currency Correlation Over Time (1993-2000)

 Taiwanese 
Dollar 

Chinese 
Remnimbi 

Japanese 
Yen 

South 
Korean 
Won 

Hong 
Kong 
Dollar 

Thai Baht Singapore 
Dollar 

Indian 
Rupee 

TWD/USD 1.000        
CNY/USD 0.288 1.000       
JPY/USD 0.664 -0.037 1.000      
KRW/USD 0.942 0.236 0.668 1.000     
HKD/USD 0.658. 0.166 0.188 0.577 1.000    
THB/USD 0.941 0.248 0.575 0.939 0.751 1.000   
SGD/USD 0.777 -0.124 0.491 0.762 0.720 0.832 1.000  
INR/USD 0.908 0.329 0.462 0.810 0.859 0.896 0.750 1.000 

Table 3 clearly shows that some currency pairs exhibit a much
higher correlation than others. Currency correlations are generally
positive. This implies that currencies tend to move in the same
direction though by different degrees. Also, the positive
correlation may not always occur on a day-to-day basis, but it
appears to hold over longer period of time for most currencies.
The important observations which can be made from table 3
are:
• The Chinese remnimbi has a very low correlation with other

currencies and seems to move independently. In fact it shows
a slight negative correlation with the yen.

• The Indian rupee shows insignificant correlation to the
remnimbi and yen. It is most strongly correlated to the
Taiwanesa dollar and the Thai bath. The Taiwanese earn
most of their foreign exchange by exporting silicon chips
and one of the leading forex earners for India today is the
software industry.

• The South Korean won shows strong positive correlation
with the Taiwanese dollar and the Thai Baht.

• The Japanese yen does not show significant correlation to
any of the Asian currencies and probably tends to move
independently.

• The Singapore dollar shows negative correlation with the
remnimbi and out of all the Asian currencies it is most
strongly correlated to the Thai baht.

• Thus, we find that no clear trend is observable in the
correlations pattern between the Asian countries.

Measurement of Currency Variability
Table 4 illustrates the covariance among the Asian currencies for
the period 1993-2000, which is a measure of the relationship
between two ranges of  data. We have used covariance to
determine whether two ranges of currency data move together
i.e. whether large values of one set are associated with large
values of the other (positive covariance); whether small values
of one set are associated with large values of the other (negative
covariance), or whether values in both sets are unrelated
(covariance near zero).
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Covariance among the Asian Currencies (1993-2000) 
 Taiwanese 

Dollar 
Chinese 
Remnimbi 

Japanese 
Yen 

South 
Korean 
Won 

Hong 
Kong 
Dollar 

Thai 
Baht 

Singapore 
Dollar 

Indian 
Rupee 

TWD/USD 1.000        
CNY/USD 0.700 1.000       
JPY/USD 22.817 -0.356 1.000      
KRW/USD 652.453 46.193 1853.068 1.000     
HKD/USD 0.046 0.003 0.053 3.254 1.000    
THB/ USD 21.756 1.621 53.210 1751.038 0.142 1.000   
SGD/ USD 0.301 -0.014 0.761 23.822 0.002 0.868 1.000  
INR/ USD 14.944 1.532 30.446 1076.205 0.115 39.737 0.557 1.000 

An analysis of  Table 4 reveals that
• Remnimbi shows hardly any covariance with any Asian

currency.
• The won shows a strong covariance with the Thai bath and

the Japanese yen.
• Most of  the covariance’s among the Asian currencies are

positive.
• The Indian rupee shows a strong covariance with the South

Korean won.
• Both the Singapore dollar and the Hong Kong dollar show

insignificant covariance with any other Asian currency. In fact
the Singaporean dollar has a negative covariance with
Remmimb

Hence, both the covariance and correlation analysis seem to
suggest that the Asian countries are struggling to cope with
tough international competition. Recent times have witnessed
increasing currency volatility. The performance of  India may be
pulled down by its political complexity and the existence of
large population outside the mainstream economy. The forecast
for the yen is gloomy and it is expected to depreciate due to the
slowdown in both the business sector and the domestic
demand.

Correlations Shown by the Top Nine Currencies of the World Against Each 
other (1993-2000) 
 CAD DEM FRE JPY GBP SHF AUD KHD 
CAD 1.00        
DEM -0.46 1.00       
FRF 0.53 0.28 1.00      
JPY -0.77 0.85 -0.15 1.00     
GBP 0.73' -0.21 0.78 -0.52 1.00    
SHF -0.66 0.93 -0.04 0.88 -0.48 1.00   
AUD 0.72 0.85 0.85 0.06 0.52 0.75 1.00  
HKD 0.31 -0.27 0.12 -0.53 0.44 -0.32 0.67  
NZD 0.41 0.83 0.83 0.22 0.36 0.83 0.90 1.00 

Table 5 illustrates the correlation shown by the top nine
currencies of the world. An analysis of the table exhibits the
following trends.
• The Canadian dollar has a very low correlation with other

currencies and moves almost independently of the other
currencies.

• The Deutsche mark shows a very high positive correlation to
the Swiss franc and both tend to move in the same direction.
This indicates the high degree of interdependence between
the two countries. This could probably be due to the fact
that both the countries are members of the European Union
and as a result the economies of the two countries are closely
linked.

• For a major period of time the UK pound and the Japanese
yen have been moving in opposite direction. This is
reinforced by the negative correlation coefficient of -0.52
between these two currencies. However one may add here

that since January 2001 this has reversed with both the
currencies moving in tandem with each other.

• The Austrian dollar shows a strong positive correlation with
the New Zealand dollar (0.90) and economic conditions are
improving in both countries. In addition, it also exhibits
significant positive correlation with the Deutsche mark (0.85)
and the French franc.

• The movements in the British pound are independent of
the other currencies, based on low correlation with them.

• The Hong Kong dollar does not show any significant
correlation with the other currencies. Surprisingly it is
negatively correlated with three currencies - the Deutsche
mark, French franc and the Swiss franc. The Swiss franc
shows strong positive correlation with the Deutsche mark
and the Japanese yen. It is negatively correlated with the
French franc, British pound and the Canadian dollar.

Currency Volatility Over Time
The volatility of a currency is a measure of the change in price
over a given time period and will not necessarily remain
consistent from one time period to another. The MNCs
assessment of  a currency’s future volatility will not be accurate
when a previous time period is used as an indicator since
currency volatility levels change over time. However the MNC
can benefit significantly from information such as that in Tables
5 and 6, even though the MNC may not be able to predict a
currency’s future volatility with perfect accuracy. It can identify
currencies like the Canadian dollar or the British pound whose
values are most likely to remain stable vis-a-vis highly volatile
currencies like the Italian lira or the South Korean won in the
near future.
Table 6

Indian Rupee as of  Friday, August 31, 2001

Currency INR per Per INR 1 Day 
Change % 
3 Month 1 Year HLP1 

Australian dollar 25.0"38665 0.039938 -0.13 +4.80 -5.51 61.2 

British pound 68.640693 0.014569 -0.01 +3.03 +2.98 73.4 

Canadian dollar 30.470037 0.032819 -0.11 -0.59 -2.31 49.9 

Dutch guilder 19.525347 0.051215 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

Euro 43.028176 0.023241 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

Finnish markka 7.236823 0.138182 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

French franc 6:559606 0.152448 -001 - +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

German mark 21.999963 0.045455 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

Greek drachma 0.126275 7.919226 -0.01 +7.56 +4.53 72.9 

Hong Kong dollar 6.046309 0.165390 +0.00 +0.26 +2.70 98.0 

Italian lira 0.022222 4.000027 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 73.8 

Japanese yen 0.396803 2.520144 +0.57 +0.76 -8.11 44.2 

Mexican peso 5.121911 0.195240 -0.20 -0.49 +2.63 78.8 

South Africa rand 5.603113 0.178472 -0.60 -4.61 -16.07 0.0 

Spanish peseta 0.258605 3.866906 -0.01 +7.56 +5.44 72.8 

Swedish krona 4.522440 0.221120 -0.29 4.89 -7.19 32.8 

Swiss franc 28.377159 0.035240 +0.10 +8.06 +7.44 77.8 

US dollar 47.160000 0.021204 +0.00 +0.25 +2.71 98.1 
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Table 6 illustrates the movement of  a few important currencies
with respect to the Indian rupee. It discusses the one-day, three
month and one year change in the currencies. The percentage
change in the value of one foreign currency unit measured in
local currency is calculated. A plus sign (+) in front of the value
means that the foreign currency has appreciated and hence the
local currency has depreciated. If the value is preceded by a
minus sign (-), the local currency has appreciated and foreign
currency has depreciated.
High-low Position Index (HLPI) is also shown in table 6.
HLPI is an important tool to measure the volatility of curren-
cies and describes the position of the current exchange rate
relative to its one-year high and low. For example, a value of  0
means that the current value of a given foreign currency
measured in local units is the lowest within the past 12 months,
whereas 100 indicates that it is the highest. Table VI shows that
only three currencies have witnessed large daily movements with
respect to the Indian rupee. The Japanese Yen has appreciated
by 0.57% while the South African and the Swedish krona have
depreciated by -0.60% and -0.29% respectively. The movement
for 3 months period shows that out of all the currencies South
African rand is the most volatile currency. This could probably
be due to the fact that South Africa exhibits an unusual
combination of  sophisticated and a developing economy. The
Swiss franc and the basket of European currencies have also
appreciated significantly. The US dollar has moved up by only
0.25%. An analysis of the one year data reveals that once again
the South African rand is the most volatile and has lost one
sixth of its value in the last one year. Apart from this, the
Indian rupee has appreciated with respect to only three curren-
cies Australian dollar (-5.51%), Japanese yen (-8.11 %) and
Swedish krona (-7.19%). With respect to all other currencies it
has depreciated. Overall it can be concluded that the Indian
rupee has remained relatively stable in the last one year with
respect to most of the currencies in the world and has moved in
only single digit percentages with respect to all the currencies
except the South African rand.
HLPI can also be assessed from the information contained in
table 6. The table gives the HLPI values of 18 currencies with
respect to the Indian rupee. As mentioned earlier, the more the
value of a currency is away from 0 or ] 00 figure, the more
volatile a currency is. Some extreme cases of HLPI are illustrated
here. The South African rand with the HLPI of 0 means that it
is at its 52  week lowest value. The US dollar and the Hong
Kong dollar are at the other extreme with values of 98.1 and
98.0 respectively. This means that they are very close to the 52-
week high values. The movements of some currencies like the
Swedish krona, Canadian dollar and the Japanese yen in
particular are found to be very volatile with respect to the Indian
rupee. Their HLPI values are 32.8, 49.9 and 44.2 respectively,
which means that after touching their 52-week high they have
come down to less than 50% of that high figure. Other than
these most of the currencies have remained relatively stable with
respect to the Indian rupee.

Assigning Risk Grades to Currencies
Risk grades to currencies have been arrived at after determining
their standard deviations. The following formula has been used
for arriving at the classification.

Standard Deviation 2000 
Standard Deviation 1991 × 100 

Here 1991 is our base year for currency fluctuations while 2000 is
the most current year.
Based on this data on currency variability’s, we have assigned
risk grades as predictive of currency behaviour in 2001.
The grades have been assigned as per the following parameters:

Risk Rating Risk Grade 

1-20% A+ (Very Low) 

21-40% A (Low) 

41-60% B + (Average) 
61-80% B (Medium) 

81-100% C (High) 

101-1000% 0 (Very High) 

> 1 000% . E (Extremely High) 

An analysis of the risk grades assigned to currencies helps an
MNC to ensure better hedging against transaction exposure.
Measurement of transaction exposure requires projections of
the consolidated net amount in currency inflows or outflows
for all subsidiaries, categorised by currency. Estimation of
consolidated net cash flows helps the MNC to determine its
overall position in each currency. Thus an MNC’s overall
exposure can be assessed after considering each currency’s
variability and correlations among currencies.
For example an analysis of table 7 would reveal that the British
pound or the Canadian dollar which has remained consistently
stable and has a rating of A would require much less transaction
cover in any deal than say-the Italian lire which has got a rating
of C (i.e. very high risk) and is known to be highly volatile.
Same is the case with Spanish peseta and the Finnish markka;
transaction exposure related risk is likely to be significantly high
for them, necessitating more stringent hedging mechanisms in
place.
The effect of the South East Asian crisis can be seen on the
currencies of South Korea, Thailand and Philippines which
have shown extremely high volatilities placing them in the
highest risk grade. The gymnastics of the Thai baht had thrown
the entire world into alarm during this period. The Malaysian
and the Chinese currencies fall into the; least risk class as they
have a managed exchange rate system.
The Indian rupee has also not performed well and falls in the
high-risk class. Two currencies which have somewhat remained
stable during the period have been the Japanese yen and the
Singapore dollar.
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Table 7

 
Currency 

Standard 
Deviation 
1991 

Standard 
Deviation 2000 Risk Rating Risk Grade 

Belgian Franc  2.09 1.40 67.25  B 
British Pound 0.03 0.01 26.82  A 
Canadian Dollar  0.12 0.03 23.81  A 
Chinese Remnimbi 0.031 0.001 2.74  A+ 
Finnish Markka  0.24 0.21 87.01  C 
French Franc 0.34 0.23 67.49  B 
German Mark  0.10 0.07 66.90%  B 
Hong Kong Dollar 0.020  0.007 35.49  B+ 
Indian Rupee  0.839 1.289 153.63  D. 
Italian Lira 70.98 67.36 94.90  C 
Japanese Yen  3.924 1.924 49.03  B+ 
Malaysian Ringgit 0.025  0.000 1.28  A+ 
Mexican Peso  0.33 0.22 66.96  B 
Norwegian Krone 0.39  0.14 35.98  A 
Philippine Peso 0.34 3.587 1519.48  E 
Singapore Dollar 0.043  0.022 50.96  B+ 
South Korean Won 13.971 29.102 208.30  D 
Spanish Peseta 6.02  5.79 96.17  C 
Swedish Krona 0.30 0.21 70.14  B 
Swiss Franc 0.09  0.06 60.67%  B+ 
Taiwanese 0.806 0.537 66.62  B 

Thus, currency and financial crises originating in one country or a
group of  countries have often been observed to spread interna-
tionally. During periods of  turmoil, currency movements and
volatility across markets and across borders are expected. Changes
in volatility in one market can be expected to be correlated with
changes in volatility in other markets. The currency correlation
factor can serve as an important indicator in the determination of
movement of exchange rates of foreign currencies (with respect
to some base currency). Currency volatility -is linked to unexpect/
expected fluctuations in the value of currencies over time and
some currencies are more volatile than the others. A strong cur-
rency can very well be risky, while a weak currency may not be risky.
The risk level partially depends on whether the fluctuations can be
predicted or not. As currency volatility changes over time, MNCs
assessment of  a currency’s future variability will not be perfect
when a previous time period is used as an indicator. But if used
wisely, a MNC may benefit from such information. Although a
MNC may not be able to predict a currency’s future variability with
perfect accuracy it can identify currencies like the British pound or
the Canadian dollar whose values are most likely to remain stable
vis-à-vis high variable currencies like the Italian lira or the South
Korean won in the near future.

Review Questions.

1. Define transaction exposure. How is it different from
accounting exposure?

2. How do you measure transaction exposure? Give example.
3. Elucidate the various techniques to manage transaction

exposure.
4. Compare the three kinds of exposure transactions,

translation and economic.

5. Can a company use the hedging techniques to protect itself
against expected exchange rate changes? Explain.

6. Is transaction exposure relevant? Elucidate.
7. ‘MNCs with less risk can obtain funds at lower financing

costs.’ Elucidate with example.
8. ‘Currency correlations are not constant over time-MNC

cannot use previous correlations to predict future correlations
with perfect accuracy. Do you agree. Illustrate your answer
with the help of tend in exchange note movements of
various currencies against the dollar.

Notes -
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Case Study 1

1. Team Work Plays Prime Part*

Fund managers are becoming increasingly aware that they need
to take a view on currency movements as well as on the
prospects for bonds and equities.
John Stop ford, a portfolio manager at UK fund management
group Guinness Flight, is one of a team which looks after the
currency exposure of the group plus a range of onshore and
offshore currency and bond funds for retail and institutional
investors. The team looks after around $1.3bn of assets with a
currency overlay.
“We have been managing currencies as a separate asset class
from bonds and equities since as far back as 1980s,”  he says.
“That means putting a currency overlay on all our bond and
equity funds. What is good for bonds and equities isn’t
necessarily good for currencies. So just because we have invested
in US treasuries doesn’t mean we are in dollars to the same
extent.”
Frequently in recent years, currencies have been moving in the
opposite direction from the underlying asset class.
The decisions on currency strategy are taken by the entire team.
“For us to have a reasonable amount of  success we feel it’s
important to generate ideas internally,” says Mr. Stop ford.
The team has a disciplined process of  quarterly, monthly and
weekly meetings, during which it looks at what Mr Stopford
calls “Compelling forces- those key factors which we think drive
exchange rates over the medium and long-term.” Each month
the factors are “scored” by the team to help members reach a
view on currency prospects.
“In the very long-term, currencies move to offset changes in
competitiveness,” he says. “Relative prices are important and
while purchasing power parity doesn’t hold true all the time, it
does have an influence.” The team also considers other long-
term factors such as if a country runs a consistent currency
account deficit.
But Mr. Stopford says that “in the short-term, currencies can
deviate quite a lot from their long-term path.” Guinness Flight
team accordingly looks at factors, which affect short-term capital
flows such as “short-term interest rates, real bona yields, direct
investment flows, whether the trade position is worsening or
improving and whether central banks are intervening.”
Chart patterns or technical analysis” can also playa role in
determining the team’s short-term view, as can non-economic
factors such as policies. All in all, the scoring process means that,
according to Mr Stopford, “ we might be wrong about indi-
vidual factors but on balance, hopefully, the totals are pointing
in the right direction.”
The process also limits the tendency for managers to become
involved in ceaseless dealing activity. “We are strategic investors

rather than traders and we add value by taking a long-term view;
we can’t out-trade the market,” says Mr Stopford.
Once the team has decided on its view, the appropriate funds
will move in the same direction (and at the same time). “Our
dealing will be done using one of a number of city financial
institutions. For credit reasons, we spread the risk pretty
carefully and we look at pricing and quality of research.”
At the start of the year, he says, the currency decisions were
relatively easy. Japan and Germany had easy money policies, the
Japanese current account was deteriorating and the respective
authorities were taking down their exchange rates. “That made
it smart to be long on dollars and short on yen,” say Mr
Stopford.
The decisions are harder now, “The US dollar no longer looks
that cheap and the DM and no longer look that expensive. The
Italian lira and the Swedish krona have moved from being
undervalued . We remain long of  the dollar but we have
reduced our positions gradually. We have also reduced positions
in peripheral currencies.”

Solution
This case talks about a portfolio manager in a fund manage-
ment group who is part of a team looking after the currency
exposure of  the group. The team looks after around $1.3 bn of
assets with a currency overlay.
The case tries to put forward the point that the investment
opportunities that are good for bonds and equities are not
necessarily good for currencies. The author mention that if
investing in US treasury bonds may be profitable it may not
necessarily mean that investing in greenbacks too will be
profitable. This point highlights the fact that currencies in recent
years have been moving in the opposite direction form the
underlying asset class. The portfolio managers know that
currency arbitrage opportunities do exist, more or less always.
What it requires is for the managers to be very nimble and
keeping themselves informed about even the slightest of the
currency movements. These slight movements may create or
close.
In this UK fund management group the decisions on the
currency strategy are taken by the entire team. The managers fed
that to have a reasonable amount of success, it is necessary for
the whole of  the team to be involved in decision making. The
currency management teams have a disciplined process wherein
they meet weekly, quarterly and monthly and look at those key
factors which drive exchange rates over the medium and long-
term. The author is of the view that while relative prices in the
countries are important in determining the exchange rate, the
purchasing power parity does not hold true all the time. The
portfolio managers feel that though a currency may deviate a lot
in short-term but in the long-term it relatively follows a
predictable path.

LESSON 27:

TUTORIAL
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This fact is very clearly brought 01.lt by the Indian rupee vis-à-
vis the  US dollar. In the aftermath of the nuclear explosion and
the Kargil war, the rupee fluctuated a lot. But, overall the
currency has been as following a steady rate of depreciation
against the US dollar. This has primarily been due to the value
of  rupee being eroded due to higher levels of inflation in India
vis-à-vis the US dollar.
According to the fund managers, the factors, which affect short-
term capital flows, are mainly short term interest rates, real bond
yields, direct investment flows, the balance of trade and the
intervention of  the central bank. The currency speculation team
uses the technical analysis and chart patterns in determining
their short-term views. Thus the team manages to function
using a scoring process which hopefully point in the right
direction of the currency movements. This process also limits
the tendency for the managers to become involved in ceaseless
dealing activities. The managers do this to avoid their foreign
currency exposure. For this they can even resort to exposure
netting.
Exposure netting involves offsetting exposures in one currency
with exposures in the same or another currency, where exchange
rates are expected to move in such a way that losses (gains) on
the first exposed position should be offset by gains (losses) on
the second currency exposure. This portfolio approach to
hedging recognises that the total variability or the risk of a
currency exposure portfolio should be less than the sum of the
individual variabilities of each currency exposure considered in
isolation. The assumption underlying exposure netting is that
the net gain or loss on the entire currency exposure portfolio is
what matters, rather than the gain or loss on any individual
monetary unit.

Case Study 2

Case Study on Transaction Exposure: DC Corporation
DC Corporation is a US based software-consulting firm,
specialising in financial software for several Fortune 500 clients.
It has offices in India, the UK, Europe arid Australia. In 2002,
DC required £100,000 in 180 days and had four options before
it:
• A forward hedge
• A money market hedge
• An option hedge
• No hedge

Its analysts developed the following information, which was
used to asses the alternative solutions:

• Current spot rate of pound = $ 1.50
• 180-day forward rate of pounds as of today = $ 1.48
Interest rates were as follows:

 U.K U.S. 
180-day deposit rate 4.5% 4.5% 
180-day borrowing rate 5.1% 5.1% 

The company also had the following information available to it:
A call option on Pound that expires in 180 days has an exercise
price of$ 1.49 and a premium of $0.03

A put option on Pound that expires in 180 days has an exercise
price of 1.50 and a premium of $0.02
The future spot rates in 180 days were forecasted as follows:

An analysis of hedging techniques which DC corporation
considered is given below:
1. Forward Hedge

Purchase Pounds 180 days forward.
Dollars needed in180 days = Payables in £ x Forward rate of
£ = 100,000 x $ 1.48 =$ 1,48,000

2. Money Market Hedge
Borrow $, Convert to £ Invest in £ Repay $ loan in 180days
Amount in £ to be invested = £ 100,000/(1 +0.045) =
95694
Amount in $ needed to convert into £ for deposit = £ 95694
´ $1.50 = $143541
Interest and principal owed on $ loan after 180 days
= $ 143541 X (1+.051) = $150862

3. Call Option Hedge
Purchase call option (the following computations assume
that the option is to be exercised on the day Pounds are
needed, or not at all. Exercise price = $1.49, Premium =
$0.03).

Possible 
Spot 

Rate in 
180 days 

Premium 
per Unit 
Paid for 
Option 

Exercise 
Option 

Total price 
(Including 

Option 
Premium) 

Paid per Unit 

Total Price 
Paid for £ 
100,000 

Probability 

$1.44 $0.03 N $1.47 $1.47,000 20% 
$1.46 $0.03 Yes $1.49 $1,49,000 60% 
$1.53 $0.03 Yes $1.56 $1,56,000 20% 

4. No Hedging
Purchase £ 100,000 in the spot market 180 days from now.

Future Spot Rate 
Expected in 180 days 

Dollars Needed to 
Purchase £200,000 

Probability 

$1.44  1,44,000 20% 
$1.46  1,46,000 60% 
$1.53  $1,53,000 20% 

It. can be inferred from the above analysis that the forward
hedge is superior to the money marker hedge, since the dollar
cost is definitely less. A comparison of the forward hedge to the
call option hedge shows that there is an 80% chance that the
“call option hedge will be more expensive. Thus, the forward
hedge appears to be the optimal hedge
The probability distribution outcome for the no-hedge strategy
appears to be more favourable than that for the forward hedge.
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DC Corporation is likely to perform best if it remains
unhedged. If DC Corporation does not hedge; it should
periodically reassess the hedging decision. For example, after 45
or 60 days, it should repeat the analysis, based on the applicable
spot rate, forward rate, interest rates, call option information,
and forecasts of the spot rate 120 days in the future (when the
payable are due.)
1. What is transaction exposure? Briefly enumerate the

techniques of hedging transaction exposure.
Ans. A firm faces transaction exposure when it faces contractual

cash flows denominated in foreign currencies. Transaction
exposure can he hedged by financial contracts like forward,
money market and options contracts as well as by other
operational techniques like lead/lags strategy and exposure
netting.

2. Assume that ABC company has net receivables of
1,00,000 Swiss francs in 90 days. The spot rate of the
Swiss interest rate is3% over 90 days. Explain briefly how
as US firm can implement a money market hedge?

Ans. The firm could borrow the amount of Swiss francs such
that 1,00,000 francs to be received could be used to pay off
the loan. This amounts to about SF 97,087 (1,00,000/
1.03), which could be converted to about $48,544 and
invested. The borrowing of francs has offset the
transaction  exposure due to the future receivables in
francs.

3. When would a firm consider hedging net payables or net
receivables with currency options rather than forward
contracts? What are the disadvantages of hedging with
currency options as opposed to forward contracts?

Ans. Currency options not only provide a hedge, but they also
provide flexibility since they do not require a commitment
to buy or sell a currency (Whereas the forward contract
does).
A disadvantages of currency options is that a price
(premium) is paid for the option itself. The only payment
by a firm using a forward contract is the exchange of a
currency as specified in the contract.

4. When can an MNC’s subsidiary consider using a “leading”
strategy to reduce transaction exposure?

Ans. If a subsidiary expects its currency to depreciate against an
invoice currency on goods it imported, it may “lead” its
payments (i.e., make payments early).

Notes -
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Currency Correlation Over Time
The degree to which two currencies move in relation to each
other can be measured by calculating their correlation coeffi-
cients. MNCs generally use such information when deciding on
their degree of transaction exposure. Also as the currency
correlations are not the same over time, MN Cs cannot use
previous correlation to predict future correlations with perfect
accuracy.
a. Show graphically the movement of a few major currencies

with respect to the dollar for the last 10 years.
b. Are there some general relationships in terms of movements

in currencies that tend to hold over time? Explain the
interrelationships among the currencies.

c. Correlations and variability levels of currencies vary among
currencies and vary over time. Comment.

Case

Short-term correlations (1993-2000):

   
Taiwa
nese 
Dollar 

Chinese 
Remni
mbi 

Japane
se 
Yen 

South 
Korean 
Won 

Hong 
Kong 
Dollar 

Thai 
Baht 

Singap
ore 
Dollar 

Indian 
Rupee  

TWD/USD 1.000 0.288 0.664 0.942 0.658 0.941 0.777 0.908 

CNY/USD 0.288 1.000 -0.037 0.236 0.166 0.248 -0.124 0.329 

JPY/USD 0.664 -0.037 1. 000 0.668 0.188 0.575 0.491 0.462 

KRW/USD 0.942 0.236 0.668 1.000 0.577 0.939 0.762 0.810 

HKD/USD 0.658 0.166 0.188 0.577 1. 000 0.751 0.720 0.859 

THB/USD 0.941 0.248 0.575 0.939 0.751 1.000 0.832 0.896 

SGD/USD 0.777 -0.124 0.491 0.762 0.720 0.832 1.000 0.750 

Inr/sd 0.908 0.329 0.462 0.810 0.859 0.896 0.750 1.000 

The table above shows the short-term correlation between
some of the Asian currencies for the period 1993-2000.
1. Comment on the results obtained in the table.
2. The Indian rupee hardly shows any correlation to the

Chinese reminimbi. It is highly correlated to the Taiwanese
dollar, probably showing the dependence of both economics
on the world IT market! Comment.

3. Identify a few currencies which show strong positive
correlation and negative correlation with each other. How can
a MN C benefit horn such information? Explain.

4. Can a MNC use currency volatilities in managing transaction
exposure? Comment.

LESSON 28:

CASE STUDY
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Learning Objectives

• Transaction Exposure Versus Economic Exposure
• Measuring Economic Exposure.
• Managing Economic Exposure.
• Marketing Management of Exchange Risk
• Production Management of Exchange Risk
• Corporate Philosophy for Exposure Management

Introduction
Economic exposure refers to the extent to which the economic
value of a company can decline due to changes in exchange rate.
It is the overall impact of exchange rate changes on the value of
the firm. Managing economic exposure is very important for the
long-run health of an organisation than managing changes
caused by transaction or translation exposure. Also, economic
exposure is generally subjective as it depends on estimates of
future cash flow changes over an arbitrary time horizon. In fact,
the increasing preoccupation of financial managers with
managing economic exposure is indicative of its significant role
in preserving their profitability and sustainability in their
respective industries. Planning for economic exposure is a total
management responsibility and is essentially long-term in
nature because it involves the interaction of strategies in
marketing, production and finance. Unlike the exposure of
assets and liabilities that are listed in accounting statements,
economic exposure depends on the effect of random exchange
rate changes on the firm’s future cash flows, which are not
readily measurable. The objective of exposure management is
to stabilise cash flows in the face of fluctuating exchange rates.
This chapter first gives a comparison of the three types of
exposure and then discusses the differences’ between transac-
tion and economic exposure in detail. The chapter then
provides a way to measure and manage economic exposure.
Finally, the chapter presents a case study on exchange rate risk
management. Economic exposure measures the impact of an
actual conversion on the expected future cash flows as a result
of an unexpected change in exchange rates. A MNC may have
established subsidiary in a country with price stability,
favourable balance of payments, low rates of taxation and
readily available funds. However, if the economic situation of
the country were to deteriorate, these positive aspects may get
reduced over time and the local currency will depreciate. The
subsidiary is likely to face immediate problems if it has to pay
its imports in hard currencies and in case it has borrowed from
abroad. This will put the subsidiary at a competitive disadvan-
tage. For example, a British exporter who operates in the Indian
market can increase his market share merely by reducing the
Indian prices of his products if the Indian rupee becomes
strong against the UK pound. Conversely, if  the Indian rupee
weakens against the British pound, the Indian company which
is a potential competitor to the British company can profit

indirectly from currency losses of  the British company. Thus,
even though the Indian company is not directly exporting, yet
competition in the business call be generated on account of the
strength of the currency of competitors. .

Example
For the coming year, a French subsidiary of an American firm is
expected to earn FFr 45 million after taxes and its depreciation
charge is estimated at FFr 5 million. The exchange rate is
expected to decrease from FFr4 = $1 at present to FFr5 = $1 for
the next year.
The difference between first year cash flows with and without
devaluation is computed as follows
Profit after taxes FFr 45 million

Depreciation 5 million

Cash flows from operation FFr 50 million

Pre-devaluation rate (FFr 4=$1) FFr 50 million $12.5 million

Post-devaluation rate (FFr 5 = $1) FFr 40 million $ 10.0 million

Potential exchange loss $ 2.5 million

The subsidiary’s economic loss is a decline in French franc cash
flows equal to $2.5 million over the next 12 months. The
translation loss is a one-time loss while the economic loss is an
open-ended event. If the anticipated business activity were to
stay the same for the next five years, the decrease in annual cash
flow of $2.5 million would continue for five years.

Comparison Between the Exposures
Table 1 gives a comparison of  the three types of  exposure:
translation, transaction and economic.

Transaction Exposure Versus Economic
Exposure
The management of foreign exchange risk based on translation
exposure is basically static and historically oriented. By defini-
tion, translation exposure does not look at the future impact of
an exchange rate that has occurred or may occur in the future. In
addition, it does not invoke actual cash flow. In contrast, both
transaction and economic exposures look at the future impact
of an exchange rate change which has occurred or may occur in
the future. They also involve actual or potential cash flow
changes.

Table

LESSON 29:

MANAGEMENT OF ECONOMIC EXPOSURE

 Moment in Time When Exchange Rate 
Changes 

 

    
Translation Exposure 

Accounting based changes in consolidated 
financial statements caused by a change in 
exchange rates 

  Economic Exposure 
Change in expected cash flows arising 
because of an unexpected change in 
exchange rates 

 Transaction Exposure 
Impact of setting outstanding obligations entered into before 
change in exchange rates but to be settled after change in 
exchange rates 
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Conceptual Comparison of  Difference Between Translation,
Transaction and Economic Foreign Exchange Exposure
Transaction risk and economic risk are the same in kind but they
differ in degree. For example, economic risk is essentially
subjective because it depends on estimated future cash flows for
an arbitrary time horizon. Transaction risk, on the other hand, is
essentially objective because it depends on outstanding
obligations which existed before changes in exchange rates, but
were settled after the changes is exchange rates. Table 2 illustrates
major differences between these two exposures.

Table 2

Major differences between Transaction Exposure and Economic
Exposure

Transaction Exposure Economic Exposure 

  

1. Contact specific. General; relates to the entire 
investment. 

2. Cash flow losses due to an exchange rata 
change are easy to compute. Simple 
financial accounting techniques can be used 
to compute losses due to transaction 
exposure. 

Opportunity losses caused by an 
exchange rate change are difficult to 
compute. A good variance accounting is 
needed to isolate the effect of exchange 
rate change on sales volume, costs and 
profit margins. 

3. Firms generally have some policies to cope 
with transaction exposure. 

Firms generally do not have policies to 
cope with economic exposure. 

4. Avoidance sometimes requires third-party 
cooperation (e.g., changing invoice 
currency). 

Avoidance requires good strategic 
planning (e.g., choice of markets, 
products, etc.). 

5. The duration of exposure is the same as the 
time period of the contract. 

The duration of exposure is the time 
required for the restructuring of 
operations through such means as 
changing products, markets, sources 
and technology 

6. Relates to nominal contracts whose value is 
fixed in foreign currency terms. 

Relates to cash flow effects through 
changes in cost, price and volume 
relationships. 

7. The only source of uncertainty is the future 
exchange rate. 

The many sources of uncertainties 
include the future exchange rate and its 
effect on sales, price and costs. 

8. Transaction exposure is an uncertain 
domestic' currency' value of a cash flow, 
which is known and fixed in foreign 
currency terms; e.g., a foreign currency 
receivable. 

Economic exposure is an uncertain 
domestic currency value of a cash flow 
whose value .is uncertain even in 
foreign currency terms; e.g., cash flows 
from a, foreign subsidiary 

Measuring Economic Exposure
The degree of economic exposure to exchange rate fluctuations
is significantly higher for a firm involved in international
business than for a purely domestic firm. Assessing the
economic exposure of an MNC is difficult due to the complex
interaction of  funds that flow into, out of  and within the
MNC. Yet, economic exposure is crucial to operations of  the
firm in the long run. If an MNC has subsidiaries around the
world, each subsidiary will be affected differently by fluctuations
in currencies. Thus, attempts by the MNC to measure its
economic exposure would be extremely complex.
One method of  measuring an MNC’s economic exposure is to
classify the cash flows into different items on the income
statement and predict movement of each item in the income
statement based on a forecast of exchange rates. This will help
in developing an alternative exchange rate scenario and the
forecasts for the income statement items can be revised. By
assessing how the earnings forecast in the income statement has

changed in response to alternative exchange rate scenarios, the
firm can assess the influence of currency movements on
earnings and cash flows.

Managing Economic Exposure
The following are some of the proactive marketing and
production. Strategies which a firm can pursue in response to
anticipated or ‘actual real exchange rate changes.
I  Marketing initiatives

a. Market selection
b. Product strategy
c. Pricing strategy
d. Promotional strategy

II. Production initiatives
a. Product sourcing
b. Input mix
c. Plant location
d. Raising productivity

Marketing Management of Exchange Risk

Market Selection
Major strategy considerations for an exporter are the markets in
which to sell, i.e., market selection. It is also necessary to
consider the issue of market segmentation with individual
countries. A firm that sells differentiated products to more
affluent customers may not be harmed as much by a foreign
currency devaluation as will a mass marketer. On the other
hand, following a depreciation of  the home currency, a firm that
sells primarily to the upper income group may now find itself
able to penetrate mass markets abroad.

Pricing Strategy Market Share Versus
Profit Margin
In the wake of the rising dollar, a US firm selling overseas or
competing at home against foreign imports faces a Hobson’s
choice: does it keep its dollar price constant to preserve its profit
margin and thereby lose sales volume or does it cut its dollar
price to maintain market share and, thereby, suffer a reduced
profit margin? Conversely, does the firm use a weaker dollar to
regain lost ground or does it use the weak dollar to raise prices
and recoup losses incurred from the strong dollar?
To begin the analysis, a firm selling overseas should follow the
standard economic proposition of setting the price that
maximizes dollar profits (by equating marginal revenues and
marginal costs). In making this decision, however, profits
should be translated using the forward exchange rate that
reflects the true expected dollar value of the receipts upon
collection.
Following appreciation of the dollar, which is equivalent to
foreign currency devaluation, a firm selling overseas should
consider opportunities to increase the foreign currency prices of
its products. The problem, of course, is that local producers
now will have a competitive cost advantage, limiting an
exporter’s ability to recoup dollar profits by raising foreign
currency selling prices.
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Promotional Strategy
Promotional strategy should take into account anticipated
exchange rate changes. A key issue in any marketing programme
is the size of the promotional budget.
A firm exporting its products after a domestic devaluation may
well find that the return per home currency expenditure on
advertising or selling is increased because of  the product’s
improved price positioning. A foreign currency devaluation, on
the other hand, is likely to reduce the return on marketing
expenditure and may require a more fundamental shift in the
firm’s product policy.

Product Strategy
Companies can also respond to exchange rate changes by
altering their product strategy, which deals with such areas as
new product introduction
•  product line decisions
• product innovations
Following home currency devaluation, a firm will potentially be
able to expand its product line and cover a wider spectrum of
consumers abroad and at home. Conversely, following home
currency appreciation, a firm may have to reorient its product
line and target it to a higher income, more quality conscious, less
price sensitive consumers.
Equivalent strategy for firms selling to the industrial, rather
than the consumer, market and confronting a strong home
currency is product innovation, financed by an expanded R & D
budget.

Production Management of Exchange Risk
The adjustments discussed so far attempt to alter the home
currency value of foreign currency values. But, sometimes, the
exchange rate moves so much that pricing or other marketing
strategies do not save the product.
Product sourcing and plant location are the principle variables
that companies manipulate to manage competitive risks that
cannot be managed through marketing changes alone.
a. Input Mix: Outright additions to facilities overseas

accomplish a manufacturing shift. A more flexible solution is
to purchase more components overseas. This practice is
called as outsourcing. Outsourcing gives the company the
flexibility to shift purchases of intermediate inputs towards
suppliers least affected by exchange rate changes.

b. Shifting Production Among Plants: Multinational firms with
worldwide production systems can allocate production
among their several plants in line with the changing home
currency cost of production, increasing production in a
nation whose currency has devalued and decreasing
production in a country where there has been a revaluation.
A strategy of production shifting presupposes that a
company has already created a portfolio of plants worldwide.
The cost of multiple sourcing is especially great where there
are economies of scale that would ordinarily dictate the
establishment of  only one or two plants to service the global
market. Despite the higher unit cost associated with the
smaller plants, currency risk may provide one more reason
for the use of multiple production facilities.

c. Plant Location: A firm without foreign facilities that is
exporting to a competitive market whose currency has
devalued may find that sourcing components abroad is
insufficient to maintain unit profitability. Third country plant
locations is a viable alternative in many cases.
Many Japanese firms, for example, have shifted production
offshore - to Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore and other
developing nations as well as to United States - in order to
cope with the high Yen.

d. Raising Productivity: Raising productivity through closing
inefficient plants, automating heavily and negotiating wage
and benefit cutbacks arid work rule concessions is another
alternative to manage economic exposure. Employee
motivation can also be’ used to heighten productivity and
improve product quality.

Corporate Philosophy for Exposure Management
As for exposure management strategies, a lot depends on the
corporate philosophy of  a company, in particular, its attitude
towards risk. In real life risk and rewards go hand in hand: there
is no low risk, high reward strategy. Apart from a company’s
willingness to take risks in pursuit of rewards, equally impor-
tant are its financial strengths and therefore, ability to take risks,
the nature of its business and its vulnerability to adverse
movements and so on. In short, there can be no single strategy
which is appropriate to all businesses. Four separate strategy
options are feasible.

Figure

Low Reward High Reward 

High Risk 

Low Risk 

All Exposures Left 
Unhedged 

Active 
Trading 

All Exposures 
Unhedged 

Selective 
Hedging 

Low Risk: Low Reward
This option involves automatic hedging of exposures in the
forward market as soon as they arise, irrespective of the
attractiveness or otherwise of the forward rate. The merits of
this approach are that yield and costs of the transaction are
known and there is little risk of cash flow destabilisation.
Again, this option doesn’t require any investment of manage-
ment time or mort. The negative side is that automatic hedging
at whatever rates are available is hardly likely to result into
optimum costs. At least some management seem to prefer this
strategy on the grounds that an active management of expo-
sures is not really their business. In the floating rate are era,
currencies outside their home countries, i.e., in terms of their
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exchange rate, have assumed the characteristics of commodities.
And business whose costs depend significantly on commodity
can hardly afford not to take views on the price of the com-
modity. Hence this does not seem to’ be an optimum strategy.

Low Risk: Reasonable Reward
This strategy requires selective hedging of exposures whenever
forward rates are attractive but keeping exposures open
whenever they are not. Successful pursuit of this strategy
requires quantification of expectations about the future: and the
rewards would depend upon the accuracy of the prediction.
This option is similar to an investment strategy of a combina-
tion of bonds and equities with the proportion of the two
components depending on the attractiveness of prices. In forex
exposure terms, hedged positions are similar to bonds (known
costs or yields) and unhedged ones to equities (uncertain
returns).

High Risk: Low Reward
Perhaps the worst strategy is to leave all exposures unhedged.
The risk of destabilisation of flows is very high. The merit is
zero investment of managerial time or effort.

High Risk: High Reward
This strategy involves active trading in the currency market
through continuous cancellations and re-bookings of forward
contracts. With exchange controls relaxed in India in recent time
a few of  the larger companies are adopting this strategy. In
effect, this requires the trading function to become a profit
centre. This strategy, if  it is to be adopted, should be done in
full consciousness of the risks.

The Case of International Finance
Corporation (IFC)

Payables and other Liabilities
Payables and other liabilities of the Corporation are summa-
rized below

 ($ thousands) 

 20x2 20xl 

Accounts payable 
and accrued 
expense 

$46,591 $ 
70,013 

Accrued charges on 
borrowings 

72,142 60,365 

Accrued charges on 
intermediary swaps 

8,881 8,688 

Securities 
obligations 

48,785 70,595 

Other liabilities 95,137 67,770 

Total payables and 
other liabilities 

$ 
271,536 

$ 
277,431 

Borrowings

The Corporation’s borrowings outstanding from market
sources and currency swaps at June 30, 1996

 Market 
Borrowings 

 
Currency 

swaps 
Net 

Currency 
 

 Principal 
Amount 

Weighted 
Average 

Payable 
(Receivable) Obligations  

 ($ millions) Cost ($ millions) ($ millions)   

  20x2 20xl 20x2 20xl 20x2 20xl 20x2 20xl 

US dollars 2,284 2,070 7.25% 7.95% 3,107 2,373 5,391 4,443 

Deutsch mark 67 77 6.47% 6.47% 53 77 120 154 

Japanese yen 1,358 1,146 5.09% 5.59% (1,358) (1,146) - - 
European Currency 

Unit 66 63 6.63% 6.63% (66) (63) - - 

Australian dollars 43 40 8.53% 8.53% (43) (40) - - 

Netherlands guilders 27 27 6.64% 6.64%  (9) 18 18 

Spanish pesetas 367 43 11.36% 12.10% (367) (443) - - 

Finnish markkaa 48 43 9.63% 12.10% (48) (43) - - 

    9.63%     

Swedish kronor 105 127 10.25% 10.38% (105) (127) - - 

Portugese escudos 129 129 13.78% 13.78%  (129) - - 

Hong Kong dollars 382 129 6.65% 7.25% (382) (129) - - 

Canadian dollars 181 195 7.75% 7.75% (181) (195) - - 

Italian lira 570 129 8.76% 10.65% (570) (129) - - 

Greek drachmas 42 - 15.25% - (42) - - - 

 $5,669 $4,618  $(140) $(3) $5,529 $4,615 

Hedging Instruments used by IFC
Although the vast majority of  the Corporation’s loan invest-
ments are denominated in US dollars, to diversify its access to
funding and reduce its borrowing costs, the Corporation
borrows in a variety of  currencies. Simultaneously, it converts
those borrowings into variable rate US dollar borrowings by
entering into currency and interest rate swap transactions. The
weighted average cost of market borrowings after currency and
interest rate swap transactions was 6.5% on June 30, 20x2 (6.6%
- 1995).
Principal and interest are payable in the currency borrowed.
Under its borrowing agreements, the Corporation is not
permitted to mortgage or allow a lien to be placed on its assets
(other than purchase money security interests) without extend-
ing equivalent security to the holders of such borrowings.
The Corporation repurchased $225 million of borrowings
outstanding and terminated corresponding $225 million
notional interest rate swap contracts during the year ended June
30, 20x2. The repurchase resulted in a net gain of $1.5 million,
which is included in charges on borrowings.
The $140 million net receivable on currency swaps at June 30,
20x2, shown in the above table, consists of swap transactions
in net receivable positions of $370 million ($ 175 million –
20x1) and swap transactions in net payable positions of $230
million ($172 million 20x1), which are included in net receiv-
ables and payables from currency swaps.
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Off-balance Sheet Financial Instrument of IFC
In the normal course of business, the Corporation is a party to
off-balance sheet financial instruments to manage its exposure
to market risks. These activities include currency and interest rate
swap obligations, commodity-indexed swaps, commodity-
indexed options and forward contracts on its own behalf and
for clients, guarantee for third parties, futures contracts, short
sales and covered forwards. In addition, the Corporation issue
put warrants and purchases matching over-the-counter call
options to hedge these transactions. Associated income or
expense on swaps, forward agreements and commodity-
indexed contracts are recognised over the life of the instruments
as an element of  charges on borrowings, service fees and
income from deposits and securities depending on the purpose
for which the instrument is used. Gains and losses on future
contracts and short sales are recognised as an element of income
from deposits and securities. The cash settlement value of the
warrants and options are reported gross on the balance sheet
and are included in, the other assets and other liabilities. Income
and expense from put warrants and call options are recognised
as an element of  charges on borrowing. All off-balance sheet
financial instruments are accounted for on an accrual basis except
for futures contracts, which are marked to market.
Off-balance sheet financial instruments are used in connection
with the Corporation’s asset and liability management of  cash
instruments to minimise the level of interest or currency
exchange risk. These financial instruments involve elements of
credit and market risk in excess of the amounts recorded on the
balance sheet. Credit risk represents the maximum potential
accounting loss due to possible non-performance by obligators
and counterparties under terms of the contract. Market risk
represents a potential loss due to a decrease in the value of an
off-balance Sheet financial instrument caused primarily by
changes in interest rates or currency exchange rates. The Corpo-
ration is highly selective in its choice of counterparties and does
not consider non-performance to represent a significant risk.
For both, on and off-balance sheet securities, the Corporation
limits trading to a list of authorised dealers and counterparties.
Credit limits have been established for each counterparty by type
of  instrument and maturity category.
Where it acts as an intermediary on swaps, option, or forward
contracts, the Corporation its exposure to credit risk by
performing credit reviews of the clients and minimises its
exposure to currency and interest rate risks by entering into
offsetting swap, option, or forward contract positions with
highly rated market counterparties.
A summary of  the aggregate contractual or notional amounts
of these instruments at June 30, is shown in the following
table:

  ($ millions) 
 20x2 20x1 
Currency swaps   
Borrowing related 3,214 $2,457 
Intermediary 345 379 
Asset/liability management 197 199 
Deposits and securities 489 139 
 $4,245 $3,174 
Interest rate swaps   

Borrowing-related $2,115 $2,003 
Intermediary 207 216 
Asset/liability management 215 205 
Deposits and securities 861 630 
 $3,398 $3,054 
Guarantees to clients   
Signed $116 $136 
Issued and outstanding 99 116 
Other contracts   
Deposits and securities   
Covered forwards $207 $427 
Futures contracts 45 150 
Intermediary   
Commodity indexed swaps 24 24 
Commodity indexed 
contracts 

468 314 

There was no cash settlement value for the call options or put
warrants at June 30, 20x2 and 20x1.
The off-balance sheet credit exposure, which represents the
maximum estimated replacement cost at market rates, of
outstanding swaps and other contracts in a gain position is
summarised below.

  ($ millions) 

 20x2 20x1 
Currency swaps $479 $349 
Interest rate swaps 75 184 
Other contracts 13 26 
Total credit exposure $567 $559 

The net receivables and payables at June 30,20x2, from currency
swaps of $399 million ($215 million - 20xl) and $285 million
($198 million - 20xl), respectively, result from exchange rate
movements occurring subsequent to the date of the swap
transactions.
On occasion, the Corporation enters into short sales of
securities not held in the Corporation’s portfolio at the time of
the sale. At June 30, 20x2, there were no outstanding short sale
contracts ($10 million - 20x1). The Corporation bears the risk
that the market value of the securities will move adversely
between the time of sale and the time the securities must be
delivered.
Borrowings outstanding from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) are sumniarised
below:
IBRD Borrowings

 Principal Amount 

($ millions) 

Weighted Average Cost 

 20x2 20x1 20x2 20x1 

US dollars $80 $117 8.72% 8.67% 

Deutschmark 355 422 7.35% 7.21% 

Swiss francs 154 143 5.82% 5.60% 
Japanese yen 157 157 6.36% 6.39% 
Other curr. 117 109 9.29 8.96% 
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In addition, undrawn balances on committed borrowings from
the IBRD were $296 million ($1161 million – 20x1). A
commitment fee of 1 % per annum is payable on the undrawn
balances of borrowings. For the year ended June 30, 20x2, such
commitment aggregated $2.4 million (0.6 million - 20x1) and
were included in the charges on borrowings.
The principal amounts repayable on borrowings outstanding in
all currencies during the years ending June 30, 20xl, through
June 30, 1999, and thereafter are summarised below:

   

fter 

$

B

I 
 

On May 4, 1992, the board of governors approved a resolution
increasing the authorised capital of the Corporation from
$1,300 million to $2,300 million. The resolution allocated
$964.9 million for subscriptions by member countries during
the subscription period ending August 1, 20x2. Members could
elect to pay subscriptions in full or by installments, the last of
which was payable on August 1, 20x2, or within six months
thereafter.
On December 10, 1992, the board of governors of the
Corporation approved a resolution selectively increasing IFC’s
authorised capital by $150 million to $2,450 million in order to
provide sufficient shares for the full entitlement of the former
Soviet Republics and to provide adequate shares for additional
requests for existing or prospective members.

Interest and Financial Fees Of IFC
Interest and financial’ fees comprise the following:

  ($ thousands) 
 20x2 20xl 

  
Interest income $323,278 $298,504 

Commitment fees 9,915 8,110 

Other financial fees 21,349 13,062 

Total interest and financial fees $354,542 $319,676 

Contributions to Special Programmes
From time to time, the board of directors approves recommen-
dations under which the Corporation contributes to special
programmes, which presently are the Africa Project Develop-
ment Facility (APDF), the South Pacific Project Facility (SPPF),
the Polish Business Advisory Service (PBAS), and the Foreign
Investment Advisory Service (FIAS). During the year ended
June 30, 20x2, the Corporation contributed $1.2 million to
APDF ($1.2 million1995), $200,000 TO SPPF ($200,000 -

1995), $500,000 to PBAS ($500,000-1995), and $1.6 million to
FIAS ($1.4 million-1995).

  (FY refers to Fiscal year)
  Fiscal Year 20x2 Fiscal Year 20x 1 

 No. 
Total 
finan- 
cing (a) 

Finan- 
cing for 
IFC's 
own 

account 

No. 
Total 
finan- 
cing (a) 

Finan- 
cing for 
IFC's 
own 

account 

Sub-Saharan Africa 57 226 157 45 261, 195 
Asia  44 1,229 605 39 1,144 521 
Central Asia, Middle East, 30 599 383 28 387 270 
North 
Africa        

Europe  46 596 443 20 784 419 
Latin America and 
Caribbean 52 1,577 815 52 1,340 710 

Worldwide  2(b) 61 61 1 (c) 20 20 
Total  231 4,287 2,463 185 3,956 2,133 

Note: Figures are in millions of US dollars, figures may not add
up to totals because of  rounding.
a. Dollar amount refers to total financing approved for IFC’s

account, loan syndications and underwriting.
b. Global Power Investments Company, State Street Bank and

Trust Company/IFC Emerging Markets Index Common
Trust Fund.

c. Emerging Markets Gold Fund.
Statement of Cumulative Commitments

(for a list of ten countries)

  Cumulative commitments (a)
(thousand of US dollars)

Country, region 
or 
other area 

Number of 
enterprises IFC Syndication Total 

Argentina" 57 1,035,59
8 701,086 1,736,68

4 
Australia 2 975  975 

Brazil 84 1,409,24
6 717,732 2,126,97

8 
China 10 124,662  124,662 

India 76 1,183,31
7 240,724 1,424,04

1 
Indonesia 41 468,346 359,295 827,639 
Pakistan 51 529,656 201,757 731,413 
Russian 
Federation 3 83,000  83,000 

Sri Lanka 11 27,871 13,672 41,543 

Thailand 40 565,885 806,374 1,372,25
9 

Methodology Adqpted by IFC for
Hedging Risks Arising from International
Investments
Method: Study of correlation between the major stock markets
IFC believes that for effective diversification of risks arising
from an international portfolio the different national stock
markets should be imperfectly correlated. Thus, in order to
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determine the target and amount of investment, it conducts a
study of the major stock markets. The correlation figures for
some of  IFC’s major markets are given below in Table 3.
As is evident from the Table, there is a relatively high degree of
correlation between the markets in UK, Germany, France,
Netherlands and Switzerland. The markets in these countries
generally move in the same direction.
Therefore, IFC hedges the risk of investing in one of these
countries by also making ac. investment in some country where
the markets are independent of the movements in these
countries.

Table 3

Correlation Between Nominal Equity Returns expressed in their
Currency period: January 1990-December 1996 FTA Market
Indices

Country US Ca UK FR Ge Nt Sw It JP Hk Sn 
Canada .6           
UK .7 .5          
France .5 .4 .7         
Germany .4 .4 .6 .7        
Netherlands .6 .6 8 .8 .7       
Switzerland .6 .6 .8 .7 .6 .8      
Italy .2 .6 .4 .5 .6 .5 .4     
Japan .3 .4 .3 .4 .3 .3 .5 .4    
Hong Kong - .4 .5 .5 .5 .5 .6 .5 .4 .2   
Singapore .5 .5 .6 .5 .7 .6 .6 .5 .5 .7  
Australia .5 .6 .6 .5 .5 .7 .6 .3 .4 .5 .6 

Average Dead Weight Cost 

Year (%Annually) 
1982 4.98 
1986 3.52 
1995 2.70 

For example, IFC will hedge an investment in Germany by
making an equivalent investment in say, Japan.
This method of spreading your portfolio in diversified markets
is a very popular means of hedging employed by many
international concerns.
If IFC has to make an investment in if particular market then it
studies the correlation that countries bears to other markets.
After conducting, this study, IFC decides to hedge the risk of
investing in one market by entering into a contract for an equal
amount in markets that have low correlation to the market in
which the investment is targeted. It might do this by entering
into any form of  derivative instrument such as option or swap.

Figure

Review Questions

1. How does inflation affect a country’s currency value? Is it a
good idea to borrow or obtain financing in a country with
high inflation?

2. What are leading and lagging and how should they be
employed with regard to payment and collection?

3. How should a MNC reduce its foreign exchange risks?
4. Write a note on the important features of  FASB Rule # 52.
5. Briefly discuss the rules regarding accounting for foreign

exchange in India.
6. What is economic exposure? How do you measure it?
7. How can you manage economic exposure? Give the

marketing and production initiatives of managing economic
exposure.

8. Discuss the determinants of economic exposure
9. Compare the three types of exposure: translation,

transaction and economic.
10. Differentiate between transaction and economic exposure?
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Unit II

Appendix

Introduction

Exposure Management Ranbaxy
Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. is one of the very few Indian
companies, which are truly multinational. Ranbaxy is ranked
11th overall and is the only pharmaceutical company to figure in
the top 50 companies in Asia. Its corporate mission is to
become a research based, international, pharmaceutical company.
The various businesses that Ranbaxy is into are

• Pharmaceuticals 
• Animal Health 

       Care Products 
• Fine Chemicals 

• Diagnostics 

• Others 

Pharmaceuticals constituted 93% of the overall revenue during
the year under review.
The company operates in three categories of markets
Advanced –– USA, Canada, UK, Ireland, Western Europe,
South Africa, Japan, Australia.
Emerging ––  India, China, Russia, Ukraine, Indonesia,
Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan, Iran, CIS, America.
Developing –– Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria, French West Africa,
Middle East, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Cambodia, Bangladesh.

International Operations - Joint Ventures
and Subsidiaries

China Ranbaxy (Guangzhou China) Ltd
Malaysia Ranbaxy (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd
Thailand Ranbaxy (Thailand) Company Ltd.,

Unichem Distributors Ltd
Hong Kong Ranbaxy Hong Kong Ltd
Mauritius Ranbaxy Mauritius Ltd
India Eli Lilly Ranbaxy Ltd, Specialty Ranbaxy

Ltd
USA Ohm Laboratories Inc., Lilly Ranbaxy

Pharmaceuticals LLC.

Canada Ranbaxy Genpharm Ltd
The Netherlands Ranbaxy Netherlands BV.
UK Ranbaxy (UK) Ltd
Ireland Ranbaxy Ireland Ltd
Nigeria Ranmax Laboratories (Nigeria) Ltd
South Africa Ranbaxy (SA) Pty. Ltd
Egypt Ranbaxy (Egypt) Ltd
Poland Ranbaxy Poland Ltd

Objective of this Study
The global base of  Ranbaxy’s operations as evident in its
holding structure necessitates knowledge of the nature of
currencies in which it has subsidiaries and joint ventures. The
company, therefore, has invested heavily in its treasury manage-
ment systems and has arguably one of the best forex treasury
systems in India. Besides, three-fourths of  the company’s
material inputs and one half of its sales are derived horn
overseas markets. The company is, therefore, highly susceptible
to adverse currency movements. This project studies the
following aspects of  exposure management in Ranbaxy.
• Quantify the various exposures - transaction, translation, and

economic;
• Present system of managing each of the above exposures;

and
• Scope for improvement of the above.

A Note on Exposure
Any company that does business internationally is exposed to
changes in the exchange rates. That is, the company’s cash flows
and accounting results change with shim in exchange, rates. To
the extent that the corporate treasurer is concerned about this
uncertainty in cash flows and accounting results, he may wish to
take actions to manage the impact of exchange rate changes.
These actions represent opportunities for bankers to manage
transactions and products.

Types of Currency Exposures
There are many types of currency exposures - some obvious,
some hidden. All of the following are possible impacts of a
change in exchange rates.
• A rise or fall in the value of a foreign currency asset or

liability;
• A higher or lower interest rate exposure on debt

denominated in foreign currency.
• A declining domestic sale due to increased competition horn

imports horn a weak currency country.
• A fall in the value of  a company’s net worth (and a rise in the

firm’s debt/equity ratio) due to a fall in the value of  the
company’s investment abroad.

• A US dollar value of foreign sales due to a decline in the
value of the foreign currency against the dollar.

• A reported loss on the, income statement even though no
cash loss occurred.

1. Transaction Exposure

Exporters and importers with foreign currency receivables or
payables represent the most straightforward example of
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corporate foreign currency exposure. It is not intended to
illustrate accounting principles but shows in a general way the
financial statement and cash effects of an exchange rate change.
This type of exposure - the exposure of a receivable or payable
to a change in exchange rates - is known as transaction exposure.
From the corporate treasurer’s point of  view it is the most
important type of foreign exchange exposure because
• It affects the amount of cash receivable to the firm.
• Under the accounting rules of most of the countries, it is

highly visible, i.e., it is shown on a separate line of income
statement labelled “Foreign Exchange Gain or Loss.”

Salient Points in Quantifying Transaction Exposures

• An entity cannot have a transaction exposure measured in its
own currency. By definition, transaction exposure can only be
in terms of other currencies.

• Cash balances do not contribute to transaction exposure.
These balances do not represent future receivables or
payables in foreign currency.

• Unlike translation exposure, intracompany transactions do
not cancel out. Affiliate B payable to affiliate A of$200,000
denominated in rupees represents an exposure to the former
but not the latter. Also, liabilities and commitments of  the
two affiliates to the parent company denominated in US
dollars are shown in the dollar exposure column. However,
they do not appear as exposure items for the parent, since it
cannot have exposure in US dollars.

• For each entity, forward exchange purchase contracts are
netted against forward exchange sales contracts while
unfulfilled customer orders are netted against lease payment
commitments for each currency. Similarly, future lease rental
receipts are netted against lease payment commitments for
each currency.

• Forward exchange contracts for each entity are intended, in
part, to offset potential receipts or payments in each currency.
However, while hedging appears to be the primary purpose
of these transactions, maturities and amounts may not
exactly match.

Translation Exposure

Translation exposure is the exposure of  investments held
abroad to changes in that country’s exchange rate. Repatriations
of earnings from a foreign currency investment are transaction
exposures but changes in the value of investment itself are
translation exposures.
As long as there is no intention to repatriate the investment,
there is no income statement impact. As long as there is no
repatriation of investment there is no cash flow impact. The
change in the value of the investment is simply recorded as an
adjustment to equity.
Translation exposure is seen in companies with subsidiaries
abroad. These companies have transaction exposures as well-
dividends from subsidiary to parent, for instance, or other
foreign currency payables and receivables - but the net invest-
ment (asset minus liabilities) in foreign subsidiaries is a
translation exposure. Translation exposures, generally, do not
cause cash gains or losses and, in most countries, do not affect
the income statement.

A Note on FASB Rule #52

Rule #52 which became effective for fiscal years beginning on or
after December 15, 1982, requires that any US firm with foreign
operations should provide information disclosing effects of
foreign exchange rate changes on the consolidated financial
statements and equity of the enterprise. The translation of each
affiliate’s financial statements measured in foreign currency into
the reporting currency (the currency in which the combined
statements are reported- the US dollar in the case of US MNCs)
should follow the following procedure:
• Assets and liabilities are to be translated at the current

exchange rate, that is, the rate prevailing at the date of the
consolidated statements.

• All revenues and expenses are to be translated at the actual
exchange rates prevailing on the date of the transactions.
However, for items occurring numerous times during the
accounting period, weighted averages for exchange rates may
be used.

• Translation adjustments (gains or losses) are not to be
charged to the net income of  the reporting company.
Instead, these adjustments are accumulated and reported in a
separate account shown in the shareholders’ equity section of
the balance sheet where they remain until the foreign entity is
disposed off.

Economic Exposure

A third category of exposure is economic exposure. Economic
exposure has a number of specific definitions. However, all
refer to currency exposures and .can ultimately affect the cash
flows of the firm, but are not recognised as foreign exchange
exposures in the financial statements.
The most common definition of economic exposure pertains
to knowledge of future foreign currency transactions that have
not yet been recorded as payable or receivables. Since there is no
record of these transactions on the financial statements, no gain
or loss is recorded when the exchange rate shifts. Nevertheless, a
gain or loss occurs and will be realized in the future if the
exchange rate does not shift back.

Accounting Standards for Foreign
Exchange in India
Accounting Standard AS 11 prescribed by ICAI (Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India) have prescribed rules regarding
accounting for foreign exchange. Some of the salient points of
this rule include
• All foreign exchange transactions must be recorded at the

rates prevailing at me date of the transaction.
• Current assets, current liabilities and loans denominated in

foreign currencies are translated at the rates prevailing on the
date of the balance sheet except where forwards exist. The
resultant exchange gain/ loss is dealt with in the profit and
loss account.

• However, the exchange gain/loss on foreign currency loans
utilized for the acquisition of fixed assets is adjusted to the
cost of the fixed assets.

• To illustrate the above, consider a company that has taken a
medium-term loan to finance the import of capital goods
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worth 1 million. When the import materialized, the
exchange rate was, say Rs 35 per dollar. The imported fixed
asset was, therefore, capitalized in the books of the company
at Rs 350 lakhs, the accounting entry being as follows
Debit fixed assets Rs 350 lakhs
Credit dollar loan Rs 350 lakhs

Let us assume that at the time of finalization of the accounts,
the exchange rate moved to say Rs 38 per dollar. Now the dollar
loan will have to be translated at Rs 381akhs. Under the Indian
IT act, the loss cannot be written off. It has to be capitalized by
increasing the book value of the fixed asset purchased by the
loan. The book value of the asset thus becomes Rs 380 lakhs
and consequently higher depreciation will have to be provided,
thus reducing the net profit.
• Premium in respect of forward contracts is recognised as

income or expense over the life of the contact.
To explain, consider a forward contract for six months on a
dollar payable. The spot rate on the date of the transaction
was Rs 35 per dollar and the forward for six months was Rs
37 per dollar. If the company consolidated its accounts three
months after the date of the contract, the expense will be
recognised to the extent of only Rs 36 per dollar. In other
words, the premium for three months (1 Re) is recognised as
expenditure.

• Investments in foreign companies are stated at the exchange
rates prevailing on the date of the investment.

Quantification of Exposure

Balance Sheet of Ranbaxy Guangzhou (China)

Assets Monetary Rs 

 Rn B Yuan Rs 1= 0.244 Rs 1= 0.232 
Yuan 

  Yuan  

Current assets 89,050,329 364,960,360 383,837,630 
Long-term 
investment - - - 

Fixed assets net of 29,940,241 122,705,910 129,052,760 
intangible assets - - - 
Other assets 24,280,171 99,508,898 104,655,910 
  I-  
Total assets 1,43,275,741 587,195,660 617,517,840 
    

Liabilities and Owners Equity

Liabilities Rn B Yuan   Rs 

  Rs 1=0.244 Yuan  Rs 1=0.232  
Yuan 

Current liabilities 90,783,992  372,065,540  391,310,310 
Long-term liabilities -  -  - 
Owners equity 65,250,000  267,418,030  267,418,030 
Retained earnings 11,194,5384 45,879,254  48,252,319 
Capital surplus 1,563,712  6,408,656  6,740,138 

Adjustment to -     13,831,957 
owner’s equity       
Total liabilities 143,275,741  587,195,660  617,567,840 

  Translation Gain = Rs 13,831,957 

Balance Sheet of Ranbaxy Hong Kong

Assets Monetary Unit Rs 
 US$ $l =Rs 3.1 $1 = Rs 35.7 

Current assets 8,251,288 281,368,920 295,396,110 

Fixed assets 52,795 1,800,310 1,890,061 

Investments - - - 

Total assets 8,304,083 283,169;230 297,286,170 

Liabilities Monetary Unit Rs 
 US$ $1 = Rs  34.1 $ 1 = Rs 35.7 

Long-term liabilities 223,117 7,608,290 7,987,589 
Current liabilities 7,668,326 261,489,920 274,526,070 
Share  capital 310,880 10,601,008 10,601,008 
Retained profits 101,759 3,469,982 3,642,372 
Adjustment to owner’s 
equity 

  528,531 

Total liabilities 8,304,082 283,109,230 297,286,170 
  Translation gain = Rs 528,531 

Balance Sheet of Ranbaxy Netherlands BV

Assets Monetary Unit Rs  
 NLG Re 1 =20.07 Re 1=18.65 
  NLG NLG 

Intangible fixed 23,695,191 489,779,600 441,915,310 
Assets     
Tangible fixed 36,165,653 747,544,050 674,489,430 
Assets     
Investments 624,125 12,900,664 11,639,931 

Current assets 42,434,017 877,111,130 791,394,420 

Total assets 102,919,990 2,127,335,400 1,919,457,800 
     

Liabilities  Monetary Unit Rs 
  NLG Re 1=20.07 Re 1=18.65 
   

 
NLG  NLG 

Current liabilities  52,108,7-18  1,077,087,200  971,827,590 

Long-term liability  16,13,139  333,451,31 300,864,390 

Provision  510,456  10,551,126 
 

9,520,004 

Owners' equity  45,393,600  938,285,710  938,285,710 

Retained earnings  12,238,484  252,969,460  228,247,730 

Translation reserve  1,004,801  20,769,237  18,739,539 

Adj. To owners'      54,052,625 
Equity        

Total liabilities  102,919,990  2,127,335,400  1,919,457,800 

    Translation loss = Rs 54,052,625

Ranbaxy Labs Nigeria

No significant difference between Rupee and Niara
1 Rupee = 1.13 Niara

Transaction Exposure

Transaction Exposure Report for Ranbaxy Hong Kong
(In millions)

Assets & Liabilities R US$ NLG HKD Ringitt INR Baht 
 yuan B       
Cash 0.52 2.73
Loans to related Co. 1.78
A/c receivable trade 108.08
A/c receivable 56.06 56.06
related to Co. 6
Bills receivable 39.38 21.28
Loans to Ranbaxy BV 

Exposed Assets . 
39.38 0.52 56.06 56.06
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 R US$ NLG HKD Ringitt INR Baht 
 Yuan B       
Bank overdrafts    17.73    
Loans from related   4.25     
Co.        
Current A/c with      27  
holding Co.        
A/c payable 31   192    
Dividend payable    0.56    
Exposed liabilities 31  4.25   27  

 R yuan B US$ NLG Ringitt Baht 
A/c receivable related 
Co.    56.06 56.06 

Loans to Ranbaxy BV  39.38    
   -    
Loans from related Co.   -4.25   

AI c payable  -31     

Net exposure  -31 39.38 -4.25 56.06 56.06 

Transaction Exposure Report for Ranbaxy Netherlands NV

(in millions)
Assets and Liabilities USD NLG INR Niara 
Cash & bank surplus  23.33   
Trade receivables  139.19   
Amounts due from affiliated 
cos.  9.22   

Other receivables  13.11   
Dividends from Ranbaxy 199.7   0.441 
loans due from group Cos.     
Exposed assets 199.7   0.441 
Amounts due to parent Co.  62.12   
Shot-term loans from banks  341   
Other payables  235.63   
Long-term loans 227    
Exposed liabilities 227 638.75   

 US$ Niara 
Loans due from group Co. 199.7  
Dividend due  0.441 
Long-term loans -227  
Net exposure -27.3 0.441 

Transaction Exposure Report For Ranbaxy Labs

(Guangzhou China)

(In millions)
Assets and Liabilities INR US$ Niara RnB NLG HKD 
Cash    161.7   
A/c receivable    127   
Other receivables    17.26   
Exposed assets       
Bank loans  175  131.9   
A/c payable  9.2  22.61   
Interest payable  1.77  1.27   
Current A/c with parent 1.17      
Co.       
Exposed liabilities   1.17  185.97  

 INR US$ 
Bank loans  -175 
A/c payable  -9.2 
Interest payable  1.77 
Current A/c with parent Co. -1.17  
Net exposure -1.17 185.97 

Transaction Report for Ranbaxy (Nigeria) Ltd

Assets and liabilities Niara INR 
Cash and bank balance 7.5  
Exposed assets   
Dividend payments to holding Cos. 3.54  
Trade creditors  26.28 
Other creditors 11.11  
Exposed liabilities  26.38 
 
  INR 
Trade creditors  -26.38 
Net exposure  -26.38 

Transaction Exposure Report For Ranbaxy Labs (India)

(In millions) 
Assets an Liabilities INR US$ Niara Rn B NLG HKD 
Debtors 255.38      
Dividends receivable 354.63     0.56 

Loan an advance 4489.69      
Exposed assets     62.12 0.56 
Secured loans 2181.05      
Unsecured loans 470.52 2306.56     
Exposed liabilities  2306.56     
       
 US$ Niara Rn B NLG HKD 
Dividends     0.56 
Receivable      
Unsecured loans -2306.56     
Net exposure -2306.56     

Ranbaxy India and Subsidiaries

Overall Transaction Exposure

Currency Net Long Position Net Short Position 
US$  2479.75 
RmB  31 
HKD 0.56  
Niara 0.441  
NLG 57.87  
Ringitt 56.06  
Bath 56.06  

Exposure Management at Ranbaxy

Economic Exposure

Ranbaxy labs derive nearly 50% of its sales thro_ exports.
Besides, 67% of its material requirements are imported, so
unexpected changes in exchange rate can considerably affect its
margins. Besides, since most of its products in India are
subjected to DPCO (Drug Price Control Order), it cannot raise
local prices in response to rupee devaluation to measure
economic exposure. We have given an illustration based on the
operations of Ranbaxy India, before and after the depreciation
of the rupee. The quantitative impact of depreciation of the
currencies on, the parent’s rupee cash flow under different
sections of price, volume and cost changes over a two-year
period ate forecasted.
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We have assumed that the rupee will be devalued to Rs 40, i.e.,
it will exceed the depreciation in accordance with the purchasing
power parity (depreciation by 7.4% annually which is the
difference between projected US and Indian inflation rate).
Four different scenarios have been considered.
i. The least likely scenario: all variables remain unchanged.
ii. A highly favourable scenario: sales increase significantly both

in home and export markets, while costs increase only
moderately.

iii. A highly unfavorable scenario: sales increase moderately in
export markets and remain unchanged in the home markets,
but costs rise sharply.

iv. The most likely scenario: sales remain stagnant in home
markets and increase by a higher ratio in the export markets.

Cost of  domestic inputs will increase moderately, while cost of
imported inputs is likely, to increase very insignificantly.

Scenario 1
Cash Flow Generated by Ranbaxy India Prior to Rupee
Depreciation

 Total (Rs million) 
Export sales   5219.97 
Domestic sales  5440.82 
  10660.79 
Production costs   
Materials 4937.07  
Manufacturing  1089.32  
Personnel l832.63  
Selling, general and 
adm inistration  

1980.36  

  8839.38 
Net operating income  1821.41 
Depreciation  291.63 
Profit before tax  1605.75 
Tax @ 13%  209.75 
  1396.00 
Add depreciation  291.63 
Cash flow in rupees  1687.63 

Scenario 2
Export sales: 10% increase in volume, 10% increase in price
Domestic sales: 5% increase in volume, 10% increase in price
Local costs: No change in unit price
Imported costs: 5% increase in unit price
Working capital adjustment: Increased by 75% of  sales in year
one only.
Cash Flow Generated Following Depreciation of Rupee

 Total (Rs million) 
Export sales   1.6316.16 
Domestic sales  6284.15 
  12600.31 
Production costs   
Local material 1645.69  
Import material 3455.95  
Manufacturing 1089.32  
Personnel 832.63  
Selling, general and administration 1980.36  
  9003.95 
Net operating income  3596.36 
Depreciation  291.63 
Net profit before tax  3305.00 
Tax @ 13%  430.00 
Profit after tax  2875.00 
Add depreciation  291.63 
Cash flow in rupees  3166.63 

Scenario 3
The following changes are assumed to take place:
Export sales: 5% increase in volume, no increase in price
Domestic sales: No increase in volume, no increase in price
Local costs: Increased by 5% due to inflationary pressures
Imported components: Increased by 9%, the depreciation of
the rupees in unit price, with no flexibility in substituting local
inputs for imported components
Overhead expenses: Increased by 5%
Working capital adjustment: Same as in scenario 2

 Total (Rs million) 
Export sales   5480.97 
Domestic sales  5440.82 
  10921.79 
Production costs   
Local material 1721.97  
Import material 3766.99  
Manufacturing 1143.79  
Personnel 874.26  
Selling, general and administration 2079.38  
  9592.39 
Net operating income  1329.40 
Depreciation  291.63 
Net profit before tax  1037.77 
Tax @ 13%  134.91 
Profit after tax  902.86 
Add depreciation  291.63 
Cash flow in rupees  1194.49 

Scenario 4
The following changes are assumed to take place:
Export sales: 5% increase in volume, 5% increase in price
Domestic sales: 5% increase in volume, 5% increase in price in
first year, 7% increase in second year
Local costs: No change in first year, 5% in second year
Imported costs: Increased by same rate as depreciation of the
rupee i.e. 9%
Overhead expense: No increase in first year, 5% in second year
Working capital: Increased by 75% of  sales in year one only
Cash Flow Generated Following Depreciation

  Year 1  Year 2 
Export sales  5755.00  5755.00 
Domestic sales  5999.0  6113.00 
  11754.00  11865.00 
Production costs     
Local materials 1645.00  1727.97  
Imported materials 3587.60  3587.60  
Manufacturing 1089.32  1143.79  
Personnel 832.63  874.26  
Selling, general & admin. 1980.36  2079.38  
  9135.60  9413.00 
Net operating income  2618.40  2455.00 
Depreciation'  291.63  291.63 
Profit before tax  2326.77  2163.37 
Tax @ 13%  302.48  302.48 
Profit after tax  2024.29  1860.89 
Add depreciation  291.63  291.63 
Net cash flow  2315.92  2152.52 
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Translation and Transaction Exposures
Quantification of transaction and translation exposures has
revealed, that Ranbaxy is susceptible to adverse currency
movements. Besides, the company as a whole runs a huge,
short position in the US dollar and the guilder which makes it
susceptible to fluctuations in these currencies. Fina1ly, they have
net long positions on the-ringitt and the baht which becomes
significant in view of the battering these currencies have taken
of late. Thus management of exposures gains very crucial
significance at Ranbaxy. Hedging of  exposures in its various
forms provides the centre-piece in its management of transac-
tion and translation exposures. The various hedging techniques
at Ranbaxy could be categorized is follows.

Currency exposures  Interest exposures rate 
Forward market hedge Forward rate agteements 
Leading and lagging of 
working capital adjustments 

Interest rate swaps 

Intracompany agreements   
Currency swaps  

The forex treasury division at Ranbaxy is characterized as a profit
centre and is therefore; permitted to speculate within the realms
possible in the Indian context. These hedging techniques will be
discussed in depth with appropriate examples. The speculative
transactions will also be illustrated with pertinent examples.

Forward Market Hedge

The most simple and obvious technique of hedging currency
exposures is through the forward market. The forward market
hedge consists of offsetting an anticipated receivable/payable
dominated in foreign currency by concluding at the outset a
forward contract to sell/buy that currency with delivery set at a
determinate future date so as to coincide with the date of
anticipated receipt/payment of  foreign currency. The forward
hedge, in effect, substitutes a presently known quantum
representing the cost of the hedge for an open ended future
outcome in the absence of the hedge. The forward market
hedge provides a perfect cover for transaction exposure.
Offsetting translation exposure by the forward hedge still leaves
a residual risk because funds to fulfil the forward market have to
be purchased in the future in the spot market. Thus, it becomes
an “open” or “uncovered” hedge because the hedger takes the
risk of reversing the future contract in the spot market at a rate,
which may differ, from the forward rate. Only when the future
spot rate (at the time of maturity of the contract) equals the
forward rate does hedging against a translation exposure afford
a complete or a perfect hedge.

Evaluation of the Forward Hedge

Forward hedging operations must be balanced against the cost
of these operations. These consist of transaction costs (the
spread between the bid and the ask rates).
Currently, the Indian accounting standards for foreign currency
transactions do not mandate that the difference between the
forward rate and the rate prevailing at the date of the contract
have to be entered as a translation gain or loss. In other words,
the exposure is considered ‘extinguished’ the moment it is
hedged through a forward market.

However, evaluating a forward contract in accordance with the
US accounting standards implies that accurate predictions of the
future spot rate be made. Besides, since Ranbaxy has frequent
exposures in many currencies, hedging every transaction is
counterproductive since the likely outcome of the gains and
losses under an unhedged position will approach zero, articu-
lately under a floating regime. Besides, forward market hedge
might not be available for some of the currencies - the Nigerian
niara or the Chinese yuan, for instance. This aspect of the
foreign exchange markets renders exposure management more
difficult for Ranbaxy since it has substantial exposures in
developing countries.

Cross Currency Forward Cover

In Jan 1995, the RBI permitted exporters to obtain forward
cover in cross currencies. The RBI also permitted partial hedging
by virtue of which the exporter could hedge the currency of
receivables/payables against a third currency arid subsequently
complete the he-aging of the third currency against the rupee.
Partial hedging was permitted in the reverse order as well with
the third currency being hedged against the rupee first Ranbaxy,
by virtue of its export market, has receivables in several
currencies. Prior to the RBI relaxation, it could play just the
rupee dollar leg. Besides, under a cross currency forward contract,
the company can buy; cancel and rebook the dollar-third
currency contract as many times as possible.
For instance, assume that Ranbaxy has a payable in DM. Earlier;
it had no other option but to buy the Deutschmark spot
against the dollar. It could do precious little if the mark was to
depreciate. The new alternative allows it to sell the DM in
anticipation of depreciation. If it had a receivable in yen, it can
buy DM spot. Then depending upon the movement of the
yen-DM, it can move from DM into yen and back again into
DM as many rimes as it likes: The key to profits in such
transactions lies in timing the entry and the exit correctly. Some
of the above contracts are made for speculative purposes. This
is discussed in the succeeding section.

Intraaffiliate Agreements
This method of reducing foreign exchange exposure is practiced
with some frequency in Ranbaxy to circumvent the bank
intermediary altogether. Through this method, a subsidiary of
Ranbaxy agrees to absorb the exchange exposure of another
affiliate. For instance, Ranbaxy NANV (incorporated in
Netherlands Antilles), a fully owned subsidiary of Ranbaxy
(Hong Kong) has entered into an arrangement with Ranbaxy
BV (Netherlands). Under the said agreement all foreign
exchange gains or losses between the Dutch guilder and other
cJ1rrencies incurred by Ranbaxy (Netherlands) BV, as from the
date of  the agreement, are assumed by Ranbaxy NANY.
This is illustrated in the figure below.

Exchange 
Gains (Losses) 

Absorbed as 
Transaction 
Gains (Losses) 

Ranbaxy Hong 
Kong 

Ranbaxy NANV (subsidiary) 
Functional Currency = Guilder 

Ranbaxy BV Functional 
Currency = Guilder 
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Ranbaxy BV has incorporated 11 subsidiaries and has interests
in 10 countries. It is thus exposed to currency fluctuations in all
these currencies. The overall effect of this transaction is the
transfer of translation exposure of Ranbaxy NY to Ranbaxy
Hong Kong. Thus, Ranbaxy BV has eliminated its overall
translation exposure.

Leading and Lagging Working Capital Adjustments
To the extent possible, and subject to the limitations imposed
by various host countries, the Company has some latitude to
reduce its overall exposure to transaction and translation risks
by taking steps to reduce its net exposure in soft currencies
(currencies that are expected to depreciate against the rupee) and
increase its exposure in hard currencies (currencies that are
expected to appreciate against the rupee).
Indian Exchange Control allows importers to avail six months
credit from their suppliers. If the interest differential between
the currency of invoicing and the rupee is more than the
perception of likely adverse movement in the exchange rate (or
the hedging cost), the importer would avail of the credit to save
costs. In that case, the demand for spot purchases of foreign
currency will be postponed. On similar considerations (i.e.,
interest differential compared to perceived currency movement
or the forward margin), exporters would prefer preshipment
credit in foreign currency (PCFC which leads or prepones the
receipt of export dollars) or rupee finance.
Graphically the economics of leads and lags may be shown as
follows:

If nominal interest cost differential 
between foreign exchange and rupee 
financing 

> 
Perceived exchange rate movement or 
hedging cost/yield 

Then it is advantageous to lead receipts for exports and lag
payments for imports.

If nominal interest cost differential 
between foreign exchange and rupee 
financing 

> 
Perceived exchange rate movement or 
hedging cost/yield 

Then it is advantageous to lead payments or lag receipts.
This leads to an adjustment in the Company’s working capital
in terms of trade creditors, debtors and sources and application
of funds.

Currency Swaps
Nearly three-fourths of  Ranbaxy’s loan funds are dollar
dominated. The huge outflow of dollars as interest payments,
therefore, entails hedging other than swaps. Currency swaps
involve exchange of cash flows (on principal and repayments, or
repayments alone) in two currencies. The exchange rate used is
the ruling spot rate between the two currencies. Such swaps
facilitate Ranbaxy to alter its dollar exposure to a rupee exposure
that is more suited to its cash flows and risk.
The pricing of currency swaps is different for different foreign
currency loan exposures.
In the first case, consider the case when a dollar denominated
loan is repayable in six equal half-yearly installments of$1
million each. Assuming a spot rate of Rs 36 per dollar, the
swap would involve receiving $1 million each and paying out Rs
36 million every six months for the next three years. Diagram-

matically, for these payments, the cash flow exchange every six
months would be

$ 1 million $ 1 million 

Rs 36 million 
Lender Ranbaxy Bank 

The pricing of such swaps would depend on the “benchmark”
interest rates for the two currencies. The benchmark for all fixed
interest rates is the ruling yield on government bonds. In the
above case, the dollar loan carries an interest rate of six per cent
per annum while the rates for US treasury bonds and the Indian
gilts are 6.6% and 8% respectively. Since the existing dollar loan
has an interest rate lower than 1.4 per cent over the benchmark,
the dollar swap would carry an interest rate at a similar premium
over the dollar bond yield, say 7.4% plus a compensation for
the counterparty risk the bank is taking.
The cash outflows under the existing dollar loan every six
months is schematically illustrated in the table below:

Principal 
Repayment Interest on Total 

(Million Dollars) Outstanding Principal  
 (Million Dollars)  

1 0.18 1.18 

1 0.15 1.15 

1 0.12 1.12 

1 0.09 1.09 

1 0.06 1.06 

1 0.03 1.03 

To eliminate the rupee, dollar exchange risk and to convert the
exposure into a rupee one, the cited swap, assuming that the
rupee leg is at 7.5 per cent, the rupee cash flows are tabulated as
follows:

Principal Repayment Interest on Total 
(Millions of Rupees) Outstanding Principal  

 (Millions of Rupees)  
36 8.1 44.1 

36 6.75 42.75 
36 5.4 41.4 
36 4.05 40.05 

36 2.7 38.7 

36 1.35 37.35 
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Currency Swaps for Bullet Loans

Most of the dollar denominated loans that Ranbaxy has taken
have bullet repayment - meaning the principal has to be repaid
at the end of the tenure. Since the cash flows are different, using
the yield of government bonds with the same maturity would
be inappropriate. One needs to use the yield on a bond whose
duration, not maturity - is equal to the duration of the loan.
Simply stated, duration is the weighted average maturity of the
cash flows.
Currency swaps for bullet repayments involve three steps.
i. At the outset, the counterparties to the swap exchange the

principal amounts at an agreed reference rate of exchange
(usually the spot exchange rate).

ii. During the swap period, the counterparties exchange interest
payments based on the outstanding principal amounts at the
respective fixed interest rates agreed upon at the outset.

iii. On the maturity date, the counterparties exchange the
principal amounts at the exchange rate established in step 1.

The net effect of the fixed rate swap is to transform a debt
raised in one currency into a fully hedged fixed rate liability in
another currency. Besides, as against forwards, the swap
structure has more flexibility than the conventional exchange
contract with respect to both maturities and amounts desired by
the counterparty.

Forward Rate Agreements (FRAs)
A forward rate agreement is a forward contract on Interest rates,
or an OTC (Over the Counter variation) of interest rate futures.
It is an agreement between two parties, typically a bank on the
one hand and a borrower or a depositor on the other, the
former guaranteeing to the latter, the LIBOR or LIBID
(London Interbank Bid Rate) on an agreed future date. It is not
necessary that the bank be a lender in the transaction. The
agreement specifies that the difference between the agreed rate
and the actual rate that may be ruling on the specified date will
be made good by one party to the other. For example, if the
agreed six-month LIBOR under an FRA is 9 per cent per
annum on a given future date and the actual rate happens to be
10 per cent per annum, the bank will reimburse to the buyer of
the FRA the difference of 1 percent per annum; on the other
hand, should the LIBOR happen to be 8 percent, the borrower
will have to pay the difference to the bank.
Major international banks offer FRAs to depositors and
borrowers. In this connection it is interesting to see how a
mismatch in the asset/liability maturity structure creates a hedge
for the FRAs a bank might be selling.

Interest Rate Swaps

Ranbaxy has hedged its floating rate interest rate exposures
through interest rate swaps with other corporate that have
comparative advantage the fixed rate market. To illustrate,
consider the swap agreement that Ranbaxy entered into a year
ago with Hoechst Laboratories. The company having a German
background has a better credit rating in the Euro market and is
more comfortable with a floating rate liability.
Hoechst - AAA Borrower from an industrial country
Ranbaxy, a first class company from India

 Hoechst - AAA 
Borrower from an 
industrial country 

Ranbaxy, a first class company 
from India 

Floating rate 1/8% over LIBOR ½% over LIBOR 
Fixed rate 8% per annum 9.5% p.a 

It will be noticed that while the Indian company pays a higher
rate of interest in both the cases, the premium is 0.375 per cent
per annum in the floating rate market but a much higher .5 per
cent per annum in the fixed rate market. Traditionally, if
Ranbaxy wanted to have a fixed rate loan, it would have to pay
the 1.5 per cent per annum premium. Now, with the swap,
Ranbaxy borrows in the floating rate market where it enjoys a
comparative advantage (a lower disadvantage is a comparative
advantage) and swap the interest liability with a suitable
counterparty to get, in effect, fixed rate funding at less than 9.5
per cent per annum.
Diagrammatically,

Pays ½% 

over LIBOR 
to lenders 

LIBOR 

8.5% 
8% 

Pays Ranbaxy 
raises floating 
rate money 

Hoechst 
raises fixed 
rate money 

Cost Ranbaxy Hoechst 
Cost post-swap 9% fixed LIBOR-0.5% 
Cost without swap 9.5% fixed LIBOR+1.8% 

It is evident that both counterparties have reduced their
borrowing cost by a total of  1[!% per cent which, incidentally, is
the comparative advantage of Hoechst in the floating rate
market or Ranbaxy in the fixed rate market.
The cited swap, LIBO R for 8.5 per cent, can also be looked
upon as being conceptually similar to a series of forward rate
agreements on the future LIBOR, at an identical price of 8.5 per
cent - FRAs bought by Ranbaxy and written by HoecI1st. The
principal differences between a series of FRAs on the LIBO
Rand an interest rate swap (receive LIBOR, pay fixed) are
i. In general, FRAs are for relatively shorter maturities, swaps

for longer.
ii. The forward rates under FRAs would, in general, be different

for different maturities, while the swap market is identical for
all maturities.

It has to be mentioned that the exchange of interest payments
are on an agreed principal amount (which may be constant
through the life of  the swap, or may reduce with installment
payments) and on agreed dates. The counterparties, therefore,
not only need to have differing but mutually complementary
needs, but also for identical amounts and maturities.
Swaps, in general, are intermediated by banks for companies
that need to be satisfied about the counter party’s financial
strength. Major banks do transactions without the ready
availability of a matching counterparty and hedge the exposure
in other markets until the other counterpart with opposite
advantage is located. In Ranbaxy’s case, the swap was mediated
by Standard Chartered Bank. Diagrammatically
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Ranbaxy post-swap cost = 9 1/8%
Bank swap spread = ¼ %
Hoechst post-swap spread = LIBOR - 3/8 %

Management of Economic Exposures
Indian Exchange Control does not permit the hedging of
economic exposures. Thus, Ranbaxy does not have any active
strategies for managing economic exposure. Besides, the
company operates in so many currencies that it is logically
impossible for it to consider the impact; of the movement of
these currencies. In fact, in my analysis, I have considered only
the impact of the dollar on future cash flows. Impact of cross
currencies has been ignored. However, since the company
operates in a price sensitive market, it has taken advantage of
rupee depreciation to boost sales in overseas markets. The fact
that the company has established new manufacturing plants
and subsidiaries in countries with appreciably lower production
costs to achieve economies of scale has provided it with a
natural hedge in managing exposures.

Active Speculation m Ranbaxy

The largest proportion of currency exchange transactions in the
international foreign exchange markets are speculative in nature,
i.e., a currency is bought, and another sold in the hope of
profiting from price movements. Indian exchange control
allows some flexibility and leeway banks in India as regards
intraday speculation. Recent relaxation in exchange control in
India permits non-bank entities in India, also, in effect, to
speculate on currency movements (and forward margins) in
three different ways.
• By cancelling and rebooking of forward contracts: the initial

booking of a forward contract to sell or purchase a currency
against the dollar or rupee can be done only to hedge a
commercial exposure.
In essence, cancellation of a forward contract really amounts
to doing a reverse transaction at the going rate. Dollars
bought under the contract will be sold for identical delivery
and the difference will be the profit or loss on cancellation, as
the case may be. To illustrate, let us assume that Ranbaxy has
an export receivable of $ 100,000 in June. Consider that the
original contract done in February is for the sale of  $100,000
in June at Rs 34 per dollar. If the contract is to be cancelled in
April when the forward rate for buying June dollars is Rs 32,
the rupee outflow and inflow will be as follows

Sell $ 100,000 @ Rs 34 $ Rs 34,00,000
Buy $ 100,000 @ Rs 32 $ Rs 32,00,000
Gain on cancellation Rs 2,00,000

Ranbaxy has used this tool as a speculative measure to profit
from currency movements. To illustrate, consider a mark
payable. Ranbaxy buys marks in the forward market at a
trading position of say DM1.4540. If the mark appreciates,
the contract can be cancelled at DM 1.4225. This difference is
credited to Ranbaxy as a profit. However, the efficacy of the
speculation is subject to Ranbaxy’s ability in rebuying the
marks at a rate better than OM 1.4225, at say, DM 1.4400.
By booking a forward contract in a currency other than the
actual exposure: For example, a yen payable can be “hedged”

by buying yen against D M; this is not a true hedge at all. The
dollar exposure against rupees has remained unhedged,
therefore speculative. And a further speculative exposure has
been added, namely, long yen/short mark. To square the
transaction, at some stage the yen will have to be
a. bought against the rupee
b. sold against the mark
Ever since the RBI permitted the use of such cross currency
forwards, it has been used by Ranbaxy to actively speculative
in third currencies in which it does not have an exposure.
The typical intermediate period between cancelling and
rebooking of forward contracts is around 4 days. In other
words, the company does not leave exposures open for more
than that period.

• By locking into the forward premium when it is attractive
but the spot rate is not: Consider an export exposure in
dollar, which was born in February and matures in, says
August. The present spot rate is Rs 34 and the forward
premium on the dollar is one rupee per month. If Ranbaxy
is expecting the premium to fall and the spot rate to move in
its favours by more than the level indicated by the current
forward premium, it would like to lock into the current
forward premium and leave the spot rate to be locked into at
a later date. This could be done by selling August dollars at
Rs 4, simultaneously buying them May, for say Rs 37. The
second leg will have to be reversed at some stage before its
maturity by selling the May dollars.
If this can be done at a rate higher than Rs 37, the difference
will represent a profit.

It must be kept in mind that speculation involves at least three
times the transaction costs of a simple hedge. Sound judgment
about the likely movements in exchange rates has to be good
enough to more than compensate for the extra transaction
costs.

Conclusion and Suggestions
To conclude, the corporate treasury management systems of
Ranbaxy are sound enough to deal with all the currencies in
which they have an exposure. Besides, the treasury hedging and
speculative strategies are backed by a sound knowledge about
currency fundamentals and possible currency movements. The
treasury makes use of currency research reports from reputed
commercial and investment bankers like Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell, Banque Nationale de Paris, Goldman Sachs, etc.
However, to manage their exposures better and thus formulate
better risk management strategies, we would like Ranbaxy
treasury to consider the following suggestions:
• Forex trading in Ranbaxy is characterized as a profit centre.

However, we are skeptical if the top management permits
the treasury to speculate. Given the high-risk nature of the
business, it is essential that a policy decision on the subject
be taken by the top management/board.

• Control and monitoring systems at present are inadequate
and need to be laid down preferably at the top management
level. The amounts of risks that are presently assumed are
not excessive. However, ‘stop loss’ reversals for speculating
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should be predetermined and should not be at the discretion
of the dealers as currently exists.

• The back office work of signing and exchanging contracts,
accounting, receipt and payment of moneys. etc. is currently
done by the traders themselves. But, for the volume of
trading that the treasury does, it would be appropriate that
such back office work be independent of the trading
decisions and people. This alone will ensure that trading
decisions, compliance with the limits and stop loss reversals,
etc. are independently monitored and any infringements
bought to the notice of the management.

• Before any hedging strategy is adopted, it must be preceded
by categorization and quantification of each type of
exposure. Our analysis has revealed that the company and
the subsidiaries together have run up huge short positions
in the dollar and in all the currencies in which Ranbaxy’s
subsidiaries operate. This would provide the rationale for the
amount to be hedged and the hedging strategy to be
followed.

• The treasury’s currency hedging strategies are not backed with
adequate views about likely movements in the currencies. It
would be appropriate; therefore, that the company bases its
currency exposure management based on currency research
reports.

• The company’s interest rate exposure has been hedged
predominantly through interest rate swaps and forward rate
agreements. However, we believe that such exposures can be
better hedged through the use of Interest rate options. Such
strategies not only reduce the effective cost of the hedge but
also permit the treasury a certain leeway in taking views on
the movement of interest rates.

• It is suggested that the company, in consonance with its
image of  a global company, follow advanced accounting
standards (like FASB #52) that will provide a truer picture of
its currency exposure rather than restrict itself to standards
prescribed by ICAI.

Notes -
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Let solve some problems  and case study to have more practical
understanding of the topic.

Solved Problems

1. How should an MNC reduce its foreign exchange risks?
Ans. There are several financial strategies, which can be used to

minimise exchange risks. An MNC can hedge its foreign
exchange exposure in a number of ways. One method
involves the interbank market which offers spot and
forward transactions. These contracts specify the
purchases and sale of currencies at a certain price, either
for immediate or future delivery. If  the company wants a
standardised contract, it may choose to buy (sell) either a
futures contract or an options contract. The
standardisation feature provides market liquidity, making
it easy to enter and exit the market at any time.
For an MNC with a network of subsidiaries, subsidiaries
with strong currencies should delay or lag the remittances
of dividends, royalties and fees to other subsidiaries.
Those in weak currency countries should try to lead, or
promptly pay their liabilities and reduce their asset
exposure.
Finally, for invoicing purpose, the invoice should use the
seller’s currency when the buyer is in a soft currency but
the seller is in a hard currency but the buyers currency
should be used for invoicing when the buyer is in a hard
currency but the seller is in a soft currency. When both the
buyer and the seller are in soft currencies, they should
consider a third currency as an alternative.

2. Briefly discuss the various techniques .to eliminate
economic exposure.

Ans. Techniques to Eliminate Economic Exposure
Restructuring: A firm by restructuring its operations can
reduce economic exposure. If a firm feels that its future
expenses are more sensitive than future revenue to the
possible values of  a foreign currency, then economic
exposure can be reduced by increasing the sensitivity of
revenue and reducing the sensitivity of expenses to
exchange rate movements.
Changing Strategy: If a firm is in a situation in which its
domestic market is taken by low cost foreign
competitors, it can overcome this strategically. The
domestic firm may find market niches and tailor its
product to their needs, so it can better -satisfy the needs
of the niche market and have more loyal customers. It
can change its marketing strategy (pricing promotional,
product strategy) or can undertake different production
initiatives (product sourcing, input mix, plant location)

LESSON 30:

TUTORIAL

Diversification: The domestic firm can diversify the
product range and operate in different markets to
overcome economic exposure.
Domestic Government Policies, Tariff  Quotas and other
Restrictions: Favorable policies vis-à-vis high quotas and
entry restrictions can help a firm overcome the risk of
economic exposure.

3. What are the techniques for minimising economic
exposure? Discuss.

Ans. Techniques for minimising economic exposure are.
1 Financial Alternatives

Leading and lagging: It is a technique manipulation of
accounts receivable and accounts payable to take advantage
of exchange rate fluctuations. This is a speculative
technique and the rule is as follows -lead out of and lags
into the weak currency, and leads into and lags out of  the
strong currency.
Currency Swap: It is referred to a simple swap of
currencies between two firms in two countries. A currency
swap stays off the boob because it involves neither
interest, gains, nor losses.
Credit Swap: A technique wherein a firm and its foreign
subsidiary exchange money by depositing and
withdrawing funds from their respective banks.
Parallel Financing: In this case, two firms in two countries
simply pay the agreed upon interest in each country’s
currency.
II Strategic Alternatives

Diversification of  the Firm’s Operating Base Strategy: By
locating production in different countries, the company
can avail the advantage of temporary changes in world-
wide competitive conditions.
Diversification of  the Firm’s Financing Base Strategy: By
sourcing capital in national and international markets, the
company can take advantage of temporary deviations
from uncovered interest rate parity, (opportunities to
lower the cost of capital) by switching financing sources
between markets.
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Exchange Rate Risk Management
Multinational Industries Co is an Indian firm conducting a
financial plan for the next year. It has no foreign subsidiaries
but significant portions of its sales are from exports. Its
foreign cash inflows to be received from exporting and cash
outflows to be paid for imported supplies for the next year are
given below.

Currency Total Inflow Total Outflow 
US dollar ($) $ 42,000,000 $ 20,000,000 
German mark (OM) OM 15,000,000 OM 10,000,000 
French franc (FFr) FFr 10,000,000 FFr 80,000,000 
UK£ £ 24,000,000 £ 15,000,000 

The spot rates and one-year forward rates, as of  today, are

Currency Spot Rate One-year 
Forward Rate 

US$ Rs 42.50 Rs 43.20 

OM 22.50 23.25 
FFr 6.60 6.00 
UK£ 66.90 67.10 

1. On the basis of the information given, determine the net
exposure of each foreign currency In rupees.

2. Are any of the exposure positions offsetting to some
degree?

3. Using today’s spot rate as a forecast of  the US dollar in 90
days, would you hedge the US dollar position?

4. If the inflows of the UK pound range from £ 20,000,000 to
£ 30,000,000 for the next year, what will be the risk of
hedging £25,000,000 in net inflows? How can the company
avoid such a risk?

5. Explain in brief  the strategy, which multinational industries
should adopt for each of the four currencies

Solution

1. Net exposure of each foreign currency in rupees

  Inflow Outflow Net flow Spread Net Exposure 
  Millions Millions Millions Millions Millions 
US$  42 20 22 0.70 15.4 
G. M. (OM) 15 10 5 0.75 3.75 
French Franc 10 80 (70) (0.6) 42 
UK£  24 15 9 0.2 1.8 

2. Yes the exposure position on the French franc is being offset
by a better forward rate.

3. Hedging the US$ position.
     Yes. By speeding up payments for goods and services

manifested in the outflows at the 90 day spot rate so that

LESSON 31:

TUTORIAL

the Re 0.70 spread can be eliminated at the date of
settlement.

4. Risk of hedging £ 25,000,000 The risk is manifested in the
possibility of a lower rate than the spot rate existing at the
time of settlement. The company can avoid such a risk by
taking forward contacts and buy/sell the currency at a
predetermined exchange rate

5. Strategies to be adopted   US $: Forward contract and sell
US$ 20,000,000 at the spot rate or delay collections.   DM:
Take a forward contract for the OM inflows or delay
collections.
FF: Speed up/Request for advance payment for receivables
while delaying payments and creditors     for goods/services
supplied.
UK £: Prepay for goods and services but delay collections
from sales or provision of  services.

Case 2
A Case on Economic Exposure: PC Pacific India Ltd

Introduction
PC Pacific, India’s largest listed IT Services Company, has a
strong presence across emerging technologies. Services pro-
vided, to infrastructure companies in the communications space
account for one - third of  the global IT services revenue. It is
one of the few select companies in India that will follow the
wireless and broadband evaluation ground up to the enterprise
stage. Unlike other Indian companies, PC Pacific’s margins hold
considerable uptide in the medium term, given its low billing
rates and offshore component.
PC Pacific has a business model of a balanced business mix of
technology and applications and client mix of  technology,
vendors and enterprises. Its ability to provide system design
services to communication equipment manufacturers puts it at
the forefront of emerging wireless and broadband revolution.
PC Pacific is operationally based at the Cyber Valley in the USA
.It does all its billings in US dollars, as almost all of its major
clients are based in the USA or Canada. However, it has a
substantial chunk of its sales in Europe and South East Asia as
well. Since its headquarters are based in India, it is quite
susceptible to exchange rate risk. This case study is intended to
illustrate the economic risk that the company, faces.
The following is the sales, costs after-tax income and cash for
the previous year, for 2001. It is based on the 1st April 200l
exchange rate of $l= Rs 45.85. The exchange rate expected for
the year ended, 31st March 2002 was $1=Rs 47.10
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  Domestic Sales 1456  
   
   Export Sales 3231  
   Total Revenue  4687 

   Total Operating Expenditure  2657 

   Overhead Expenses  1376 

   Depreciation  286 

   Net Profit Before Tax  368 

   Other income  638 

   Net Taxable Income  1006 

   Income Tax  334 

   Profit After Tax  672 

  Add back Depreciation  286 

  Net Cash Flow in Dollars  958 

  Net Cash Flow in Rupees   
43943.46 

Exchange rate $1 =Rs. 45.85

All Figures in INR Millions
The balance sheet before and after the exchange rate change is
shown below.

 USD Million INR Million (before 
devaluation) 

INR Million (after 
devaluation)  

    
Current- Rate Monetary/ Non 

      monetary 
ASSETS         

    887     40688.95  41777.70  41777.70 Cash and cash 
equivalent        
Accounts 
receivable    323 14809.55 15213.30 15213.30 

Inventory 153    7015.05   7206.30   7015.05 
Net fixed 
assets 3369  154468.65  158679.90  154468.65 

Total assets 4732  216962.20  222877.20  218474.70 
LIABILITIE
S         

Accounts 
Payable  1725   79091.25  81247.50  81247.50 

Long-term 
debt 2315  106142.75  109036.50  109036.50 

Equity 392  31728.20  32593.20  281907.00 
Total 
liabilities 4732  216962.20  222877.20  218474.70 

Translation 
gain (Loss)   5915.00 1512.50 

Based on the above basic data on PC, Pacific India Limited,
analyze the economic exposure that the company faces on the
basis of 3 different scenarios.
Scenario 1: All variables remain the same.
Scenario 2: Sales price and other costs go up but volume
remains the same.
Scenario 3: There are partial increases in prices, costs and
volume. Assume that the sales price in the domestic market
increases by 15% and that in the foreign market by 20%.
Assumptions can be made wherever necessary.

Notes -
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Learning Objectives

• To describe the five principal means of  payment in
international trade

• To explain from the standpoint of  an exporter the
advantages and disadvantages associated

• with each means of arranging payment
• To identify the necessary documentation associated with each

payment procedure
• To describe the primary functions associated with the use of

the basic trade-financing instruments and documents
• To describe the different methods of  private sector export

financing. To explain the benefits and costs of  factoring
• To identify the different government-sponsored export-

financing and credit insurance programs
• To describe the trends and consequences of  public sector

export financing. To define counter trade and describe the
specific forms it takes

• To explain the costs and benefits to both parties of
countertrade transactions

Most multinational corporations are heavily involved in foreign
trade in addi-tion to their other international activities. The
financing of trade-related working capital requires large amounts
of  money as well as financial services such as letters of  credit
and acceptances. It is vital, therefore, that the multinational
financial executive have knowledge of the institutions and
documentary proce-dures that have evolved over the centuries
to facilitate the international movement of goods. Much of the
material in this chapter is descriptive in nature, but inter-spersed
throughout will be discussions of the role of these special
financial tech-niques and their associated advantages and
disadvantages.
This chapter describes and analyzes the various payment terms
possible in international trade, along with the necessary
documentation associated with each procedure. It also examines
the different methods and sources of export financing and
credit insurance that are available from the public sector. The
final section discusses the rise of countertrade, a sophisticated
word for barter.

Payment Terms in International Trade
Every shipment abroad requires some kind of financing while
in transit. The exporter also needs financing to buy or manufac-
ture its goods. Similarly; the importer has to carry these goods
in inventory until the goods are sold. Then, it must finance its
customers’ receivables.
A financially strong exporter can finance the entire trade cycle out
of its own funds by extending credit until the importer has
converted these goods into cash. Alternatively, the importer can
finance the entire cycle by paying cash in advance. Usually,

however, some in-between approach is chosen, involving a
combination of financing by the exporter, the importer, and
one or more financial intermediaries. The five principal means
of payment in international trade, ranked in terms
of increasing risk to the exporter, are
• Cash in advance
• Letter of credit
• Draft
• Consignment
•  Open account
As a general rule, the greater the protection afforded the
exporter, the less convenient are the payment terms for the
buyer (importer). Some of these methods, however, are
designed to protect both parties against commercial and/or
political risks. It is up to the exporter when choosing among
these payment methods to weigh the benefits in risk reduction
against the cost of lost sales. The five basic means of payment
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Cash in Advance
Cash in advance affords the exporter the greatest protection
because payment is received either before shipment or upon
arrival of the goods. This method also allows the exporter to
avoid tying up its own funds. Although less common than in
the past, cash payment upon presentation of documents is still
widespread.
Cash terms are used when there is political instability in the
importing country or when the buyers credit is doubtful.
Political crises or exchange controls in the pur-chaser’s country
may cause payment delays or even prevent fund transfers,
leading to a demand for cash in advance. In addition, where
goods are made to order, prepay-ment is usually demanded,
both to finance production and to reduce marketing risks.

Letter of Credit
Importers often will balk at paying cash in advance and will
demand credit terms instead. When credit is extended, the letter
of  credit (UC) offers the exporter the greatest degree of  safety.
If the importer is not well known to the exporter or if
exchange restrictions exist or are possible in the importers
country; the exporter selling on credit may wish to have the
importer’s promise of  payment backed by a foreign or domestic
bank. On the other hand, the importer may not wish to pay the
exporter until it is reasonably certain that the merchandise has
been shipped in good condition letter of credit satisfies both of
these conditions.
In essence, the letter of credit is a letter addressed to the seller,
written and signed by a bank acting on behalf of the buyer. In
the letter, the bank promises it will honor drafts drawn on itself
if the seller conforms to the specific conditions set forth in the

LESSON 32:

FINANCING FOREIGN TRADE

UNIT III
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L/C. (The draft, which is a written order to pay, is discussed in
the next part of this section.) Through an L/C, the bank
substitutes its own commit-ment to pay for that of its
customer (the importer). The letter of credit, therefore becomes
a financial contract between the issuing bank and a designated
beneficiary that is separate from the commercial transaction.
The advantages to the exporter’ are as follows:
1. Most important, an L/C eliminates credit risk if the bank

that opens it is of  undoubted standing. Therefore, the firms
need check only on the credit reputa-tion of the issuing
bank.

2. An UC also reduces the danger that payment will be delayed
or withheld because of exchange controls or other political
acts. Countries generally permit local banks to honor their
letters of credit. Failure to honor them could severely
damage the country’s credit standing and credibility.

3. An UC reduces uncertainty. The exporter knows all the
requirements for payment because they are clearly stipulated
on the L/C

4. The UC can also guard against preshipment risks. The
exporter who man-ufactures under contract a specialized
piece of equipment runs the risk of contract cancellation
before shipment. Opening a letter of credit will provide
protection during the manufacturing phase.

5. Last, and certainly not least, the UC facilitates financing
because it ensures the exporter a ready buyer for its product.

It also becomes especially easy to create a banker’s acceptance-
a draft accepted by a bank.

Most advantages of an UC are realized by the seller; neverthe-
less, there are some ‘advantages to the buyer as well.
1. Because payment is only in compliance with the L/C’s

stipulated conditions, the importer is able to ascertain that
the merchandise is actually shipped on, or before, a certain
date by requiring an on-board bill of  lading. The importer
also can require an inspection certificate.

2. Any documents required are carefully inspected by clerks
with years of experience. Moreover, the bank bears
responsibility for any oversight.

3. An L/C is about as good as cash in advance, so the
importer usually can command more advantageous credit
terms and/or prices.

4. Some exporters will sell only on a letter of credit.
Willingness to provide one expands a firms sources of
supply

5. L/C financing may be cheaper than the alternatives. There is
no tie-up of cash if the L/C substitutes for cash in advance.

6. If prepayment is required, the importer is better off
depositing its money with a bank than with the seller
because it is then easier to recover the deposit if the seller is
unable or unwilling to make a proper shipment.

IRREVOCABLE 
COMMERCIAL 
LETTER OF CREDIT 

Since 1852  

 WELLS FARGO BANK. N.A  
 

 475 SAMSOME STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94111 
 

  770 WILSHIRE SLVD. LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90017  

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION COMMERICIAL L/C DEPARTMENT CABLE ADDRESS WELLS 
OUR LETTER  
OF CREDIT NO. XYZ9000 AMOUNT US$38,000 DATE MAY 6, 20XX 

THIS NUMBER MUST OF MENTIONED 
 ON ALL DRAFTS  AND  
CORRESPONDENCE 

  

• JAPAN EXPORTERS INC.  • BANK OF TOKYA 

• TOKYO, JAPAN  • TOKYA, JAPAN 
GENTLEMEN:   

BY ORDER OF    U.S.A IMPORTERS INC. 
AND FOR ACCOUNT OF  SAMF 
WE HEREBY AUTHORIZE YOU TO DRAW ON   OURSELVES 
   
UP TO AN AGGREGATE AMOUNT OF   THIRTY  EIGHT  THOUSAND  AND NO/100  U.S.  DOLLARS 
AVAILABLE BY YOUR DRAFTS AT ON OURSELVES , IN DUPLICATE, AT 90 DAYS SIGHT 
ACCOMPANIED BY   
SIGNED INVOICE IN TRIPLICATE   
PACKING LIST IN DUPLICATE   
FULL SET OF CLEAN OCEAN BILLS OF LADING, MADE OUT TO ORDER OF SHIPPER, BLANK ENDORSED, MARKED FREIGHT PREPAID 

AND NOTIFY: U.S.A, IMPORTERS, INC., LOS ANGELES,   DATED ON BOARD NOT LATER THAN MAY 30,19XX. 

INSURANCE POLICY/CERTIFICATE IN DUPLICATE FOR 110% OF INVOICE VALUE, COVERING  ALL RISKS. 
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COVERING: SHIPMENT OF AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS, AS PER BUYER’S ORDER NO. 900 DATED MARCH 15, 20XX FROM ANY JAPANESE 
PORT C.I.F. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

PARTIAL SHIPMENTS ARE PERMITTED.  
TRANSSHIPMENT IS NOT PERMITTED.  
DOCUMENTS MUST BE PRESENTED WITHIN 7 DAYS AFTER THE BOARD DATE OF THE BILLS OF LADING, BUT IN ANY EVENT NOT 

LATER THAN JUNE 6, 20XX. 
   

DRAFT MUST BE DRAWN AN NEGOTIATED NOT LATER THAN JUNE 6, 20XX 
SPECIMEN 

ALL DRAFTS DRAWN UNDER THIS CREDIT MUST BEAR ITS DATE AND NUMBER AND THE AMOUNTS MUST BE ENDORSED ON THE 
REVERSE SIDE OF THIS LETTER OF CREDIT BY THE NEGOTIATING BANK WE HEREBY AGREE WITH THE DRAWERS. ENDORSERS AND 
BONA FIDE HOLDERS OF ALL DRAFTS DRAWN UNDER AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THIS CREDIT. THAT SUCH DRAFTS 
WILL BE DULY HONORED UPON PRESENTATION TO THE DRAWEE. 
THIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE UNIFORM CUSTOMS AN PRACTICE FOR DOCUMENTARY CREDITS (1974 REVISION). INTERNATIONAL 
CHAMBER FOR COMMERCE PUBLICATION NO. 290. 
  SPECIMEN 
 AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE  

The mechanics of letter-of-credit financing are quite simple, as
illustrated by the case of  U.S.A. Importers, Inc., of  Los
Angeles. The company is buying spare auto parts worth $38,000
from Japan Exporters, Inc., of  Tokyo, Japan. U.S.A. Importers
applies for, and receives, a letter of credit for $38,000 from its
bank, Wells Fargo. The actual L/C is shown in Exhibit. Exhibit,
in turn, shows the relationships between the three parties to the
letter of credit.
After Japan Exporters has shipped the goods, it draws a draft
against the issuing bank (Wells Fargo) and presents it, along
with the required documents, to its own bank, the Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi. The Bank of  Tokyo-Mitsubishi, in turn,
forwards the bank draft and attached documents to Wells
Fargo; Wells Fargo pays the draft upon receiving evidence that
all conditions set forth in the UC have been met. Exhibit 18.3
details the sequence of steps in the UC transaction.
Most L/Cs issued in connection with commercial transactions
are documen-tary-that is, the seller must submit, together with
the draft, any necessary invoices and the like. The documents
required from japan Exporters are listed on the face of the letter
of credit in Exhibit 18.1 following the words “accompanied
by.” A no documentary, or clean, L/C is normally used in other
than commercial transactions.
The letter of credit can be revocable or irrevocable. A revocable
L/C is a means of arranging payment, but it does not carry a
guarantee. It can be revoked, without notice, at any time up to
the time a draft is presented to the issuing bank. An irrevocable
L/C, on the other hand, cannot be revoked without the specific
permission of all parties concerned, including the exporter.
Most credits between unrelated parties are irrevocable; other-
wise, the advantage of commitment to pay is lost. In the case
of japan Exporters, the L/C is irrevocable.
Although the essential character of a letter of credit-the
substitution of  the banks name for the merchant’s-is absent
with a revocable credit, this type of L/C is useful in some
respects. The fact that a bank is willing to open a letter of credit

Table :  Relationships Among the three Parties to A Letter

of Credit

Wells Fargo Bank 
(issuing bank) 

The relationship between the 
issuing bank (Well Fargo) and the 
beneficiary (Japan Exporters) is 
governed by the terms of the 
credit as issued by that bank. 

The relation between the importer 
(U.S.A. Importers) an the issuing 
bank (Wells Fargo) is governed by the 
terms of the application and 
agreement for the letter of credit. 

Japan Exporters 
(exporter) 

The relationship between Japan 
Exporters and U.S.A. Importers is 
governed by the sales contract. 

U.S.A Importers 
(importer) 

Table: Example of Letter of Credit Financingof U.s Imports

1. Purchase order 

5. Goods shipments 

 6. L/C, draft, and 
shipping documents 

 4. L/C notification 

9. Payment 

3. L/C delivered 

7.  L/C, draft, and shipping 
documents delivered 

 8. Draft accepted 
and funds remitted 

10. Shipping documents 
forwarded 

2. L/C application 

11. L/C paid at 
maturity 

U.S.A. 
Importers 

Wells Fargo 
Bank 

Bank of 
Tokyo 

Japan 
Exporters 

Process preceding creation of L/C 

Process after creation of L/C 
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for the importer is in itself  an indication of  the customer’s
creditworthiness. Thus, it is safer than sending goods on a
collection basis, where payment is made by a draft only after the
goods have been shipped. Of equal, if not greater, importance
is the probability that imports covered by letters of credit will be
given priority in the allocation of foreign exchange should
currency controls be imposed.
A letter of credit can also be confirmed or unconfirmed. A
confirmed L/C is an L/C issued by one bank and confirmed by
another, obligating both banks to honor any drafts drawn in
compliance. An unconfirmed L/C is the obligation of only the
issuing bank.
An exporter will prefer an irrevocable letter of credit by the
importer’s bank with confirmation by a domestic bank. In this
way, the exporter need look no fur-ther than a bank in its own
country for compliance with terms of the letter of credit. For
example, if  the Bank of  Tokyo-Mitsubishi had confirmed the
letter of  credit issued by Wells Fargo, and Wells Fargo, for
whatever reason, failed to honor its irrevocable L/C, Japan
Exporters could collect $38,000 from the Bank of  Tokyo
Mitsubishi, assuming that Japan Exporters met all the necessary
conditions. This arrangement serves two purposes. Most
exporters are not in a position to evaluate or deal with a foreign
bank directly should difficulties arise. Domestic confirmation
avoids this problem. In addition, should the foreign bank be
unable to fulfill its commitment to pay, whether because of
foreign exchange controls or political directives, that is of no
concern, to the exporter. The domestic confirming bank still
must honor all drafts in full.
Thus, the three main types of L/C, in order of safety for the
exporter, are (n the irrevocable, confirmed L/C; (2) the irrevo-
cable, unconfirmed L/C; and (3) the revocable L/C. Selecting
the type of L/C to use depends on an evaluation of the risks
associated with the transaction and the relative costs involved.
One of the costs is the possibility of lost sales if the importer
can get better credit terms elsewhere.
An exporter who acts as an intermediary may have to provide
some assur-ance to its supplier that the supplier will be paid. It
can provide this assurance by transferring or assigning the
proceeds of the letter of credit opened in its name to the
manufacturer.
A transferable L/C is one under which the beneficiary has the
right to instruct the paying bank to make the credit available to
one or more secondary beneficiaries. No L/C is transferable
unless specifically authorized in the credit; moreover, it can be
transferred only once. The stipulated documents are transferred
along with the L/C.
An assignment, in contrast to a transfer, assigns part or all of
the proceeds to another party but does not transfer the required
documents to the party. This provision is not as safe to the
assignee as a transfer because the assignee does not have control
of the required merchandise and documentation.

Draft
Commonly used in international trade, a draft is an uncondi-
tional order in writ-ing-usually signed by the exporter (seller)
and addressed to the importer (buyer) or the importer’s agent-

ordering the importer to pay on demand, or at a fixed or
determinable future date, the amount specified on its face. Such
an instrument, also known as a bill of  exchange, serves three
important functions:
• It provides written evidence, in clear and simple terms, of a

financial obligation.
• It enables both parties to potentially reduce their costs of

financing.
• It provides a negotiable and unconditional instrument.

(That is, payment must be made to any holder in due course
despite any disputes over the underly-ing commercial
transaction.)

Using a draft also enables an exporter to employ its bank as a
collection agent. The bank forwards the draft or bill of exchange
to the foreign buyer (either directly or through a branch or
correspondent bank), collects on the draft, and then remits the
proceeds to the exporter. The bank has all the necessary docu-
ments for control of the merchandise and turns them over to
the importer only when the draft has been paid or accepted in
accordance with the exporter’s instructions.
The conditions for a draft to be negotiable under the U.S.
Uniform Commercial
Code are that it must be
• In writing
• Signed by the issuer (drawer)
• An unconditional order to pay
• A certain sum of money
• Payable on demand or at a definite future time. Payable to

order of bearer
There are usually three parties to a draft. The party who signs
and sends the draft to the second party is called the drawer;
payment is made to the third party, the payee. Normally, the
drawer and payee are the same person. The party to whom the
draft is addressed is the drawee, who may be either the buyer or,
if a letter of credit was used, the buyers bank. In the case of a
confirmed L/C, the drawee would be the confirming bank.
In the previous example, Japan Exporters is the drawer, and the
Bank of. Tokyo-Mitsubishi is the payee. The drawee is Wells
Fargo under the terms of the L/C. This information is
included in the draft shown in Exhibit.
Drafts may be either sight or time drafts. Sight drafts must be
paid on pre-sentation or else dishonored. Time drafts are
payable at some specified future date and as such become a
useful financing device. The maturity of a time draft is known
as its usance or tenor. As mentioned earlier, for a draft to qualify
as a nego-tiable instrument, the date of payment must be
determinable. For example, a time draft payable “upon delivery
of goods” is not specific enough, given the vagaries of ocean
freight; the vague date of payment will likely nullify its negotia-
bility. As shown in Exhibit, the draft drawn under the letter of
credit by Japan Exporters is a time draft with a tenor of 90 days,
indicated by the words “at ninety days sight.” Thus, the draft
will mature on August 24, 90 days after it was drawn (May 26).
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A time draft becomes an acceptance after being accepted by the
drawee. Accepting a draft means writing accepted across its face,
followed by an authorized person’s signature and the date. The
party accepting a draft incurs the obligation to pay it at maturity
A draft accepted by a bank becomes a banker’s acceptance; one
drawn on and accepted by a commercial enterprise is termed a
trade acceptance. Exhibit A is the time draft in Exhibit B after
being accepted by Wells Fargo.
The exporter can hold the acceptance or sell it at a discount from
face value to its bank, to some other bank, or to an acceptance
dealer. The discount normally is less than the prevailing prime
rate for bank loans. These acceptances enjoy a wide market and
are an important tool in the financing of international trade.
They are discussed in more detail in the next section. An
acceptance can be trans-ferred from one holder to another
simply by endorsement.
Drafts can be clean or documentary A clean draft, one unaccom-
panied by any other papers, normally is used only for nontrade
remittances. Its primary pur-pose is to put pressure on a
recalcitrant debtor that must pay or accept the draft or else face
damage to its credit reputation.
Most drafts used in international trade are documentary. A
documentary draft, which can be either sight or time, is
accompanied by documents that are to be delivered to the
drawee on payment or acceptance of  the draft. Typically, these
documents include the bill of lading in negotiable form, the
commercial invoice, the consular invoice where required, and an
insurance certificate. The bill of lading in negotiable form is the
most important document because it gives its holder the right
to control the goods covered. A documentary sight draft is also
known as a D/P (documents against payment) draft; if
documents are delivered on accep-tance, it is a D/A draft.
There are two significant aspects to shipping goods under
documentary time drafts for acceptance. First, the exporter is
extending credit to the importer for the usance of the draft.
Second, the exporter is relinquishing control of the goods in
return for a signature on the acceptance to assure it of payment.

Exhibit B Banker’s Acceptance

 TOKYO, 
JAPAN 

 MAY 26 2
0 

XX N
o 

712 

AT 
NINETY 
DAYS 

SIGHT OF THIS ORIGINAL OF EXCHANGE OF 
EXCHANGE (DUPLICATE UNPAID) 

 PAY TO THE 
ORDER OF  BANK OF TOKYO-MITSUBISHI 

U.S. 
$ 

38,000,
000 

THE 
SUM OF 

THIRTY EIGHT 
THOUSAND AND NO/100 

***************
******* 

U.S. 
DOLLA
RS 

DRAWN UNDER 
LETTER OF 
CREDIT NO  DATED 

ISSUED 
BY   

X Y Z 9000  MAY 6, 
20XX 

WELLS  FARGO BANK 

T
o 

WELL FARGO 
BANK 

  

 770 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. 

  

 LOS ANGELES, 
CALIFORNIA 

JANPAN 
EXPORTERS INC. 

  

Accepted SPECIMEN 

  

Sight drafts are not always paid at presentation, nor are time
drafts always paid at maturity. Firms can get bank statistics on
the promptness of  sight and time draft payments, by country,
from bank publications such as Chase Manhattans Collection
Experience bulletin.
Unless a bank has accepted a draft, the exporter ultimately must
look to the importer for payment. Thus, use of a sight or
accepted time draft is warranted only when the exporter has
faith in the importers financial strength and integrity.

Consignment
Goods sent on consignment are only shipped, but not sold, to
the importer. The exporter (consignor) retains title to the goods
until the importer (consignee) has sold them to a third party.
This arrangement is normally made only with a related company
because of the large risks involved. There is little evidence of the
buyer’s obligation to pay, and should the buyer default, it will
prove difficult to collect.
The seller must carefully consider the credit risks involved as
well as the availability of foreign exchange in the importers
country. Imports covered by docu-mentary drafts receive priority
to scarce foreign exchange over imports shipped on consign-
ment.

Open Account
Open account selling is shipping goods first and billing the
importer later. The credit terms are arranged between the buyer
and the seller, but the seller has little evidence of  the importer’s
obligation to pay a certain amount at a certain date. Sales on
open account, therefore, are made only to a foreign affiliate or to
a cus-tomer with which the exporter has a long history of
favorable business dealings. However, open account sales have
greatly expanded because of the major increase in international
trade, the improvement in credit information about importers,
and the greater familiarity with exporting in general. The
benefits include greater flexi-bility (no specific payment dates are
set) and involve lower costs, including fewer bank charges than
with other methods of payment. As with shipping on consign-
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ment, the possibility of currency controls is an important factor
because of the low priority in allocating foreign exchange
normally accorded this type of transaction.
Table below summarizes some of  the advantages and disad-
vantages associat-ed with the various means of arranging
payment in international trade.

Banks and Trade Financing
Historically, banks have been involved in only a single step in
international trade transactions such as providing a loan or a
letter of credit. However, as financing has become an integral
part of  many trade transactions, U.S. banks-especially major
money center banks-have evolved as well. They have gone from
financing indi-vidual trade deals to providing comprehensive
solutions to trade needs. Such com-prehensive services include
combining bank lending with subsidized funds from govern-
ment export agencies, international leasing, and other nonbank
financing sources, along with political and economic risk
insurance.

Table: International Methods of Payment: Advantages

and Disadvantages (Ranked By Risk)

Method Risk Chief Advantage Chief Disadvantage 

Cash in advance L No credit extension 
required 

Can limit sales potential, 
disturb 

    some potential customers 
Sight draft M/L Rsetains control and 

title; ensures 
payment before 
goods are 
delivered 

If customer does not or 
cannot accept goods, 
goods remain at port of 
entry and no payment is 
due 

Letters of credit 
Irrevocable M 

Banks accept 
responsibility to 

pay; payment upon 

If revocable, terms can 
change during contract 
work 

Revocable M/H Presentation of 
papers; costs go to 
buyer 

 

Time draft M/H Lowers customer 
resistance by 
allowing 
extended 
payment after 
receipt of goods 

Same as sight draft, plus 
goods are delivered 
before payment is due 
or received 

Consignment 
sales 

M/H Facilitates delivery; 
lowers customer 
resistance 

Capital tied up until sales; 
must establish 
distributor's 
creditworthiness; need 
political risk insurance 
in some countries; 
increased risk from 
currency controls 

Open account H Simplified procedure; 
no customer 
resistance 

High risk; seller must finance 
production; increased 
risk from currency 
controls 

*L: low risk; M: medium risk; H: high risk. 

Collecting Overdue Accounts
Typically, 1% to 3% of  a company’s export sales go uncollected.
Small businesses, however, take more risks than do large ones,
often selling on terms other than a confirmed letter of credit.
One reason is that they are eager to develop a new market
opportunity; another reason is that they are not as well versed in
the mechanics of foreign sales. Thus, their percentage of
uncollected export sales may be higher than that of large
companies.
Once an account becomes delinquent, sellers have three options:
(1) They can try to collect the account themselves; (2) they can

hire an attorney who is experienced in international law; or (3)
they can engage the services of  a collection agency.
The first step is for sellers to attempt to recover the money
themselves. Turning the bill over to a collection agency or a
lawyer too quickly will hurt the customer relationship. However,
after several telephone calls, telexes, and/or person-al visits, the
firm must decide whether to write the account off or pursue it
further.
The cost of  hiring a high-priced U.S. lawyer, who then contacts
an expen-sive foreign lawyer, is a deterrent to following the
second option for receivables of less than $100,000. With such a
relatively small amount, a collection agency usually would be
more appropriate. Unlike lawyers, who charge by the hour for
their services, regardless of  the amount recovered, collection
agencies work on a percentage basis. A typical fee is 20% to 25%
of the amount collected, but if the claim is more than’ $25,000
or so, the agency will often negotiate a more favorable rate.
Even with professional help, there are no guarantees of
collecting on foreign receivables. This reality puts a premium on
checking a customers credit before filling an order. But getting
credit information on specific foreign firms is often difficult.
One good source of  credit information is the U.S. Department
of  Commerce’s International Trade Administration (ITA). Its
World Data Trade Reports covers nearly 200,000 foreign
establishments and can be obtained from district offices of ITA
for $75. Other places to check on the creditworthiness of
foreign companies and governments are export management
companies and the international departments of commercial
banks. Also, Dun &: Bradstreet International publishes
Principal International Businesses, a book with, information on
about 50,000 foreign enterprises in 1.33 countries.
The National Association of Credit Management collects data
on how much time it takes to collect on the average bill from
importers in various foreign coun-tries. Below table contains
these data for the second quarter of 1992, shows the wide
variation in collection times by country.

Table: Length of Time Required for US. Companies to

Collect on the Average Bill from Concerns in Selected

Foreign Countries in the Second Quarter of1 992

Country Number of Days 
Iran 337  
Kenya  129 
Argentina 123 
Brazil 119 
Italy 90 
India 80 
Mexico 74 
Taiwan 73 
United Kingdom 70 
Japan 58 
Germany 54 
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Documents in International Trade
The most important supporting document required in
commercial bank financing of  exports is the bill of  lading. Of
secondary importance are the commercial invoice, consular
invoice, and insurance certificate.

Bill of Lading
Of the shipping documents, the bill of lading (B/L) is the
most important. It serves three main and separate functions:
1. It is a contract between the carrier and shipper (exporter) in

which the carrier agrees to carry the goods from port of
shipment to port of destination.

2. It is the shippers receipt for the goods.
3. The negotiable B/L, its most common form, is a document

that establishes control over the goods.
A bill of lading can be either a straight or an order B/L. A
straight B/L consigns the goods to a specific party, normally the
importer, and is not negotiable. Title cannot be transferred to a
third party merely by endorsement and delivery; therefore, a
straight B/L is not good collateral and is used only when no
financing is involved.
Most trade transactions do involve financing, which requires
transfer of title, so the vast majority of bills of lading are order
B/Ls. Under an order B/L, the goods are consigned to the
order of  a named party, usually the exporter. In this way, the
exporter retains title to the merchandise until it endorses the B/
L on the reverse side. The exporters representative may endorse
to a specific party or endorse it in blank by simply signing his or
her name. The shipper delivers the cargo in the port of
destination to the bearer of the endorsed order B/L, who must
surrender it.
An order B/L represents goods in transit that are probably
readily marketable and fully insured, so this document is
generally considered to be good collateral by banks. It is required
under L/C financing and for discounting of drafts.
Bills of lading also can be classified in several other ways. An
on-board B/L certifies that the goods have actually been placed
on board the vessel. By contrast, a received-for-shipment B/L
merely acknowledges that the carrier has received the goods for
shipment. It does not state that the ship is in port or that space
is available. The cargo can, therefore, sit on the dock for weeks,
or even months, before it is shipped. When goods are seasonal
or perishable, therefore, the received-for-shipment B/L is never
satisfactory to either the shipper or the importer. A received-for-
shipment B/L can easily be converted into an on-board B/L by
stamping it “on-board” and supplying the name of the vessel,
the date, and the signature of  the captain or the captain’s
representative.
A clean B/L indicates that the goods were received in apparently
good condition. However, the carrier is not obligated to check
beyond the external visual appearance of the boxes. If boxes are
damaged or in poor condition, this observation is noted on the
B/L, which then becomes a foul B/L. It is important that the
exporter get a clean B/L- that is, one with no such notation-
because foul B/Ls generally are not acceptable under a letter of
credit.

Commercial Invoice
A commercial invoice contains an authoritative description of
the merchandise shipped, including full details on quality,
grades, price per unit, and total value. It also contains the names
and addresses of the exporter and importer, the number of
packages, any distinguishing external marks, the payment terms,
other expenses such as transportation and insurance charges,
any fees collectible from the importer, the name of the vessel,
the ports of departure and destination, and; any ‘required
export or import permit numbers.

Insurance
All cargoes going abroad are insured. Most of the insurance
contracts used today are under an open, or floating, policy. This
policy automatically covers all, shipments made by the exporter,
thereby eliminating the necessity of arranging individual
insurance for each shipment. To evidence insurance for a
shipment under an open policy, the exporter makes out an
insurance certificate on forms supplied by the insurance
company. This certificate contains information on the goods
shipped. All entries must conform exactly with the information
on the BIL, on the commercial invoice and, where required, on
the consular invoice.

Consular Invoice
Exports to many countries require a special consular invoice.
This invoice, which varies in its details and information
requirements from nation to nation, is presented to the local
consul in exchange for a visa. The form must be filled out very
carefully, for even trivial inaccuracies can lead to substantial fines
and delays in customs clearance. The consular invoice does not
convey any title to the goods being shipped and is not nego-
tiable.

Financing Techniques in International
Trade
In addition to straight bank financing, several other techniques
are available for trade financing: bankers’ acceptances, discount-
ing, factoring, and forfaiting.

Bankers’ Acceptances
Bankers’ acceptances have, played an important role in financing
international trade for many centuries. As we saw in .the
previous section, a banker’s acceptance is a time draft drawn on a
bank. By “accepting” the draft, the bank makes an uncon-
ditional promise to pay the holder of the draft a stated amount
on a specified day. Thus, the bank effectively substitutes its own
credit for that of a borrower, and in the process it creates a
negotiable instrument that may be freely traded.
Creating an Acceptance. A typical acceptance transaction is
shown in Exhibit. An importer of goods seeks credit to finance
its purchase until the goods can be resold. If the importer does
not have a close relationship with and cannot obtain financing
from the exporter it is dealing with, it may request acceptance
financing from its bank. Under an acceptance agreement, the
importer will have its bank issue a letter of credit on its behalf,
authorizing the foreign exporter to draw a time draft on the
bank in payment for the goods. On the basis of this authoriza-
tion, the exporter ships the goods on an order B/L made out
to itself and presents a time draft and the endorsed shipping
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documents to its bank. The foreign bank then forwards the
draft and the appropriate shipping documents to the importer’s
bank; the importer’s bank accepts the draft and, by so doing,
creates a bankers acceptance. The exporter discounts the draft
with the accepting bank and receives payment for the shipment.
The shipping documents are delivered to the importer, and the
importer now may claim the shipment. The accepting bank may
either buy (discount) the B/A and hold it in its own portfolio
or sell (rediscount) the B/A in the money market. In Exhibit,
the bank sells the acceptance in the money market.
Acceptances also are created to finance the shipment of goods
within the United States and to finance the storage of goods in
the United States and abroad. However, domestic shipment
and storage acceptances have been a small part of the market in
recent years. Most acceptances arise from imports into the
United States, U.S. exports, and the storage of  goods or
shipment of goods between foreign countries.
Terms of  Acceptance Financing. Typical maturities on
bankers’ acceptances are 30 days, 90 days, and 180 days, with the
average being 90 days. Maturities can be tailored, however, to
cover the entire period needed to ship and dispose of the
goods financed.
For an investor, a banker’s acceptance is a close substitute for
other bank liabilities, such as certificates of deposit (CDs).
Consequently, bankers’ acceptances trade at rates very close to
those on CDs. Market yields, however, do not give a complete
picture of the costs of acceptance financing to the borrower
because the accepting bank levies a fee, or commission, for
accepting the draft. The fee varies depending on the maturity of
the draft as well as the creditworthiness of the borrower, but it
averages less than 1 % per annum. The bank also receives a fee
if a letter of credit is involved. In addition, the bank may hope
to realize a profit on the difference between the price at which it
purchases and the price at which it resells the acceptance.
On the maturity date of the acceptance, the accepting bank is
required to pay the current holder the amount stated on the
draft. The holder of a bank acceptance has recourse for the full
amount of the draft from the last endorser in the event of the
importers unwillingness or inability to pay at maturity. The
authenticity of an accepted draft is separated from the underly-
ing commercial transaction and may not be dishonored for
reason of a dispute between the exporter and importer. This
factor significantly enhances its marketability and reduces its
riskiness.
In recent years, the demand for acceptance financing has fallen
off. One factor has been the increased availability of funding
from nonbank investors in the U.S. commercial paper market.
Commercial paper (CP) is a short-term unsecured promissory
note that is generally sold by large corporations on a discount
basis to institutional investors and to other corporations. Prime
commercial paper generally trades at rates near those on
acceptance liabilities of prime banks; for firms with access to this
market, the overall cost-including placement fees charged by
dealers and fees for back-up line of credit-is usually below the
all-in cost of  acceptance financing.

Table : Example of Banker’s Acceptance Financing of U.S

Imports: Created, Discounted, Sold, and Paid at Maturity

 6. L/C, draft, and shipping 
documents 

9. Payment 

U.S. 
Importer 

Foreign 
exporter 

U.S. issuing/ 
accepting 
bank 
(importer’s 
banks) 

Foreign 
advising 
bank 
(exporter’s 
banks) 

Money-market 
investor 

1. Purchase order 

5. Goods shipments 

 4. L/C notification 

3. L/C delivered 

7.  L/C, draft, and shipping 
documents delivered 

 8. Draft accepted and 
funds remitted 

10. Shipping documents 
forwarded 

2. L/C application 

13. L/C paid at 
maturity 

11. B/A sold

12. Payment 

14. B/A presented at 
Maturity. 

15. Payment 

Evaluating the Cost of  Acceptance Financing. Suppose that
the discount rate on a $1 million acceptance for 90 days is 9.8%
per annum and the acceptance fee is 2 % per annum. If the
exporter chooses to hold the acceptance, then in 90 days it will
receive the face amount less the acceptance fee:
Face amount of acceptance $1,000,000
Less: 2% per annum commission for 90 days -5,000
Amount received by exporter in 90 days $995,000
Alternatively, the exporter can sell the acceptance at a 2.45%
discount (9.8%/4) and receive $970,500 immediately:
Face amount of acceptance $1,000,000
Less: 2% per annum commission for 90 days 5,000
Less: 9.8% per annum discount for 90 days -24,500
Amount received by exporter immediately $970,500
Whether the exporter should discount the acceptance or wait
depends on the opportunity cost of  money. Suppose that the
exporter’s opportunity cost of  money is 10.2%. Then the
present value of holding onto the acceptance is $995,000/ n +
(0.102/4)], or $970,258. In this case, the exporter would come
out ahead by selling the acceptance.
Discounting. Even if  a trade draft is not accepted by a bank,
the exporter still can convert the trade draft into cash by means
of  discounting. The exporter places the draft with a bank or
other financial institution and, in turn, receives the face value of
the draft less interest and commissions. By insuring the draft
against both commercial and political risks, the exporter often
will pay a lower interest rate. If losses covered by the insurer do
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occur, the insuring agency will reimburse the exporter or any
institution to which the exporter transfers the draft.
The discount rate for trade paper is often lower than interest
rates on over-drafts, bank loans, and other forms of local
funding. This lower rate is usually a result of  export promotion
policies that lead to direct or indirect subsidies of rates on
export paper.
Discounting may be done with or without recourse. With
recourse, the bank can. collect from the exporter if the importer
fails to pay the bill when due. The bank bears the collection risk
if the draft is sold without recourse.

Factoring
Firms with a substantial export business and companies too
small to afford a for-eign credit and collections department can
turn to a factor. Factors buy a company:’ receivables at a
discount, thereby accelerating their conversion into cash. Most
fac-toring is done on a nonrecourse basis, which means that the
factor assumes all the credit and political risks except for those
involving disputes between the transacting parties. In order to
avoid being stuck with only receivables of risky customers (with
good credits not being factored), factors usually insist on
handling most or all sales.
This selection bias is not an issue in factoring with recourse,
where the exporter assumes all risks.
Factoring is becoming increasingly popular as a trade financing
vehicle. The value of world exports financed through factoring
now exceeds $10 billion. By using a factor, a firm can ensure that
its terms are in accord with local practice and are competitive. For
instance, customers can be offered payment on open account
rather than being asked for a letter of credit or stiffer credit
requirements. If the margin on its factored sales is not suffi-
ciently profitable, then the firm can bear the credit risks itself or
forgo that business. Even if an exporter chooses not to
discount its foreign receivables with a factor, it still can use the
factor’s extensive credit information files to ascertain the
creditworthiness of prospective customers.
An exporter that has established an ongoing relationship with a
factor will submit new orders directly to the factor. After
evaluating the creditworthiness of the new claim, the factor will
make a recourse/nonrecourse decision within two days to two
weeks, depending on the availability of information.
Although the factors may consider their fees to be nominal
considering the services provided, they are not cheap. Export
factoring fees are determined on an individual company basis
and are related to the annual turnover (usually a mini-mum of
$500,000 to $1 million is necessary), the average invoice size
(smaller invoices are more expensive because of the fixed
information-gathering costs), the creditability of the claims, and
the terms of sale. In general, these fees run from 1.75% to 2%
of sales.
Evaluating the Cost of  Factoring. Suppose that a factor will
buy an exporter’s receivables at a 2.5% per month discount. In
addition, the factor will charge an extra 1.75% fee for nonre-
course financing. If  the exporter decides to factor $1 million in
90-day receivables without recourse, then it will receive $907,500
today:

Face amount of receivable $1,000,000
Less: 1. 75% nonrecourse fee -17,500
Less: 2.5% monthly factoring fee for three months  -75,000
Amount received by exporter $907,500
On an annualized basis, factoring is costing this company
41.34%:

17,500 + 75,000                     X  365
Annual percentage rate (APR) =1,000,000 -17,500 -75,000

   = 41.34%
Despite these high costs, factoring can be quite worthwhile to
many firms for one principal reason: The cost of bearing the
credit risk associated with a given receivable can be substantially
lower to a factor than to the selling firm. First, the factor’s
greater credit information makes it more knowledgeable about
the actual, as opposed to the perceived; a risk involved and
thereby reduces its required risk premium. Second, by holding a
well-diversified portfolio of receivables, the factor can eliminate
some of the risks associated with individual receivables.
In general, factoring is most useful for (1) the occasional
exporter and (2) the exporter having a geographically diverse
portfolio of accounts receivable. In both cases, it would be
organizationally difficult and expensive to internalize the
accounts-receivable collection process. Such companies generally
would be small or else would be involved on a limited scale in
foreign markets.

Forfaiting
The specialized factoring technique known as forfaiting is
sometimes used in the case of extreme credit risk Forfaiting is
the discounting-at a fixed rate without recourse-of medium-
term export receivables denominated in fully convertible
currencies (U.S. dollar, Swiss franc, euro). This technique is
generally used in the case of capital-goods exports with a five-
year maturity and repayment in semiannu-al installments. The
discount is set at a fixed rate: about 1.25% above the local cost
of funds.
Forfaiting is especially popular in Western Europe (primarily in
Switzerland and Austria), and many forfaiting houses are
subsidiaries of major international banks, such as Credit Suisse.
These houses also provide help with administrative and
collection problems.

Government Sources of Export Financing
and Credit Insurance
In the race for export orders, particularly for capital equipment
and other big-ticket items requiring long repayment arrange-
ments, most governments of developed countries have
attempted to provide their domestic exporters with a competi-
tion edge in the form of low-cost export financing and
concessionary rates on political and economic risk insurance.
Nearly every developed nation has its own export--import
agency for development and trade financing.

Export Financing
Procedures for extending credit vary greatly among agencies.
Many agencies offer funds in advance of the actual export
contract, whereas private sources extend financing only after the
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sale has been made. Some programs extend credit only to the
supplier-called supplier credits-to pass on to the importer;
others grant credit directly to the buyer-called buyer credits-who
then pays the supplier.  The difference is that in the first
arrangement, the supplier bears the credit risk, whereas in the
latter case, the government is the risk bearer. The government
often -provides credit insurance in conjunction with supplier
credits.
Export-Import Bank. The Export-Import Bank (Eximbank)
is the only U.S government agency dedicated solely to financing
and facilitating U.S. exports. Eximbank loans provide competi-
tive, fixed-rate financing for U.S. export sale facing foreign
competition backed with subsidized official financing. Evidence
of foreign competition is not required for exports produced by
small businesses where the loan amount is $2.5 million or less.
Eximbank also provides guarantees of loans made by others.
The loan and guarantee programs cover up to 85% of  the U.S.
export value and have repayment terms of one year or more.
Eximbank operations generally conform to five basic principles:
1. Loans are made for the specific purpose of  financing U.S.

exports of  goods and services. If  a U.S. export item contains
foreign-made components, Eximbank will cover up to 100%
of the u.s. content of exports provided that the total
amount financed or guaranteed does not exceed 85% of the
total contract price of the item and that the total u.s. content
accounts for at least half of the contract price.

2. Eximbank will not provide financing unless private capital is
unavailable in the amounts required. It supplements, rather
than competes with private capital.

3. Loans must have reasonable assurance of repayment and
must be for pro-jects that have a favorable impact on the
country’s economic and social well-being. The host
government must be aware of, and not object to, the project.

4. Fees and premiums charged for guarantees and insurance are
based on the risks covered.

5. In authorizing loans and other financial assistance,
Eximbank is obliged to take into account any adverse effects
on the U.S. economy or balance of  payments that might
occur.

In recent years, the Eximbank has become very aggressive in
financing U.S. trade with China. Indeed, China-already the
banks biggest lending market in Asia-had become its biggest
lending market in the world by the year 2000.
The interest rates on Eximbank loans are based on an interna-
tional arrange-ment among the 29 members of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD). The purpose of the arrangement, which sets mini-
mum rates that an official export finance agency must charge on
export credits, is to limit the interest subsidies used by many
industrial countries to gain competitive advantage vis-à-vis
other nations. The OECD minimum rates are based on the
weighted aver-age interest rate on government bond issues
denominated in the U.S. dollar, euro, British pound, and
Japanese yen. In this way, rates on export credits are brought
closer to market interest rates.

Eximbank extends direct loans to foreign buyers of  U.S.
exports and interme-diary loans to financial institutions that
extend loans to the foreign buyers. Both direct and intermediary
loans are provided when U.S. exporters face officially sub-
sidized foreign competition.
Eximbank medium-term loans to intermediaries (where the
loan amount is $10 million or less and the term is seven years
or less) are structured as “standby” loan commitments. The
intermediary may request disbursement by Eximbank at any
time during the term of the underlying debt obligation.
Eximbank guarantees provide repayment protection for private-
sector loans creditworthy to  buyers of  exported U.S. goods and
services. The guarantees are available alone or may be combined
with an intermediary loan. Most guarantees provide compre-
hensive coverage of both political and commercial risks.
Eximbank also will guarantee payments on cross-border or
international leases.
Exporters may also have access to an Eximbank program that
guarantees export-related, working-capital loans to creditworthy
small and medium-sized busi-nesses. All Eximbank guarantees
carry the full faith and credit of  the U.S. govern-ment, so loans
provided under these guarantee programs are made at nearly the
risk-free interest rate. In effect, low-cost guarantees are another
form of  govern-ment-subsidized export financing.
Repayment terms vary with the project and type of equipment
purchased. For capital goods, long term credits are normally
provided for a period of five to ten years. Loans for projects
and large product acquisitions are eligible for longer terms,
whereas lower-unit-value items receive shorter terms. Loan
amortization is made in semiannual installments, beginning six
months after delivery of the exported equipment.
Another program run by Eximbank provides a preliminary
commitment that outlines the amount, terms, and conditions
of  financing it will extend to importers of  U.S. goods and
services. This commitment gives U.S. firms a competi-tive
advantage in bidding on foreign projects because it enables the
firms to offer financing along with their equipment proposals.
Preliminary commitments are issued without cost (there is a
$100 processing fee) or obligation to applicants.
Eximbank charges a front-end exposure fee, assessed on each
disbursement of a loan by Eximbank or the guaranteed or
intermediary lender. Exposure fees, which are adjusted periodi-
cally, vary according to the term of  the loan, the clas-sification of
the borrower or guarantor, and the borrower’s country. For
exposure fee purposes, Eximbank classifies countries in five
country categories according to risk. Under each country category,
there are three borrower/guarantor classifications:
• Class I: Sovereign borrowers or guarantors, or for political-

risks-only coverage.
• Class II: Creditworthy nonsovereign public institutions or

banks, or highly creditworthy private buyers
• Class III: Other creditworthy private buyers
In recent years, Eximbank has become more aggressive in
fighting perceived abuses by foreign export-credit agencies. One
area that Eximbank has targeted is foreign mixed-credit
financing-the practice of tying grants and low-interest loans to
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the acceptance of  specific commercial contracts. For years, U.S.
capital -equipment exporters, engineering firms, and high-tech
producers have lost over-seas bids to foreign firms backed by
government mixed credits. Eximbank now offers its own
mixed credits. It will even offer mixed-credit deals before the
fact. Any deal that has a chance of attracting a foreign mixed-
credit bid is considered. However, an Eximbank spokesperson
noted, ‘This is not an export promotion. We are not out there
to match every mixed credit. We’re out to end mixed credits, and
will only offer one if it helps us to make a specific negotiating
point.”
Private Export Funding Corporation. The Private Export
Funding Corpora-tion (PEFCO) was created in 1970 by the
Bankers’ Association for Foreign Trade to mobilize private
capital for financing the export of  big-ticket items by U.S. firms.
It purchases the medium- to long-term debt obligations of
importers of  U.S. products at fixed interest rates. PEFCO
finances its portfolio of foreign importer loans through the sale
of its own securities. Eximbank fully guarantees repayment of
all PEFCO foreign obligations.
PEFCO normally extends its credits jointly with one or more
commercial banks and Eximbank. The maturity of the
importers’ notes purchased by PEFCO varies from 2.5 years to
12 years; the banks take the short-term maturity and Eximbank
takes the long-term portion of a PEFCO loan. Much of this
money goes to finance purchases of  U.S.-manufactured jet
aircraft and related equipment such as jet engines.
Trends. There are several trends in public-source export
financing, including:
1. A shift from supplier to buyer credits: Many capital goods

exports that can-not be financed under the traditional
medium-term supplier credits become feasible under buyer
credits, where the payment period can be stretched up to 20
years.

2. A growing emphasis on acting as catalysts to attract private
capital: This action includes participating with private sources,
either as a member of a financial consortium or as a partner
with an individual private investor, in supplying export
credits.

3. Public agencies as a source of refinancing: Public agencies are
becoming an important source for refinancing loans made by
bankers and private financiers. Refinancing enables a private
creditor to discount its export loans with the government.

4. Attempts to limit competition among agencies: The virtual
export -credit war among governments has led to several
attempts to agree upon and coordinate financing terms.
These attempts, however, have been honored more in the
breach than in the observance.

Export-Credit Insurance
Export financing covered by government credit insurance, also
known as export--credit insurance, provides protection against
losses from political and commercial risks. It serves as collateral
for the credit and is often indispensable in making the sale. The
insurance does not usually provide an ironclad guarantee against
all risks, however. Having this insurance results in lowering the
cost of borrowing from pri-vate institutions because the

government agency is bearing those risks set forth in the
insurance policy. The financing is nonrecourse to the extent that
risks and loss-es are covered. Often, however, the insurer
requires additional security in the form of a guarantee by a
foreign local bank or a certificate from the foreign central bank
that foreign exchange is available for repayment of the interest
and principal.
The purpose of export -credit insurance is to encourage a
nation’s export sales by protecting domestic exporters against
nonpayment by importers. The existence of medium- and
long-term credit insurance policies makes banks more willing to
provide nonrecourse financing of big-ticket items that require
lengthy repayment maturities, provided the goods in question
have been delivered and accepted.
Foreign Credit Insurance Association. In the United States,
the export-credit insurance program is administered by the
Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA). The FCIA is a
cooperative effort of Eximbank and a group of approximate-ly
50 of  the leading marine, casualty, and property insurance
companies. FCIA insurance offers protection from political and
commercial risks to U.S. exporters: The private insurers cover
commercial risks, and the Eximbank covers political risks. The
exporter (or the financial institution providing the loan) must
self-insure that portion not covered by the FCIA.
Short-term insurance is available for export credits up to 180
days (360 days for bulk agricultural commodities and consumer
durables) from the date of shipment. Coverage is of two types:
comprehensive (90% -100% of political and 90%-95% of
commercial risks) and political only (90%-100% coverage).
Coinsurance is required presumably because of the element of
moral hazard: the possibility that exporters might take unrea-
sonable risks knowing that they would still be paid in full.
Rather than sell insurance on a case-by-case basis, the FCIA
approves discre-tionary limits within which each exporter can
approve its own credits. Insurance rates are based on terms of
sale, type of buyer, and country of destination and can vary
from a low of 0.1 % to a high of 2 %. The greater the loss
experience associated with the particular exporter and the
countries and customers it deals with, the higher the insurance
premium charged. The FCIA also offers preshipment insurance
up to 180 days from the time of sale.
Medium-term insurance, guaranteed by Eximbank and covering
big-ticket items sold on credit usually from 181 days to five
years, is available on a case -by-case basis. As with short-term
coverage, the exporter must reside in, and ship from, the United
States. However, the FCIA will provide medium-term coverage
for that portion only of the value added that originated in the
United States. As before, the rates depend on the terms of sale
and the destination.
Under the FCIA lease insurance program, lessors of  U.S.
equipment and related services can cover both the stream of
lease payments and the fair market value of products leased
outside the United States. The FCIA charges a risk-based
premium that is determined by country, lease term, and the type
of lease.
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Taking Advantage of Government-Subsidized Export
Financing
Government-subsidized export-credit programs often can be
employed advanta-geously by multinationals. The use will
depend on whether the firm is seeking to export or import
goods or services, but the basic strategy remains the same: Shop
around among the various export -credit agencies for the best
possible financing arrangement.

Problem 1

Texas Instruments Searches for Low-Cost Capital

Texas Instruments (TI) is seeking to finance an aggressive
capital spending program through a series of joint ventures and
other cooperative arrangements with foreign governments and
corporations. In Italy, TI received a package of  development
grants and low-cost loans from the government that offset
more than half  of  TI’s investment in a state-of-the-art semi-
conductor plant there -an investment expected to total more
than $ 1 billion over many years. TI was able to negotiate the
incentive package because the Italian government was seeking to
improve its technological infrastructure in the area selected by TI
for the new plant.
In Taiwan, TI and a Taiwanese customer, Acer Computer
Company, established a joint venture in which Acer’s majority
stake is financed with Taiwanese equity capital that would be
unavailable to a US. company acting alone. In Japan, TI entered
into a joint venture with Kobe Steel, a company seeking
diversification. Here, too, TI relies on its foreign partner to
supply a majority of the equity In both Asian joint ventures,
however, TI has an option to convert its initial minority stake
into a majority holding.
Export Financing Strategy- Massey-Ferguson (now Varity
Corporation), the multinational Canadian farm-equipment
manufacturer, illustrates how MNCs are able to generate
business for their foreign subsidiaries at minimum expense and
risk by playing off national export -credit programs against each
other.
The key to this export financing strategy is to view the foreign
countries in which the MNC has plants not only as markets but
also as potential sources of financing for exports to third
countries. For example, in early 1978, Massey Ferguson was
looking to ship 7,200 tractors (worth $53 million) to Turkey,
but it was unwilling to assume the risk of currency inconvert-
ibility.2 Turkey at that time already owed $2 billion to various
foreign creditors, and it was uncertain whether it would be able
to come up with dollars to payoff its debts (especially because
its reserves were at about zero).
Massey solved this problem by manufacturing the tractors at its
Brazilian subsidiary. Massey-Ferguson of  Brazil, and selling
them to Brazil’s Interbras––the trading-company arm of
Petrobras, the Brazilian national oil corporation. Interbras, in
turn, arranged to sell the tractors to Turkey and pay Massey in
cruzeiros. The cruzeiro financing for lnterbras came from Cacex,
the Banco do Brazil department that is in charge of foreign
trade. Cacex underwrote all the political, commercial, and
exchange risks as part of  the Brazilian government’s intense
export promotion drive. Before choosing Brazil as a supply

point, Massey made a point of shopping around to get the best
export-credit deal available.
Import Financing Strategy. Firms engaged in projects that
have sizable import requirements may be able to finance these
purchases on attractive terms. A number of countries, including
the United States, make credit available to foreign purchasers at
low (below-market) interest rates and with long repayment
periods.

Table: Alternative Sources of Procurement: Hypothetical

Copper Mine (U.s. $ Million)

Table: ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF PROCUREMENT: HYPOTHETICAL 
COPPER MINE (U.S. $ MILLION) 

 Total United    United   

Item Project States France Germany Japan Kingdo
m Sweden Italy 

Mine Equipment         
Shovels $12 $12 $ 8 $12 $12 $12 $10 - 
Trucks 20 20 - 20 20 10 20 12 
Other 8 8 5 3 6 8 - 4 
Mine Facilities         
Shops 7 7 7 7 3 7 5 6 
Offices 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 
Preparation Plant         
Crushers 11 11 8 11 11 11 - - 
Loading 15 15 10 10 15 12 15 7 
Environmental 13 13 5 8 5 10 7 5 
Terminal         
Ore Handling 13 13 10 13 13 13 8 9 
Shiploader 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 4 
Bulk Commodities         
Steel 20 20 20 20 20 15 8 20 
Electrical 17 17 12 14 10 15 5 8 
Mechanical 15 15 8 - 12 10 6 - 
Total potential $160 $160 $102 $127 $135 $132 $89 $77 
Foreign purchases        

These loans are almost always tied to procurement in the
agency’s country; thus, the firm must compile a list of  goods
and services required for the project and relate them to potential
sources by country Where there is overlap among the potential
suppliers, the purchasing firm may have leverage to extract more
favor-able financing terms from the various export-credit
agencies involved. This strate-gy is illustrated by the hypothetical
example of a copper mining venture in Exhibit.
Perhaps the best-known application of this import financing
strategy in recent years was the financing of the Soviet gas
pipeline to Western Europe. The former Soviet Union played
off various European and Japanese suppliers and export
financing agencies against each other and managed to get
extraordinarily favorable credit and pricing terms.

Countertrade
In recent years, more and more multinationals have had to
resort to countertrade ill sell overseas: purchasing local products
to offset the exports of their own products to that market.
Countertrade transactions often can be complex and cumber-
some. They may involve two-way or three-way transactions,
especially where a company is forced to accept unrelated goods
for resale by outsiders.
If swapping goods for goods sounds less efficient than using
cash or credit, that is because it is less efficient, but it is prefer-
able to having no sales in a given market. More firms are finding
it increasingly difficult to conduct business without being
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prepared to countertrade. Although precise numbers are
impossible to come by, this transaction is growing in impor-
tance. One estimate placed countertrade volume at from 20% to
30% of all international trade.
When a company exports to a nation requiring countertrade, it
must take back goods that the country cannot (or will not try
to) sell in international mar-kets. To unload these goods, the
company usually has to cut the prices at which the goods are
nominally valued in the barter arrangement. Recognizing this
neces-sity, the firm typically will pad the price of  the goods it
sells to its countertrade customer. When a German machine-
tool maker sells to Romania, for instance, it might raise prices
by 20%. Then, when it unloads the blouses it gets in return, the
premium covers the reduction in price.
Usually, an exporting company wants to avoid the trouble of
marketing those blouses, so it hands over the 10% premium to
a countertrade specialist. This mid-dleman splits the premium
with a blouse buyer, keeping perhaps 2 % and passing the
remaining 8% along in price cuts. The result: Romania pays
above the market for imports, making international trade less
attractive than it should be, and dumps its own goods through
backdoor price shaving. In the long run, however, the prac-tice is
self-defeating. Having failed to set up continuing relationships
with cus-tomers, Romania never learns what the market really
wants-what style blouses, for instance-or how it might improve
its competitiveness.
Countertrade takes several specific forms.
1. Barter is a direct exchange of goods between two parties

without the use of money For example; Iran might swap oil
for guns.

2. Counter purchase, also known as parallel barter, is the sale
and purchase of goods that are unrelated to each other. For
example, Pepsico sold soft drinks to the former Soviet
Union for vodka.

3. Buyback is repayment of the original purchase price through
the sale of  a related product. For example, Western
European countries delivered various pipeline materials to
the former Soviet Union for construction of a gas pipeline
from Siberian gas fields and in return agreed to purchase 28
billion cubic meters of gas per year.

The unanswered question in countertrade is: Why go through
such a convo-luted sales process? Why not sell the goods
directly at their market price (which is what ultimately happens
anyway) using experts to handle the marketing? One argu-ment
is that countertrade enables members of cartels such as OPEC
to undercut an agreed-upon price without formally doing so.
Another argument is that countertrade keeps bureaucrats busy
in centrally planned economies. Countertrade also may reduce
the risk faced by a country that contracts for a new manufactur-
ing facility If  the contractor’s payment is received in the form of
goods supplied by the facility, the contractor has an added
incentive to do quality work and to ensure that the plant’s
technology is suitable for the skill levels of the available
workers.
Regardless of its reason for being, counter trading is replete
with problems for the firms involved. First, the goods that can

be taken in countertrade are usually undesirable. Those that
could be readily converted into cash have already been converted,
so, although a firm shipping computers to Brazil might prefer
to take coffee beans in return, the only goods available might be
Brazilian shoes. Second, the trading details are difficult to work
out. (How many tons of naphtha is a pile of shoddy Eastern
European goods worth?) The inevitable result is a very high
ratio of talk to action, with only a small percentage of deals that
are talked about getting done. And lost deals cost money.
Until recently, most countertrade centered on the government
foreign trade organizations (FTOs) of Eastern European
countries. In order to sell a machine or an entire plant to an
FTO, a Western firm might be required to take at least some of
its pay in goods (for example, tomatoes, linen, and machine
parts). Sometimes these deals will stretch over several years.
Centered in Vienna, the countertrade experts in this business
use their contacts with Eastern European officials and their
knowledge of  available products to earn their keep. However,
the restructuring currently taking place in Eastern Europe has
eliminated most FTOs and thereby reduced the scale and
profitability of the countertrade business.
The loss of Eastern European business, however, has been
more than offset by the explosive growth in countertrade with
Third World countries. The basis for the new wave of
countertrade is the cutting off of bank credit to developing
nations. Third World countertrade involves more commodities
and fewer hard-to-sell manu-factured goods. A typical deal,
arranged by Sears World Trade, involved bartering U.S. breeding
swine for Dominican sugar. Another countertrader swapped
BMWs for Ecuadoran tuna fish. The dissolution of the former
Soviet Union also has created new opportunities for
countertrade as the following convoluted example illustrates.

Problem 2

Marc Rich & Co. Recreates the Former Soviet Union’s
Supply System
In 1992, Marc Rich & Co., a giant Swiss-based commodity
trader, engineered a remarkable $100 million deal involving
enterprises and governments in five newly independent coun-
tries. This deal essentially pieced together shattered supply links
that Moscow controlled when the U.S.S.R. was one giant
planned economy
Here’s how the deal worked. Marc Rich bought 70,000 tons of
raw sugar from Brazil on the open market. The sugar was
shipped to Ukraine, where, through a “tolling contract,” it was
processed at a local refinery After paying the sugar refinery with
part of the sugar, Marc Rich sent 30,000 tons of refined sugar
east to several huge Siberian oil refineries, which need sugar to
supply their vast workforces.
Strapped for hard currency, the oil refineries paid instead with oil
products, much of it low-grade A-76 gasoline, which has few
export markets. But one market is Mongolia, with which Marc
Rich has long traded. The company shipped 130,000 tons of oil
products there; in payment, the Mongolians turned over 35,000
tons of copper concentrate. The company sent most of that
back across the border to Kazakhstan, where it was refined into
copper metal. Then the metal was shipped westward to a Baltic
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seaport and out to the world market where, several months
after, the deal began, Marc Rich earned a hard currency profit.
In an effort to make it easier for Third World countries to buy
their products, big manufacturers-including General Motors,
General Electric, and Caterpillar––-have set up countertrading
subsidiaries. Having sold auto and truck parts to Mexico, for
example, GM’s countertrade subsidiary, Motors Trading
Corporation, arranged tour groups to the country and imported
Mexican slippers and gloves. Similarly, arms manufacturers
selling to developing countries are often forced to accept local
products in return-for example, Iraqi oil for French Exocet
missiles or Peruvian anchovies for Spanish Piranha patrol boats.
Authorities in countertrading countries are concerned that
goods taken in countertrade will cannibalize their existing cash
markets. Proving that countertrade goods go to new markets is
difficult enough in the area of  manufactured goods; it’s
impossible for commodities, whose ultimate use cannot be
identified with its source. For example, some Indonesian
rubber taken in countertrade inevitably will displace rubber that
Indonesia sells for cash.
Interest in countertrade and its variations appears to be
growing, even among developed countries, despite the obvious
difficulties it presents to the firms and countries involved. For
example, in order for McDonnell Douglas to sell F-15s to the
Japanese air force, it had to offset the cost to Japan in currency
and jobs by agreeing to teach Japanese manufacturers to make
military aircraft.
The growth in countertrade is reflected in the scramble for
experienced spe-cialists. It has. been said that a good
countertrader combines the avarice and opportunism of a
commodities trader, the inventiveness and political sensitivity
of a crooked bureaucrat, and the technical knowledge of a
machine-tool salesperson.

Review Questions

1. What are the basic problems arising in international trade
financing, and how do the main financing instruments help
solve those problems?

2. The different forms of export financing distribute risks
differently between the exporter and the importer. Analyze
the distribution of risk in the following export-financing
instruments:
a. Confirmed, revocable letter of credit
b. Confirmed, irrevocable letter of credit
c. Open account credit
d. Time draft, D/A
e. Cash with order
f. Cash in advance
g. Consignment
h. Sight draft

3. Describe the different steps and documents involved in
exporting motors from Kansas to Hong Kong using a
confirmed letter of credit, with payment terms of 90 days
sight. What alternatives are available to the exporter to
finance this shipment?

4. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of each of the
following forms of export financing:
a. Bankers’ acceptances
b. Discounting
c. Factoring
d. Forfaiting

5. What are the potential advantages and disadvantages of
countertrade for the parties involved?

Notes -
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Let us discuss some of the problem to have more clarity
about the subject.
1. Texas Computers (TC) recently has begun selling overseas. It

currently has 30, foreign orders outstanding, with the typical
order averaging $2,500. TC is considering the following three
alternatives to protect itself against credit risk on these
foreign sales:
• Request a letter of credit from each customer. The cost to

the customer would be $75 plus 0.25% of the invoice
amount. To remain competitive, TC would have to
absorb the cost of the letter of credit.

• Factor the receivables. The factor would charge a
nonrecourse fee of 1.6%.

• Buy FCIA insurance. The FCIA would charge a 1 %
insurance premium.

a. Which of these alternatives would you recommend to
Texas Computers? Why?

b. Suppose that TC’s average order size rose to $250,000.
How would that affect your decision?

2. L.A. Cellular has received an order for phone switches from
Singapore. The switches will be exported under the terms of
a letter of credit issued by Sumitomo Bank on behalf of
Singapore Telecommunications. Under the terms of  the UC,
the face value of the export order, $12 million, will be paid
six months after Sumitomo accepts a draft drawn by L.A.
Cellular. The current discount rate on six-month acceptances
is 8.5% per annum, and the acceptance fee is 1.25% per
annum. In addition, there is a flat commission, equal to
0.5% of the face amount of the accepted draft, that must be
paid if it is sold.
a. How much cash will L.A. Cellular receive if it holds the

acceptance until maturity?
b. How much cash will it receive if it sells the acceptance at

once?
c. Suppose L.A. Cellulars opportunity cost of funds is

8.75% per annum. If it wishes to maximize the present
value of its acceptance, should it discount the acceptance?

3. Suppose Minnesota Machines (MM) is trying to price an
export order from Russia. Payment is due nine months after
shipping. Given the risks involved, MM would like to factor
its receivable without recourse. The factor will charge a
monthly discount of 2% plus a fee equal to 1.5% of the face
value of  the receivable for the nonrecourse financing.
a. If Minnesota Machines desires revenue of $2.5 million

from the sale, after paying all factoring charges, what is the
minimum acceptable price it should charge?

b. Alternatively, County Bank has offered to discount the
receivable, but with recourse, at an annual rate of 14%

LESSON 33:
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plus a 1 % fee. What price’ will net MM the $2.5 million it
desires to clear from the sale?

c. On the basis of  your answers to Parts a and b, should
Minnesota Machines discount or factor its Russian
receivables? MM is competing against Nippon Machines
for the order, so the higher MMs price, the lower the
probability that its bid will be accepted. What other
considerations should influence MMs decision?
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Learning Objectives

• To describe the basic objectives of  international cash
management

• To identify the advantages of  a centralized international cash
management program

• To describe the techniques that MNCs can use to expedite
the collection of funds both within a foreign country and
across borders, and to more effectively manage their
disbursements

• To define payments netting and explain its benefits
• To identify the basic techniques and guidelines for globally

managing a marketable securities portfolio
• To describe the techniques available to an MNC with

operating sut1sidiaries in many
• Countries to economize on cash and marketable securities
• To describe the techniques companies can use for

International cash planning and budgeting
• To identify the basic problems MNCs have in managing their

bank relations and describe how MNCs can cope with these
problems

• To describe the circumstances under which an MNC may
benefit by easing its credit terms on foreign sales

• To describe a five-step approach that firms can use to
compare the expected benefits and costs associated with
extending credit internationally

• To identify the inventory management problems faced by
MNCs and the techniques that they can use to deal with
these problems

• To identify the key factors associated with developing a
short-term overseas financing strategy

• To describe and evaluate the objectives that a firm might use
to arrive at its borrowing strategy, including deciding where
and in which currencies to borrow

• To describe the available short-term borrowing options
The management of working capital in the multinational
corporation is simi-lar to its domestic counterpart. Both are
concerned with selecting that com-bination of current assets-
cash, marketable securities, accounts receivable, and
inventory-and current liabilities-short-term funds to finance
those current assets-that will maximize the value of the firm.
The essential differences between domestic and international
working-capital management include the impact of cur-rency
fluctuations, potential exchange controls, and multiple tax
jurisdictions on these decisions, in addition to the wider range
of short -term financing and invest-ment options available.
The mechanisms by which the multinational firm can shift
liquid assets among its various affiliates; it also examines the tax
and other consequences of these maneuvers. This chapter deals

LESSON 34:
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with the management of working-capital items available to each
affiliate. The focus is on international cash, accounts receivable,
and inventory management and short-term financing.

International Cash Management
International money managers attempt to attain on a world-
wide basis the traditional domestic objectives of cash
management: (1) bringing the company’s cash resources within
control as quickly and efficiently as possible and (2) achieving the
optimum conservation and utilization of  these funds.
Accomplishing the first goal requires establishing accurate,
timely forecasting and reporting systems, improving cash
collections and disbursements, and decreasing the cost of
moving funds among affil-iates. The second objective is
achieved by minimizing the required level of cash balances,
making money available when and where it is needed, and
increasing the risk-adjusted return on those funds that can be
invested.
This section is divided into seven key areas of international cash
manage-ment: (1) organization, (2) collection and disbursement
of funds, (3) netting of interaffiliate payments, (4) investment
of excess funds, (5) establishment of an optimal level of
worldwide corporate cash balances, (6) cash planning and
budget-ing, and (7) bank relations.

Organization
When compared with a system of autonomous operating
units, a fully centralized international cash management
program offers a number of advantages:
1. The corporation is able to operate with a smaller amount of

cash; pools of excess liquidity are absorbed and eliminated;
each operation will main-tain transactions balances only and
not hold speculative or precautionary ones.

2. By reducing total assets, profitability is enhanced and
financing costs are reduced.

3. The headquarters staff, with its purview of  all corporate
activity, can recog-nize problems and opportunities that an
individual unit might not perceive.

4. All decisions can be made using the overall corporate benefit
as the criterion.

5. By increasing the volume of foreign exchange and other
transactions done through headquarters, firms encourage
banks to provide better foreign exchange quotes and better
service.

6. Greater expertise in cash and portfolio management exists if
one group is responsible for these activities.

7. Less can be lost in the event of an expropriation or currency
controls restricting the transfer of funds because the
corporations total assets at risk in a foreign country can be
reduced.
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Many experienced multinational firms have long understood
these benefits. Today the combination of  volatile currency and
interest rate fluctuations, questions of  capital availability,
increasingly complex organizations and operating arrange-
ments, and a growing emphasis on profitability virtually
mandates a highly central-ized international cash management
system. There is also a trend to place much greater responsibility
in corporate headquarters.
Centralization does not necessarily imply that corporate
headquarters have control of all facets of cash management.
Instead, a concentration of decision mak-ing at a sufficiently
high level within the corporation is required so that all pertinent
information is readily available and can be used to optimize the
firm’s position.

Collection and Disbursement of Funds
Accelerating collections both within a foreign country and across
borders is a key element of international cash management.
Material potential benefits exist because long delays often are
encountered in collecting receivables, particularly on export sales,
and in transferring funds among affiliates and corporate
headquarters. Allowing for mail time and bank processing,
delays of eight to ten business days are common from the
moment an importer pays an invoice to the time when the
exporter is cred-ited with good funds-that is, when the funds are
available for use. Given high interest rates, wide fluctuations in
the foreign exchange markets, and the periodic imposition of
credit restrictions that have characterized financial markets in
some years, cash in transit has become more expensive and
more exposed to risk.
With increasing frequency, corporate management is participat-
ing in the establishment of  an affiliate’s credit policy and the
monitoring of collection perfor-mance. The principal goals of
this intervention are to minimize float-that is, the transit time
of payments-to reduce the investment in accounts receivable
and to lower banking fees and other transaction costs. By
converting receivables into cash as rapidly as possible, a com-
pany can increase its portfolio or reduce its borrowing and
thereby earn a higher investment return or save interest expense.
Considering either national or international collections,
accelerating the receipt of funds usually involves: (1) defining
and analyzing the different available payment channels, (2)
selecting the most efficient method, which can vary by country
and by customer, and (3) giving specific instructions regarding
procedures to the firms customers and banks.
In addressing the first two points, the full costs of using the
various methods must be determined, and the inherent delay
of  each must be calculated. Two main sources of  delay in the
collections process are (1) the time between the dates of
payment and of receipt and (2) the time for the payment to clear
through the banking system. Inasmuch as banks will be as
“inefficient” as possible to increase their float, understanding
the subtleties of domestic and international money

Table

How Multinationals Expedite Their Collection of

Receivables

Procedures for Expediting  
Receipt of Payment 

Procedures for Expediting  
Conversion of Payments  

into Cash 
Cable remittances Cable remittances 
Mobilization centers Establishing accounts in customers' banks 
Lock boxes Negotiations with banks on value-dating 
Electronic fund transfers  

transfers is requisite if a firm is to reduce the time that funds are
held and extract the maximum value from its banking relation-
ships. Above table lists the different methods multinationals
use to expedite their collection of receivables.
With respect to payment instructions to customers and banks,
the use of cable remittances is a crucial means for companies to
minimize delays in receipt of payments and in conversion of
payments into cash, especially in Europe because European
banks tend to defer the value of good funds when the payment
is made by check or draft.
In the case of international cash movements, having all affiliates
transfer funds by telex enables the corporation to better plan
because the vagaries of mail time are eliminated. Third parties,
too, will be asked to use wire transfers. For most amounts, the
fees required for telex are less than the savings generated by
putting the money to use more quickly
One of  the cash manager’s biggest problems is that bank-to-
bank wire trans-fers do not always operate with great efficiency
or reliability. Delays, crediting the wrong account, availability of
funds, and many other operational problems are common. One
solution to these problems is to be found in the SWIFT
(Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunica-
tions) network, first mentioned. SWIFT has standardized
international message formats and employs a dedicated
computer network to support funds transfer messages.
The SWIFT network connects more than 7,000 banks and
broker-dealers in 192 countries and processes more than five
million transactions a day, representing about $5 trillion in
payments. Its mission is to quickly transmit standard forms to
allow its member banks to automatically process data by
computer. All types of customer and bank transfers are
transmitted, as well as foreign exchange deals, bank account
statements, and administrative messages. To use SWIFT, the
cor-porate client must deal with domestic banks that are
subscribers and with foreign banks that are highly automated.
Like many other proprietary data networks, SWIFT is facing
growing competition from Internet-based systems that allow
both banks and nonfinancial companies to connect to a secure
payments network.
To cope with some of  the transmittal delays associated with
checks or drafts, customers are instructed to remit to “mobiliza-
tion” points that are centrally located in regions with large sales
volumes. These funds are managed centrally or are transmitted
to the selling subsidiary For example, European. customers
may be told to make all payments to Switzerland, where the
corporation maintains a staff specializing in cash and portfolio
management and collections.
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Sometimes customers are asked to pay directly into a designated
account at a branch of  the bank that is mobilizing the MNC’s
funds internationally. This method is particularly useful when
banks have large branch networks. Another technique used is to
have customers remit funds to a designated lock box, which is a
postal box in the company’s name. One or more times daily, a
local bank opens the mail received at the lock box and deposits
any checks immediately.
Multinational banks now provide firms with rapid transfers of
their funds among branches in different countries, generally
giving their customers same-day value-that is, funds are credited
that same day. Rapid transfers also can be accomplished through
a bank’s correspondent network, although it becomes some-
what more difficult to arrange same-day value for funds.
Chief financial officers are increasingly relying on computers and
worldwide telecommunications networks to help manage the
company cash portfolio. Many multinational firms will not deal
with a bank that does not have a leading-edge electronic banking
system.
At the heart of  today’s high-tech corporate treasuries are the
treasury work-station software packages that many big banks
sell as supplements to their cash management systems. Linking
the company with its bank and branch offices, the workstations
let treasury personnel compute a company’s worldwide cash
position on a real-time basis. Thus, the second a transaction is
made in, say, Rio de Janeiro, it is electronically recorded in Tokyo
as well. This simultaneous record keeping lets companies keep
their funds active at all times. Treasury personnel can use their
workstation to initiate fund transfers from units with surplus
cash to those units that require funds, thereby reducing the level
of bank borrowings.
Management of disbursements is a delicate balancing act:
holding onto funds versus staying on good terms with
suppliers. It requires a detailed knowl-edge of individual
country and supplier nuances, as well as the myriad payment
instruments and banking services available around the world.
Table below  presents some questions that corporate treasurers
should address in reviewing their dis-bursement policies.

Table

Reviewing Disbursements: Auditing Payment Instruments

1. What payment instruments are you using to pay suppliers, employees, and 
government entities (e.g., checks, drafts, wire transfers, direct deposits)? 

2. What are the total disbursements made through each of these instruments 
annually? 

3. What is the mail and clearing float for these instruments in each country? 
4. What techniques, such as remote disbursement, are being used to prolong the 

payment cycle? 
5. How long does it take suppliers to process the various instruments and present 

them for payment? 
6. What are the bank charges and internal processing costs for each instrument? 
7. Are banking services such as controlled disbursement and zero-balance 

accounts used where available? 

Payments Netting in International Cash
Management
Many multinational corporations are now in the process of
rationalizing their produc-tion on a global basis. This process
involves a highly coordinated international inter-change of
materials, parts, subassemblies, and finished products among

the various units of the MNC, with many affiliates both buying
from, and selling to, each other.
The importance of these physical flows to the international
financial executive is that they are accompanied by a heavy
volume of interaffiliate fund flows. Of particular importance is
the fact that a measurable cost is associated with these cross-
border fund transfers, including the cost of purchasing foreign
exchange (the foreign exchange spread), the opportunity cost of
float (time in transit), and other transaction costs, such as cable
charges. These transaction costs are estimated to vary from
0.25% to 1.5% of the volume transferred. Thus, there is a clear
incentive to minimize the total volume of intercompany fund
flows. This can be achieved by payments netting.
Bilateral and Multilateral Netting. The idea behind a
payments netting system is very simple: Payments among
affiliates go back and forth, whereas only a netted amount need
be transferred. Suppose, for example, the German subsidiary of
an MNC sells goods worth $1 million to its Italian affiliate that
in turn sells goods worth $2 million to the German unit. The
combined flows total $3 million. On a net basis, however, the
German unit need remit only $1 million to the Italian unit.
This type of bilateral netting is valuable, however, only if
subsidiaries sell back and forth to each other.
Bilateral netting would be of less use where there is a more
complex struc-ture of internal sales, such as in the situation
depicted in Exhibit , which presents the payment flow (con-
verted first into a common currency, assumed here to be the
dollar) that take place among four European affiliates, located in
France, Belgium, Sweden, and the Netherlands. On a multilat-
eral basis, however, there is greater scope for reducing
cross-border fund transfers by netting out each affiliate’s inflows
against its outflows.
Since a large percentage of multinational transactions are
internal, leading to a relatively large volume of interaffiliate
payments, the payoff from multilateral netting can be large
relative to the costs of such a system. Many companies find they
can eliminate 50% or more of their intercompany transactions
through multi-lateral netting, with annual savings in foreign
exchange transactions costs and bank-transfer charges that
average between 0.5% and 1.5% per dollar netted. For example,
SmithKline Beckman (now part of GlaxoSmithKline) estimates
that it saves $300,000 annually in foreign exchange transactions
costs and bank transfer charges by using a multilateral netting
system. Similarly, Baxter International esti-mates that it saves
$200,000 per year by eliminating approximately 60% of its
intercompany transactions through netting.

Table A : Payment Flows Before Multilateral Netting
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Information Requirements. Essential to any netting scheme
is a centralized control point that can collect and record detailed
information on the intracorporate accounts of each participating
affiliate at specified time intervals. The control point, called a
netting center, is a subsidiary company set up in a location with
minimal exchange controls for trade transactions.
The netting center will use a matrix of payables and receivables
to determine the net payer or creditor position of each affiliate
at the date of  clearing. An exam-ple of  such a matrix is pro-
vided in table B above, which takes the payment flows from
table A and shows the amounts due to and from each of the
affiliated companies. Note that in an intercompany system, the
payables will always equal the receivables on both a gross basis
and a net basis. Typically, the impact of  cur-rency changes on the
amounts scheduled for transfer is minimized by fixing the

TABLE B: Intercompany Payments Matrix (U.s.$ Millions)

Paying Affiliates 
      Net 
     Total Receipt 

Receiving Affiliates Netherlands France Sweden Belgium Receipts 
(Payme

nt) 
Netherlands - 8 7 4 19 10 
France 6 - 4 2 12 2 
Sweden 2 0 - 3 5 (11) 
Belgium 1 2 5 - 8 (1) 
Total payments 9 10 16 9 44  

exchange rate at which these transactions occur during the week
that netting takes place.
Without netting, the total payments in the system would equal
$44 million and the number of separate payments made would
be 11. Multilateral netting will pare these transfers to $12
million, a net reduction of 73%, and the number of pay-ments
can be reduced to three, a net reduction of 73% as well. One
possible set of payments is shown in table C. Assuming
foreign exchange and bank-transfer charges of 0.75%, this
company will save $240,000 through netting (0.0075 X $32
million).
Notice that alternative sets of multilateral payments were also
possible in this example. For example, the Swedish unit could
have paid $11 million to the Dutch unit, with the Dutch and
Belgian units then sending $1 million each to the French unit.
The choice of which affiliate(s) each payer pays depends on the
relative costs of transferring funds between each pair of
affiliates. The per-unit costs of sending funds between two
affiliates can vary significantly from month to month because
one subsidiary may receive payment from a third party in a
currency that the other subsidiary needs. Using this currency for
payment can eliminate one or more for-eign exchange conver-
sions. This conclusion implies that the cost of sending funds
from Germany to France, for example, can differ greatly from
the cost of moving money from France to Germany

Table C: Payment Flows after Multilateral netting

$9,000,000 Dutch 
affiliate 

Swedish 
affiliate 

French 
affiliate 

Belgian 
affiliate 

$1,000,000 

$2,000,000 

For example, Volvo has a policy of  transferring a currency,
without conversion, to a unit needing that currency to pay a
creditor. To see how this policy works, suppose that Volvo
Sweden buys automotive components from a German
manufac-turer and Volvo Belgium purchases automotive kits
from Volvo Sweden. At the same time, a German dealer buys
automobiles from Volvo Belgium and pays in euros. Volvo
Belgium will then use these euros to pay Volvo Sweden, which
in turn will use them to pay its German creditor.
Foreign Exchange Controls. Before implementing a pay-
ments netting system, a company needs to know whether any
restrictions on netting exist. Firms some-times may be barred
from netting or be required to obtain permission from the local
monetary authorities.
Analysis. The higher the volume of intercompany transactions
and the more back-and-forth selling that takes place, the more
worthwhile netting is likely to be. A useful approach to
evaluating a netting system would be to establish the direct cost
savings of the netting system and then use this figure as a
benchmark against which to measure the costs of implementa-
tion and operation. These setup costs have been estimated at
less than $20,000.
An additional benefit from running a netting system is the
tighter control that management can exert over corporate fund
flows. The same information required to operate a netting
system also will enable an MNC to shift funds in response to
expec-tations of currency movements, changing interest
differentials, and tax differentials.

Illustration

Cost/Benefit Analysis of an International Cash
Management System
Although company A already operates a multilateral netting
system, it commissioned a study to show where additional
improvements in cash management could be made. The firm
proposed to establish a finance company (FINCO) in Europe.
FINCO’S primary func-tion would be to act as a collecting and
paying agent for divisions of company A that export to third
parties. All receivables would be gathered into the international
branch network of bank X. Each branch would handle
receivables denominated in the currency of its country of
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domicile. These branch accounts would be monitored by both
FINCO and the exporting unit via the banks electronic report-
ing facility.
Intercompany payments and third-party collection payments
from FINCO to each exporter would be included in the existing
multilateral netting system, which would be administered by
FINCO. Payments for imports from third-party suppliers also
would be included. Finally, the netting system would be
expanded to include intercompany payments from operations
in the United States, Canada, and one additional European
country.
The feasibility study examined six basic savings components
and two cost compo-nents. The realizable, annualized savings
are summarized as follows:

 

 

Management of  the Short-Term Investment Portfolio
A major task of international cash management is to determine
the levels and cur-rency denominations of the multinational
groups investment in cash balances and money-market
instruments. Firms with seasonal or 

coincide with projected needs. To manage this investment
properly requires (1) a forecast of future cash needs based on
the company’s current budget and past experience and (2) an
estimate of a minimum cash position for the coming period.
These projections should take into account the effects of
inflation and anticipated currency changes on future cash flows.
Successful management of an MNCs required cash balances and
of any excess funds generated by the firm and its affiliates
depends largely on the astute selection of appropriate short-
term money market instruments. Rewarding opportu-nities
exist in many countries, but the choice of an investment

medium depends on government .-regulations, the structure of
the market, and the tax laws, all of  which vary widely Available
money instruments differ among the major markets, and at
times, foreign firms are denied access to existing investment
opportunities. Only a few markets, such as the broad and
diversified U.S. market and the Eurocurrency markets, are truly
free and international. Capsule summaries of key money market
instruments are provided in Exhibit.
Once corporate headquarters has fully identified the present and
future needs of its affiliates, it must then decide on a policy for
managing its liquid assets worldwide. This policy must
recognize that the value of shifting funds across national
borders to earn the highest possible risk-adjusted return
depends not only on the risk-adjusted yield differential, but also
on the transaction costs involved. In fact, the basic reason for
holding cash in several currencies simultaneously is the existence
of currency conversion costs. If these costs are zero and
government reg-ulations permit, all cash balances should be
held in the currency having the high-est effective risk-adjusted
return net of withdrawal costs.
Given that transaction costs do exist, the appropriate currency
denomination mix of an MNCs investment in money and
near-money assets is probably more a function of the currencies
in which it has actual and projected inflows and out- flows than
of effective yield differentials or government regulations. The
reason why is simple: Despite government controls, it would be
highly unusual to see an annualized risk-adjusted interest
differential of even 2%. Although seemingly large, a 2% annual
differential yields only an additional 0.167% for a 30-day
investment or 0.5% extra for a 90-day investment. Such small
differentials can easily be offset by foreign exchange transaction
costs. Thus, even large annualized risk-adjusted interest spreads
may not justify shifting funds for short -term placements.
Portfolio Guidelines. Common-sense guidelines for globally
managing the marketable securities portfolio are as follows:
1. Diversify the instruments in the portfolio to maximize the

yield for a given level of risk. Don’t invest only in
government securities. Eurodollar and other instruments
may be nearly as safe.

2. Review the portfolio daily to decide which securities should
be liquidated and what new investments should be made.

3. In revising the portfolio, make sure that the incremental
interest earned more than compensates for such added costs
as clerical work, the income lost between investments, fixed
charges such as the foreign exchange spread, and com-
missions on the sale and purchase of securities.

4. If rapid conversion to cash is an important consideration,
then carefully evaluate the security’s marketability (liquidity).
Ready markets exist for some securi-ties, but not for others.

5. Tailor the maturity of  the investment to the firm’s projected
cash needs, or be sure a secondary market for the investment
with high liquidity exists.

6. Carefully consider opportunities for covered or uncovered
interest arbitrage.
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Exhibit Key Money-market Instruments

Instrument Borrower Maturities Comments 
Treasury bills 
 (T-bills) 

Central governments 
  of many countries 

Up to 1 year Safest and most liquid  
 short-term investment 

Federal funds (U.S.) U.S. commercial banks 
temporarily short of 
legal reserve 
requirements 

Overnight to 3 days Suitable for very short-
term investment of 
large amounts ($1 
million or more) 

Government 
 Agency notes(US) 

Issued by 
U.S. government 
agencies such as 
Federal National 
Mortgage Association 

30 days to 270 days Similar to local 
 authority notes in the 

United Kingdom. Both 
offer slightly higher 
yields than T-bills. 

Demand deposits Commercial banks On demand Governments sometimes 
impose restrictions on 
interest rates banks can 
offer (as in the U.S.) 

Time deposits Commercial banks Negotiable but  
advance  notice 
usually required 

Governments sometimes 
regulate interest rates 
and/or maturities. 

Deposits with 
 nonbank financial 
institutions 

Nonbank financial 
institutions 

Negotiable Usually offer higher yields 
than banks do 

Certificates of 
 deposit (CDs) 

Commercial banks Negotiable but 
normally 30, 60, 
or 90 days 

Negotiable papers 
representing a term 
bank deposit; more 
liquid than straight 
deposits because they 
can be sold 

Bankers' acceptances Bills of exchange 
guaranteed by a 
commercial bank 

Up to 180 days Highest -quality 
investment next to T-
bills 

Commercial paper (also 
known as trade 
paper or, in the 
United Kingdom, 
fine trade bills) 

Large corporations with 
high credit ratings 

30 days to 
 270 days 

Negotiable, unsecured 
promissory notes; 
available in all major 
money markets 

Temporary 
 corporate loans 

Corporations Negotiable Usually offer higher 
returns than those 
available from financial 
institutions but are not 
liquid because they 
must be held to 
maturity 

Optimal Worldwide Cash Levels
Centralized cash management typically involves the transfer of
an affiliate’s cash in excess of  minimal operating requirements
into a centrally managed account, or cash pool. Some firms have
established a special corporate entity that collects and disburses
funds through a single bank account.
With cash pooling, each affiliate need hold locally only the
minimum cash balance required for transactions purposes. All
precautionary balances are held by the parent or in the pool. As
long as the demands for cash by the various units are reasonably
independent of each other, centralized cash management can
provide an equivalent degree of protection with a lower level of
cash reserves.

Another benefit from pooling is that either less borrowing need
be done or more excess funds are available for investment
where returns will be maximized. Consequently, interest
expenses are reduced or investment income is increased. In
addition, the larger the pool of funds, the more worthwhile it
becomes for a firm to invest in cash management expertise.
Furthermore, pooling permits exposure arising from holding
foreign currency cash balances to be centrally managed.
Evaluation and Control. Taking over control of  an affiliate’s
cash reserves can create motivational problems for local
managers unless some adjustments are made to the way in
which these managers are evaluated. One possible approach is
to relieve local managers of profit responsibility for their excess
funds. The problem with this solution is that it provides no
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incentive for local managers to take advan-tage of specific
opportunities of which only they may be aware.
An alternative approach is to present local managers with
interest rates for borrowing or lending funds to the pool that
reflect the opportunity cost of money to the parent corporation.
In setting these internal interest rates (IIRs), the corpo-rate
treasurer, in effect, is acting as a bank, offering to borrow or lend
currencies at given rates. By examining these IIRs, local treasur-
ers will be more aware of the opportunity cost of their idle cash
balances, as well as having an added incentive to act on this
information. In many instances, they will prefer to transfer at
least part of their cash balances (where permitted) to a central
pool in order to earn a greater return. To make pooling work,
managers must have access to the central pool whenever they
require money.

Illustration

An Italian Cash Management System
An Italian firm has created a centralized cash management
system for its 140 operating units within Italy. At the center is a
holding company that manages banking relations, bor-rowings,
and investments. In the words of  the firms treasurer, “We put
ourselves in front of  the companies as a real bank and say, ‘If
you have a surplus to place, I will pay you the best rates.’ If  the
company finds something better than that, they are free to place
the funds outside the group. But this doesn’t happen very
often. In this way, the company avoids being overdrawn with
one bank while investing with another.

Cash Planning and Budgeting
The key to the successful global coordination of  a firm’s cash
and marketable secu-rities is a good reporting system. Cash
receipts must be reported and forecast in a comprehensive,
accurate, and timely manner. If the headquarters staff is to use
the company’s worldwide cash resources fully and economically,
they must know the financial positions of affiliates, the forecast
cash needs or surpluses, the antici-pated cash inflows and
outflows, local and international money market conditions, and
likely currency movements.
As a result of rapid and pronounced changes in the interna-
tional monetary arena, the need for more frequent reports has
become acute. Firms that had been content to receive informa-
tion quarterly now require monthly, weekly, or even daily data.
Key figures are often transmitted by e-mail or via a corporate
intranet.
Multinational Cash Mobilization. A multinational cash
mobilization sys-tem is designed to optimize the use of funds
by tracking current and, near-term cash positions. The informa-
tion gathered can be used to aid a multilateral netting system, to
increase the operational efficiency of a centralized cash pool, and
to determine more effective short-term borrowing and invest-
ment policies.

TABLE  DAILY CASH ,REPORTS OF EUROPEAN CENTRAL CASH 
POOL (U.S. $ THOUSANDS) 

 Date: July 12, 200X  Date: July 12, 200X  
 Affiliate: France  Affiliate: Germany  
 Cash Position: -150  Cash Position + 350  
 Five-Day Forecast:  Five-Day Forecast:  

Day Deposit Disburse Net  Day Deposit Disburse Net 

1 400 200 +200 1 430 50 +380 
2 125 225 -100 2 360 760 -400 
3 300 700 -400 3 500 370 +130 
4 275 275 0 4 750 230 +520 
5 250 100 +150 5 450 120 +330 
 Net for period -150    Net for period +960 
 Date: July 12, 200X  Date: July 12, 200X  
 Affiliate: Italy  Affiliate: England  
 Cash Position: +400  Cash Position: + 100 
 Five-Day Forecast:  Five-Day Forecast:  

Day Deposit Disburse Net Day Deposit Disburse Net 
1 240 340 -100 1 100 50 +50 
2 400 275 +125 2 260 110 +150 

3 480 205 +275 3 150 350 -200 
4 90 240 -150 4 300 50 +250 
5 300 245 +55  5 200 300 -100 
 Net for period +205  Net for period +150 

The operation of a multinational cash mobilization system is
illustrated here with a simple example centered around a firm’s
four European affiliates. Assume that the European headquar-
ters maintains a regional cash pool in London for its operating
units located in England, France, Germany, and Italy. Each day,
at the close of banking hours, every affiliate reports to London
its current cash balances in cleared funds-that is, its cash accounts
net of all receipts and disbursements that have cleared during
the day. All balances are reported in a common currency, which is
assumed here to be the U.S. dollar, with local currencies
translated at rates designated by the manager of the central
pool.
One report format is presented in table above. It contains the
end-of-day balance as well as a revised five-day forecast. Accord-
ing to the report for July 12, the Italian affiliate has a cash
balance of $400,000. This balance means the affiliate could have
disbursed an additional $400,000 that day without creating a
cash deficit or having to use its overdraft facilities. The French
affiliate, on the other hand, has a negative cash balance of
$150,000, which it is presumably covering with an overdraft.
Alternatively, it might have borrowed funds from the pool to
cover this deficit. The British and German subsidiaries report
cash surpluses of  $100,000 and $350,000, respectively.
The manager of the central pool can then assemble these
individual reports into a: more usable form, such as that
depicted in table below. This report shows the cash balance for
each affiliate, its required minimum operating cash balance, and
the resultant cash surplus or deficit for each affiliate individually
and for the region as a whole. According to the report, both the
German and Italian affiliates ended the day with funds in excess
of their operating needs, whereas the English unit wound up
with $25,000 less than it normally requires in operating funds
(even though it had $100,000 in cash). The French affiliate was
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short $250,000, including its operating deficit and minimum
required balances. For the European region as a whole, how-
ever, there was excess cash of $75,000.
The information contained in these reports can be used to
decide how to cover any deficits and where to invest temporary
surplus funds. Netting also can be facilitated by breaking down
each affiliate’s aggregate inflows and outflows into their
individual currency components. This breakdown will aid in
deciding what netting operations to perform and in which
currencies.

Table   AGGREGATE CASH POSITION OF 
EUROPEAN CENTRAL CASH POOL 
(U.S. $ THOUSANDS) 

Daily Cash Position, July 12, 200X 
 Closing Minimum Cash 

Balance 
Affiliate Balance Required Surplus 

(Deficit) 
France -150 100 -250 
Germany +350 250 100 
Italy +400 150 250 
England +100 125 -25 

Regional surplus 
(deficit)   +75 

The cash forecasts contained in the daily reports can help
determine when to transfer funds to or from the central pool
and the maturities of any borrowings or investments. For
example, although the Italian subsidiary currently has $250,000
in excess funds, it projects a deficit tomorrow of $100,000. One
possible strategy is to have the Italian unit remit $250,000 to the
pool today and, in turn, have the pool return $100,000 tomor-
row to cover the projected deficit. However, unless interest
differentials are large and/or transaction costs are minimal, it
may be preferable to instruct the Italian unit to remit only
$150,000 to the pool and invest the remaining $100,000
overnight in Italy.
Similarly, the five-day forecast shown in Exhibit, based on the
data pro-vided in Exhibit, indicates that the $75,000 European
regional surplus generat-ed today can be invested for at least
two days before it is required (because of the cash deficit
forecasted two days from today).
The cash mobilization system illustrated here has been greatly
simplified in order to bring out some key details. In reality, such
a system should include longer-term forecasts of cash flows
broken down by currency, forecasts of  inter-company transac-
tions (for netting purposes), and interest rates paid by the pool
(for decentralized decision making).

Bank Relations
Good bank relations are central to a company’s international
cash management effort. Although some companies may be
quite pleased with their banks’ services, others may not even
realize that they are being poorly served by their banks. Poor
cash management services mean lost interest revenues, over-
priced services, and inappro-priate or redundant services. Many
firms that have conducted a bank relations audit find that they

are dealing with too many banks. Here are some considerations
involved in auditing the company’s banks.

Table Showing : Five-day Cash Forecast of European

Central Cash Pool (U.s. $ Thousands)

Days from July 12, 200X 
      Five-Day 
Affiliate +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 Total 

France +200 -100 -400 0 +150 -150 
Germany +380 -400 +130 +520 +330 -t 960 
Italy -100 +125 +275 -150 +55 +205 
England +50 +150 -200 +250 -100 +150 
Forecast +530 -225 -195 +620 +435 + 1,165 

regional surplus       
(deficit) by day       

Some common problems in bank relations are
1. Too many relations: Using too many banks can be expensive.

It also invari-ably generates idle balances, higher
compensating balances, more check-clearing float,
suboptimal rates on foreign exchange and loans, a heavier
administrative work-load, and diminished control over every
aspect of-banking relations.

2. High banking costs: To keep a lid on bank expenses, treasury
management must carefully track not only the direct costs of
banking services-including rates, spreads, and commissions-
but also the indirect costs rising from check float, value-
dating-that is, when value is given for funds-and
compensating balances. This monitoring is especially
important in developing countries of Latin America and
Asia. In these countries, compensating balance requirements-
the fraction of an outstand-ing loan balance required to be
held on deposit in a non-interest-bearing account -may range
as high as 30%-35%, and check-clearing times may drag on
for days or even weeks. It also pays off in such European
countries as Italy, where banks enjoy value-dating periods of
as long as 20 to 25 days.

3. Inadequate reporting: Banks often do not provide
immediate information on collections and account balances.
This delay can cause excessive amounts of idle cash and
prolonged float. To avoid such problems, firms should
instruct their banks to pro-vide daily balance information
and to clearly distinguish between ledger and collected
balances-that is, posted totals versus immediately available
funds.

4. Excessive clearing delays: In many countries, bank float can
rob firms of  funds availability. In such nations as Mexico,
Spain, Italy, and Indonesia, checks drawn on banks located in
remote areas can take weeks to clear to headquarters accounts
in the capital city. Fortunately, firms that negotiate for better
float times often meet with success. Whatever method is
used to reduce clearing time, it is crucial that companies
constantly check up on their banks to ensure that funds are
credited to accounts as expected.

Negotiating better service is easier if  the company is a valued
customer. Demonstrating that it is a valuable customer requires
the firm to have ongoing dis-cussions with its bankers to
determine the precise value of each type of banking activity and
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the value of the business it generates for each bank. Armed
with this information, the firm should make up a monthly
report that details the value of its banking business. By
compiling this report, the company knows precisely how much
business it is giving to each bank it uses. With such information
in hand, the firm can negotiate better terms and better service
from its banks.

Accounts Receivable Management
Firms grant trade credit to customers, both domestically and
internationally, because they expect the investment in receivables
to be profitable, either by expanding sales volume or by
retaining sales that otherwise would be lost to competitors.
Some companies also earn a profit on the financing charges they
levy on credit sales.
The need to scrutinize credit terms is particularly important in
countries experi-encing rapid rates of inflation. The incentive for
customers to defer payment, liquidat-ing their debts with less
valuable money in the future, is great. Furthermore, credit
standards abroad are often more relaxed than standards in the
home market, especially in countries lacking alternative sources
of  credit for small customers. To remain com-petitive, MNCs
may feel compelled to loosen their own credit standards. Finally,
the compensation system in many companies tends to reward
higher sales more than it penalizes an increased investment in
accounts receivable. Local managers frequently have an incentive
to expand sales even if the MNC overall does not benefit.
The effort to better manage receivables overseas will not get far
if financial and marketing do not coordinate their efforts. In
many companies, finance and market-ing work at cross-
purposes. Marketing thinks about selling, and finance thinks
about speeding up cash flows. One way to ease the tensions
between finance and marketing is to educate the sales force on
how credit and collection affect company profits. Another way is
to tie bonuses for salespeople to collected sales or to adjust sales
bonuses for the interest cost of credit sales. Forcing managers
to bear the opportunity cost of working capital ensures that
their credit, inventory, and other working-capital decisions’ will
be more economical.

Illustration

Nestle Charges for Working Capital
Nestle charges local subsidiary managers for the interest expense
of net working capital using an internally devised standard rate.
The inclusion of this finance charge encourages country
managers to keep a tight rein on accounts receivable and
inventory because the lower the net working capital, the lower
the theoretical interest charge, and the higher their profits.

Credit Extension
A firm selling abroad faces two key credit decisions: the amount
of credit to extend and the currency in which credit sales are to
be billed.
The easier the credit terms are, the more sales are likely to be
made. But gen-erosity is not always the best policy Balanced
against higher revenues must be the risk of default, increased
interest expense on the larger investment in receivables, and the
deterioration (through currency devaluation) of the dollar value
of accounts receivable denominated in the buyers currency

These additional costs may be partly offset if liberalized credit
terms enhance a firms ability to raise its prices.
The bias of most personnel evaluation systems is in favor of
higher revenues, but another factor often tends to increase
accounts receivable in foreign countries. An uneconomic
expansion of local sales may occur if managers are credited with
dollar sales when accounts receivable are denominated in the
local currency Sales managers should be charged for the expected
depreciation in the value of local cur-rency accounts receivable.
For instance, if the current exchange rate is LC 1 = $0.10, but
the expected exchange rate 90 days hence (or the three-month
forward rate) is $0.09, managers providing three-month credit
terms should be credited with only $0.90 for each dollar in sales
booked at the current spot rate.
The following five-step approach enables a firm to compare the
expected ben-efits and costs associated with extending credit
internationally:
1. Calculate the current cost of extending credit.
2. Calculate the cost of extending credit under the revised credit

policy
3. Using the information from steps 1 and 2, calculate

incremental credit costs under the revised credit policy.
4. Ignoring credit costs, calculate incremental profits under the

new credit policy
5. If, and only if, incremental profits exceed incremental credit

costs, select the new credit policy

Illustration

Evaluating Credit Extension Overseas
Suppose a subsidiary in France currently has annual sales of $1
million with 90-day credit terms. It is believed that sales will
increase by 6%, or $60,000, if terms are extended to 120 days.
Of these additional sales, the cost of goods sold is $35,000.
Monthly credit expenses are 1 % in financing charges. In
addition, the euro is expected to depreciate an average of 0.5%
every 30 days.
If we ignore currency changes for the moment, but consider
financing costs, the value today of $1 of receivables to be
collected at the end of 90 days is approximately $0.97. When the
expected euro depreciation of 1.5% (3 X 0.5%) over the 90-day
period is taken into account, this value declines to 0.97(1 -
0.015), or $0.955, implying a 4.5% cost of carrying euro
receivables for three months. Similarly, $1 of  receivables
collected 120 days from now is worth (1 - 4 X 0.01)(1 - 0.02)
today, or $0.941. Then the incremental cost of  carrying euro
receivables for the fourth month equals 0.955 - 0.941 dollars, or
Applying the five-step evaluation approach and using the
information generation in this illustration yields current 90-day
credit costs of $1,000,000 X 0.045,000. -Lengthening the terms
to 120 days will raise this cost to $1,000,000 X 0.059 =  $59,000.
The cost of carrying for 120 days the incremental sales of
$60,000 is $60.000 X 0.059 = $3,540. Thus, incremental credit
costs under the new policy equal $59,000 + $3,540 - $45,000 =
$17,540. Since this amount is less than the incremental profit of
$25,000 (60,000 - 35,000), it is worthwhile to provide a fourth
month of credit.
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Inventory Management
Inventory in the form of raw materials, work in process, or
finished good is held (1) to facilitate the production process by
both ensuring that supplies are at hand when needed and
allowing a more even rate of production, and (2) to make
certain that goods are available for delivery at the time of sale.
Although, conceptually, the inventory management problems
faced by multina-tional firms are not unique, they may be
exaggerated in the case of  foreign opera-tions. For instance,
MNCs typically find it more difficult to control their inventory -
and realize inventory turnover objectives in their overseas
operations than in domestic ones. There are a variety of
reasons: long and variable transit times if ocean transportation
is used, lengthy customs proceedings, dock strikes, import
controls, high -duties, supply disruption, and anticipated
changes in currency values.

Production Location and Inventory Control
Many US companies have eschewed domestic manufacturing for
offshore production to take advantage of low-wage labor and a
grab bag of tax holidays, low-interest -loans, and other
government largess. However, a number of firms have found
that low manufacturing cost is not everything. Aside from the
strategic advantages associated with U.S. production, such as
maintaining close contact with domestic customers, onshore
manufacturing allows for a more efficient use of capital. In
particular, because -of the delays in international shipment of
goods and potential supply disruptions -firms producing
abroad typically hold larger work-in-process and finished goods
-inventories than do domestic firms. The result is higher
inventory-carrying costs.

Illustration

Cypress Semiconductor Decides to Stay Onshore
The added inventory expenses that foreign manufacture would
entail is an important reason, -that Cypress Semiconductor
decided to manufacture integrated circuits in San Jose California,
instead of going abroad. Cypress makes relatively expensive
circuits (they aver-age around $8 apiece), so time-consuming
international shipments would have tied up the company’s
capital in a very expensive way. Even though offshore produc-
tion would save about $0.032 per chip in labor costs, the
company estimated that the labor saving would -be more than
offset by combined shipping and customs duties of $0.025 and
an additional $0.16 in the capital cost of holding inventory
According to Cypress Chairman L.J. Sevin, “Some people just
look at the labor rates, but it’s inventory cost that matters. It’s
simply cheaper to sell a part in one week than in five or six. You
have to figure out what you could have done with the inventory
or the money you could have made simply by pulling the
interest on the dollars you have tied up in the part.
The estimate of $0.16 in carrying cost can be backed out as
follows: As the preceding quotation indicates, parts manufac-
tured abroad were expected to spend an extra five weeks or so in
transit. This means that parts manufactured abroad would
spend five more weeks in work-in-process inventory than
would parts manufactured domestically Assuming an opportu-
nity cost of 20% (not an unreasonable number considering the

volatility of the semiconductor market) and an average cost per
chip of $8 yields the following added inventory-related interest
expense associated with overseas production:
Added interest  = Opportunity cost  x Added time  x  Cost per part

Expense of funds                    in transit

= 0.20 ´ 5/52 ´ $8 = $0.154

Advance Inventory Purchases
In many developing countries, forward contracts for foreign
currency are limited in availability or are nonexistent. In
addition, restrictions often preclude free remit-tances, making it
difficult, if not impossible, to convert excess funds into a hard
currency One means of hedging is to engage in anticipatory
purchases of goods, especially imported items. The trade-off
involves owning goods for which local currency prices may be
increased, thereby maintaining the dollar value of the asset even
if devaluation occurs, versus forgoing the return on local money
market investments.

Inventory Stockpiling
Because of long delivery lead times, the often limited availability
of transport for economically sized shipments, and currency
restrictions, the problem of supply failure is of particular
importance for any firm that is dependent on foreign sources.
These conditions may make the knowledge and execution of an
optimal stocking policy, under a threat of  a disruption to
supply, more critical in the MNC than in the firm that purchases
domestically
The traditional response to such risks has been advance
purchases. Holding large amounts of inventory can be quite
expensive, however. The high cost of inven-tory stockpiling-
including financing, insurance, storage, and obsolescence-has led
many companies to identify low inventories with effective
management. In con-trast, production and sales managers
typically desire a relatively large inventory, particularly when a
cutoff in supply is anticipated. One way to get managers to con-
sider the trade-offs involved-the costs of stockpiling versus the
costs of short-ages-is to adjust the profit performances of
those managers who are receiving the benefits of additional
inventory on hand to reflect the added costs of  stockpiling.
As the probability of disruption increases or as holding costs
go down, more inventory should be ordered. Similarly, if  the
cost of a stock-out rises or if future supplies are expected to be
more expensive, it will pay to stockpile additional inventory.
Conversely, if  these parameters were to move in the opposite
direction, less inventory should be stockpiled.

Short-term Financing
Financing the working capital requirements of a multinational
corporations foreign affiliates poses a complex decision
problem. This complexity stems from the large number of
financing options available to the subsidiary of an MNC.
Subsidiaries have access to funds from sister affiliates and the
parent, as well as from external sources. This section is con-
cerned with the following four aspects of developing a
short-term overseas financing strategy: 0) identifying the key
factors, (2) formu-lating and evaluating objectives, (3) describing
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available short-term borrowing options, and (4) developing a
methodology for calculating and comparing the effective dollar
costs of these alternatives.

Key Factors in Short-Term Financing Strategy
Expected costs and risks, the basic determinants of any funding
strategy, are strongly influenced in an international context by six
key factors.
1. If forward contracts are unavailable, the crucial issue is

whether differences in nominal interest rates among
currencies are matched by anticipated changes in the exchange
rate. For example, is the difference between an 8% dollar
interest rate and a 3% Swiss franc interest rate due solely to
expectations that the dollar will devalue by 5% relative to the
franc? The key issue here, in other words, is whether there are
deviations from the international Fisher effect. If deviations
do exist, then expected dollar borrowing costs will vary by
currency, leading to a deci-sion problem. Trade-offs must be
made between the expected borrowing costs and the
exchange risks associated with each financing option.

2. The element of exchange risk is the second key factor, Many
firms borrow locally to provide an offsetting liability for their
exposed local currency assets. On the other hand, borrowing
a foreign currency in which the firm has no exposure will
increase its exchange risk. That is, the risks associated with
borrowing in a specific currency are related to the firms degree
of  exposure in that currency.

3. The third essential element is the firms degree of risk
aversion. The more risk averse the firm (or its management)
is, the higher the price it should be willing to pay to reduce
its currency exposure. Risk aversion affects the company’s
risk-cost trade-off  and consequently, in the absence of
forward contracts, influences the selection of currencies it will
use to finance its foreign operations.

4. If forward contracts are available, however, currency risk
should not be a factor -in the firms borrowing strategy
Instead, relative borrowing costs, calculated on a covered
basis, become the sole determinant of which currencies to
borrow in. The key issue here is whether the nominal interest
differential equals the forward differential-that is, whether
interest rate parity holds. If it does hold, then the currency
denomination of the firm debt is irrelevant. Covered costs
can differ among currencies because of government capital
controls or the threat of such controls. Because of this
added element of risk, the annualized forward discount or
premium may not offset the difference between the inter-est
rate on the LC loan versus the dollar loan - that is, interest
rate parity will not hold.

5. Even if interest rate parity does hold before tax, the currency
denomination of corporate borrowings does matter where
tax asymmetries are present. These tax asymmetries are based
on the differential treatment of foreign exchange gains and
losses on either forward contracts or loan repayments. For
example, English firms or affiliates have a disincentive to
borrow in strong currencies because Inland Revenue, the
British tax agency, taxes exchange gains on foreign currency
borrowings but disal-lows the deductibility of exchange

losses on the same loans. An opposite incentive (to borrow
in stronger currencies) is created in countries such as Australia
that may per-mit exchange gains on forward contracts to be
taxed at a lower rate than the rate at which forward contract
losses are deductible. In such a case, even if interest parity
holds before tax, after-tax forward contract gains may be
greater than after-tax interest costs. Such tax asymmetries lead
to possibilities of borrowing arbitrage, even if inter-est rate
parity holds before tax. The essential point is that, in
comparing relative bor-rowing costs, firms must compute
these costs on an after-tax covered basis.

6. A final factor that may enter into the borrowing decision is
political risk. Even if local financing is not the minimum
cost option, multinationals often will still try to maximize
their local borrowings if they believe that expropriation or
exchange controls are serious possibilities. If either event
occurs, an MNC has fewer assets at risk if it has used local,
rather than external, financing.

Short-Term Financing Objectives
Four possible objectives can guide a firm in deciding where and
in which currencies to borrow.
1. Minimize expected cost: By ignoring risk, this objective

reduces information requirements, allows borrowing options
to be evaluated on an individual basis with-out considering
the correlation between loan cash flows and operating cash
flows, and lends itself readily to break-even analysis

2. Minimize risk without regard to cost: A firm that followed
this advice to its log-ical conclusion would dispose of all its
assets and invest the proceeds in government secu-rities. In
other words, this objective is impractical and contrary to
shareholder interests.

3. Trade off  expected cost and systematic risk: The advantage
of this objective is that, like the first objective, it allows a
company to evaluate different loans without considering the
relationship between loan cash flows and operating cash
flows from operations. Moreover, it is consistent with
shareholder preferences as described by the capital asset
pricing model. In practical terms, however, there is probably
little differ-ence between expected borrowing costs adjusted
for systematic risk and expected borrowing costs without
that adjustment. The reason for this lack of difference is that
the correlation between currency fluctuations and a well-
diversified portfolio of risky assets is likely to be quite small.

4. Trade off  expected cost and total risk: The theoretical
rationale for this approach was described. Basically, it relies on
the existence of poten-tially substantial costs of financial
distress. On a more practical level, management generally
prefers greater stability of cash flows (regardless of investor
preferences). Management typically will self-insure against
most losses but might decide to use the financial markets to
hedge against the risk of  large losses. To implement this
approach, it is necessary to take into account the covariances
between operating and financing cash flows. This approach
(trading off expected cost and total risk) is valid only where
forward contracts are unavailable. Otherwise, selecting the
lowest-cost borrowing option, calculated on a covered after-
tax basis, is the only justifiable objective .
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Short-Term Financing Options
Firms typically prefer to finance the temporary component of
current assets with short -term funds. The three principal short
-term financing options that may be available to an MNC
include (1) the intercompany loan, (2) the local currency loan,
and (3) commercial paper.
Intercompany Financing. A frequent means of  affiliate
financing is to have either the parent company or sister affiliate
provide an intercompany loan. At times, however, these loans
may be limited in amount or duration by official exchange
controls. In addition, interest rates on intercompany loans are
frequently required to fall within set limits. The relevant
parameters in establishing the cost of such a loan include the
lenders opportunity cost of funds, the interest rate set, tax rates
and regulations, the currency of denomination of the loan, and
expected exchange rate movements over the term of the loan.
Local Currency Financing. Like most domestic firms,
affiliates of multination-al corporations generally attempt to
finance their working capital requirements locally, for both
convenience and exposure management purposes. All industrial
nations and most LDCs have well-developed commercial
banking systems, so firms desiring local financing generally turn
there first. The major forms of bank financ-ing include
overdrafts, discounting, and term loans. Nonbank sources of
funds include commercial paper and factoring
Bank Loans. Loans from commercial banks are the dominant
form of short -term interest-bearing financing used around the
world. These loans are described as self-liquidating because they
are generally used to finance temporary increases in accounts
receivable and inventory. These increases in working capital soon
are converted into cash, which is used to repay the loan.
Short-term bank credits are typically unsecured. The borrower
signs a note evidencing its obligation to repay the loan when it
is due, along with accrued interest. Most notes are payable in 90
days; the loans must, therefore, be repaid or renewed every 90
days. The need to periodically roll over bank loans gives a bank
substantial control over the use of its funds, reducing the need
to impose severe restrictions on the firm. To further ensure that
short-term credits are not being used for permanent financing, a
bank will usually insert a cleanup clause requir-ing’ the company
to be completely out of debt to the bank for a period of at least
30 days during the year.
Forms of  Bank Credit. Bank credit provides a highly flexible
form of financing because it is readily expandable and, there-
fore, serves as a financial reserve. Whenever the firm needs extra
short-term funds that cannot be met by: trade credit, it is likely
to turn first to bank credit. Unsecured bank loans may be
extended under a line of credit, under a revolving credit
arrangement, or on a transaction basis. Bank loans can be
originated in either the domestic or the Eurodollar market.
1. Term loans: Term loans are straight loans, often unsecured,

that are made for a fixed period of time, usually 90 days.
They are attractive because they give corporate treasurers
complete control over the timing of repayments. A term
loan typically is made for a specific purpose with specific
conditions and is repaid in a single lump sum. The loan
provisions are contained in the promissory note that is

signed by the customer. This type of loan is used most
often by borrowers who have an infrequent need for bank
credit.

2. Line of credit: Arranging separate loans for frequent
borrowers is a relatively expensive means of doing business.
One way to reduce these transaction costs is to use a line of
credit. This informal agreement permits the company to
borrow up to a stat-ed maximum amount from the bank.
The firm can draw down its line of credit when it requires
funds and pay back the loan balance when it has excess cash.
Although the bank is not legally obligated to honor the line-
of-credit agreement, it almost always does so unless it or the
firm encounters financial difficulties. A line of credit is.
usually good for one year, with renewals renegotiated every
year.

3. Overdrafts: In countries other than the United States, banks
tend to lend through overdrafts. An overdraft is simply a
line of credit against which drafts (checks) can be drawn
(written) up to a specified maximum amount. These
overdraft lines often are extended and expanded year after
year, thus providing, in effect, a form of medium-term
financing. The borrower pays interest on the debit balance
only:

4. Revolving credit agreement: A revolving credit agreement is
similar to a line of credit except that now the bank (or
syndicate of banks) is legally committed to extend credit up
to the stated maximum. The firm pays interest on its
outstanding borrowings plus a commitment fee, ranging
between 0.125% and 0.5% per annum, on the unused
portion of the credit line. Revolving credit agreements are
usually rene-gotiated every two or three years.
The danger that short-term credits are being used to fund
long-term requirements is particularly acute with a revolving
credit line that is continuously renewed. Inserting an out-of-
debt period under a cleanup clause validates the temporary
need for funds.

5. Discounting: The discounting of trade bills is the preferred
short-term financing technique in many European countries-
especially in France, Italy, Belgium, and, to a lesser extent,
Germany. It is also widespread in Latin America, particularly
in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico. These bills often can be
rediscounted with the central bank.

Discounting usually results from the following set of transac-
tions. A manufac-turer selling goods to a retailer on credit draws
a bill on the buyer, payable in, say, 30 days. The buyer endorses
(accepts) the bill or gets his or her bank to accept it, at which
point it becomes a banker’s acceptance. The manufacturer then
takes the bill to his or her bank, and the bank accepts it for a fee
if the buyers bank has not already accepted it. The bill is then
sold at a discount to the manufacturer’s bank or to a money-
market dealer. The rate of interest varies with the term of the
bill and the general level of local money-market interest rates.
The popularity of discounting in European countries stems
from the fact that according to European commercial law, which
is based on the Code Napoleon, the claim of the bill holder is
independent of the claim represented by the underlying
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transaction. (For example, the bill holder must be paid even if
the buyer objects to the quality of the merchandise.) This right
makes the bill easily negotiable and enhances its liquidity (or
tradability), thereby lowering the cost of discounting rela-tive to
other forms of credit.
Interest Rates on Bank Loans. The interest rate on bank loans is
based on per-sonal negotiation between the banker and the
borrower. The loan rate charged to a specific customer reflects
that customers creditworthiness, previous relationship with the
bank, maturity of  the loan, and other factors. Ultimately, bank
interest rates are based on the same factors as the interest rates
on the financial securities issued by a borrower: the risk-free
return, which reflects the time value of  money, plus a risk
premium based on the borrowers credit risk. However, there are
certain bank-loan pricing conventions that you should be
familiar with.
Interest on a loan can be paid at maturity or in advance. Each
payment method gives a different effective interest rate, even if
the quoted rate is the same. The effec-tive interest rate is defined
as follows:
Effective interest rate = Annual interest paid

      Funds received
Suppose you borrow $10,000 for one year at 11% interest. If
the interest is paid at maturity, you owe the lender $11, 100 at
the end of the year. This payment method yields an effective
interest rate of 11 %, the save as the stated interest rate:
Effective interest rate when    =      $1,100 = 11 %
interest is paid at maturity              $10,000
If the loan is quoted on a discount basis, the bank deducts the
interest in advance. On the $10,000 loan, you will receive only
$8,900 and must repay $10,000 in one year. The effective rate of
interest exceeds 11 % because you are paying interest on $10,000
but have the use of only $8,900:
Effective interest rate          =    $1,100   = 12.4%
on discounted loan                     $8,900
An extreme illustration of the difference in the effective interest
rate between paying interest at maturity and paying interest in
advance is provided by the Mexican banking system. In 1985,
the nominal interest rate on a peso bank loan was 70%, about
15 percentage points higher than the inflation rate. But high as
it was, the nominal figure did not tell the whole story. By
collecting interest in advance, Mexican banks boosted the
effective rate dramatically Consider, for example, the cost of a Ps
10,000 loan. By collecting interest of 70%, or Ps c7,000, in
advance, the bank actually loaned out only Ps 3,000 and received
Ps 10,000 at maturity The effective interest rate on the loan was
233%:
Effective interest rate   =  Rs 7,000  =   233%
on Mexican loan               Rs 3,000
Compensating Balances. Many banks require borrowers to hold
from 10% to 20% of their outstanding loan balance on deposit
in a noninterest-bearing account. These compensating balance
requirements raise the effective cost of a bank credit because not
all of the loan is available to the firm:

Effective interest
rate with compensating         =     Annual interest paid
balance requirement Usable funds
Usable funds equal the net amount of the loan less the
compensating balance requirement.
Returning to the previous example, suppose you borrow
$10,000 at 11% interest paid at maturity, and the compensating
balance requirement is 15%, or $1,500. Thus, the $10,000 loan
provides only $8,500 in usable funds for an effec-tive interest
rate of 12.9%:
Effective interest rate when  =  $1,100 = 12.9%
Interest is paid at maturity        $8,500
If the interest is prepaid, the amount of usable funds declines
by a further $1,100-that is, to $7,400-and the effective interest
rate rises to 14.9%:
Effective interest rate    =     $1,1 00   = 14.9%
on discounted loan               $ 7,400
In both instances, the compensating balance requirement raises
the effective interest rate above the stated interest rate. This
higher rate is the case even if the bank pays interest on the
compensating balance deposit because the loan rate invari-ably
exceeds the deposit rate.
Commercial Paper. One of  the most favored alternatives for
MNCs to borrow-ing short term from a bank is to issue
commercial paper commercial paper (CP) is a short-term
unsecured promissory note that is generally sold by large
corporations on a discount basis to institutional investors and
to other corporations. Because commercial paper is unsecured
and bears only the name of the issuer, the market has generally
been dominated by the largest, most creditworthy companies
Available maturities are fairly standard across the spectrum, but
average maturities-reflecting the terms that companies actually
use-vary from 20 to 25 days in the United States to more than
three’, months in the Netherlands. The mini-mum denomina-
tion of paper also varies widely: In Australia, Canada, Sweden,
and the United States, firms can issue CP in much smaller
amounts than in other mar-kets. In most countries, the
instrument is issued at a discount, with the full face value of the
note redeemed upon maturity In other markets, however,
interest- bearing instruments are also offered.
By going directly to the market rather than relying on a financial
intermediary such as a bank, large, well-known corporations can
save substantial interest costs, often on the order of 1 % or
more. In addition, because commercial paper is sold, directly to
large institutions, U.S. CP is exempt from SEC registration
requirements. This exemption reduces the time and expense of
readying an issue of commercial paper for sale.
There are three major noninterest costs associated with using
commercial paper as a source of short-term funds: (1) backup
lines of credit, (2) fees to com-mercial banks, and (3) rating
service fees. In most cases, issuers back their paper 100% with
lines of credit from commercial banks. Because its average
maturity is very short, commercial paper poses the risk that an
issuer might not be able to pay off or roll over maturing paper.
Consequently, issuers use backup lines as insurance against
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periods of financial stress or tight money; when lenders ration
money directly rather than raise interest rates. For example, the
market for Texaco paper, which provided the bulk of  its short -
term financing, disappeared after an $11.1 billion judgment
against it. Texaco replaced these funds by drawing on its bank
lines of credit.
Backup lines usually are paid for through compensating
balances, typically about 10% of the unused portion of the
credit line plus 20% of the amount of credit actually used. As
an alternative to compensating balances, issuers sometimes pay
straight fees ranging from 0.375% to 0.75% of the line of
credit; this explicit pricing procedure has been used increasingly
in recent years.
Another cost associated with issuing commercial paper is fees
paid to the large commercial and investment banks that act as
issuing and paying agents for the paper issuers and handle all
the associated paperwork. Finally, rating services charge fees
ranging from $5,000 to $25,000 per year for ratings, depending
on the rating service. Credit ratings are not legally required by
any nation, but they are often essential for placing paper.
We saw that alternatives to commercial paper issued in the local
market are Euronotes and Euro-commercial paper (Euro-CP).
The Euronotes are typically underwritten, whereas Euro-CP is
not.

Calculating the Dollar Costs of Alternative Financing
Options
This section presents explicit formulas to compute the effective
dollar costs of a local currency loan and a dollar loan. These cost
formulas can be used to calculate the least expensive financing
source for each future exchange rate. A computer can easily
perform this analysis-called break-even analysis-and determine
the range of future exchange rates within which each particular
financing option is cheapest.
With this break-even analysis, the treasurer can readily see the
amount of cur-rency appreciation or depreciation necessary to
make one type of borrowing less expensive than another. The
treasurer will then compare the firm’s actual forecast of  currency
change, determined objectively or subjectively, with this
benchmark.
To illustrate break-even analysis and show how to develop cost
formulas, suppose that Du Pont’s Mexican affiliate requires
funds to finance its working capi-tal needs for one year. It can
borrow pesos at 45% or dollars at 11 %. To determine an
appropriate borrowing strategy, this section will develop explicit
cost expres-sions for each of these loans using the numbers
just given. Expressions then will be generalized to obtain
analytical cost formulas that are usable under a variety of
circumstances.
Case 1: No Taxes Absent taxes and forward contracts, costing
these loans is relatively straightforward
1. Local currency loan: In general, the dollar cost of borrowing

local currency (LC) at an interest rate of rL and a currency
change of c, is the sum of the dollar interest cost plus the
percentage change in the exchange rate:

Dollar cost
of LC loan    =    Interest cost  +  Exchange rate change  (1.1)

=   rL(1 + c) + c
Employing Equation (1.1), we compute an expected dollar
cost of  borrowing pesos for Du Pont’s Mexican affiliate of
0.45 X (1 + c) + c, or 0.45 + 1.45c. For example, if the peso
is expected to fall by 20% (c = -0.20), then the effective dollar
interest rate on the peso loan will be 16% (0.45 - 1.45 X -
0.20).

2. Dollar loan: The Mexican affiliate can borrow dollars ,at 11%.
In general, the cost of a dollar (HC) loan to the affiliate is the
interest rate on the dollar (HC) loan rH.
Analysis. The peso loan costs 0.45(1 + c) + c, and the dollar
loan costs 11%. To find the break-even rate of  currency
depreciation at which the dollar cost of peso borrowing is
just equal to the cost of dollar financing, equate the two
costs--0.45(1 + c) + c = 0.11 and solve for c:

C = (0.45 – 0.11) = -0.2345
        1.45

In other words, the Mexican peso must devalue by 23.45%
before it is less expen-sive to borrow pesos at 45% than
dollars at 11%. Ignoring the factor of exchange risk, the
borrowing decision rule is as follows:

If c < -23.45%, borrow pesos.
If c > -23.45%, borrow dollars.

In the general case, the break-even rate of currency change is
found by equating the dollar costs of dollar and local
currency financing-that is, rH = rL(l + c) + c -and solving for c:
c*  =   rH -  rL (1.2)

1 + rL

If the international Fisher effect holds, then we saw that C*,
the break-even amount of currency change, also equals the
expect-ed LC devaluation (revaluation); that is, the expected
peso devaluation should equal 23.45% unless there is reason
to believe that some form of market imper-fection is not
permitting interest rates to adjust to reflect anticipated
currency changes.
Case 2: Taxes Taxes complicate the calculating of  various
loan costs. Suppose the effective tax rate on the earnings of
Du Ponts Mexican affiliate is 40%,

1. Local currency loan: The after-tax dollar cost of bor-rowing in
the local currency for a foreign affiliate as equaling the after-
tax interest expense plus the change in the exchange rate, or
After-tax dollar = Interest cost + Exchange rate change
cost of LC loan

   =  rL(1 + c)(1 – ta) + c (1.3)
where ta is the affiliates marginal tax rate. Employing
Equation (1.3), we can calculate the after-tax dollar cost of
borrowing pesos as equaling 0.45 X (1 + c)(l - 0.40) + c. or
0.27 + 1.27c

2. Dollar loan: The after-tax cost of a dollar loan equals the
Mexican affiliates after-tax interest expense, 0.11(l - 0.40),
minus the dollar value to the Mexicar. Affiliate of the tax
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write-off on the increased number of pesos necessary to
repay the dollar principal following a peso devaluation, 0.4c.
In general, the total cost of the dollar loan is the after-tax
interest expense less the tax write-off associated with the
dollar principal repayment, or
After-tax cost.  =    Interest cost    -   Tax gain (loss) (1.4)
of dollar loan to subsidiary

= rH  (1 – ta) + cta

Substituting in the relevant parameters to Equation 1.4
yields an after-tax cost of bor-rowing dollars equal to 0.11 X
(1 - 0.40) + 0.40c, or 0.066 + O.4c.
Analysis. As in case 1, we will set the cost of dollar
financing, 0.066 + O.4c, equal to the cost of  local currency
financing, 0.27(1 + c) + c, in order to find the break-even rate
of peso depreciation necessary to leave the firm indifferent
between borrowing in dollars or pesos.
The break-even value of e occurs when

0.066 + O.4e = 0.27(1 + c) + e, or C* = -0.2345
Thus, the peso must devalue by 23.45% before it is cheaper
to borrow pesos at 45% than dollars at 11%. This is the
same break-even exchange rate as in the before-tax case.
Although taxes affect the after-tax costs of the dollar and LC
loans, they do not affect the relative desirability of the two
loans. That is, if one loan has a lower cost before tax, it will
also be less costly on an after-tax basis.
In general, the breakeven rate of currency appreciation or
depreciation can be found, by equating the dollar costs of
local currency and dollar financing and solving for C:

rH(l – ta) + cta = rL(1 + c)(1 – ta) + c
or
C*  =    rH(1 – ta) – rL(1 – ta)     =   rH  - rL (1.5)

(1 + rL) (1 – ta)           1 + rL

The tax rates cancel out and we are left with the same break-
even value for c as in the before-tax case (See equation 1.2)

Illustration

American Express
In, early 1980, American Express (Amex) completed an eight-
month study of the cash cycles of its travel, credit card, and
travelers check businesses operating in seven European coun-
tries. On the basis of that project, Amex developed an
international cash management system that was expected to
yield cash gains-increased investments or reduced borrow-ing-
of about $35 million in Europe alone. About half of these
savings were projected to come from accelerated collection of
receipts and better control of disbursements. The other half of
projected gains represented improved bank-balance control,
reduced bank charges, and improved value-dating, and better
control of foreign exchange.
The components of the system are collection and disbursement
methods, bank- account architecture, balance targeting, and
foreign exchange management. The worldwide system is
controlled on a regional basis, with some direction from the
corporate treasurer’s office in New York. A regional treasurer’s

office in Brighton, England, controls cash, financ-ing, and
foreign exchange transactions for Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa.
• The most advantageous collection and disbursement

method for every operating divi-sion in each country was
found by analyzing the timing of mail and clearing floats.
This analysis involved Establishing what payment methods
were used by customers in each country because checks are
not necessarily the primary method of payment in Europe

• Measuring the mail time between certain sending and
receiving points

• Identifying clearing systems and practices, which vary
considerably among countries.

• Analyzing for each method of payment the value-dating
practice, the times for pro-cessing check deposits, and the
bank charges per item

Using these data, Amex changed some of its collection and
disbursement methods. For example, it installed interception
points in Europe to minimize the collection float.
Next, Amex centralized the management of all its bank
accounts in Europe on a regional basis. Allowing each subsid-
iary to set up its own independent bank account has the merit
of  simplicity, but it leads to a costly proliferation of  different
pools of funds. Amex restructured its bank accounts, eliminat-
ing some and ensuring that funds could move freely among the
remaining accounts. By pooling its surplus funds, Amex can
invest them for longer periods and also cut down on .the
chance that one subsidiary will be borrowing funds while
another has surplus funds. Conversely, by combining the
borrowing needs of various operations, Amex can use term
financing and dispense with more expensive over-drafts.
Reducing the number of accounts made cash management less
complicated and also reduced banking charges.
The particular form of bank-account architecture used by Amex
is a modular account structure that links separate accounts in
each country with a master account. Management, on a daily
basis, has only to focus on the one account through which all
the country accounts have access to borrowing and investment
facilities.
Balance targeting is used: to control bank-account balances. The
target is an average balance set for each account that reflects
compensating balances, goodwill funds kept to foster the
banking relationship, and the accuracy of  cash forecasting. Aside
from the target balance, the minimum information needed each
morning to manage an account by balance targeting is the
available opening balance and expected debts and credits.
Foreign exchange management in Amex’s international cash
management system focuses on its transaction exposure. This
exposure, which is due to the multicurrency denomina-tion of
traveler’s checks and credit card charges, fluctuates on a daily
basis.
Procedures to control these exposures and to coordinate foreign
exchange transactions center on how Amex finances its working
capital from country to country, as well as the manner in which
interaffiliate debts are settled. For example, if increased
spending by card-holders creates the need for more working
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capital, Amex must decide whether to raise funds in local
currency or in dollars. As a general rule, day-to-day cash is
obtained at the local level through overdrafts or overnight
funds.
To settle indebtedness among divisions, Amex uses
interaffiliate settlements. For exam-ple, if a Swiss cardholder
uses her card in Germany, the Swiss credit, card office pays the
German office, which in turn pays the German restaurant or
hotel in euros. Amex uses net-ting, coordinated by the regional
treasurers office in Brighton, to reduce settlement charges for
example, suppose that a German cardholder used his card in
Switzerland at the same time the Swiss cardholder charged with
her card in Germany Instead of two transactions, one foreign
exchange transaction settles the differences between the two
offices.

Review Questions

1. High interest rates put a premium on careful management of
cash and marketable securities,
a. What techniques are available to an MNC with operating

subsidiaries in many countries to economize on these
short-term assets?

b. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
centralizing the cash management function?

c. What can the firm do to enhance the advantages and
reduce the disadvantages described in Part b?”

2. Standard advice given to firms exporting to soft-currency
countries is to invoice in their own currency Critically analyze
this recommendation and suggest a framework that will help
a financial manager decide whether to stipulate hard-currency
invoicing in export contracts.
a. Under what circumstances does this advice make sense?
b. Are these circumstances consistent with market efficiency?
c. Are there any circumstances under which importer and

exporter will mutually agree on an invoicing currency?
3. Comment on the following statement: “One should borrow

in those currencies expected to depreciate and invest in those
expected to appreciate.”

4. What are the three basic types of bank loans? Describe their
differences.,

5. How does each of the following affect the relationship of
stated and effective interest rates?
a. The lending bank requires the borrower to repay principal

and interest at the end of  the borrowing period only.
b. Interest is deducted from the amount borrowed before

the borrower receives the proceeds.
c. What is the likely ranking of the above from least to

most expensive?
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Learning Objectives

• To identify the principal transfer mechanisms that MNCs can
use to move money and profits among their various
affiliates and to describe their tax, currency control, and cash
management implications

• To identify the three principal arbitrage opportunities
available to MNCs that stem from their ability to shift
profits and funds internally

• To describe the costs and benefits associated with each
transfer mechanism, as well as the constraints on their use

• To identify the factors that affect a multinational firm’s ability
to benefit from its internal financial transfer system

• To describe the information an MNC needs to take full
advantage of its internal financial system

From a financial management standpoint, one of the distin-
guishing characteristics of the multinational corporation, in
contrast to a collection of independent national firms dealing at
arm’s length with one another, is its ability to move money and
profits among its affiliated companies through internal financial
transfer mecha-nisms. Collectively, these mechanisms make up
the multinational financial system. These mechanisms include
transfer prices on goods and services traded internally, intercom-
pany loans, dividend payments, leading (speeding up) and
lagging (slowing down) intercompany payments, and fee and
royalty charges. Together, they lead to patterns of  profits and
movements of funds that would be impossible in the world
of Adam Smith.
These internal financial transfers are inherent in the MNC’s
global approach to international operations, specifically the
highly coordinated international inter-change of goods
(material, parts, subassemblies, and finished products), services
(technology, management skills, trademarks, and patents), and
capital (equity and debt) that is the hallmark of the modern
multinational firm. Indeed, almost 40% of u.s. imports and
exports are transactions between u.s. firms and their foreign
affiliates or parents. Intercompany trade is not confined to u.s.
multinationals. Nearly 80% of the two-way trade between the
United States and Japan goes from parent to foreign subsidiary
or vice versa. So too does 40% of  U.S. - European Community
trade and 55.% of EC- Japan trade.
This chapter analyzes. the benefits, costs, and constraints
associated with the multinational financial system. This analysis
includes (1) identifying the conditions under which use of this
system will increase the value of the firm relative to what it
would be if  all financial transactions were made at arm’s length
(that is, between unrelated entities) through external financial
channels, (2} describing and evaluating the various channels for
moving money and profits internationally, and (3) specify-ing
the design, principles for a global approach to managing
international fund transfers. We will examine the objectives of
such an approach and the various behavioral, informational,
legal, and economic factors that help determine its degree of
success.

LESSON 35:

MANAGING THE MULTINATIONAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM

The Value of the Multinational Financial System
Financial transactions within the MNC result from the internal
transfer of  goods, services, technology, and capital. These
product and factor flows range from inter-mediate. and finished
goods to less tangible items such as management skills, trade-
marks, and patents. Those transactions not liquidated
immediately give rise to some type of financial claim, such as
royalties for the use of a patent or accounts receiv-able for
goods sold on credit. In addition, capital investments lead to
future flows of dividends and interest and principal repay-
ments. Exhibit depicts some of the myriad financial linkages
possible in the MNC.
Although all the links portrayed in Exhibit A can and do exist
among the mode and timing of independent firms, the MNC
has greater control over these financial transfers.
Mode of  Transfer. The MNC has considerable freedom in
selecting ,the finan-cial channels through which funds, allocated
profits, or both are moved. For example, patents and trade-
marks can be sold outright or transferred in return for a
contractual stream of  royalty payments. Similarly, the MNC can
move profits and cash from one unit to another by adjusting
transfer prices on intercompany sales and purchases of goods
and services. With regard to investment flows, capital can be
sent overseas as debt with at least some choice of interest rate,
currency of denomination, and repayment schedule, or as equity
with returns in the form of dividends. Multinational firms can
use these various channels, singly or in combi-nation, to
transfer funds internationally, depending on the specific
circumstances encountered. Furthermore, within the limits of
various national laws and with regard to the relations between a
foreign affiliate and its host government, these flows may be
more advantageous than those that would result from dealings
with independent firms.

Exhibit: A

The Multinational Corporate Financial System
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Timing Flexibility. Some of  the internally generated financial
claims require a fixed payment schedule; others can be accelerated
or delayed. This leading and lagging is most often applied to
interaffiliate trade credit, where a change in open account terms,
say from 90 to 180 days, can involve, massive shifts in, liquidity.
(Some nations have regulations about the repatriation of the
proceeds of export sales. Thus, typically they do not have
complete freedom to move funds by leading and lagging.) In
addition, the timing of fee and royalty payments may be
modified when all parties to the agreement are related. Even if
the contract cannot be altered once the parties have agreed, the
MNC generally has latitude. when the terms are ini-tially
established.
In the absence of exchange controls-government regulations
that restrict the transfer of funds to nonresidents-firms have
the greatest amount of flexi-bility in the timing of equity
claims. The earnings of a foreign affiliate can be retained or used
to pay dividends that in turn can be deferred or paid in advance.
Despite; the frequent presence of government regulations or
limiting contrac-tual arrangements, most MNCs have some
flexibility in the timing of fund flows. This latitude is enhanced
by the MNC’s ability to control the timing of  many of  the
underlying real transactions. For instance, shipping schedules
can be altered so that one unit carries additional inventory for a
sister affiliate.
Value. The value of  the MNC’s network of  financial linkages
stems from the wide variations in national tax systems and
significant costs and barriers associated with international
financial transfer? Exhibit B summarizes the various factors that
enhance the value of internal, relative to external, financial
transactions. These restrictions are usually imposed to allow
nations to maintain artificial values (usu-ally inflated) for their
currencies. In addition, capital controls are necessary when
governments set the cost of local funds at a lower-than-market
rate when currency risks are accounted for-that is, when govern-
ment .regulations do not allow the international Fisher effect or
interest rate parity to hold.
Consequently, the ability to transfer funds and to reallocate
profits internally presents multinationals with three different
types of arbitrage opportunities.
1. Tax arbitrage: MNCs can .reduce their global tax burden by

shifting prof-its from units located in high-tax nations to
those in lower-tax nations. Or they may shift profits from
units in a taxpaying position to those with tax losses.

Exhibit B:

Market Imperfections that Enhance the Value of

Internal Financial Transactions

Formal Barriers to International Transactions

Quantitative restrictions (exchange controls) and direct taxes
on international movements of funds Differential taxation
of income streams according to nationality and global tax
situation of the owners Restrictions by nationality of
investor and/or investment on access to domestic capital
markets
Informal Barriers to International Transactions

Costs of obtaining information
Difficulty of enforcing contracts across national boundaries
Transaction costs
Traditional investment patterns
Imperfections in Domestic Capital Markets

Ceilings on interest rates
Mandatory credit allocations
Limited legal and institutional protection for minority
shareholders
Limited liquidity due to thinness of markets
High transaction costs due to small market size and/or
monopolistic practices of key financial institutions Difficulty
of obtaining information needed to evaluate securities

2. Financial market arbitrage: By transferring funds among
units, MNCs may be able to circumvent exchange controls,
earn higher risk-adjusted yields on excess funds, reduce their
risk-adjusted cost of borrowed funds, and tap previously
unavailable capital sources.

3. Regulatory system arbitrage: When subsidiary profits are a
function of government regulations (for example, when a
government agency sets allowable prices on the firms goods)
or union pressure, rather than the marketplace, the ability to
disguise true profitability by reallocating profits among units
may give the multinational firm a negotiating advantage.

 A fourth possible arbitrage opportunity is the ability to permit
an affiliate to negate the effect of credit restraint or controls in
its country of operation. If a gov-ernment limits access to
additional borrowing locally, then the firm able to draw on
external sources of funds may not only achieve greater short-
term profits but also a more powerful market position over the
long term.
At the same time, we must recognize that because most of the
gains derive from the MNCs skill at taking advantage of
openings in tax laws or regulatory barriers, governments do not
always appreciate the MNCs capabilities and global profit-
maximizing behavior. MNCs  must be aware of the potentially
controversial nature of some of these maneuvers and not put
themselves in a position where they lose the goodwill necessary
to make them welcome citizens of their host countries.

Intercompany Fund-flow Mechanisms:
Costs and Benefits
The MNC can be visualized as unbundling the total flow of
funds between each pair of affiliates into separate components
that are associated with resources transferred in the form of
products, capital, services, and technology. For example,
dividends, interest, and loan repayments can be matched against
capital invested as equity or debt; fees, royalties, or corporate
overhead can be charged for various corporate services, trade-
marks, or licenses.
The different channels available to the multinational enterprise
for moving money and profits internationally include transfer
pricing, fee and royalty adjust-ments, leading and lagging,
intercompany loans, dividend adjustments, and invest-ing in
the form of  debt versus equity. This section examines the costs,
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benefits, and constraints associated with each of these methods
of effecting intercompany fund flows: It begins by sketching
out some of  the tax consequences for U.S.-based MNCs of
interaffiliate financial transfers.

Tax Factors
Total tax payments on intercompany fund transfers are
dependent on the tax regu-lations of both the host and
recipient nations. The host country ordinarily has two types of
taxes that directly affect tax costs: corporate income taxes and
withholding taxes on dividend, interest, and fee remittances. In
addition, several countries, such as Germany and Japan, tax
retained earnings at a different (usually higher) rate than
earnings paid out as dividends.
Many recipient nations, including the United States, tax income
remitted from abroad at the regular corporate tax rate. Where
this rate is higher than the foreign tax rate, dividend and other
payments will normally entail an incremental tax cost. A
number of countries, however-such as Canada, the Nether-
lands, and France-do not impose any additional taxes on
foreign-source income.
As an offset to these additional taxes, most countries, including
the United States, provide tax credits for affiliate taxes already
paid on the same income. For example, if a subsidiary located
overseas has $100 in pretax income, pays $30 in local tax, and
then remits the remaining $70 to its U.S. parent in the form of
a divi-dend, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) will impose
a $35 tax (0.35 X $100) but will then provide a dollar-for-dollar
foreign tax credit (FTC) for the $30 already paid in foreign taxes,
leaving the parent with a bill for the remaining $5. Excess
foreign tax credits from other remittances can be used to offset
these addi-tional taxes. For example, if a foreign subsidiary
earns $100 before tax, pays $45 in local tax, and then remits the
remaining $55 in the form of a dividend, the parent will wind
up with an excess FTC of $10, the difference between the $35
U.S. tax owed and the $45 foreign tax paid.

Transfer Pricing
The pricing of  goods and services traded internally is one of  the
most sensitive of all management subjects, and executives
typically are reluctant to discuss it. Each government normally
presumes that multinationals use transfer pricing to its coun-
try’s detriment. For this reason, a number of  home and host
governments have set up policing mechanisms to review the
transfer pricing policies of MNCs.
The most important uses of transfer pricing include (1)
reducing taxes, (2) reducing tariffs, and (3) avoiding exchange
controls. Transfer prices also may be used to increase the MNCs
share of profits from a joint venture and to disguise an affiliates
true profitability.
Tax Effects. The following scenario illustrates the tax effects
associated with a change in transfer price. Suppose that affiliate
A produces 100,000 circuit boards for $10 apiece and sells them
to affiliate B. Affiliate B, in turn, sells these boards for $22 apiece
to an unrelated customer. As shown in Exhibit C,  pretax profit
for the consolidated company is $1 million regardless of the
price at which the goods are transferred from affiliate A to
affiliate B.

Nevertheless, because affiliate’ PIs tax rate is 30% whereas
affiliate B’s tax rate is 50%, consolidated after-tax income will
differ depending on .the transfer price used. Under the low-
markup policy, in which affiliate A sets a unit transfer price of
$15, affiliate A pays taxes of $120,000 and affiliate B pays
$3.00,000, for a total tax bill of $42.0,000 and a consolidated net
income of $580,000. Switching to a high-markup policy (a
transfer price of  $18), affiliate A’s taxes rise to $210,000 and
affiliate B’s decline to $150,000, for combined tax payments of
$360,000 and consolidated net income of $640,000. The result
of this transfer price increase is to lower total taxes paid by
$60,000 and raise consolidated income by the same amount.

Exhibit C:

Tax Effect of High Versus Low Transfer Price ($
Thousands)

 Affiliate A Affiliate B Affiliates A 
+ B 

Low-Markup Policy   

Revenue 1,500 2,200 2,2
00 

Cost of goods 
sold 

1,000  1,500 1,0
00 

Gross profit 500 700 1,2
00 

Other expenses 100 100 20
0 

Income before 
taxes 

400 600 1,000 

Taxes (30%/50%) 120 300 42
0 

Net income 280 300 58
0 

High-Markup 
Policy 

   

Revenue    1,800 2,200 2,2
00 

Cost of goods sold 1,000  1,800 1,0
00 

Gross profit 800 400 1,2
00 

Other expenses 100 100 20
0 

Income before 
taxes 

700 300 1,0
00 

Taxes (30%/50%) 210 150 36
0 

Net income 490 150 64
0 

In effect, profits are being shifted from a higher to a lower tax
jurisdiction. In the extreme case, an affiliate may be in a loss
position because of ’ high start-up costs, heavy depreciation
charges, or substantial investments that are expensed- Conse-
quently, it has a zero effective tax rate, and profits channeled to
that unit can be received tax-free. The basic rule of thumb to
follow if the objective is to mini-mize taxes is as follows: If
affiliate A is selling goods to affiliate B, and tA and tB are the
marginal tax rates of  affiliate A and affiliate B, respectively, then
If  tA > tB, set the transfer price as low as possible.
If  tA < tB, set the transfer price as high as possible.
Tariffs. The introduction of  tariffs complicates this decision
rule. Suppose that affiliate B must pay ad valorem tariffs-import
duties that are set as a percentage of the value of the imported
goods-at the rate of 10%. Then, raising the transfer price will
increase the duties that affiliate B must pay, assuming that the
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tariff is levied on the invoice (transfer) price. The combined tax-
plus-tariff effects of the transfer price change are shown in
Exhibit D.
Under the low-markup policy, import tariffs of  $150,000 are
paid. Affiliate B’s taxes will decline by $75,000 because tariffs are
tax-deductible. Total taxes plus tariffs paid are $495,000.
Switching to the high-markup policy raises import duties to
$180,000 and simultaneously lowers affiliate B’s income taxes by
half  that amount, or $90,000. Total taxes plus tariffs rise to
$450,000. The high-markup policy is still desirable, but its
benefit has been reduced by $15,000 to $45,000. In general, the
higher the ad valorem tariff relative to the income tax differen-
tial, the more likely it is that a low transfer price is desirable.

Exhibit D:

Tax-plus-tarrif Effect Of High Versus Low Transfer
Price ($ Thousands)

 Affiliate A Affiliate B Affiliates A + 
B 

Low-Markup Policy   

Revenue 1,500 2,200 2,200 
Cost of goods 
sold 

1,000 
 

1,500 1,000 

Import 
duty(10%) 

-  150 150 

Gross profit 500 550 1,050 
Other expenses 100 100 200 
Income before 
taxes 

400 450 850 

Taxes (30%/50%) 120 225 345 
Net income 280 225 505 

High-Markup 
Policy 

   

Revenue 1,800 2,200 2,200 
Cost of goods sold 1,000  1,800 1,000 

Import duty(10%) -  180 180 
Gross profit 800 220 1,020 
Other expenses 100 100 200 
Income before 
taxes 

700 120 820 

Taxes (30%/50%) 210 60 270 
Net income 490 60 550 

There are some costs associated with using transfer prices for tax
reduction. If the price is too high, tax authorities in the
purchasers (affiliate B’s) country will see revenues forgone; if  the
price is too low, both governments might intervene. Affiliate
A’s government may view low transfer prices as tax evasion at
the same time that the tariff  commission in affiliate B’s country
sees dumping or revenue foregone or both. These costs must
be paid for in the form of legal fees, executive time, and
penalties.
Most countries have specific regulations governing transfer
prices. For instance, Section 482 of  the U.S. Revenue Code calls
for arm’s-length prices--prices at which a willing buyer and a
willing unrelated seller would freely agree to transact. The four
alternative methods for establishing an arm’s-length price, in
order of their general acceptability to tax authorities, are as
follows:
1. Comparable uncontrolled price method: Under this

method, the transfer price is set by direct references to prices
used in comparable bona fide transactions between
enterprises that are independent of each other or between

the multinational enterprise group and unrelated parties. In
principle, this method is the most appropriate to use, and
the easiest. In practice, however, it may be impractical or
difficult to apply. For example, differences in quantity, quality,
terms, use of trade-marks or brand names, time of sale, level
of the market, and geography of the market may be grounds
for claiming that the sale is not comparable. There is a
gradation of comparability: Adjustments can be made easily
for freight and insur-ance but cannot be made accurately for
trademarks.

2. Resale price method: Under this method, the arm’s-length
price for a product sold to an associate enterprise for resale is
determined by reducing the price at which it is resold to an
independent purchaser by an appropriate markup (that is, an
amount that covers the resellers costs and profit). This
method is probably most applicable to marketing
operations. However, determining an appropriate markup
can be difficult, especially where the reseller adds substantially
to the value of the product. Thus, there is often quite a bit
of  leeway in determining a standard markup.

3. Cost-plus method: This method adds an appropriate profit
markup to the sell-er’s cost to arrive at an arm’s-length price.
This method is useful in specific situations, such as where
semi finished products are sold between related parties or
where one entity is essentially acting as a subcontractor for a
related entity. However, ordinarily it is difficult to assess the
cost of the product and to determine the appropriate profit
markup. In fact, no definition of  full cost is given, nor is
there a unique formula for prorating shared costs over joint
products. Thus, the markup over cost allows room for
maneuver.

4. Another appropriate method.: In some cases, it may be
appropriate to use a combination of the above methods, or
still other methods (e.g., comparable profits and net yield
methods) to arrive at the transfer price. In addition, the U.S.
Treasury regulations are quite explicit that while a new market
is being established, it is legiti-mate to charge a lower transfer
price.

In light of  Section 482 (and the U.S. governments willingness
to use it) together with similar authority by most other nations,
current practice by MNCs appears to be setting standard prices
for standardized products. However, the innovative nature of
the typical multinational ensures a continual stream of new
products for which no market equivalent exists. Hence, some
leeway is possible on transfer pricing. In addition, although
finished products do get traded among affili-ates, trade between
related parties increasingly is in high-tech, custom-made com-
ponents and subassemblies (for example, automobile
transmissions and circuit  boards) where there are no compa-
rable sales to unrelated buyers. Firms also have a great deal of
latitude in setting prices on rejects, scrap, and returned goods.
Moreover, as trade in intangible services becomes more
important, monitoring transfer prices within MNCs has
become extraordinarily complex, creating plentiful opportunities
for multinationals to use transfer pricing to shift their overall
taxable income from one jurisdiction to another.
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One means of  dealing with the U.S. government’s crackdown
on alleged transfer pricing abuses is greater reliance on ,advance
pricing agreements (APAs). The APA procedure allows the
multinational firm, the IRS, and the foreign tax authority to
work out, in advance, a method to calculate transfer prices.
APAs are expensive, can take quite a while to negotiate, and
involve a great deal of disclo-sure on the part of the MNC, but
if a company wants assurance that its transfer pricing is in order,
the APA is a useful tool.
Exchange Controls. Another important use of transfer pricing
is to avoid cur-rency controls. For example, in the absence of
offsetting foreign tax credits, a U.S. parent will wind up with
$0.65Q0 after tax for each dollar increase in the price at which it
sells Q0 units of a product to an affiliate with blocked funds
(based on a U.S. corporate tax rate of  35%). Hence, a transfer
price change from P0 to P1 will lead to a shift of 0.65(P1 _ P0) Q0
dollars to the parent. The subsidiary, of  course, will show a
corresponding reduction in its cash balances and taxes, due to
its higher expenses.
Bypassing currency restrictions appears to explain the seeming
anomaly whereby subsidiaries operating in less-developed
countries (LDCs) with low tax rates are sold overpriced goods
by other units. In effect, companies appear to be willing to pay a
tax penalty to access otherwise unavailable funds.
Joint Ventures. Conflicts over transfer pricing often arise when
one of the affili-ates involved is owned jointly by one or more
other partners. The outside partners are often suspicious that
transfer pricing is being used to shift profits from the joint
venture} where they must be shared, to a wholly owned
subsidiary Although there is no pat answer to this problem, the
determination of fair transfer prices should be resolved before
the establishment of a joint venture. Continuing disputes may
still arise, however, over the pricing of new products introduced
to an existing venture.
Disguising Profitability. Many LDCs erect high tariff  barriers
in order to develop import-substituting industries. However,
because they are aware of the potential for abuse, many host
governments simultaneously attempt to regulate the profits of
firms operating in such a protected environment. When
confronted by a situation in which profits depend on govern-
ment regulations, the MNC can use transfer pricing (buying
goods from sister affiliates at a higher price) to disguise the true
profitability of its local affiliate, enabling it to justify higher local
prices. Lower reported profits also may improve a subsidiary’s
bargaining position in wage nego-tiations. It is probably for
this reason that several international unions have called for fuller
disclosure by multinationals of their worldwide accounting
data.
Evaluation and Control. Transfer price adjustments will
distort the profits of reporting units and create potential
difficulties in evaluating managerial perfor-mance. In addition,
managers evaluated on the basis of these reported profits may
have an incentive to behave in ways that are suboptimal for the
corporation as a whole.

Reinvoicing Centers
One approach used by some multinationals to disguise
profitability, avoid the scrutiny of  governments, and coordinate

transfer pricing policy is to set up reinvoicing centers in low-tax
nations. The reinvoicing center takes title to all goods sold by
one corpo-rate unit to another affiliate or to a third-party
customer, although the goods move directly from the factory or
warehouse location to the purchaser. The center pays the seller
and, in turn, is paid by the purchasing unit.
With price quotations coming from one location, it is easier and
quicker to implement decisions .to have prices reflect changes in
currency values. The rein-voicing center also provides a firm with
greater flexibility in choosing an invoicing currency. Affiliates can
be ordered to pay in other than their local currency if required by
the firm’s external currency obligations. In this way, the MNC
can avoid the costs of converting from one currency to another
and then back again.
Having a reinvoicing center can be expensive, however. There are
increased communications costs due to the geographical
separation of marketing and sales from the production centers.
In addition, tax authorities may be suspicious of transactions
with an affiliated trading company located in a tax haven.
Before 1962, many U.S. multinationals had reinvoicing compa-
nies located in low- or zero-tax countries. By buying low and
selling high, U.S. MNCs could siphon off  most of  the profit
on interaffiliate sales with little or no tax liability because the
U.S. government at that time did not tax unremitted foreign
earnings. This situation changed with passage of  the U.S.
Revenue Act of 1962, which declared that reinvoicing-center
income is Subpart F income. Subpart F income is a category of
foreign-source income that is subject to U.S. taxation immedi-
ately, whether or not remitted to the United States. For most
U.S.-based multinationals, this situation negated the tax
benefits associated with a reinvoicing center.
A 1977 ruling by the IRS, however, has increased the value of
tax havens in general and reinvoicing centers in particular. That
ruling, which allocates to a firm’s foreign affiliates certain parent
expenses that previously could be written off in the United
States, has generated additional foreign tax credits that can be
uti-lized only against U.S. taxes owed on foreign-source income,
increasing the value of tax-haven subsidiaries.
A reinvoicing center, by channeling profits overseas, can create
Subpart F, income to offset these excess FTCs. In effect, foreign
tax credits can be substituted for taxes that would otherwise be
owed to the United States or to foreign! govern-ments.
Suppose a firm shifts $100 in profit from a country witl1 a 50%
tax rate to a reinvoicing center where the tax rate is only 10%. If
this $100 is deemed Subpart F income by the IRS, the U.S.
parent will owe an additional $25 in U.S. tax (based on the U.S.
corporate tax rate of 35% and the $10 foreign tax credit).
However, if the company has excess foreign tax credits available,
then each $100 shift in profits can reduce total tax payments by
$25, until the excess FTCs are all expended.

Fees and Royalties
Management services such as headquarters advice, allocated
overhead, patents, and trademarks are often unique and,
therefore, are without a reference market price. The consequent
difficulty in pricing these corporate resources makes them
suitable for use as additional routes for international fund flows
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by varying the fees and roy-alties charged for using these
intangible factors of production.
Transfer prices for services or intangible assets have the same tax
and exchange control effects as those for transfer prices on
goods. However, host gov-ernments often look with more
favor on payments for industrial know-how than for profit
remittances. Where restrictions do exist, they are more likely to
be modi-fied to permit a fee for technical knowledge than to
allow for dividends.
For MNCs, these charges have assumed a somewhat more
important role as a conduit for funneling remittances from
foreign affiliates. To a certain extent, this trend reflects the fact
that many of these payments are tied to overseas sales or assets
that increased very rapidly over the past 50 years, as well as the
grow-ing importance of tax considerations and exchange
controls. For example, by setting low transfer prices on
intangibles to manufacturing subsidiaries in low-tax locations
such as Puerto Rico or Singapore, multinationals can receive
profits essentially tax free.
In recognition of  this possibility, the United States in 1986
amended Section 482 to provide that the transfer price of an
intangible must be “commen-surate with the income” the
intangible generates. This means in practice that the IRS will not
consider a related-party transfer price for an intangible arm’s
length unless it produces a split in profits between transferor
and transferee that falls within the range of profits that
unrelated parties realize (1) on similar intangibles, (2) in similar
circumstances. Armed with this amendment, the IRS now
carefully scrutinizes the pricing of intangibles.
The most common approach to setting fee and royalty charges
is for the par-ent to decide on a desired amount of total fee
remittances from the overseas opera-tions, usually based on an
allocation of corporate expenses, and then to apportion these
charges according to subsidiary sales or assets. This method,
which some-times involves establishing identical licensing
agreements with all units, gives these charges the appearance of
a legitimate and necessary business expense, thereby aid-ing in
overcoming currency restrictions.
Governments typically prefer prior agreements and steady and
predictable payment flows; a sudden change in licensing and
service charges is likely to be regarded with suspicion. For this
reason, firms try to avoid abrupt changes in their remittance
policies. However, where exchange controls exist or are likely, or
if there are significant tax advantages, many firms will initially
set a higher level of fee and royalty payments while still
maintaining a stable remittance policy
Special problems exist with joint ventures because the parent
company will have to obtain permission from its partner(s) to
be able to levy charges for its ser-vices and licensing contribu-
tions. These payments ensure the parent of receiving at least
some compensation for the resources it has invested in the joint
venture, per-haps in lieu of dividends over which it may have
little or no control.

Leading and Lagging
A highly favored means of shifting liquidity among affiliates is
an acceleration (leading) or delay (lagging) in the payment of

interaffiliate accounts by modifying the credit terms extended by
one unit to another. For example, suppose affiliate A sells
goods worth $1 million monthly to affiliate B on 90-day credit
terms. Then, on average, affiliate A has $3 million of accounts
receivable from affiliate B and is, in effect, financing $3 million
of  working capital for affiliate B. If  the terms are changed to 180
days, there will be a one-time shift of an additional $3 million
to affiliate B. Conversely, reducing credit terms to 30 days will
create a flow of $2 million from affiliate B to affiliate A, as
shown in Exhibit E.
Shifting Liquidity. The value of  leading and lagging depends
on the opportu-nity cost of funds to both the paying unit and
the recipient. When an affiliate already in a surplus position
receives payment, it can invest the additional funds at the
prevailing local lending rate; if it requires working capital, the
payment received can be used to reduce its borrowings at the
borrowing rate. If the paying unit has excess funds, it loses cash
that it would have invested at the lending rate: if it is in a deficit
position, it has to borrow at the borrowing rate. Assessment of
the benefits of shifting liquidity among affiliates requires that
these borrowing and, lending rates be calculated on an after-tax
dollar (HC) basis.
Suppose, for example, that a multinational company faces the
following effec-tive, after-tax dollar borrowing and lending rates
in Germany and the United States:

 Borrowing Rate 
(%) 

Lending Rate 
(%) 

United States 3.8 2.9 
Germany 3.6 2.7 

Both the US. and German units can have either a surplus (+) or
deficit (-) of funds. The four possibilities, along with the
domestic interest rates (U.S./German) and interest differentials
(U.S. rate - German rate) associated with each state, are as
follows:

Exhibit E:

Fund-transfer Effects of Leading and Lagging

Affiliate A Sells $1 Million in Goods Monthly to Affiliate B 
 Credit Terms 
 Normal Leading Lagging 

Balance Sheet Accounts (90 days) (30 days) (180 days) 
Affiliate A    
Accounts receivable from B $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $6,000,000 
Affiliate B    
Accounts payable to A $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $6,000,000 
Net Cash Transfers    
From B to A  $2,000,000 - 
From A to B  - $3,000,000 

  Germany 
  + - 
 + 2.9%/2.7% 

(0.2%) 
2.9%/3.6% 

(-0.7%) 
United States    
 

- 
3.8%/2.7% 

(1.1%) 
3.8%/3.6% 

(0.2%) 
 

For example, if both units have excess funds, then the relevant
opportunity costs of  funds are the U.S. and German lending
rates of  2.9% and 2.7%, respectively, and the associated interest
differential (in parentheses) is 0.2%. Similarly, if  the U.S. unit
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requires funds while the German affiliate has a cash surplus,
then the rel-evant rates are the respective U.S. borrowing and
German lending rates of 3.8% and 2.7% and the interest
differential is 1.1%.
If the interest rate differential is positive, the corporation as a
whole-by moving funds to the United States-will either pay less
on its borrowing or earn more interest on its investments. This
move can be made by leading payments to the United States
and lagging payments to Germany. Shifting money to Germany
-by leading payments to Germany and lagging them to the
United States-will be worthwhile if the interest differential is
negative.
Based on the interest differentials in this example, all borrow-
ings should be done in Germany, and surplus funds should be
invested in the United States. Only if the US unit has excess
cash and the German unit requires funds should money flow
into Germany.
For example, suppose the German unit owes $2 million to the
U.S. unit. The timing of  this payment can be changed by up to
90 days in either direction. Assume that the U.S. unit is
borrowing funds, and the German unit has excess cash
available- According to the prevailing interest differential of 1.1
%, given the current liquidity status of each affiliate, the
German unit should speed up, or lead, its payment to the U.S.
unit. The net effect of these adjustments is that the US firm can
reduce its borrowing by $2 million, and the German unit has $2
million less in cash-all for 90 days. Borrowing costs for the U.S.
unit are pared by $19,000 ($2,000,000 X 0.038 X 90/360), and
the German unit’s interest income is reduced by $13,500
($2,000,000 X 0.027 X 90/360). There is a net savings of
$5,500. The savings could be computed more directly by using
the relevant inter-est differential of 1.1 % as follows: $2,000,000
X 0.011 X 90/360 = $5,500.
Advantages. A leading and lagging strategy has several
advantages over direct intercompany loans.
1. No formal note of indebtedness is needed, and the amount

of credit can be adjusted up or down by shortening or
lengthening the terms on the accounts. Governments do not
always allow such freedom on loans.

2. Governments are less likely to interfere with payments on
intercompany accounts than on direct loans.

3. Section 482 allows intercompany accounts up to six months
to be interest free. In contrast, interest must be charged on all
intercompany loans. The ability to set a zero interest rate is
valuable if the host government does not allow interest
payments on parent company loans to be tax deductible or if
there are withholding taxes on interest payments.

Government Restrictions. As with all other transfer mecha-
nisms, government controls on intercompany credit terms are
often tight and are given to abrupt changes. Although appear-
ing straightforward on the surface, these rules are subject to
different degrees of government interpretation and sanction.
For example, in theory Japan permits firms to employ leads and
lags. In reality, however, leading and lagging is very difficult
because regulations require that all settlements be made in
accordance with the original trade documents unless a very good

reason exists for an exception. On the other hand, Sweden,
which prohibits import leads, will often lift this restriction for
imports of capital goods.

Intercompany Loans
A principal means of financing foreign operations and moving
funds internationally is to engage in intercompany lending
activities. The making and repaying of intercompany loans is,
often the only legitimate transfer mechanism available to the
MNC.
Intercompany loans are more valuable to the firm than arm’s-
length transac-tions only if at least one of the following market
distortions exist: (1) credit rationing (due to a ceiling on local
interest rates), (2) currency controls, or (3) dif-ferential tax rates
among countries. This list is not particularly restrictive because it
is the rare MNC that faces none of these situations in its
international operations.
Although various types of intercompany loans exist, the most
important methods at present are direct loans, back-to-back
financing, and parallel loans. Direct loans are straight extensions
of credit from the parent to an affiliate or from one affiliate to
another. The other types of intercompany loans typically
involve an intermediary
Back-to-Back Loans. Back-to-back loans, also called fronting
loans or link financing, are often employed to finance affiliates
located in nations with high inter-est rates or restricted capital
markets, especially when there is a danger of currency controls or
when different rates of withholding tax are applied to loans
from a financial institution. In the typical arrangement, the
parent company deposits
funds with a bank in country A that in turn lends the money to
a subsidiary in country B. These transactions are shown in
Exhibit F. By contrasting these transactions with a direct
intercompany loan, the figure reveals that, in effect, a back-to-
back loan is an intercompany loan channeled through a bank.
From the bank’s point of  view, the loan is risk free because the
parents deposit fully col-lateralizes it. The bank simply acts as an
intermediary or a front; compensation is provided by the
margin between the interest received from the borrowing unit
and the rate paid on the parent’s deposit

Exhibit F:

Structure of Back-To-Back Loan

Direct intercompany loan 

Back-to-back loan 

Deposit 

Parent firm in 
country A 

Subsidiary in 
country B 

Bank in 
country A 

A back-to-back loan may offer several potential advantages
when compared with a direct intercompany loan, Two of  the
most important advantages are as follows:
1. Certain countries apply different withholding-tax rates to

interest paid to a foreign parent and interest paid to a
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financial institution. A cost saving in the form of lower taxes
may be available with a back-to-back loan.

2. If currency controls are imposed, the government usually
will permit the local subsidiary to honor the amortization
schedule of a loan from a major multinational bank; to stop
payment would hurt the nation’s credit rating. Conversely;
local monetary authorities would have far fewer reservations
about not authorizing the repayment of an intercompany
loan. In general, back-to-back financing pro-vides better
protection than does a parent loan against expropriation
and/or exchange controls.

Some financial managers argue that a back-to-back loan ‘conveys
another benefit: The subsidiary seems to have obtained credit
from al major bank on its own,; possibly enhancing its
reputation. However, this appearance is unlikely to be sig-
nificant in the highly informed international financial
community
The costs of a back-to-back loan are evaluated in the same way
as any other financing method (i.e., by considering relevant
interest and tax rates and the likeli-hood of changes in currency
value). To see how these calculations should be made, assume
that the parent’s opportunity cost of  funds is 10%, and the1
parent’s and affiliate’s marginal tax rates are 34% and 40%,
respectively Then, if the parent earns 8% on its deposit, the
bank charges 9% to lend dollars to the affiliate, and the local
currency devalues by 11 % during the course of the loan, the
effective cost of this back-to-back loan equals
Interest cost - Interest income + Interest cost  -  Tax gain on
to parent to parent to subsidiary exchange loss
0.10(0.66) - 0.08(0.66) + 0.09(0.6)   -0.40(0.11)= 2.32%

Variations on the back-to-back loan include the parent deposit-
ing dollars while the bank lends out-local currency, or a foreign
affiliate placing the deposit in any of several currencies with the
bank loan being denominated in the same or a different
currency. To calculate the costs of  these variations would require
modi-fying to the methodology shown previously, but the
underlying rationale is the same: Include all interest, tax, and
currency effects that accrue to both the borrow-ing and the
lending units and convent these costs to the home currency.
Users of  the fronting technique include U.S. companies that
have accumulated sizable amounts of money in “captive”
insurance firms and holding companies located in low-tax
nations. Rather than reinvesting this money overseas (assuming
that is the intent) by first paying dividends to the parent
company and incurring a large tax liability, some of  these
companies attempt to recycle their funds indirect-ly via back-to-
back loans.
For example, suppose affiliate A, wholly owned and located in a
tax haven, deposits $2 million for one year in a bank at 7%; the
bank, in turn, lends this money to affiliate B at 9%. If we
assume that there are no currency changes, and if B has an
effective tax rate of 50%, then its after-tax interest expense
equals $90,000 ($2,000,000 ´ 0.09 ´ 0.5). The return to A equals
$140,000 ($2,000,000 ´ 0.07), assuming that A pays no taxes.
The net result of this transaction has been to shift $2 million
from A to B while realizing a net gain to A + B combined of

$50,000 (l\s interest income of $140,000 less the after-tax cost
to B of $90,000).
Back-to-back arrangements also can be used to access blocked
currency funds without physically transferring them. Suppose
Xerox wishes to use the excess reais (the plural of real, the
Brazilian currency) being generated by its Brazilian opera-tion, to
finance a needed plant expansion in the Philippines, where
long-term money is virtually unobtainable. Xerox prefers not to
invest additional dollars in the’ Philippines because of the high
probability of a Philippine peso devaluation. Because of
stringent Brazilian exchange controls, however, this movement
of  reais cannot take place directly. However, Xerox may be able
to use the worldwide branching facilities of an international
bank as a substitute for an internal transfer. For example,
suppose the Brazilian branch of  JP. Morgan Chase Bank needs
real deposits to continue funding its loans in a restrictive credit
environment. Chase may be willing to lend Xerox long-term
pesos through its branch in the Philippines in return for a real
deposit of equivalent maturity in Brazil.
In this way, Xerox lets the use of  its funds in Brazil and at the
same time receives locally denominated funds in the Philip-
pines. Protection is provided against a peso devaluation,
although Xerox’s real funds are, of  course, still exposed. The
value of this arrangement is based on the relative interest rates
involved, antic-ipated currency changes, and the opportunity
cost of the funds being utilized. Given the exchange and credit
restrictions and other market imperfections that exist, it is quite
possible that both the bank and its client can benefit from this
type of arrangement. Negotiation between the two parties will
determine how these benefits are to be shared.
Parallel Loans. A parallel loan is a method of effectively
repatriating blocked funds (at least for the term of the arrange-
ment), circumventing exchange control restrictions, avoiding a
premium exchange rate for investments abroad, financing
foreign affiliates without incurring additional exchange risk, or
obtaining foreign currency financing at attractive rates. As shown
in Exhibit G it consists of two related but separate-that is,
parallel-borrowings and usually involves four par-ties in at least
two different countries. In Exhibit G a U.S. parent firm wishing
to invest in Spain lends dollars to the U.S. affiliate of  a Spanish
firm that wants to invest in the United States. In return, the
Spanish parent lends euros in Spain to the US firm’s Spanish
subsidiary. Draw downs, payments of  interest, and repay-ments
of  principal are made simultaneously. The differential between
the rates of  interest on the two loans is determined, in theory,
by the cost of money in each country and anticipated changes in
currency values.
Exhibit G  shows how a parallel loan can be used to access
blocked funds. In this instance, the Brazilian affiliate of ITT is
generating reais that it is unable to repatriate. It lends this
money to the local affiliate of Dow Chemical; in turn, Dow
lends dollars to ITT in the United States. Hence, ITT would
have the use of dollars in the United States and Dow would
obtain reais in Brazil. In both cases, the paral-lel transactions are
the functional equivalent of direct intercompany loans.
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Exhibit G:

Structure of Parallel Loan

(a)

 

Direct loan in 
euros 

Direct loan in 
dollars 

U.S parent Spanish 
parent 

Spanish firm’s 
U.S. subsidiary 

U.S. firm’s Spanish 
subsidiary 

Direct loan in 
dollars 

Direct loan 
in reais 

Dow U.S 

ITT U.S. 

ITT’s Brazilian 
subsidiary 

Dow’s Brazilian 
subsidiary 

Fees to banks brokering these arrangements usually run from
0.25% to 0.5% of the principal for each side.

Dividends
Dividends are by far the most important means of transferring
funds from foreign affiliates to the parent company, typically
accounting for more than 50% of  all remittances to U.S. firms.
Among the various factors that MNCs consider when deciding
on dividend payments by their affiliates are taxes, financial
statement effects, exchange risk, currency controls, financing
requirements, availability and cost of  funds, and the parent’s
dividend payout ratio. Firms differ, however, in the relative
importance they place on these variables, as well as in how
systematically the variables are incorporated in an overall
remittance policy
The parent company’s dividend payout ratio often plays an
important role in determining the dividends to be received
from abroad. Some firms require the same payout percentage as
the parents rate for each of their subsidiaries; others set a tar-get
payout rate as a percentage of overall foreign-source earnings
without attempting to receive the same percentage from each
subsidiary The rationale for focusing on the parent’s payout
ratio is that the subsidiaries should contribute their share of the
dividends paid to the stockholders. Thus, if the parents payout
rate is 60%, then foreign operations should contribute 60% of
their earnings toward meeting this goal. Establishing a uniform
percentage for each unit, rather than an overall target, is
explained as an attempt to persuade foreign governments,
particularly those of less-developed countries, that these
payments are necessary rather than arbitrary
Tax Effects. A major consideration behind the dividend
decision is the effective tax rate on payments from different

affiliates. By varying payout ratios among its foreign subsidiar-
ies, the corporation can reduce its total tax burden.
Once a firm has decided on the amount of dividends to remit
from overseas, it can then reduce its tax bill by withdrawing
funds from those locations with the lowest transfer costs. Here
is a highly simplified example. Suppose a U.S. company,
International Products, wishes to withdraw $1 million from
abroad in the form of dividends. Each of its three foreign
subsidiaries-located in Germany, the Republic of  Ireland, and
France-has earned $2 million before tax this year and, hence, all
are capable of providing the funds. The problem for Interna-
tional Products is to decide on the dividend strategy that will
minimize the firm’s total tax bill.
The German subsidiary is subject to a split corporate tax rate of
50% on undistributed gross earnings and 36% on dividends, as
well as a dividend with-holding tax of 10%. As an export
incentive, the Republic of Ireland grants a 15-year tax holiday on
all export profits. Because the Irish unit receives all its prof-its
from exports, it pays no taxes. There are no dividend withhold-
ing taxes. The French affiliate is taxed at a rate of 45% and must
also pay a 10% withholding tax on its dividend remittances. It
is assumed that there are no excess foreign tax cred-its available
and that any credits generated cannot be used elsewhere. The
U.s. corporate tax rate is 35%. Exhibit summarizes the relevant
tax consequences of remitting $1 million from each affiliate in
turn.

Exhibit H:

Tax Effects of Dividend Remittances from Abroad

Location 
of 

Foreign 
Affiliate 

intend 
Amount 

Host 
Country 

Income Tax 
if Dividend 

Paid 

Host 
Country 

Withholdin
g Tax 

U.S. 
Income 

Tax 

Total 
Taxes If 
Dividend 

Paid 

Host 
Country 
Income 

Tax If No 
Dividend 

Paid 

Worldwide 
Tax 

Liability If 
Dividend 

Paid 
Germany $1,000,000 $360,000 $100,000 0 $960,000 $1,000,000 $1,860,000

 500,000
 $860,000
Republic $1,000,000 0 0$350,000 $350,000 0 $2,250,000
of Ireland 

France $1,000,000 900,000 $100,000 0 $1,000,00
0

$900,000 $2,000,000

Computation of U.S. tax owed   
Profit before tax  $2,000,000 
Tax ($1,000,000 × 0.50 + $1,000,000 × 
0.36) 

 860,000 

Profit after tax  $1,140,000 
Dividend paid to U.S. parent company  1,000,000 

Less withholding tax @ 10%  100,000 
Net dividend received in United States  $900,000 
Include in U.S. income   

Gross dividend received  $1,000,000 
Foreign indirect tax deemed paid  754,386 

U.S. gross dividend included  $1,754,386 
U.S. tax @ 35%  614,035 

Less foreign tax credit  854,386 
Net U.S. tax cost (credit)  $-240,351 
U.S. tax payable  0 
Computation of indirect and total foreign tax credit   

(a) Direct credit for withholding tax  $100,000 
(b) Indirect foreign tax credit   
Dividend paid × Foreign tax 1,000,000 = × 860,000 = 754,386 
Profit after tax 1,140,000  

Total tax credit  $854,386 

(b)
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Worldwide tax liability if  dividend paid equals tax liability for
foreign affiliate paying the dividend plus tax liabilities of non-
dividend-paying affiliates plus any U.S. taxes owed.
These calculations indicate that it would be cheapest to remit
dividends from Germany. By paying this $1 million dividend
with its associated total worldwide tax cost of $1.86 million,
International Products is actually reducing its worldwide tax
costs by $40,000, compared with its total tax bill of $1.9 million
in the absence of any dividend.3 This result is due to the tax
penalty that the German government imposes on retained
earnings.
Financing Requirements. In addition to their tax conse-
quences, dividend pay-ments lead to liquidity shifts. The value
of moving these funds depends on the dif-ferent opportunity
costs of money among the various units of the corporation.
For instance, an affiliate that must borrow funds will usually
have a higher opportunity cost than a unit with excess cash
available. Moreover, some subsidiaries will have access to low-
cost financing sources, whereas others have no recourse but to
bor-row at a relatively high interest rate.
All else being equal, a parent can increase its value by exploiting
yield differ-ences among its affiliates-that is, setting a high
dividend payout rate for subsidiaries with relatively low
opportunity costs of funds while requiring smaller dividend
payments from those units facing high borrowing costs or
having favor-able investment opportunities.
Exchange Controls. Exchange controls are another major
factor in the divi-dend decision. Nations with balance-of-
payments problems are apt to restrict the payment of dividends
to foreign companies. These controls vary by country, but in
general they limit the size of dividend remittances, either in
absolute terms or as a percentage of  earnings, equity, or
registered capital.
Many firms try to reduce the danger of such interference by
maintaining a record of consistent dividends. The record is
designed to show that these pay-ments are part of an estab-
lished financial program rather than an act of speculation
against the host country’s currency. Dividends are paid every
year, whether or not they are justified by financial and tax
considerations, just to demonstrate a con-tinuing policy to the
local government and central bank. Even when they cannot be
remitted, dividends are sometimes declared for the same reason,
namely; to establish grounds for making future payments when
these controls are lifted or modified.
Some companies even set a uniform dividend payout ratio
throughout the cor-porate system to set a global pattern and
maintain the principle that affiliates have an obligation to pay
dividends to their stockholders. If challenged, the firm then can
prove that its French or Brazilian or Italian subsidiaries must
pay an equivalent percentage dividend. MNCs often are willing
to accept higher tax costs to maintain the principle that divi-
dends are a necessary and legitimate business expense. Many
executives believe that a record of paying dividends consistently
(or at least declar-ing them) helps in getting approval for further
dividend disbursements.

Joint Ventures. The presence of  local stockholders may
constrain an MNCs ability to adjust its dividend policy in
accordance with global factors. In addition, to the extent that
multinationals have a longer-term perspective than their local
partners, conflicts might arise, with local investors demanding a
shorter payback period and the MNC insisting on a higher
earnings-retention rate.

Equity Versus Debt
Corporate funds invested overseas, whether they are called debt
or equity, require the same rate of  return, namely, the firm’s
marginal cost of capital. Nonetheless, MNCs generally prefer to
invest in the form of loans rather than equity for several
reasons.
First, a firm typically has wider latitude to repatriate funds in the
form of interest and loan repayments than as dividends or
reductions in equity because the latter fund flows are usually
more closely controlled by governments. In addition, a
reduction in equity may be frowned on by the host government
and is likely to pose a real problem for a firm trying to repatriate
funds in excess of earnings. Withdrawing these funds by way
of  dividend payments will reduce the affiliate’s capital stock,
whereas applying this money toward repayment of a loan will
not affect the unit’s equity account. Moreover, if  the firm ever
desired to increase its equity investment, it could relatively easily
convert the loan into equity.
A second reason for the use of intercompany loans over equity
investments is the possibility of reducing taxes. The likelihood
of a tax benefit is due to two fac-tors: (1) Interest paid on a
loan is ordinarily tax-deductible in the host nation, whereas
dividend payments are not; and (2) unlike dividends, principal
repayments on the loan do not normally constitute taxable
income to the parent company.
For example, suppose General Foods Corporation (GFC) is
looking for a way to finance a $1 million expansion in working
capital for its Danish affiliate, General Foods Denmark (GFD).
The added sales generated by this increase in working capital
promise to yield 20% after local tax (but before interest
payments), or $200,000 annually, for the foreseeable future.
GFC has a choice between invest-ing the $1 million as debt,
with an interest rate of  10%, or as equity. GFD pays corporate
income tax at the rate of 50% as well as a 10% withholding tax
on all dividend and interest payments. Other assumptions are
that the parent expects all available funds to be repatriated and
that any foreign tax credits generated are unusable.
If the $1 million is financed as an equity investment, the
Danish subsidiary will pay the full return as an annual dividend
to GFC of $200,000-of which GFC will receive $180,000 net of
the withholding tax. Alternatively, if  structured as a loan, the
investment will be repaid in 10 annual installments of $100,000
each with interest on the remaining balance. Interest is tax-
deductible, so the net outflow of cash from GFD is only half
the interest payment. It is assumed that the parent does not
have to pay additional tax to the United States on dividends
received because of  the high tax rate on GFD’s income. In
addition, the interest is received tax-free because of the availabil-
ity of excess foreign tax credits. All funds remaining after
interest and principal repayments are remitted as divi-dends. In
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year 5, for example, $100,000 of the $200,000 cash flow is sent
to

Exhibit I:

Dollar Cash Flows Under Debt and Equity Financing

EXHIBIT I  
 DOLLAR CASH FLOWS UNDER DEBT AND EQUITY FINANCING 

   Debt    Equity 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Ye
ar 

Principal 
Repaymen

t 
Interest Dividen

d 
Withholdin

g Tax 

Cash Flow 
to Parent 

0+2+3 - 4) 
Dividend Withholdi

ng Tax 

Cash 
Flow 

to Parent 
(6 -, 7) 

1 100,000 100,000 50,000 15,000 235,000 200,000 20,000 180,000 
2 100,000 90,000 55,000 14,500 230,500 200,000 20,000 180,000 
3 100,000 80,000 60,000 14,000 226,000 200,000 20,000 180,000 
4 100,000 70,000 65,000 13,500 221,500 200,000 20,000 180,000 
5 100,000 60,000 70,000 13,000 217,000 200,000 J 20,000 180,000 
6 100,000 50,000 75,000 12,500 212,500 200,000 20,000 180,000 
7 100,000 40,000 80,000 12,000 208,000 200,000 20,000 180,000 
8 100,000 30,000 85,000 11,500 203,500 200,000 20,000 180,000 
9 100,000 20,000 90,000 11,000 199,000 200,000 20,000 180,000 
10 100,000 10,000 95,000 10,500 194,500 200,000 20,000 180,000 
Present Value Discounted at 15% $1,102,695   $903,420 

GFC as a loan repayment and $60,000 as interest (on a balance
of $600,000). The $30,000 tax saving on the interest payment
and the remaining $40,000 on the $200,000 profit are remitted
as dividends. Hence, GFC winds up with $217,000 after the
withholding tax of $13,000 (on total dividend plus interest
payments of $130,000).
The evaluation of these financing alternatives is presented in
Exhibit I. If we assume a 15% discount rate, the present value
of cash flows under the debt-financing plan is $1,102,695. This
amount is $199,275 more over the first 10 years of the
investment’s life than the $903,420 present value using equity
financ-ing. The reason for this disparity is the absence of
withholding tax on the loan repayments and the tax deductibil-
ity of interest expenses. It is apparent that the higher the
interest rate that can be charged on the loan, the larger the cash
flows will be. After 10 years, of course, the cash flows are the
same under debt and equity financing because all returns will be
in the form of dividends.
Alternatively, suppose the same investment and financing plans
are available in a country having no income or withholding
taxes. This, situation increases annu-al project returns to
$400,000. Because no excess foreign tax credits are available, the
U.S. government will impose corporate tax at the rate of  35%
on all remitted dividends and interest payments. The respective
cash flows are presented in Exhibit J. In this situation, the
present value under debt financing is $175,657 more
($1,480,537 - $1,304,880) than with equity financing.
Firms do not, however, have complete latitude in choosing
their debt- to-equity ratios abroad, though. This subject is
frequently open for negotiation with the host governments. In
addition, dividends and local borrowings often are restricted to
a fixed percentage of  equity. A small equity base also can lead to
a high return on equity, exposing a company to charges of
exploitation.

EXHIBIT J DOLLAR CASH FLOWS UNDER DEBT AND EQUITY FINANCING 

   Debt    Equity 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Ye
ar 

Principal 
Repayme

nt Interest Dividend 

U.S. Tax 
(2 + 3) 
× 0.35 

Cash Flow 
to Parent 

(1+2+ 
3 - 4) Dividend 

U.S. Tax 
(6 × 0.35) 

Cash Flow 
to Parent 

(6 - 7) 
1 100,000 100,000 200,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
2 100,000 90,000 210,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
3 100,000 80,000 220,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
4 100,000 70,000 230,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
5 100,000 60,000 240,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
6 100,000 50,000 250,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
7 100,000 40,000 260,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
8 100,000 30,000 270,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
9 100,000 20,000 280,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
10 100,000 10,000 290,000 105,000 295,000 400,000 140,000 260,000 
Present Value Discounted at 15%  $1,480,537  $1,304,880

Another obstacle to taking complete advantage of parent
company loans is the U.S. government. The IRS may treat loan
repayments as constructive dividends and tax them if it believes
the subsidiary is too thinly capitalized. Many executives and tax
attorneys feel that the IRS is satisfied as long as the debt-to-
equity ratio does not exceed 4 to 1.
Firms normally use guidelines such as 50% of total assets or
fixed assets in determining the amount of equity to provide
their subsidiaries. These guidelines usually lead to an equity
position greater than that required by law, causing MNCs to
sacrifice flexibility and pay higher taxes than necessary.
The IRS also has gone after foreign companies operating in the
United States that it accuses of  “earnings stripping.” Earnings
stripping occurs when a foreign company uses parent loans
instead of  equity capital to fund its U.S. activities. The resulting
interest payments, particularly on loans used to finance acquisi-
tions in the United States, are deducted from pretax income,
leaving minimal earnings to tax.
Congress tried to control earnings stripping with a law that
took effect in 1989. Under this law, if  a heavily indebted U.S.
unit pays interest to its foreign par-ent, the interest deduction is
limited to 50% of  the unit’s taxable income. But that still left a
large loophole. The foreign-owned companies continued to
take big inter-est deductions by arranging loans through banks
rather than through their parent companies. To reassure the
banks, the parent companies provided guarantees.
A law that took effect in 1994 attempts to close this loophole by
treating guaranteed loans as if they were loans from the parent
company. U.S. officials expected that foreign companies would
convert their loans, to their U.S. units into equity, thus generat-
ing taxable dividends. But most companies seem to have found
new ways to avoid taxes. Some sold assets and leased them
back, replacing loans with leases. Others factored accounts
receivable or turned mortgages into securi-ties. The net result so
far has been few new taxes collected.

Designlng A Global Remittance Policy
The task facing international financial executives is to coordinate
the use of the various financial linkages in a manner consistent
with value maximization for the firm as a whole. This task
requires the following four interrelated decisions: (1) how much
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money (if  any) to remit, (2) when to do so, (3) where to
transmit these funds, and (4) which transfer method(s) to use.
In order to take proper advantage of its internal financial
system, the firm must conduct a systematic and comprehensive
analysis of the available remittance options and their associated
costs and benefits. It also must compare the value of deploying
funds in affiliates other than just the remitting subsidiary and
the par-ent. For example, rather than simply deciding whether
to keep earnings in Germany or remit them to the u.s. parent,
corporate headquarters must consider the possibility and
desirability of  moving those funds to, say, Italy or France via
leading and lagging or transfer price adjustments. In other
words, the key question to be answered is: Where and how in
the world can available funds be deployed most profitably?
Most multinationals, however, make their dividend remittance
decision independently of, say, their royalty or leading and
lagging decision rather than considering what mix of  transfer
mechanisms would be best for; the company overall.
In part, the decision to “satisfice” rather than optimize is due to
the complex nature of the financial linkages in a typical multina-
tional corporation. For instance, if there are 10 financial links
connecting each pair of units in a multinational enterprise, then
a firm consisting of a parent and two subsidiaries will have 30
intercompany links, three times as many as a parent with just
one affiliate. A par-ent with three subsidiaries will have 60 links;
a company with n units will have 10n(n + 1)/2 financial
linkages.
A real-life firm will have many more than three affiliates, so the
exponential growth of potential intercompany relationships
means that, unless the options are severely limited, system
optimization will be impossible. It is not surprising, there-fore,
that surveys by David Zenoff  and by Sidney Robbins and
Robert Stobaugh found that few firms seemed to think in
terms of a worldwide. pool of funds. to be allocated in
accordance with global profit maximization. Instead, most
parents allowed their affiliates to keep just enough cash on hand
to meet their fund requirements, and required them to send the
rest back home.
This limited approach to managing international financial
transactions is understandable in view of the tangled web of
interaffiliate connections that already has been depicted. Still,
compromising with complexity ought not to mean ignor-ing
the system’s profit potential. A hands-off  policy is not the only
alternative to system optimization. Instead, the MNC should
search for relatively high-yield uses of its internal financial
system. This task often is made easier by choices that are
generally more limited in practice than in theory.
First of all, many of the potential links will be impossible to
use because of government regulations and the specifics of the
firm’s situation. For example, two affiliates might not trade
with each other, eliminating the transfer-pricing link. Other
channels will be severely restricted by government controls.
Furthermore, in many situations, it is not necessary to develop
an elaborate mathematical model to figure out the appropriate
policy. For example, where a currency is blocked and investment
opportunities are lacking or local tax rates are quite high, it
normally will be .in the company’s best interest to shift its

funds and profits elsewhere. Where credit rationing exists, a
simple decision rule usually suffices: Maximize local borrowing.
Moreover, most MNCs already have large staffs for data
collection and planning, as well as some form of com-puterized
accounting system. These elements can form the basis for a
more com-plete overseas-planning effort.
The more limited, though still numerous, real-life options
facing a firm and the existing nucleus of a planning system can
significantly reduce the costs of cen-tralizing the management
of  a firm’s intercompany transactions. In addition, for most
multinationals, fewer than 10 affiliates account for an over-
whelming majority of intercompany fund flows. Recognizing
this situation, several firms have devel-oped systems to
optimize flows among this limited number of units. The lack
of global optimization (interactions with other affiliates are
taken as given, rather than treated as decision variables) is not
particularly costly because most of the major fund flows are
already included. Realistically, the objective of  such an effort
should be profit improvement rather than system optimiza-
tion.

Prerequisites
A number of factors strongly impact on an MNCs ability to
benefit from its inter-nal financial transfer system. These include
the (1) number of financial links, (2) volume of interaffiliate
transactions, (3) foreign-affiliate ownership pattern, (4) degree
of  product and service standardization, and (5) government
regulations.
Because each channel has different costs and benefits associated
with its use, the wider the range of choice, the greater a firms
ability to achieve specific goals. For example, some links are best
suited to avoiding exchange controls, and others are most
efficiently employed in reducing taxes. In this vein, a two-way
flow of funds will give a firm greater flexibility in deploying its
money than if all links are in only one direction. Of course, the
larger the volume of flows through these financial arteries, the
more funds that can be moved by a given adjustment in inter-
company terms. A 1 % change in the transfer price on goods
flowing between two affiliates will have a 10 times greater
absolute effect if annual sales are $10 million rather than $1
million. Similarly, altering credit terms by 30 days will become a
more effective means of transferring funds as the volume of
intercompany payables and receivables grows.
A large volume of intercompany transactions is usually
associated with the worldwide dispersal and rationalization of
production activities. As plants specialize in different compo-
nents and stages of production, interaffiliate trade increases, as
do the accompanying financial flows. Clearly, 100% ownership
of all foreign affili-ates removes a major impediment to the
efficient allocation of funds worldwide. The existence of-joint
ventures is likely to confine a firm’s transfer activities to a set of
mutually agreed-upon rules, eliminating its ability to react
swiftly to changed circumstances.
The more standardized its products and services are, the less
latitude an MNC has to adjust its transfer prices and fees and
royalties. Conversely, a high-technology input, strong product
differentiation, and short product life cycle enhance a compa-ny’s
ability to make use of its mechanisms for transfer pricing and
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fee adjustments. The latter situation is more typical of the
MNC, so it is not surprising that the issue of transfer pricing is
a bone of contention between multinationals and govern-
ments.
Last, and most important, government regulations exert a
continuing influ-ence on international financial transactions. It
is interesting to consider that gov-ernment tax, credit allocation,
and exchange control policies provide the principal incentives for
firms to engage in international fund maneuvers at the same
time that government regulations most impede these flows.

Information Requirements
In order to take full advantage of its global financial system, a
multinational firm needs_ detailed information on affiliate
financing requirements, sources and costs of external credit,
local investment yields, available financial channels, volume of
interaffiliate transactions, all relevant tax factors, and govern-
ment restrictions and regulations on fund flows.
Without belaboring the points already made, it is clear that the
costs and bene-fits of operating an integrated financial system
depend on the funds and transfer options available, as well as
on the opportunity costs of money for different affiliates and
the tax effects associated with these transfer mechanisms. Hence,
the implementa-tion of centralized de6sion making requires
information concerning all these factors.

Behavioral Consequences
Manipulating transfer prices on goods and services, adjusting
dividend payments, and leading and lagging remittances lead to
a reallocation of profits and liquidity among a firms affiliates.
Although the aim of  this corporate intervention is to boost
after-tax global profits, the actual result may be to destroy
incentive systems based on profit centers and to cause confu-
sion and computational chaos. Subsidiaries may rebel when
asked to undertake actions that will benefit the corporation as a
whole but will adversely affect their own performance evalua-
tions. To counter this reaction, a firm must clearly spell out the
rules and adjust profit center results to reflect true affiliate
earnings rather than the distorted remnants of a global profit-
maximizing exercise.

Review Questions

1. a. What is the internal financial transfer system of the
multinational firm?

    b. What are its distinguishing characteristics?
    c. What are the different modes of internal fund transfers

available to the MNC?
2. How does the internal financial transfer system add value to

the multinational firm?
3. California, like several other states, applies the unitary

method of taxation to firms doing business within the
state. Under the unitary method, a state determines the tax
on a company’s worldwide profit through a formula based
on the share of  the company’s sales, assets, and payroll
falling within the state. In California’s case, the share of
worldwide profit taxed is calculated as the average of these
three factors.

a. What are the predictable corporate responses to the
unitary tax?

b. What economic motives might help explain why Oregon,
Florida, and several other states have eliminated their
unitary tax schemes?

4. In comparisons of a multinational firms reported foreign
profits with domestic profits, caution must be exercised.
This same caution must also be applied when analyzing the
reported profits of  the  firm’s various subsidiaries. Only
coincidentally will these reported profits correspond to actual
profits.
a. Describe five different means that MNCs use to

manipulate reported profitability among their various
units.

b. What adjustments to its reported figures would be
required to compute the true profitability of a firms
foreign operations so as to account for these distortions?

c. Describe at least three reasons that might explain some of
these manipulations.

5. In 1987, U.S.-controlled companies earned an average 2.09%
return on assets, nearly four times their foreign controlled
counterparts. A number of American politicians have used
these figures to argue that there is widespread tax cheating by
foreign-owned multinationals.
a. What are some economically plausible reasons (other than

tax evasion) that would explain the low rates of return
earned by foreign-owned companies in the United States?
Consider the consequences of  the debt-financed U.S.-
investment binge that foreign companies went on during
the 1980s and the dramatic depreciation of  the U.S. dollar
beginning in 1985.

b. What are some of the mechanisms that foreign -owned
companies can use to reduce their tax. burden in the
United States?

c. The corporate tax rate in Japan is 60%, whereas it is 35%
in the United States. Are these figures consistent with the
argument that big Japanese companies are overcharging
their U.S. subsidiaries in order to avoid taxes? Explain.
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Xerox Miscopies Foreign Interest Rate
Data
On May 31, 2001, Xerox disclosed in a filing with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) that several years earlier it
had changed the way in which some of its foreign affiliates
booked revenues from copiers leased to cus-tomers. The
company said that the effect of this change in accounting
practices, which involved changing the discount-rate assump-
tions on its leases, was to add $253 million to Xerox’s pretax
income over the past three years. In response, the SEC launched
an investiga-tion to determine if Xerox changed its lease -
accounting assumptions in order to artificially boost revenues
and profits in Latin America and elsewhere. A Xerox spokes-
man stated that the company had used proper accounting
assumptions in booking lease revenues and that it only
disclosed this practice because it was already under scrutiny for
misapplying other accepted accounting rules related to its copier
business.
Xerox typically leases copiers to customers for periods of three
to five years. The accounting assumptions in question relate to
the discount rate Xerox used to value the future stream of lease
payments. For example, a customer who buys a copier priced at
$10,000 on a five-year lease will pay a fixed monthly lease
payment for the next 60 months. The size of the monthly
payment depends on the implicit interest rate associated with
the lease (which takes into account the time value of money and
risk) and the assumed resid-ual value of the copier when the
lease expires. In general, the lease payment is the solution L to
the following equation:

L P = 
n 
Σ 

t=1 (1 + r)t 
+ R 

where
P = the price of the copier
R = the residual value in present value terms
n = the number of months in the lease
r = the monthly interest rate imbedded in the lease
To illustrate, suppose the implicit interest rate is 12 % (l %
monthly), the lease term is five years, the price is $10,000, and
the resid-ual value, in present value terms is $2,000. Substitut-
ing these numbers into the equation yields a monthly lease
payment of $178. The value of the lease receivable given the
lease payments arid assumed residual value in this illustration is
$8,000. However, if the interest rate used to value the lease
payments for accounting purposes differs from the interest rate
used to set the lease payments in the first place, then the
booked value of the lease will differ from its economic value. In
particular, if the interest rate for valuation purposes is below the
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interest rate used to set lease payments, the value of the lease
receivable will be overstated.
According to the Wall Street Journal (June 1, 2001, p. Cl), this is
what happened. In the late 1990s, senior executives at Xerox
ordered the company’s Mexican subsidiary to use a dis-count
rate well below local interest rates to value the peso lease
receivables it was generat-ing. For example, in 1996, Xerox
Mexico booked leases using a discount rate of 20%. That rate
was progressively lowered over the next three years, to 18% in
1997, 10% in 1998, and 6% in 1999. Comparable Mexican
interest rates during this period were 34.4% in 1996, 22.5% in
1997, 24.5% in 1998, and 24.1 % in 1999. Similar aggressive
interest rate assumptions were used in other foreign units _
well to book revenues and value their lease -receivables.
Managers at Xerox’s business units were given -onuses for
meeting or exceeding aggressive rev-enue targets. Evidently,
managers at these units figured out how to get their bonuses.

Questions

1. What is the purpose and consequence of using a discount
rate that is close to the mar-ket interest rate in valuing lease
rentals?

2. Why were interest ‘rates so high in Mexico in the late 1990s?
What factors were built into these interest rates?

3. Assuming a $10,000 copier price and $3,500 residual value in
present value terms, what was the consequence of Xerox
Mexico book-ing peso revenues using interest rates of 18%
in 1997, 10% in 1998, and 6% in 1999 instead of the
comparable Mexican interest rates during this period of
34.4% in 1996, 22.5% in 1997, 24,5% in 1998, and 24.1% in
1999? That is, on each $10,000 copier lease, how much
revenue did Xerox Mexico book in each? Compare those
figures to their present values using the market rates.

4. Apparently, Xerox used similarly rosy assump-tions in Brazil
as well. Instead of using a dis-count rate on the order of
30%, Xerox used a 6% discount rate to record real revenues.
Assuming the same $10,000 copier price and $3,500 residual
value in present value terms, how much revenue was booked
by using a 6% discount rate on a 60-month lease? Compare
this figure to its present value using a 30% discount rate.

5. How did the use of low discount rates help managers at
Xerox Mexico get their bonuses? How might these low
discount rates affect the amount of exchange risk that
managers were willing to tolerate?

6. Suppose Xerox tried to sell its foreign lease receivables to an
investor. What could you say about the price it would likely
receive as compared to their book values? Explain.

7. Do you agree or disagree with Xerox’s claim that it used
proper accounting assumptions in booking its revenues and
recording asset values for foreign lease receivables? Explain.
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Learning objective

• To understand equity financing in international financing
• To understand Bond financing in international financing
• To understand Bank financing direct loan

Introduction
The integration and associated globalization of capital markets
has opened up a vast array of new sources and forms of project
financing. Today’s corporate trea-surers of  large domestic as well
as multinational corporations can access foreign capital markets
as easily as those at home. This chapter considers these broad-
ened opportunities by explaining the central international
financial issues involved in each of the major methods of
raising capital. We consider the international aspects of  raising
capital via stocks, bonds, parallel loans between corporations;
credit swaps between banks and corporations, and loans from
host governments and develop-ment banks. We shall see the
importance of exchange-rate risk, taxes, country risk, and
issuance costs for the form of financing chosen. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of the appropriate relative amounts
of each type of financing, that is, the appropriate financial
structure.

Equity Financing
The main international financial question concerning equity
financing is in which country stocks should be issued. A second
question concerns the legal vehicle that should be used for
raising equity capital; should this be done by a subsidiary, and if
so, where should this subsidiary be registered?

The Country in Which Shares Should Be Issued
Clearly, shares should be issued in the country in which the best
price can be received, net of issuing costs. If for the time being
we assume the costs of issue to be the same everywhere, the
country in which the best price can be received for the shares is
the country in which the cost of equity in terms of the expected
rate of return is lowest. There is no concern about risk from the
equity issuer’s perspec-tive, other than to the extent that
through equity buyer’s concern for systematic risk, the riskiness
of shares issued affects the required expected rate of return and
hence the price received for the shares; the required expected rate
of return of shareholders is, of course, the expected rate of
return paid by the firm.
It should be clear from our discussion of equity investment in
that if capital markets are fully integrated, the expected cost of
equity capital will be the same in every country. That is, the
expected return on the company’s shares will be the same
everywhere.
If capital markets are segmented, the expected returns on the
same security could be different in different markets. A com-
pany might then be able to receive more for its shares in some
markets than in others. Of  course, when a company’s shares are
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listed simultaneously in different countries, the share price will
have to be the same everywhere up to transaction costs of
arbitrage. However, the cause of segmentation may prevent
arbitrage. Furthermore, a company may not be consider-ing
simultaneous issue in different countries, but rather, the single
country in which to float an issue.
Ceteris paribus, the higher are savings relative to investment in a
country, the lower is, the cost of  capital. This means, for
example, that a country like Japan, which has a very high savings
rate, should have a lower cost of capital than the United States,
which has a very low savings rate, provided investment
opportunities are similar, Of course, if markets are integrated,
we shall not see these different costs of capital, because those
countries which would have had low costs of capital in
segmented markets have outflows of capital until the rates of
return are the same as elsewhere. Similarly, those countries
which would have had high costs of capital with segmentation
would have inflows of capital until their rates of return are the
same as elsewhere.
Sometimes, as a result of capital-market segmentation, it can be
advantageous to issue shares simultaneously in two or more
countries equity markets. Such share issues are called Euroequity
issues. Since the mid-1980s, the number of Euroequity issues
has grown rapidly, with the absolute size and proportion of
shares sold in the Euromarkets being substantial. For example,
in May 1988, Occidental Petroleum floated $212 million of
Euroequities, this being 18 percent of  the company’s total share
issue. In May 1987, U.S. Air floated $90 million of
Euroequities, 20 percent of its total issue, and in September
1986 Home Shopping Network sold $56.1 million of shares in
the Euromarket, 50 percent of  its share offering. What is the
source of market segmentation that has prompted so many
companies to raise equity in this form? In other words, what is
limiting the ability or willingness of foreign investors to buy
shares in the U.S. market instead of  in the Eurodollar market?
One possible explanation is the preference of many non-
American investors for the anonymity enjoyed with bearer
shares. (U.S. shares sold in Euro-markets are bearer shares,
which means that they do not carry the name of  the owner. U.S.
shares sold in U.S. markets are all registered in the owners’
names, with the registration changed when the shares are
exchanged.). Just as U.S. firms have found it beneficial to sell
shares abroad, non-U.S. firms have found it beneficial to sell
shares in U.S. stock markets. What is the cause of  segmentation
that prevents or discourages Americans from buying shares of
non- U.S. firms in foreign stock markets? One possible
explanation is U.S. reporting requirements that, in accordance
with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, require all companies
listing on U.S. exchanges to disclose information conforming to
U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, GAAP. If
investors value the security provided by the disclosure require-
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ments, then more shares may be sold by issuing shares in the
United States. In other words, it is probably because U.S.
reporting rules are more stringent than those of some foreign
stock exchanges that so many foreign firms have found it
necessary to list in the United States to tap the huge U.S. equity
market; American and other nationals would otherwise be more
wary about buying the stocks.
While some non-U.S. firms have listed on U.S. stock exchanges-
mostly the New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ-the shares
of many more foreign firms trade indirectly as American
Depository Receipts (ADRs). The idea of trading ADRs
originated with the Morgan Guarantee Bank, but several other
U.S. banks, including Citibank, Chase Manhattan, and the Bank
of  New York, have become involved. What happens is that the
bank holds the foreign shares; receives dividends, reports, and
so on; but issues claims against the shares it holds. These
claims-the ADRs-then generally trade in the relatively unregu-
lated over-the-counter market. This has the advantage for
foreign firms of reducing listing fees and the information that
they must report.
When we mentioned that the highest price a firm could obtain
for its shares, net of issuance costs, is in the market with the
lowest required rate of return, we assumed that the costs of
issue are the same everywhere. The correct rule for where to
issue shares is that they should be sold where the price .net of
issue costs is the highest.
In fact, issue costs do vary and can be an important consider-
ation. The costs of underwriting can be several percent of the
value of funds raised and can vary sig-nificantly between
financial markets. Generally, the lowest costs are faced in large
equity markets such as that of the United States. This may
explain why a substantial number of foreign companies have
sold shares on the New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ.
Indeed, as Figure below shows, there has been a substantial
increase in the number and value of foreign shares listed on the
New York Stock Exchange.

The Vehicle of Share Issue
A firm that has decided to issue shares abroad must decide
whether to issue them directly, or to do so indirectly via a
subsidiary located abroad. There is frequently a motive to use a
specially established financing subsidiary to avoid the need to
with-hold tax on payments made to foreigners. For example,
many U.S. firms established
Figure :  Number and Size of Foreign Securities Listed on
the NYSE

subsidiaries in the Netherlands Antilles and other tax havens to
avoid having to withhold 30 percent of dividend or interest
income paid to foreigners. The U.S. financing subsidiaries took
advantage of  a ruling of  the U.S. Internal Revenue Service that
if  80 percent or more of  a corporation’s income is earned
abroad, then dividends and interest paid by the corporation are
considered foreign and not subject to the need to withhold. To
the extent that foreign creditors or shareholders of  U.S.
companies could not receive full credit for taxes withheld, they
would pay more for securities issued by U.S. subsidiaries than
for the securities of the parent company in the United States.

Bond Financing
The same two issues arise with bond financing as with equity
financing, namely, (1) the country of  issue and (2) the vehicle of
issue. However, an extra issue arises with bond financing: the
currency of issue.
The currency of issue is not the same as the country of issue,
although the two may coincide. For example, if  a U.S. company
sells a pound-denominated bond in Britain, the currency of
issue is that of  the country of  issue. However, if  a U.S. com-
pany sells a U.S.-dollar-denominated bond in Britain, the
currency of issue is not that of the country of issue. In the
former of these situations the bond is called a foreign bond; in
the latter it is called a Eurobond. Let us provide a more general
description of foreign bonds and Eurobonds.

Foreign Bonds versus Eurobonds
A foreign bond is a bond sold in a foreign country in the
currency of the country of issue. This borrower is foreign to the
country of issue, hence the name. For example, a Canadian firm
or a provincial government might sell a foreign bond in New
York denominated in U.S. dollars. Similarly, a Brazilian com-
pany might sell a German mark-denominated bond in
Germany.
A Eurobond is a bond that is denominated in a currency that is
not that of the country in which it is issued. For example, a
U.S.-dollar-denominated bond sold outside of  the United
States-in Europe or elsewhere-is a Eurobond, a Eurodollar
bond. Similarly, a sterling-denominated bond sold outside of
Britain is a Eurobond, a Eurosterling bond. Table A shows the
sizes of the foreign bond and Eurobond markets, and the
dominance of the dollar in the Eurobond market.
Foreign bonds are usually sold by brokers who are located in
the country in which the bonds are issued. Eurobonds are sold
by international syndicates of bro-kers, because they are
generally sold simultaneously in a number of countries. The
syndicates will normally have a lead manager, which underwrites
the largest pro-portion of the issue, and a number of smaller
members, although some syndicates have co-lead managers.
Table B shows the names of  the top 25 lead managers in the
market.

Selecting the Currency of Issue
Whether a firm issues a foreign bond, a Eurobond, or an
ordinary domestic bond, it must decide on the bond’s currency
of denomination. Of course, with foreign bonds
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TABLE A The Eurobond and Foreign Bond Markets, 1993

Eurobonds by Currency Foreign Bonds by Country 
 Amount,   Amount,  
 Billion U.S.$ Share,  Billion U.S.$ Share, 
Currency Equivalent % Country Equivalent % 
U.S. dollar 147.7 37.4 U.S. . 35.4 41.0 
Deutschemark 54.7 13.9 'Switzerland 27.0 31.3 
Yen 44.4 11.3 Japan 15.2 17.6 
Sterling 42.7 10.8 Luxembourg 3.5 4.1 
French franc 39.9 10.1 Spain 3.0 3.5 
Canadian dollar 29.3 7.4 Netherlands 0.9 0.1 
Italian lira 11.5 2.9 Portugal 0.6 0.1 

Dutch guilder 11.1 2.8 United 
Kingdom* 0.0 0.0 

ECU 7.1 1.8 Other 0.8 0.1 
Australian dollar 3.5 0.9    
Danish kroner 1.1 0.3    
Swedish kroner 0.5 0.1    
Finnish markka 0.1 0.0    
New Zealand 
dollar 0.1 0.0    

Other 0.9 0.2    
Total 394.6 100.0    

*Less than $0.05 billion.

Slight discrepancy from rounding error.

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
@OECD, 1994, Financial Market Trends No. 57. Reproduced by
permission of  the OECD.

the currency of denomination is that of the country of issue, so
deciding on the currency of denomination is the same as
deciding on the country of issue; with Eurobonds the currency
and the country or countries of issue must both be decided.
Suppose that Aviva is neutral to exchange rate risk and is
choosing between denominating a bond in pounds and in
dollars. For simplicity, let us assume all pay-ments are made at
maturity. Writing r$ for the annual interest cost of  a dollar
denominated bond, Aviva’s eventual payment on a n-year bond
per dollar raised is

$(1 + r$)
n

Each $1 raised by selling a pound-denominated bond means
raising £1/S($/£). Assuming again that all payments are made
at maturity, Aviva’s payment in terms of  pounds per dollar
raised on an n-year bond is

£        1    (1 + r£ )
n

Œ($/£)

 
TABLE B  Top 25 Lead Managers in the Eurobond Market, 
January-June 1994 

  Amount,  Share, 

Rank Bank/Firm Million U.S. $ No. of 
Issues % 

1 Merrill Lynch 18,598.3 80 9.53 
2 Goldman Sachs 13,495.3 52 6.91 
3 CS First Boston 12,557.5 44 6.43 
4 Union Bank of Switzerland 8,497.5 25 4.35 
5 Morgan Stanley 8,473.3 52 4.34 
6 Deutsche Bank 8,472.2 37 4.34 
7 JP Morgan 7,702.5 31 3.95 
8 Lehman Brothers 7.;109.6 31 3.64 
9 Nomura Securities 6,458.8 42 3.31 
10 Swiss Bank Corp 6,275.2 31 3.21 
11 Daiwa Securities 6,091.3 29 3.12 
12 Societe Generale 5,665.5 21 2.90 
13 Nikko Securities 5,579.6 28 2.86 
14 Salomon Brothers 4,891.8 24 2.51 
15 Banque Paribas 4,639.7 23 2.38 
16 ABN Amro Bank 4,415.5 29 2.26 

   17 HSBC Group 3,714.6 19 1.90 
18 Dresdner Bank 3,342.2 9 1.71 
19 Industrial Bank of Japan 3,305.4 24 1.69 
20 Barc1ays de Zoete Wedd 3,304.7 23 1.69 
21 SG War burg 3,128.0 17 1.60 

22 Credit Commercial de 
France 3,109.9 13 1.59 

23 Kidder Peabody 2,597.3 15 1.33 
24 Credit Lyonnais 2,452.2 10 1.26 
25 Citicorp 1,959.4 14 1.00 

Source: Euromoney, September 1994, 
p. 292.    

where r£ is the annual interest cost on a pound-denominated
bond. The expected dollar cost of this payment is

$  S*
n ($/£)  (1 + r£)n

                   S($/£)
Where Sn*($/£) is the expected exchange rate at the end of year
n. Aviva will prefer floating the pound bond if

$   S*
n ($/£)   (1 + r£)

n < (1 + r$

     S ($/£) (1.1)
Sn* ($/£) == S ($/£)[1 + 0Œ* ($/£W

where Œ*($/£) is the expected average annual rate of change of
the spot exchange rate, inequality  becomes

[1 + Œ*($/£W(l + r£)n < (1 + r$)
n

Taking the nth root of  both sides, rearranging, and ignoring the
cross-product term Œ*($/£). r£, we have

r£ + Œ*($/£) < r$ (1.2)
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That is, if  inequality holds, Aviva should denominate its bond
in the pound rather than the dollar. (If a viva sells a pound
bond in Britain, the bond is a foreign bond, and if it sells the
pound bond in some country other than Britain, it is a
Eurosterling bond.) Alternatively, if  interest rates and expected
exchange rates are such that
r£ + Œ*($/£) > r$ (1.3)
Aviva should sell a U.S.-dollar-denominated bond, whether this
be sold in the United States, making it an ordinary domestic
bond, or outside the United States, making it a Eurodollar
bond.
For example, suppose as before that A viva is risk-neutral and
the borrowing costs and Aviva’s expected change in the
exchange rate are as follows:

r$ r£ Ś*($/£) 
10% 14% -5% 

That is, Aviva sees a higher borrowing cost for the firm on
pound-denominated bonds, but also expects a decline in the
foreign exchange value of the pound against the dollar of 5
percent per annum over the life of the bond. It would be
advanta-geous to denominate in terms of pounds, assuming A
viva is not averse to risk involving exchange rates, because in the
example

r$ > r£ + Ś*($/£) 
Ex post, the actual exchange rate will often change by a consider-
able amount over the life of a bond, creating a potential for
sizable gains or losses. In other words, actual changes can
deviate markedly from the changes which had been expected by
the firm. History is full of examples of currencies which have
changed in value against the dollar by substantial amounts.
Even some of the major curren-cies have moved considerably
in value over a number of years. Relatively small annual changes
in exchange rates build up into very large changes over the life
of long-term bonds.
To show how great the mistake can be, we can examine the
results of  a survey by William R. Folks, Jr., and Josef
Follpracht. These results are shown in Table above. Folks and
Follpracht examined the cost of a number of foreign-currency-
denominated bonds issued by U.S.-based multinational firms
over the period July 1969 to December 1972. The table allows
us to compare the coupon rates with the

TABLE Costs of  Foreign-Currency Bonds

Currency Issue Coupon 
Rate, %/yr 

Before Tax Cost 
of Borrowing 
%/yr 

Deutschemark  Studebaker-Worthington 7¼ 14.69 
 International Standard Electric 7 12.31 
 TRW 7 ½ 12.38 
 Tenneco 7 ½ 12.33 
 Tenneco 7 ¾ 12.77 
 Kraftco 7 ½ 12.27 
 Continental Oil 8 15.83 
 Transocean Gulf 7 ½ 12.50 
 Firestone 7 ¾ 11.83 
 Philip Morris 6 ¾ 9.87 
 Goodyear 7 ¼ 10.44 
 Teledyne 7 ¼ 10.44 
Swiss franc Burroughs  6 ¼ 12.31 
 Standard Oil (California) 6 ¼ 12.42 
 Goodyear 7 13.69 
 American Brands 6 ½ 13.08 
 Texaco 6 ¾ 13.37 
 Cities Services 7 ¼ 19.27 
Dutch guilder General Electric 8 ¼ 20.08 
 GTE 8 ¼ 19.44 
 IBM 8 16.46 
 Cities Service 8 17.65 
 International Harvester 8 17.65 
 Philip Morris 7 ½ 12.67 
 Sperry Rand 6 ½ 10.44 
 Holiday Inns 6 ½ 10.62 
 Teledyne 6 ¼ 10.27 
 Standard Brands 6 ¾ 10.85 
 Textron Atlantic 6 ¾ 11.21 
Pound sterling Amoco 8 5.29 
Luxemboug 
franc 

International Standard Electric 6 ½ 7.85 

eventual effective annual costs computed as of March 1976 or at
the bonds maturi-ties. We can see that the appreciation of  the
German mark, Swiss franc, Dutch guilder, and Luxembourg
franc made the borrowing costs of bonds considerably higher
than the rates given by the coupons. We cannot tell whether the
costs were high compared with the dollar rates that were
available when the bonds were origi-nally sold, but there is
good reason to believe that they were. The only foreign-
currency bond which turned out to be advantageous as of
March 1976 was the pound-sterling bond. The fall in value of
the pound reduced the effective dollar repayment cost by over
2.7 percent per annum. The conclusion depends on where the
examination ends, but it does show that what may appear to be
a cheap debt may end up being expensive.
Because of the potential for large unanticipated costs when
borrowing by issu-ing bonds in currencies that rapidly appreci-
ate; some nontrivial advantage may be required before any
added exposure by foreign-currency borrowing is considered
worthwhile. In such a case, our criteria (21.2) and (21.3) need
some modification. For example, if management determines
that any added foreign exchange exposure and risk will be worth
taking only with an expected 2 percent saving, we must revise
condition (21.2) to the following:
r$ > r£ + Œ*($/£) + 0.02 (1.4)
Only when (1.4) holds will the expected borrowing cost be
sufficiently lower in pounds to warrant borrowing in that
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currency. For example, if  r$ is 10 percent, r£ is 14 percent, and
Œ*($/£) is -5 percent (a 5-percent-per-annum expected deprecia-
tion of the pound), then the exposure and risk of borrowing
in pounds will not be war-ranted, for although the criterion
(1.2) is met, the revised criterion (1.4) is not.
When foreign-currency bonds do add to exposure and risk, the
required risk premiums will have to be established by manage-
ment. During times of greater eco-nomic uncertainty and
potential volatility in foreign exchange markets, higher pre-
miums should generally be required to compensate for the
greater risk. Borrowing in a foreign currency involves risk
because the actual rate of change of the exchange rate, Œ ($/£) in
the dollar-pound case, will in general differ from the ex ante
expec-tation, Œ*($/£). If Œ ($/£) > Œ *($/£), this will make the
ex post borrowing cost greater than the ex ante cost.
For example, if as before we have r$ = 10 percent, r£ = 14
percent, and Œ*($/£) = -5 percent, then by using the straightfor-
ward ex ante criteria in inequalities (1.2) and (1.3), we know that
the U.S. borrower facing these particular conditions should
borrow in pounds. Suppose that this is done and that ex post
we discover that  Œ ($/£) = -2 percent. The actual cost of
borrowing in pounds will be
r£ + Œ ($/£) = 0.14 - 0.02 = 0.12, or 12 percent per annum
Having borrowed in pounds will in retrospect turn out to have
been a bad idea via--a-vis the 10 percent dollar interest rate.
In general, if it turns out that Œ($/£), the actual per annum
change in the exchange rate, has been such that then we know

r£ + Œ ($/£) > r$

that borrowing in pounds was a mistake. We see that it is
necessary to compare the actual, not the expected, per annum
change in the exchange rate with the interest differential. A
management-determined risk premium such as the 0.02
premium we used in writing the revised criterion in inequality
(21.4) will help to ensure that correct decisions are made. The
larger the required premiums, the more often the decision will
in retrospect appear correct, but larger premiums also mean
missing many opportunities, and they will never guarantee ex
post correct decisions.

Borrowing with Foreign-Source Income
There may be less foreign exchange exposure and risk involved
in foreign -currency borrowing than in domestic-currency
borrowing when the borrower is receiving income in foreign
exchange and is facing a long exposure in the foreign currency.
That is, foreign-currency receivables can require a negative
premium when borrowing in foreign exchange because
exposure is reduced. We have already pointed out in firms
receiving foreign income can hedge by borrowing foreign funds
in the money market. The point is even more valid with long-
term borrowing and is extremely important for firms which
have sizable foreign operations. When a steady and predictable
long-term income is received in foreign currency, it makes sense
to denominate some long-term pay-ments in that same
currency. The amount of  debt that should be denominated in
each foreign currency will depend on the size of income in that
currency, and also on the extent that the firm’s income is
exposed. As we showed, the exposure depends on the elasticity

of demand, the flexibility of production, the proportion of
inputs that are tradable, and so on. That is, it is not simply a
matter of borrowing enough in a foreign currency so that debt
payments match income in the currency.
An example of a situation where the sale of bonds denomi-
nated in foreign exchange will reduce foreign exchange exposure
and risk involves a Canadian firm that sells Canadian resources
in world markets at contracted amounts in U.S. dol-lars. If
lumber or coal is sold by the Canadian firm to, for example, the
U.S. or Japanese market at prices stated in U.S. dollars, then the
firm faces a long exposure in U.S. dollars, and it makes good
sense for the firm to borrow in New York, Europe, or Canada
in U.S. dollars. Then the repayments on the debt can come out
of  the firm’s U.S. dollar revenues. Alternatively, losses on the
dollars earned after U.S. dollar depreciation are matched by a
gain in the form of reduced debt when this is translated into
Canadian dollars. Similarly, if  an Australian manufacturer is
selling to Japan in yen, it makes sense to borrow with yen-
denominated bonds, or if  a Venezuelan oil exporter is selling to
Chile in dollars, it makes good sense to bor-row by selling U.S.-
dollar-denominated bonds in the Eurobond market or in the
United States.

Tax Considerations
Bond buyers who pay a lower tax rate on capital gains than on
interest income pre-fer a dollar of capital gain from foreign-
currency appreciation to a dollar of interest income: This means
that if, for example, the dollar-bond interest rate was equal to
the yen-bond rate plus the expected appreciation of the yen, the
yen bond would be preferred because it provides expected
capital gain from an appreciation of the yen. It follows that
bond buyers who pay a lower tax rate on capital gains, ceteris
paribus, prefer bonds denominated in strong currencies, those
that the market expects to appreciate. On the other hand, bond
issuers who can deduct the full cost of their bonds as an
expense of doing business will be indifferent between interest
rates and expected changes in exchange rate. This will lead to
borrowing in strong currencies. Let us explain this by an
example. The example assume a particular tax situation to
illustrate one possibility. Other assumptions will produce
different out-comes.
Suppose that

r$ = 12% r¥ = 5% S*($/¥) = 6%
ôk = 0.2 ôy = 0.4

where Œ*($/¥) is the expected appreciation of the Japanese yen
by both bond issuers and buyers, r¥ is the interest rate on yen
bonds, ôk is the tax rate on foreign exchange gains of bond
buyers, and ôy is the tax rate on ordinary income, including
interest income, of both bond buyers and bond issuers. The
after-tax expected returns from U.S. dollar and yen bonds to
bond buyers are:
Dollar bond: (l- ô-y) = (1- 0.4) x 0.12 = 7.2 percent
Yen bond:

(1 - τy) r¥ + (1 - τk) × Ś*($/¥) = (1 - 0.4) × 0.05 + (1 - 0.2) × 0.06 = 7.8 percent 
The buyers therefore prefer yen bonds to dollar bonds; they
yield more after tax. However, to borrowers who can deduct the
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full cost of bond capital-interest plus exchange-rate move-
ments-against income, the after-tax costs are

Yen bond:

(1 - τy) r¥ + (1 - τy) × Ś*($/¥) = (1 - 0.4) ×0.05 + (1 - 0.4) × 0.06 = 6.6 percent 

Bond issuers therefore also prefer yen bonds. We see that tax
factors can explain the popularity of strong-currency-denomi-
nated bonds-those widely expected to appreciate-among bond
buyers and bond sellers.

Other Bond-Financing Considerations

Issue Cost

Bond flotation costs are lower in some financial markets than in
others. Because flotation costs are nontrivial, the differences in
costs between financial markets can influence the country in
which bonds are floated.9 Finns should approach a number of
bond underwriters situated in different countries before
determining where to issue bonds. With markets in most of
the European financial centers, as well as in Asia and North
America, and with considerable variation in the flotation costs
within and between these financial centers, the benefits of
shopping around can be substantial.

Issue Size

Another factor bond issuers should consider when issuing
bonds is the size of the issue relative to the sizes of issues
handled in different markets. The New York and London
capital markets can handle very large individual bond issues. In
many of the other capital markets of the world, a $200 million
bond issue would be con-sidered large, and a $500 million
bond issue would be huge. In New York or Lon-don, such
issues are not uncommon. Indeed, the volume of funds
handled by some of  the bigger institutions such as the pension
funds and insurance companies is such that these institutions
can often buy an entire bond issue that is privately placed with
them. The bond-issue size that the New York and London
markets can handle and the lower costs of issuing bonds under
private placement make New York and Lon-don attractive
markets for large American and foreign borrowers, even when
the interest cost of funds is a little higher than elsewhere.

Multicurrency Bonds

Types of Multicurrency Bonds

Not all Eurobonds are denominated in a single currency. Rather,
some Eurobonds are multicurrency bonds. Some multicurrency
bonds give the lender the right to request repayment in one or
two or more currencies. The amounts of repayment are often
set equal in value at the exchange rates in effect when the bond
is issued. If, during the life of the bond, exchange rates change,
the lender will demand payments in the currency that has
appreciated the most or depreciated the least. This reduces the
risk to the lender in that it can help him or her avoid a depre-
ciating currency. It does, however, add to the borrower’s risk.
A variant of the multicurrency Eurobond using pre-established
fixed exchange rates is the unit-of-account bond, such as the
European Currency Unit (BCU) bond. As Table shows, less
than 2 percent of Eurobonds took this form in 1993, com-

pared to 13 percent in 1991. The loss of popularity of ECU
bonds coincided with the disintegration of the European
Monetary System. The idea of denominating bonds in a
“cocktail” of currencies is to reduce the risk from individual
exchange-rate changes; the currency unit is a portfolio of
currencies and enjoys diversification advantages. Another unit-
of-account that can be used is the SDR.
Currency cocktails can offer significant savings. For example, in
January 1981 the rate on a 5-year SDR-denominated bond
offered by Nordic Investment Bank was approximately 11.5
percent, while at the same time the rate on a straight 10- year
U.S. dollar bond offered by Du Pont of  Canada was 13.69
percent, and the rate on a 7-year bond offered by GM’s offshore
finance subsidiary, General Motors Acceptance Corporation (or
GMAC) Overseas Finance N.V., was 12.87 percent. While the
rates are not strictly comparable, the lower rate on the SDR
bond shows that investors value the diversification of currency
cocktails. They will be particu-larly desirable during unstable
times.

The Rationale for Multicurrency Bonds
Bond buyers can form their own multicurrency bond portfolios
by combining different bonds, each of which is denominated in
a single currency. Because this is possible, it is worth asking why
some firms have found it advantageous to issue multi currency
bonds. The answer must be that there are limitations faced by
some bond buyers in forming their own portfolios. One
possible limitation is that the total wealth they have to allocate
to bonds is too small to achieve significant diversifica-tion,
which in turn depends on there being economies of scale when
buying bonds; if the costs do not increase as smaller amounts
of bonds are bought, the bond buyers can form diversified
portfolios of separate bonds as cheaply as buying multicur-
rency bonds. This size-of-wealth limitation may be a major
consideration with bonds, which are frequently sold only in very
large minimum denominations.
An example of multicurrency denomination of a lease contract
rather than a bond involved the Australian carrier Qantas
Airlines. In 1980 Qantas arranged to lease two Boeing 747s
from an owner who was willing to accept multi currency pay-
ment. The lease required payment in German marks, Dutch
guilders, Australian dol-lars, and pounds sterling-all currencies
that the airline received in its business. With this arrangement,
Qantas could match the multi currency nature of its income
with the payments on the lease. If Qantas had bought rather
than leased the planes, it could have matched the currencies of
incomes and payments by financing the planes with a currency-
cocktail Eurobond requiring repayment in the various
cur-rencies of income.

The Vehicle of Bond Issue
Whether the bond that is issued is a Eurobond, foreign bond,
or domestic bond, and whether it is denominated in a single
currency or in several currencies, a decision must be made either
to issue the bond directly as a liability of the parent company or
to issue it indirectly through a financing subsidiary or some
other subsidiary. Com-panies issue bonds via an overseas
subsidiary if they do not want the bonds to be an obligation of
the parent company. This has the additional advantage of
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reducing country risk if  some of  the subsidiary’s bonds are held
locally. However, because the parent is almost invariably viewed
as less risky than sub-sidiaries, the reduction in the parent’s
liability and also in country risk must be traded off against the
fact that the interest rates that must be paid are generally higher
when having a subsidiary issue bonds.

Bank Financing, Direct Loans, And The
Like
So far we have examined international aspects of equity and
bond financing. We have stated that gains on selling equity in
one market rather than another or simul-taneously in several
markets-Euro equities-depend on the segmentation versus
integration of  markets. We have also stated that bonds may be
sold in a foreign currency denomination in the country using
that currency (foreign bonds) or in countries not using the
denomination currency (Eurobonds). The ability to select the
currency of issue can lower borrowing costs but can also
introduce foreign exchange exposure and risk because forward
markets are generally not available for

TABLE Sources of Funds for Subsidiaries

 Billions of 
Dollars Percentage 

From within the 
multinational 
enterprise 

  6.1   60

Internally 
generated by 
affiliate 

 4.7   46  

Depreciat
ion 2.9   29   

Retained 
earnings 1.7   17   

From parent  1.4   14  
Equity 1.0   9   
Loans 0.5   5   

From outside the 
multinational 

enterprise 
  4.0   40

Loans 3.9   39  
Equity  0.2   2  

Total   10.1  100

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Foreign Direct
Investments, Foreign Affiliate Financial Survey

hedging on bonds. However, a firm might actually reduce
foreign exchange expo-sure and risk by borrowing in a foreign
currency if  it has an income in that currency.
A large part of the financing of foreign subsidiaries of MNCs
involves neither bonds nor equity. According to a survey of
foreign direct investors by the U.S. Department of  Commerce,
approximately half  of  the financing of  U.S based MNCs was
generated inside the corporation. 12 The results of  the survey

are summarized in Table above. If  anything, the true percentage
of internally generated funds is probably larger than the
percentage shown because, according to a different survey by
Sidney Robbins and Robert Stobaugh, lending and borrowing
by different subsidiaries net out in the Commerce Department’s
financial survey. Robbins and Stobaugh esti-mated that the
total for outstanding loans was $14 billion. This amount is
much larger than the amount quoted for loans outstanding to
the parent companies in the Commerce Department’s survey.
We can note from Table above that subsidiaries raise little equity.
The debt incurred by subsidiaries is almost 20 times the equity
they themselves raise.
When a subsidiary borrows from its parent, because this is a
transfer within the MNC, there is no increase in the expected
cost of  bankruptcy, which is usually con-sidered to be a factor
limiting the debt/equity ratio of a firm. (Firms prefer debt to
equity because interest on debt is tax-deductible, but too much
debt means a higher chance of  bankruptcy.) A subsidiary is able
to deduct its interest payments from income when computing
corporate tax, while the parent treats the interest as income. This
has an advantage if  the subsidiary’s tax rate is higher than that
of the parent. However, the incentive to use all intra-MNC debt
to finance a subsidiary is limited by the need to rationalize the
interest rate charged to the subsidiary. According to Bhagwan
Chowdhry and Vikram Nanda, subsidiaries use some external
debt to jus-tify the interest rate charged on internal debt.
According to the survey by Robbins and Stobaugh mentioned
above, most MNCs prefer to use intracompany credit rather
than discretionary loans. This is because credit requires less
documentation than does a discretionary loan and because there
are potential gains from avoidance of withholding tax on credit
advances, whereas withholding by the foreign government is
likely on interdivi-sional loans.
Some of the earliest work in financing subsidiaries, done by
Edith Penrose, revealed a varying financial structure as MNCs
subsidiaries grew larger. Penrose argued that after receiving
initial help from the parent company, subsidiaries move onto
an independent growth path using funds from retained
earnings and local bor-rowing. James Hines has suggested that
the motivation to provide initial help from the parent is limited
by the rational expectation that rather than repatriate future
income and pay taxes, multinationals will prefer to reinvest
subsidiary income in further expansion. This view is consistent
with that of Penrose subsidiary self financing expands with
time. Hines argues that the incentive to minimize initial help in
order to preserve future investment opportunities for a
subsidiary is highest when foreign corporate income tax rates are
low vis-a-vis parent rates.
Some of the debt raised outside companies takes on a character,
which is pecu-liarly international. For example, only in the
international arena do we find the so -called “back-to-back” or
parallel loans.

Parallel Loans
A parallel loan involves an exchange of funds between firms in
different countries, with the exchange reversed at a later date.
For example,  next Figure shows a situ-ation in which a U.S.
company’s subsidiary in Brazil needs Brazilian reals while a
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Brazilian company’s subsidiary in the United States needs
dollars. The Brazilian firm can lend reals to the U.S.-owned
subsidiary in Brazil while it borrows an approximately equiva-
lent amount of  dollars from the U.S. parent in the United
States. After an agreed-upon term, the funds can be repaid.
There is no exchange -rate risk or exposure for either firm,
because each is borrowing and repaying in the same currency.
Each side can pay interest within the country where funds are
lent according to the going market rates.
The advantages of parallel loans over bank loans are that they
can circumvent foreign exchange controls and that they help

reals 

dollars 

Brazil 

U.S 

U.S. 
Subsidiary 

Brazilian 
Parent 

U.S. 
Parent 

Brazilian 
subsidiary 

(a) Parallel loan 

reals 

dollars 

Brazil 

U.S 

U.S. 
Subsidiary 

U.S. bank 
subsidiary 

U.S. 
Parent 

U.S. Bank 

(b) Credit swap 

Figure 21.2. Parallel Loans and Credit Swaps A parallel loan involves two
companies, whereas a credit swap involves one company and a bank. In both cases the
companies and/or banks are located in two countries. Both types of financing avoid
money flows between the countries. Parallel loans are more difficult to arrange than
credit swaps because the parties must find each other. In the case of a credit swap, all
that is needed is that the parent or its subsidiary approach a bank.

avoid  banks’ spreads on borrowing versus lending and on
foreign exchange transactions. The problem with parallel loans
is locating the two sides of the deals. As in other barter deals,
the needs of the parties must be harmonious before a satisfac-
tory contract can be achieved. While the banks might well know
of financing needs, which are harmonious, they have lit-tle
incentive to initiate a deal which avoids their spreads. Conse-
quently, a large por-tion of  parallel loans are arranged by
brokerage houses rather than banks.

Credit Swaps
A credit swap involves the exchange of currencies between a
bank and a firm rather than between two firms. It is an
alternative method of obtaining debt capital for a foreign
subsidiary without sending funds abroad. In a credit swap the
parent makes funds available to a bank at home. For example, a
U.S. firm may place U.S. dollars in an account in New York. The
U.S. bank then instructs one of  its foreign subsidiaries to lend
foreign currency to a subsidiary of the parent that made the
deposit. For example, an office of  the U.S. bank in Rio de
Janeiro might lend reals to a subsidiary of  the U.S. firm
operating in Brazil: see Figure below As with par-allel loans, the
major advantage of credit swaps is that they allow firms (and
banks) to circumvent foreign exchange controls. In addition,
they allow the parent and subsidiary to avoid foreign exchange
exposure: the parent deposits and receives U.S. dollars in our
example, while the subsidiary borrows and receives Brazilian
reals.

Government and Development-bank
Lending
It is not at all uncommon for financing to be provided by
governments or develop-ment banks. Because government and
development-bank financing is generally at favorable terms,
many corporations consider these official sources of capital
before considering the issue of stock, the sale of bonds, loans
from commercial banks, or parallel loans from other corpora-
tions.
Host governments of foreign investments provide financing
when they believe projects will generate jobs, earn foreign
exchange, or provide training for their workers. There are
numerous examples of loans being provided to MNCs by the
governments of, for example, Australia, Britain, Canada, and
Spain, to attract man-ufacturing firms to make investments in
their countries. Sometimes the state or provincial governments
also offer financing, perhaps even competing with each other
within a country to have plants built in their area. Several U.S.
states have provided cheap financing and other concessions to
induce Japanese and other for-eign firms to establish opera-
tions. Canadian provincial and Australian state govern-ments
have also used special financing arrangements to attract inves-
tors.
Even though the governments of poorer countries do not
usually have the means to offer concessionary financing to
investors, there are a number of development banks, which
specialize in providing financing for investment in infrastruc-
ture, for irrigation, and for similar projects. While this financing
is usually provided to the host government rather than to
corporations involved in the construction of the projects, the
corporations are indirectly being financed by the development-
bank loans to the host governments.
A leading provider of financial assistance is the International
Bank for Recon-struction and Development (IBRD), com-
monly known as the World Bank. The World Bank, which was
established in 1944, is not a bank in the sense of accepting
deposits and providing payment services between countries.
Rather, it is a lending institution that borrows from govern-
ments by selling them its bonds, and then uses the proceeds for
development in undeveloped (or developing) nations. World
Bank or IBRD loans have a maturity of up to 20 years. Interest
rates are determined by the (relative low) cost of funds to the
bank.
Many developing countries do not meet the conditions for
World Bank loans, so in 1960 an affiliated organization, the
International Development Agency (IDA), was established to
help even poorer countries. Credits, as the loans are called, have
terms of up to 50 years and carry no interest charges. A second
affili-ate of  the World Bank is the International Finance
Corporation (IFC). The IFC provides loans for private
investments and takes equity positions along with private-sector
partners.

Other Factors Affecting the Financing of
Subsidiaries
We have presented a number of  international financial consider-
ations affecting bond and equity decisions and decisions
involving bank loans, parallel loans, and credit swaps. There are,
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however, a number of other factors, which can affect the
financing decision. Frequently these are based on the politically
sensitive nature of a large amount of foreign direct investment.
Sometimes, however, they are based on con-cern for exchange-
rate risk or on restrictions imposed by host governments. We
shall quickly mention some of the more notable factors.
The freezing or seizing of assets by inhospitable governments
should not be a worry to those who borrow abroad. Instead, it
should be a concern to the investors whose assets are lost. It
might therefore be thought that while political risks are
important in the investment decision, they are relatively
inconsequential in the bor-rowing decision. However, some
firms may borrow abroad in the countries of investment
because they fear confiscation or expropriation. If assets are
seized, these firms can refuse to repay local debts and thereby
reduce their losses. Furthermore, the probability of confiscation
or expropriation may be reduced by having foreign private
bondholders or shareholders. Unfortunately, as we have noted
it may be dif-ficult to raise equity or even debt from local private
sources.
Generally, the more financing is denominated in local currency,
the lower the danger from changing exchange rates. This
supports the use of debt. Reinforcing the tendency toward
using debt is the greater political sensitivity with regard to repa-
triating income on equity than with regard to receiving interest
on debts. However, offsetting the factors leading to more debt
is the fact that if equity is kept small, profits can look unreason-
ably high on the equity invested in foreign operations. The
profit rate on equity can be used in claims of exploitation by
foreign governments.
Certain governments require that a minimum equity/debt ratio
be maintained, while some banks also set standards to maintain
the quality of debt. According to Sidney Robbins and Robert
Stobaugh, U.S. firms have generally kept their equity well above
that required by local regulations. However, this does not mean
that local regulations are not binding. Firms may keep their
equity higher than neces-sary, as a cushion against any future
need to borrow.
When earnings are retained abroad, U.S. corporations can
postpone the payment of  U.S. corporate income taxes and
foreign withholding taxes on income from sub-sidiaries.
According to Walter Ness, the saving from the deferral of  tax
payments low-ers the cost of equity capital for multinational
corporations and induces the corpora-tions to have a lower
debt/equity ratio in financing foreign subsidiaries. However,
according to Ian Giddy and Alan Shapiro, the alternatives for
repatriating income via pricing of intersubsidiary trades,
royalties, and interdivisional fees override any advan-tage from
deferred tax payments encouraging the use of equity capital.

Financial Structure

Subsidiary or Parent Determination of Financial
Structure
If the success or failure of an overseas subsidiary has little or no
effect on the abil-ity of the parent or other subsidiaries to raise
capital, decisions on financial structure can be left to subsidiaries.
A subsidiary can then weigh the various economic and political

pros and cons of different sources of funds and adopt a
financial structure that is appropriate for its own local circum-
stances. However, if there are spillovers from the failure of a
subsidiary, which reduce the financing opportunities of  the par-
ent or its other subsidiaries, decisions on subsidiary financial
structure should be made by the parent. Full consideration
should be given to the implications of a default by one
subsidiary for global operations. Because spillovers will exist if
the parent is legally or morally bound to support subsidiaries,
we should consider the evidence on corporate responsibility for
subsidiary debt.
 Survey evidence shows clearly that even when not bound by
legal guarantees on subsidiary-incurred debt, parent firms rarely
if ever admit they will allow a sub-sidiary to default. For
example, in a survey by Robert Stobaugh, all 20 of  the large
MNCs in the sample, and all but one of the smaller MNCs,
said they would not allow a subsidiary to default whatever the
circumstances. Similar responses were received in later surveys
conducted by Business International.  This evidence sug-gests
that multinationals realize that a default in a subsidiary will
affect operations elsewhere. There is no other explanation for
the almost universal willingness to sup-port subsidiaries.
With a parent company having a de facto obligation to honor
debt incurred by its subsidiaries, the parent must monitor its
subsidiaries debt/equity ratios as well as the corporation’s
overall debt/equity ratio. This does not, however, mean that a
par-ent should keep its subsidiaries’ debt/equity ratios equal to
its own overall preferred debt/equity ratio. For example,
subsidiaries facing high country risk and no ability to raise local
equity capital should be allowed to take on relatively high debt
loads. Similarly, subsidiaries in countries with relatively high tax
savings from deducting interest but not dividend payments
should be allowed to take on relatively large amounts of debt
to exploit the tax shield that debt provides. All the time,
however, a parent company should make compensating
adjustments to the capital structure of itself and its other
subsidiaries so that the company’s global debt/equity ratio is
maintained at the level it deems appropriate.

Capital Structure in Different Countries
Financial structure varies greatly from country to country. This is
seen clearly in Figure below Possible reasons for the variations
can be found in explanations of capital structure commonly
advanced in a domestic context. These explanations hinge on
the tax deductibility of interest payments but not dividends,
and on bankruptcy and agency costs.
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Financial Structure In Four Countries
Countries in which interest payments are deductible against
corporate taxes will, ceteris paribus, have relatively high debt/
equity ratios. However, if interest rates are particularly high
because borrowers can deduct interest and lenders must pay tax
on interest, this will militate against the advantage of debt.
The risk and expected cost of bankruptcy increase with the
amount of debt. If expected costs of bankruptcy are lower in
some countries than others, debt/equity ratios will, ceteris
paribus, be higher in the countries with low expected bank-
ruptcy costs. In countries where banks are both providers of
debt and holders of  compa-nies’ equity, the probability of
bankruptcy is relatively low because the banks are likely to help
in times of trouble. It follows that in countries such as Japan
and Ger-many, where banks hold considerable amounts of
equity, debt/equity ratios are higher than in countries such as
the United States and Canada, where banks provide debt but
little or no equity.
Lenders know that once they have made loans to firms, the
managers of the firms will be more concerned with taking care
of their own and their shareholders’ well being than with
protecting the lenders’ interests. This is one of the agency costs
of debt, and because lenders are aware of this cost, they
demand correspond-ing high interest rates on their loans. These
high interest rates reduce typical debt/equity ratios. The greater
is the agency cost of debt; the lower is the typical debt/equity
ratio. Agency costs are reduced when banks hold directorships in
firms, because they can then very directly represent their interests
as creditors when attend-ing board meetings. The high degree
of horizontal integration in Japan, where banks and manufac-
turers are frequently subdivisions of the same giant MNC, has
greatly reduced agency costs, and this, combined with reduced
expected bankruptcy costs, probably explains Japan’s high debt-
to-equity ratio.

Review Questions

1. What do integrated capital markets imply for the decision
of where to raise capital?

2. What is a Euroequity?
3. What is an American Depository Receipt?
4. What is a foreign bond?
5. What is a Eurobond?
6. Under what condition will a risk-neutral borrower borrow

pounds?
7. Why might some borrowers pay more to borrow foreign

rather than domestic currency?
8. Why are strong-currency bonds preferred by lenders facing

lower tax rates on capital gains than on interest income?
9. What is the advantage of a multicurrency bond to lenders?
10. What is a parallel loan?
11. What is a credit swap?
12. How does country risk affect parent versus subsidiary

borrowing?
13. How does liability for debt affect parent versus subsidiary

borrowing?

14. How might the extent of equity ownership by banks in
different countries affect financial structure differences
between countries?

Notes -
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Assignment Problems

1 Why might a firm want to issue shares simultaneously in a
number of financial centers?

2. How can the availability of savings and the opportunities for
investment influence the cost of capital in different
countries?

3. Is a U.S. dollar bond sold by a British firm in the United
States a foreign bond or a Eurobond? How about a pound
bond sold by a British firm in the United States?

4. Why do Canadian firms borrow so heavily in U.S. dollars?
5. When lenders are more optimistic about the future value of

a currency than borrowers, what do you think this implies
about the likelihood of debt denomination in that currency?

6. How is the tax shield on debt mitigated by a high tax rate on
interest earnings, thereby making debt/equity ratios in
different countries depend on individual income versus or
porate tax rates?

7. With r$ = 12.50 percent, r£ = 14.00 percent, S($/£) = 2.25,
and S ;0($/£) = 1.50, in which currency would you borrow?
What is the total gain on each $1 million borrowed from
making the correct choice?

8. If r$ = 12.50 percent, r£ = 14.00 percent, and S($/£) = 2.25,
what must the actual exchange rate after 10 years, SIO($/£),
be in order to make borrowing in pounds a good idea?

9. Why does having an income in foreign currency reduce
required borrowing risk premi-ums? What type of risk-
translation/transaction risk or operating risk-is reduced?

LESSON 38:

TUTORIAL
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Objective
Cross border direct investment flows have increased significantly
during last couple of decades. A few firms from developing
countries like India are venturing abroad and setting up wholly
owned subsidiaries or joint ventures. The purpose of this unit
is to provide a framework for carrying out a systematic appraisal
of foreign direct investment projects along the same lines as a
domestic project appraisal. At the end of the unit, you will have
learned:
• What are the added complexities of cross-border projects

and how to incorporate them in the valuation framework
• What are the issues related to cost of capital for foreign

Projects and their resolution.
• How some of  the large MNC’s do it.

Introduction
The post-war years have witnessed a phenomenal growth in the
spread of multinationals around the world. There are several
factors have induced companies to acquire a global presence.
Foreign direct investment has been the most important vehicle
of globalization. Developing countries like India, which had
been extremely reluctant to allow foreign direct investment,
have, in recent years, shifted towards a much more liberal policy
stance. Till the ’80s, the bulk of the cross-border direct invest-
ment flow was among developed countries and some from the
developed countries to the more welcoming developing
countries. In the years to come, we are sure to see entrepreneurs
from the relatively more industrialized developing countries
venturing out to lesser-developed countries and even to some
of the developed countries. Below provides some illustrative
data on cross-border direct investment in recent years in some
of the developing regions.
In this chapter, we will develop a framework for appraising
foreign investment projects. Most of the chapter will be
devoted to the case of  a wholly owned foreign subsidiary, which
produces for the host country market as well as for exports.
Towards the end of  the chapter, we will briefly examine the case
of joint ventures. The latter are more difficult to evaluate since
two different and potentially conflicting viewpoints are involved
that of the local partner and the multinational, and the same
project may be valued differently by the two parties to the
collaboration.
Cross-border Direct Investment Inflows (Billions of  us
Dollars)

In the next section, we will briefly review the standard Net
Present Value (NPV) procedure used to appraise a project. We
will discuss the various difficulties in implementing the
procedure, particularly those associated with estimating the
appropriate cost of capital.
A Review of the NPV Approach

Consider the well-known Net Present Value (NPV) formula:

Many texts in corporate finance recommend the use of this
formula for appraising investment projects. Here, Co is the
initial investment outlay incurred at t = 0 and CFt is the net cash
flow from the project at the end of period t. Each cash flow eFt
is discounted by the discount factor (1 +kw)t where kw is the
weighted average cost of capital defined by:

kw = ake + (l-a)(l - t)kd

In this equation, ke is the cost of equity capital, kd is the pre-tax
cost of debt, t is the corporate tax rate and a    is the proportion
of equity finance for the project. The decision rule says” accept a
project if it has Positive NPV”.
Keep in mind that the cash flows in the numerator of Equa-
tion must be incremental cash flows attributable to the project.
This means, among other things, that
1. Any change in the term’s cash flows from some of  its

existing activities arising on account of the project      must
be attributed to the project.

2. Only net increase in overheads which would be on account
of  this project should be charged to the project. Also, no
distinction is {made between net cash flows generated by the
project and cash flows accruing to the “owners” or
“sponsors” of the project.

The virtue of the simple formula in Equation is that it captures.
in a single parameter kw all the financing considerations
allowing the project evaluator to focus on cash flows associated
with the project. The simplicity is deceptive; there are two
implicit assumptions. One is that the project being appraised
has the same business risk as the portfolio of  the firm’s current
activities and the other is that the debt: equity proportion in
financing the project is the same as the firm’s existing debt:
equity ratio. If  either assumption is not true, the firm’s cost of
equity capital, ke changes and the above convenient formula
gives no clue as to how it changes. Thus even in a purely
domestic context, the standard NPV approach has limitations.
The Adjusted Present Value (APV) approach seeks to disen-
tangle the effects of particular financing arrangements of the

LESSON  39:

PROJECT APPRAISAL

                             1995   1997     1998      1999        2000 
World          331            478        692       1075        1271 
Developed 
Countries              203            271       483        830          1005 
Developing  
Countries              113              187       188        222           240 
In Asia                   4.7              7.1         7.7          9             8.2 

UNIT IV
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project from the NPV of the project viewed as an all-equity
financed investment. In the next section, we will briefly review
this approach for purely domestic projects before extending it to
foreign ventures.

The Adjusted Present Value (APV)
Framework
The APV framework described below allows us to separate out
the financing effects and other special features of a project from
the operating cash flows of the project. It is based on the well-
known value additivity principle. It is a two-step approach:
1. In the first step, evaluate the project as if  it is financed

entirely by equity. The rate of  discount is the   required rate
of return on equity corresponding to the risk class of the
project.

2. In the second step, add the present values of  any cash flows
arising out of special financing features of the project such as
external financing, special subsidies if any and so forth. The
rate of discount used to find these present values should
reflect the risk associated with each of the cash flows.

Consider a purely domestic project. It requires an initial
investment of Rs. 70 million of which Rs. 40 million is in plant
and machinery, Rs. 20 million in land and the rest is in working
capital. The project life is five years. The net salvage value of
plant and machinery at the end of five years is expected to be
Rs. 10 million and land is expected to appreciate in value by
50%.
The projected cash flow statement is given below (For simplic-
ity, we have used straight-line depreciation of  fixed assets
including land. The rate is 20% for land and 15% for plant).
The cash flows (Rs. million) from the project are as follows:

Year          0           1           2          3           4               5 
          
             (70.0)      22.0     23.2     31.0      31.0          81.0 

 

The firm estimates that the required rate of return on an all-
equity financed project is 9%. The NPV of the above cash flows
at a rate of discount of 9% is Rs.24.91 million. The gross
present value (GPV) is Rs. 94.1 million.
Now suppose the firm estimates that based on the GPV of
94.1 million, it can raise fresh debt of Rs. 30 million. Since
interest payments on debt are tax deductible, the present value
of tax savings must be attributed to the project. In general, the
additional borrowing capacity is given by:

DB =TDE ´ GPV
where TDE is the target debt: equity ratio. If  the pre-tax cost of
debt is RD and the tax rate is t, the tax saving in each year
equals:

(RD x τ )DB = (RD x τ) (TDE x GPV) 

The PV of  this is found using a discount rate equal to RD. In
the present example suppose RD is 15%. Then with Rs.30
million of  added borrowing capacity, the annual tax saving is
(0.15 x 0.40)(30) = Rs.1.8 million. The present value at 15%
discount rate is Rs.6.03 million.
Further suppose that the project will be located in a backward
area and the government provides a cash subsidy of Rs.5

million. The firm will have to raise new equity at an issue cost
of Rs.2 million. The APV of the project is therefore:

24.91 + 6.03 + 5.00 - 2.00 = 33.94.
Thus, the essence of, the approach is to deal with the “pure
economics” of the project first and    then incorporate the
effects of the particular financing patterns and other features of
the project. However, there are a couple of difficulties with this
approach, particularly with computing tax savings on account of
increased borrowing capacity. First, we have assumed that the
firm will be able to utilize the tax shield fully every year. This
may not be true if, in a particular year, the profit after interest is
negative. Even if the tax shield is carried forward, it still
represents loss time value of  money.
Cash Flows from the Proposed Project (Rs. Mill.)

 Second, we have considered taxation only at the corporate level.
Taxation is a complicated issue. Incidence of  tax at the personal
level may offset some of the benefits of tax saving at the
corporate level. Interest income may be taxed differently from
dividend income and capital gains; shareholders may obtain
credit for taxes paid at the corporate level. When the firm’s
shareholders and creditors are subject to diverse tax regulation,
it is difficult to work out who gets what share of the interest tax
shield. The very fact that interest is tax deductible will motivate
creditors to capture a part of the saving by raising the pre-tax
rate they demand on their lending.
In general, the calculation of the interest tax shield as presented
here probably represents an overestimate of the true benefit
from added borrowing capacity. Nevertheless, the APV
approach does allow us to decompose the problem into parts
and use a step-wise approach to evaluating of foreign projects.

Options Approach to Project Appraisal
The discounted cash flow approaches discussed above NPV or
APV -suffer from a serious drawback. Both ignore the various
operational flexibilities built into many projects and assume
that all operating decisions are made once for all at the start of
the project. In many situations, the project sponsors have the
freedom to alter various features of the project in the light of
developments in input and output markets, competitive
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pressures and changes in government policies. Among these
flexibilities are:
1. The start of the project may be delayed till more information

about variables such  as demand, costs, exchange rates etc. is
obtained. For instance, starting a foreign  plant may be
postponed till the foreign currency stabilizes. Development
of an oil field may be delayed till oil prices harden.

2. The project may be abandoned if demand or price forecasts
turn out to be over-optimistic or operating costs shoot up.
It may even be temporarily closed down and re-started when
market conditions improve e.g. a copper mine can be closed
down when copper prices are low and operations re-started
when prices rise. Some exit and re-entry costs may, of  course,
be involved.

3. The operational scale of the project may be expanded or
contracted depending upon whether demand turns out to be
more or less than initially envisioned.

4. The input and output mix may be changed or a different
technology may be employed.

The conventional DCF (Discount Cash Flow) approaches
cannot easily incorporate these features. In recent years, the
theory of option pricing has been applied to project appraisal to
take account of these operational flexibilities. For instance, the
option to abandon a project can-be viewed as a put option-the
option to sell the project assets- with a “strike” price equal to
the liquidation value of the project.
The option to expand capacity if demand turns out to be
higher than expected can be viewed as a call option on the
incremental present value with the strike price being equal to the
additional investment require to expand capacity.
In many cases, these choices can be incorporated and evaluated
using a decision tree approach. In other cases, option-pricing
models such as the Black-Scholes model have to be adapted.
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Case Study 1
Barret Corporation presently has no existing business in France
but is considering the establishment of a subsidiary there. The
following information is given to assess this project:
• The initial investment required is FF 60 million. The existing

spot rate is $ .20, the initial investment in dollars is $ 12
million. In addition to the FF 60 million initial investment
on plant and equipment, FP 10 million is needed for
working capital and will be borrowed by the subsidiary from
a French bank. The French subsidiary of Barret will pay
interest only on the loan each year at an interest rate of 1 0%.
The loan principal is to be paid in 10 years.

• The project will be terminated at the end of year 3, when the
subsidiary will be sold.

• The price, demand, and variable cost of the product in
France are as follows:

Year Price Demand Variable Cost 

1 FF 600 40,000 units FF 25 

2 FF 650 50,000 units FF 30 

3 FF 700 60,000 units FF40 

• The fixed costs are estimated to be FF 5 million per year.
• The exchange rate of the French franc is expected to be .22 at

the end of year 1, $.25 at the end of year 2, and $ .28 at the
end of year 3.

• The French government will impose a withholding tax of 10
per cent on earnings remitted by the subsidiary. The US
government will allow a tax credit on remitted earnings and
will not impose any additional taxes.

• All cash flows received by the subsidiary are to be sent to the
parent at the end of each year. The subsidiary will use its
working capital to support ongoing operations.

• The plant and equipment are depreciated over 10 years, using
the straight-line depreciation method. Since the plant and
equipment are initially valued at FF 60 million, the annual
depreciation expense is FF 6 million.

• In three years, the subsidiary is to be sold. Barret plans to let
the acquiring firm assume the existing French loan. The
working capital will not be liquidated, but will be used by the
acquiring firm.

• The required rate of return on this project is 15%.
a. Determine the net present value of this project. Should

Barret accept this project?
b. Assume that Barret Co. provides the additional funds for

working capital so that the loan from the French
Government is not necessary.

LESSON 40:

Case Study

c. Would the NPV of  this project from the parent’s
perspective be more sensitive to exchange rate
movements if the subsidiary used French financing to
cover the working capital? Explain.

d. Assume Barret Co. uses the original proposed financing
arrangement and that funds are blocked until the
subsidiary is sold. The funds to be remitted are
reinvested at a rate of 8 per cent (after taxes) until the end
of  year 3. How is the project’s NPV affected?

e. Assume that Barret Co. decided to implement the project,
using the original proposed financing arrangement. Also
assume that after one year, a French firm offers Barret Co.
a price of  $ 30 million after taxes for the subsidiary, and
that Barret Co. original forecasts for Years 2 and 3 have
not changed. Should Barret Co. divests the subsidiary?
Explain.

Solution

a. To Determine the Net Present Value of  the project
(All figures are in Million FF, unless specified otherwise.)

 Year I Year II Year II 
Total Revenue: (Price X Demand) 24 32.5 42 
Less Fixed Cost 5 5 5 
Less Variable Costs 1 1.5 2.4 
Less Depredation (SLM over 10 years of 
60 fun; FF) 6 6 6 

EBIT 12 20 28.6 
Less interest paid on WK @ 10% on 
10,m. FF 1 1 1 

Profit after interest and taxes (No income 
tax is 11. 19 27.6 

payable in this case)    
Add Depreciation 6 6 6 
Net Cash Flow 17 19 33.6 
Salvage Value   42.0 
Total Cash Flow 17 19 75.6 
Less Withholding Tax @ 10% 1.7 1.9 7.56 
Net Remittance 15.3 17.1 68.04 
PV 13.3 12.93 44.74 
Forward Exchange Rates ($/FF) 0.22 0.25 0.28 
PV($) 2.93 3.23 12.53 

Therefore, Net Present Value= (PV of  Net Cash Flow) - Initial
Investment

     = (2.93 + 3.23 + 12.53) - 12
     = $6.69 Million

Since the PV of the investment is positive, the Barret
Corporation should invest in the project.

b. Cash flows and present values assuming that the WK is also
provided by the parent company.
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 Year I Year II Year II
Net Cash Flow 17 19 33.6
Salvage Value 42
Return of Working Capital 10
Total Cash Flow 17 19 85.6
Less Withholding Tax@10% 1.7 1.9 8.56
Net Remittance 15.3 17.1 77.04
PV 13.3 12.9 50.65
Forward Exchange Rates 
($/FF) 0.22 0.25 0.28 

PV ($) 2.93 3.23 14.18 

Therefore, Net Present Value = (PV of  Net Cash Flow) -
Initial Investment

= (2.93 + 3.23 + 14.18) -14
= $ 6.34 million

Since the PV of the original proposal was more, hence the
Barret Corporation should accept the original proposal.

c. If the subsidiary used the French financing to cover the
working capital, then this project would be less sensitive
to exchange rates movements. This is because then
exposure of the parent would be less to the tune of $ 2
Million (FF 10 Million) on account of working capital
requirements.

d. Assuming that the Barret Corporation uses the original
proposed financing arrangement and that the funds are
blocked until the subsidiary is sold. The funds to be
remitted are reinvested at a rate of 8% (after taxes) until
the end of year III. If this were the case then remittance
would only be made in year III.

. . 
   Year I Year 

II 
Year 
III 

. Net Remittance before 
interest 15.3 17.1 68.04 

• 15.3 becomes 17.85 at end of year III.
• 17.1 becomes 18.47 at end of year III.

Present Value  = 68.04 + 18.47 + 17.85 = 104.36 
Exchange Rate ($/FF) = .28 
Present Value ($)  = 29.22 
NPV   = 29.22 -12 = $17.22 Million 

e. Assuming, project is implemented with original
proposal, and a firm offers Barret a price of $30 million
after taxes for the subsidiary after Year I.

Hence, this opportunity is the best as it maximises the NPV for
Barret Co.

Solved Problems

1. Briefly enumerate the variables that are unique to a
multinational capital budgeting decision?

Ans. The various variables that are unique to a multinational
capital budgeting analysis include the following factors.
i. Parent cash flows are different from project cash flows.
ii. All cash flows from the foreign projects must be

converted into the currency of the parent firm.
iii. Profits remitted to the parent are subject to two taxing

jurisdictions: the parent country and the host country
iv. Anticipate the differences in the rates of national

inflation as they can result in changes in competitive
position and thus in cash flows over a period of time.

v. The possibility of foreign exchange risk and its effect
on the parent’s cash flows.

vi. If the host country provides some concessionary
financing arrangements and or other benefits, the
profitability of  the foreign project may go up.

vii. Initial investment in the host country may benefit
from a partial or total release of blocked funds.

viii. The host country may impose various restrictions on
the distribution of cash flows generated from foreign
projects.

ix. Political risk must be evaluated thoroughly as changes
in political events can drastically reduce the availability
of expected cash flows.

x. It is more difficult to estimate the terminal value in
multinational capital budgeting because potential
buyers in the host or parent company may have widely
different views on the value to them of acquiring the
project.

2. Why is the APV format more suitable for evaluating
foreign projects than the conventional NPV format?

Ans. The APV format is more suitable for evaluating foreign
projects because it allows different components of the
project’s cash flow to be discounted separately, thus
providing the needed flexibility to the various variables. In
addition, the APV format also makes it feasible to use
different discount rates for different segments of the total
cash flow, depending on the degree of  certainty attached
with each cash flow.

Review Questions

1. Why should capital budgeting for subsidiary projects be
assessed from the parent company’s perspective? Give
reasons.

2. What additional factors deserve considerations in
multinational capital budgeting that are not normally
relevant for a purely domestic project?

3. Why is capital budgeting analysis important to a firm?
4. Enumerate the various problems and issues in foreign

investment analysis.

  Year I 

Total Cash Flow  17 
Less Withholding Tax@ 10% 1.7 
Net Remittance  15.3 

Forward Exchange Rates ($/FF) 0.22 
Remittance ($)  3.36 
Salvage ($)  30 
Total Remittance  33.36 
Present Value ($)  29 
Net Cash Outflow (Initial Investment) 12 
Net Present Value  17 
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5. Describe the various methods, of capital budgeting that are
normally adopted by MNCs.

6. What are blocked finds? Elucidate with examples.
7. Describe the four main avenues by which cash flow returns

to a parent are derived.
8. A foreign project normally is more beneficial to the parent

when the foreign currency appreciates over the life of the
project: Elucidate with examples. .

9. Examine the impact of exchange rate movements on cash
flows to the parent/to the subsidiary.

Case Study
CEA is a leading Indian manufacturer of high quality sports
goods and related equipment. The company is planning to
increase its exports in the coming years. As a part of its strategy
it is thinking of establishing a subsidiary in France that would
manufacture and sell the goods locally. The management has-
asked the various departments of the company to supply all
relevant information for a multinational capital budgeting’
analysis. The relevant information is given below.

Investment
The total initial investment to finance the plant and equipment
is estimated at 20 million French Francs (FF), which will be
invested by the parent. Working capital requirements, estimated
at FF 10 million, will be borrowed by the subsidiary from a local
financial institution at an interest rate of 8 per cent per annum.
The principal will be paid at the end of the 5th year when the
project is terminated while the interest payments are to be paid
by the subsidiary annually.

Depreciation
The French government will allow the company to depreciate
the plant and equipment using the straight-line method. The
depreciation expense will be FF 4 million per year.
Project life: The life of the project is expected to be 5 years.
Price and Sales: The forecasted price and sales schedules for the
next five years areas given below:

Year  Price Per 
Unit Sales in France 

1  FF 600 50,000 units 
2  FF 600 50,000 units 
3  FF 650 80,000 units 
4 . FF 660 1,00,000 units 
5  FF 680 1,20;000 units 

Costs: The variable Costs are FF 220/- per unit in year 1 and
year 2, and are expected to rise to FF 300 for years 3,4 and 5. The
fixed costs {other than depreciation) are expected to be FF 1.5
million per year.

Exchange Rate
The spot exchange rate of the French Franc is Rs 6.60. The
forecasted exchange rate for all future period is Rs 6.80.

Remittances
All profits after tax realised by the affiliate are transferable to the
parent at the end of each year. The French government plans to

impose no restrictions on remittance of cash flows but will
impose a 5 per cent withholding tax on funds remitted by the
subsidiary to the parent as mentioned earlier.
French government taxes on income earned by subsidiary: The
Indian government will allow a tax credit on taxes paid in
France so that earnings remitted by the parent will not be taxed
by the French government.
Required Rate of Return: The company requires a 10 per cent
return on this project.
Advise the Indian Company regarding the Ma.t1dal viability of
the proposal-should the project be set up in France or not?

Additional Considerations

1. Blocked Funds: Assume that all funds are blocked until the
end of the fifth year. These funds can be reinvested locally to
yield 6% annually after taxes. Show the calculations and
comment on the result.

2. Exchange Rate Fluctuations: Assume the following exchange
rate scenario and recalculate your results.

Alternative I

Year 
1 

Year 2 Year 
3 

Year 
4 

Year 
5 

6.80 6.90 6.95 7.00 7.05 

Alternative II

Year  
1 

Year  
2 

Year 
3 

Year 
4 

Year  
5 

6.55 6.50 6.40 6.38 6.35 

How sensitive is the project to fluctuations in exchange rate?
Comment.
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LESSON 41:

PROJECT APPRAISAL IN THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

Learning Objectives
Upon Completion of this lesson, you should be able to:
• What are the important aspects of international taxation

which must be addressed in appraising a foreign project.
• How some of  the large MNC’s do it
• What additional difficulties are encountered when the foreign

project is a joint venture rather than a wholly owned
subsidiary

Project Appraisal in the International
Context
A firm can acquire” global presence” in a variety of ways ranging
from simply exporting abroad to having a wholly-owned
foreign subsidiary or a joint venture. Spanning these two
extremes are intermediate forms of cross-border activity such as
having an agent abroad, technology agreements, joint R&D,
licensing and a branch operation. Each mode of cross-border
activity has distinct features both from a managerial control
point of  view and legal and tax point of  view. Our focus here
will be on a wholly-owned subsidiary incorporated under the
host country law. We will also briefly review some aspects of
joint ventures towards the end of the chapter.
The main added complications, which distinguish a foreign
project from a domestic project, can be summarized as follows:
• Project Cash Flows versus Parent Cash Flows

In a domestic context, all the after-tax cash flows generated
by the project can be assumed to accrue to the shareholders
of the firm. This may not be true in the case of a foreign
project or even a wholly owned subsidiary. The host country
may have restrictions on the amount of profits that can be
repatriated to foreign shareholders as well as withholding
taxes on any remittances. Cash flows remitted as royalties,
interest, license fees and so forth may be subject to different
rates of taxation than cash flows remitted as dividends. It
would seem natural therefore to focus attention only on
remittable cash flows rather than all the cash flows generated
by the project. However, it has been argued that if a firm
views itself as truly a “citizen of the world” and has long-
term commitment to continue to invest in a country, issues
of exchange controls and remittance restrictions should not
have much significance.

• Exchange Risk and Capital Market Segmentation
Cash flows from a foreign project are in a foreign currency
and therefore subject to exchange risk from the parent’s
point of  view. How does a firm incorporate this risk in
project evaluation? Also, what is the appropriate cost of
capital when the host and home country capital markets are
not integrated?

•  Political or “Country” Risk
Assets located abroad are subject to risks of appropriation or
nationalization (without adequate compensation) by the
host country government. Also, there may be changes in
applicable withholding taxes, restrictions on remittances by
the subsidiary to the parent etc. How should we incorporate
these risks in evaluating the project?

• International Taxation
In addition to the taxes the subsidiary pays to the host
government, there will generally be withholding taxes on
dividends and other income remitted to the parent. In
addition, the home country government may tax this income
in the hands of the parent. If a double taxation avoidance
treaty is in place, the parent may obtain some credit for the
taxes paid abroad. If excess taxes are paid abroad, full credit
may not be available. In some countries, it is possible to
pool the tax credits from different sources. The specific
provisions of the tax code in the host and home countries
will affect the kinds of financial arrangements between the
parent and the subsidiary. There is also the related issue of
transfer pricing which may enable the parent to further reduce
the overall tax burden.

• Blocked Funds
Sometimes, a foreign project can become an attractive
proposal because the parent has some funds accumulated in
a foreign country, which cannot be taken out (or can be taken
out only with heavy penalties in the form of taxes).
Investing these funds locally in a subsidiary or a joint venture
may then represent a better use of such blocked funds.

In addition, like in domestic projects, we must be careful to
take account of any interactions between the new project and
some existing activities of  the firm e.g. local production will
usually mean loss of export sales.
As in the case of domestic projects, we will adopt a step-wise
approach to the evaluation of foreign projects. However,
now we will include an additional step:

1. First, treat the project as a branch operation of the parent
company. All the cash flows generated by the project belong
by definition to the parent since the project has no distinct
identity. This allows us to focus on the pure economics of
the project.

2. Next, consider the project as a fully equity-financed, wholly
owned subsidiary of the parent, incorporated under the host
country laws, having a distinct legal identity. Now, we focus
on the various financial arrangements between the parent
and the subsidiary and consider what means are available to
the parent to increase the cash flow transfers between the
subsidiary and the parent and minimize the overall tax
burden.
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3. Finally, as in the case of  a domestic project, incorporate the
effects of external financing such as   the interest tax shield.
The reasons we consider intra-corporate financing separately
from external financing are that their effects can be estimated
more precisely than those of  external financing. Secondly, the
nature of internal financing arrangements is sensitive to the
particular features of the tax law in the host and home
countries. And third, it always forces us to keep in mind that
any change in the nature of intra-corporate financial
relationships impinges only on the allocation of profits
between the parent and the subsidiary and not a net gain or
loss (except when it saves on overall tax burden).
We will now proceed to implement this approach with an
example. Titus Ltd., an Indian company, was established
seven years ago to manufacture quartz digital watches for the
domestic market as well as the emerging export markets in
Africa and the Middle East. From the beginning, the
company focused on the quartz digital segment and
marketed a range of watches from medium-priced to high-
priced models. It soon acquired market leadership in this
segment due to its product quality, excellent after-sales service
and a wide range of models catering to various upper
income market segments.
The company is considering a proposal to set up a wholly-
owned manufacturing and sales subsidiary in Zimbabwe to
serve the African and Middle Eastern markets as well as to
make a foray into the European market. It has had a
preliminary discussion with Zimbabwean authorities who
are keen to promote foreign direct investment in the country
and have shown willingness to offer some concessions. The
various parameters of the proposed project are described
below. The currency of  Zimbabwe is Zimbabwean dollar
with ISO code ZWD.

• The Proposed Quartz Watch Plant in Zimbabwe
Initial Investment: ZWD 50,000,000
The company has accumulated a balance of ZWD 5,000,000 in a
local bank from its earlier export sales. This can be repatriated to
India after paying 48% tax.
The construction of the plant will take two years. During the
third year the production will be 6,00,000 units. From the
fourth year on, the plant will produce at its full capacity of
7,50,000 units. The company has decided to adopt a
10-year horizon, starting from now.
Comparable watches imported from Europe and Japan
are being currently sold at a price of ZWD 180 per
watch. Inflation in Zimbabwe is running at an average
rate of 12% per annum while in India the inflation rate
is anticipated to be 10% p.a. The current spot rate is
Rs.6.00/ZWD.
The operating costs are estimated as follows:
Materials: ZWD 120.00 per watch
Lab our: ZWD 25.00 per watch
Selling and other expenses: ZWD 5.00 per watch.

Working capital requirements are 10% of  the initial investment
in the third year and will be recovered at the nominal value in
the 15th year.
The initial fixed investment is depreciated over 10 years by the
straight-line method. The salvage value will be negligible.
Currently, the parent company exports 50,000 watches to
Zimbabwe. These will be replaced by sales from the new plant.
However, the company thinks that due to government policies
in Zimbabwe, these exports would have declined at the rate of
5% per annum.
It is pointed out by one of the managers that out of the total
material costs of ZWD 120, certain crucial components account
for ZWD 70 at the current world prices. These will be supplied
by the parent company at the” arms length” price i.e. the price it
charges to all its customers to whom it supplies these compo-
nents. Its variable costs of manufacturing are ZWD 45 at the
current exchange rate. No extra capacity needs to be installed to
meet the requirements of the new plant.
The corporate income tax in Zimbabwe is 45% while in India it
is 40%. There is a double tax avoidance treaty between the two
countries under which full credit is given to Indian companies
for taxes paid in Zimbabwe provided the rate does not exceed
the Indian rate of 40%. The Zimbabwean authorities impose a
5% withholding tax on dividends remitted to the parent
company by the subsidiary.
Below table presents revenues, costs, profits and cash flows
from the project taking into account only the loss of exports.
We have done this by reducing the quantity sold y the project by
the volume of exports that would have occurred in the absence
of the new plant.
The operating cash flows have been calculated at constant
(today’s) prices. These are discounted at required real rate of
return on similar projects in Zimbabwe which is 8%.
The tax savings due to due to depreciation are a contractually
fixed cash flow which should be discounted at a nominal rate
of  return. We have used a 16% rate which implies a real
discount rate of 4%. The lower rate of discount reflects the
lower risk associated with these cash flows.

Titus Watch Project Projected Cash Flow Statement

(Zimbabwe Dollars Million)

       Year       Revenue        Coat of               Profit      Profit                    Cash 
Flow 
          Goods Sold Before Tax    After Tex 
 0 0.00  0.00   0.00          0.00  -50.00 
 1 0.00  0.00            -5.00        -5.00     2.25 
 2 0.00  0.00            -5.00       -5.00     2.25 
 3        99.00           90.00  4.00         2.20     7.20 
 4      126.45         112.50  8.95         4.92     9.92 
 5      126.88         112.50  9.38         5.16   10.16 
 6      127.28         112.50  9.78         5.38   10.38 
 7      127.67         112.50          10.17          5.60   10.60 
 8      128.03         112.50          10.53          5.79   10.79 
        9      128.38         112.50           10.88                    5.98                       10.98 
         10      128.72         112.50          11.22                         6.17                       16.17   
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We take into account the fact that the project allows Titus to
utilize the blocked funds. If these funds are are repatriated,
Titus will have to pay 48% tax. Thus, the opportunity cost of
using these funds for the project is only ZWD 2.6 million.
Thus, the project can be credited with a cash flow of ZWD 2.4
million in year zero. (This is the difference between the face
value of the funds and their opportunity cost). The NPV thus
goes up to ZWD (-0.32) million.
Now consider the fact that the parent will supply components
at a price of ZWD70 per watch whereas its variable costs are
ZWD 45. The difference will represent additional cash flows to
the parent at the rate of ZWD 25 per watch manufactured by
the new plant. The after-tax value of these cash flows should be
credited to the project. To discount these cash flows, we use a
discount rate of 6% since the risk associated with these cash
flows is less than the risk of the entire project cash flows and
they are not contractually fixed cash flows. The tax rate used is
that of the parent in the home. The present value of these
flows works out to ZWD59.97 million.
In the next step, we consider the financial arrangements between
the parent and the subsidiary. It is pointed out that it may be
possible to work out a technology licensing agreement between
the parent and the subsidiary under which the latter can pay
royalty to the parent. It is felt that the Zimbabwean government
will permit at most 5% of sales as tax-deductible royalty expense.
Further, the Indian government will treat the royalty income in
the hands of the parent as “technology exports” and tax it at a
preferential rate of 20% rather than the regular corporate tax of
40%. Thus, there is a net tax saving of 25% (45% tax saved by
the subsidiary minus 20% tax paid by the parent) on the royalty
payments. These tax savings should also be credited to the
project. Once again, these cash flows are deemed to be less risky
than the project cash flows and discounted at a rate of 6%. The
present value works out to ZWD 8.51 million. The NPV of the
project is thus ZWD 68.48 million.
In addition to this, it may be possible to further save on taxes
by using devices like transfer pricing.
Now, consider the possibility of  external financing. The project
will have a gross present value in excess of ZWD 100 million.
Suppose the firm thinks that it can raise ZWD 30 million of
additional borrowing. As we have seen above, the tax savings
on account of this depend upon the pre-tax borrowing cost
and the tax rate. However, as pointed above it is not clear what
part of this can be captured by the shareholders. Assuming an
interest rate of 15% and a tax rate of 45%, a 30 million loan
would yield annual tax savings of ZWD 2.025 million. The risk
attached to these cash flows is mainly the uncertainty as to
whether the firm will be able to fully utilize the tax shield every
year. These cash flows are in nominal terms (i.e. not sensitive to
inflation) and hence should be discounted at a nominal rate of
interest, somewhat higher than the risk-free rate of interest.
When external funding is being considered, two issues arise.
One is the currency of denomination of the loan and the other
is who should borrow, the parent or the subsidiary? We have
seen in Chapter 1 that in the presence of well-functioning
forward markets and interest parity, the effective cost of
borrowing is the same in all currencies provided interest income

and exchange gains are taxed at the same rate. As to whether the
parent or subsidiary should borrow, an obvious but not
necessarily correct answer would be that the entity with higher
tax rate should borrow to derive the maximum benefit of tax
deductibility of interest. However, remember that profits and
dividends are also taxable and what is saved on interest will
show up in profits and hence in dividends. Also, some
governments may impose withholding taxes on interest paid to
non-residents but not on dividends paid to foreign sharehold-
ers. In such cases, merely comparing corporate tax rates is not
adequate.
Foreign projects, particularly in developing countries, may have
other attractions. Suppose for instance, the Zimbabwean
government offers a five-year subsidized loan of ZWD 5
million at 12% per annum interest with bullet repayment. If
the firm’s borrowing cost in the Zimbabwean market is 15%,
the loan adds to the project’s NPV. This is found by discount-
ing the cash outflows related to the loan at a discount rate of
15% and subtracting the discounted value from the face value
of the loan viz. ZWD 5 million.
Note that so far we have done all computations in Zimba-
bwean dollars. The project must be valued from the point of
view of  the parent firm’s shareholders. To do this, we must
compute the NPV of all cash flows that will accrue to the
parent, valued in its functional currency. One modification
immediately needed is to apply the withholding tax to all cash
flows remitted to the parent. In addition, we must resolve the
issues of exchange risk and the appropriate discount rate. As we
will see below, the choice of  discount rate depends upon the
extent of integration of the capital markets of the home and
host countries

Exchange Rate Risk and The Cost of
Capital

Valuing Foreign Currency Cash Flows
First, consider the problem of valuing risk-free cash flows in
foreign currency. There are three possible methods:
1. Find the present value of the cash flows in terms of foreign

currency and translate at     today’s spot rate. Thus, if  FCFt is
the cash flow at time t and rF is the risk-free foreign currency
discount rate, the home currency PV is [FCFt/(1+rF)SO where
So is today’s spot rate in terms of  units of  home currency
per unit of  foreign currency.

2. Translate each cash flow FCFt at the forward rate Fo,t and
discount at the home currency     risk-free discount rate. The
PV is given by:

a. (Fo, t)(FCFt)/ (1 +rH)t

3. Translate at the expected spot rate Eo(5t) and discount at a
home currency discount rate that reflects exchange risk Y

i. [Eo(St))(FCFt)/ (1 +rH)t
Where rH is the risk-adjusted home currency discount rate.
All the three methods would yield identical results if the
home and host country capital and money markets are free
and integrated. When the markets are segmented, (1) and (2)
cannot be used. Exchange rate forecasting then becomes
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necessary and so does estimation of risk-adjusted required
rate of  return H. Neither task is easy.

Next consider the case where the foreign currency cash flows are
risky. Suppose in the case of  the Titus watch project, the sales
revenues depend upon the state of the economy in Zimbabwe.
Cash flows to parent measured in rupees are subject to the
further risk of  exchange rate fluctuations. Table below shows an
illustrative calculation. Suppose we are estimating the cash flow
in year four. Depending upon whether the Zimbabwean
economy is in a state of boom or recession, the sales will be
7,00,000 or 5,00,000 watches. The probability of a boom is
estimated to be 60% and of a recession 40%. Exchange rate
uncertainty is captured in two possible values of the ZWD/
INR exchange rate-INR 7.5 per ZWD and INR 5.5 per ZWD-
each with a 50% Probability. It is assumed that recession is
more likely when the Zimbabwean currency is ruling high. Thus
the joint probability of a boom with ZWD /INR at 7.5 is only
10% while the joint probability of a boom with ZWD/INR at
5.5 is 50%. Joint probabilities of recession are 0.30 (ZWD/
INR=7.5) and 0.10 (ZWD/INR=5.5) respectively.
After-Tax Cash flow (ZWD Million)
                                         Boom                              Recession

    (prob. = 0.6) (prob. = 0.40)
                                           13.8          10.5

                    Cash flow Translated to Rupees (Million)
INR/ZWD 7.5           103.5                      78.75
(prob. = 0.5)     (prob. = 0.1) (prob. = 0.3)
INR/ZWD 5.5             75.9                       57.75
(prob. = 0.5)      (prob. = 0.5)  (prob. = 0.1)
Once again, with integrated capital markets, we can discount the
expected foreign currency cash flow, Zimbabwe dollars [0.6 x
13.8+0.4’105] million. We can do this by using a discount rate
which equals the rate of return required by Zimbabwean -
investors from similar projects and translate into rupees at the
current spot rate. In obtaining this discount rate, we must
employ the international CAPM.
If the host and home country capital markets are segmented,
this procedure cannot be employed. The expected value in
home currency of a risky foreign currency cash flow at a future
date is given by:
            Et (CFHT) = Et(CFFT) x Et(ST) + cov[CFFT,ST]
Here, CFHT denotes the home currency value of the cash flow
which will occur at time T, CFFT is its foreign currency value and
ST is the spot rate at time T. All the three are random variables,
Et is the expectations operator and” cov” denotes covariance. In
the example given above, the expected value is:
(103.5 x 0.1) + (75.9 x 0.5) + (78.75 x 0.3) + (57.75 x 0.1) = Rs. 77.7 million
To estimate this, we need forecasts of  future spot rate and an
estimate of the covariance between the spot rate and the foreign
currency cash flow. This has to be discounted at a rate equal to
the rate of return required by home currency investors on
similar projects. This must be estimated with a single-country
CAPM augmented by exchange risk.

Thus, the main issue involved in handling exchange rate risk
and choice of a discount rate is the degree of capital market
integration. Since in the case of most developing countries,
capital market integration has not proceeded very far, evaluation
of foreign projects involves formidable difficulties. Reliable
exchange rate forecasts are notoriously difficult to obtain. The
only guideline available for long-run exchange rate forecasting is
the purchasing power parity doctrine. However, as we have seen,
its empirical validity is far from firmly established. Linking the
performance of the project with the exchange rate is no less
difficult. If  the project is intended to serve not only the host
country market but also third-country markets, the issues are
still more complex since the performance of the project now
depends upon several exchange rates and not just the home
country-host country exchange rate.
Finally, the appropriate risk premium to be added for exchange
risk is far from easy to estimate in practice. International
taxation introduces further complications. Among the
critical issues are:
1. Taxes on dividends by host and home governments,
2. Restrictions pertaining to and taxes on other transfers such

as royalties between the subsidiary and the parent,
3. Existence of double tax avoidance treaties and their scope

and
4. The possibility of using transfer pricing,

These are best left to the specialists in this area.

The Practice of Investment Appraisal
How do practitioners approach the problem of appraising
investment projects in foreign countries? Some survey results
have been reported which seem to indicate that many partici-
pants use DCF methods with some version of asset pricing
model to estimate the cost of capital but make lot of heuristic
adjustments to the discount rate to account for political and
exchange rate risks.
In a recent paper, Keck, Levengood and Longfield (1998) have
reported the results of  a survey of  practitioners pertaining to
the methodologies they employ to estimate the cost of capital
for international investments. Their findings can be broadly
summarized as follows:
1. A large majority of practitioners employ DCF as at least one

of the methods for valuation.
2. Most practitioners are de facto multi-factor model adherents.

The more segmented the market under consideration the
greater is the number of additional factors used in valuation.
Even those who    claimed to use the single factor CAPM
include more than one risk factor proxies.

3. The use of local market portfolio as the sole risk factor is less
frequent when the evaluator is dealing with countries which
are not well integrated into the global capital markets.
However, they then add other risk factors rather than using
the global market portfolio. For integrated markets such as
the US or the UK, global market portfolio is used more
frequently.

4. In the case of less integrated markets like Sri Lanka or
Mexico, exchange risk, political risk (e.g. expropriation),
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sovereign risk (e.g. government defaulting on its obligations)
and unexpected inflation are considered to be important risk
factors in addition to market risk.

5. Most practitioners adjust for these added risks by adding ad-
hoc risk premia to discount rates derived from some asset
pricing model rather than incorporating them in estimates of
cash flows. This goes against the spirit of asset pricing models
which are founded on the premise that only non-diversifiable
risks should be incorporated in the discount rate.

Some forms of political risks can be insured against and hence
should be incorporated in the evaluation by charging the
insurance premium as an expense to the project. Also, foreign
projects provide some diversification benefits against both
political and exchange rate risks. In general, it is better to adjust
some of these risks in cash flow estimates rather than the
discount rate.
Lessard (1996) provides taxonomy of the various risks which
need to be taken into account in appraising a foreign project and
discusses the issues involved in incorporating them via discount
rate adjustments versus adjustments to the cash flows.
Despite these theoretical considerations, it appears that multina-
tional corporations continue to use the discount rate,
adjustment procedure. Given the conceptual difficulties
involved in the estimation of the “correct” discount rate this is
not difficult to understand. Godfrey and Espinosa (1996)
present a “practical” approach to computing the cost of equity
for investments in emerging markets. It essentially involves
starting with the cost of equity for similar domestic projects and
adding on risk premia to reflect country risk and the total project
risk. The former is estimated by looking at the spreads on dollar
denominated sovereign debt issued by the host country
government and the latter by the volatility of the host-country
stock market relative to the domestic stock market.

International Joint Ventures
The previous section dealt with the case of a foreign wholly-
owned subsidiary. A more common form of  cross-border
investment is a joint venture and other modes of alliances
between a firm in the host country and a foreign firm. The
purpose of this section is to briefly discuss some key issues in
evaluating of joint venture projects.
Over and above the pure economics of the joint venture project,
the most crucial issue is the sharing of the synergy gains between
the partners. Two or more partners join in a venture only because
they have strengths that complement each other in terms of
technology, distribution, market access, brand equity and so forth.
The joint venture is expected to yield gains over and above the
sum of the gains each partner can obtain on its own.
Game-theoretic models of  bargaining suggest that the synergy
gains should be split equally.16 One way of  achieving this is
proportional sharing of project cash flows. Thus of the two
partners, A brings in 30% of the investment and B the remaining
70%. Cash flows should be shared in the same proportion. This
conclusion, however, needs modification when the two partners
are subject to different tax regimes and tax rates.
Fair sharing of synergy gains can also be achieved by other
means. Thus, a properly designed licence contract wherein the

joint venture pays one of the partners a royalty or licence fee for
“know-how” can achieve the same result as proportional
sharing of  cash flows. Alternatively, one of  the partners brings
in some intangible asset (e.g. a brand name), the value of  which
is negotiated between the partners.

Review Questions

1. Why might cash flows from a project differ according to
whether they are viewed from the perspective of the
investor in the investor’s country or from the perspective of
a project manager in the country where the investment
occurs?

2. Which of the two perspectives in question 1 is the correct
perspective for judging invest-ments?

3. What does concessionary lending imply for the cost of
capital of a corporation enjoying the favorable terms versus
the shareholders?

4. If blocked, or nonrepatriable, funds can be activated by a
new foreign project, how does this affect the effective capital
cost of the new project?

5. What is meant by “borrowing capacity,” and how does the
APV approach to capital bud-geting factor in the
implication of a project for any increase in borrowing
capacity?

6. How do the levels of corporate tax rates influence whether
an investor’s home-country rate or the rate in the country of
investment is used for calculating after-tax cash flows?

7. What amount of risk-total or only systematic-should be
included in the all-equity dis-count rate used in the APV
calculation?

8. What is the nature of the discount rate that is used for cash
flows in the APV approach?

9. If  cash flows are converted into the investor’s domestic
currency and are adjusted for inflation so they are real, what
discount rate should be used?

10. What is a contractual cash flow?
11. In what way is the handling of contractual foreign-currency

cash flows more restrictive in terms of approach than the
handling of noncontractual foreign-currency cash flows?

12. What discount rate should be used for calculating the
current value of interest payments on a concessionary loan,
where the payments are in terms of the foreign currency?
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Learning Objectives

• Cost of Capital for MNCs Vs Domestic Firms
• Determinates of  Affiliates/Subsidiary’s Capital Structure
• The Optimal Capital Structure and Cost of Capital
• Cost of Capital across countries
• Practical Framework of the Corporate Financing Decisions

Introduction
Reflecting the trend towards more liberal world financial
markets, major corporations throughout the world have begun
to internationalise their capital, structure by raising funds both
in the domestic as well as in the foreign market. An MNC’s cost
of capital may be lower than that of a domestic firm in the
same industry due to its size advantage, access to international
capital markets and an ability to stabilise cash flows through
international diversification. In fact, there is a conscious effort
on the part of corporations to lower their cost of capital by
internationalsing the sources of funds. The ongoing
liberalisation and deregulation of international financial markets
has also made a significant impact in the area of measuring the
firm’s cost of  capital and the related derivation of  the optimal
capital- structure. Financial managers are ultimately concerned
with the MNC’s ability to minimise the cost of  capital and
hence, obtain capital at the lowest possible cost so that it
profitably accepts the maximum number of capital projects and
maximise shareholders’ wealth. Concurrently, MNCs whose
operations are geographically well diversified will tend to have a
lower systematic risk than those operating mainly in the
domestic market.
In this chapter we have discussed the cost of capital and capital
structure for a multinational firm. The major beneficiaries of
accessing global markets are usually the multinational firms
since they enjoy the necessary size and worldwide operational
visibility. First; the differences between the cost of  capital for an
MNC and that for domestic firms are discussed. . The chapter
then contains a brief presentation of the concepts of the
optimal capital structure and cost of capital as they apply to the
domestic firms. There are significant differences in the cost of
capital across countries.
The cost of capital for a domestic firm is the rate that must be
earned in order to satisfy the
Required rate of  return of  the firm’s investors. Simply put, it is
the minimum acceptable rate of  return for capital investments.
The cost of  capital has a major impact on the firm’s value. If
there are two firms with the same returns on their investments,
the firm with the lower cost of capital will be valued higher as
the residual value to shareholders will be greater.
After the determination of the relevant cash flows associated
with a foreign project, a Multinational Corporation (MNC)
must then determine the appropriate hurdle rate for the
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investment it intends to undertake abroad. Many international
projects are irreversible and hence it is critical that firms assisted
by financial managers separate projects worthy of implementa-
tion from those that are not and to this end the cost of capital
can be used as a yardstick.
The basic question is whether the required rate of return for an
MNC should be higher or lower or the same as that for the
domestic projects in the home country. The determination of
the cost of capital for international projects is a complex issue in
international finance because of the difficulties associated with
estimating the risks posed by each foreign project.
Since countries possess different economic characteristics and
business’ environments, an NC’s required rate of  return cannot
be the same across the board. This implies that there are
differences in inherent risks for the firm for each country and as
such the required return is for calculated for specific projects
being undertaken by an MNC. The use of a single rate of return
or for all foreign projects undertaken by an MNC would be
incorrect unless the cost structures and commercial risks are
similar

Cost of Capital for MNCs Vs Domestic
Firms
The cost of capital for an MNC may differ from that of a fully
established domestic firm on account of the characteristics of
MNCs that differentiate them from domestic firms. These
differences include the following.
1. Size of the firm: Firms that operate internationally are

usually much bigger in size than firms, which operate only in
the domestic market. Firms that operate internationally
generally borrow substantial amounts of funds and by
virtue of their size, they are generally in a position to reduce
the various transactions and brokerage costs and also gets
preferential treatment from creditors. This helps them to
reduce their cost of capital compared to domestic firms.

2. Foreign exchange risk: An exceptionally volatile exchange rate,
or one that always depreciates, is not conducive to attracting
long-term foreign investors. Such a MNCs cash flow would
have wide fluctuations and the capability of the corporation
to. make various fixed term commitments like interest
would get reduced. This may force the shareholders and
creditors to demand a higher return which, in turn, increases
the MNC’s cost of  capital. A firm more exposed to exchange
rate fluctuations would have a wider spread of possible cash
flows, in future periods. Thus, exposure to exchange rate,
fluctuations could lead to a higher cost of capital.
However, exchange rate fluctuations do not always adversely
affect the MNCs cash flows. In some cases, if the movement
of the currency (appreciation or depreciation) is in the interest
of the MNC, the firm may tend to gain by fluctuations in
exchange rate. In this scenario, the cost of  capital required
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may remain the same or decrease as compared to the required
return demanded by a purely domestic firm.

3. Access to international capital markets: The fact that MNCs
can normally access the international capital market helps
them to attract funds at a lower cost pan the domestic firms.
In a global context, since the funds are not completely
mobile, the cost of  funds varies among markets. Also, the
subsidiary can obtain local funds at a lower rate than the
parent if the prevailing interest rates in the host country are
relatively low. This form of  financing helps to lower the cost
of  capital and will generally not increases the MNC’s
exposure to exchange rate risk.

4. International diversification effect: If  a firm’s cash inflows
come from sources allover the world, there might be more
stability in them. MNCs like Nike, Coca-Cola, Microsoft,
Intel, Procter and Gamble, British Airways, etc., have cash
inflows coming from sources all over the world. Generally,
MNCs by virtue of their diversified operations can reduce
their cost of capital compared to domestic firms for two
reasons. First, diversification contributes to the stability of
the overall cash flows. As the variability in cash flows is less,
this helps the firm in lowering its weighted average cost of
capital. Second, international diversification helps to lower
the systematic risk of the firm by lowering its beta coefficient
and thus the cost of  equity. (The International Capital Asset
Pricing Model is used here.)

5. Political risk: Political risk can be accounted for in the cost of
capital calculations by adding an arbitrary risk premium to the
domestic cost of capital for a project of comparable risk. As
political risk is likely to be higher in the later years of a
project, cash flows in later years tend to get reduced. Thus
political risk impacts the cost of capital of the MSC by
moving it upwards as compared to a domestic firm.

6. Country risk: Country risk represents the potentially adverse
impact of  a country’s environment on the MNC’s cash flows.
If the country risk level of a particular country begins to
increase, the MNC may consider divesting its subsidiaries
located there. Several risk characteristics of a country may
significantly affect the cash flows of the MNC and the MNC
should be concerned about the degree of impact likely for
each. If the country risk is high and it has invested a high
percentage of  its assets in such a country, then its probability
of bankruptcy is higher. In a situation of high country risk,
the cost of capital will also tend to be high. However, other
less critical types of country risk will not necessarily affect the
cash flows and will need no upward revision to the cost of
capital calculated for a domestic firm. Hence, country risk
analysis should assess the special forms of risk for proposed
capital budgeting project considered for a foreign country.

7. Tax concessions: MNCs generally choose countries where the
tax laws are favourable for them as their net income is
substantially influenced by the tax laws in the locations where
they operate. In some cases, the MNC may be able to lower
its cost of capital by availing of the various tax advantages
not available to a purely domestic firm.

Determinates of M6liates/Subsidiary’ s
Capital Structure
Although multinational affiliates are legally distinct, entities, the
capital structure decision of these affiliates cannot be considered
separately from the capital structure decision of their parents. A,
number of  surveys indicate that parent firms do not allow
foreign subsidiaries to default on their obligations even in the
absence of  explicit parental guarantees. Consequently, the capital
structure of the affiliates vary according to the relative prices of
distinct financing instruments in different locations, Le., the
affiliates take advantage of opportunities to minimise the cost
of capital.
Thus, a subsidiary with a capital structure similar to its parent
may miss out on profitable opportunities to lower its cost of
funds. It may be very expensive for a subsidiary to borrow
funds locally to meet parent norms if it is operating in a high-
cost capital market. On the other hand, strict adherence to a
fixed debt-equity ratio may not allow a subsidiary to take
advantage of subsidised debt or low cost loans for international
agencies. Hence, MNCs recognise the trade-off between using
debt and equity financing and analyse the various characteristics
to arrive at the optimal capital structure decision.

Target Capital Structure
An MNC may deviate from its target capital structure in each
country where financing is obtained, yet still achieve its target
capital structure on a consolidated basis. The following
examples of particular foreign country conditions illustrate the
motive behind deviating from a local target capital structure
while stile satisfying a global target capital structure.

Examples
Consider-an example in which country A allows the MNC to
issue stock there and list its stock on its local exchange. Also
assume that ‘the project to be implemented in that country will
not generate net cash flows for 7 years. In this case, equity
financing may be more appropriate. The MNC could issue
stock, and by paying low or zero dividends, it could avoid any
major cash outflows for the next 7 years. It might offset this
concentration in equity by using mostly debt financing in some
other host country.
As a second example, consider an MNC that desires financing in
country B which is experiencing political unrest. The use of local
bank loans would be most appropriate since local banks will
ensure that MNC’s operations are profitable and they are in a
position to repay its loans.
As a third example, consider a country C which does not allow
MNCs with headquarters elsewhere to list their stock on its local
stock exchange. Under these conditions, an MNC would most
likely decide to borrow funds through bond issuance or bank
loans rather than by issuing stock in this country. By being
forced to use debt financing here, the MNC might deviate form
its target capital structure, which could raise its overall cost of
capital. It might offset this concentration in debt by using
complete equality financing in some other host country that
allowed the firm’s stock to be listed on the local exchange.
The above examples clearly illustrate that the MNC capital
structure in each individual country may deviate from the global
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target capital structure established by the MNC. The right
strategy for the parent here would be to adjust the mix of debt
and equity financing in its own country (where it has the
flexibility) to achieve the global target capital structure.

Tax Advantages to Debt Financing
The differential tax advantage to debt across markets for foreign
affiliates is a function of the international tax system. For
example, the US grants credit to multinationals for foreign taxes
paid in or4er to mitigate double taxation. Borrowing through
debt by a subsidiary also has the tax and flexibility advantage.
This is due to the fact that a firm has wider latitude in the
repayment of loan and interest than as dividends or reductions
in equity. Another advantage of  using the parent company
loans is the possibility of reducing taxes. If foreign tax rates are,
below home rates, dividends will generally lead to increased
taxes whereas loan repayments will not. Firms do not have
complete flexibility in choosing their debt/equity ratios abroad.

Country Risk in Foreign Operations
If there is a possibility that the host government will tempo-
rarily block funds to be remitted by the subsidiary to the parent,
then the subsidiary may prefer to use local debt financing. This
strategy would reduce the funds to be blocked, as interest will
be paid on local debt.
In addition, the characteristics unique to each host country can
influence the MNC’s choice of  debt verses equity financing and
thus influence the subsidiary’s capital structure. For example, as
interest rates vary across countries, MNCs are in a position to
obtain funds at different costs in different countries. Conse-
quently an MNCs preference for debt may vary according to the
costs of debt in the countries where it operates.
Another important consideration here is the weakness of
currencies used in foreign countries. If the parent believes that the
host country’s currency will depreciate, it may attempt to finance, a
large proportion of its foreign operations by borrowing those
currencies instead of relying on parent funds. Due to’ interest
payments on local debt, the amount of earning remitted by the
subsidiary to the parent would be small. This strategy would
tend to reduce the MNCs exposure to exchange rate risk.

Impact of Corporate Characteristics
The overall capital structure of a parent is essentially a combina-
tion of  all of  its subsidiary’s capital structures. MNCs take into
account corporate characteristics such as stable cash flows, low
credit risk etc. in deciding whether to a use a more debt intensive
or equity financing capital structure for its subsidiaries. MNCs
with more stable cash flows, generally, prefer debt financing as
they can handle more debt due to a constant stream of cash
inflows. MNCs that have subsidiaries diversified across several
countries also tend to have a more debt intensive capital
structure as their systematic risk gets spread since the conditions
in any single country will not have a major impact on their cash
flows. Conversely, MNCs with erratic cash flow may prefer less
debt as they may always not in a position to make large interest
payments on debt.MNCs with a higher credit standing may
have more and easier and easier access to debt. Similarly, MNCs
that has higher level of retained earning may rely more on equity
intensive capital structure and less on debt financing.

The Optimal Capital Structure and Cost
of Capital
The objective of capital structure management is to mix the
permanent sources of funds in a manner that will maximise the
company’s common stock price. This will also minimise the
firm’s composite cost of  capital. This proper mix of  fund
sources is referred to as the optimal capital structure. Thus, for
each firm, there is a combination of debt, equity and other
forms (preferred stock), which maximizes the value of the firm
while simultaneously mini1nising the cost of capital. The
financial manager is continuously trying to achieve an optimal
proportion of debt and equity that will achieve this objective.

The Cost of Equity Capital
The cost of equity capital is the required rate of return needed
to motivate the investors to buy the firm’s stock. Calculation of
the cost of equity is a difficult process and needs more approxi-
mations than calculating the cost of debt. For established firms,
the dividend growth model may be used for computing the
cost of  equity. This model is also called the Gordon model.
Ke =  D1 + g
         PO

Ke is the cost of equity capital
Dl  are Dividends expected in year one
Po is the current market price of  the firm’s stock
g is the compounded annual rate of growth in dividends or
earnings
Alternatively, the cost of  equity capital may be calculated by
using the modern capital market theory. According to this
theory, an equilibrium relationship exists between an asset’s
required rate of return and its associated risk, which can be
calculated by the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM).
The cost of equity may be calculated by the CAPM by using the
following formula
                              E(R) j = Rf + Bj(E(R)m - Rf)
Where   E(R)j is the expected rate of return on asset j. Rf is the
rate of return on a risk free asset measured by the current rate of
return or yield on treasury bonds.
E( R ) m is the expected rate of return on a broad market index
such as the standard and poor index of industrial stocks.
Bj is the beta of stock j, measured by the relative variability or
volatility of the rate of return on the stock compared to the
variability of the return on a broad market index. A beta of 1
(unity) denotes a risk equivalent to the one entailed in an
investment in a diversified portfolio of stocks.
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Both, the Gordon Model and the CAPM, yield a risk-adjusted
rate of  return on equity. The major difference is that the latter
utilizes beta which is a measure of the market related or
systematic risk rather than total risk, which is traditionally
measured by the standard deviation. Both methods yield
acceptable and conceptually defensible estimates of the rate
required by the investors given the degree of risk inherent in the
investment. For firms with no established track record and for
which beta coefficients are not available, the cost of equity may
be derived by adding an arbitrary risk premium (ranging
between four to six percentage points) to the firm’s recent
borrowing rate.

Computing the Weighted Cost of Capital
A firm’s weighted cost of  capital is a composite of  the indi-
vidual costs of financing weighted by the percentage of
financing provided by each source. Therefore, a firm’s weighted
cost of capital is a function of (i ) the individual cost of capital,
and (ii) the make up of the capital structure, i.e., the percentage
of funds provided by debt, preferred stock and common stock.
Thus, when a firm has both debt and equity in its capital
structure, its financing cost can be represented by the weighted
average cost of capital. This can be computed by weighting the
after-tax borrowing cost of the firm and the cost of equity
capital using debt ratio as the weight.
Specifically
                  K = (1 - Wd) Ke + Wd (1 - T) i
Where
K is weighted average cost of capital
Ke is cost of equity capital for a levered firm
i is before-tax borrowing cost
T is applicable marginal corporate tax rate and
Wd is debt to total market value ratio.
In general, both Ke and i increase as the proportion of debt in
the firm’s capital structure increases. At the optimal combina-
tion of debt and equity financing, however, the weighted
average cost of capital (K) will be the lowest. Firms generally use
debt financing to take advantage of  tax deductibility of interest
payments. However, this should be balanced against the
possible bankruptcy costs associated with higher debt. A trade-
off between the tax advantage of debt and potential bankruptcy
costs is thus, a major factor in determining the optimal capital
structure. The firm’s cost of  capital can also be measured as the

weighted average cost of the individual sources of long-term
financing. Specifically
                K = WdKd(i - t) + Wp R p+ We Re
Where We refers to the relative share of  equity capital to the total
long-term funds of the Organisation.
Wp refers to the weighted preference share capital.
 Wd refers to the weighted cost of debt and Ke,Kp and Kd refer
to the cost of  equity,
preference and debt respectively. The weights used to calculate
the relative proportions of Wd, Wp and, we could be based on
book value or market value. Generally, market value weights are
considered to be theoretically superior to book value weights a
(they represent the current market scenario. In practice, however,
there are practical problems Involved in the calculation of
market value weights.
The firm would like to calculate the optimal capital structure that
represents the combination, of debt and equity financing that
minimizes the cost of capital. However, this minimum cost of
capital would generally vary with each firm’s operating and
financial characteristics. Firm with more stable cash inflows would
not mind a capital structure with a relatively large proportion debt
as the interest payments can be met with certainty.

Cost of Capital Across Countries
Just- like technological or resource differences, there exist
differences in the cost of capital across countries .Such differ-
ences can be advantageous to, MNCs in the following ways.
1. Increased competitive advantage results to the MNC as a,

result of using low cost capital obtained from international
financial markets compared to domestic firms in, the foreign
country. This, in turn, results in lower costs that can then be
translated into higher market shares.

2. MNCs have the ability to adjust international operations to
capitalize on cost of capital differences among countries,
something not possible for domestic firms

3. Country differences in the use of debt or equity can be
understood and capitalized on by MNCs.

We now examine how the costs of  each individual source of
finance can differ across countries.

Country Differences in Cost of Debt

Before tax cost of debt (Kd) = Rf + Risk Premium
This is the prevailing risk free interest rate in the currency
borrowed and the risk premium required by creditors. Thus the
cost of debt in two countries may differ due to difference in the
risk free rate or the risk premium.
a. Differences in Risk Free Rate

    Since the risk free rate is a function of supply and demand,
any factors affecting the supply and    demand will affect the
risk free rate. These factors include:

• Tax laws: Incentives to save may influence the supply of
savings and thus the interest rates. The corporate tax laws
may also affect interest rates through effects on corporate
demand for funds.
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• Demographics: They affect the supply of savings available
and the amount of loan able funds demanded depending
on the culture and values of  a given country. This may affect
the interest rates in a country.

• Monetary policy: It affects interest rates through the supply
of loan able funds. Thus a loose monetary policy results in
lower interest rates if a low rate of inflation is maintained in
the country.

• Economic conditions: A high expected rate of inflation
results in the creditors expecting a high rate of interest which
increases the risk free rate.

b. Differences in Risk Premium
The risk premium on the debt must be large enough to
compensate the creditors for the risk of    default by the
borrowers. The risk varies with the following.

• Economic Conditions: Stable economic conditions result in
a low risk of recession. Thus there is a lower probability of
default.

• Relationships between creditors and corporations: If the
relationships are close and the creditors would support the
firm in case of financial distress, the risk of liquidity of the
firm is very low. Thus a lower risk premium.

• Government intervention: If  the government is willing to
intervene and rescue a firm, the risk of  bankruptcy and thus,
default is very low, resulting in a low risk premium.

• Degree of financial leverage: All other factors being the same,
highly leveraged firms would have to pay a higher risk
premium.

Country Differences in Cost of Equity
Cost of equity (Ke) = Rf + (Rm-Rf) b
The return on equity can be measured as an interest free rate that
could have been earned by the shareholders, plus a premium to
reflect the risk of the firm. Since risk free interest rates vary if we
describe how finance managers generally pay little attention to
what the theory says they should do about their capital structure
and across countries, the costs of  equity can also vary. In a
country with many investment opportunities, potential returns
may be relatively high, resulting ill a high cost of funds and
thus a high cost of capital. Issue and floatation costs, the
dividends given to the shareholders, withholding taxes and
capital gains taxes are some of the variants that affect the cost of
equity of  the MNC’s cost of  equity.

Practical Framework of the Corporate
Financing Decisions
Pecking order of financing : The phenomenon was first
discovered by Donaldson and is considered  to be the corner-
stone of modern capital structure theory and practice. Pecking
order can be explained if we describe how finance managers
generally pay little attention to what the theory says they should
do about their capital structure and follow their own strategy
based on return vs risk framework, investment and financing
decision in order to optimize their capital structure. Each
company has its own preferred optimal capital structure, which
depends upon macroeconomic, industry-specific, firm-specific
and manager-specific factors. Retained earnings are the most

efficient way to finance a firm as they incur the minimum cost
compared to debt or equity.
It is very difficult to say in absolute terms, which is the preferred
source of  financing: debt or equity, short-term debt or long-
term debt. Each one has its own merits and has a unique role to
play. However, in terms of  issuance costs retention are the
cheapest, then come trade credits, short-term credits, then bank
loans, then private issues of bonds, convertible bonds and
equity in that order. This generally corresponds to the “pecking
order” hypothesis.
Matching financing decisions with specific markets : In
terms of specific markets, firms may prefer to use a customized
financing approach for different markets - for example, capital
abroad can be serviced at lower rates than domestically to gain a
comparative advantage. Also, domestic markets can be seg-
mented into various groups based on regulatory and other
issues. Each of these strategies will, in the long run, hopefully
minimise the firm’s cost of  capital.
Matching financing strategy with competitive strategy :
Each firm has an efficient, unique and powerful competitive
strategy. Firms pay a lot of  attention to the strategy that they
hope to follow in the long run - whether to integrate with a few
other firms or to operate independently in high-tech areas or in
traditional markets. Generally the competitive strategy that the
firm adopts will be an important factor in the financing
decision.

Case Study

Abb (Asea Brown Boveri) Switzerland
ABB (Asea Brown Boveri) Switzerland is the holding company
of ABB India limited. ABB companies throughout the world
report their income and financial position in local currencies,
which are then translated to US dollars to establish the ABB
group’s consolidated accounts. ABB India’s earnings participa-
tion is based on the average SFr/US$/Rs exchange rate during
the year while the equity participation is based on the SFr/ US$
exchange rate prevailing at year end (December 31).

ABB Limited in India
The companies main business in India is miscellaneous electrical
machinery. It is listed on Ahmedabad Stock Exchange, Bombay
Stock Exchange, Delhi Stock Exchange and the National Stock
Exchange. It was incorporated in December 1949 under the
name of  Hindustan Electric Co. Ltd, with the establishment of
factories at Faridabad. The production of electric motors
commenced during 1956-57, followed by setting up of a
foundry there.
The switchgear and development division was set up during
1957-58. In 1963 the rolling mill commenced regular production.
It entered into technical and financial collaboration agreement
with Brown Boveri Co. Ltd of  Switzerland in January 1962 and
the name of the company was changed to Hindustan Brown
Boveri Ltd in September 1965. Manufacture of high-tension air
blast circuit breakers commenced at the second unit at Baroda
during 1965-66. The Goregaon works for the manufacture of
power line carrier was established in 1970-71.
Asea Ltd was incorporated in June 1950 to take over the trading
activity carried on in India since 1928 by Asea Electric Ltd,
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London (a subsidiary of  Asea AB, Sweden). The manufacturing
activities in Bombay commenced in 1952 with fabrication and
assembly of control and relay panels, distribution boards,
switchgear cubicles, etc. In 1979, the Nasik plant was completed
followed by a Bangalore unit in 1983.
Following the merger of Asea AB and BBC Brown Boveri,
Switzerland (the two foreign collaborators of Asea Ltd and
Hindustan Brown Boveri), in January 1988, ABB (Asea Brown
Boveri), Switzerland, was formed. The Indian companies Asea
Ltd and Hindustan Brown Boveri were merged with effect from
January 1989 and the name was changed to Asea Brown Boveri
Ltd. The Company set up a new factory during 1987-88 at my
sore for the manufacture of various electronics products.

The Scenario in Switzerland
Switzerland is the home of  the world’s most protected assets.
Today, asset protection is as important as asset allocation.
Switzerland is arguably the safest place in the world to invest
with its top ranking in country and credit risk league tables. The
financial sector profits from the strong Swiss franc, strict
regulations and & from Switzerland’s sound economic and
monetary environment. Swiss banks have been called “bankers
to the world.” In 1994, they managed assets of some 2.3
trillion Swiss francs, or about 35% to 45% of worldwide private
offshore assets.
Financing in Switzerland is simplified and can be done through
private accounts held in banks; With a single account, you can
buy and sell stocks, bonds, currencies, metals and insurance
products, all in one place.
The Swiss & franc has, over time, proved to be the world’s
“hardest” currency, Le., it has retained its purchasing power
better than any other currency. Since the collapse of  the “Bretton
Woods” system of  fixed exchange rates, the Swiss franc has
appreciated not only against the dollar but in relation to other
major currencies. In, the last 25 years, the exchange value of the
franc has increased from $0.26 to $0.81 (annual averages), or an
appreciation of 212%. For a US dollar based investor, the Swiss
& franc’s appreciation would have offset more than 70% of  the
loss through inflation in the US dollar’s buying power.
A history of low inflation and current account surpluses has
been the crucial determinants of  the Swiss franc’s long-term
performance. The Swiss franc is more than a paper currency - it
is backed by gold. Swiss law requires a minimum of 40 % in
gold reserves for every franc in circulation. At today’s gold
market price, actual gold reserves significantly exceed currency in
circulation. High gold reserve requirements have
discouraged rapid money supply growth with the
result that Switzerland’s record on inflation is among
the best in the world.

New Project to be Undertaken in
India
We now proceed to calculate the cost of  capital of  a
new project to be undertaken in India.

Assumptions

1. The project requires US$ 500,000 or Rs 200 crores.
2. The finance will be raised as follows

50% from the parent;
30% from foreign debt;

                  20% from the subsidiary in India.

Definitions
Let       Ep be dollar finance from the parent in Switzerland
            Es be dollar finance from the subsidiary in India
            Df be dollars raised through local debt
            C be total required finance for the project
      Computation of the Parents Cost of Capital (Kp)
      Kp = MCC of parent at normal home risks
      Kp = Ke  E   + Kd      E
                    D+E          D +E
Ke and Kd are based on December 31, 1998 financial state-
ments. E and D are market value weights
Converted into dollars
          Kp     = 13.5% × 2531    +  6.4 × 385
2916 2916
          Kp   = 12.56%
Cost of Equity Funds from the Indian Subsidiary (Ks)
Ks=Ke (1-T)
T =Savings in withholding tax, tax deferred and transfer costs
Ke=Rf + (Rm - Rf) b
Rm =Market rate of return
Rf = Risk free rate (365 day rate on government treasury bills)
â  = Beta factor of ABB equity calculated from last six months
data to July 30, 1999
T  = W/tax (0.15) + Transfer costs (0.05) = 0.20 or 20%
Ke = 10.3% + 0.102 (12.6% - 10.3%) = 10.535%
Ks = 10.535% (1-0.20)
      = 8.428%

Cost of Funds Raised Through Local Debt
(K

d
)

Kd = Interest (1- Tax rate) adjusted for exchange gains
and losses
The computation of Kd has been based on a composite
computation of the cost of debt contained in the financial
statements of ABB India at book value weights. A tax rate
of35% has been assumed. The computation is shown below.

 Amount     

Type of debt Crores  
%age 

 Int. 
rate 

 Kd 
b/tax  Kd a/tax 

15% Debentures  3.61  0.21  0.15  0.098  0.020 
12.75% Fixed 
deposits  0.97  0.06  0.13  0.083  0.005 

Commercial paper  10.00  0.57  0.13  0.081  0.046 

Other liabilities  2.92  0.17  0.15  0.098  0.016 

Total  17.50     0.087 
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Or 8.74%
Thus the cost of using local debt to finance the project would
be 8.74% assuming that it is raised in the same proportion like
the present capital structure.
Computation of Cost of Capital for the Project (K1)
Assuming that the company perceives no risk in undertaking
this project, the required rate of return for this project that
satisfies both the parent and the subsidiary would be computed
as follows.
K1= Parent cost of capital - Savings from using
subsidiary’s equity - Savings from use localdebt
K1 = Kp - EC  (Ke - Ks) – Df  [id (1-t) - if]
                  C                         C
K1    = 12.56% - [0.2(10.3% - 8.428%)] - [0.3(8.74%-5.65%*)]
        = 12.56% - 0.4% - 0.927%
        = 11.233%
* 5.65% is the after-tax rate cost of debt of ABB in Switzerland.
Adjusting for Changes in Risk to the Parent Arising from
Undertaking the Project .

Potential Risks to the Parent

1. Inflation risk
The parent faces a risk arising from inflation inherent in
India. We have discounted the inflation     risk at 2%.

2. Exchange rate risk

Type of funds         Proportion              %        New Proportion        %         New 
Proportion         % 
Parent   0.5  12.56% 0.3  12.56% 0    
12.56% 
Subsidiary  0.2    8.43% 0.4   8.43%  0.6    
10.54% 
Local debt  0.3    8.74% 0.3   8.74%  0.4          
8.74% 
Cost of capital     11.23%   10.88%     
9.82% 
With no risk 
 adjustment )  
Risk adjustment   5.86%      5.86% 
Adjusted cost of capital 14.63%   10.63%     

The parent last year faced variability in exchange rates in
consolidated results of 17%. India   contributes 8% of total
consolidated results. We have taken 8% of  the 17%
variability in exchange rate exposure (8% of 17% = 1.36%).

3. Country risk
We have arbitrarily assumed a 1.5% premium arising from
the country risk envisaged by the parent.

4. Other risks
    We have assumed other risks represent a premium to the

parent of 1 %.

Adjusted Cost of Capital to the Parent
(Kpr)
Kpr = Cost of parent + Inflation risk + Ex. rate + Country
risk + other risks

     capital                                           risk
Kpr = 12.56% + 2% + 1.36% + 1.5% + 1 % = 18.42%

Adjusted Cost of Capital for the Project
(K

2
)

K2 = Kp +[_Ep (Kpr - Ks)] - [ES_ (Kpr - Ks)] – Df  [id (1-t) - if)]
                      C                         C                           C
K2 = 12.56% + [0.5(18.42%-8.428%)] -0.2(18.42% - 8.428%) -
0.3(8.74% - 5.65%)
= 14.631%

Changing the Weights
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Review Questions

1. Why should the cost of capital for an MNC differ from that
for a domestic firm? Elucidate with    examples.

2. When can the characteristics of an MNC affect the cost of
capital?

3. Briefly explain how an MNC can calculate its cost of equity
capital?

4. Explain how the weighted cost of capital for an MNC can
be calculated?

5. Why do differences exist in the cost of capital across
countries? Are they advantageous to MNCs   or not? Give
reasons for your answer.

6. ”Each company has its own preferred optimal capital
structure which depends on macroeconomic, industry
specific, firm specific and manager specific factors.” Do you
agree? Elucidate. “

7. Discuss the “pecking order” of financing as given by
Donaldson.

8. Do developed countries have more debt in their capital
structure vis-à-vis developing countries? Elucidate with
examples.

9. “Foreign subsidiaries stay away from the debt market in
India as the debt is costlier in India and the parent company
has ready access to cheaper sources of debt around the
world.” Discuss. Give examples to illustrate your answer

 10.
a. The beta of  a foreign project is O.76; the risk-free return is

15% arid the required return is 20%. What is the cost of
capital for the project?

b. If the risk-free return increases to 16% with the required
return remaining constant at 20%, what is the new cost of
capital for the project? Comment on your result.

11. ”Mulinational firms are often thought to be reluctant to
explicitly guarantee the debt of their subsidiaries- even
when a more advantageous interest rate can be negotiated.
Their assumption appears to be that non-guaranteed debt
would not be included in the parent company’s worldwide
debt ratio whereas guaranteed debt, as a contingent liability,
would affect the parent’s debt-raising capacity. This
assumption ignores certain realities”. Discuss.

12. “The strategy of ignoring a “local” target capital structure in
favor of a “global” target-capital structure is rational as long
as it is acceptable by foreign creditors and investors.
However, if foreign creditors and investors monitor the
local capital structure, they may, require a higher rate of
return on funds provided to the MNC. Comment.
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Let’s discuss some case studies to understand practical implica-
tions of the concept
Capital Structure Across Countries - A Case Study of
Pharmaceutical Firms
In many developing countries, financing decisions of firms are
greatly influenced by government controls, regulations and
policies, such as relative tax treatment of  debt vs. equity, bonds
vs. loans, restriction on foreign ownership of equity and foreign
placement of debt, specia1 privileges to certain groups of
investors etc.
IFC’s study (1994) on corporate capital structure practices in
developing and developed countries identifies certain similarities
and dissimilarities across firms. The study concludes that those
emerging market firms, which are more leveraged, resort to
outside financing and retain a greater share of earnings to grow
faster than others. Also, developing country firms are much more
lightly leveraged than their counterparts in developed countries
which means the link between the corporate sector and the
financial system are more important than in developed countries.
The objective of the present case study is to examine whether
developed countries have more debt in their capital structure
vis-à-vis developing countries. The following table presents the
debt-equity ratio of the parent company for four leading
pharmaceutical companies namely Glaxo, SmithKline Beecham,
Novartis and Pfizer with the debt-equity ratio of their Indian
subsidiaries over duration of four years.
Table 1.: Debt-Equity Trend

LESSON 43:

CASE STUDY

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
Glaxo 
India  0.433

3  0.894 0.336 0.346 

Glaxo Welcome 2.860  2.670 2.140 1.680 
SmithKline  0  0 0 0 
Beecham (SKB)      
India       
SKB, UK  0.441  0.408 0.386 0.269 
N ovartis, India 0.385  0.116 0.099 0.045 

N ovartis A
G, 0.460  0.460 0.410 0.280 

Switzerland       
Pfizer, 
India  0.143  0.265 0.019 0.112 

Pfizer, US  0.075  0.091 0.077 0.089 

Glaxo Welcome is the leader in asthma products with approxi-
mately 31 % share of the global market. SKB is known mainly
for its hugely successful brand Iodex and also has a strong
presence in vaccines. SKB, UK is one of  the leading life-sciences
companies in the world and its products like Iodex and Zevit
are numero uno in their respective categories. Novartis was

formed by merger of Sandoz with Hindustan Ciba (April
1996). Now it is a 51 % subsidiary of  N ovartis AG, Switzer-
land, one of the leading life science Companies in the world.
Finally, Pfizer is one of  the leading pharma companies in the
world and has achieved great success with the anti-potency drug
Viagra.
a. Comment on the capital structure practices of the four
companies. Why are capital structure decisions of the parent
company absolutely different from that of the subsidiary?
Illustrate with examples.
b. Empirical evidence shows that firms strongly prefer reten-
tions than debt and choose equity financing as a last resort. This
is the cornerstone of modern capital structure theory and
practice. Can you explain this phenomenon from the firm’s
perspective?

Case Study – 2
Capital structure varies across countries due to country differ-
ences in the components that make up the capital structure. In
general, the capital structure decision, unique to each host
country can influence the MNC’s choice of  debt versus equity
financing. Some of  the common country characteristics that can
influence the MNC’s capital structure decisions are - political risk
/ country risk in host countries, stock restrictions in host
countries, fluctuations (stability) of interest rates in host
countries, foreign exchange exposure in host country, strength
of host country currencies and tax laws in host countries.
Countries also differ significantly with respect to the use of

financial leverage. For example, firms in
Japan and Germany use a much higher
degree of financial leverage (on an average)
than firms in the US or the UK This may
again be due to a number of factors - the
more important being the probability of
bankruptcy and the stability of cash flows.
Also, an MNC may follow the strategy of  a
“global” target capital structure i.e. consoli-
dating the capital structure of all its
subsidiaries.

Table 1 gives the capital structure pattern of
Indian versus Asian firms. Country debt-
equity ratio and industry debt-equity ratio are
given for a few sectors while table 2 gives the
capital structure pattern of Indian versus

European firms.
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Country India Malaysia Singapore Thailand H.Kong S Korea 

Industry U U U U U U 
Total 20 103 67 67 111 32 
CDER 0.7 0.467 0.508 0.560 0.482 0.823 
Alcoholic 1 2 0 0 1 0 
Beverages       
IDER 0.574 0.415 -- -- .0.357 -- 
Automobiles 1 2 1 0 0 0 
IDER 0.782 0.413 0.281 -- -- -- 
Chemicals 4 1 0 1 0 0 
IDER 0.6 0.291 -- 0.120 -- -- 
Electrical 1 0 1 0 4 1 
Utilities       
IDER 0.795 -- 0.255 -- 0.320 0.731 
Foods 0 2 2 5 0 1 
IDER -- 0.259 0.329 0.480 -- 0.508 
Iron/Steel 1 2 1 1 0 1 
IDER 0.558 0.589 0.561 0.408 -- 0.570 
Non-ferrous 0 4 1 2 0 0 
Metals       
IDER -- 0.529 0.407 0.839 0.192 -- 
Paper 0  0 2 0 0 
IDER -- -- -- 0.250 -- -- 
Textiles 3 0 1 3 5. 0 
IDER 0.613 -- 0.518 0.380 0.366 -- 
Note: U = Usable Number of Firms; COER = Country Debt-Equity Ratio, 
 IDER = Industry Debt-Equity Ratio   

Table 2: Indian Vs European Firms: Capital Structure
(Country DER, Industry DER)

Table 1: Indian Vs Asian Firms: Capital Structure (Country
DER, Industry DER)

Country  India Greece Portugal  Spain  
Industry   U U U  U  
Total   20 14 58  81  
CDER.   0.7 0.785 0.633  0.674  
Beverages   1 0 1  1  

     IDER   0.574 -- 0.600  0.438 

      -    

Automobiles   I 0 3  5  
IDER   ,0.782 -- 0.644  0.685  
Chemicals   4 0 2  6  
IDER   0.6 -- 0.690  0.636  
Electrical 
Utilities  1 1 2  11  

IDER   0.795 0.500 0.690  0.515  
Foods   0 0 4  5  
.IDER   -- -- 0.577  0.508  
Iron/Steel   1 0 0  4  
IDER   0.558 -- --  0.575  
Non-ferrous 
Metals  0 1 1  1  

IDER   -- 0.229 ();654  0.754  
Paper   0 0 3  2  
IDER   -- -- 0.368  0.549  
Textiles   3 0 4  1  

  -   IDER   0.613 -- 0,431  0.513  

 Note: U = Usable number of firms; CDER = Country DER, IDER = Industry 
DER  

Required

1. Discuss the capital structure pattern
presented in the two tables. What
conclusions can be drawn nom the above
data?

2. Can you observe some trends in the
industry and country debt-equity ratios for
the Asian an a European firms? Comment.
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Introduction
The growth of the multinational corporation has been a result
of foreign direct investments, which have taken place in the
past. In the extensive example in the pre-vious lesson Aviva’s
overseas direct investment was a result of the movement of
indigenous firms into its market. Such strategic overseas
investment is especially important in dynamic and changing
markets, such as publishing and fashion cloth-ing, where
subsidiaries must keep in line with local needs and where
shipping time is vital. In addition to strategic reasons for direct
investment, numerous other reasons have been put forward,
and while these are not strictly financial, they deserve some
mention in this book.

Reasons for the Growth of MNCs

Availability of Raw Materials
If there are mills producing denim cloth in other countries and
the quality is good and the price is attractive, why should a firm
like A viva Corporation buy the material abroad, ship it to the
United States, manufacture the jeans, and then ship the finished
garments? Clearly, if  the ability exists to manufacture the jeans
in the for-eign market, the firm can eliminate two-way shipping
costs-for denim in one direc-tion and jeans in the other-by
directly investing in a manufacturing plant abroad. I
Many industrial firms, most particularly mining companies,
have little choice but to locate at the site of their raw materials.
If copper or iron ore is being smelted, it often does not make
sense to ship the ore when a smelter can be built near the mine
site. The product of the smelter-the copper or iron bars, which
weigh much less than the original ore-can be shipped out to the
market. But we still have to ask why it would be a foreign firm
rather than an indigenous firm that would carry out the
enterprise. With an indigenous firm there would be no foreign
direct invest-ment. Thus, to explain FDI, we must explain why
a multinational corporate organi-zation can do things better or
cheaper than local firms. As we shall see below, there are
numerous advantages enjoyed by multinational corporations.

Integrating Operations
When there are advantages to vertical integration in terms of
assured delivery between various stages of production and the
different stages can be performed bet-ter in different locations
(as with the smelting of ores), there is good reason to invest
abroad. This reason for direct investment has been advanced by
Charles Kindle Berger, who along with Richard Caves did some
of the earlier work on direct invest-ment.

Nontransferable Knowledge
It is often possible for firms to sell their knowledge in the form
of patent rights, and to license a foreign producer. This relieves
a firm of the need to make foreign direct investment. However,
sometimes a firm that has a production process or product
patent can make a larger profit by doing the foreign production

LESSON  44:
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itself. This is because there are some kinds of knowledge which
cannot be sold and which are the result of years of experience.
A viva, for example, might be able to sell patterns and designs,
and it can license the use of its name, but it cannot sell a foreign
firm its experience in producing and marketing the product.
This points to another reason why a firm might wish to do its
own foreign production.

Protecting Reputations
Products develop good or bad names, and these are carried
across international boundaries. Even people in Russia, for
example, know the names of certain brands of jeans. It would
not serve the good name of  Aviva Corporation to have a
foreign licensee to do a shoddy job in producing jeans with the
A viva label. Similarly, it is important for multinational restau-
rant and hotel chains to maintain homogeneous quality to
protect their reputations. We find that there can be valid reasons
for direct investment rather than licensing in terms of transfer-
ring expertise and ensuring the maintenance of a good name.

Exploiting Reputations
Foreign direct investment may occur to exploit rather than protect
a reputation. This motivation is probably of particular impor-
tance in foreign direct investment by banks, and it takes the form
of opening branches and establishing or buying sub-sidiaries.
One of the reasons why banking has become an industry with
mammoth multinationals is that an international reputation can
attract deposits; many associate the size of  a bank with its safety.
For example, a name like Barclays, Chase, or Citibank in a small,
less-developed nation is likely to attract deposits away from local
banks. Reputation is also important in accounting. This is why
many large industrial nations such as the United States and
Britain have pushed in global trade negotiations for a liberaliza-
tion of  restrictions on services. Including accounting and
banking. It is also the reason why the majority of  less developed
nations have resisted this liberalization.

Protecting Secrecy
Direct investment may be preferred to the granting of a license
for a foreign company to produce a product if secrecy is
important. This point has been raised by Erich Spitaler, who
argues that a firm can be motivated to choose direct invest-ment
over licensing by a feeling that, while a licensee will take
precautions to pro-tect patent rights, it may be less conscien-
tious than the original owner of the patent.

The Product Life-Cycle Hypothesis
It has been argued, most notably by Raymond Vernon that
opportunities for further gains at home eventually dry up. To
maintain the growth of profits, the cor-poration must venture
abroad to where markets are not as well penetrated and where
there is perhaps less competition. This makes direct investment
the natural conse-quence of being in business for a long
enough time and doing well at home. There is inevitability in
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this view that has concerned those who believe that American
firms are further along in their life-cycle development than the
firms of other nations and are therefore dominant in foreign
expansion. However, even when U.S. firms do expand into
foreign markets, their activities are often scrutinized by the host
gov-ernments. Moreover, the spread of  U.S. multinationals has
been matched by the inroads of foreign firms into the United
States, especially since the 1970s. Particu-larly noticeable have
been auto and auto-parts producers such as Toyota, Honda,
Nissan, and Michelin Tires. Foreign firms have an even longer
history as leaders in the U.S. food and drug industry (Nestle,
Hoffmann-La Roche); in oil and gas (Shell, British Petroleum-as
BP-and so on); in insurance, banking, and real-estate devel-
opment; and in other areas.

Capital Availability
Robert Aliber has suggested that access to capital markets can be
a reason why firms themselves move abroad. The smaller one-
country licensee does not have the same access to cheaper funds
as the larger firm, and so larger firms are able to oper-ate within
foreign markets with a lower discount rate. However, Edward
Graham and Paul Krugman have questioned this argument on
two grounds? First, even if large multinational firms have a
lower cost of capital than small, indigenous firms, the form of
overseas investment does not have to be direct investment.
Rather, it can take the form of portfolio investment. Second,
the majority of  foreign direct investment has been two-way,
with, for example, U.S. firms investing in Japan while Japanese
firms invest in the United States. This pattern is not an
implication of the differential-cost-of-capital argument.

Strategic FDI
As we know, companies enter foreign markets to preserve
market share when this is being threatened by the potential
entry of indige-nous firms or multinationals from other
countries. This strategic motivation for FDI has always existed,
but it may have contributed to the multinationalization of
busi-ness as a result of improved access to capital markets. This
is different from the argument concerning the differential cost
of  capital, given previously. In the case of  increased strategic
FDI, it is globalization of financial markets that has reduced
entry barriers due to large fixed costs. Access to the necessary
capital means a wider set of companies with an ability to
expand into any given market. This increases the incen-tive to
move and enjoy any potential first-mover advantage.

Organizational Factors
Richard Cyert and James March emphasize reasons given by
organization the-ory, a theme that is extended to direct foreign
investment by E. Eugene Carter. The organization-theory view
of direct investment emphasizes broad management objec-tives
in terms of the way management attempts to shift risk by
operating in man_’ markets, achieve growth in sales, and so on,
as opposed to concentrating on the tra-ditional economic goal
of profit maximization.

Avoiding Tariffs and Quotas
Another reason for producing abroad instead of producing at
home and ship-ping the product concerns the import tariffs
that might have to be paid. If import duties are in place, a firm

might produce inside the foreign market in order to avoid
them. We must remember, however, that tariffs protect the firm
engaged in produc-tion in the foreign market, whether it be a
foreign firm or an indigenous firm. Tariffs cannot, therefore,
explain why foreign firms move abroad, and yet the movement
of firms is the essence of direct investment. Nor, along similar
lines, can tax writeoffs. subsidized or even free land offerings,
and so on, explain direct investment, since foreign firms usually
are not helped more than domestic ones. We must rely on our
other listed reasons for direct investment and the overriding
desire to make a larger profit, even if that means moving
abroad rather than into alternative domestic endeavors.
There have been cases where the threat of tariffs or quantitative
restrictions on imports in the form of quotas have prompted
direct investment overseas. For example, a number of foreign
automobile and truck producers considered opening or opened
plants in the United States to avoid restrictions on selling
foreign-made cars. The restrictions were designed to protect
jobs in the U.S. industry. Nissan Motors built a plant in
Tennessee, and Honda built a plant in Ohio. For a period of
time Volkswagen assembled automobiles and light trucks in the
United States and Canada. Other companies making direct
investments included Renault, Daimler Benz, and Fiat. .

Avoiding Regulations
As is discussed about multinationalization of banking, direct
investment has been made by banks to avoid regulation. This
has also been a motivation for foreign investment by manufac-
turing firms. For example, a case might be made that some
firms have moved to escape standards set by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health
Admin-istration, and other agencies. Some foreign countries
with lower environmental and safety standards offer a haven to
firms using dirty or dangerous processes. The items produced,
such as chemicals and drugs, may even be offered for sale back
in the United States.

Production Flexibility
A manifestation of departures from PPP is that there are
periods when produc-tion costs in one country are particularly
low because of  a real depreciation of  its currency. Multinational
firms may be able to relocate production to exploit the oppor-
tunities that real depreciations offer. This requires, of course,
that necessary technology can be transferred easily between
countries and that trade unions or gov-ernments do not make
the shifting of production too difficult. Small manufactured
goods such as computer components and TV s lend themselves
to such shuffling of production, whereas automobile produc-
tion, with its international unions and expen-sive setup costs,
does not.

Symbiotic Relationships
Some firms follow clients who make direct foreign investments.
For example, large U.S. accounting firms, which have knowledge
of parent companies’, special needs and practices have opened
offices in countries where their clients have opened subsidiaries.
These U.S. accounting firms have an advantage over local firms
because of their knowledge of the parent and because the client
may prefer to engage only one firm in order to reduce the
number of people with access to sensitive information. The
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same factor may apply to Consulting, legal, and securities firms,
which often follow their home-country clients direct invest-
ments by opening offices in the same foreign locations.
Similarly, it has been shown that manufacturing firms may be
drawn to where other manufacturing firms from the same
country are located. By being in the same region they can work
together and benefit from their knowledge of each other. The
benefits from being in the same region as other companies are
called agglomeration economies.

Indirect Diversification
We should not leave our discussion of  factors contributing to
the growth of MNCs without mentioning the potential for the
MNC to indirectly provide portfolio diversification for share-
holders. This service will, of  course, be valued only if
shareholders are unable to diversify themselves. This requires
the existence of seg-mented capital markets that only the MNC
can overcome including that relating to diversification, depend
on market imperfections.

Empirical Evidence on the Growth of
M N C s
It should be apparent from glancing down the list of factors
that can be responsible for the growth of MNCs that the
relative importance of different factors will depend on the
nature of  the MNC’s business. Partly as a result of  this, the
empirical evi-dence we have on MNCs tends to be limited to
some stylized facts about the nature of the industries in which
most direct investment occurs.
In an investigation of the characteristics of approximately 1000
U.S. publicly owned companies investing abroad, Irving Kravis
and Robert Lipsey found a num-ber of characteristics of
investing firms vis-à-vis firms not investing abroad. The
characteristics were separated into those that could be attributed
to the industry of the investor and those distinguishing
investing firms from other firms within their industry.
Investing firms spent relatively heavily on research and develop-
ment (R & D); this was attributable both to the investors’
industries and to the firms investing abroad within each
industry. That is, the industries with heavy investments abroad
spent more on R & D than other industries, and the firms that
invested abroad spent more on R & D than the average
spending of firms in their industries. (This charac-teristic of
foreign direct investment is consistent with the secrecy-protec-
tion expla-nation given earlier.) Investors were also more
capital-intensive than noninvestors, this being mostly attribut-
able to the industries investing overseas. (This is consistent
with the capital-availability argument; capital-intensive investors
presumably need to raise a relatively large amount of capital.)
Other characteristics of investors were that they were large
relative to both other industries and other firms within their
industries, and that investing firms were more profitable.
Kravis and Lipsey also noted that there appeared to be an order
of countries when investing overseas. If an investor had made
one foreign investment, it would most likely be in Canada.
With two investments, an investor would be in Canada and in
Mexico or the United Kingdom. After this, investments were
found in Ger-many, France, and possibly Australia.

Evaluation of  direct-investment statistics also suggests that
more investment occurs in those countries that have offered
investors higher returns. There also appears to be a connection
between domestic economic activity and foreign invest-ment,
with good conditions at home discouraging investment abroad.
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TABLE Showing 50 Largest Nonfinancial MNCs, Ranked by Total Assets, 1990 

Rank Corporation Home Country Industry Total Assets 
(Billions $) 

Total Sales 
(Billions $) 

Total 
Employment 

1 GM United States Motor vehicles & parts 180.2 122.0 767,200 
2 Ford United States Motor vehicles & parts 173.7 97.7 370,383 
3 GE United States Electronics 153.9 57.7 298,000 

4 Royal Dutch Shell United 
Kingdom/Dutch Petroleum refining 106.4 106.5 137,000 

5 Exxon United States Petroleum refining 87.7 115.8 104,000 
6 IBM United States Computers 87.6 69.0 373,816 
7 Mitsubishi Japan Trading 73.8 129.3 32,417 
8 Fiat Italy Motor vehicles & parts 66.3 47.5 303,238 
9 Matsushita Electric Japan Electronics 62.0 46.8 210,848 
10 Mitsui Japan Trading 60.8 136.2 9,094 
11 ENI Italy Petroleum refining 60.3 41.8 130,745 
12 British Petroleum United Kingdom Petroleum refining 59.3 59.3 118,050 
13 C. Itoh Japan Trading 58.4 151.1 9,643 
14 Toyota Japan Motor vehicles & parts 55.1 60.1 96,849 
15 Marubeni Japan Trading 54.9 131.0 9,905 
16 ITT United States Diversified services 49.0 20.6 114,000 
17 RAT. Industries United Kingdom Tobacco 48.1 22.9 217,373 
18 Philip Morris United States Food 46.6 51.2 168,000 
19 Chrysler United States Motor vehicles & parts 46.4 30.6 109,943 

20 Daimler Benz Germany Transport & 
communication 45.1 52.9 376,785 

21 Siemens Germany Electronics 43.1 39.2 373,000 
22 Elf Aquitaine France Petroleum refining 42.6 32.4 90,000 
23 Volkswagen Germany Motor vehicles & parts 42.0 42.1 268,744 
24 Mobil United States Petroleum refining 41.7 57.8 67,300 
25 Toshiba Japan Electronics 3.92 33.3 162,000 
26 Du Pont United States Chemicals 38.9 37.8 124,900 
27 Nissho Iwai Japan Trading 38.8 94.4 7,380 
28 Alcatel Alsthom France Electronics 38.2 26.6 205,500 
29 Xerox United States Scientific & photographic 37.5 7.5 11 0,000 
30 Nissan Motor Japan Motor vehicles & parts 36.4 35.7 129,546 
31 Chevron United States Petroleum refining 35.1 38.6 54,208 
32 GTE United States Telecommunications 33.8 18.4 177,000 
33 Sony Japan Electronics 32.6 20.9 112,900 
34 Amoco United States Petroleum refining 32.2 28.0 54,524 
35 Verba Germany Trading 30.8 32.9 106,877 
36 Ferruzzi Montedison Italy Food 30.8 14.0 44,949 
37 Philips Electronics Netherlands Electronics 30.6 30.8 272,800 

38 Asea Brown Boveri Switzerland Industrial & farm 
equipment 30.2 26.7 215,154 

39 Nestle Switzerland Food 28.0 36.5 199,021 
40 Generale Des Eaux France Construction 27.7 21.5 173,000 
41 Hanson United Kingdom Building materials 27.6 13.4 80,000 
42 Texaco United States Petroleum refining 26.0 40.9 39,199 
43 Bayer Germany Chemicals 25.4 25.9 171,000 

44 Unilever United 
Kingdom/Dutch Food 24.7 39.6 304,000 

45 BASF Germany Chemicals 24.3 29.0 134,647 
46 Eastman Kodak United States Scientific & photographic 24.1 18.9 134,450 
47 Dow Chemical United States Chemicals 24.0 19.8 62,080 
48 Renault France Motor vehicles & parts 23.5 30.2 157,378 
49 Hoechst Germany Chemicals 22.9 27.8 172,890 
50 Rhone- Poulenc France Chemicals 21.3 14.4 91,571 

Source: World Investment Report; Transnational Corporations and Integrated International Production, United Nations, New York,
1993.
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Special Issues Facing Multinational
Corporations: Transfer Pricing
While any firm with multiple divisions must price goods and
services transferred between its divisions if  it is to be able to
judge its profit centers correctly, there are few if  any political or
tax implications of transfer pricing in the domestic context..
The situation is very different for the multinational corporation.

The Measurement of Transfer Prices
If  correct measures of  prices of  goods or services moving
between corporate divi-sions are not available, management will
have difficulty making APV calculation;, for new projects, and
will even face difficulties judging past projects and performances
of corporate divisions. But how are managers to calculate correct
transfer prices?
The prices managers must determine are those of intermediate
products moving through vertically integrated firms. The most
obvious source for these prices is the market. However, market
prices do not always exist for intermediate products. Fur-
thermore, even when there are market prices for the goods and
services transferred between divisions within a firm, using these
prices may result in incorrect decisions. Let us consider why.
The theoretically correct transfer price is equal to the marginal
cost. This is because the price paid then correctly reflects the cost
of  producing another unit a good or service transferred
between corporate divisions is available in the marketplace,
where it trades in a textbook-type “perfectly competitive”
market, the mar-ket price will equal the marginal cost, and this
market price can then be used as the transfer price. However,
goods and services moving between divisions are fre-quently
available only in monopolistic or monopolistically competitive
markets. In this case, market prices will typically exceed marginal
costs. This means that by setting transfer prices equal to market
prices a buying division will be paying above marginal cost for
inputs. This will induce the use of too few inputs to achieve the
profit-maximizing output from the firm’s perspective. The
firm’s output of  its final product will also be less than the
profit-maximizing level. In addition, with transfer prices equal
to market prices, and these being higher than the firm’s
marginal costs of  the transferred goods and services, input
combinations will be inappropriately intensive in products
bought from outside the firm. That is, if, instead of setting -
transfer prices of intermediate products equal to market prices,
the firm set them equal to its marginal costs, then buying
divisions would correctly use more of  firm’s own intermediate
products.
While setting transfer prices equal to marginal costs will
maximize the firm. Overall profits, it will make it difficult to
attribute the company’s profit to the correct divisions; marginal
costs are typically lower than market prices, so that divisions
supplying intermediate products will show losses. This will
make bonus allocations and expansion budgets difficult to
determine properly. One way around this is to use marginal
costs as the transfer prices that are paid, but to calculate
divisional profitability at market prices. This requires, of course,
that market prices of inter-mediate products be available, and
that marginal costs be known. In reality, neither requirement is
likely to be satisfied.

Strategic Considerations in Transfer
Pricing
The repatriation of profits by a multinational firm from its
overseas operations can be a politically sensitive problem. It is
important that host governments do not con-sider the profit rate
too high, or else the multinational is likely to face accusations of
price gouging and lose favor with foreign governments. In order
to give an appear-ance of repatriating a lower profit without
reducing the actual profit brought home, the multinational can
use transfer prices. It can set high transfer prices on what is
supplied to a foreign division by the head office or by divisions in
environments that are politically less sensitive. For example, it can
extract high payments for parts supplied by other divisions or for
general overheads. Alternatively, the multinational can lower the
transfer prices of products which the foreign division sells to the
head office or to other divisions. These methods of reducing
foreign profits while repa-triating income are particularly advanta-
geous when foreign reinvestment opportu-nities are limited.
Because host governments know these practices occur, it is a good
idea to itemize all transfers so as to make it clear that not all flows
are profits.
Transfer pricing to reduce overall corporate taxes can be advanta-
geous. The multinational has an incentive to shuffle its income to
keep profits low in high-tax countries and relatively high in low-
tax countries. There are complications if within a country there are
different tax rates on retained versus repatriated income. The
gains from profit shuffling via transfer prices are limited by the
legal powers of  the Internal Revenue Service, and of  taxing
authorities in some other countries, to real-locate income if it is
determined that transfer prices have distorted profits.
A multinational firm is likely to be in a better position to avoid
foreign exchange losses than a firm with only local operations.
There have been times, espe-cially under fixed exchange rates in
the period before 1973, when the devaluation of certain
currencies and the revaluation of others were imminent.
Because of extensive involvement by central banks, the interest-
rate differential between countries did not always reflect the
anticipated changes in exchange rates, and so compensation was
not offered for expected exchange-rate movements. There were
incentives for all corporations to reduce their holdings of the
currencies, which faced devaluation.
However, an attempt to move from these currencies was viewed
as unpatriotic when undertaken by domestic firms and as unfair
profiteering when undertaken by multi-nationals. As a result,
considerable constraints were placed on moving funds in Overt
ways, but multinationals were in a better position than their
domestic counter parts, to move funds internally.
Transfer prices can be used to reduce import tariffs and to avoid
quotas. When tariffs on imports are based on values of transac-
tions, the value of goods moving between divisions can be
artificially reduced by keeping down the transfer prices. This puts a
multinational firm at an advantage over domestic firms. Similarly,
when quotas are based on values of trade, the multinational can
keep down prices to main-tain the volume. Again, the multina-
tional has an advantage over domestic counter-parts, but import
authorities frequently adopt their own “value for duty” on goods
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entering trade to help prevent revenues from being lost through
the manipulation c.; transfer prices.
Large variations in profits may be a concern to shareholders. In
order to keep local shareholders happy, fluctuations in local
foreign profits can be reduced by the help of. transfer prices. By
raising the prices of  goods and services supplied by foreign
oper-ations or lowering prices on sales to foreign operations,
unusually high profits can be brought down so that subsequent
falls in profits are reduced. Of course, share-holders are
normally assumed to be concerned only with systematic risk and
not with total risk, so that the premise that profits volatility is
of concern to shareholders is open to criticism.
To the extent that transfer prices apply to financial transactions
such as credits granted between corporate divisions, the scope for
meeting the many strategic objec-tives we have described, such as
reducing host-government criticism over profits and reducing
taxes, are substantially enhanced. Indeed, when we add discretion
over timing of repayment of credits, the MNC may be at a
substantial advantage over non multinational competitors.

Practical Considerations in Transfer
Pricing
Transfer prices can be used to “window-dress” the profits of
certain divisions of a multinational so as to reduce borrowing
costs. The gains from having seemingly large profits by paying a
subsidiary high transfer prices for its products must, Of course,
be balanced against the potential scorn of foreign host govern-
ments, higher taxes or tariffs that might result, and so on.
For the long-term survival of  a multinational, it is important
that interdivisional profitability be measured accurately; The
record of profitability of different divi-sions is valuable in
allocating overall spending on capital projects and in sharing
other corporate resources. In order to discover the correct
profitability, the firm should be sure that interdivisional transfer
prices are the prices that would have been paid had the transac-
tions been with independent companies, so-called
“arm’s-length prices.” This can be particularly difficult in the
international allocation of such items as research and consulting
services or headquarters’ overheads; there is rarely a mar-ket price
for research or other services of  corporate headquarters, Profit
allocation will usually be according to the distribution of
corporate sales, with the sales valued at the “correct” exchange
rate. The advantages of preventing distortions in transfer prices
must be balanced against the potential gains from using
distorted transfer prices to reduce tariffs, taxes, political risks,
and exchange losses. This balance can be a difficult problem for
multinational corporations.

Transnational Alliances

Multinational corporations own and control their overseas
operations. An alternative to ownership which still allows
companies to enjoy some of the benefits of multi-nationaliza-
tion is the formation of transnational alliances. These alliances
involve associations of firms in different countries working
together to overcome the limi-tations of working alone. One
motivation to form a transnational alliance is cooper-ation over
research where costs and risks may be too high for anyone firm,
or where different firms may possess different abilities. Such

alliances are popular in biotech-nology and computers: Quadra
Logic of Canada with American Cyan amide in genetic engineer-
ing, for example, and IBM with Siemens of Germany in
memory--chip development. Cooperation may be between
producers and marketers: Chrysler marketed the Colt produced
by Mitsubishi; GM marketed the Geo produced in Korea.
Other co-operations have involved design, product assembly,
component pro-duction, and distribution.
The extent and complexity of transnational alliances can be
found by writing the names of the global members of any
industry in matrix form on a sheet of paper. Lines can then be
drawn to represent contacts, whether these be joint ventures.
Licensing arrangements, production agreements, or research
connections. Doing this for computer firms or automobile
manufacturers shows an intimate cobweb of tan-gled connec-
tions. Pharmaceutical, aerospace, telecommunications, and
defense industry alliances also reveal a highly complex web.
Transnational alliances appear to be formed most frequently for
three reasons: to gain access to foreign markets, to exploit
complementary technologies, and to reduce the time taken for
innovation. The alliances are usually for specific pur-poses,
although once formed, they may be used for further purposes.
Typically ownership connections are limited, unlike the consortia
so popular in Japan, called keiretsu, and in Korea, called
chaebols. Keiretsu and chaebols involve ownership cross-
holdings not usually present with transnational alliances.
Transnational alliances are a compromise between a firm’s doing
everything itself and dealing with a complete stranger. As such,
they are somewhere between independent national operations
and multinational corporations.

Review Questions

1. Why might a producer want to own resources located in
another country, rather than buy them in the open market?

2. What are the limitations of licenses as an alternative to direct
foreign investment? 3. Why are some accounting firms
multinationals?

4. What role do market imperfections play in direct foreign
investment?

5. What is a transfer price?
6. Can a company set any transfer prices that it wishes?
7. Is country risk the same for all industries and firms?
8. What is a transnational alliance?
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Learning Objectives

• Nature of Country Risk Assessment.
• Economic Risk Indicators
• Techniques to Assess Country Risk.
• Raters of Country Risk

Introduction
The concept of country risk and credit worthiness have become
important over the years and despite analytical difficulties there
has been a growth in interest in recent years as well as a growth in
various agencies in the systematic valuation of country risk. It
should be emphasized here that country risk is often a difficult
task and it may also change over time. A firm should incorporate
the country risk assessment in its decision of whether to continue
(or begin) investment in a particular country of  not. Also, the
country risk needs to be monitored continuously, since if  risk
becomes too high, the MNC will have to divest its subsidiaries in
that country. Thus, practitioners of  country risk Face a daunting
task in their selection of variables and evaluation systems in
assessing a country’s performance. The art of  Forecasting country
crisis is far from being perfected and many times the consultants
are unable to predict country crisis in advance
This chapter attempts to acquaint the students with various
dimensions of country risk analysis that must be considered by
managers of  MNC’s. As a First step, the chapter explains in
detail the nature of  country risk assessment. Two important
factors, which are analyzed here, are political risk indicators and
economic risk indicators. The chapter then discusses the
techniques to assess country risk and identifies some of the
more popular indicators to assess country risk. The various
indicators analyzed here are debt related factors, balance of
payments, economic performance, political instability and the
checklist approach. Next, the criteria for assessing country risk as
practiced by Euro money is discussed in detail. Finally, the
chapter presents a model for country risk analysis for India.
In recent years, a number of countries have made attempts to
rate the creditworthiness of corporate borrowers. Relative to
domestic lending, international banks experience greater
difficulty in assessing the creditworthiness of sovereign
borrowers and experience default on loans for various reasons.
Recently, several commercial services have begun to compile and
publish credit rating for countries, so as to estimate the risks
involved in lending to them, specially a country defaulting in its
debt service payment obligations. The concepts of  country risk
and creditworthiness have become important over the years and
despite analytical difficulties mere has been a growth in interest
in recent years among private and official lending institutions in
the systematic valuation of country risk. The interest has been
generated mainly because credit rating not only determines
whether a country will be able to get loans at reasonable costs
but also whether it will be able to attract other types of capital.

LESSON 45

COUNTRY RISK ANALYSIS

Over the past few years, several surveys have been conducted on
country risk evaluation system and they have shown that the
models employed as multipurpose tools in loan portfolio
decision making are as follows: to anticipate country default; set
country exposure limits; improve the quality of loan portfolios;
impose country-by-country loan ceiling.
Countries, which experience greater difficulty in debt manage-
ment usually, face a combination of  the following problems:
heavy dependence on external borrowings, deterioration in the
balance of payments, relatively high- rates of inflation, political
instability, etc. Thus, implementing policies that address the
concern of potential creditors is the strategy that the countries
should adopt to rebuild their creditworthiness.

Nature of Country Risk Assessment
Country risk is an indispensable tool for asset management, as
it requires the assessment of economic opportunity against
political odds. The list of factors to be analysed in a country risk
analysis study varies from forecaster to forecaster. For our
discussion here, we can group the relevant factors into two
important categories: political factors and economic factors. The
various indicators of political factors are discussed first,
followed by the indicators of economic factors.

Political Risk Indicators
“Political risk is 50% of the exercise but inseparable from
economic risk”, says Hans Belesak, President of Political Risk
Consultants.
It is very difficult to measure the “political risk” associated with
a particular country or a borrower. Assessing political risk. is a
continuous problem and it is very difficult to identify a few
political risk factors which significantly affect the coup-try risk.
Some of the more common forms of political risk indicators
include:
1. Stability of the local political environment: The level of

political risk for each nation is analyzed here. Measures here
take cognizance of changes in the government, levels of
violence in the country, internal and external conflict and so
on. Indices of this sort are intended to assess whether the
government in power at a particular point in time will be
there in the future and hence, the extent to which the existing
political status can be expected to continue.

2. Consensus regarding priorities: This is a measure of the
degree of agreement and unity on the fundamental objectives
of government policy and the extent to which this consensus
cuts across party lines. For example, the host government may
support the MNC’s and may be friendly towards the
subsidiary, but the people of  the foreign country may not be
and may avoid purchasing its goods as a form of protest.

3. Attitude of host government: A variation of the above may
be when the MNC satisfies the local people but faces the
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hostile attitude of the host government. The host
government can impose restrictions by charging additional
corporate taxes, blockage of  fund’s, funds transfer
restrictions (which affect after-tax cash flows sent to the
parent) and so on. Also, the blockage of  funds transfer by
the host government would force subsidiaries to undertake
projects that are not optimal, just to make use of funds. The
returns here might be inferior to other uses of funds. Hence,
this represents political risk in that it reflects a country’s
political characteristics and in turn influences the MNC’s cash
flows.

4. War: If  a war is possible for the country under scrutiny, the
safety of employees hired by the MNC would be affected.
Also, the project cash flows generated from such countries
will be more uncertain due to volatile business cycles.

5. Mechanisms for expression of discontent: This is related to
the ability to effect peaceful change, provide internal
continuity and to alter direction of policy without major
changes of the political system. A subsidiary will not
necessarily be affected by changing governments, if the
attitude towards the subsidiary remains the same.

Economic Risk Indicators
Along with political factors, economic risk factors should also
be considered when assessing country risk. Some of the
economic factors that should be considered are:
1. Inflation rate: The inflation rate is used as a measure of

economic instability, disruption and government
mismanagement. Inflation also affects the purchasing power
of  consumers and hence the consumers demand for MNC’s
goods.

2. Current and potential state of  the country’s economy: A
MNC that exports to a country or develops a subsidiary in a
country is highly concerned with that country’s demand for
its product. This demand, in turn, is strongly influenced by
the country economy, i.e., assessment of  current plans for
the economy, feasibility of  development plans, main
bottlenecks, etc.
As the present state of  a country’s economy is dependent on
several economic factors, an MNC should consider all these
factors. Some of the important factors include level of
external debt, foreign exchange, current account, balance of
payments, GDP growth interest rates, etc. Exchange rates can
strongly influence the demand for the countries’ exports,
which in turn affects the country’s products and income level
The relationship between the level of interest payments, the
current account and external debt becomes highly interactive
as debt rises. Initially, the current account must be reconciled
with the external finance available. The analyst must then
assess whether the country’s future borrowing requirements
are consistent with its debt servicing capacity.
The future prospects for the economy if the present trends
and policies continue should also be examined. Here again,
the factors that a MNC should consider are, GNP growth
rate of inflation, money supply growth, current account,
balance of payments, level of external debt, etc.

3. Resource base: The resource base of a country consists of its
national, human and financial resources. Other things
remaining the same, a nation with substantial natural
resources is a better economic risk than the one without
those resources. But other things are not always equal. Thus,
resource rich nations such as Mexico or Argentina are more
risky than South Korea or Taiwan. This is due to the quality
of human resource and the degree to which these resources
are allowed to be put to their most efficient use.

4. Adjustment to external shocks: The ability of the country to
withstand unforeseen shocks is another important factor in
economic analysis. History shows that the vulnerability of
external shock varies from nation to nation, with some
countries dealing successfully with these shocks and others
succumbing to them. Domestic policies playa crucial role in
determining how effectively a nation copes with external
shocks.
Some of the important factors which can be examined here
include imports and exports as a proportion of  GDP,
vulnerability of the economy to changing prices of main
exports and imports, compressibility of imports, i.e., extent
to which imports consist of non-essentials, diversification
of exports by category and by geographical area, etc.
Thus, based on the preceding discussion, it can be concluded
that the assessment of sovereign creditworthiness essentially
focuses on the identification of prospective country specific
risks, namely economic and political factors. This analysis
helps the risk specialist in determining which countries
represent acceptable risk. It then advises the amount to be
lent to specific countries.

Techniques to Assess Country Risk
The techniques to assess country risk mainly try and identify
certain key economic, political and financial variables including a
country’s economic growth rate, its current account balance
relative to gross domestic product and various ratios - debt to
GDP, debt- service payments to GDP, savings to investment,
interest payments to GDP, etc. These ratios mainly try and find
out directly or indirectly a country’s ability to repay its external
financial obligations on schedule. Also, the broad parameters
identified help to expose the basic strengths and weaknesses of
a country. Listed below are some of  the more popular indica-
tors to assess country risk.
1. Debt Related Factors.

The debt related factors are the quickest and commonest
variables employed to test the possibility of a country
defaulting due to debt. To predict the risk of  default, there
are two different theoretical approaches. One approach
regards default as arising out of an unintended deterioration
in the borrowing country’s capacity to service its debt. The
other approach views the probability of default of external
debt as an international decision made by the borrower
based on an assessment of the costs and benefits of
rescheduling. Difficulties in debt servicing could be a result
of short-term liquidity problems or could be attributed to
long-term insolvency problems.
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For example, countries with a high export growth rate are
more likely to be able to service their debt and are expected to
enjoy better creditworthiness rating since exports are the
main source of foreign exchange earnings for most countries
- particularly developing economies. Thus, lower export
earnings are likely to increase the likelihood of short-term
liquidity problems and hence difficulties with debt servicing.
Similarly, a decline in the growth of  output could contribute
to long-term insolvency problem and lower the country’s
credit rating.
The absolute size of  a country’s debt has, little significance
unless it is analysed in relation to other variables.
The debt service indicators include:

• Debt  /GDP (to rank countries according to external debt).
• Debt/ Foreign Exchange receipts (Important ratio -

solvency).
• Interest payments/Foreign exchange receipts (liquidity).
• Debt-service ratio (relates debt service requirements to export

incomes).
• Short-term debt/ Total exports.
• Imports/GDP (sensitivity of domestic economy to external

development).
• Foreign public debt/ GNP (relates external debt to countries

wealth).
• Level of  net disbursed external debt/GNP.
• Net disbursed external debt/Export of  goods, and services.
• Net interest payment/Exports of  goods and services.
• Current account balance on Gross Net Product (countries

with large current. Account deficit are usually less
creditworthy).

2. Balance of Payments

The fundamental determinate of  a country’s vulnerability is
its balance of payment. The balance of payments
management is a function, of, among other things, internal
goals and changing external circumstances.
A very useful indicator of country risk analysis is the current
account balance. It summarises the country’s total
transactions with the rest of the world for goods and
services (plus unilateral transfers) and represents the
difference between national income and expenditure. It also
indicates the rate at which a country is building foreign assets
or accumulating foreign liabilities.
The balance of payments on current account is negatively
related to the probability of default since the current account
deficit broadly equals the amount of new financing required.
Countries with large current account deficits are thus less
creditworthy.
Another useful indicator of the balance of payment position
of  a country is the, reserve to imports ratio. Reserves provide
a short-term safeguard against fluctuation in foreign receipts.
The larger the reserves are relative to imports, the more
reserves are available to service debt and the lower is the
probability of default.

Developing countries are more vulnerable than mature
economies to balance of payments difficulties because of
high import propensities and a heavily skewed dependence
on few exports.

• The balance of payment indicators include:
• Percentage increase in imports/Percentage increase in Gross

Domestic Product (this ratio shows the income elasticity of
demand for exports).

• Foreign income elasticity of demand for the exports.
• Under or overvaluation of  the exchange rate, on a

purchasing power parity basis.
• Current Account/GNP (a measure of  the country’s net

external borrowings relative to country size).
• Effective Exchange Rate Index (measures the relative

movements in domestic and international prices).
• Imports of  goods and services/GDP.
• Non-essential consumer goods and services/Total imports.
• Exports to 10-15 main customers/Total exports.
• Exports of  10-15 main items/Total exports.
• External reserves/Imports.
• Reserves as % of  imports (goods and services).
• Exports as % of  imports (goods and services).
3. Economic Performance

Economic performance can be measured in terms of a
country’s rate of  growth and its rate of  inflation. The
inflation rate can be regarded as a proxy for the quality of
economic management. Thus, the higher the inflation rate,
the lower the creditworthiness rating. The economic
performance can be measured by a set of ratios that focus on
the long-term growth prospects and any economic
imbalances of  the economy.
The significant ratios that can be used to measure economic
performance are:

• Gross National (or domestic) Product per capita (this ratio
measures the level of development of a country).

• Gross Investment /Gross Domestic Product. (This ratio is
called the propensity to invest ratio and captures a country’s
prospects for future growth. The higher the ratio the higher
the potential economic growth.)

• Inflation (Change in consumer prices as an annual average in
%. This measures the quality of economic policy).

• Money supply (serves as an early indicator for future
inflation).

• Gross Domestic Savings/Gross National Product.
4. Political Instability

There have been several occasions when sovereign borrowers
with the capacity to service their external debts have defaulted
for purely political reasons. Political instability undermines
the economic capacity of  a country to service its debt. Political
instability has both direct effect and an indirect effect on the
credit rating of  a country.
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Political instability has an indirect effect on debt servicing
difficulties within a country and reduces a country’s
willingness to service debt. Indirectly, political instability
generates adverse consequences for economic growth,
inflation, and domestic supply, level of  import dependency
and creates foreign exchange shortage from an imbalance
between exports and imports. Burton and Inoue (1985) have
suggested that disruptive political events frequently precede
debt rescheduling. Also, the time lag between political
instability and ultimate loan default might be quite short in
countries with low foreign exchange reserves or low levels of
GDP per capita.
The direct effect of  political instability on debt service
problems emerge in the form of an unwillingness rather
than an inability to service the debt.
The political instability indicators which can be considered
are:

1. The political protest, for example, protest demonstrations,
political strikes, riots, political assassination, etc.

2. Successful and unsuccessful irregular transfer, e.g., coup
attempt, etc.

5. Checklist Approach

A number of  relevant indicators that contribute to a firm’s
assessment of country risk are chosen and a weight is
attached to each. All aspects of risk are summarised in a
single country rating that can be readily integrated into the
decision making process. Factors having greater influence on
country risk are assigned greater weights.
The weighted checklist approach employs a combination of
statistical and judgemental factors. Statistical factors try and
assess the performance of  a country’s economy in the recent
past in the expectation that this will provide an insight into
the future. These factors can be compiled relatively easily. The
analyst can choose from a wide range of statistical factors:
rapid rise in production costs, interest-service ratio, real GDP
growth, debt/GDP, imports/reserves, foreign exchange
receipt, export/GDP ratio, import/GDP, etc.
The inclusion of judgemental factors gives some indication
of  a country’s future ability and willingness to repay. They are
essentially qualitative in nature requiring an in-depth
knowledge of the country concerned and cannot be very
easily compiled. Factors in this category include exchange rate
management, political stability (i.e., possibility of war, riots,
disorders), balance of payments problems (i.e., fall in export
earnings, deterioration of BOP), etc.
The weighting of the judgemental and statistical factors
could then be done to arrive at a risk ranking for countries.
Those factors that presumably have a greater influence on
country risk could be assigned greater weights. However, the
choice of the weights and the measurement of the factors is
highly subjective.
Hence the method though useful has its limitations.

Raters of Country Risk
Rating of  a country’s creditworthiness is mainly compiled by
two magazines, Institutional Investor and Euro money.

Institutional Investor has been publishing the ratings since
1981 while for Euro money the ratings are available since 1982.
The ratings of both the magazines are based on an evaluation
of a number of macro economic financial and political variables.
Table 1 gives the criteria for assessing country risk by the 2 main
rating agencies, Euro money and Institutional Investor.
Table 1
Share of top Investing Countries in FDI Inflows

Rating Agencies: Criteria For Assessing Country Risk

Rating 
agency 

Criteria for ratings 

Institutional 
Investor 

Information provided by 75-100 leading banks that 
grade each country on a scale of 0-100, with 100 
representing least chance of default. 

 Individual responses are weighted using a formula that 
gives more importance to responses from banks with 
greater worldwide exposure. 

Euromoney Assessment based on the following indicators. (Total 
score 100) 

 Political risk (25 per cent) 
Economic performance (25 per cent)  
Debt Indicators (10 per cent) 
Credit Ratings (10 per cent) 
Rescheduling (10 per cent) 
Access to bank finance (5 per cent)  
Access to capital markets (5 per cent)  
Access to short-term finance (5 per cent)  
Discount available on forfeiting (5 per cent) 
 

The table suggests that there is a definite relationship between a
country’s credit rating as given by the two rating agencies and
economic, financial and political variables specific to the country.
In addition, a fair amount of subjectivity is also involved in the
analysis. The judgement of the rating analysts in evaluating the
economic variables, determining the degree of political stability
and assigning weight to the different variables within the group
introduces the qualitative dimension in the technique of
country risk analysis. .

Euromoney Country Risk Ranking
Tables 2, 3, 4 give country risk rankings as given by the
Euromoney Journal for the years 1995, 1996 and 1997. The tables
show how the rankings have changed over the last three years
for some of the important countries.
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Table 2
Euro Money Country Risk Ranking

Rank 
March 96 

Rank 
September 95 

Change 
Sept95 

to March 96 
Country 

Total: 100 
Score 

(for March 
1996) 

1 3 2 Luxembourg 98.55 

2 1 -1 Switzerland 98.45 

3 2 -1 Singapore 98.38 

4 6 2 Japan 97.19 

5 4 -1 United States 97.17 

6 5 -1 Netherlands 96.66 

9 9 0 United 
Kingdom 95.85 

10 8 -2 France 95.74 

15 14 -1 Canada 91.54 

19 20 1 Spain 90.80 

22 24 2 Italy 87.64 

23 22 -1 Hong Kong 85.39 

24 23 -1 South Korea 85.04 

25 28 3 Malaysia 84.48 

26 27 1 Thailand 82.11 

40 38 -2 China 70.81 

45 45 0 India 66.68 

61 54 -7 Mauritius 54.74 

69 73 4 Pakistan 50.71 

100 142 42 Russia 40.60 

Table 3
Euromoney Country Risk Ranking

Rank 
Dec. 
1997 

Rank 
March 
1996 

Change 
from 

March '96 
to Dec. '97 

In 
Score 

Country 

Total: 100 
Score (for 

Dec. 
1997) 

2 1 -1 -58 Luxembourg 99.13 

7 2 -5 -2.38 Switzerland 99.07 

16 3 -13 -5.72 Singapore 92.66 

18 4 -14 -5.04 Japan 92.15 

1 5 4 2.28 United States . 99.45 

3 6 3 1.67 Netherlands 98.33 

5 9 4 1.74 United 
Kingdom 97.79 

11 10 -1 -0.08 France 94.76 

8 15 7 4.40 Canada 95.94 

19 19 0 1.06 Spain 91.86 

22 22 0 2.16 Italy 89.80 

25 23 -2 -0.15 Hong Kong 85.24 

30 24 -6 -6.75 South Korea 78.29 

35 25 -10 -8.04 Malaysia 76.44 

51 26 -25 -16.98 Thailand 66.13 

39 40 1 2.00 China 72.81 

53 45 -8 -2.22 India 64.46 

38 61 23 18.74 Mauritius 73.48 

88 69 -19 -4.34 Pakistan 46.37 

78 100 22 10.12 Russia 50.72 

Table 4
I Economic: Performance

S.No. Country 
Year 
1996 

Year 
1997 

Change 

1 Luxembourg 24.05 2 0.95 

2 Switzerland 23.65 -1 -2.35 

3 Singapore 25.00 -1 -2.93 

4 Japan 22.38 2 -3.77 

5 United States 22.56 -1 2.00 

6 Netherlands 22.76 -1 1.40 

7 United 
Kingdom 21.96 0 1.11 

8 France 21.85 -2 -1.02 

9 Canada 19.94 -1 3.64 

10 Spain 20.97 -1 1.15 

11 Italy 19.76 2 0.46 

12 Hong Kong 20.88 -1 -0.96 

13 South Korea 21.22 -1 -3.75 

14 Malaysia 21.58 3 -4.29 

15 Thailand 20.99 1 -7.1 

16 China 19.56 -2 -0.15 

17 India 17.53 0 -1:72 

18 Mauritius 16.79 -7 6.59 

19 Pakistan 12.52 4 -.1.97 

20 Russia 9.94 42 2.72 
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Table 5
Political Risk

Country 
Year 
1996 

Year 
1997 

Change 

Luxemburg 24.51 24.70 0.19 

Switzerland 25.00 24.84 0.16 

Singapore 23.94 21.91 2.03 

Japan 24.81 24.27 -0.54 

United States 24.60 25.0q 0.40 

Netherlands 24.27 24.46 0.19 

United 
Kingdom 23.89 24.87 0.98 

France 23.89 24.03 0.14 

Canada 22.65 23.91 1.26 

Spain 21.68 21.81 0.43 

Italy 20.86 22.07 1.21 

Hong Kong 19.92 20.21 0.29 

South Korea 21.02 17.65 -3.37 

Malaysia 19.50 17.10 -2.40 

Thailand 18.07 14.08 -3.99 

China 16.14 17.50 1.36 

India 14.68 15.09 0.41 

Mauritius 16.80 16.34 -0.46 

Pakistan 8.82 9.41 0:59 

Russia 6.64 9.87 3.23 

The Euromoney country risk methodology uses nine indicators:
• Economic performance and political risk are based on a poll

of economic and political analysis.
• Debt indicators, debt in default or rescheduled and access to

bank finance are based on figures taken from the World
Bank’s tables.

• Access to short-term finance is based on OECD consensus
groups and coverage from US Exim Bank.

• Access to discount on forfeiting is calculated from market data.
• Credit ratios are based on ratings given by Standard and Poor.

What the Rankings Reveal
The Euromoney country risk rankings for the years 1995, 1996
and 1997 in the tables preparation earlier suggest that economic
and political factors have an important and significant effect on a
country’s ranking over time. For a significant number of
countries the increase or decrease in ranking over time could be
explained by the economic factors alone.

The economic factors (e.g., a country’s export profile) usually
have a strong influence on a country’s ranking. Political factors
also playa key role in determining a country’s credit rating. Table
3 shows that Canada has improved its position significantly
from 15th  in Mar. ’96 to 7th in Dec.’ 97. The explaining variables
here are improvement in economic performance (+3.64) and
political performance (+1.26).
Mauritius’s healthy economy has significantly improved its
ranking from 61 to 38 in 1997. The other major climbers are US
(from No.5 to No.1), Russia (from No. 100 to No. 78) and UK
(from No.9 to No.5). Improvement in economic performance is
a major variable explaining the increase in ranking for US while
for UK and Russia, it is a combination of economic perfor-
mance and political risk.
As anticipated, the Asian crisis has resulted in a major blow to
the rankings of the Asian countries. Asian countries have
crashed significantly from Mar. 1996 to Dec. 1997 with eco-
nomic and political factors accounting for a major part of the
decrease. For instance, Japan slipped to 18th from 4th in Dec.
1997; Thailand slipped to 51st from 26th in Dec. 1997;
Singapore slipped to 16th from 3rd in Dec. 1997; Switzerland
slipped to 7th from 2nd in Dec. ‘9-7; Malaysia slipped to 35th
from 25th in Dec. 1997; South Korea slipped to 30th from 24th

in Dec. 1997; Pakistan slipped to 88th from 69th in Dec. 1997.
Singapore and South Korea’s fall in ranking can be explained by
the poor performance on the economic front as well as an
increased political risk. Switzerland and Japan’s ranking have
gone down in Dec. 1997 mainly due to a reduction in the scores
pertaining to the economic performance. However, in the case
of Thailand and Malaysia, the fall in economic performance is
approximately double the decrease in political risk implying that
the creditworthiness of the countries on the economic front
needs more attention.

Model For Country Risk Analysis For
India
The rankings of countries presently being published by various
agencies and journals according to their riskiness is useful
inasmuch as it ensures comparability and promotes consistency.
However, it fails to depict whether or not the countries near the
bottom of the scale are still acceptable risk. Even though, over a
period of time, the rankings may remain the same, countries at
the lower end of the scale may fall into the unacceptable category
due to increasing country risk.
This brings us to the concept of  country risk rating. Country
risk rating refers to the degree or level of risk and is a device
used to denote the degree of country risk by a figure. Also risk
rating is an indispensable tool for ensuring the comparability of
risk between countries having different size, location, develop-
ment, etc.
The following section now makes an attempt to develop a
country risk-rating device for a country like India. For develop-
ing a country risk-rating device the first step is to identify the
important factors in determining country risk. The three
important indicators to measure country risk could be:
• Economic factors
• Political factors
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• Social factors
These three factors, in turn, depend on a variety of factors and
will vary with the time period and the country being examined.
The next step is to assign values to the various sub-factors. For
example, the economic factors can be assigned value in such a
manner that a score of 1 is very favorable, i.e., lowest risk
whereas a score of 5 is very unfavorable, i.e., highest risk (i.e.,
the range is from 1 to 5).

1 2 3 4 5 

Favourable Unfavourable 

Representing their degree of importance the economic factors
are then assigned weights, which should add up to 100 per cent.
The assigned values of the factor times their respective weight
can then be summed up to derive an economic risk rating. The
process described for deriving the economic risk rating is then
repeated to derive both the political and social risk rating.
Once the three risk rating scores have been arrived at, a country’s
overall country risk rating as related to a specific project can be
determined by assigning weights to the economic, political and
social ratings according to their perceived importance. The three
weights must total to 100 per cent. The economic, political and
social ratings multiplied by their respective weights would

Column (1) 
Risk Factors 

(2) 
Rating Assigned to Factor 
within a range of 1-5) 

(3) 
Weight Assigned 
to of factor Factor 
as per Importance 

(4) = (2) × (3) 
Weighted value 

Economic Risk Factor    
Economic Factor A 2 20%  .4 
Economic Factor B 1 30%  .3 
Economic Factor C 1 40%  .4 
Economic Factor D 2 10%  .2 
  100% Economic  1.3 
   Risk rating  
Political Risk Factor     
Political Factor A 1 10%  .1 
Political Factor B 2 10%  .2 
Political Factor C 4 20%  .8 
Political Factor D 3 10%  .3 
Political Factor E 2 50%  1.0 
  100% Political  2.4 
   Risk rating  
Social Risk Factor     
Social Factor A 1 50%  .5 
Social Factor B 2 50%  1.0 
  100% Social Risk  1.5 
   Rating  
 
Column1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4=(2) ×(3) 
Category Rating as  Weights Assigned  Weighted Rating 
 Determined Above to each Risk Category  

Economic Risk 1.3 30%  .39 
Political Risk 2.4 60%  1.44 
Social Risk 1.5 10%  .15 
  100% Overall risk 1.98  
      Rating   

determine the overall country risk rating for a country as related
to a particular project.
Exhibit 1 illustrates the country risk assessment for a hypotheti-
cal project in a proposed hypothetical country. The number of
relevant factors and the assignment of weights to the factors as
per their degree of importance, under each of the three
categories, will vary with the project being planned and the type
of country being assessed. Then, the overall country risk rating
is determined. There are 4 economic factors, 5 political factors,
and 3 social factors that determine the overall country risk rating.
Economic risk factor A might reflect the quality of labour force,
economic risk factor B internal economic growth, economic risk
factor C, investment on social infrastructure and so on. Political
risk factor A might reflect the degree of political tension within
the country, political risk factor B the degree of  political tension
with the neighbouring countries and so on. Social risk factor A
might reflect the environment, problems and so on. Column I
lists the three categories of factors-Economic Risk factors,
Political Risk factor and Social Risk factors. In Column 2, values
are assigned to each factor within a, range of 1 to 5 depending
upon the risk perceived. Score 1 signifies lowest risk while score
5 signifies highest risk. Column 3 assigns weights to each factor
in accordance with their importance. Column 4 determines the
risk rating for each factor, which is arrived at by multiplying
column 2 with column 3.
Exhibit 1

Determination of  the overall Country, Risk Rating
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The economic risk rating for the given example is 1.3, Political risk
rating 2.4 and Social risk rating 1.5. This signifies that the economic
and social condition of the country is better than its political
condition. Once the three risk ratings have been determined, the
overall country risks rating can be calculated, as shown in the lower
part of Exhibit 1. Political risk (weight 60%) is perceived, to be a
much more important factor than economic risk weight 30%) and
social risk { weight 10%) in the given example. The overall country
risk rating as calculated in the lower portion of Exhibit 1 is 1.98
(based on a scale of 1-5). In absolute terms, the rating appears to
be satisfactory but the final answer depends upon the acceptable
level of risk as related to the proposed project as also the risk
tolerance of the country in question.
Thus, after developing an overall country risk rating, the first
step is to determine whether the rating suggests that the risk is
tolerable. If  the country risk is too high (e.g., the country is
often engaged in war), the proposed project need not receive
further consideration. If the risk rating of country is tolerable,
then the firm needs to further analyse the feasibility of projects.
To determine whether the project is feasible, capital budgeting
technique from the perspective of an MNC can be used.
Thus, country risk analysis is a difficult task and recent events in
several countries have dramatized the importance of country
risk analysis. Country risk analysis requires a comprehensive and
coordinated approach and also demands constant monitoring
of key variables and reliable assessment of the policies of the
government. Correct, systematic and up-to-date information is
essential for the analyst to increase his understanding and
manage country risk in the best possible manner. Yet, many
times it may be difficult to anticipate country crisis in advance
until it is too late. In some countries crisis occur randomly and
without prior warning.
Practitioners of country risk face a daunting task in their selection
of  variables and evaluation systems in assessing a country’s
performance. With this approach, a number of key economic
variables could serve as indicator of  future liquidity and solvency
problems. For example, higher the ratio of  debt to GDP, greater
is the threat of  a sudden liquidity crisis and lower is the country’s
rating. Similarly, lower export earnings are likely to increase the
likelihood of short--term liquidity problem and hence problems
with debt servicing. The balance of  payments on current account
is another important variable in assessing country risk. If the
balance of payments on the current account is positive, the
creditworthiness of the country under analysis would be expected
to be high, Inflation has a negative effect on credit rating with
high inflation countries being generally ranked lower to countries
with low or moderate inflation.
Country credit rating by some institutions such as Euro money,
Institutional Investor, Business International’s country
assessment system, International Country Risk Guide, etc., is an
attempt to assess country risks on an ongoing basis. For
example, Euro money now gives the country risk rankings after
every 6 months. Periodic country visits to countries of special
interest and regular, contact with people are essential for
improving the, quality of country risk analysis.

Case

Fund managers are becoming increasingly aware that they need
to take a view on currency movements as well as on the
prospects for bonds and equities.

Since 1991, by liberalizing its economy, India has been strug-
gling to gain a firm position in the global economy. Though it
bas attracted many foreign investors, it, has not succeeded in
retaining them. Most of the companies have left the country
either because of the infrastructure, which has to go along way
before they meet the international standards or because of the
government policies, which are not favorable for carrying out
business in India. The basic requirements for carrying on any
business like power, roads, telecommunication, etc. are not up
to the mark.
1. Identify the financial and political factors for an MNC to

consider while assessing country risk in India. .
2. Describe the various steps taken by the government in the

last 2-3 years to attract more foreign players.
3. How important is political risk for a country like India?

Elucidate with examples.

Review Questions

1. “Political risk is 50% of the exercise but inseparable from
economic risk”. Elucidate. In this context explain the
various economic an political factors that significantly affect
country risk analysis.

2. Briefly explain the various techniques to assess country risk.
Give examples to illustrate your answer.

3. Explain the criteria for assessing country risk by Euro
money an Institutional Investor.

4. ‘Country risk analysis is a difficult task and recent events in
several countries have dramatized the importance of
country risk analysis.’ Do you agree? Give examples to
illustrate your answer.

5. How can exposure to country risk be reduced by a MNC in
the long run? In this context explain why country risk
analysis is not always accurate.

6. ‘Five decades ago, Argentina was considered to be one of
the wealthiest nations in Latin America. However, gross
fiscal indiscipline has brought down the country to the
current risk. The country today , is one the verge of
collapse.’
a. Do you think there is a way out for Argentina?
b. What role do you envisage for the IMF in this regard?

Can the IMF put together a rescue package for
Argentina? Discuss.

7. Discuss the key indicators that MNCs should assess in
calculating the degree of political and economic risk they face
in a country, particularly one undergoing political and
economic transition.

8. Briefly discuss a framework that can facilitate a formal
assessment of country risk and its implications for
corporate decision-making.

9. ‘Fiscal irresponsibility is one sign of a country that it is likely
to be politically risky because it will probably have an
insatiable appetite for money. Elucidate’. (Hint: An
important indicator of country risk is the government
deficit as a percentage of gross domestic product).

10. Why is country risk analysis important for an MNC?
Discuss with examples.
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